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ABSTRACT

The Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA) was
begun in 1958 to trace the effects of aging in humans and to
distinguish between the true effects of aging and those processes,
including disease, socioeconomic disadvantage, and lack of
educational opportunity, that may appear or become more pronounced
with time but are biologically irrelevant to the underlying
mechanisms of human aging. It has sought to achieve this goal by
making measurements on over 1,000 male volunteers who at their entry
into the study were aged 17 to 96 years and were living independently
in the community. Since 1978, women have been systematically added to
the BLSA. This document presents a report of the BLSA's first 23
years. Chapter I describes methods for the study of aging. Chapter II
providE" a literature review of studies that illustrate the strengths
and weaknesses of the longitudinal method and that were conducted on
normal community-residing adults. Chapter III describes the general
design of the study, characteristics of the subjects, the tests used,
data storage and retrieval, and methods of data analysis. Chapter IV
describes in detail the testing procedures followed. The results of
published BLSA cross-sectional analyses are summarized in chapter V,
while those based on longitudinal examinations of selected variables
are summarized in chapter VI, and 35 of those longitudinal studies
themselves are reprinted in the appendix, which comprises over half
of this volume. Preceding the appendix, the seventh and last chapter
looks at future directions for the BLSA. Thirty-five tables and 48
figures are included, and a 386-item reference list is provided.
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Dedication

Dr. W.W. Peter

This volume is dedicated to Dr. W.W. Peter (Fig. 1), whose foresight and
enthusiasm played an important role in the recruitment of subjects for the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study of Aging. Dr. Peter, a retired Medical Officer of the United States
Public Health Service, provided the initial impetus that led to the recruitment of
normal men residing in the community as subjects for their entire lifetimes in a study of
aging. In 1958 very few people recognized the impact that the increasing number of
elderly people in the population would have on our society. Only a few voices were

raised to point out the need for research on aging. Dr. Peter's was one of them.
Perhaps because of his experience as a physician, Dr. Peter saw the need to study
aging in individuals who were free from disabling diseases and were leading successful
lives in the community. He "sold" this idea to his friends, neighbors, and colleagues
and persuaded them to enroll as participants in a study that would involve repeated
tests and examinations over their entire life spans. He represented participation in the

study as a contribution to science and the future of mankind.
Dr. Peter soon realized that his own efforts were not likely to recruit enough
subjects to answer many of the questions posed about aging. Hence he proposed to
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participants already in the study that they join him in recruiting others among their
colleagues and friends. Thanks to Dr. Peter's dedication, the system worked! The
waiting list that was soon generated today provides new subjects for introduction into
the study whenever vacancies occur.
Although Dr. Peter died suddenly on March 31, 1959, the recruitment system and
the esprit de corps he helped to establish among the early participants have remained
over the years. The study owes much to Dr. Peter and stands as a memorial to his
vision. Many peoplephysicians, scientists, technicians, programmers, and secretarieshave contributed to the successful continuation of the study over the past 23 years.
To mention all of them by name would require an additional volume of this book. To
all of them, our sincere thanks.
Finally, acknowledgment must be made to the subjects themselves for their
willingness to participate in pr...:edures that were often demanding and tedious, and
sometimes uncomfortable, in older to improve and extend knowledge about aging.
Without their loyalty and dedication no study would have been possible.
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Note: References that appear in italics in the text identify longitudinal studies on the
BLSA population. These studies are summarized in Chapter VI and, unless they are still
in press, are reprinted in the Appendix.

Introduction
Since the inception of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA) in

1958,
its intent has been to trace the effects of aging in humans. It attempts to distinguish

between the tn'e effects of aging and those processes, including disease, socioeconomic
disadvantage, and lack of educational opportunity, that may also appear or become

more pronounced with time but are biologically irrelevant to the underlying

mechanisms of human aging. It has sought to achieve this goal by making measurements on more than 1000 male volunteers' who at their entry'into the study were aged
17 to 96 years and were living independently in the community. This
report of its first
23 years of activity is an initial compilation of methods and finzlings pointing
the way to
further research and analysis that will enhance our understanding of the complex and
highly individual processes of human aging.
Changes that take place during the early stages of life, which are almost entirely
reflections of growth and development, are usually characterized by increases in size
and in complexity of structure and function. By contrast, aging
Is ina::ifest in a series of
physiological and behavioral changes that occur after the attainment of maturity in all
members of a species. Although aging changes proceed at a much slower
rate than
changes that occur with growth and development, and are men associated with
decrements in performance, it cannot be assumed that aging is always characterized by
impairment of function. In many people, for example, vocabulary continues
to expand
throughout life. Aging in adults is also characterized by great diversity; old
organisms
show a greater range of variation in many physiological and psychological indicators
than any other adult age group. There are extraordinarily "young" 80-year-olds,
along
with extraordinarily "old" 40-year-olds.
Although the incidence of disease increases with age, aging and disease are not
synonymous. Aging is a normal concomitant of the passage of time that takes place in
everyone; disease occurs in only a part of the population. The changes by which aging
is manifest, at all levels including the cellular, reduce an individual's adaptive
capacities
and the speed and excellence of his performance, and increase his
susceptibility to
disease and pathological processes. As a result, a traumatic event such
as an accident or
exposure to a disease, which may be of minor consequence to a young individual, may
be of much greater consequence, even fatal, in the elderly. As adaptability and
reserve
capacities diminish, mortality rates increase. Although there are wide individual
differences in the rate at which age changes take place, aging affects all members of
a
population, while specific diseases and accidents are selective.
Since many of the changes associated with aging reflect a reduction in adaptability
and performance that may also characterize specific diseases, the effects of aging and
disease are difficult to separate. One approach is to examine all subjects in
great detail
and to exclude from the analysis of age trends data from any subjects who show
evidence of pathology or disease. Although this procedure may eliminate subjects with
'Since January 1978, women have been systematically added to the BLSA. As of June 30, 1981,
than 300 had been examined and tested at least once, 150 two or more times. It is anticipated thatmore
the
ultimate number of female BLSA participants will approach 700. Because of the short time
over which
observations have been made, no longitudinal data on aging in women will be reported in this volume.
However, certain crosssectionally derived data are reported in Chapter V.
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gross pathology, there is no assurance that subjects with the early stages of a disease
have been identified. The development of new diagnostic techniques more precise and
sensitive than those previously available may reveal that some subjects, formerly
judged normal, were in fact already in the early stages of a disease. It is thus impossible
to be sure that only "healthy" subjects have been included; it can only be stated that
individuals with pathology detectable by the best methods then available had been
eliminated at that stage of data analysis.
The BLSA has attempted to measure age changes by making serial measurements
on individual members of a group of community-residing adults. In order to minimize
the effects of socioeconomic and educational factors on test results, subjects were
.recruited from a well-educated population with above-average income, which also had
access to good medical care. Careful medical examination for specific conditions or
diseases that might influence the "normality" of a particular performance has been
employed to exclude "abnormal" data. As a result, age differences and age changes
observed in this highly selected group of participants may be the best available index of
"pure," i.e. optimal, aging.
Studies of growth and development, or of aging during the early part of life, have
traditionally been conducted by the cross-sectional method, in which subjects of various
ages are measured simultaneously. The effects of aging or growth were thus inferred
from differences between average values found in groups of subjects of various ages.
Only the longitudinal method, in which serial measurements are made on the same
subjects as they age, can identify age changes.
This book is addressed to those who are interested in the objectively measurable
changes that take place in adults as they grow older. The tests used to measure different
aspects of aging, the functions they evaluate, and the methodology used are described.
Neither the theory of longitudinal studies nor the mathematical and su tistical issues
inherent in longitudinal data analysis are discussed in detail, since other books and
articles cover these issues (Jones, 1958; Birren and Renner, 1977; Schaie, 1977; Baltes,
1968; Schlesselman, 1973a,b;2 Schulsinger et al., 1981). Although a description of past

and existing longitudinal studies on adults is necessary to answer the primary
question"Why another longitudinal study?"the book does not include an exhaustive review of all the longitudinal studies that have been conducted on children and
adults. The literature review in Chapter II is limited to studies that illustrate the
strengths and weaknesses of the longitudinal method and those that were conducted on
normal community-residing adultsstudies which may reasonably be compared with
the BLSA.
The general design of the study, characteristics of the subjects, the tests used, data

storage and retrieval, and methods of data analysis are described in Chapter III.
Chapter IV describes in detail the testing procedures followed.
The results of published BISA cross-sectional analyses are summarized in Chapter
V. Those based on longitudinal examinations of selected variables (anthropometry,
physiological performance, cognitive performance, and personality characteristics) are
summarized in Chapter VI, and the articles themselves, except a few that are still in
press, are reprinted in the Appendix, since they provide models that may be followed
for the longitudinal analysis of other variables.
2References that appear in italics in the text indicate longitudinal studies on the BLSA population. These

studies are summarized in Chapter VI and, unless they are still in press, are reprinted in the Appendix.
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The primary focus of the BLSA is the scientific characterization of aging in
individuals over the entire adult life span. Unlike many other studies whose chief
purpose was to identify factors that increase the probability of the development of
specific diseases, principally cardiovascular, the BLSA has from its inception emphasized healthy aging; it thus includes a much broader spectrum of both physiological and
psychological tests than other studies. In studies of aging it is particularly important to
rule out the possibility that occult disease is the source of the observed differences. At

the same time, no subject in whom disease was discovered during the study was
excluded or dropped, although observations made on such individuals were excluded
from analyses for pure age effects. As a result, the progressive effects of such conditions

as diabetes and cardiovascular disease on specific physiological functions can be
described.
The BLSA was extraordinarily fortunate in its early recruitment and retention of a
highly homogeneous group of well-educated and dedicated volunteer participants who
were willing to commit themselves to visit the Gerontology Research Center (GRC) at

regular intervals for an indefinite period, perhaps for the remainder of their lives.
Without the initiative and assistance of Dr. W.W. Peter in their recruitment, and
without the continued commitment of the participants (see "Dedication," "Acknowledgments," and Chapter III), the essential stability of the sample population could not

have been maintained. Because of their dedication, the study was able to collect
reliable historical and background data, to compare measurements of responses to
standardized stimuli under basal conditions with previous measurements, and to
include more tests across a broader spectrum of research areas, as well as to characterize
its subjects in much greater detail, than most other studies. Their loyalty has also made

it possible to introduce many tests that not only are time-consuming but often involve
some degree of personal discomfort.

Few studies have been pursued over periods long enough, and with enough
repeated measurements, to permit true longitudinal analysis of changes in a variable in

a single individual as he ages. The BLSA is unique in providing as many as 21
sequential measurements on the same subject, from which linear regressions on age and

standard errors of estimate have been calculated for some functions. As of June 30,
1981, five or more data points were available for some measurements on 667 subjects.
The BLSA is unique both in the frequency of visits and in the time devoted to

each. A visit of 2V2 days, which includes two nights at the GRC, makes possible
measurement under basal conditions of many physiological functions, such as blood
pressure, heart rate, and oxygen consumption, as well as such time-consuming tests as
studies of glucose and insulin homeostasis, hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal function,
and 24-hour renal-clearance rates. Measurements made both under basal conditions
and during stress are necessary to identify more subtle changes in function and to
detect occult disease. This is particularly true of the cardiovascular system; clinically
occult coronary artery disease, which is present in a substantial proportion of elderly
subjects, can be detected only through the imposition of stress on the heart. The length
and frequency of visits have made possible a large number of measurements for many
participants, with a consequent increase in the statistical reliability of mean values and
regression coefficients.
The BLSA is also unique in the potential it offers of future study in its present and
projected population. Participants recruited in their early adult years are still actively

committed to the study, while new subjects are introduced in order to maintain the
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population and to make possible analyses that will help identify "period"3 and birthcohort effects. Although it is clear from the BLSA experience to date that both crosssectional and longitudinal analyses are required for studies of aging, neither method by
itself identifies exclusively the effects of aging. In cross-sectional analysis, age
differences between groups of subjects are confounded with birth-cohort differences,
i.e., effects due to scents that occur at different ages in the lives of persons born at
different times. Some of these events, ;Itch as economic depressions, war, or shifts in
social policy, may have far-reaching effects that vary with the subject's age and situation
at the time the events occurred. Longitudinal analysis confounds changes due to aging

with those that result from "period" or secular influences, which affect whole
populations. The attempt to differentiate among the three effects is strengthened by the
addition of "cross-sequential" and "time-sequential" analyses described in Chapter I.
Although in many areas of investigation this sort of analysis remains to be done, the
data bases necessary for its accomplishment are now becoming available.

The BLSA has already achieved some of the goals set for the study. It has
contributed to knowledge about aging in normal persons and has shown that age
changes can be estimated for some variables in individual subjects. It has highlighted,
and suggested approaches to, some of the problems inherent in the analysis of both
cross-sectional and longitudinal data for age changes.
A number of critical questions remain for the future, among them the interrela-

tions among age changes in different organ systems, the time courses of different
diseases, and the effects of critical life events. In the coming years the study on women

will mature, and insight should be gained into the remarkable but still unexplained
difference between the sexes in disease development and longevity.

nee Chapter 1 for definitions of terms.
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CHAPTER I
Methods for the Study of Aging
The two principal methods by which the effect of aging on a variable can be
measured are the cross-sectional and longitudinal designs. The cross-sectional method
is characterized by measurements made at approximately the same time on a large
number of subjects covering the entire adult age span. Age changes are not measured
directly but are inferred from the differences in mean values observed in different age

groups or from the overall regression of the measurement on age. Only average
differences between age groups are identified.
The longitudinal method is characterized by serial measurements of a specific
variable on the same subject as aging occurs; it thus identifies age changes in
individuals in addition to average differences between groups of subjects of different
ages. Since each method has its strengths and weaknesses, the quantitative measurement of aging requires the application of both. Other variations of the two ( "cross.
sequential" and "time - sequential" approaches) are needed to control factors that
cannot be isolated by either method alone.

THE CROSS-SECTIONAL METHOD AND ITS
LIMITATIONS
1. Advantages and Limitations
Growth and development have traditionally been studied by the cross-sectional
method, by which the average values of a variable are calculated for groups of subjects
distributed according to age. Growth is inferred from tht: progressive increase of the
average values for height or weight in groups of growing children; that is the
regression of measurements on age is viewed as an index of growth rate. Such analysis
neither provides a direct measurement of age changes nor specifies the magnitude or
rates of change in individual subjects. Its primary advantage is that the presence of age
trends in a group of subjects can be detected fairly quickly. Caution is necessary in its
interpretation, however, since differences between age groups include birth-cohort' as

well as age effects (see below, "Strategies of Analytical Design").
Students of child development recognized this limitation of cross-sectional analyses

in the early part of this century and initiated longitudinal studies, in which
measurements of height and weight were repeated at short intervals to generate growth

curves for individual subjects (Dearborn et al., 1938). Although important findings
have emerged, the longitudinal method has been used in only a few studies of adults
(see Chapter II), because of the difficulties of recruiting and retaining subjects for
repeated measurements over long periods of time, as well as of finding the necessary
long-term financial support.
1A birth cohort consists of individuals born in the same arbitrarily chosen interval of time. Since specific
environmental conditions occur at different ages for subjects from different birth cohorts, the effect of such
events may be confouNded with the effect of aging in their influence on cross-sectional measurement.
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2. Effects of Differential Mortality
As a study population ages it becomes more and more selected, since death occurs

more frequently among old than among young subjects. By age 70, the population
available for study represents only about 50% of the original birth cohort. Averages
derived from measurements in young adults are thus based on observations of subjects
some of whom will not live to age 70, while data from older subjects obviously
represent an "elite" population that has survived.
Age difference.. in a measured variable do not necessarily reflect changes in
individuals or even the average changes in specific age groups, since deaths do not
occur randomly throughout the population but are more likely among individuals
whose characteristics increase their susceptibility. The selective nature of the process is

implied by the term "differential mortality." This effect increases with age.
The influence of differential mortality on inferences about age changes made on
the basis of cross-sectional measurements of age differences can be visualized from the
theoretical curve in Figure 1. Consider the hypothetical variable X whose level varies

among individuals but does not change with aging in any individual. Each of the
horizontal lines in the figure represents a single individual as he ages. Suppose further,

HIGH

LOW

AGE

Figure 1.1. Confounding effect of selective mortality on inferences about age changes. Each
solid line segment represents the pattern of change in an individual (in this case there is no change
with aging, and death occurs at the end of the line). High values for the variable X are assumed to
be deleterious. The closed circles represent mean values that would be obtained in a cross-sectional
study; the dashed line connecting these dots would then correctly represent age differences among
age groups, but the inference that age changes were occurring in individuals would be erroneous.
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as the figure shows, that a high value of X is deleterious, so that deaths occur first in
high-X and last in low-X subjects. As the figure indicates, the mean value for X at the
earliest ages will be high, since all subjects are alive; at each succeeding decade the
mean will fall, since the subjects with the highest values will have been eliminated by
death. As a re.ult, the circles connected by the dashed line represent the average values
that would be obtained from a single cross-sectional study. The average values of X
clearly fall with Idvancing age, although within individual subjects X does not change
with age.
Figure 2 illustrates another way in which cross-sectional analysis may lead to
erroneous conclusions. One can imagine a function (variable Y) that declines linearly
across age groups but in which a floor effect, or "lethal limit," appears. In this case a
cross-sectional study might show an average decline that would not accurately represent
the magnitude of age changes in individuals. It is even possible (Fig. 3) to picture a
variable that declines with age but in which younger subjects can tolerate lower levels
than older subjects before dying. In this case the cross-sectional analysis might show no
age differences at all despite a decline in function in individual subjects across the age
span.

HIGH

LOW

AGE

Figure 1.2. Confounding effect of selective mortality on the magnitude of age changes. See
Fig. 1 for explanation of line segments. A floor effect or lethal limit is assumed for the variable Y.
In this case the dashed line representing age differences would underestimate true age changes.
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AGE
Figure 1.3. Confounding effect of selective mortality as a result of which age changes are not
revealed in cross-sectional studies. See Fig. 1 for explanation of line segments. A lethal limit that
varies with age is assumed. In this case the dashed line would show no age diffirences, although
large age changes in individuals had occurred.

3. Birth-Cohort Effects
Another limitation of cross-sectional studies is that young and old groups of
subjects may differ in characteristics other than age that may also affect the
measurements. Subjects born in a specified span of calendar years represent a birth
cohort. An example of birth-cohort effects may be found in tests that are influenced by
the level of education of the subjects. Most of today's young adults have completed
high school, while a much smaller proportion of adults educated in the early years of
this century reached that level of education. In any test in which level of education

influences performance, young subjects will thus out-perform the old--but the
difference may be due to education rather than to age.
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Socioeconomic conditions early in life may also have affected older subjects
differently from younger one;. For example, subjects who were 70 years old in 1980
were exposed to the effects of the economic depression of the 1930s when they were in
their 20s, whereas subjects born after 1940 have not been subjected to such an event.
Similarly, epidemics, wars, and other disruptions that occur at different points of the
life cycle of different birth cohorts may influence test results in ways that the cross-

sectional method cannot differentiate from true age changes (Birren and Renner,
1977).

4. Disease Effects
Since the occurrence of many diseases increases with advancing age, one of the
primary problems in attributing differences between groups of subjects to aging is the
necessity of excluding subjects suffering from diseases that influence the variable under
study. This is an extremely difficult problem for which there is no certain remedy.
Many investigators, especially those concerned with behavioral and social research, have simply ignored the problem. Others have set criteria of health status,
ranging from superficial to comprehensive, for inclusion in the study. These are
commonly limited to the idemifcation of a few specific disease states such as coronary
artery disease or diabetes, or to arbitrary standards of normality in physical findings or
laboratory tests such as blood pressure, blood glucose, or hemoglobin concentration. In
many studies health status was determined by self-evaluation of the subjects; if a subject
said he was in good health he was regarded as healthy. In only a few instances was a
detailed physical examination carried out by physicians to screen subjects for the
presence of specific diseases.

THE LONGITUDINAL METHOD
Some of the limitations of cross-sectional studies of aging can be minimized or

overcome by a longitudinal design, in which the same subjects are measured
repeatedly. The ideal longitudinal study of aging would provide observations on
individuals over their entire life spans. Since this design is impractical, most
longitudinal studies have been limited to specific periods of the life cycle. The phases of
growth and development, for example, have received much more attention than adult
aging. Among the many critical questions about how adults age that can be answered
only from serial observations are the following:

Does the average curve of age differences based on cross-sectional data represent
the average progression of aging in individual subjects?
How rapidly does an individual change with respect to a specific variable or test?
That is, what is the rate of change? What is the diversity among individuals?
Is there a general aging factor, or does each organ system show a different pattern
of aging? How are age changes in different variables related in individual subjects?
Do critical events in the life cycle of an individual affect aging? An answer to this
question requires serial measurements in tilt. ..tbject before and after the event, which

may take such forms as a heart attack or other severe illness, exposure to toxic
substances or radiation, loss of job, retirement, loss of spouse, loss of mobility, or loss
of independent living.
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Can patterns or levels of performance at a given age be used as predictors of
performance at a later age, or of longevity?
Can aging be distinguished from disease?
Does age influence the progression of such disease states as diabetes, arteriosclerosis, and hypertension?
Can a causal ordering be determined from serial observations when two variables
are known to co-vary?

ADVANTAGES OF THE LONGITUDINAL METHOD
1. Age Regressions for Individual Subjects
The primary advantage of the longitudinal method is that it makes it possible to
estimate age changes in an individual over a specified period, so that a "rate of aging"
may be determined for any specified variable. The study must be so designed that
enough observations are made in an individual to permit calculation of the standard
error of estimate of the calculated regression on age. It is usually assumed that the
regression of the variable on age is linear. Although the assumption of linearity may or
may not be true, it is seldom possible to collect enough observations to reject it. A
statistical analysis (Schlesselman, 1973a,b)2 has been made of the experimental strategies
(duration of the study, frequency of observations, number of observations) essential to

achieve a specified reliability of estimate of the individual regression slopes for a
specific variable. For one variable, equally satisfactory slopes might be computed by
carrying out three tests in 14 years, ten tests in ten years, or 30 tests in six years. For
another it might not be possible to compute individual slopes with satisfactory accuracy
unless monthly examinations were carried out for 30 years. Two characteristics of the
variable that necessitate different planning strategies are the mean rate of change with
time (the mean regression on age for the population) and the degree of variance in the

individual slopes. A third factor is the investigator's determination of the degree of
accuracy required in the estimate of the age regression for an individual subject. The
investigator may thus choose among many strategies for the design of a longitudinal
study.

2. Predicting Outcomes
Events or processes experienced at various times may affect a person's health or
functioning in later life, as well as survival. The longitudinal study design is valuable,
sometimes essential, to identify events of significance and to quantify their long-term

effects. In one sense, a true prospective longitudinal study with repeated periodic
evaluations is not required to answer such questions: Information concerning past
events may be obtained by history, and outcomes may be sought at a chosen point. The

value of such an analysis, however, may be limited by the inaccuracies inherent in
historical recall of distant events. The longitudinal approach, with reasonably frequent
evaluations, decreases memory error, may provide objective evidence for the presence
of an event, and permits more accurate identification of the time when both the event
and its effects occur.
=References that appear in italics in the text indicate longitudinal studies on the BLSA population. These

studies are summarized in Chapter VI and, unless they are still in cress, are reprinted in the Appendix.
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A major application of longitudinal data is the search for precursors and risk
factors related to disease and death. The study of risk factors has traditionally been the
province of epidemiological research. The distinctive characteristic of epidemiological
research such as the Framingham study (see Chapter II) is its focus on the factors that

influence the incidence of disease in a specified human population. One of the

strengths of the BISA lies in the wealth of its measurements, which permits intensive
analysis of the antecedents of disease to a degree few epidemiological studies can
match.

As a study of aging, the BISA is also concerned with age-related stability or
fluctuation in functions; the multidisciplinary data collected over a period of years can
be used to determine predictors of change. Questions that may be addressed include:
whether personality differences retard zn- acce',..rate declines in cognitive performance;
whether regular exercise leads to better pul:-.Jnary functioning in old age; and what
activities or attitudes contribute to an older person's sense of having lived a satisfying
life.
A corollary of the search for significant predictive variables is the identification of

their critical levels, the cut-points of which may vary with age. Although 24-hour
creatinine clearance, for example, may show a large decline with age, its clinical
significance depends on whether the decline predicts an increased :ikelihood of death
or disease. The identification of a critical level or pattern of change may thus be a
unique contribution of the longitudinal method.
In addition to assessing the impact of single variables on single outcomes, it is
important to test combined effects of variables and complex outcomes. Thus, while
myocardial infarction or death must be considered an outcome, more complex
outcomes such as the ability to live independently of institutions, the ability to continue
the activities of daily living, or the achievement of overall "successful aging" should be
assessed. Even the rate of aging of a particular organ system may be analyzed as an
outcome (the dependent variable) of other characteristics or risk factors earlier in life.
Studies on children illustrate the power of the longitudinal method in identifying
the effects of events that occur at different chronological ages in different subjects.

Figure 4A shows a series of curves of individual growth rates derived from serial
measuremers of height made on children as they aged from five to 18 years (Tanner,

1955). Each individual depicted achieved a maximum growth spurt at a different age,
ranging from nine to 14 years. The mean of these curves obtained from cross-sectional
measurements (shown by the dotted curve) grossly underestimates the magnitude of
the individual adolescent growth spurts and fails to indicate the diversity of their

timing. In Figure 4B the same curves have been so arranged that their points of
maximum velocity coincide, and other points are plotted as deviations in time from that

event. This method can be used to identify the effects of any event on other
measurements, provided the time of occurrence of the event can be identified and a
series of measurements taken before and after the event is available.
Longitudinal observations also provide an opportunity to identify the effects of
physiological events on other variableseffects that cannot be identified by crosssectional analysis (Shock, 1943). For example, cross-sectional observations of basal heat
production in girls and boys aged 11.5 to 17.5 years lead to the conclusion that basal
metabolic rate (BMR) falls gradually from age 12 to age 17.5 (Fig. 5) (Shock, 1942).

However, when the data for girls are replotted with age of menarche as their zero
point (Fig. 6), and serial observations taken at six-month intervals are plotted as
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Figure 1.4 Relation between individual and mean velocities during the adolescent growth
spurt. A: The height curves are plotted against chronological age. B: The height curves are plotted
as deviations from time of maximum growth velocity.
From Tanner (1955), after Shuttleworth (1939).
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Figure 1.5 Average basal heat production in males and females. Measurements made every 6
months from age 11.5 to 17.5 yr in same individuals. Points at ages 24 and 33 obtained from other
subjects.
From Shock (1942, adapted).
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deviations from age of menarchc in each subject, it becomes apparent that menarchea

physiological eventis more important than chronological age in determining the
adolescent fall in BMR.

The availability of serial observations also makes it possible to search for the effects

of critical events in the life history of individualscessation of smoking, death of a
spouse, retirement, loss of mobility, need for institutionalizationby comparing
measurements made before the event with those made afterward.

3. Continuity of Study Population
The continued availability of a longitudinal population such as that of the BLSA
offers unique opportunities for multidisciplinary investigations of the relations between
aging and other variables, without the recurring need to recruit new subjects. A major
advantage of the BLSA is that it has provided a study population in which thorough and
repeated clinical evaluations have been carried out on all subjects. The resultant clinical

records add efficiency to the overall operation of the study and provide essential
background information on health status to other investigators whose primary interests
may lie in domains other than clinical medicine.
Furthermore, when multiple variables are assessed a multiplicative effect occurs, in

that each scientist is able to take advantage of the information generated by his
colleagues to improve his own subject characterization and research interpretation. As
data accumulate in the longitudinal study, not only the quantity but also the quality of

the information available on each subject is thus increased.
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An inevitable consequence of the existence of a longitudinal panel of subjects in an
academic or research environment is that other scientists are attracted by the obvious
advantages. This leads not only to a number of spin-off cross-sectional studies but also
to the addition of new variables to be studied longitudinally. Any longitudinal study

must first go through a phase of cross-sectional analysis. As studies of the initial
variables are continued or completed, new ones are introduced; the experimental
design evolves into a series of overlapping individual but integrated longitudinal
studies.

The addition of new variables five, ten, or 20 years after the beginning of the
original study requires subjects across the entire adult ..,se range. Evolution of the study
'thus mandates the continuing recruitment of new subject. in the youngest age group as

time passes and the population ages. The new subjects in turn provide a built-in
opportunity for identification of birth-cohort differences and possible period effects
within the population (see below, "Strategies of Analytical Design").

OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES IN LONGITUDINAL
STUDIES
Although the longitudinal design is essential to the determination of age changes
in individuals, it cannot resolve all the difficulties inherent in cross-sectional studies.
Furthermore, longitudinal studies have a number of limitations of their own. What
eems to be a simple, straightforward question"How does aging, or the passage of
time, affect performance in individual subjects?"turns out to be a demon in disguise.

Many pitfalls in design, subject selection, data collection, and data analysis may
undermine or negate the assumption that changes in serially collected measurements
are due to aging. These problems include the following:

1. Recruitment and Screening of Subjects
A primary concern in the, selection of subjects for a longitudinal study is their
commitment to continued participation in the study and their geographic stability over
long periods. This requirement limits the sampling procedures that can be used and
must be taken into consideration in the generalization of conclusions drawn from any
longitudinal study.
The study may require the inclusion of procedures that prove tedious or distasteful
to many people. Subjects selected at random will show both a high initial rate of refusal

to participate and a high drop-out rate when presented with a test schedule that
includes uncomfortable and time-consuming procedures. To this extent most longitudinal studies, including the BLSA, have compromised true representativeness in order to
obtain loyalty and cooperation from' their subjects.

Some studies from their inception exclude subjects who present clinical or
laboratory evidence of disease. Although this procedure may initially limit the study to
healthy subjects, it does not avoid the problem of a subject who subsequently develops

chronic illness. If the subject is then dropped from the study a great opportunity to
trace the historical development of a disease is lost. Hence subjects who developed
diseases were not dropped from the BLSA, although observations made on them were
no longer included in analyses of age changes.
Another approach is to accept subjects with diagnosed disease, but to exclude

tit
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measurements made on them from data analyses designed to characterize normal age
changes. Serial observations on these subjects as a subgroup can be of great value in
distinguishing the effects of aging from those of aging plus disease.
Although the presence of disease will confound the interpretations about aging in
both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, diseases are more apt to be discovered in
subjects in a longitudinal than in a cross-sectional study because of the extended time
during which longitudinal subjects are seen and tested. Findings that may be equivocal
at one testing can be re-examined on subsequent visits for verification of diagnoses.

2. Attrition
Subject losses must be expected as a longitudinal study progresses. Younger
subjects are more likely than old ones to move away from the area of the study or to
lose interest and motivation. As the subjects become older, death and disability become
major factors (Wilson and Webber, 1976). On the other hand, useful research data
may emerge from comparison of measurements in subjects who have survived with
those in subjects who have died. This may result in development of new methods of
predicting the likelihood of death.
Drop-outs due to loss of contact or to subjects' refusal to continue participation
pose a problem in the interpretation of results, particularly when it is evident that those
who have left the study differed systematically from those who have remained.
The degree to which findings from longitudinal studies are distorted by attrition,
whatever its source, depends on the aspect of aging that is being investigated (see
Chapter III). Since some variables are influenced more than others by attrition, each
variable in each study must be examined for the drop-out effect.

3. Expansion of Subject Panel
Unlike most longitudinal studies, the BLSA is designed to maintain a specified
number of subjects within each age decade throughout its course. When new subjects
are introduced, it is important that they resemble the original sample as closely as
possible. Ideally, this requires careful description and matching of the original and new
populations. Although the BLSA did not attempt such a matching, the self-selection
strategy employed in the recruitment of its participants has tended to maintain the

character of the sample (see Chapter III).

4. Strategies of Analytical Design
It is often assumed that the differences among serial observations within cohorts
followed longitudinally represent the effects of aging. This is not necessarily true: A
number of non-maturational effects or factors may also induce differences in serial
measurements. Changes in measurements made serially over time may be due to: a)
changes in procedures; b) systeimulc methodological error; c) period effects
environmental or cultural changes that may influence all members of the population

under study; or d) aging effects.
An aging effect is present if the dependent variable is a function of age regardless
of the subject's birth year or of the period or time of observation. A period effect is
present if the value of the variable changes systematically as a function of the time of
observation and not as a function of age. A birth-cohort effect is present if the value of
the variable changes systematically as a function of the subject's birth year rather than
of his age.
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Table 1.1. A Simple Cross-Sequential Design'

Time of MerAremot
Date of Birth

1960

1900

R60

1910

1970
70

gee

'Subscripts indicate ages

One of the primary difficulties in the analysis of longitudinal data from a single

birth cohort is the confounding of period effects with age changes. Traditional
longitudinal designs attempt to circumvent the cross-sectional confounding of aging

effects with generational or birth-cohort effects by following the same group of
individuals over two or more times of measurement, and thus at two or more ages.
Such designs, however, are subject to the confounding of age with period effects.
Changes that occur between the first and second measurements may be due to
intervening historical events rather than to aging; in some tests, previous exposure or
practice may be responsible.
Longitudinal changes include age and period effects. Cross-sectional differences
include age and cohort effects. Each set of differences is thus influenced by two of the
primary effects, those of age, period, and birth cohort. Cross-sequential and timesequential designs have been proposed to help untangle the confound. In the crosssequential design, independent samples of individuals from the same birth cohort are
compared at different times of measurement, and thus at different ages (Tab. 1). Since
a given individual is measured only once, exposure or practice effects are eliminated. In
Table 1 the vertical comparison confounds aging and the effects of birth cohort, while

the horizontal comparison confounds aging and period effects.
In the time-sequential design, independent samples of individuals of a specified
age are compared at different times of measurement (Tab. 2). Age and time of
measurement are separated, but both are confounded with birth cohort. No clear-cut
statistical separation of age effects from birth-cohort and period effects can be made.
It was originally assumed that, while each of these designs is ambiguous when used

alone, it might be possible to separate out age, period, and birth-cohort effects if all
were employed and analyzed simultaneously (Schaie, 1965; Baltes, 1;68; Riley et al.,
1972; Agnello, 1975; and Mason and Mason, 1973). It has since been demonstrated,
however, that there is no single solution to the inevitable confounding of the three, and
that interpretation of such analysis depends on the data, the goals of the investigator,
and the state of knowledge in the area. Costa and AfrCrae (1982) discuss in greater

detail the role of judgment in the interpretation of aging, period, and birth-cohort
effects.

5. Maintaining Uniformity of Methods mid Quality Control
A longitudinal analysis requires special attention to the maintenance of uniformity

of tests and testing conditions throughout the study. Continuous quality control is
essential. Methods must be examined at regular intervals for consistency of results and
stability of standards.
In the BLSA, replicate samples of blood, urine, and tissues are frozen and stored
for re-analysis at a later date. Stored plasma samples have made it possible, for example,
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Table 1.2. A Simple Time - Sequential Design'

Time of Measurement
Age

1960

1970

60

5-(1900

R1910

70

g1890

g1900

'Subscripts indicate dates of birth

to validate the methodology used for the determination of cholesterol levels by
repeating the analyses at one time on a random subset of samples collected over the
entire span of the study (Hersbcopf el A, 1982).

6. Data Storage and Retrieval
Longitudinal studies generate special problems in the storage and retrieval of data.

Thanks to the development of computers, it is now possible to store an immense

amount of data in such a fashion that the data can be updated as successive test cycles
are completed and at the same time remain available for analysis. It is essential that the
system and format of data collection be carefully planned in advance, with the advice of
personnel trained in computer technology (Ramm and Gianturco, 1974). It is also
essential that special precautions be taken to protect the stored data against catastrophic
loss as well as to ensure confidentiality.

7. Staffing
Longitudinal studies pose special problems in the recruitment and maintenance of
a research staff. As Busse (1965) has pointed out, scientists who participate successfully
in longitudinal studies possess distinctive personal characteristics in addition to their

scientific qualifications. They must first of all be patient and willing to wait for
longitudinal results to evolve. This does not imply that they will sit with folded hands
during the early stages of the study; they will have the insight and initiative to e--mine
data cross-sectionally and to look for significant relations among observations as they

accumulate. They will generate new hypotheses that can be explored by the

introduction of new tests and procedures. As a result, an effective longitudinal study
will be dynamic and will not be limited by the initial test procedures.
Since longitudinal studies are apt to be multidisciplinary in their design, the
successful investigator should be able to work with others as a member of a team. Each
participating scientist should also be interested in other scientific disciplines and willing
to communicate with other scientists in the solution of problems.

8. Financing
Longitudinal studies in adults require stable funding for long periods of time if
their full potential is to be realized. Although data analysis must be a continuing part of
the program, significant longitudinal results cannot be expected in the early years of a
study. Hence, a support system that requires the reporting of substantive longitudinal
results at short intervals in order to maintain funding is inappropriate. Since short-term

funding has in the past characterized most research support, few individuals or
institutions have been prepared to initiate and carry out longitudinal studies.
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Of primary concern to research administrators are the presumed high costs and the
long-term commitment of resources. However, the ability of a longitudinal study to
answer certain important questions about aging answerable by no other technique fully
justifies the costs. Although costs may appear high in comparison with those of crosssectional studies, the potential efficiency of having a population with known characteristics available for multiple satellite short-term cross-sectional studies covering the
entire period of adult life greatly increases the cost effectiveness of a longitudinal study.
The costs of recruiting multiple groups of well-characterized subjects for short-term

studies may well exceed those of maintaining a single stable population.
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CHAPTER

II

Longitudinal Studies: Past and Present
INTRODUCTION
Although students of growth and development recognized the limitations inherent
in cross-sectional studies and the advantages that could be derived from longitudinal
studies, the latter were rare before the 1920s. A few classic studies were reported in
which height and weight were recorded at frequent intervals in the same children from

birth to maturity (Scammon, 1927), but it was not until the 1920s that significant
numbers of children were measured repeatedly as they grew and developed (Dearborn

et al., 1938; Shuttlewonh, 1939; Meredith, 1935). As Chapter I indicates, these early
studies provided important insights into growth and development that could not have
been derived from cross-sectional observations alone, and thus substantiate.' the
usefulness of longitudinal analyses. Key findings included the discrepancies between
growth patterns in individual children and average curves determined cross-sectionally;
the estimates of growth rates in individual children; and the relation between growth
and specific physiological events, such as maximum growth rates and the initiation of
menstruation :n girls.
As early as 1947, scientists recognized the necessity of conducting longitudinal
studies in adults. The resulting prlgrams (Keys et al., 1961; Dawber et al., 1951) were
designed to identify risk factors for the development of cardiovascu:ar diseases (CVD)
rather than to describe the phenomenon of aging. Most emphasized physiological
functions, and only a few included tests of behavioral or personality characteristics.
During the early 1950s additional longitudinal studies in adults were initiated. In
some the goal was to study age changes in specific functions, such as the electroencephalogram (EEG) (Busse and Obrist, 1970) or mental performance (Owens, 1953, 1966;

Schaie and Labouvie-Vief, 1974) rather than to identify risk factors for disease.
Although these studies focused on aging as a primary variable, only a few made
observations on both behavioral and physiological characteristics in the same subjects.
Moreover, the number of subjects tested was often small. While most of the studies
were purportedly based on "normal" subjects, evidence for "normality" or the absence
of specific diseases was coldom adequate. In many studies, self-reports of health status
were used: Subjects win, said they felt well were regarded as healthy. In studies that
assessed health status by a clinical history and physical examination, there were such
wide differences in the scope of the examinations that it was difficult to compare the

health status of subjects in different studies.
The duration of these studies varied from t:.ree to ten years, during which only
three or four sets of observations were carried out. None of the studies attempted to
calculate age regressions for individual subjects.
Most of the previous studies were terminated before long-term consequences of
early events could be evaluated. In some studies observations were limited to subjects
aged 65 or older; in others most of the subjects were younger than 25 years at the

original testing.
The diversity of populations selected for study, the spectrum of tests, the different
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testing intervals, and the duration of the various studies were taken into consideration
in the design of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA) (see Chapter III).
The present chapter, which provides a ..,rief overview of the major longitudinal studies
of aging in adults, is intended to supply the background that influenced the design of
the BLSA at its initiation and during its subsequent development.

STUDIES OF GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Since about 1920, a number of longitudinal studies have focused primarily on the
physical and mental growth of children. Some, such as the Harvard Growth Study
(Shuttleworth, 1937, 1939), were concerned primarily with physical growth as it is
manifest in anthropometric data. Others that dealt only with tests -f intellectual and
personality development include the Terman-Stanford study of gifted children
(Terman and Oden, 1947, 1959; Oden, 1968). In a few, such as the Denver study
(Lewis et al., 1943) and the Oakland Growth Study (Shock, 1946), measurements of a
number of physiological functions as well as intellectual, personality, and social
characteristics were also made on the same children as they grew and developed. A
few, among them the Terman-Stanford study (Terman and Oden, 1947, 1959; Bayley
and Oden, 1955; Oden, 1968) as well as the Oakland Growth Study and the Berkeley
study (Jones et al., 1971), continued observations into the adult years (Eichorn et al.,
1981). Their subjects, many of whom were 50 to 60 years of age in 1978, represent a
potential resource for studies of aging if they can be identific .1 and systematically
retested.

STUDIES OF SELECTED POPULATIONS OF ADULTS
1. The Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) Project at the University of Minnesota
One of the first studies of adults specifically designed to be longitudinal was
initiated in 1947 under the leadership of Dr. Ancel Keys at the University of

Minnesota Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene. A total of 281 business and
professional men from Minneapolis and St. Paul were recruited for the study, which
was "aimed at providing clues about etiology and evaluating the prognostic significance for future heart disease risk of characteristics observed in health" (Keys et al.,

1961). The subjects, aged 45 to 54 years in 1947, spent one day each year at the
laboratory for an examination which included a review of the interim history, physical
examination, nude weight, chest roentgenogram, 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG),
urinalysis, and measurement of hemoglobin and serum cholesterol, as well as special
tests that varied from year to year. These included cardiovascular responses to physical
exercise, the cold pressor test,' cardiovascular responses to passive tilting, ballistocardiogram,2 EEG, flicker-fusion frequency,3 basal metabolism, body density, subcutane-

'The rise in blood pressure following the immersion of one arm (or foot and leg) in ice water.
2A measurement related to the amount of blood ejected by the heart at each beat.
;The frequency of a flashing light perceived as a continuous stimulus.
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ous fatness, sugar, uric acid and protein-bound iodine in the blood, anthropometry, and
evaluations of personality, based primarily on scores on the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (MMPI). Only a part of these longitudinal observations have
been published. Leon and her colleagues (1979) reported stability coefficients for the
MMPI ranging from .277 (scale 8) to .736 (scale 0) in a sample of 71 men measured at
middle age in 1947 and then again 30 y -rs later. In addition, the general profile
configuration and two-point code types ren ined remarkably stable end within normal
limits over the 30 years from middle t, old age.
During the first 15 years of the study (1947-1962), 32 deaths occurred (Keys et
al., 1963). Although not all the data have been reported, the study was able to show
that elevated serum cholesterol at the first examination and increased systolic blood
pressure in the last pre-disease year were significant predictors of the development of
coronary artery disease (CAD) and death. Average data over all pre-disease years
showed significantly reduced risk among the men in the bottom quartile for diastolic as
well as systolic blood pressure, while elevated blood-cholesterol levels were significant-

ly prognostic for the development of CAD.
Keys et al. (1971) reported results in the same group of subjects over a 20-year
interval. In 1968, 168 of the 221 living subjects were examined; in 1969, 151 out of
215; in 1970, 153 out of 212. As of 1970, nine of the original 281 subjects had been
lost to follow-up, although some of the subjects who were located failed to come to the

laboratory to be retested. Information about the health status of the subjects (aged
67-77 in 1970) was obtained periodically from correspondence with the men (49
living outside the state of Minnesota), from their wives, from their personal physicians,
or from all three. Of the 60 men who had developed CAD, 42 died or suffered cardiac
infarction. Among 20 variables studied, hyper-responsiveness on the cold pressor test, a
high level of serum cholesterol, and elevated systolic blood pressure had significant
predictive power for cardiac infarction or death from CAD, while smoking and relative
body weight (actual weight expressed as a percentage of "standard" weight for sex,
age, and height4) seemed unimportant as predictors, especially in subjects over age 65.
Analysis of serial measurements of basal metabolism showed that the rate of
decrease with advancing age is substantially less than that inferred from cross-sectional

studies (Keys et al., 1973).
The availability of longitudinal observations permitted an evaluation of the

changes in body weight after cessation of cigarette smoking (Brozek and Keys, 1957).
The subjects were men who voluntarily stopped smoking cigarettes; their body weight
was measured for two years before and three years after they stopped. A control group
of men who continued smoking were matched in age, relative body weight, and actual
body weight at the beginning of the first year of the five-year period, without reference

to weight trends during the rest of the period. There was no significant difference
during the two periods in the body weights of the men v.tho continued to smoke, while
those who stopped smoking gained, on the average, 8.2 pounds over the three years

following the date they stopped.
There is also a brief report of a 30-year follow-up of these subjects. Obesity, as
assessed by the Body Mass Index (wt/ht2), was not significantly predictive of overall
mortality or of death from CAD (Keys, 1980).
4"Standard weight," based on height, was derived from tables published by the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company (1959).
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Table 11.1. Duke Study. I. Longitudinal Observations: Summary of Variables

Laboratory studies

Medical history (original and interim)
Physical examination
Neurological examination
Mental status
Depression and hypochondriasis
Dermatological examination
Ophthalmological examination
Visual fields
Acuity
Color perception
Depth perception
Color photographs

Urinalysis

Blood morphology
Blood chemistry
Serologic test for syphilis
Cholestem!
Urea nitrogen
Immunology

Medical data
Psychological data
Rorschach
Aspiration level (TAT)
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
Reaction time
Social history and information
Retirement data
Activities
Attitudes
Longevity

Audiometry
Pure tone
Speech threshold
Electroencephalogram
Electrocardiogram
Chest x-ray

From Busse and Maddox (1980)

2. The Duke Studies
Two longitudinal studies have been carried out at Duke University. The goal of
the first, initiated in 1955 under the leadership of Dr. E.W. Busse, was to provide
answers to two questions: "What are the basic physical, mental, and social processes of
normal aging?" and "What accounts for the variations in these processes?" (Busse,
1970). The study was based on 267 men and women, aged 60 to 90 years (it age =
70.8 yr), residing in the community. Each panelist was admitted to the Medical Center
for a two-day series of medical, psychiatric, psychological, and sociological examinations. These examinations were repeated every two to four years until 1965, and then
every two years until 1972. In 1973, the eighth series of tests was completed on the 64
survivors of the original cohort (R age = 82.3 yr). In 1976, the 11th series of tests was
conducted on 43 survivors (ic age = 85.2 yr). The tests administered are summarized in
Table 1 (Busse and Maddox, 1980). Normal Aging, edited by Dr. E. Palmore (1970),
reprinted 49 articles by 31 authors based on a variety of analyses of data collected in
this panel of subjects.
The results of the first Duke study emphasized the advantages of longitudinal and
multidisciplinary studies. The longitudinal analysis made possible the discovery of a
general persistence in activities and stability in such traits as hypochondriasis and denial

of illness. The inference of failing functions drawn from averages based on crosssectional data was contradicted by the longitudinal studies, which identified a
substantial number of subjects who showed no decline in health status or intellectual
function over a number of years; many actually showed improvement in health status
(Maddox and Douglass, 1973). Even those who showed substantial impairment of
physical functioning, EEG abnormalities, CVD, or impairments in vision and hearing

often remained functioning residents of the community, living fairly mobile and
independent lives. The surprising degree to which self-perceptions of health vary
among individuals constituted a major finding (Maddox and Douglass, 1974).
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Table ll.2A. Duke Study. II. Adaptation Study Design
independent Variables
(Resources)

A.

Physical

Dependent Variables
(Measures of Adaptation)

A.

Financial and social indepen-

Medical history
Physician's ratings
ECG and laboratory tests

B.

Psychological
Intelligence
Personality

Vigilance function

C.

Performance

dence

Productivity and social activity
Reaction time and accuracy

B.

Intrapsychic

Happiness-depression
Psychosomatic symptoms
Self-concepts

Social

Role and activity measures
Socioeconomic status
Self.concept
Health attitudes
Social attitudes

From Palmore (1974b)

The second longitudinal study, designated "The Duke Adaptation Study," was
initiated in 1968. Its goal was to identify the immediate and long-term effects on

normal individuals living in the community of such potentially stressful events as death

of spouse, serious illness, menopause, children leaving home, preparation for
retirement, and retirement, as well as to explore the factors or mechanisms that
contribute to "successful" aging defined in a variety of ways (Palmore, 1974a,b). The
sample consisted of 261 men and 241 women, aged 45 to 70 years, selected at random
from the participants in a major health-insurance plan in the Durham area. The panel

was fairly representative of the middle and upper socioeconomic groups in the
population. Subjects returned to the center for two days of testing at two-year intervals

between 1968 and 1976.
Table 2A shows the design of the Adaptation Study. Table 213 lists the tests

administered. Four cycles of testing were completed between 1968 and 1976. Initially,
502 subjects were tested between August 1968 and April 1970. A total of 443 subjects
were re-examined by March 1972, 386 were examined for the third time in 1974, and

the fourth and final examination was completed in June 1976 on 375 subjects.
In 1974, Normal Aging II was published (Palmore, 1974a). Of the 1 articles, 18
are reprints of material previously published in scientific journals, 11 represent new

material not previously published, and two are full papers based on presentations made
at scientific meetings. Most of the articles deal with results obtained in the first Duke
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Table 11.2B. Duke Study. II. Summary of Variables
Dependent Variables
(Measures of Adaptation)

Independent Variables
(Resources)

Performance
Financial independence

Medical history
Physical examination
Audiometry
Electrocardiogram
Chest x-ray
Laboratory studies
Urinalysis
Blood analysis
Immunology
Medical summaries
Psychological data

Social independence
Reaction time and accuracy
Physical function
Intrapsychic
Life satisfaction
Happiness
Psychosomatic symptoms
Self-concepts
Mental status

Intelligence
Personality
Continuous performance
Mental status

Social history and information
Role and activity
Socioeconomic status
Self-concepts
Health attitudes
Social attitudes
Drug-proneness
Retirement
From Busse and Maddox (1980)

Longitudinal Study of Aging. Although more details were added from the analysis of
additional data, the general conclusions of Normal Aging (Palmore, 1970) were not
substantially altered. Adult personality showed little change over the eight years of the
study.

A more deta::ed summary of findings of both studies appears in Final Report: The
Duke Longitudinal Studies and The Duke Longitudinal Studies on Aging and the Aged (Busse

and Maddox, 1980; 1983).

3. Normative Aging Study
In 1963, the Normative Aging Study began at the Veterans' Administration
Outpatient Clinic in Boston under the direction of Drs. B. Bell, C.L. dose, and Albert
Damon. Studies conducted between 1958 and 1963 in a group of 150 ambulatory

octogenarian veterans of the Spanish-American War had made it apparent to the
investigators that the identification of special characteristics predictive of healthy old
age was not possible simply through the study of older individuals but would require
serial studies of a group of younge, individuals as they aged (Bell et al., 1966, 1972).
The goal was to identify the factors that contribute to health in old age by describing
the changes that occur with aging.

The subjects, 2032 males, mostly veterans aged 25 to 75 years, living in the
Boston area, included representatives of many ethnic, socioeconomic, and occupational
groups in the Boston population (Rose, 1965). All were screened for a high level of

health at the time they entered the study; subjects with blood pressure higher than

140/90 mm Hg, for example, were excluded. Another selection factor was the
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Table 11.3. Normative Aging Study (Boston VA Outpatient Clinic)
Tests Administered
Clinical evaluation
Electrocardiogram
History and physical exam
Chest x-ray
Pulmonary function

Anthropometry

Blood chemistry
Pepsinogen
Triglycerides
Protein electrophoresis
Plasma testosterone

Vision
Visual acuity
Tonometry
Dark adaptation

Dynamic, static, and flicker perimetry
Glare sensitivity
Turbidity of the ocular media
Depth perception
Perception
Smell
Taste
Audiometry

Dental evaluation
Salivary steroids

Thyroid function
Liver function
Personality tests
Intellectual function
Social Information Questionnaire

probability that the subject would remain in the Boston area for his entire lifetime
(Rose and Bell, 1965). Although the precise limiting values for exclusion from the
study have not been published, the criteria were described as "abnormal values" for
pulmonary function, blood-sugar levels, chest x-rays, and ECG. Only four of each ten
applicants were accepted a::er the first clinical evaluation. Subjects came to the
laboratory for three nonconsecutive half-days during a five-year cycle. First-cycle tests
were administered to approximately 2000 subjects over the period from 1963 to 1968;
subsequent cycles were intended to cover the periods from 1969 to 1973 (Cycle II)
and from 1974 to 1978 (Cycle III).
The tests included the domains of biochemistry, clinical medicine, oral medicine,
neurology, the special senses, anthropometry, psychology, and sociology (Tab. 3). The
clinical medicine and biochemistry domains comprised a history, physical examination,

standard blood and urine tests, and tests of liver function, serum pepsinogen,
triglycerides, plasma-protein electrophoresis, blood sugar, blood-urea nitrogen, uric

acid, Ca, P, and protein-bound iodine in the blood. An extensive series of
anthropometric measurements was also included, along with resting ECG and blood
pressure. ABO blood groupings, lipoprotein phenotyping, and tests for the development of osteoporosis, including a dietary and special medical history and x-rays of the
hands, as well as exercise-tolerance ECG, have been added. Smoking histories are
obtained for all subjects.
Observations classified as "oral medicine" include orofacial examinations, mastication, a dental survey, facial bone measurements, and parotid saliva secretion rates.
Visual acuity, stereopsis, peripheral retinal shrinkage, dark adaptation, and glare
and retinal sensitivity were measured on a subsample of 200 subjects.
Audiologic studies have included sensitivity to frequency and amplitude differences. Tests of retention of verbal and pictorial material, as well as of decision-making
under simple and complex classification rules, have been administered to a subsample
of the population (Bell et al., 1972).
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Selected subjects have been recalled to the laboratory at other times to participate in special tests of such functions as intellectual performance and vision.
Most of the publications from this study represent cross-sectional analyses based on
measurements completed during the first cycle of examinations. Burney and Bonus
(1972) summarized the clinical laboratory data; Fozard et al. (1972) analyzed the age
differences observed in 12 cognitive-performance tests. Dawber and Thomas (1972)

presented data originating from clinical examinations of some 1800 subjects, with
special emphasis on the frequency distribution of blood-pressure measurements.
Clinical data on oral health (Kapur et al., 1972), retinal fields, and pulmonary function

(Bell, 1972a) have also been reported for subsamples of the population.
Both Bell (1972b) and Nuttall (1972) presented theoretical 43proaches to
determination of what they called "functional" ages for different types of performance.
The approach was to predict chronological age from regression equations derived from
specific cross-sectional data sets. For example, Fozard (1972) derived a regression
equation to predict chronological age from scores on the General Aptitude test or from
the 16 Personality Factor (16 PF) questionnaire. Functional ages were calculated for
the domains of blood chemistry, anthropometry, personality, human abilities, sociology, and hearing (Nuttall, 1r :) from regression equations derived from experimental
data within each domain. The assumption was that meaningful comparisons could be
made between the functional ages calculated from observations in different domains.

The error of estimate was often large e.g., 7.2 years for the prediction of age from
scores on the General Aptitude test (Fozard, 1972). The usefulness of the concept of
"functional age" in contrast to chronological age has been questioned (Costa and
McCrae, 1980d).
With completion of the second cycle of testing, analyses were made of the
differences in measurements over a five-year interval. Friedlaender et al. (1977)
showed that most of the age trends in anthropometry that had been observed in a cross-

sectional analysis (Damon et al., 1972) were due not simply to aging but to a
combination of aging and birth-cohort effects. Costa and McCrae (1980a), who also

analyzed anthropometric findings after a five-year interval, were unable to find
evidence of a general aging factor. Age trends, when present, varied so much among
individuals that no single trend could be identified.

4. The 1000-Aviator Study, Pensacola
In 1940, a study to determine the value of psychological and physiological tests in

predicting success in the flight-training program was initiated at the United States
Naval Aviation Center at Pensacola, Florida, by Dr. Ashton Graybiel. An extensive
battery of physiological, psychomotor, and psychological tests was administered to
selected cadets and officers who entered flight training between July 1940 and May
1941. A total of 1056 subjects, aged 20 to 30 years, were tested. All were preselected,
in that they entered the study with supine blood pressure lower than 132/86 mm Hg,
and had qualified for flight training by passing rigorous medical and flight - proficiency
examinations (Oberman et al,, 1965a,b; 1967).
It was not until 1951 that retesting survivors of the original cohort was considered.

The study was designed to estimate the current physical status of the men, with
particular emphasis on the cardiovascular system, morbidity and mortality rates, and the

influence of aviation on these rates. In 1951, 703 of the 829 survivors were reexamined. Survivors were also re-examined in 1957-1958, 1963-1964, 1969-1970,
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Table 11.4 The 1000Aviator Study

Time of Testing
1940.41°

Mean age
Located

23.6
1056a

1951°

34.6

1957-58°

1963.64°

1969 -70'

48.6

55.6

41.6

1049

836

811

829

816

794

Re-examined

703

785

Questionnaires only

115
11

220°

Survivors

No response
Died

Not located

1977g

63.6

738

728

675

675

128

19

89

43

554

12

30

20

17a

20

46

3

4
61

51

7

No contactd
Original sample.

b 213 men died in World War II.
c 5 men died after returning the questionnaire and were not examined.
° No information given on survivorship in the "no-contact" group.
From Oberman et al. (196510)
From Macintyre et al. (1979)
g From MacIntyre (1978)

and 1977 (Oberman et al., 1965a,b; Maclntyre, 1978; Maclntyre et al., 1979). The
number of subjects tested at each examination is shown in Table 4. Not all the tests
used at the first examination were repeated; Table 5 lists the tests administered at each
cycle of the study (Mitchell, 1976).
The blood-pressure and ECG data have been analyzed longitudinally. Although
the mean blood pressure for the group showed some increase between the initial
examination in 1940-1941 and the re-examination in 1963-1964, blood ressure did
not increase with age in every subject; in fact, most of the subjects showed random
variations in blood pressure over the first 24 years of follow-up. In this relatively young
sample, the average increase was the result of a consistent rise in pressure in a relatively
small number of subjects. These, it should be noted, also exhibited greater increments

in body weight as they grew older, and had shorter-lived parents (Oberman et al.,
1967).

Longitudinal analysis of resting ECG (Harlan et al., 19b5) indicated that, of 90
men taken into flight training in 1940 whose ECGs would today be considered as
indicating frank or borderline abnormalities, 59 had by 1952 reverted tc normal. Of
individuals in whom ECG abnormalities persisted, none had developed clinically
apparent heart disease at the 1963-1964 examinations.
In 1977, a 37-year follow-up of longevity of the 800 survivors was conducted
(MacIntyre et al., 1978). The average age of the group was then 60 years. A mailed
questionnaire ascertained the subjects' current health status, presence of significant
cardiac problems, current jobs, exercise status, amounts of alcohol and tobacco used,

and current weight. A markedly lower death rate than would be expected from a
random sample of white American men over a similar period was observed. Lowerthan-expe:ted death rates occurred in all three major categories of cause of death:
CVD, neoplasms, and accidents.

1
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Table 11.5. The 1000-Aviator Study: Summary of Tests Administered'
Time of Testing

Tests

1940.41

interview

1951

1957-58

1963.64

1969.70

personal and medical histories

Physical examination
Cardiovascular

Blood pressure (casual, supine)
Routine electrocardiogram
Exercise electrocardiogram
Ballistocardiogram

b

Vectorcardiogram

Cold pressor test

tb

Other

Laboratory determinations`

Pulmonary and metabolic
Spirometry

Other
Anthropometry
Somatotype

Measurements (in addition to height anu weight)
Teleoroentgenograms
Psychologic-psychomotor

Ataxia test

Tilt chair
Other
Vision

Neurophysiologic
Electroencephalogram
Audiometry
Completion of the test is noted by an asterisk (), d a procedure was not performed during an evaluation,
the appropriate column is blank.
b Examinations performed on less than 25% of the study group.
Laboratory tests included chest x-ray, lipoproteins, cholesterol, Inglycerides, uric acid, glucose, hemalocrit,
WBC including differential, urinalyses (protein, glucose, microscopic).
From Mitchell (1976)

5. The National Institute of Mental Health Study
In 1955, an extensive multidisciplinary study of aging was initiated at the National
Institute of Mental Health under the leadership of Dr. J.E. Birren. The purpose of the
study was to examine a broad spectrum of variables in individuals of advanced age in

whom disease was absent or minimal. The original focus of the study was on the
relations among cerebral physiological changes of advancing age, psychological
capacities, and psychiatric symptoms. As the study progressed during its initial five
years of operation, social-psychological aspects of old age were added. The resulting
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study combined the efforts of 22 investigators. The findings of the first study are
reported in detail in Human Aging (Birren et al., 1963).
The subjects were 47 male volunteers aged from 65 to 91 years (median age =71
yr) who were living ill the community. All subjects were reported to be healthy on the
basis of a detailed medical examination. Subjects were admitted to the Clinical Center

of the National Institutes of Health for a period of two weeks, during which an
extensive battery of physiological and psychological tests was administered (Granick
and Patterson, 1971).
In 1961, 29 of the 39 survivors were re-examined at the Clinical Center, Bethesda.
Although no comprehensive report of the follow-up has been published, some aspects
of the work were reported by Butler (1967), Botwinick and Birren (1965), and Birren

(1964). The interviews and tests administered are shown in Table 6. The general
Table 11.6. The National Institute of Mental Health Study:
Interviews and Tests Administered

Period o! Study
Examination or Test

1956

Medicine and physiology
Medical history
Physical examination with complete neurological
Hematology
Blood cheniistry
Urinalysis

Chest x-ray
Skull x-ray
Electrocardiogram
Electroencephalogram
Pulmonary-function studies

Cembraltiood-flow studies
Audiometric examination
Clickperseption tests
Delayed auditory feedback tests
Psychological
Adr!".on rate
Ariffimetic alternation rate
Drowa-Person
Emotional projection test
Family scene
Homon, ms
Learning

Level of aspiration
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
Mirror tracing
Perception of line diffrence
Raven Progressive Matrices
Reaction time
Rorschach
Sentence-completion test
Speed of card sorting
Speed of copying digits
Speed of copying words
Stroop Test
Thematic Apperception Test
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
Weigl Color Sorting
Wisconsin Card Sorting
Word fluency

50
0.., i',

1961

1967
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Table 11.6. The Naticnal Institute of Mental Health Study:
Interviews and Tests Administered(Cont'd.)

Period of Study
Examination or Test
Social-psychological interview
Family history (or interval history)
Educational history
Occupational history
Retirement planning and activities
Marital history
Living arrangements

Use of time
Social relations and interaction
Attitudes toward life
Goals and aspirations
Critical turning points in life
Significant losses
Observed physical and mental changes in aging

1956

1951

1967

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.
.

.

.

Psychiatric interviews
History of psychiatric contact
Personal-social history (o: Interval history)
Psychiatric-symptom check list
Mental-status evaluation

Assessmsnt of attitude. about:
futurity
death
self
aging
From Granick and Patterson (1971)

results indicated little change in the subjects tested after the five-year interval (Butler,
19C7), except in tasks such as card-sorting (Dominick and Birren, 1965) in which
speed of performance was the criterion.

In 1967-1968, 19 survivors from the original group of 47 were tested for the
third time by other investigators at the Philadelphia Geriatric Center; findings were
reported in Human Aging II (Granick and Patterson, 1971). Twenty-four of the subjects
had died, and four had dropped out. Not all subjects participated in all the tests; for
example, cerebral blood flow was measured in only eight subjects.
Every attempt was made to replicate the methods used in the first testing, and
many of the investigators who had taken part in the first testing participated in the
analysis of the data. Lo' gitudinal results are summarized in Table 7 (Granick and
Patterson, 1971). Table 8 lists the variables that at the initial testing had shown
differences between subjects who survived and non-survivors.
Although the number of subjects was small, this study showed that decrements in
intellectual performance with advancing age were significantly greater in subjects who

also developed CVD than in subjects who remained healthy.

6. The Basel, Switzerland, Study
The Basel study, organized by Drs. F. Verzar and O.R. Gsell, was based on
measurements made at one- or two-year intervals over a ten-year period (1955-1965)
in 121 male subjects aged from 8 to 85 years. Most of the subjects were aged 26 to 56

years at the beginning of the study (1955) and were employees of the CIBA
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Table 11.7. The National Institute of Mental Health Study:
Changes in Survivors after 11 years
Study Area
Medicine

Type nnd Direction of Change
Almost half had significant diseases.
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate increased in healthy
subjects.

Cerebral physiology
Circulation
Electroencephalogram

Cerebral blood flow decreased.

8 subjects showed some type of EEG change.
No systematic changes in the group, but 5 subjects showed slowing of the dominant occipital
rhythm.

Changes found in all 4 cases of chronic brain syndrome.
Psychology

Vocabulary improved.
Picture arrangement improved.
Speed of addition declined.
Speed of arithmetic alternation declined.

Speed of copying words declined.
Quality of Drawa-Person declined.
Quality of sentence completions declined.
Psychiatry

Trend toward more organic mental changes.
Self-monitoring of intellectual and physical capaci.
ties more prominent.
"Energy" decreased (self-reports).
Sexual interest declined.

Social psychology

Losses in social environment increased.
Vulnerability to failure at coping with stressful
events increased.
"Energy" decreased (self-reports).

From Granick and Patterson (1971)

Pharmaceutical Company (Verzar, 1967; Tripod, 1967). Tne measurements in-luded

anthropometryheight, weight, and circumferences of abdomen, throat, and wrist
vital capacity, maximum expiratory volume, ECG, systolic and diastolic blood pressure,

pulse-wave velocity, range of accommodation of the eye, and state of health (Gsell,
1967, 1973). Longitudinal analysis of the data was accomplished by a) calculation of
average values obtained from this group of subjects as they aged; b) presentation of
curves based on serial measurements on the same subject; and c) calculation of average

changes over the ten-year interval. The number of subjects on whom data were
available for the full ten years varied from 72 (health evaluanon, anthropometry, blood

pressure, ECG) to 17 (vital capacity).
BrUckner (1967) found that the longitudinal analysis of individual changes with
aging in the range of accommodation of the eye showed a more rapid decrease with
age than that predicted from cross - sectional studies. Similar differences between cross-

sectional and longitudinal analyses were ,zewrted by Monnier (1967) for the agerelated increase in pulse-wave velocity, whit -,as attni.ated to the development of
arteriosclerosis in major blood vessels...11;r
whom serial observations were awl)

I:

.

: with age shown in 27 subjects for
:n-vear period was greater than that

shown by the average cross-sectir,,tal cur
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Table 11.8. The National Institute of Mental Health Study:
Significant Differences between Survivors and Nonsurvivors
(Initial Measurements)

Factor

Study

Health status (groups I anu II)
Systolic blood pressure
Diastolic blood pressure
Mean arterial blood pressure

Medicine

Weight
Arteriosclerosis

Chronic cigarette smoking
Serum cholesterol in those who
died from coronary heart disease
Serum albumin in those who died
from carcinoma
Cerebral physiology
Circulation
Electrormzephalogram

Direction
for
Survivors
Healthier
Lower
Lower
Lower
Heavier
Less
Less
Lower

Higher

None

None, but a tendency shown with
respect to:
Peak occipital frequency
Percentage fast activity

Psychotogy
Intellectual and
psychomotor

WAIS Verbal scale
WAIS Performance scale
WAIS subtexts:
Vocabulary
Information
Comprehension
Similarities

Digit symbol substitution
Block design
Speed of copying digits
Speed of copying words
Principal Component I (stored infor

Higher
Lower

Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher

motion)

DrawaPerson
MMPISi scale (social involvement)

Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher

Psychiatry

Adaptation
Mental status

Better
Higher

Social psychology

Organ.zation of behavior
Environment toss

Higher
Lower

Personality

Rorschach
Homonyms

From Granick and Patterson (1971)

The Basel study provides evidence that the following age differences, identified in
cross-sectional studies, represent age changes that occur in individuals (Gsell, 1967):
rise in blood pressure, increase in obesity, decrrase in vital capacity, decrease in range

of accommodation of the

eye,

increase of pulse-wave velocity, and increase of

abdominal and chest circumference.
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Table 11.9. The Bonn kongitudinal Study of Aging:
Number of Participants and Dropouts and Number of ControlGroup Participants
Measurement Point
1

Younger cohort
Men
Women
Sum

59 (4)'

II

III

Control
IV

V

55 (8)
50 (2)

47 (7)

40 (4)
38 (7)

36

13

48 (10)

31

105(10)

95(17)

76(11)

67

22
35

49(10)

39(11)

40 (11)
89 (21'

29 (3)
68(14)

28
26
54

13
13

108 (11)

52 (3)
45 (5)
97 (8)

222 (20)

202 (18)

184 (38)

146 (25)

121

31

55 (5)
114 (9)

Older cohort
Men
Women
Sum
Total

59 (7)
49 (4)

26

8 Numbers of dropouts are indicated in parentheses.
From Rudinger and SchmitzScherzer (1976)

7. The Bonn, West Germany, Study
The Bonn Longitudinal Study of Aging was initiated by Jr. H. Thomae in 1965.
The sample consisted of 220 men and women, born between 1890 and 1905, from
different parts of West Germany. Each subject was examined at five different times
during the period bet een 1965-1966 and 1972-1973 (Thomae, 1976). A control
group of 61 new subjects was examined in 1972-1973. Table 9 shows the number of
subjects tested at each period.
Since the goal of the study was to explore the factors involved in the marked
variation among individuals apparent from cross-sectional stud: of aging, a global
approach, which relied heavily on interviews, was taken. At each measurement point,
one three-hour interview was devoted to the assessment of present situation, one
interview of two to four hours to that of the past (childhood, adolescence, young
adulthood), and a third to assessment of the future outlook. Each interview was taperecorded so that future analyses could be made in the light of new developments in
theories about the psychological and social aspects of aging. In addition, standard
psychological (WAIS; Raven Progressive Matrices), personality (Thematic Apperception Test; Rorschach; Riegel Scales), and psychomotor tests (choice and simple reaction
time), and a brief physical examination to estimate health status were administered.

The interviews focused on social conditions, socii. involvement, leisure activities,
education, occupation, housing, life history, and outlook on the future.
The Bonn study, placing major emphasis on psychological and personality
characteristics, highlights the marked individual variations in aging. More than 65
,publications dealing with s2ecific aspects of the data have already appeared (Thomae,
1976). The overall findings of the study point to the importance of interactions among

health status, psychological competence, and social and economic conditions in
determining patterns of aging. The richness of individual compensatory adaptations
indicates that there are multiple pathways toward successful aginga conclusion that
can be drawn only from longitudinal observations.
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STUDIES OF COMMUNITY POPULATIONS
The longitudinal studies described above have been conducted in relatively small
selected populations. Other studies have used larger numbers of subjects selected from
the total population of a community. The Framingham, Tecumseh, and Atomic Bomb
Casualty Commission studies are examples.

1. The Framingham Study
In 1948, a prospective study designed to identify the relations of age, sex, family
history, occupation, educational level, national origin, serum-lipid levels, smoking
history, and physical activity to the development of CAD was initiated under the
sponsorship of the United States Public Health Service. On July 1, 1949, the program
was transferred to the newly established National Heart Institute.
The primary goal of the study was "the determination of factors influencing the
development of heart disease." In order to meet this goal, it was recognized that
repeated examinations of a large number of subjects from a community would be

required. For this purpose two thirds of the 30- to 59-year-old population of
Framingham, Massachusetts, were selected from published lists of all residents of
Framingham over the age of 20 (Dawber et al., 1951). The process yielded 6507
individuals who were invited to participate in the tudy. Of this group, 4469, or 68.7%
of the drawn sample, came to the study clinic for the initial examination, which was
accomplished between 1948 and 1952. An additional group of 740 "volunteers" who
were not selected by the formal sampling procedure were added to the riginal
respondents. The total number of men and women tested at first visit was thus 5209
(Dawber et al., 1951; Gordon et al., 1959; Dawber et al., 1963; The Framingham
Study, 1968-1974).
The study was designed to re-examine each subject every two years over a period
of 20 years. At the eighth examination, 14 years after the first, 4678 subjects (89.8% of

the original population) were alive; of these, 4030 (86.1% of those still alive and
77.4% of the original group) reported for examination.
By 1977, 3680 subjects were still alive and 1529 had died. Although the two-year

test interval has not been strictly maintained since 1970, certain observations are
continuing, with special emphasis on the factors involved in the development of
cerebrovascular disease. The measured variables of major interest as risk factors for the

development of CVD and for death are listed in Table 10. The data were analyzed
longitudinally at the end of ten and 20 years, and numerous publications have appeared

(The Framingham Study, 1974-1978).
The outstanding achievements of the study include the identification of significant

risk factors for the development of CVD and the demonstration that they may be
additive or multiplicative in their effects. The risk factors or predictors that have been
identifieu are: cigarette smoking, e'evated blood pressure, elevated serum cholesterol
and low-density lipoproteins, low vital capacity, diabetes, and obesity. In addition,
certain ECG abnormalities and x-ray evidence of cardiac enlargement are predictive
(Kannel, 1978). These findings, which are convincing because of the longitudinal or

prospective design of the study, have had a significant impact on public-health
programs to reduce the incidence of CVD.
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Table 11.10. The Framingham Study

Major Independent Variables (Risk Factors)
Physical examination
Blood pressure
Height and weight

Major Dependent Variables (End-Points)
Mortality
Total

Coronary heart disease (CHD)
Sudden death from CHD
Non-sudden death from CHD
Cardiovascular, non-coronary
Non-cardiovascular

History
Alcohol consumed

Cigarettes per day
Laboratory tests
Blood or serum
Glucose
Cholesterol
Phospholipids
Hematocrit and hemoglobin
Uric acid
Urinalysis
Chest x-ray
Vital capacity
Electrocardiogram

Morbid events, vascular
Heart
CHD

Myocardial infarction
Angina pectoris
Congestive heart failure
Brain

Cerebrovascular accident
Brain infarction
Peripheral arterial
Intermittent claudication

Compiled from data in The Framingham Study (1978)

2. The Tecumseh, Michigan, Community Health Study
The Tecumseh study, first planned in 1957, was designed as an ecologic
investication of an entire community, in contrast to studies based only on samples. The
study was designed to identify the early origins of impaired health in order to detect

precursors of overt illness at a time when preventive measures might be instituted
(Epstein, 1960; Napier, 1962; Epstein et al., 1965; Montoye et al., 1965; Napier et al.,

1970; Montoye, 1975; Montove et al., 1978).
Although all residents of the town and its environs were contacted, approximately
80% or 8641 (4239 men, 4402 women) were actually tested between 1959 and 1960.
The subjects ranged in age from birth to 70+ years (the 70+ group consisted of 127
men and 162 women, 3% of the total group). Approximately 45% of the subjects were

younger than 20 years at the first testing.
In the years 1961 to 1965, the second cycle of examinations was conducted. A
total of 9226 subjects or 82% of the population, including 2499 new residents, was
tested.
A third cycle of examinations was conducted from February 1967 through June
1969. This cycle was limited to persons who had been examined at least once earlier

and persons of all a3es, whether previously examined or not, who resided in a 10%
random sample of dwelling units. A number of relatives of subjects identified as having
CAD or diabetes mellitus were also tested. Subjects tested in each of the three cycles

totaled 4312.
Table 11 lists the tests administered in each cycle. Reports of cross-sectional
analyses by age decades have been published for physical-activity levels, heart-rate
response to exercise, oxygen uptake, ECG, proteinuria, and ventilatory response tn
exercise (Montoye, 1975); glucose tolerance (Montoye et al., 1977); forced vital
capacity and other pulmonary-function tests (Higgins and Yeller, 1973); and serum
cholesterol and disease prevalence (Epstein et al., 1965). The testing program was
terminated in 1970.
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Table II.11. The Tecumseh Study: Tests Administered
Cycle 1
1959-1960

Cycle 2
1961-1965

Cycle 3
1967-1969

Men
Women

4239
4402

Total

8641

4479
4747
9226
2499

2857
3155
6012

Subjects

New subjects
% of Tecumseh population

80

82

tested

History and physical exam
Anthropometry
Height and weight
Skinfolds
Skeletal diameters

Laboratory tests
Electrocardiogram
Resting

Exercise step test
Treadmill exercise
Pulmonary function
Vital capacity
FEVI°
Nitrogen washout
Roentogenographic studies
Chest
Hand

Cervical spine

Fasting and onehour glucose-tolerance test
Blood tests
Hemoglobin

Blood type (11 groups)
Uric acid
Cholesterol
Triglycerides

Lipoprotein electrophoresis
Rheumatoid factors
Urinalysis

Skin sensitivity to tuberculin
and histoplasmin (20% of
population)
Activity questionnaire
From Montoye (1975)

Publications from the study have analyzed data by the cross-sectional method, with

special emphasis on the role of physical activity in the maintenance of health.
Longitudinal analyses of repeated observations on the same subjects have not been
published.

3. The Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission Study
Almost immediately after the explosion of the atomic bombs over Hiroshima and
Nagasaki and termination of hostilities, steps were taken by United States military
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Table 11.12. Atomic Bomb Casualty CommissionHiroshima Study:
Tests Administered to Clinical Subsample

On All Sulliggts at 2-Year Intervals
Height and weight
Skinfold thickness
Hematology

Hemaglobin, hematocht, red-cell count, wh:te-cell count, differential white count, sedimentation rate
Urinalysis, including microscopic examination
Stool examination for blood, ova, and parasites
Blood pressure
Chest x-ray
Questionnairehistory and present symptoms
Interview information on smoking, drinking, diet, occupation, and residential facts

On Part of the Sample at Varvino Times
Chromosome studies (number and aberrations) in culture of lymphocytes
Cardiovascular disease
Grip strength
Anthropometric measurements
Vital capacity
12-lead electrocardiogram
Serum cholesterol, triglycerides, and uric acid
Blood clotting and lysis
Ocular fundus photography
Compiled from data in Hollingsworth et al. (1965), Finch and Beebe (1975), Belsky et al. (1973)

authorities to assess the immediate and tong-term effects of exposure to radiation on
longevity and the incidence of disease, especially cancer, among humans. Over a period
of years the planning and supervision of the studies were transferred to the Atomic
Bomb Casualty Commission (ABCC), whose members were appointed by the National

Academy of Sciences of the United States and the Japanese National Institute of
Health.
The primary focus of the studies was epidemiological, a comparison of morbidity
and mortality from a variety of diseases in survivors of the explosions with morbidity

and mortality in residents of Hiroshima and Nagasaki who were not exposed to
radiation.

It was also recognized that steps should be taken to observe the development of
any abnormalities induced by radiation exposure through repeated observations in the
same subject over timethe longitudinal approach. Many radiobiologists at this time
(about 1948-1952) were of the opinion that exposure to radiation simply "accelerated
normal aging;" to test the hypothesis, serial observations in both the exposed and the
non-exposed were necessary.
In 1958 a sample of about 20,000 subjects was drawn by statistical techniques
from a total population of 110,000 identified as residents of Hiroshima at the time the

bomb was dropped. The 20,000 were about equally divided among four groups of
about 5000 each who had been within 2000, 2000 to 2500, and 2500 to 10,000
meters of the epicenter, or had not been exposed to radiation because they had been
out of the city when the bomb was dropped. Observations on the subjects in the nonexposed group provided control data.
The design of the study called for detailed medical examinations, with some
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laboratory tests to be conducted on each of the 20,000 subjects at two-year intervals.
Although the task proved greater than the resources, a great many serial examinations
were completed. Since the primary interest of the study was to identify the long-term
effects of exposure to radiation, analysis of age effects was not given a high priority. In
addition to a standard medical history and physical examination, height, weight, blood
pressure, chest x-ray, blood morphology, hemoglobin, and routine urine examinations
were made in practically all subjects (Tab. 12). Additional tests, including extensive
anthropometry, skinfold thickness, grip strength, vital capacity, 12-lead ECG, serum

cholesterol, triglycerides, and uric-acid levels in the blood were conducted in
subpopulations over varying periods of time. Cross-sectional analyses were used, but no

publications have presented results based on longitudinal analyses.
In April 1975 responsibility for all studies was transferred to a newly established
Japanese Radiation Effects Research Foundation, under which studies of the long-term
effects of exposure to ionizing radiation are being continued (Atomic Bomb Casualty
Commission, 1978).
Most of the publications from the ABCC study are concerned with determining
the effect of exposure to various levels of radiation on the incidence of disease,
especially cancer. In general, exposure to non-lethal doses of radiation did not seem to
have any significant long-term effects. Radiation injuries were primarily confined to the

period immediately following acute exposure, and the incidence of symptoms
(epilation, bleeding, and oropharyngeal lesions) increased almost linearly from
5%-10% among those exposed .o a total dose of 50 rad to 50%-80% among those
exposed to about 300 rad, beyond which the proportion leveled off (Atomic Bomb
Casualty Commission, 1978).
H 311ingsworth et al. (1965) attempted to devise an index of physiologic age based
on measurements of a number of physiological variables in 437 non-exposed males and
females, aged from 10 to 70 years, from the ABCC Adult Health Study. Scores on nine

testsskin elas:'city, systolic blood pressure, pulmonary vital capacity, hand-grip
strength, visual reaction time, vibratory perception at the ankle (120/sec), visual acuity
(Snellen), auditory threshold (decibels at 4000 cycles/sec), and serum cholesterol

were combined in a multiple regression equation to provide a "physiological age"
score for each individual. When a value for "physiological age" was derived, it was
highly correlated with chronological age. The observations, however, were not
analyzed to determine whether subjects whose physiologic age was lower than their

chronological age had lived longer. Such a test for the validity of an index of
physiological age is essential; but until follow-up observations have been made over a
period during which a substantial number of the subjects have died, no definitive

answer can be given.

Examinations of mortality data on a large sample of Japanese over the period from

1950 to 1972 provided no support for the hypothesis that exposure to ionizing

radiation accelerates aging. The effects appear to be the result of specific radiationinduced diseases, especially neoplasms (Finch and Beebe, 1975).
Dock and Fukushima (1978) analyzed observations of blood pressure in 13,814
Japanese subjects who were participants in the ABCC Adult Health Study. Blood
pressures were measured at two-year intervals between 1958 and 1972. At the seventh
examination, in 1970-1972, 8707 or 72% of the 12,123 subjects still in the study were
examined. In subjects younger than 60 year; there was a small but consistent rise in
average values for both systolic and diastolic blood pressure with increasing age over
the period. Subjects in a recent cycle exhibited pressures about the same as or slightly
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lower than those of subjects who had been the same age a decade or more earlier.
Subjects aged 60+ at the time of the initial test failed to show any further increase in
pressure during the subsequent years. Very few "mild" hypertensives progressed into
the "severe" category during the period of study. Initial pressure and age were the
primary predictors for the development of hypertension. Subjects who had shown a
transient rise in blood pressure at their first visit had a higher risk of an increase in
blood pressure over the following decade than subjects with stable values during the
first visit.

STUDIES OF SPECIFIC VARIABLES
1. Intellectual Functions
A number of studies have used the longitudinal method to investigate age changes
in specific domains. Owens (1966) reported on the serial analysis of Army Alpha test
scores for intelligence of 96 men tested in 1961 (R age = 61 yr) who had originally
been tested as entering freshmen at Iowa State University in 1919. They represented
survivors of a group of 127 subjects who had been retested in 1949-1950 at a mean
age of 50 (Owens, 1953). Of the 31 subjects lost between 1949-1950 and 1961, 13
had
five were disabled, five could not be located, and eight refused to participate.
The important finding of the study was that within individuals there was little change in
test scores over the ten-year interval from 1950 to 1960. The previous report (Owens,
1953) had shown increments in verbal ability and total score over the interval between
1919 and 1950 (age span 20-50 yr), although numerical ability showed a slight
decrement. This study was the first to raise serious doubts about the presumed decline

in mental abilities with advancing age that had been inferred from previous crosssectional studies (Jones and Conrad, 1933).
In 1921-1922, a group of 1528 intellectually gifted children, whose age range
was from three to 19 years, was selected by means of intelligence tests. The study,
organized by L.M. Terman, is known as the Terman-Stanford study of gifted children.
The subjects (Ft I.Q. = 151, range 140-200) have been followed since 1921 by means
of field-worker interviews, questionnaires, tests, and personal correspondence. Special
tests of intellectual function were administered to 954 subjects (Fc age = 29.5 yr) in
1939-1940, and to 768 subjects (Si age = 41.5 yr) in 1952. An analysis by Bayley and

Oden (1955) of changes in test scores over the 12-year interval showed that, in
general, scores on the mental tests increased in individual subjects between the ages of

30 and 4C years.
Schaie and his co-workers have examined the changes in intellectual performance

with age. The five subtests of the SRA Primary Mental Abilities (Thurstone and
Thurstone, 1949) and Schaie's test of Behavioral Rigidity were administered to
subjects drawn on three occasions (1956, 1963, and 1970) from approximately 18,000
members of a prepaid medical plan operating in the Pacific Northwest. In 1956, 25
men and 25 women in each five-year interval from 21 to 70 years of age were tested. In
1963, 302 of the original 500 subjects were retested; 161 were tested for a third iime
in 1970. In addition, 960 subjects were tested for the first time in 1963; of these, 409
were retested :1 1970. Another 701 men and women were tested for the first time in
1970. As a result, it was possible to measure seven- and 14-year longitudinal changes,
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and to estimate mean changes by comparing independent samples from the same birth
cohorts at the seven- and 14-year intervals. Schaie and Labouvie-Vief (1974) concluded
that much of the apparent age decline was in reality due to birth-cohort differences and

that aging did not result in an inevitable decline in all intellectual functions.

2. Physiological Variables
Blood pressure. Jenss (1934) examined in detail the rate of change of systolic blood

pressure with age in individual male subjects. The data were obtained from annual
physical examinations of I A 39 United States Army officers (age range = 27-54 yr)
between 1916 and 1930. each subject provided at least seven observations (s = 9.4
observations over it period of 12.3 yr, range = 7-14 yr). The longitudinal analysis
showed that age differences in systolic blood pressure derived from cross-sectional data
were not representative of all the officers. Some individuals showed an appreciable

decline in pressure, others a corresponding rise, during the period of observation.
Regression toward the mean was observed: Officers with an initial reading considerably above the average tended to show a decrease in systolic pressure with age, those
with a low initial pressure an increase. The inverse relation between the initial level

and the trend if systolic pressure was more marked in the young than in the old
officers.

Engel and Malmstrom (1967) analyzed blood-pressure measurements made
annually over a period of 20 years on 242 male employees of the Travelers Insurance
Company. Although a single linear regression of blood pressure on age could be fit to
the observations on most of the subjects, 56 were identified in whom two straight lines
of different slopes were needed to describe the data. The ability to detect a change in
slope or any form of non-linearity obviously requires multiple longitudinal observations over a substantial number of years.
Exercise. In a study by Robinson et al. (1975), the physiological adjustments to
both aerobic (5.6 km/hr, at 9% grade) and maximal treadmill work, which had first
been determined when the subjects were college students, aged from 18 to 22 years,
were compared with measurements made in 20 of the same subjects at ages 40 to 44
and again at ages 49 to 53. In the aerobic walk, oxygen consumption increased in
proportion to the gain in body weight, but efficiency did not change with age; the
amount of oxygen consumed per unit of work remained the same. The men who had
gained the most weight showed the greatest elevations of heart rate and blood lactate
after exercise, with a significant decrease in the efficiency of lung ventilation.
The most pronounced changes with age occurred in metabolic, respiratory, and
circulatory adjustments to maximal or exhausting work. Over the 30 years of the study,
maximum oxygen consumption declined between 205 and 305 in individual subjects.
The most important finding, however, was that eight of the men showed an average
'n maximum oxygen uptake between the ages of 40-44 and 49-53
increase of 11
years. This increase in physical fitness was associated with increased participation in
vigorous activities and cessation of smoking.
Dill et al. (1567) assessed the physiological state of 16 runners on two occasions
over a span of ; ) years. Many of the subjects had been Olympic contenders, a few
world champions; they displayed unusual physical fitness at the time of their first
testing. Ir. addition to a clinical assessment including chest x-rays, ECG, urinalysis, and
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measurement of serum cholesterol, pulmonary-function tests were carried out.
Observations made with the subjects in the basal state included oxygen consumption,
CO2 production, respiratory rate and minute volume, heart rate, and blood pressure.
Arterial blood samples were analyzed for hemoglobin oxygen saturation, pCO2, p02,
and CO2 combining power. Physiological responses to grades of exercise performed on
a treadmill were measured. Although complete observations were not obtained on all

subjects, age trends for the group as well as for the individual subjects could be
identified. The major finding was that age differences based on average values for the
group did not predict age changes found in individual subjects tested after an interval
of 20 years. Although maximum oxygen uptake decreased in all the subjects, the

amount of the decrease varied widely among subjects. Despite the absence of

statistically significant results, the authors concluded that regular strenuous exercise and
the absence of cigarette smoking seemed to be conducive to a high level of physical
fitness.

Asmussen et al. (1975) re-examined 19 men (ii age = 60.7 yr) and six women (Fc
age = 63.2 yr) who had been tested first as students of physical education (ii age: men,
23.9; women, 23.5 yr) and later at mean ages 48.7 ,men) and 51.3 years (women).

Measurements made under resting rather than basal conditions included blood
pressure, heart rate, 02 uptake and CO2 production, vital capacity, residual air, handgrip strength, and reaction time to light and sound. Exercise testing (Krogh bicycle
ergometer) at 617 kpm/min (men) and 411 kpm/min (women) was used to determine
02 uptake. Average curves showed significant age decrements in vital capacity, handgrip strength, speed of reaction, and maximum oxygen uptake during exercise. Systolic
blood pressure increased with age. Decrements seemed to be greater between ages 48

and 62 than between 23 and 48. The authors concluded that the changes

in

physiological functions they had observed over a period of 40 years (at ages 20-60)
seemed to be identical with the results of most cross-sectional studies, of the same
functions.

Astrand et al. (1973) retested 3; female and 31 male physical-education students
(aged 20-33 yr at initial testing) after an interval of 20 years. The subjects performed
submaximal and maximal exercise on a bicycle ergometer. Although at the second
testing maximum oxygen uptake had declined by approximately 20%, wide individual
differences were found. Average values (or maximum oxygen uptake were, however,
in good agreement with the findings of other cross-sectional and longitudinal studies.
Dehn and Bruce (1972) measured maximal oxygen uptake during a multistage
treadmill test in 86 healthy men between 40 and 72 years of age. In 40 of the subjects
similar tests had been made two to three years earlier. A cross-sectional analysis
revealed an average annual decrement in maximum oxygen uptake of 0.28 ml/min kg.
Combined data from 17 cross-sectional studies found in the literature showed an
average annual decrement of 0.40 ml/min kg. Longitudinal analysis of the repeated
observations on 40 subjects of the present study revealed a significantly greater annual
decrement of 0.94 ml/min kg, which compared remarkably well with longitudinal

results previously reported by Dill et al. (1967).
Although both cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis indicate that on the
average maximum oxygen uptake tends to fall with age, longitudinal studies show that
the downward trend may be reversed in middle-aged subjects. It is assumed that such
changes in life style as elimination of cigarette smoking and the introduction of regular

regimens of exercise contribute to this reversal.
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II. OTHER LONGITUDINAL STUDIES

SUMMARY
This brief review of the major longitudinal studiei that hove been or are being
conducted on adults illustrates the great diversity in design, subject selection, and tests
administered. This diversity is a source of both strength and weakness. The strength
lies in the t road spectrum of tests that have been used. The weakness is the limited
possibility for comparisons between different types of performance within the same
subject. Few studies have included a wide range of both psychological and physiologi-

cal tests in the same subjects.
Table 13, which summarizes the major feature:. of selected longitudinal studies of
adults, shows the diversity in their design and execution and emphasizes the fact that

the ideal longitudinal study is yet to be designed.
It is inevitable that many serial observations that have been collected have never
been analyzed longitudinally with respect to aging. This omission seems often to have

been due to the emergence of unanticipated methodologic complexit..s in the
longitudinal analysis of data; not uncommonly, it has resulted from loss of critical
personnel or fiscal resources. Although several of the studies enumerated in Table 13
had never had as their primary goal an assessment of the age changes for thei- own
sake, their data bases offer the potential for such analysis.
The criteria for subject selection have varied widely. In most studies the number of
subjects is relatively small; groups are often highly selected and usually male. Women
are grossly underrepresented, and no studies have included blacks or other ethnic
groups as identifiable subsets.

Since longitudinal studies have been initiated by groups of investigators with
different interests and goals, communication among investigators has often been
minimal. Is order to improve communication among investigators in longitudinal
studies, a series of six conferences held between 1972 and 1975 (Rose, 1976) brought
together representatives from eight longitudinal studies: Baltimore Longitudinal Study

of Aging; Normative Aging Study; The Framingham Study; the Duke University
Studies of Human Aging; the 1000-Aviator Study; the Tecumseh, Michigan, Community Health Study; the CVD Project at the University of Minnesota; and the Kaiser
Permanence Foundation Study, Oakland, California (not reviewed here because of the
absence of documentation.)
The meetings provided a forum for the interchange of information and discussion

of problems associated with the operation of longitudinal studies. The question of
pooling data for specific tests from a number of studies was explored. Data for height,
weight, blood pressure, cholesterol, and vital capacity obtained from five longitudinal
studies (Duke, Tecumseh, Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging, Minnesota, and
Normative Aging Study) were compared (Garvey, 1973). The results showed that

pooling of original observations from different studies was impractical because of
systematic differences in the selection of populatic and in methods of measurement.
Although direct pooling of data may not be feasible, the results of longitudinal analyses
from different studies can be compared. Age trends found in a number of studies are
apt to support more valid generalizations than those found only in a single study. On

the other hand, results found in some populations but not in others may provide
important epidemiological clues to demographic, genetic, or environmental variables
that influence the responses to aging.
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Table 11.13.

Sex &
Ages at

Nature of
Study

Began

Ended

Minnesota

1947

1977

Sample
Professional

N
281

and business
Duke I

Duke II

1955

1968

1976

1976

1963

Aging

1000-

1940

Continuing

1970

Aviator

NIMH

1955

1967

N

Entry

Test
Interval

Test
Period

Repeat
Cycles

Variables
Measured'

M

Annual

1 day

?

2 yr

2 days

11

Anthropometry
Behavior and Personality
Psychiatric
Psychology
Physiology
Anthropometry
Blood chemist.),
Social history

2 yr

1 day

4

45.54

men
Community
Reside!

260

Community

502

M&F
60.94

residents selected from
register of
healthinsurance plan
Normative

Selected Longitudinal Studies of Adults

M&F
45.69

Psychology

Health Criteria
Admissionb

Analysis`

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Social History
Personality

Community
residents in
Boston area

2032

Cadets and
officers in
flight training

1056

Community
residents in
Philadelphia
area

47

M

5 yr

3 half days
over 5year

25.75

3

Biochemistry
Special senses
Anthropometry
Psychology
Sociology

4

Physiology
Psychomotor
Psychology

Yes
(rigorous)

Yes

3

Psychiatric
Interview
Cerebral
physiology
Psychological
tests

Yes

Yes

period

M

Irregut..

20.30

M

5 yr

2 wks

65.91

Social history

fi 4

Table 11.13. Selected Longitudinal Studies of Adults(Cont'd.)
Sex &
Ages at

Nature of
Study

Basel

Began

Ended

1955

1965

Sample

Community-

N

121

residing CIBA
employees
and retirees
Bonn

Framingham

1965

1948

197677

Community

Continuing

Community
residents

Entry

Test
interval

Test
Period

Repeat
Cycles

Variables
Measured'

M

1.2 l'

1 day

2 to 5

Anthropometry
Physiology
Sensory tests

8.85
(Most
26.56)
220

residents in
W. Germany

M&F

M&F

Admission°

Analysis°

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

P.W.V.

2.4 yr

1 week

5

60.75

5209

Health Criteria

2- to 4.hr
interviews
Intelligence
Personality

2 yr

1 day

10

Blood chemistry

end pointsCV

30.59

disease
Tecumseh

1959

1969

Total commu

8641

nity

M&F

3 yr

3

Anthropometry
Physiology
Blood chemistry
Activity questionnaire

No

Yes

7

Anthropometry
Physiology
B!ood chemistry

No

No

21 (as

See Chapter IV

No

Yes

Birth to
70+
(45%
under

age 20)
ABCC
Adult
Health

1958

BLSA

1958

1972

Nonexposed
residents of

12,123

Hiroshima
Continuing

Community-residing malesd

M&F

2 yr

Y2 day

1-2 yr

2 Y2 days

birth to
70+
1142

Md

17.96

I AU studies in table recorded histories and performed physical examinations.
b Were health critetia used to select subjects for admission to the study?
c Were health cri,u.,a used to determine whether individuals' values were used in analysis?
° Women have been recruited to the study since 1978.
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CHAPTER

III

Design and Operation of the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study of Aging
HISTORY
The program on aging of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) was originally
established at the Baltimore City Hospitals (BCH) in 19:0 (Stieglitz, 1940; Shock,
1947, 1980). Studies of age differences in the performance of selected physiological
systems (cardiovascular, pulmonary, renal, muscular, nervous, endocrine, etc.) had
used as subjects men aged 60+ who were residents of a domiciliary home for the aged
(Infirmary) located on the grounds of the BCH. Since admission to the facility was
based primarily on socioeconomic need rather than on health status, the group included

residents without apparent disease. Along with staff members, these subjects, after
clinical screening to exclude individuals in whom evidence of specific disease could bdetected, constituted the population for cross-sectional studies on aging in humans

2...conducted between 1941 and 1958.
At the same time, the desirability of collecting data on non-institutionalized
subjects was clearly recognized, as was the fact that a proper study of human aging
would require the charactertza:ion of age changes in a wide array of physiological,
psychological, and social variables across the entire adult age range. Even as late as
1955, most of the literature reporting the effects of age on physiological and
psychological variables in mln was based on measurements of differences between
young adults, usually college students, and older subjects who were frequently
residents of hospitals or homes for the aged. Some of the conclusions about human
aging derived from such studies were defective or erroneous, since they had compared
presumably healthy and active young people with old people who were neither
necessarily healthy nor active. Nor did this type of cross-sectional assessment permit an
appreciation of the likely influence of birth-cohort effects on the differences observed

between the two age groups.
In recognition of the need for a far more systematic approach to the understanding
of age changes in man, a plan for a longitudinal study was developed requiring the
recruitment of reasonably healthy and active community-dwelling people of all ages,
who would be willing to undergo thorough and repeated testing over a major portion,
if not the remainder, of their lives. The success of such an enterprise would obviously

depend on access to a population of subjects who felt so challenged by their
participation that they would voluntarily continue to return for repeated testing.
Our chance meeting with Dr. W.W. Peter provided the necessary access to a
group of scientists and educators who had homes or summer cottages at Scientists'
Cliffs, a section of the western shore of the Chesapeake Bay located about 60 miles
southeast of Baltimore. Dr. Peter, a retired United States Public Health Service officer,
was struck by the lack of data on the effects of age in normal people. Moreover, he
expressed the strong conviction that people like himself, still living independently,

should volunteer to serve as subjects for the study of aging. Thus was born the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA).
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On his own initiative, Dr. Peter first recruited his friends to serve as volunteer
subjects for the BLSA (Norris and Shock, 1960). His circle of friends, however,
though large in number, would not provide sufficient subjects to conduct meaningful
studies. Hence a plan was instituted whereby each participant actively recruited others
among his friends, neighbors, relatives, and colleagues. This plan yielded so many
subjects that a waiting list was quickly formed, from which subjects were called as
facilities for testing them became available.
During the early stages of the study only two to four subjects could be tested each
week, but as facilities expanded more subjects were tested, so that by 1968 about 600
men were actively participating. At this time the aging program was moved into a new

building, located on the BCH campus, which was financed by Federal funds and
designated as the Gerontology Research Center (GRC) (Shock, 1968).
Since its inception in 1940, the gerontological research program in Baltimore has

operated within the administrative framework of NIH, principally as a unit of the
National Heart Institute (1948-1963) and of the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development (1964-1975). After the National Institute on Aging (NIA) was
established in 1974, all research act,vities housed at the GRC, including the BLSA,
were transferred to NIA, and they have since constituted NIA's intramural (in-house)
research program.

OBJECTIVES
From its initiation, the USA has had as its goal the systematic description of the
processes of aging in humans. In pursuit of that broad goal the study has identified and
sought certain objectives:

To describe, both cross-sectionally and longitudinally, the physiological and
psychological effects of aging in persons who live in their communities.
To collect serial observations over a period long enough to permit statistically
reliable calculation of rates of change in specific variables in individual subjects, and to

identify individual patterns of age changes.
To include a broad spectrum of tests applied to the same subjects to determine
relations among variables that might lead to an answer to the question, "Is there a
general aging process common to a number of physiological and psychological
processes, or is aging the end result of multiple independent processes?"
To separate the effects of aging from the effects of physical and mental disease on
.,lected aspects of physiological and behavioral performance.
To assess the influence of age on progressive changes associated with diagno5ed
diseases.

To examine the effects of critical events, such as loss of job, retirement, death of
spouse, or changes in life style !)r habits, on subsequent tests of physiological and
psychological performance.
To develop predictors of age at death and to determine risk factors not only for
specific diseases but also for other definable end points, such as loss of mobility, loss of
independence, and institutionalization.

To attempt to develop indices of physiological age.
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OPERATION OF THE BLSA
To provide a firm basis for interpretation of the results, this chapter outlines the
design and operation of the BLSA as it has developed over the years in response to the

many advances in the concepts and methods of get ontological research that have
occurred since 1958. Many decisions have had to be made on the basis of hunches and
best guesses rather than of solid fact, and it has often proven necessary to tailor the
study to fit the available resources. In retrospect, while it is obvious that some decisions
could have been better, others made out of necessity have turned out to the advantage
of the study. A good example is the continuing addition of new subjects to the study
population as the study progressed, which has made possible sequential analyses of

period and birth-cohort effects (see Chapter I).

1. Administration
Both the scientific and the opery'onal administration of the BLSA nave been
gratifyingly collegial throughout its ye. _s of existence. During the early years, decisions
affecting the experimental questions to be addressed were made by the Director, Dr.
N.W. Shock, in close conjunction with others of the senior scientific staff of the BLSA.
These deliberations, usually undertaken in a regularly scheduled meeting, focused not
only on the feasibility and scientific merit of the question to be eriored, but also on
the justification for addressing it to the BLSA population. Not infrequently, especially
in the case of proposed cross - sectional studies, it t.:as determined that utilization of
BLSA participants was not essential, and that such investigations could be accomplished

as readily by the use of other subjects specifically recruited for the purpose.
Such deliberations emphasize the need for constant overview of the uses to which

the BLSA population is put. A concerted effort has been made to avoid the
introduction of tests or procedures that are unlikely to lead to longitudinal exploration,
or that will unnecessarily add to the already crowded test schedule to which BLSA
participants are exposed.
Since 1981, the overall operation of the BLSA has been overseen by a Steering
Committee, which includes the NIA Scientific Director as chairman along with five
senior investigators whose collective research interests and expc;ience embrace both
biomedical and behavioral aspects. This committee sezves as final arbiter of all new
proposals for BLSA research studies. It is also charged with assessment of the readiness
of BLSA data bases for analysis, to decide whether certain tests should be terminated

and others introduced.
Operational aspects of the study, including scheduling of visits and tests, as well as
communication with the BLSA participants, are the responsibility of a central staff. The
subjects in the longitudinal study have always bean regarded as participants, never as
"guinea pigs." Investigators meet subjects at every opportunity to discuss the goals and
operation of the study, and one or more staff members lunch with the subjects each day
of their visits. In the early years of the study senior staff member:. .oir.ed the subjects
for dinner, and in recent years close association has continued. In addition, each subject
receives a regular newsletter that lists publications based on data from the longitudinal
subjects and calls attention to important topics be!ng studied, lists subjects who Live

died, and describes projected studies.
Tests identified by staff physicians as inappropriate or hazardous for certain
subjects are excluded from their schedules. Similarly, the selection of subjects or
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special tests or the decision to exclude them is the responsibility of the scientific staff.
Exclusions that are not based on medical considerations usually reflect conflict among
test procedures, stemming either from competing time constraints or from incompatibility among tests; an example is the interference of insulin-infusion studies with tests of
pituitary function. These decisions serve as the basis on which the test schedule for each
subject is developed.

2. Participants
Development of the !'tidy panel. It is often difficult to enlist non-institutionalized
volunteers in hea::h-related research. It is even more difficult when participation entails
spending two days and nights in a hospital setting, when candidates must furnish their

own transportation, and when they are asked to return periodically for additional
testing. Certain test procedures may prove burdensome, those designed to assess
cognitive functioning can be ego-t..reatening, and still others call for the expenditure of
considerable mental or physical effort. Despite these many and varied demand., the

enthusiasm shown by the original members and their efforts at recruiting others
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la 1.

BLSA volunteers Mr. and Mrs. William E. Wyman of Dover, New Hampshire,

during a visit to the GRC.
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Table 111.1. Recruitment Pattarn by Age, Cycles A-K

Age (yr)
Cycle

Inclusive Dates

17-19

20-39

40-59

60-79

80-96

Total

A

February 1958June 1961

51

119

86

4

260

B

July 1961June 1963

38

81

37

2

158

C

July 1963June 1965

1

23

68

39

3

134

D

July 1965June 1967

1

21

61

32

2

117

E

July 1967June 1969

29

48

36

6

119

F

July 1969June 1971

57

30

41

3

131

G

July 1971June 1973

29

1

10

3

45

H

July 1973June 1975

52

2

1

5

60

I

July 1975June 1977

44

14

4

1

64

J

July 1977June 1979

10

4

7

K

July 1979June 1981

15

6

8

3

33

369

434

301

32

1142

Total

2

1

1

6

21

contributed materially to the successful initiation and continuation of the BLSA. Figure

1 depicts two of the volunteers who have made the study possible.
Over the years, a few subjects joined the program at the invitation of staff
members, and some volunteered after reading or hearing about the study. More than
90% of participants, however, were proposed for membership by friends or relatives
who were already taking part in the study. In consequence, most new members have at
least some familiarity with the nature of the testing program by the time of their first
visit, and because many participants elect to return to the GRC together their visits
tend to be pleasant social occasions.
During the initial visit, the nature and goals of the study are explained to each

subject, and special emphasis is ph- ed on the fact that, while the program is not
designed to provide medical services, the results of the clinical and laboratory tests will
be referred to each participant's personal physician. When the study started, a letter
describing the tests to be performed was sent to the physician, who was asked to report
directly to the GRC if, in his opinion, any of the tests proposed would present a hazard

to his patient. Since none of the physicians raised objections to any of the tests, the
letters were discontinued in 1962.
All subjects sign a statement of informed consent, which specifies the nature of -.,'
proce 4ures and tests to be used, indicates potential hazards, and clearly states that each
subject has the right to decline participation in any of the tests. New test procedures are

reviewed e I approved by the BCH Institutional Review Board.
In order to facilitate data analysis the repeated observations were grouped in 24month periods, or cycles, designated alphabetically. Table 1, which shows the
recruitment pattern by age groups for cycles A through K, reveals that recruitment of
new subjtas was most active between 1958 and June 30, 1971. Table 2 reflects the age

composition of the panel at the end of each cycle.

Table 3 shows the total number of subjects who had been tested by June 30, 1981,
distributed by age at time of first visit and number of visits. By that date 1142 subjects
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Table 111.2. Panel Age Composition. Cycles A-K

Age (yr)
Cycle

Inclusive Dates

17-19

20-39

40-59

Totals

60-79

80-96

Subjects

Visits°

A

February 1958June 1961

51

119

86

4

260

369

B

July 1961 'une 1963

69

175

119

7

370

445

C

July 1963June 1965

1

73

214

143

12

443

536

D

July 1965June 1967

1

64

272

178

20

535

646

E

July 1967June 1969

62

287

201

22

573

793

106

292

239

31

668

913

99

262

226

34

623

784

135

227

223

43

628

776

156

217

218

39

631

750

121

205

228

41

595

691

118

196

222

48

585

695

F

July 1969June 1971

G

July 1971June 1973

H

July 1973June 1975

I

July 1975June 1977

J

July 1977June 1979

K

July 1979June 1981

2

1

1

' The number of visits within a cycle exceeds the number of subjects because ELSA participants over 60
years of age visited GRC more than once during the 2-yr cycles.

Table 111.3. Cumulative Number of Male Subject Visits by Age It First Visit°
(as of June 30. 1981)

Age at First Visii (Yr)
Number
of Visits

17-19

20-29

1

6

2
3
4
5

4
4
3

143
128
101
77

1

49

6

1

7

1

31
21
15
12
9
9
3

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

30-39 40-49
226
202
176
145
123
109

88
74
64
48
32

1

17
8

1

2

242
217
201
179
173
161
154
133
113

87
68
45
24

1

12
6
2
2

1

1

2
1

50-59

60-69

192
175
155
145
135
122

153
136
123
113
100

1C7

91
79
62
51

39
28
20
13
10
6
2

96
88
79
68
58
52
39
29
26
19
14

9

20

5
3
2

21

1

1

1

70-79 80-89
148
121
104

27
20

90
76
60

11

55
52
44
33
26
19
15

16
7

6
6

90-96

Total

5
3
3
3
3

1142
1006

1

5
4
4
2
1

9
5
3
2
2
1

883
766
667
587
520
449
384
301

240
163
105
70
45
30
20
I1
6
2
1

'As a guide to interpretation of this table, it may be noted, for example, that 122 of the 192 subjects who began their
participation in thn SBA when they were between 50 and 59 yr of age have made 6 visits or more since their entry into the
study Similarly, 2 of the 27 subjects who were between 80 and 89 at entry have made 11 visits, and one of these 2 had a

12th visit. The last column indicates, for example, that 240 subjects of all ages have made 11 visits.
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had been seen one or more times, and nearly half of these, 520, had made seven or
more visits.
While no systematic effort has been made to identify the motives that have
prompted subjects to volunteer, it is clear from casual conversation that the opportunity
to obtain a comprehensive physical exam:nation at regular intervals has been an
important factor. Nevertheless, since virtually all participants have persona', hysicians
to whom medical reports are sent, and most are able to afford medical care, the physical

examination cannot be more than partial compensation for the many demands of
participation. It is obvious that a desire to contribute to aging research has been a large

part of the motivation.

Although in the early years of the study subjects were not selected on the basis of
age, after July 1970 preference was given to subjects in certain age decades in order to
maintain at least 50 subjects in each five-year age group from 25 to 85 (Tab. 1). Most
of the subjects live in the Baltimore-Washington metropolitan area, although some,
especially those who have retired, return from such states as Michigan, Florida, New
Hampshire, Maine, Arizona, and California.
When the study was initiated the resources available to the GRC for overnight
housing of participants consisted of a single room, so that bathroom facilities had to be
shared with ambulatory elderly male patients in a large ward of the BCH. It was thus
necessary to limit the longitudinal study to men. With the opening of the GRC building
and renovation of the ward space in the hospital in 1968, physical facilities became
available for housing women. Because of limitations of staff and budget, however,

recruitment and examination of women did not begin until 1978.
Socioeconomic and educational characteristics and health status of the participants. The
socioeconomic characteristics of the sample generated by this method of recruitment
are those of an upper - middle -class segment of the general population. An assessment of
the social characteristics , _ subjects recruited up to June 30,1981, is presented in Table

4. As the table reveals, 84% of the subjects were identified at initial visit with
professional, technical, and managerial occupations, 71% had bachelors' or higher
academic degrees, and 73% (82% of those reporting) rated their financial situations as
comfortable or better.
In addition, the sample includes a high proportion of government employees:
56% were or had been in municipal, state, or federal employment, exclusive of publicschool teaching and military service.
The sample at entry (Tab. 5) was also relatively homogeneous with respect to
reported health, race, marital status, and religion. That 85% (93% of those reporting)
rated their health as good or excellent is unremarkable, since one of the objectives of
the study was the investigation of healthy aging. No subject was denied participation

for reasons of health; nor were criteria of race or social status applied to restrict
admission to the program.
It is conceivable that men of different ages or generations might hie volunteered
for different reasons, with the result that the sample would have varied in its social
composition by age. This source of bias seems largely to have been avoided, however,
in that the socioeconomic attributes listed in Table 4, and the distributions of health,
race, and marital status by age in Table 5, either reveal a substantial correspondence
among age groups or reflect changes in financial, health, and marital status that are
usually associated with older age groups.
Although above-average educational level and socioeconomic status were not
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Table 111.4. Percentage Distribution of Male Subjects by Age and
Socioeconomic Characteristics at First Visit

(as of June 30. 1981)

Age at First Visit (Yr)

Number of Subjects

17-19

20-39

40-59

60-79

80-96

Aggregate
(17-96)

6

369

434

301

32

1142

56.9

66.6
23.0
4.6
5.8

67.1
18.3
7.6
7.0

71.9
21.9

63.4
20.1

3.1
3.1

7.1

Occupational Class
Professional
Managerial
White collar

18.4
10.0
13.8

Blue collar
Student

8.6
0.8

100.0

0.8

100.0

99.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

36.3
32.2
20.6
10.8

23.7
27.6
22.4
26.3

25.2
24.9
14.6
35.2

31.2
18.8
21.9
28.1

28.8
28.0
19.6
23.6

100.0

99.9

100.0

99.9

100.0

100.0

1.9

0.5
13.8
67.7

0.9
15.4

53.1

16.7

33.3

15.7

9.0
9.0

0.3
10.6
68.4
16.3
4.3

9.4

50.0

22.0
55.0
5.4

28.1

63.3
9.8
10.6

100.0

100.0

100.0

99.9

100.0

100.0

Educational Status

Less than baccalaurate degree
Baccalaurate degree
Master's degree
Doctoral degree

Present Economic Status

Can't make ends meet
Enough to get along
Comfortable
Well-to-do
hio information

9.4

specifically applied as criteria for admission to the study, the method of recruitment
resulted in a population possessing both attributes. The participation of highly educated
subjects offered a number of advantages for the study of aging: improved accuracy of
such information as family history, past history of illnesses, current medical status, and
medication being taken; accuracy of activity history; accuracy of nutritional diaries and
ability to follow detailed instructions in recording dietary intakes; ability to understand
and execute a variety of questionnaires; and increased probability that the subject
would be interested in the scientific questions addressed by the study. In short, this
selection of subjects provided the opportunity to study the effects of aging under
conditions in which econoik status and educational level would not seriously limit
medical care, nutrition, and other factors affecting health over the life span. The results
of the study may thus be considered to reflect the effects of aging under optimal
sociow .nomic conditions.
Stability of the sample and losses from the program; drop-outs. In spite of additions to and

losses from the study population over the history of the program, the social
characteristics of the sample have remained surprisingly stable. Table 6 compares
groups tested during each two-year cycle with respe .t to various attributes at entry into
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Table 111.5. Percentage Distribution of Mate Subjects by Age and
Personal Attributes at First Visit

(as of June 30, 1981)
Age at First Visit (Yr)

Number of Subjects

17-19

20-39

40-59

60-79

80-96

Aggregate
(17-96)

6

369

434

301

32

1142

Health Status
Poor
Fair
Good
Excel fart

No information

0.5
3.0
33.3

1.2

66.7
33.3

50.1
13.0

5.5
47.2
39.4
6.7

100.0

99.9

100.0

0.7
9.6
50.5
35.5
3.6

6.2
40.6
21.9
28.1

0.9
5.8
43.2
41.5
8.7

99.9

99.9

100.1

3.1
53.1

43.8

7.4
86.2
6.4

3.1

Marital Status
Never married
Married
Formerly married

100.0

17.1

2.3

1.7

77.8

94.9

5.1

2.8

89.0
9.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

33.3

22.8
7.0
59.1
8.1

3.1
3.1
84.4
9.4

15.3

50.0

14.7
7.6
72.6

Rekjinus Affiliation
Roman Catholic
Jewish
Protestant
Other
No information

3.0

0.9

8.0
3.0
81.7
6.6
0.7

100.0

100.0

99.9

100.0

100.0

99.9

100.0

95.1
n9

96.6

98.3

96.9

96.6

3.2
0.2

1.7

3.1

3.2
0.2

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

16.7

4.1

6.0
70.8
6.3
1.5

Color
White
Black
Other

100.0

100.0

the program. Minor changes have occurred during the 23 years. Mean age rose from
53.0 years in Cycle A ,1958-1961) to 57.0 years in Cycle K (1979-1981). Over the
same period the proportion of subjects identified with professional, technical, and
managerial occupations fell from 91% to 84%, and Protestant affiliation from 79% to

71%. Sample composition remained remarkably uniform over all cycles in the
proportions of participants with bachelors' or higher degrees at first visit.
Although most subjects who joined the study were aware of its demands, some
found it difficult to continue. While no final assessment of the causes of their
withdrawal has yet been made, predictors include the status of the recruiter (whether
the person who recruited the subject is still in the program), personality traits reflecting
critical dispositions-both specific complaints about tests or staff members and more
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Table 111.6. Percentage Distribution of Male Subjects by Mean Age and
Selected Attributes at Each Cycle°
(Total N in Parentheses)
Cycle

Characteristic

A

B

C

Professional,

91.2
(260)

90.3
(370)

89.2

technical, or

(443)

79.6
(260)

78.9
(370)

79.7
(443)

93.7
(253)

94.1
(358)

78.9
(256)

53.0
(260)

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

88.0

86.7

(5:15)

(573)

85.0
(668)

84.8
(620)

84.6
(604)

84.1
(603)

83.9
(571)

84.1
(552)

78.3
(535)

77.5
(573)

77.7
(668)

77.7
(623)

75.3
(628)

74.0
(631)

74.0
(595)

72.7
(585)

93.0
(428)

92.6
(516)

93.4
(545)

93.0
(632)

93.8
(592)

94.1
(580)

95.8
(575)

95.1
(551)

95.7
(532)

78.2
(327)

77.5
(440)

76.6
(533)

78.5
(572)

)4.5

75.3
(619)

73.4
(601)

72.1

(667)

(599)

71.0
(567)

70.7
(549)

53.8
(370)

54.6
(443)

55.7
(535)

56.3
(573)

55.8
(668)

56.6
(623)

55.6
(628)

54.9
(631)

56.7
(595)

57.0
(585)

D

Occupational Class

managerial
Education

Bachelor's or
higher degree
Health (Self-rating)

Good or
Excellent

Religious Affiliation
Protestant

Mean Age

8 Attributes other than age determined at first visit only.

diffuse ones about the program and its environment-and changes in personal
circumstances such as illness of the subject or of members of his family.
When subjects who had not returned after one or two visits by June 30, 1977,
were compared with respect to age, occupation, highest degree, religious affiliation,
and financial status at first visit with those who had failed to return after three or more
visits, no significant differences between the two groups were observed. The drop-outs
as a group (N = 280) were also found to be similar, except in the level of academic
degrees, to subjects who had made three or more visits and were still arrive as of Juaie
30, 1977 (N = 658). Fewer drop-outs than active subjects had held masters' degrees

and doctorates at first visit.
As of June 30, 1977, 1088 subjects had been tested at least once. At that time a
major follow-up study was made of the participants who had formally withdrawn or ;lad
not returned in a three-year period. Table 7 summarizes the results. By the cut-off date,
150 su! if-cts had died and 280 had failed to return within three years. Of the 280 all
but five Q.-ere located. Of the 275 subjects located, 56 had died since their last visit. A
priority cascade was established for the 219 who were still alive. Our top priority was
to persuade them to return for additional visits. Since several of the major reasons for

dropping out-serious illness, institutionalization, distant move-made return difficult
or impossible, we were pleased that 76 (35%) returned. As the next step in our followup, we asked that a home visit be permitted, and were rewarded with a further 19%.
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Table 111.7. Follow-up Study of Male Subjects Seen at t east Once from
February 1958 to June 1977
Total subjects seen

1088

Active as of June 1977

658

Died while an active participant

150

Failed to return within 3 years of last
visit ("Drop-out")

2C0 -11110. 280

Could not be located

5

Located by follow-up

275

-00,

275

Died after leaving study

56

Alive at time of follow-up

219

Re-enrolled in study

-4

219
76

Visited at home

42

Responded to mailed questionnaire

71

Responded to telephone interview

9

Subject undecided

19

Refused further cooperation

2

Eighty subjects (37%) completed a written questionnaire or responded to a telephone
interview with respect to their health status. There is still the possibility ofsome followup on 19 subjects (9%) who have not yet decided how to respond. Only two have
refused further cooperation. We thus know whether the subject is still living in 99.5%

of the cases, and health and social information is available in 97.6%.

3. The Tests
This section relates the administration of tests to the purposes and design of the
study. A detailed description of the tests administered is presented in Chapter IV.
Criteria for selection of testy. The battery of tests used in the study was designed to
cover a broad spectrum of physiological, psychological, and social variables in order to

permit the evaluation of relations among them and their association with aging. In
addition to tests of the performance of specific organ systems, such as the heart, lunr-s,
kidneys, and muscles, tests of the ability to integrate the activities of a number of organ
systems in adapting to physiological stresses, such as exercise, were included. Other
tests, such as glucose tolerance, measured the rates of displacement and recovery of
physiological variables.

Selection of tests for repeated administration was based on the following
considerations: a) the probable importance of the variable in understanding age
changes in performance and adaptability; b) evidence from cross sec.ional studies that
age differences are present in the function; c) established validity and reliability of the
test; d) the presence on the staff of an investigator interested in the test and qualified to

administer it and interpret the results; and e) the presence of minimal risk and
unpleasantness to the subject.
Testing schedule. At each \ :rit subjects spend 2V2 days at the GRC. Meals are
provided in the cafeteria of the BCH, but sublets frequently elect to take one of the
evening meals outside the hospital. The length of visit was chosen to provide sufficient
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time for a diversity of studies, including tests such as basal metabolism and glucose
tolerance the.. must be made under basal conditions. The visit schedule also permits the
collection of 24-hour urine samples required for the determination of creatinine
clearance, the excretion of hormones, etc., as well as the introduction of lengthy and
complicated laboratory procedures.
During each visit subjects rotate through various laboratories on a schedule that is
prepared in advance for each subject. Individual testing schedules are also based on the

time that has elapsed since the perforMance of other tests that might produce
interference with the results. Tests administered during the course of the study fall into
four general categories:
1) Tests administered to all subjects on all visits. Examples include medical history
and physical examination, anthropometry basal blood pressure and ECG, vital capacity,

maximum breathing capacity, creatinine clearance, and blood chemistry (fasting
cholesterol, triglycerides, and fasting glucose).
2) Tests administered regularly to all eligible subjects, but not at each visit. Some
tests cannot be administered together in the same visit because of interference caused
by the administration of drugs or hormones, the amou.nt of blood withdrawn, or the
time required. The frequency of administration of part,cular tests was determined on
the grounds of availability of investigators and subject time, interference with other
tests, and length of the period over which age change might be expected to occur.
3) Tests administered at only one visit, primarily to assess stable characteristics of
the subjects, include determinations of such genetic markers as blood groups and taste
sensitivity to phenylcarbamate.

4) Tests introduced for specific approved investigations that, although not
necessarily longitudinal in design, could be carried out with maximum efficiency and
minimal cost because a great deal of background information about the subjects from
the longitudinal study was available. The study of age differences in the physiological
and psychological effects of ethanol is an example.
During the early years of the study subjects traveled to Baltimore in pairs. At first
pairs of subjects could be tested eac:: week, but as resources expanded the
number grew with them, so that by June 1968, 12 subjects were scheduled each week:
only

six to arrive at the GRC each Monday and six each Wednesda7 morning. Subjects
arriving Monday morning left at noon on Wednesday, and those arriving Wednesday
morning left at noon on Friday. In 1978 the schedule was altered so that 15 subjects
were scheduled each week: Six arrived for testing on Monday, three on Tuesday, and
six on Wednesday mornings. Each group remained at the Center for two days. (Thi.,
schedule was followed in order to provide time for testing women in the program that
began in January 1978.)
In the original design, subjects aged 20 to 70 years were tested at 18-month
intervals, while subjects over the age of 70 were seen annually. In July 1970 the test
interval was set at 24 months for subjects aged 20 to 59, 18 months for subjects aged
60 to 70, and ore year for all subjects over 70 years.2 Table 2 shows both the number
of subjects tested in each cycie and the total number of visits. When subjects were
tested twice in a cycle, only the data from the first visit were used for cross-sectional
analysis, although the data from both visits were used in longitudinal analysis.
25;nce July 1981, all subjects have been seen each two years.
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Quality control of test administration. Responsibility for training and supervision of
technical assistants, as well as overall quality control of the data collection, rests with
each investigator, who also maintains files of original data and reviews summary data

before they are introduced into the central data file.
Improved methods for tests already in use are introduced when
they become available. Whenever methods are changed, measurements are made at the
same visit by both the old and the new techniques in a series of subjects distributed
over the total age span, so that if systematic differences are found in the values obtained
by the two methods, appropriate adjustments can be made in the earlier measurements
to maintain comparability throughout the longitudinal analysis.
Introduction and elimination of tests. New and expanding interests of investigators, as
well as new developments in the field, have led to the incorporation of new tests as the
Changes in methods.

study has progressed. New tests are introduced only after review by the Steering
Committee of a written proposal submitted by the investigators. The testing cycle and
the age span of the sample make it possible to assess the potential value of a new test by
cross-sectional analysis of data collected over a two-year imerval.
Over the years of the study, some tests have been eliminated because the study had
been completed, because the principal investigator had left the GRC, or because it

seemed unlikely that further teeing would yield fruitful results.

APPROACHES TO INTERPRETATION OF DATA
1. The Aging-Disease Dilemma
There is common agreement that, in order to characterize true biological age
changes in specific physiological systems, measurements in subjects with known
diseases or pathology of the organ system under study should be excluded from
analysis. Hence the necessity that normal aging be studied in "healthy" or "disease-e" subjects. This requirement has not so far been satisfied. In the first place, for
certain conditions it is difficult to certify that a given characteristic is absent; the
scientific method can only show that with current methodology a given condition
cannot be detected. Since disease may be present but undetectable, it must be assumed
that new and more sensitive methods could show its presence.
Unlike some scientists who believe that there is no unique biological process of
aging distinct from pathological or disease-related processes, BISA scientists have

adopted the working hypothesis that aging is distinct from disease. Under this
assumptiot ,:reat care is taken in th.: refinement of raw data and the exclusion of data
obtained from subjects with specific diseases. An example of this process may be found
in our study of creatinine clearance (Rowe et al., 1976b); the numerical impact is shown
in Table 8. Consider the following example: A major goal of studies of blood pressum
currently under
is to describe changes that occur with aging, but to eliminate

changes induced by drugs or diseases that would, in themselves, change blood
pressure. Variables known or believed to influence either cardiac output or peripheral
resistance were considered. Thus, if a subject reported that he was taking any of the
following medications, measures from that visit were excluded: diuretics and antihypertensives, amphetamines, methylphenidate (Ritalink), digitalis, long-acting coronary;
cerebral, peripheral, or "general" vasodilators, anti-arrhythmics, oral and injectable

adrenal or ovarian steroids, certain non-steroid anti-inflammatory agents, major
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Table 111.8. Number of Subjects Excluded from Normal Group by
Disease Category and Age Group'

Age (Yr)
17-24
Nephrolithiasis

Urinary tract infection

25-44

45-64

65-96

8

47

21

25

17

32

Gout

4

10

4

Prostatectomy

2

11

60

2

3

Coronary heart disease

7

45

44

Cerebrovascular disease

2

16

18

10

36

18

Congestive heart failure

Diabetes mellitus
Abnormal urinalysis

1

10

11

16

Miscellaneous renal disease

1

15

17

18

a Since some subjects had more than one disease, the total number of individual exclusions (531) in this table is
necessarily larger than the number of subjects excluded (336).
From R,we et al. (19766)

tranquilizers, ergot alkaloids, narcotic analgesics, and L-dopa. Lesser drugs, e.g., minor

tranquilizers, antihistamines, and sedatives, have not been shown to affect blood
pressure.
The presence of any of the following conditions or diseases leads to exclusion from

studies on -the relation between age and blood pressure:
Coronary artery disease. The point system used is described in :hapter IV.

Measures are included in age analyses until the diagnosis of coronary
artery disease is established, whereupon all subsequent measures a -e
excluded.
Aortic valvul..e stenosis or incompetence.

Definite evidence of cerebral infarction.
Hypo- or hyper-thyroidism at the time of the visit.
Diabetes mellitus. Subjects who have ever taken eith .r insulin or oral
hypoglycemic agents are excluded. Also excluded are subjects with fasting

plasma-glucose values of 140 or more on two or more occasions.
Cancer with evidence of systemic effects, such as weight loss or anemia.
Renal diseases, such as polycystic or horseshoe kidney, nephrectomy, or
laboratory evidence of uremia (see below), regardless of etiology.
Miscellaneous diseases, including Fabry's Disease, panhypopituitarism, and
Buerger's Disease. Our study included no known cases of pheochromocy-

toma, adrenocortical disease, or coarctation of the aorta.
There are also laboratory criteria for the exclusion of blood-pressure measurements from estimates of the effects of aging:
Abnormal urinalysis.
Twenty-four-hour creatinine 0 ,rgrice with age-adjusted centile ranking of
less than 1%, confirmed by ag,. ...lusted serum-creatinine concentrate ,n

ranking of less than 1%.
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Hemoglobin of less than 11 g/dl, or hematocrit of less than 33% or more

than 55%.
One further exclusion is made, not on the basis of drugs, diseases, or laboratory
findings, but of the well-known stress effect of the initial blood-pressure reading, the
"first-visit artifact' (which in some studies has extended to the second visit as well). An
analysis for this variable in our study showed the stress-effect to be evident only on the
first visit. Measurements made on the first visit are excluded from calculations of the
regressions of blood pressure on age.

2. The Concept of Clinical "Clean-Up"
The process of identifying and excluding subjects with conditions or diseases that

might influence the values of a variable under study, or of excluding certain data
points, is referred to as clinical clean-up. The necessity of a clinical clean-up preliminary

to the analysis of data on aging processes is controversial. Consider the following
example:

The creatinine clearance of a subject has been measured annually as he aged from
60 to 70 years. The slope of the 24-hour creatinine clearance on age, computed at age
70, is a measure of the rate of aging of his renal function, or glomerular filtration rate.
Alm his last visit, certain symptoms develop; a nephrectomy is performed to remove a
renal carcinoma. When he returns at age 71 a marked drop is of course found in the
measured creatinine clearance. If the goal of the study is to define the effects of normal
aging processes on selected physiological functions, should this last datum be included?
Should a new slope be computed on data collected from ag' 60 to age 71, or should
the assessment of the aging of renal function in the subject be Jtopped at age 70? In this
example, it would appear absurd to disregard the surgical removal of a kidneyor to
classify the event as normal aging. Conclusions based on computed slopes of decline

that do not take this kind of event into account are bound to be misleading.
But consider a second example. Suppose that investigators studying renal function
believe that hypertension may accelerate decline, and that subjects with this disease
should be excluded. Since blood pressure increases with age, if a standard cut-off such
as systolic pressure above 140 is adopted, the number of vet; old subjects eligible for
inclusion in the study will be severely limited. Moreover, those who remain are likely
to represent a "biological élite" whose health status is extraordinary. It is difficult to
argue that normal aging can be studied in such a supernormal population. Utilizing a
higher, "age-adjusted" cut-off point for older subjects is also unsatisfactory: If systolic
pressures above 140 adversely affect the kidneys of 40-year-olds, surely they must
adversely affect the kidneys of 80-year-olds. In this example, clinical clean-up may be
inadvisable.
There are a number of alternative decisions the investigator may make, depending

on his research goals. He may, for example, decide to screen for some medical
conditions (such as surgical removal of a kidney), but not for others (such as
iypertension), on the presumption that the former are both more directly relevant to
the organ system under investigation and less likely to represent normal aging changes.
If the goal is the detection of pure aging effects, then a rigorous screening, leaving
only a seiect group, may be warranted. Results from these studies are particuia7ly useful
in establishing that declines in functioning are an intrinsic part of the aging process.

\
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Failure to find age changes would be difficult to interpret, however, since a true
decline may be missed becat, 2 of the bias introduced by the elite sample.
If an investigator is concerned primarily with the generalizability of his findings

if he wishes to describe changes that typically accompany age in the general
populationthen the best decision may be not to screen at all. This is also the strategy
to be preferred if the researcher believes that the variable of interest does not change
with age. If he can demonstrate stability despite both aging changes and the illnesses
that accompany age, he has made a stronger case than could be made from a screened
population.
At a minimum, it is our conviction that the decisions taken by each investigator
must be presented in sufficient detail so that results will be properly interpreted and
that comparability with other studies may be maintained. There is little question that
other investigators faced with the same imperatives of categorization would arrive at a
set of rules at some variance from ours. Indeed, candor requires us to admit that our
own rules have tended to evolve not in response to an analysis of the end results of
different strategies but according to standards of reasonableness (or unreasonableness)
that have become evident as the initial set of rules has been applied. To illustrate: In an
analysis of blood-pressure changes with age, a preliminary decision was made to
consider the presence of a single cast of any type in the urine as indicative of a state of
"renal disease" sufficient to exclude data from that subject's visit as "nonhealthy." This
turned out to be nonsensical; urinary microscopic reports are replete with findings of
single casts, with no ancillary evidence at all of renal disease at that visit or at prior o:

subsequent ones. When this criterion was modified to two or more casts, the
percentage of excludable results dropped precipitously.
Perhaps the best strategy for dealing with this dilemma is to conduct and report
analyses both with and without clinical clean-up. A comparison of the results of the two
approaches will provide a better basis for both interpretation and generalization. If the

same results are found, we can infer that the effect should be considered a
manifestation of "aging," and also that it is found in the population in general. If results

differ, we must be much more cautious in interpreting them, because either disease
processes or sample biases could account for the effects. At this point it might be useful
to conduct analyses on subgroups distinguished by particular diseases, to see if a single
category of illness can explain the discrepancy. For example, screening for surgical
removal of the kidney might make a considerable difference, whereas screening for
hypertension might not. In these analyses we could learn not only about aging, but also
about the consequences of specific disease states. This information, in turn, might be
useful to future investigators who want to know which conditions are most important in
a clinical clean-up.

THE DATA-MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The data-management system of the BLSA provides a flexible facility for
collection, storage, and analysis of those physiological, psychological, biochemical,
mzjical, sociological, nutritional, and body-composition measurements described in
Chapter IV. The system accommodates a variety of input modes and provides a wideranging, continually changing set of summaries and analyses responsive both to the
needs of scientists and managers and to the legal requirement that confidentiality be
14'
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assured. Scientists require access to a variety of statistical packages in addition to the
implementation of their personal methodologies. Manager summaries, reports, projections, and schedules in most cases require programming de novo.
Facilities include a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP 11/70 computer,
which utilizes MUMPS (Massachusetts General Hospital Utility Multi-Programming
System) as an operating and programming system and serves as a secure repository of
the BLSA data. Scientists and managers gain access to this system through remote
terminals in the laboratories and offices for entry, review, editing, and retrieval of
sin3le-record data.
The data base comprises 670,000 records, of which 380,000 are in fixed-field
format (data in identifiable locations that rt.dnain the same for all persons and times).

Fixed-field records include scientific results and numerically encoded data from
medical histories and physical examinations. Medical diagnoses ar.: recorded on
another 60,000 records. The remaining 230,000 records contain verbal responses to
specific questions, as well as free comments on fixed-field information. All free-form
data, are retrievable through numeric subject-matter codes that precede each entry in
these fields, and by key-word search.
Batch-processing support for computation and analysis of the data includes a local
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX 11/780 computer and NIH's Division of
Computer Research and Technology in Bethesda, Maryland, some forty miles distant,
access to which is provided by a remote job-entry system (Data General Eclipse C-I50)

at the GRC.
Software is available to extract subsets of the data from the data-base system in
forms suitable for analysis by standard packaged statistical ograms -,'SAS, BMDP,
SPSS, etc.) or by programs developed specifically for the BkSA by GRC scientists.
Examples of the latter include several scanning routines that may be applied to analysis

of data from subjects who have made several visits. Trends with time in a given
variable, significant deviations ercm the trend or mean performance level, and
regressions on time may all be evaluated by these routines and are essential both to
quality control and to preliminary longitudinal analysis.
When data are available for only one or two visits, another program permits
comparison of the subject's performance level with an appropriate distribution of
similar values. Each subject must be compared with others measured at the same time,
of similar age, of a similar disease classification, of similar body composition, height, or
weight; or with subjects from another study in the literature in which the distribution of
values is sufficiently well described.
Laboratory variables may be. plotted against age, height, smoking habit, disease
class, or any other variable in the C:e. This provides a quick and easy comparison of
variance, for example, between old and young, tall and short, smokers and nonsmokers, etc. As a tool for cross-sectional analysis, these plots permit a judgment about the
appropriateness of a linear or other fit to the data. Longitudinal data can be evaluated
by comparison of these relations from one time of the study to another. A variation
among the relations shown in the plots of a variable for different times suggests the
need for a review of the laboratc,ry results to determine whether longitudinal change,

secular trends, or measurement error is responsible for variation over time.
Age regressions are based on a select' dumber of serial observations for a
variable, such as the first five, all available, et t... Individual regressions are summarize'
in one or more age groups for the purpose of presenting the changes in subjects 35-44,
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40-49, 40-59 years of age, etc. Plot programs are available for displaying age-group
slopes around mean x, y, with a line length equal to the average period of observation
on the time axis.
More specific and sophist ated computer routines for special data analyses, e.g.,
multivariate analysis, are developed by GRC investigators as the need arises.
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CHAPTER IV
Tests Administered
INTRODUCTION
The Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA) is unique among longitudinal
studies in the large number of tests that have been administered serially in individuals

ranging in age from 17 to 103 years. Observations include medical, genetic,
biochemical, physiological, and behavioral variables. The comprehensive nature of the
data base makes possible systematic description of the relations among aging trends in

various types of human pe-formance that may increase our understanding of the
mechanisms of aging.

This chapter describes the tests administered and the procedures followed.
Although some of the tests and the conditions under which they were administered
have been published, many have not. Some of the tests and procedures are thus
described in detail, while others are documented by references to pertinent articles in
the literature. Information is provided about tr .hods, the periods when the tests were
administered, and the subjects who were tested. Table 1 lists the tests administered, as
well as the number of data points for each as a function of number of subject visits. All

data reflect our cumulative experience through June 30, 1981.

CLINICAL EVALUATION
1. History
In advance of each visit to the Gerontology Research Center (GRC), the subject is
sent a medical-history questionnaire to complete and bring to the Center. During the
interview, the examining physician reviews the information with the subject and if
necessary supplements it. The histor is further supplemented, when indicated, by
summaries of hospital or physicians' records.

2. Physical Examination
At each visit a history and physical examination are recorded by staff members of
the GRC on standard forms. The physicians, who usually serve two- or three-year
National Institutes of Health fellowship appointments, are selected because of their
interest in one of the research programs of the GRC. Most spend six to eight hours per
month conducting pnysical examinations of the longitudinal subjects; the rest of their
time is devoted to clinical and aboratory research in the operating section of the GRC
to which they have been recruited.
When special diagnostic tests are necessary, they are conducted in the clinical
facilities of the Baltimore City Hospitals (BCH). All reports of physical examinations
are reviewed by a senior staff physician. After review, the clinical and laboratory eata
are entered in the central data bank and a summary report is sent to the subject's
private physician.
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Table IV.1.

Tests Administered

Number of Subjects Tested
Total

Two Three
or
or
More More

Tests

Times Times Times Times

One

or
No. of More

Medical History, Physical Examination,
and Laboratory Tests

Four
or
More

:395

1142

1006

883

766

7339
2243
7391

1141
1114

1004

1142

1006

883
361
882

762
89
765

1142
977

1142
977

766
682
605

766
682

Medical history
Physical examination
Urinalysis
Hemogrant
Hematocrit
Hemoglobin
Red-cell count

White-cell count--differential
Serological test for syphilis
Chest x-ray
Resting electrocardiogram
Cornell Medical Index
Smokirg history

649

Genetic Factors
Family history
Taste test (PTC)
Blood typing
Derma:oglyphics
La' ral dominance

461

144

Biochemical Tests

Serum albumin and globulin
Plasma cholesterol and triglycerides
Plasma crestinine (see below,
"Renal Function ")
Plasma testosterone
Plasma pituitary hormone (AVP)

163

161

2

4655
9049

944

812
629

715
438

606

83
66

83

7395

1142

1006

883

766

4188

1083

824

668

549

761

155

66

Body Composition
Anthropometry
Standing measurements

Biacromial and waist diameter
Chest, waist, and buttock depths
Elbow and nec, ;rcumferences
Height
Weight
Skinfold thickness

Bilateral back, arm, abdomen,
and chest
Chin

Recumbent measurements

R5
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Table IV.1. Tests Administered(Cont'd.)
Number of Subjects Tested
One
Total

or

Two
or

Three

Four

or

or

No. of More More More More
Tests Times Times Times Times

Body Composition(Con't.)
Anthropcmetry(Con't.)
Fecumbent measurements

4188

1083

824

668

549

2664

1028
601
1028

697
317
697

464

274

1026
2664

377
4095
5672
6595

374
1068
1092
1133

1008
1078
132

717
761
132

3794
27r s

960
845

Circumference at iliac crest
Circumference at greater trochanter
1.ength of humerusright and left
Circumference of arm a humerus

midpointright and left
Length of ulnaright arm left
Circumference of forearm at ulna

mid-pointright and left
Length of femurright and left
Circumference of leg of femur

mid-pointright and left
Length of fibularight and left
Circumference of calf at maximum
right and left
Bone density and diameters
Bone density
Hand x-rays
Photon scanning
Bone diameters from x-rays
Midshatt overall diameter (hand)
Midshaft medullary diameter (hand)
Midshaft CCT (hand)
Metacarpal length (hand)

94

13

464

274

664
779
816

543
636
705

236

51

261

52

4
4

791

638
489

519
362

Elbow
Knee
Wrist
Ankle

Body fat thickness from x-rays
Lean body massBehnke Index
Basal metabolism
rreatinine excretion-24-hour
Body water
Total body water (antipyrine dilution)
Extracellutar water (thiocyanate dilution)
Body density (helium displacement)

3

797
911

986

Nutrition

Nutrition history

Sevenday diet diaries

614
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Table IV.1. Tests Administered ,Lbed.)
Number of Subjects Tested
Two Three Four
or
or
or
or
No. of More More More More
Tests Times Times limes Times

One

Total

Neuromuscular function and exercise
Tapping test
Reaction time
Touch
Simple and choice auditory
Reflex time
Nerve conduction velocity, motor
Exercise screening tests
Strength test

6228

1072

934

810

690

1833
1332
1317
2234

782
675
658
834

544
396
407
626

310

148

178
177

61

402

60
237

3697

970

808

603

456

3295
3294
630

924
924
466

747
747

543
543

408
408

151

200

178

22

5042

1077

865

727

619

4435

1078

875

661

542

6430

1109

945

813

711

1438

681

477

189

69

42

42

Hand dynamometryright and left
Bilateral adductors, abductors and
rotors

Low-level crank-turning ergometer

Maximum work ratebrief
Submaximal exercise

13

Metabolic response-02 & CO2
Ventilation

Blood pressure and pulse rate
Blood chemistry
Lactic acid
Growth hormone
Activity history questionnaire
Renal Function

Creatinine clearance-24-hour
Urinalysis (see -bove, "Medical History,
Physical Examination, and Laboratory Tests")
Pulmonary Function
Spirometry

Vital capacitystanding and recumbent
inspiratory and expiratory reserve volume
Forced expiratory volume 0.5 and 1.0 sec
Expiratory flow rates
Maximum breathing capacity
Pulmonary gas distribution indices (nitrogen
wash-out)
Total lung volume
Residual volume
Pulmonary and chest compliance
Chest x-ray (see above, "Medical History,
Physical Examination, and Laboratory Tests")
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Table IV.1. Tests Adn ,nistered(Conrd.)
Number of Subjects Tested
One

Two Three Four
or
or
of
More More More
Tests Times Times Times Times

or
No. of More
Total

Cardiovascular Function
Resting electrocardiogram
Exercise stress electrocardiogram
Master two-step test
Graded treadmill test
Systolic time intervals
Echocardiography
One-dimensional
Two-dimensional
Thallium scan of heart (exercise)
Gated blood-pool scan
Responses to cardiovascular drugs
Volume plethysmography
His-bundle recording (non-invasive)
24;lour ambulatory ECG
24-hour ambulatory Hood pressure
Plasma catecholamines (exercise)

7339

1141

1004

883

762

3408
2283
326

868

687
588

536
411

414
262

270
473
356

258
473

61

61
89
140

58

9
11

89
140
80
150

56
30

771

326

2

35'

80
150

50
30

Caibohydrate Metabolism

Oral glucose tolerance test

1.75 g/kg body wt
40.0 g/m2 surface area
Intravenous glucose tolerance test
Cortisoneglucose tolerance test
Tolbutamide response test
Glucose clamp
ExerciseI-V glucose tolerance

1248
842
1223
774
1088
484
88

562
767

309
280
369

581

160

718
334
88

305

78
30
59

108

34

11

344

90

871

2
6

Immune System

Skin Fibroblast Culture

434

Perception

Tonography

3489

935

729

Visual screening test
Acuity
Color vision
Visual fields

5721

1038

901

588
784

456
664

Audiometrypure and pulse tone

4264

1012

845

683

557

88
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Table IV.1.

Tests Administered(Cont'd.)
Number of Subjects Tested
One
Total

or

Two
or
More

Three

274
259

or
More

Four
or
More

No. of More
Tests Times Times Times Times
Cognitive Performance
Learning
Serial
Paired associate
Southern California tests
abilities

e

intellectual

Word fluency
Asscciational fluency
Ideational fluency
Consequences
Intelligence tests
Army Alpha
Wechsler Adult Intelligence scale
(Vocabulary only)
Benton Visual Retention Test
Logical problem solving
I

II

Concept problem solving
Memory and response time
Immediate free recall
Delayed memory (recall and recognition)
Digit memory
Dichotic listening
Simple and complex decision time and accuracy

1785
1739
1378

905
891
824

606
589

2939
2045

1055
1(139

674
645

395
285

212
76

2043

1038

644

286

75

529
476
1300
334

304
305
841
334

225

2171

1075
1100
811
777
613
66
116
394

327
313
67

83
80
5

554

171

459

Personality, Behaviors, and Traits
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey
Burgess-Caven-Havighurst attitude questionnaire
Questionnaire on attitudes toward old people

Personal interviewfamily and sex history
Imaginal Processes Inventory
Thematic Apperception Test
Stress-and-coping interview
Schedule of life events
Eysenck Personality Inventory
Daily events check list
Well-being assessment sheet
Profile of mood states
Parent-child relations questionnaire
NEO Inventory
Defense-mechanism inventory
Social desirability scale
Coping
Self-Interview
Questionnaire
NEO Rating Inventory

89

2122
1243

777
613
66
116

394
394
401

;.'94
401

407
394
337
348

407
394
337
348

140

140

275

275

76

76
149
146

149
146

681
608

360
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3. Laboratory Tests
Oral/dental examination. Since 1.-,18, the oral health status of approximately one
third of the BLSA subjects has been evaluated (Baum, 1981a). Data collected include
the number of decayed (coronal, cervical), missing, and filled teeth, and indices of
gingival and periodontal disease (Ramfjord, 1967). Oral mucosal tissues are examined.
Two dental bite-wing and one panographic x-rays are taken. A detailed history of oralhygiene habits, dental trc --lent, subjective complaints, and nutrition is obtained. Oral
motor function is evaluated by physical examination (Bosma, 1976; Baum and Bodner,
19R3). Assessments of swallowing, tongue and labial postural function, and masticatory
ability are included.
Gustatory function ; estimated in two ways: a) by determination of detection
thresholds for four taste qualities, sweet (sucrose), salty (sodium chloride), sour (citric
acid), and bitter (euinine sulfate) (Weiffenbach et al., 1982); and b) by determination
of suprathreshold taste intensity through a magnitude-estimation procedure for each
testant (Bartoshuk, 1978; Cowart and Baum, 1981). Salivary-gland function is :*ssessed
by collecting unstimulated whole saliva (volume determination after expectoration)

and 2% citric acid stimulated parotid saliva (Baum, 1981b). From parotid saliva
collections the following information is routinely obtained: flew rate, protein by A215,
Kt , Nat, ce by atomic absorption spectrometry; inorganic phosphate (Chen et al.,
1956); anionic proline-rich proteins and amylase (by immunochetnical assays).
Urinalysis. Routine clinic I urinalysis, including microscopic examination of
urinary sediments, is performed at each visit.
Hemogram. Hemoglobin, hematocrit, white-cell, and differential counts are made
on each visit.
Serological test for syphilis k made on the first and every subsequent fourth visit.
Total serum protein, albumin, and globulin. These analyses were made at each visit
from 1958 to 1969 in venous-blood samples drawn after 12 hours' fasting (7:00 P.M. to
7:00 A.M.).
Cholesterol.

All determinations are made on fasting blood samples. Serum

concentrations of choiesterol have been measured at each visit since April 1962 by the
method of Abell et al. (1952) as modified by Anderson and Keys (1956). The method
of Blankenhorn et al. (1961) has been used in the initial serum preparation phase so
that triglycerides and cholesterol can be assayed on the same serum specimen. Since

April 1969 all sera have been assayed by BioScience Laboratories, Van Nuys,
California; in addition, once each month one eighth of the monthly samples are assayed
in the GRC laboratory so that the BLSA can maintain its own reference method as a
continuing quality control. From these analyses conversion factors have been developed for the BioScience analyses (Hershcopf et al., 1982). The BioScience Laboratories
utilized the analytical method of Kessler (1967) until July 1970. Since that time the
methc Df Wybenga et al. ,(1970) has been r.,ed.
Triglycerides. Serum concentrations of triglycerides have been meast' ed at each
visit on fasting blood samples by the method of Blankenhorn et al. (1961). Analyses by
BioScience Laboratories use the method of Kessler (1967). Monitcring by BIZA is the

same as for cholesterol (see above).

4. The Cornell Medical Index Health Questionnaire
The Cornell Medical Index Health Questionnaire (Brodman et al., 1949, 1960) is

i:;
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administered on visits 1, 5, 9, etc. The subject responds to 195 questions about his
symptoms, health habits, and family history.

GENETIC LilARACTERISTICS
1. Fam"y History
A detailed family history is obtained on the first visit, entered in the central data
file, and updated on each subsequent visit.

2. Genetic Markers
Since the following tests concern characteristics that are assumed not to change
with age, they are administered only once, usually but not always at the first visit.
Taste Test. The ability to taste phenylthiocarbamate (PTC) is recorded during the
first visit. PTC is administered on filter-paper strips placed on the subject's tongue.
Blood Types. Typing for ABO, MN, Rh, Kells, Kidd, and Duffy factors is carried
out at first visit only.
Dermatoglyphics of the Hand. Finger and palm prints of all subjects are collected by
the Faurot inkless method with the digits comfortably extended during printing (Plato,

1978). The prints are classified according to the methods of Cummins and Midlo
(1943).
Handedness. Hand, foot, and eye preference are determined to infer hemispheric
dominance. Single-handed, two-handed, foot, and eye function are determined by a
series of standard tasks.

BODY STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION
1. Anthropometry
As many as 37 anthropometric measurements are made on all subjects in the
standing and recumbent positions at each visit. Standard techniques use tapes for
circumferences and lengths, calipers for diameters. In addition to height and weight
measured without clothes, eight diameters, 12 circumferences, and eight lengths are
measured. Skinfold thickness is measured with a constant-pressure Harpenden caliper

at nine sta.dard sites (Edwards et al., 1955; Tanner, 1955).
2. Bone-Mineral Measurements
Bone density and diameters from hand x-rays. Radiographs of each hand are taken
postero-anteriorly at an average exposure of 1.0 sec at 100 mA and 60 kVp without
intensifying screens. All measurements are made on the second metacarpal bones as
described by Garn (1954, 1961, 1970). Specifically, the total width, medullary width
at the midshaft of the bone, and length along the longitudinal axis are measured.
Bone density from photon scan. The Cameron technique (Cameron and Sorenson,
1963, 1968) of bone-mineral anal;sis is used to determine the mineralizatic- of the
radius and the ulna in both arms. This technique passes a collimated beam ... moncenergetic photons through the combination of soft tissue and bone in a limb, and the
resulting attenuation is monitored with a suitable photon detector. The source and
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detector are moved across the limb; the resulting absor, tion curve can be related
directly to the scan. The Noriand-Cameron Analyzer, an automated instrument used
since 1972 for the determination in vivo of bone-mineral content, provides direct digital
readouts of both bone-mineral density and bone width without external calculation or
manipulation of data.

3. Subcutaneous Fat
In adt:ition to measurements of skinfold thickness, estimates of subcutaneous fat
were made from soft-tissue radiographs. From 1958 to 1973, measurements were made

at each visit. Each 7x-17-inch film contains views of seven sites on the trunk and
limbs. Radiographic procedures and techniques were those described and illustrated by

Garn (1954, 1961).

Measurements of skin and fat combined were made by means of a Helios dial-

reading caliper calibrated to 0.05 mm (Borkan and Norris, 1977). Sites of fat
measurements on the trunk were bony landmarks, such as the top of the greater
trochanter. For measurements on the calf and forearm, the widest part of the limb was
chosen. Fat measurements were made at the following locations on each film: anterior
calf, posterior calf, medial calf, lateral calf, lateral to greater trochanter, lateral to top of
greater trochanter, lateral to anterior-superior spine of iliac crest, lateral to top of iliac
crest, lower part of thorax (lowest rib), medial arm, and lateral arm. The average value
for reliability coefficients determined by duplicate measurements on 20 films was 0.95
(Borkan and Norr,_, 1977).

4. Estimates of Components of Body Mass
Behnke index. A quantitative classification of body build devised by Behnke is based

on 11 circumferences and eight diameters of the body. Factors are used to indicate
numerically the degree of fatness, muscularity, and skeletal size (Behnke, 1961, 1963).

Measurements were made every fifth visit from 1961 until 1972; since then,
measurements have been made at each visit.
Muscle mass. The total amount of creatinine excreted in 24 hours, measured at each

visit, is used as an index of muscle mass (see below, "Renal Function").

Body-water compartmentsestimate! 9f muscle and fat. The volume of distribution of
antipyrine is used to estimate total body water (Soberman et al., 1949). Thiocyanate
space is used as the estimate of the volume of extracellular water (Levitt and Gaudino,
1950). Subjects who report a history of significant allergic reactions are not tested.
Stnjects tested between 1958 and 1967 received an intravenous infusion of antipyrine
(1.) g) and sodium thiocyanate (1.396 g. in 50 ml of normal saline. Plasma levels of
antipyrine and thiocyanate were measured in peripheral venous blood at 2, 4, 6, and 8
hours after the infusion began. Antipyrine was estimated by the method of Brodie and
associates (1949), with modifications (Shock et al., 1963). Thiocyanate levels are
estimated by the method of Bowler (1944). Volumes were estimated from the slopes of

the linear regressions of the logarithm of the concentrations of antipyrine and

thiocyariate in the four blood samples. Intracellular water, calculated as the difference
between antipyrine (total body-water volume) and thiocyanate (extracellular water
volume), was used as an index of fat-free ds.;ue.
Body densitybody fat. From 1959 to 1966, estimates of body density were made by
the Siri tc hnique (Siri, 1956), by which the subject sits in an airtight chamber : .to

which a known amount of helium is introduced. The temperature and helium
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concentration in the air surrounding the subject were monitored continuously for 15
minutes; by which time equilibrium is achieved. The body volume of the subject was
calculated from the helium concentration in the air surrounding the subject. Body

density wns obtained from the ratio of total body weight to body volume. With
appropriate corrections for bone density, rm estimate of body fat was made for each
subject. Quality control was maintained by the introduction of standard carboys of
known volume into the chamber for measurement each day (Norris et al., 1963; Siri,
1962).
Because of excessive operating costs and technical difficulties, this measurement
was discontinued in 1966.

5. Strength Tests (see below, "Neuromuscular Function and Exercise")
6. Basal Metabolism
Basal oxyrn uptake is determined at each visit by the open-circuit method
described by Shock and Yiengst (1955). Three ten-minute samples of expired air are
collected on each of two consecutive mornings after the subject's overnight stay at the
GRC. Until 1965, aliquots of expired di. were analyzed for 02 and CO2 content by the
Haldane apparatus. Between 1965 and 1968, expired air was also analyzed for 02 b',
the paramagnetic method (Beckman Paramagnetic 02 Analyzer, Model G-2), and for
CO2 by infrared absorption (Beckman Model LB-1). Once the two analytical systems
were shown to be equivalent, all subsequent analyses were done by the more modern
methods. Both instruments are calibrated daily with standardized mixtures of 02 nd
CO2 obtained commercially in standard pressure tanks and checked by the Halc:,ne
method (Tzankoff and Norris, 1977).
This test also provides data on basal respiratory volume, CO2 elimination, heart
rate, and blood pressure. Blood pressure and heart rate are recorded by nursing
personnel.

NUTRITION
1. Dietary Habits
From 1961 to 1965, and from 1968 to 1975, assessment was made of dietary
habits of the subjects. On the first day of a visit, after a brief introductory review of his
diet, each subject was inF acted by a trained nutritionist in the keeping of an accurate

dietary diary. Various plastic food models were used to teach subjects appropriate
assessment of portion size For practice, a trial diary kept during the subject's visit at the

GRC was monitored by the nutritionist. A seven-day food record, begun on the
subject's return home, was mailed to the nutritionist. From 1961 to 1965, a subset of
the subjects collected seven-day records at three-month intervals. All records were

verified by the nutritionist with the subject on his next visit to the GRC.
Data from each record were coded by the nutritionist r.nd entered on tabulation
cards for computer analysis of mean daily nutrient intakes, variances, and the major
food-group sources of the nutrients by a computer program develt ped by the Heart
Disease Control Program, Bureau of State Services, United States Public Health
Service. The analysis identified average daily intakes of total calories, protein, total fat,
saturated fatty acids, oleic acid, linoleic acid, linolenic acid, and other fatty acids, total
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carbohydrates, simple and complex carbohydrates, alcohol, cholesterol, fiber, calcium,
iron, and selected vitamins (vitamin A, thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, pyridoxine, and
ascorbic acid). In addition, certain derived variables were computed (percentage of
calories from protein, carbohydrate, and fat, and the polyunsaturated/saturated fatty-

acid ratio) (Mc Gandy et al., 1966).

2. Nutrition History
A nutrition history was recorded in a personal interview

a trained nutritionist

during the periods 1961-1965 and 1963-1975, in order to detect unusual dietary
features that migh, not have been revealed by the dietary diary.

3. Pyridoxine (Vitamin-B6) Status
These studies were carried out from 1971 to 1973 (Rose et al., 1976). Venousblood-samples were obtained one to two hours after breakfast. Vitamin-B6 supplemen-

tation by intake of vita lin pills was established from the patient's history. Plasma
pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) was determined by a modification of the method of
Chabner and Livingston (1970). Erythrocyte glutamic-oxat ,acetic transaminase
(EGOT) activity was determined by AutoAnalyzer Method No. 3 (Technicon
Instruments Corp., Tarrytown, New York). EGOT- was also measured after in-vitro
stimulation with pyridoxal phosphate.

NEUROMOTOR FUNCTION AND EXERCISE
1. Tapping Test
This test, designed (Welford et al., 1969) to evaluate speed and accuracy in a
visually controlled motor task, records the time required to place pencil dots alternately
on two targets drawn on paper. A number of separate tests of increasing difficulty are
carried out at each session. In these trials subjects are instructed to complete the task as
rapidly and accurately as possible. Three sets of targets are used. Each set consists of
pairs of vertical lines requiring movements of 50, 142, and 402 mm. The target widths

(distances between the two parallel lines) are 32, 11, and 4 mm. The nine
combinations of movement distance and taxi .t width are presented in different orders
to different subjects in such a way that the serial positions both of the conditions and of
the transitions from any condition to any other are appropriately balanced. Subjects
have one trial with each of the conditions for practice, followed by a second trial with

each pair of targets; their scores are derived from the second. The test was
administered on each visit from 1960 to 1981.

2. Oral Motor Evaluation (see above, "Oral/dental examination")
3. Reaction Time
Reaction time to touch. Foot-reaction times are measured after stimulation by
touching the sole of the foot. T'le subject is instructed to plantar-flex his foot as soon as
possible after the touch. Tests are performed with the subject in the dorsal recumbent
position. The muscle-action potentials are led from small solder electrodes placed over

the small muscles of the left foot through paired leads and a preamplifier to a dualbeam cathode-ray oscilloscope. The subjects are connected with ground through a

,9 4
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saline- moistened pad placed around the leg just above the ankle. The action potentials
are ,recorded photographically from the oscilloscope screen.
Tactile stimuli to elicit voluntary muscle reactions are provided by a plastic rod
tap:red to a dull point at one end. Contacts are placed in the handle of the rod so that

at tte instLiit of contact with the skin the beam of the cathode-ray oscilloscope is
triggered. The reaction times are measured by the interval between the beginning of
the cathode-ray beam and the beginning of ene muscle- action potential. A timecalibration curve (10 msec) is recorded on the second synchronized beam from the
output of a standard oscillator. For each subject, mean values for reaction time are
calculated after exclusion of the extreme high and low values, defined as those
separated from the remainder of the distribution by an interval of more than 15 msec

(Hiigin et al., 1960).
This test was administered on alternate visits from 1958 to 1974. Since 1974, it
has been administered on each visit.
Auditory reaction time. Between 1961 and 1976, simple and choice reaction times
were measured concurrently with electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings from the
occipital region of the head (Surwillo, 1963a). The stimuli were tones (250 Hz and
1000 Hz) presented over a loudspeaker at a level :et by each subject to ensure that

they were clearly audible. The duration of each stimulus was 0.3 second. No
forewarning was given of the stimuli, which were triggered by the experimenter when
alpha waves were evident on the EEG. In simple reaction time, the task was to press a

button on a hand-held switch as quickly as possible whenever either tone was
presented. In choice reaction time, the task was to press the button only when the
higher tone was presented.
In 1974, a study was initiated in which only simple reaction time is measured; both

tones are used. EEGs are no longer recorded, and the stimuli are triggered by the
experimenter at random intervals of 10 to 25 seconds.
Reflex time. Reflex times are measured for stimuli applied to the sole of the foot.
Plantar flexor reflexes are elicited by a brief longitudinal scratch applied with a plastic
rod to the sole of the foot in the area in which the shortest, most consistent responses

are obtained. The length of this scratch is approximately 5 cm, the duration
approximately 200 msec. The intensity of scratch necessary to elicit flexion potentials
ranges from a mere touch to a firm stroke. In no case has the stimulus been judged
painful by the subjects.
A dual-beam oscilloscope is used to record the application of the stimulus and the
muscle-action potentials (see above, "Reaction time to touch").
Fifty or more stimuli of each type are administered to each subject at each sitting.

Average values are calculated if nine single values are obtained from the records
(Hugin et al., 1960; Ma3ladery et al., 1958).
Plantar reflex times were recorded in all subjects on alternate visits from 1958
until 1974, and have been recorded on each visit since 1974.

4. Nerve-Conduction Velocity
Nerve-conduction velocity is estimated from the time elapsing between the
percutaneous application of an electrical stimulus to the ulnas nerve and the motor
response in the muscles of the hypothenar eminence and the linear distance traversed.
Electrical stimuli (supramaximal square wave shocks of 0.1 msec duration) are applied

.
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to the left arm over three separate points of the ulnar nerve, at the wrist, at the elbow,
and 5 cm below the axilla. The cathode of the stimulating electrode is always placed
over the part being stimulated. The response, recorded on a cathode-ray oscilloscope, is
the action potential evoked in the muscles of the hypothenar eminence by the elect:ical

stimulus to the nerve. One recording electrode is placed over the bellies of these
muscles and the other over the tendons. Latency of response (the time between
stimulation and the onset of the action potential of the modes) is measured to the
nearest 0.1 msec. Distances along the skin surface between centers of the stimulating
electrodes and the recording electrode are measured to the nearest 0.1 cm (Norris et
al., 1953; Wagman and Lesse, 1952).

This test was administered on alternate visits between 1958 and 1974.

5. Physical Activity: Muscular Strei,gth and -Work
The average level of physkal activity was initially estimated
from a personal interview or questionnaire (Mc Gandy et al., 1966), and latterly by the
questionnaire, which covers specific activities at home, at work, and in recreation, as
well as variations in activity patterns such as trips and seasonal sports. The amount of
time spent in each activity is expressed as a daily average. Time assignable to seasonal
activities and activities that are pursued infrequently is expressed-as in annual total and
divided by 365 to obtain the daily average. The total daily energy expenditures are
calculated for each subject by use of the caloric values for each activity determined by
Mc Gandy et al. (1966).
Strength tests. Maximum grip strength of right and left hands is estimated with the
Physical-activity history.

Smedley hand dynamon -.ter (Fig. 1). All subjects are tested at each visit.
A special instrument was designed and constructed to measure strength of
adductors, abductors, dorsal rotors, and ventral rotors of the arms. With this apparatus,
the subject ;s seated with a one-inch bar in front of him. The subject pushes, pulls, lifts,
or depresses the bar, which does not move. The force exerted on the bar is recorded by

strain gauges. The maximum force developed in the highest of three trials at each
maneuver is used as the strength index. The test has been a, ninistered to all subjects
on each visit since 1960.
Coordinated waistcranking. The subject lies on his back on a bed and turns an
electrodynamic-brake ergometer crank (Fig. 2) with his arms to accomplish 500 kg m
of work at the slow and easy rate of 135 kg m/min (Kelso and Hellebrandt, 1934;
Tuttle and Wend ler, 1945). The output of the ergometer, which measure a work
rate continuously, is monitored for variability of performance of the assigned rate
(Norris and Shock, 1957).
Maximum work output is also determined. In this test the subject turns the
ergometer crank at his greatest effort (maximum rate) for ten seconds. Four different
resistances are used. Maximum work rate achieved at each work load is recorded. The

test has been administered to selected subjects at irregular intervals.

6. Physical Activity: Oxygen Uptake
Submaximal workloads. Submaximal work (500 kg m at 135 kg m/min) is
performed with the arms on the elPr.t:Pri,riamic-brake ergometer (Fig. 2). The subject
remains in a recumbent position di
it the periods of rest, exercise, and recovery.

Expired air is collected throug: a Siebe-Gorman face mask in serial ten-liter
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Figure IV. 1.

Measurement of hand-grip strength by Smedley dynamometry.

samples for 20 minutes before the exercise, during exercise, and for 40 minutes after
exercise. The concentrations of 02 and CO2 in each ten-liter sample of expired air are
determined by automatic gas analyzers (see above, "Body Structure and Composition,"
"Basal Metabolism"). All gas volumes are reduced to standard conditions (0°C, dry,
and 760 mm Hg) (Carpenter, 1939). Pulmonary ventilation volume is determined by
dividing the volume of air expired during the collection period by the duration of the
period.
Rates of 02 uptake and CO2 elimination are estimated from ventilation rate and
gas concentrations of the expired air by standard metabolism techniques (Peters and
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Figure IV.2.
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Measurement of maximum work by bicycle ergometry.

Van Slyke, 1932). Maximum 02 uptake, CO2 elimination, and ventilation volume (1/

min) are recorded from the highest value found for the volume in a single period
during or after exercise. Total excess values for ventilation, CO2 elimination, and 02
absorption are obtained by summing over all periods during and following exercise the

amount by which each individual metabolism period exceeds the value of the
asymptote of the appropriate recovery curve. Net mechanical efficiency is calculated as

the caloric equivalent of the work done, divided by the caloric equivalent of the
metabolic cost of the work (total 02 uptake, during and after exercise). The respiratory
quotient is assumed to be 1.0. Oxygen debts are calculated as the amount of excess 02

absorbed after the end of the exercise (Norris and Shock, 1957).
Measurements of blood pressure and heart rate are also made during the resting
period and at 30-second intervals following exercise.
These tests have been applied to selected subjects at irregular intervals.
Maximum oxygen uptake. From 1975 to 1981, 02 uptake was measured during
graded maximal treadmill exercise in participants without clinical or stress electrocardiographic evidence of heart disease. According to the modified Balke exercise
protocol (Balke and Ware, 1959), the individual walks at a constant speed throughout
the test; the treadmill is elevated 3% every two minutes until the subject is unable to
continue because of general fatigue, chest pain, shortness of breath, or leg discomfort.
During exercise, the subject breathes through a mouthpiece connected to two large
collection tanks by a flexible plastic hose. Expired air is collected for the second minute
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of each two-minute stage and analyzed on-line for 02 and CO2 corf.nt by a Beckman
Medical Gas Analyzer LB-2. Correction of prevailing room tempera.ure and barometric pressure permits calculation of the 02 consumption in ml 02 per min per kg body
weight for each stage of exercise. The value at maximal exercise is generally considered
the best available measure of physical fitness.

RENAL FUNCTION
1. Creatinine Clearance (24-Hour)
A non-fasting serum sample for the determination of creatinine levels is obtained
from each subject on his arrival at the GRC, between 9:00 and 11:00 A.M. After the
subject empties his bladder, a 24-hour urine collection is begun. A fasting blood sample
for the determination of serum creatinine is obtained at 8:00 A.M. the next day; the
mean of the two determinations is used in the calculation of creatinine clearance.
Creatinine in serum and urine is measured as true creatinine, by a modification of the
technique of Hare (1950). Clearance values are expressed as ml per 1.73 m2 surface

area (Rowe et al., 1976a).
In order to establish the validity of creatinine clearance as a measure of glomerular
filtration rate, simultaneous inulin and creatinine clearances were performed in healthy

male volunteers who were not participants in the BLSA. Creatinine and inulin
determinations were made on the same blood samples drawn during a 45-minute
intravenous infusion of insulin (Davies and Shock, 1950). The mean ratio of creatinine

to inulin clearance was 1.29. Age had no significant effect on the ratio.
Creatinine clearance was determined on all visits from 1958 to 1974. Since July
1974 the test has been administered on visits 1, 2, and 5, and at every fourth visit
thereafter.

2. Urinalysis (see above, "Clinical Evaluation")

3. Concentrating Ability of the Kidney
Water-deprivation tests were conducted from 1958 to 1962 (Rowe et aL, 1976b).
There was no oral intake from 6:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M.; after the subject emptied his
bladder at 6:00 P.M., urine samples were obtained at 9:00 P.M., 12:00 midnight, and
6:00 A.M. for measurement of urine flow and osmolality. At 6:00 A.M. a plasma sample

for osmolality and creatinine concentration was obtained. From these data solute
excretion and osmolar clearances were calculated This test was not repeated.

PULMONARY FUNCTION
All pulmonary-function tests were performed at various times of the day.

1. Spirometry
Earlier studies (1958-1962) of vital capacity and pulmonary subdivisions were
performed with subjects both standing and recumbent; they inspired maximally and
then expired maximally into a 120-liter recording Tissot spirometer. Complete
spirog:ams were also recorded for recumbent subjects with a ten-liter closed-circuit
spirometer. A mouthpiece and nose-clip were used for these collections. Three trials
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were made for each effort (inspiratory reserve volume, expiratory reserve volume, and
vital capacity). The largest value was recorded as the value for the day. The resting tidal

volume was determined by dividing the total volume expired in a ten-minute aircollection period by the number of breaths during this period as counted from a
kymograph tracing (Norris et al., 1956). Since 1963, spirometric studies have followed
methods and calculations described by Kory et al. (1961), including forced expiratory

volumes (FEV05 through FEV6 ). These tests are performed at each visit.

2. Maximum Breathing Capacity
The maximum breathing capacity is determined in standing subjects who are asked
to breathe as much air as possible into a spirometer through a low-resistance circuit for
15 seconds. Neither the rate nor the depth of breathing is specified, but the subject is
urged to do his best throughout the test. The highest volume attained in three trials is
taken as the value for the day (Norris et al., 1956). This test is administered on each
visit.

3. Pulmonary Gas Distribution
Total lung volume and functional residual volume were determined by the
nitrogen wash-out method using an open-circuit technique (Edelman et al., 1968). The
studies were performed at various times of the day with subjects in the seated position.
The gas supply and collection bags were enclosed in an airtight box. Tidal volume was

monitored by a model 350 Servo-spirometer (Med-Science Electronics, St. Louis)
connected to the box. Nitrogen concentration of gas sampled at he mouthpiece was
measured with a model 300 AR Nitralyzer (Med-Science Electronics). The instrument
was calibrated with five standard gas mixtures within the 25-75 nitrogen range
before each wash-out test. Continuous recordings of N2 concentration and tidal volume

were made with a model 1508 Visicorder (Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Denver). Subjects were allowed to accommodate to the apparatus while breathing air.
A vital-capacity maneuver consisting of a full inspiration followed by a full expiration

was performed during this period. After the subjects had returned to a steady
ventilatory pattern (usually within 0.5-1.0 min), and at the end of a normal expiration,
a seven-minute period of oxygen breathing was begun. Functional residual capacity

(FRC) was calculated from the collected expired air. Corrections were made for
inspired nitrogen concentration and tissue nitrogen excretion (Darling et al., 1940).
Tidal volume was taken as the mean for the seven-minute period; anatomic dead space

was estimated from the height of each subject (Hart et al., 1963).
Uniformity of ventilation was initially assessed by the use of the lung-clearance

index (LCI) (Beck lake, 1952), which was later supplanted by a new index less
dependent on tidal volume (Edelman et al., 1968).
This test was administered between 1962 and 1979 to randomly selected subjects.

4. Lung and Chest-Wall Compliance
Since this test required the placement of an intra-esophageal balloon catheter to
measure pressures, it was administered to only 42 subjects, aged 24 to 78 years, during

1962 and 1963 (Mittman et al., 1965). Although analysis of cross-sectional data
showed a significant negative regression of chest-wall compliance on age, the
regression of pulmonary compliance on age was not significant. In view of the
discomfort to the subject, the large investment of time required to perform the test, and
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the lack of a significant age regression for pulmonary compliance, the test was not
repeated after 1963.

5. Smoking FIE\ vry
A detailed smoking history is obtained on the first visit and is updated at each
subsequent visit.

6. Chest X-Ray
A standard roentgenogram is made for postero-anterior (P-A) and lateral views of
the chest with the subject standing. The total equivalent radiation exposure received by
the subject above the waist is 2 rads for the two tests. Gonadal exposure is minimized
by standard techniques of collimation and shielding. The techniques and equipment
used are monitored by the Maryland State Health Department and the Baltimore City
Hospitals' Radiation Safety Officer. X-rays were init:
repeated at each visit, but

since 1979 have been routinely repeated no more frequently than every five years
unless there is a specific clinical indication that more frequent examination is desirable.

CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION
1. Screening for Cardiovascular Disease
Cardiovascular history and physical examination. At each visit, in addition to the
general history and physical examination, a cardiovascular history and examination are
performed by a physician of the GRC Cardiovascular Section, and a 12-lead resting
electrocardiogram (ECG) is obtained. Participants who do not demonstrate definite
evidence of coronary artery disease (CAD) in this examination undergo exercise stress

to detect the presence of occult CAD.
On the basis of the history, physical examination, and stress testing (see below),
each participant is classified as showing a) no evidence of CAD or b) evidence of
probable or c) definite CAD. The following point system is employed to determine the
classification of each individual:
Points

ECG

Resting

Minn. Code 1:1
Minn. Code 1:2
Minn. Code 1:3
Minn. Code 4:1

2
1
1
1

Stress

Minn. Code 11:1

1

Angina period'
Possible

Probable
Definite

1

2

Preriota myocardial infaraion (MI)
Possible
Probable
Definite

1

2
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Treadmill stress electrocardiography.

The presence of angina and/or the history of MI is assessed by a staff cardiologist.
Confirmation of prior MI also requires unequivocal hospital records. Assignment to the
category of definite CAD requires at least 2 points; to probable CAD, 1 point; and to
CAD-free, 0 points. The weight to be attached to the stress thallium scan in classifying

CAD is presently under consideration.
Exercise stress testdouble Master test. The double Master test was administered to all

subjects, except those in whom a clinical contraindication was found, on all visits
between 1958 and 1968. The subject climbed two nine-inch steps (total lift = 18 in or
0.46 m) so arranged that at a rate determined by his age and weight he went up two
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steps, went down two, turned, and went back the other way. The ECG was monitored

.(Master and Oppenheimer, 1929; Master et al., 1944).
Treadmill stress ECG. In 1968, a treadmill exercise test (Fig. 3), in which the
subject walks on a motor-driven treadmill at a rate of 3.5 miles per hour, was
introduced to replace the double Master test. At the end of each two minutes of
walking, the grade of the treadmill is increased by 35 (Balke and Ware, 1959). The
increments in grade are continued until excessive dyspnea or other end points (e.g.,
fatigue, leg pain, angina, or certain ECG abnormalities) are reached (Blomqvist,
1971). The ECG is recorded and monitored by a physician both during exercise and
for six minutes afterward with the subject in the sitting position. Heart rate is estimated
from thc'ECG. Blood pressure is measured at two-minute intervals after exercise; since
1976, it has also been measured during each stage of exercise. All ECGs are evaluated

by the Minnesota Code (Rose and Blackburn, 1968).
Stress thallium scans. Since November 1977, myocardial imaging during exercise
has been employed in all subjects above the age of 40 years who consent to the test.
The limitation to persons over 40 was imposed because of the exposure to radiation.
The thallium scan is a relatively new non-invasive technique designed to assess
abnormalities in myocardial perfusion at rest and during exercise. A small amount of
20Ithallium is injected intravenously during the final minute of maximal treadmill
exercise while simultaneous multi-lead ECGs are recorded. Myocardial scans in
multiple projections are made with a gamma camera linked to a computer-based display
and quantification system. Redistribution scans are made two hours after the conclusion

of exercise. The records, after having been read subjectively by two independent
observers, are maintained for later computer processing and objective quantification.
The studies were initiated in collaboration with The Johns Hopkins University and are
performed at the Johns Hopkins University Hospital (Lakatta, 1978).

2. Evaluation of the Effect of Age on Cardiovascular Function
In those individuals who show no evidence of cardiovascular disease, many aspects

of cardiovascular function are evaluated at rest and during stress.
Systolic time intervals. A number of time intervals during the cardiac cycle have been

related to myocardial performance (Weissler et al., 1969). Simultaneous recording of

the ECG, phonocardiogram, and carotid pulse made it possible to determine the
duration of electro-mechanical systole, left-ventricular ejection time, and the preejection period. The protocol was discontinued in 1972 with the advent of echocardiography.
Echocardiography. The echocardiogram, devised to estimate cardiac performance,
records the reflection of ultrasonic wave: directed toward the heart from an external
probe. The record obtained by this non-invasive technique permits measurements of
left-ventricular wall thickness and cavity dimension, filling and ejecting rates, ejection
fraction, and left-atrial and aortic-root diameters. One-dimensional echocardiograms
are recorded with the subject either supine or rotated into the left latera. position. It is
anticipated that echocardiographic testing will be repeated at seven-year intervals.
Since January 1978, echocardiograms with simultaneous recording from two
probes, to permit greater accuracy in the calculation of volumes of the heart chambers

and detection of regional dysfunction, have been recorded in randomly selected
subjects. In addition to measurements at rest, observations are also made during
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standardized semi-supine bicycle exercise. A semi-automated computer-assisted system

quantifies structural and functional features of the left ventricle at rest and during
exercise (Van Tosh et al., 1980). Measurements include myocardial and chamber areas
and derived indices of left-ventricular mass and volume, mean and maximal velocity of
fiber shortening, rates of diastolic lengthening, time intervals within the cardiac cycle,
and regional indices of myocardial function, including left-ventricular thinning and

thickening rates. This test is administered to all participants who volunteer and is
supervised by the staff of the Division of Cardiology of the Department of Medicine,
The Johns Hopkins University, in collaboration with the GRC Cardiovascular Section.
Multi-gated cardiac blood-pool scans (MUGA). Gated radionuclide angiography is a

non-invasive method that has provided accurate and reliable estimates of leftventricular ejection fractions both at rest and during exercise. A recent modification of
the technique permits accurate measurements of left-ventricular volume throughout the
cardiac cycle. It is thus an ideal technique for examination of left-ventricular function in
normal human volunteers.

The protocol for the gated cardiac blood-pool scan is as follows: 2 cc of "cold
pyrophosphate" are injected intravenously; after 20 minutes, 12 millicuries of
technetium 99m per square meter of body-surface area are injected and supine resting

gated cardiac blood-pool scan is performed. The subject then engages in graded
upright bicycle exercise. Hematocrit is determined before and after maximal exercise;
after exercise, a 10-cc blood sample is drawn and counted by the camera and a static

marker image obtained to determine the distance between the center of the left
ventricle and the chest wall. Computer analysis of the acquired images calculates left-

ventricular ejection fraction, end-systolic, end-diastolic, and stroke volumes, and
cardiac output for each stage of exercise. Regional wall motion is assessed visually and

by computer methods (Rodeheffer et al., 1981). This test is performed at the Johns
Hopkins Hospital in a collaborative study between the GRC and the Johns Hopkins
Division of Cardiology.
Catecholarnine secretion. At rest and during a graded treadmill exercise protocol in a

subset of volunteers, oxygen consumption and plasma epinephrine, norepinephrine,
and lactate were measured along with heart rate and blood pressure.
Heart-rate response to 0-adrenergic stimulation. In a small subset of the population
graded intravenous boluses of isoproterenol were injected in order to determine the
effect of age on the heart-rate response to ti-adrenergic stimulation. Tne end point cf
the protocol was an increment cf 25 beats per minute over baseline.
Ventricular response to afterload stress. The left-ventricular response of young adult
and old participants to hemodynamic stress was compared. Echocardiographic measurements of left-ventricular end-diastolic dimension, left-ventricular end-systolic dimension, and velocity of circumferential fiber shortening were made at rest and during 30-

mm Hg increases in systolic blood pressure induced by handgrip exercise or
phenylephrine infusion. In order to eliminate the influence of 13-adrenergic drive, the
measurements were repeated during I3-adrenergic blockade with propranolol. The
efficacy of the block was tested by demonstration that isoproterenol infusion did not

result in an increase in heart rate (Yin et al., 1978).
Non-invasive His-bundle electrocardiography. Previous studies have shown an age-

related increase in atrioventricular (AV) conduction time (PR interval) but have not
localized its origin in relation to the His bundle. A microprocessor-assisted highresolution ECG has been employed on selected subjects since January 1981. This
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technique uses signal averaging and amplification of 512 cardiac cycles as well as
filtration of random noise to record low-amplitude ECG signals from the body surface.
From these recordings, a His-bundle potential can be identified in a substantial
percentage of individuals. This allows an assessment of AV conduction both proximal

to the His bundle (PH interval) and distal to it (HV interval) (Das et al., 1982).
Inotropic effect of digitalis. Because digitalis is commonly prescribed in the elderly
and is attended by a high risk of toxicity, averaging 20% in most series (Beller et al.,
1971), it is of vital concern whether its inotropic efficacy is decreased with advanced
age in man. To answer this question, one-dimensional echocardiography and systolic
time intervals have been used to measure the effect of an intravenous bolus of ouabain,
a rapidly acting digitalis glycoside, on cardiac performance in healthy men. After
baseline measurements are obtained, g-adrenergic blockade is induced by intravenous
propranolol in order to eliminate variations in resting sympathetic tone that could
obscure the effects of digitalis. Echograms and systolic time intervals are obtained
periodically for 90 minutes after injection of ouabain.
Ambulatory ECG and blood-pressure monitoring. Since July 1978, an ambulatory 24-

hour ECG has been recorded in normal BLSA participants during their routine
activities at the GRC. The two-channel ECGs are analyzed by a semi-automated
computer technique for heart rate, ectopic beats, and disturbances in conduction. Thus
far 150 participants, all of whom were clinically healthy and had normal ECG responses

to maximal treadmill exercise, have been studied by this technique.
Since January 1981, ambulatory ECGs and ambulatory blood pressure have been
recorded automatically over a 24-hour period in normal subjects of all ages. Blood
pressure is taken automatically every 7V2 minutes and recorded on the same tape used
to record the ambulatory ECG. This technique allows assessment of diurnal variability
and absolute level of blood pressure as a function of age.
Peripheral blood flow. Venous-occlusion plethysmography was initiated in July 1980
to assess aging changes in maximum peripheral blood flow to the leg. By this technique
the leg is placed in a water-filled box equipped to measure changes in limb volume. A
blood-pressure cuff placed around the leg proximal to the plethysmograph is used to

occlude arterial flow for periods of one to five minutes. The cuff pressure is then
rapidly lowered to a level sufficient to occlude venous outflow but not arterial inflow.
The consequent increase in leg volume, which is equivalent to arterial inflow, is then

calculated from the rate of change in water pressure in the box with time. The
procedure is initially performed at a water temperature of 27°C; it is repeated at 32°C
to assess the increase in arterial flow generated by thermal stress. Such measurements
allow assessment of maximal arterial flow and recovery rates from the induced limb
ischemia. These values may then be correlated with known risk factors and predictors
for the development of peripheral vascular disease.

CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM: THE GLUCOSE-INSULIN
HOMEOSTATIC SYSTEM
Tests to evaluate the glucose- insulin homeostatic system were given during the
following periods:
Intravenous glucose tolerance test (IVGTT), January 1963-June 1977.

Intravenous insulin tolerance test (IVITT), June 1963-June 1964.
4
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Cortisone glucose tolerance test (CGTT), January 1964-June 1977.
Oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), 1.75 g/kg body weight, July 1964-June
1977; since June 1977 the glucose dose has been 40 g/m2 surface area.
Intravenous tolbutamide response test (TRT), January 1965-June 1977.

One of the tests is usually performed on each visit. The four tests that were
administered until June 1977 were generally given in a series that was repeated after all

four had been administered. Since that date only the OGTT has been done. All are
performed under basal conditions.
Activity prior to the test Is limited, since subjects spend the preceding night at the
Center as part of their 2I/2-day stay. Subjects remain in bed, in a reclining or a semireclining position, during the test. Smoking is not permitted before or during the test.
Fasting and all subsequent venous-blood samples are obtained through an indwelling
catheter.
Glucose was determined by a manual glucose oxidase method until September

1963; by the AutoAnalyzer automated ferricyanide reduction method (Technicon
Instruments Corp., TarrytoWn, New York) until June 1977; and thereafter by an
automated glucose oxidase method (Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, California).
Initially, from 1963 to 1966, whole-blood samples were deproteinized by the Somoisi
technique (1945). Since 1966, plasma samples have been analyzed without deproteini-

zation. Factors for conversion from the manual glucose oxidase to the automated
ferricyanide method and from whole-blood to plasma samples were determined by
simultaneous analyses of multiple specimens by the older and the newer methods. Since

the AutoAnalyzer and Beckman methods gave nearly identical results, it was not
necessary to apply a conversion factor.
The tests have been performed as follows:
Intravenous glucose tolerance test (IVGTT). A 20% solution of dextrose in water
(0.375 g/kg body weight) was infused at a constant rate over a five-minute period.
Blood samples were collected every ten minutes until 60 minutes; in the earliest
studies, a final sample was collected at 80 minutes.
Intravenous insulin tolerance test (IVI7T). A dose of 0.05 units of crystalline zinc

insulin per kg body weight was injected nearly instantaneously. V.:nous-blood samples

were collected from an indwelling catheter at ten-minute intervals for one hour.
Cortisone glucose tolerance test (CGTT). Cortisone acetate was given by mouth 8.5 and
two hours before glucose ingestion, in two equal doses determined by body weight (<
124 lb = 37.5 mg; 124 -1591b = 50 mg; 160-194 lb = 62.5 mg; 195-230 lb = 75 mg;

and > 230 lb = 87.5 mg). The glucose dose was 1.75 g/kg actual (as opposed to
"desirable") body weight, given as a 30% solution flavored with lemon juice, which
was ingested in ten minutes or less. Blood samples were drawn every 20 minutes for
two hours (Pozefsky et al., 1965).
Oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT). The technique was originally the same as that

used for the CGTT, but the steroid administration was omitted. In July 1977 the

glucose dose was changed to 40 g/m2 surface area, in accordance with the
recommendation of the Committee on Statistics of the American Diabetes Association

(Klimt et al., 1969).
In 1979 the National Diabetes Data Group recommended that 75g of glucose be
given to all subjects regardless of body size. This dose is equivalent to 40 g/m2 surface

area for an average-sized person. We have elected to continue use of the 40 g/m2
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dosage, which the Data Group had rejected as impractical for the usual clinical test
situations. Considering a dose adjustment for body size an advantageous detail, we
decided not to introduce still another technical change into our study.
Intravenous tolbutamide response test (TRT). One gram of sodium tolbutamide in a
5% solution per 70 kg body weight was injected through an indwelling intravenous
catheter in two minutes. Zero time was taken as the midpoint of the injection. Blood

samples were obtained at 2, 6, '10, 15, 20, 30, 45, and 60 minutes.
Performance was judged primarily by the percentage of fall in glucose concentra-

tion at 20 and 30 minutes (Swerdloff et al., 1967).
Glucoseclamp test. A manual feedback technique, the glucose clamp, makes it
possible to maintain blood glucose at any level chosen by the investigator (Andres et
al., 1966; DeFronzo et al., 1979). Two basic types of study have been performed. In
the "euglycemic clamp study," insulin is infused at a constant rate while the bloodglucose concentration is maintained at the subject's basal level. This is primarily a test

of sensitivity of body tissues to insulin. In the "hyperglycemic clamp study," the
plasma-glucose concentration is raised rapidly to a hyperglycemic plateau and is
maintained at that level for two hours. The glucose plateaus studied have been 54, 98,
143, or 231 mg/c11 above the basal level. This is a test of pancreatic beta-cell sensitivity
to glucose and sensitivity of body tissues to insulin. These tests were given to subjects
selected for special characteristics with respect to glucose tolerance and obesity. The

schedule for retesting has not yet been determined.

METABOLISM OF DRUGS
1. Antipyrine Metabolism
Antipyrine, which is almost entirely metabolized by the liver, has been used as a
marker drug for the hepatic microsomal enzyme system. A cross-sectional study of
antipyrine metabolism was carried out between 1958 and 1967. Healthy subjects who
were receiving no potentially interfering medication were included in the analysis of
the interactive effects of age, smoking, consumption of caffeine, and alcohol intake.
The subjects received an intravenous infusion of antipyrine (1 g/30 ml isotonic saline)
in a 20-minute period. Plasma levels of antipyrine were measured at 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8
hours by the method of Brodie et al. (1949). The overall elimination rate constant (Ice)
and tly.: theoretical plasma concentration at zero time (r.o) for each subject were
determined from regression analysis of the natural log of the plasma concentration wish

respect to time. Biologic half-life, apparent volume of distribution, and metabolic
clearance rate were computed on the assumption of a single distribution volume and
simple exponential decay by standard pharmacokinetic formulae (Vestal et al., 1975).

2. Ethanol Metabolism
In 1974-1975, a cross-sectional multidisciplinary study of ethanol metabolism and

aging was undertaken (Vestal et al., 1977). Observations were made not only of
ethanol kinetics, but also of plasma arginine vasopressin (AVP) response and reaction

time and memory. The subjects, who had abstained from alcohol for three weeks,
received a one-hour infusion of ethanol at a rate of 375 mg/m2 surface area per minute
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via an antecubital intravenous catheter. Blood samples for measurement of bloodethanol concentrations were obtained at frequent intervals during the infusion and for
four hours post infusion. Blood ethanol was assayed by a modification of the methm.....
of Payne et al. (1967) and Roach and Creaven (1968). Ethanol kinetics were imputed
by the compartmental analysis of Berman and Weiss (1976). Body composition was

calculated by 'se anthropometric method of Behnke (1961).
The effect of ethanol on plasma AVP levels (antidiuretic hormone) was assessed
by radimmmunoassay (Robertson et al., 1973). Reaction -time and memory tests were

carried out during and after the ethanol infusion by techniques similar to those
described below under "Learning, Memory, and Decision Tasks."

HYPOTHALAM1C-PITUITARY FUNCTION
1. Reproductive Hormone System
This research, which was performed from 1977 to 1979, evaluated the hypothalamic-pituitary-testicular system, then correlated the endocrine studies with sexual
history. Baseline plasma samples were obtair.2d and a two-hour LHRH test was
performed to measure pituitary gonadotropin reverse. This was followed by injection
of human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) to evaluate testis secretory reserve. A second
injection was given the next morning. Blood samples were obtained after the injection
of hCG and the following morning.
Plasma gonadotropins were assayed by double-antibody radioimmunof say; plasma testosterone and dihydroteaosterone by radioimmunoassay; plasma estrone and
estradiol by charcoal radioimmunoassay; and free testosterone by an ion-exchange
technique (Harman and Danner, 1977; Harman and Tsitouras, 1980; Harman et al.,
1980; S.M. Harman, 1981). Stored lyophilized plasma samples obtained at earlier ages

were also a7-.: _J and their testosterone levels correlated with the sexual-behavior
histories of the same subjects.

2. Hypothalamic-Posterio- Pituitary Function
The effect of age on this endocrine system was determined cross-sectionally by
assessment of the change in plasma -AVP levels in response to both a secretory stimulus

(hypertonic saline) and an inhibitory stimulus (ethanol). The tests were pc-formed
from 1974 to 1976 in a small, carefully selected subset of the BLSA population.
Ethanol infusion ten. In a subset of the subjects who were given ethanol
intravenously, AVP responses were followed (see above, "Metabolism of Drugs," for a
description of the ethanol-infusion protocol). Subjects abstained from all alcohol for at
least 21 days before the study. AVP was measured by radioimmunoassay (Robertson et
al., 1973). Samples of venous blood were obtained at short intervals during the ethanol

infusion and for five hours thereafter (Vestal et al., 1977).
Hypertonic saline infusion Mt. Very careful screening of volunteers to exclude
subjects with renal, hepatic, or cardiac disease was necessary. A two-hour infusion of
3% NaCI was given at a rate of 0.1 ml/kg body weight per minute after a 12-hour
period of dehydration. Blood samples were collected every 20 minutes during the

infusion (Helderman et al., 1978).
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THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
Assessment of immune function is centered on the determination of serum
antibody levels, serum immuno-protein levels, the function of peripheral blood
lymphocytes in vitro, and the analysis of granulocytic cell function, also in vitro (tissue
culture). TI-?. assays measure immune function in separate areas: the thymic-dependent
area (cell-mediated immunity), the bone-marrow-dependent area (humoral immunity),

and the area of nonspecific host resistance to infective organisms.
The several assays for cell-mediated immune function include proliferative
response to a mitogenic agent, the ability to cooperate with antibody-forming cellprecursors to initiate an immune response, the enumeration of T lymphocytes and Tcell subset populations using morphologic criteria, and the measurement of lymphocytic ability to kill tumor cells.
The assays for the "B"-cell activity (humoral immunity), which include measurements of cellular activity, serum-protein concentrations, and morphologic identification, are based on the functional ability of some lymphoid cells to make antibodies. The
assay for granulocytic cell activity measures metabolic activity during a period in which
the cells are phagocytosing latex partic'es, as well as the ability of granulocytes to kill
phagocytized bacteria.
The tests are carried out on leucocytes separated from fasting blood samples drawn
from all subjects. The program, initiated in 1978, anticipates repetition of tests at six-

year intervals (Adler et al., 1977).

CELL REPLICATION
Since previous studies had shown that the number of replicat:ons of human cells

grown in culture is inversely related to the age of the donor (Martin et al., 1970;
Schneider and Mitsui, 1976), a s udy of in-vivo human cellular aging in skin fiLoblast
cultures was introduced into the BLSA in 1974. Skin fibroblast cultures are established
from a 2-mm punch biopsy obtained from the inner aspect of the left upper arm from
male volunteers aged 17 to 96 years. In addition, biopsies are repeated at intervals of

from three to five years after the initial sampling.
Cells are cultured under standardized conditions (Schneider and Mitsui, 1976).
Initially, seve-al observations were made on successive transfers of each culture: time of
onset of senescent phase (failure of culture to reach confluency within one month of
transfer), in-vitro life span of culture, cell-population replication rate, percentage of
replicating cells in the culture, cell number at confluency, percentage of cells able to

form large colonies, receptors for insulin and epidermal growth factor, prostacyclin
synthesis, viral replication, and sister chromatid exchanges per cell. Subsequent
observations have ,,een more limited in their scope and include only culture life span,
time of onset of cell senescence, and capacity for colony formation.
Cultures derived from each subject are frozen and stored at the GRC for direct
comparison with other cultures taken from the same subject at a later visit. In addition,
subcultures from 100 biopsies have been forwarded to the Aging Cell Repository,
Institute for Medical Research, Camden, New Jersey, where they are now available for
study by interested investigators.
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SPECIAL SENSES
1. Eye Tonography
This test is administered to all subjects on each visit. A four-minute Schiotz test
(Drews, 1967) is performed for each eye; intraocular pressure is increased by a 5.5-g
pressure transducer placed on the cornea, which has been locally anesthetized by

tropicamide, and the change in pressure is recorded over a four-minute period.
Subjects with histories of corneal injuries are not tested.
2. Visual Screening Tests
Since 1964, the Titmus Optical Vision Tester has been used to evaluate visual
function in all subjects (Titmus Optical Co., Petersburg, Virginia, 1959). The
following observations are recorded: acuity (binocular, right eye and left eye, near and
far); stereopsis (depth vision); color discrimination; vertical phoria; and lateral phoria,
near and far. These tests were administered to each subject on alternate visits from

1964 to 1974; since 1974, they have been administered at each visit.

3. Fundus Photography
Since 1975, retinal photographs have been taken to identify vascular changes in
the eye. Stereoscopic views of the macula and the optic-disc areas of the fundus of each

eye are photographed in color with the Zeiss Fundus Camera. Since the procedure
requires dilation of the pupils, subjects with histories of angle-closure glaucoma or
Schititz pressures (see above, "Eye Tonography") of 23 mm Hg or greater are not
tested. This test is conducted at the GRC in collaboration with the staff of the Wilmer
Eye Institute, The Johns Hopkins University.

4. Audiometry
Pure and pulsed-tone audiometric tests are performed with the Bekesy Audiometer, Model E800 (Bekesy, 1947; Corso, 1955; Hirsh, 1962). The test is administered
with the subject seated in a soundproof cabinet. Tones are presented to each ear
through air-conduction headphones. The subject's task is to depress a switch when he
hears the tone and to release the switch when the tone disappears. The switch controls

the motor-driven attenuator of the audiometer: When it is depressed, the signal
intensity decreases; when it is released, signal intensity increases. A pen connected to
the attenuator traces a continuous record of the subject's intensity adjustments on an

audiogram form, producing a graphic representation of his threshold. Auditory
thresholds are determined at pure tone frequencies between 150 and 8000 Hz.
Between 1965 and 1973 this test was administered to each subject on alternate
visits; since 1974, it has been administered on every visit.

COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE
1. Intelligence Tests
The Army Alpha examination (forms A and B) is a combination of the five forms of

Alpha used in the United States Army during World War I. The questions best for
general use were selected by order-of-merit method. Items addressed specifically to
male recruits were excluded and military terms modified (Bregman, 1925, 1947).
f
,,,,..,
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Form A of this paper-and-pencil examination, consisting of eight subtests, has been
administered to all subjects since 1960. Form B is administered on visit 5 (six to eight
years later), and Form A is repeated on visit 9; the two forms are given alternately on
all subsequent visits. When the subject reaches age 70 and is tested every year, the
form of the test given on the last previous visit is repeated. A speed score is obtained
for each subtest by stopping the subject after the time specified, while a power score is
obtained by permitting the subject to spend as much time as he likes in completing each
test.
The Vocabulary Test (WAIS). This subtest from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (Wechsler, 1955) has been administered at six-year intervals since 1960. The task

is to define 40 words.
Southern California Tests of Mental Ability. From 1959 to 1978 this battery of tests
(Christensen et al., 1958; Christensen and Guilford, 1959) was administered twice, at a
six-year interval. First-time testing was discontinued in 1972; by 1978, all participants

who had taken the earlier test had completed it a second time, and the test was
discontinued. The five timed tests (Associational Fluency, Expressional Fluency,
Ideational Fluency, Wc,rd Fluency, and Consequences) were designed to measure
several aspects of creative thinking. For example, in Expressional Fluency the task is to
write meaningful four-word sentences in which the initial letter of each word has been
specified; in Ideational Fluency, the subject lists items that meet such specific criteria as

"fluids that burn."

2. Learning, Memory, and Decision Tasks
Verbal learning. Data collection began in 1960 for two studies of verbal learning.
In serial learning, a list of familiar words is presented repeatedly in the same order. The

task is to respond to each word with the next word in the list. In paired-associate
learning, items that consist of a stimulus (two consonants) and a response component (a
familiar adjective) are presented repeatedly in different orders. The task is to say the
word that is paired with the two consonants. For both tasks, each subject was assigned
to one of three pace conditions determined by the amount of time permitted for each

response. Total errors and trials to criterion are the measures (Arenberg, 1967b;
Arenberg and Robertson-Tchabo, 1977). These tasks are repeated at six-year intervals
with different sets of words and consonants.
Benton Visual Retention Test. This non-verbal memory test (Benton, 1963) has been
administered at six-year intervals since 1960. Form C is used for the first administration, Form E for the second, Form D for the third, and Form C again for the fourth.
Each form is made up of ten designs with one or more figures; the task is to reproduce
each design from memory after inspecting it for ten seconds. The primary measure is

the number of errors in all ten reproductions (Arenberg, 1978).
Memory and dec.sion tasks. In 1978 the following set of memory and decision tasks
was introduced:

Single-trial, immediate free recall (IMFR). Each of four lists consists of 12
familiar nouns. After the words are shown paced, the task is to report as
many words as possible.
Forward digit memory. The task is to recall, in order, lists of three to nine
digits presented auditorily.
Delayed memory. After each IMFR list and an interpolated task (forward
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digit memory), one of two delayed memory procedures is administered. In
delayed free recall, the task is to report as many of the words as possible
from the previous IMFR list. In delayed recognition, the 12 words from
the previous IM.711 list and 12 distractor words are shown one at a time,

and the task is to decide whether the word has already been presented.
Dichotic listening. The task is to identify two digits presented simultaneously, one to each ear. Each set consists of 28 pairs.
Decision tasks. These tasks require response to the visual presentation of
designated digits under five different conditions. With the exception of the
first task, the display is paced at a rate of one digit per second. The first

task is to respond to the onset of a zero. The second is to respond to a
specified digit. The third is to respond to any even or odd digit. The
fourth is to respond to an even-odd or odd-even sequence of digits, and
the fifth to respond to any two consecutive even or consecutive odd digits.

Decision time and accuracy are the measures.
The same set of tasks, with different word lists, is to be repeated six years after the
first administration.

3. Problem Solving
Logical problem solving. An experimental procedure was designed to measure
effectiveness of reasoning. The apparatus consists of a display with six numbered and
three lettered lights, each of which has an adjacent push-button, and a central light (G)
that has no button. Each problem contains a set of logical relations indicated by arrows
between lights. The ultimate task in each problem is to arrive at the outcome, G, via a
sequence of inputs. The number of uninformative inputs is the primary measure. A set
of logically identical problems is administered at least six years later. From 1962 to
1966, each problem was presented as a single task (Arenberg, 1974). From 1966 to

1974, for subjects who were administered these problems for the first time, each
problem was presented in two parts to obtain independent measures of performance in
analysis and synthesis.
Concept identification. The ability to identify concepts in the context of a problemsolving task is also evaluated. Each of 12 concept problems requires the identification
of one or two "poisoned" foods. The subject selects "meals" consisting of four of the
foods on a list, and the experimenter indicates whether that "meal" is fatal. The task is
to identify the "poisoned" foods with as few "meals" as possible. The two primary

performance measures are correctness of the identification and effectiveness in
reaching a solution as indicated by the number of "meal" selections. Concept problem
solving, initiated in 1967, is administered at six-year intervals.

PERSONALITY AND DEVELOPMENTAL
CHARACTERISTICS
1. Personality
Guilford- Zimmerman Temperament Survey. A questionnaire consisting of 300 items

provides an assessment of ten traits: General Activity, Restraint, Ascendance, Socia-
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bility, Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, Thoughtfulness, Personal Relations, and Masculinity (Guilford and Zimmerman, 1956; Guilford et al., 1976). Each
subject is given the standardized instructions individually and completes the question-

naire during the remainder of his visit to the GRC. Until 1978, the test was
administered every six years; since that time the interval has been 12 years.
Eysenck Personality Inventory. A standard measure of personality, yielding scores for

Neuroticism and Extraversion, as well as a Lie scale. There are 57 items in a yes-no
format.
NEO Inventory (Costa and McCrae, 1980c). A 145-item personality questionnaire

that measures six traits in each of three broad domains of personality: Neuroticism,
Extraversion, and Openness to Experience. Questions are answered on a five-point
Likert scale: "strongly disagree," "disagree," "neutral," "agree," "strongly agree."
NEO Rating Inventory (McCrae, 19826). Spouses of BLSA participants are asked to

complete the NEO Rating Inventory. Measures of six traits in each of three broad
domains of personality are obtained to provide an alternative to self-report measurement of personality (see above, "NEO Inventory").
Perceptual tests. In a one-to-two-hour session at the GRC, subjects are administered
three psychological tests: the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), in which subjects are
shown a series of pictures and asked to tell a story about each; an Embedded Figures
Test, in which subjects locate a hidden figure in a complex design; and the Holtzman
Inkblot Test, in which subjects are presented with a series of inkblots and asked to tell
what they call to mind. Ninety-six participants have tak'n these perceptual tests once
since 1979.
Social desirability scale (Crowne and Marlowe, 1964). Thirty-three yes-no questions
are asked to measure the subject's tendency to give socially acceptable answers. The
scale has been used as a measure of the need for approval as well as of defensiveness.
Imaginal Processes Inventorydaydreaming. Aspects of daydreaming and related
imaginal processes are determined for all participants by their responses to the 344 item Imaginal Processes Inventory developed by Singer and Antrobus (1963, 1972;

Singer, 1975), as revised in 1970. The inventory is usually administered to single
subjects or small groups. Each participant is given a brief definition of daydreaming and
an explanation of the general purposes of the study. Completion of the inventory is selfpaced and without supervision. Each item has five response options representing points
on a continuum implying frequency or quality. A total of 28 scales are determined from

responses to non-overlapping items. Each scale contains 12 items, except one that
contains 20. The scales measure the content and structure of daydreaming by items
drawn from intensive interviews; items are both specific (e.g., "I daydream about
saving a drowning child") and general (e.g., "In my daydreams I feel guilty for having
escaped punishment") (Giambra, 197713, 1977-78). The scales have internal consistency and test-retest reliability (Giambra, 1974). The inventory was introduced into the

BLSA in 1972-1973 and is repeated at six-year intervals.

2. Developmental Antecedents
Parent-child relations questionnaire (Roe and Siegelman, 1963). Subjects record.their

perceptions of relations with their parents when they were children. Fifty questions
yield scores for casual-demanding, love-rejection, and attention dimensions. There are
separate forms for son-mother, son-father, daughter-mother, and daughter-father.
Activities and attitudes questionnaire. The schedule and inventory entitled "Your
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Activities and Attitudes" (Cavan et al., 1949) is given to each participant to be filled
out without supervision during his first visit to the GRC and readministered at every

fourth visit. The inventory is composed of three parts: background information,
including general information about the participant and his earlier life; an activity
inventory; and an attitude inventory.
The activity inventory provides eleven subscores in such areas as leisure-time and
religious activities, intimate personal contacts, security, and health status. The attitude
inventory deals with the personal aspects of adjustment. It contains eight groups of
statements concerning health, friends, work, economic security, religion, and feelings
of usefulness, happiness, and family.

STRESS AND COPING PROCESSES
1. Stress
Schedule of Life Events (SLE). This is a checklist, completed each two years, of recent

potentially stressful events. Subjects rate their perceived stressfulness.
Daily events checklist. Subjects are asked to indicate which of a series of minor daily

stresses and strains they have recently experienced, and to rate their pleasantness or
unpleasantness.
Stress-and-coping interview. A 90-minute private interview is given by a psychologist

or psychiatrist concerning history of stresses and coping efforts. The interview is
videotaped, and standard ratings are made by the interviewer and another rater.

2. Coping and Defense Mechanisms
Coping self-interview. Participants are asked to nominate three events they have
recently experienced: a challenge, a threat, and a loss. For each, they are asked if they

used any of a set of 50 coping responses in dealing with the problem they have
selected. In addition, they indicate whether the response helped to solve the problem

or made them feel better.
Coping questionnaire. From among recent life events experienced by subjects, one
target event is selected. Participants are asked to indicate which of 118 ways of coping
they used in dealing with the event. Scores for 28 different coping mechanisms are
derived.
Defense-mechanism inventory (Gleser and Ihilevich, 1969). A series of stories is

presented, and subjects are asked to imagine how they would respond in thought,
actions, feelings, and fantasy to the circumstt.nces described. Five dimensions of
defensive processes can be scored from the instrument.

3. Adaptational Outcomes
Well-being assessment sheet. This instrument, administered each two years, assesses
psychological well-being, satisfaction with various areas of life, and overall evaluation
of life.
Profile of mood states. Subjects indicate on this form the level of disturbance in seven
moods: tension, anger, depression, fatigue, vigor, friendliness, and confusion. There is
also a total mood score. Different forms allow for administration under "right now" or

"in the past week" conditions.
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MARITAL AND SEXUAL EXPERIENCE
Since 1967, interviews have been conducted with BLSA males concerning their
current and past experience of marriage and sexual activity. Data are collected in a
single two-hour session by a sociologist with extensive experience in such interviews
(Martin, 1975). Over the years the refusal rate has varied between 2% and 3%. In all,
777 men have completed interviews.

Each interview follows a predetermined series of questions that have been
memorized by the investigator; information is recorded in a code. Subjects are asked

about the presence or absence of coitus, masturbation, nocturnal emission, and
homosexual activity in their adult lives, the age of the subject at onset of each, and the

frequency of their occurrence in relation to age and marital status. Since these
behaviors account for nearly all male orgasmic experience (Kinsey et al., 1948), their
combined frequencies constitute a measure of sexual functioning that is essentially
unobtainable by other means. These frequencies, expressed in the interview as times
per week, per month, or per year, are then converted into the number of sexual events
falling into each five-year interval between age 20 and the time of report. Additional
questions elicit information on sexual attitudes and reactions and characterize other
aspects of the participants' marital, residential, religious, occupational, educational,
military, and parental-home experience. None of the interviews has been repeated.
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CHAPTER

V

Cross-Sectional Studies of Aging in Men
The subjects from the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA) provide a
rich resource for cross-sectional studies to extend knowledge about age differences in

normal successful men living independent lives in the community. This chapter
summarizes the results of many of the cross-sectional studies, which define average
differences between groups or the average regression of the variable on age. To
identify outcomes or the effects of specific events on later performance, the subjects
must be re-examined or information about them must be gathered at a later time.
Although longitudinal observations are helpful in identifying time sequences, they are
not essential in determining outcomes.
Longitudinal studies in which serial changes are based on the analysis of repeated
observations in the same subjects are described and summarized in Chapter VI, whose
final section also summarizes studies of outcomes based on a single characteristic, such
as survival.

Some of the studies reported in this chapter are based on tests that were
systematically repeated, so that longitudinal analyses were ultimately possible. Others
describe results of tests not repeated for a variety of reasons, among which were: The
average trend with age was so small in comparison with the variance among subjects
that the age regression lacked statistical significance; the test required more time with
the subject than could be provided within the testing schedule; analytical procedures
required more laboratory assistance than was available; the primary investigator had

left the Gerontology Research Center (GRC); or from the outset there was no
requirement that the test be repeated, as was the case with the study of ethanol
metabolism (Vestal et al., 1977) described below.
In some instances it was possible to carry out well-designed interdisciplinary
studies because of the close association among investigators from different scientific
disciplines, who were brought together primarily because the BLSA provided a wellcharacterized population of normal males. Again, a good example is the detailed study
of the effects of age on the physiological responses to ethanol, which required close
collaboration among physicians, physiologists, pharmacologists, endocrinologists, and
psychologists.

PHYSIOLOGY
1. Cell-Culture Senescence and In-Vitro Life Span
Although differences observed at the organelle and macromolecular levels in early
and late passage cell cultures have been attributed to cellular "aging," there is concern
that such changes may not accurately reflect human cellular aging in vim This problem

was addressed in a study (Schneider and Mitsui, 1976) designed to determine: a)
whether differences would be observed in the onset of cell-culture senescence and in
the cumulative replication capacity of fibroblast cultures derived from 2-mm skin-punch
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Table V.1.

Characteristics of Skin Explants and Cell Cultures
Derived from Young and Old Human Donors

Successful cell outgrowth
from explants
Cell cultures that
senesced before
10 CPD`

Young Donors

Old Donors

(21-36 yr)

(63-92 yr)

23/34

24/39

0/23

3/24

2.44 ± 0.30

Explant outgrowth

at 1 week (units)
Onset of senescent
phase (A) (CPD)
Onset of senescent
phase (B) (CPD)
Invitro lifespan

(26)"

35.2 ± 2.1 (23)

41.6 ± 2.4 (23)
44.6 ± 2.5 (23)

(CPD)

273 ± 11 (23)

Invitro lifespan
(days)

1.44 ± 0.15 (29)b

20.0 ± 2.0 (24)
22.5 ± 1.7 (21)°
26.3 ± 2.6 (24)
29.6 ± 2.1 (21)d
29.8 ± 2.9 (24)
33.6 ± 2.2 (21)°
218 ± 14 (24)
236 ± 12 (21)°

'Values are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean. Numbers within parentheses indicate the number of
individual cell cultures examined.
°Includes several measurements of outgrowth from two explants taken from the same donor.
cCPD .- cellpopulation doublings.
°If only cultures with > 10 CPD included.
From Schneider and Mitsui (1976)

biopsies taken from young and old BISA subjects; and b) whether parameters that
change with increased in-vitro "aging" are altered as a function of donor age.
In comparison with fibroblast cultures derived from young donors, those derived
from elderly donors showed statistically significant decreases in migration, in-vitro life
span, cell-population doubling (CPD) rate, and cell number at confluency, although no

significant differences were found in modal cell volumes or. DNA or RNA content
(Tab. 1). While these findings confirm the utility of fibroblast cultures for studying
human cellular aging (Martin et al., 1970), the differences observed in cell cultures
derived from young and old donors varied both quantitatively and qualitatively from
the in-vitro "aging" seen in early and late passage WI-38 cells. Also, several changes
that occurred in vitro were not a function of donor age. It was concluded that early and
late passage human diploid cell cultures may provide a useful system for examining loss
of replicative potential, but that fibroblast cultures derived from old and young donors

may be more appropriate for the study of human cellular aging. The continuing
participation of the fibroblast donors in the BLSA presents an opportunity for follow-up
studies to determine how various in-vitro indices correlate with physiologic studies and
whether in-vitro life span has any reiatiou to in-vivo life span or to the development of
age-related disorders.
This work was subsequently extended by Smith et al. (1978), who compared the
growth patterns of BLSA skin fibroblasts with fetal lung fibroblasts to determine the
relation between colony-size distribution and donor age. Fetal cell cultures and cultures

established from skin biopsies of old (64+ yr) and young (20-34 yr) donors were
examined after two weeks of incubation (5-15 population doublings). Both in human
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fetal lung and in adult skin fibroblast cultures the distribution of colony sizes (which
ranged from oae to several thousand cells) was an accurate indicator of the number of
subsequent in-vitro population doublings that could be attained by the parent culture. In
addition, the colony-size distributions were related to the chronological age of the cellculture donor. The percentage of large colonies with significant proliferative ability
was thus highest in cultures of fetal origin, intermediate in cultures from young adults,
and lowest in cultures from the over-65 age group. It was concluded that colony-size
distributions achieved in tissue culture are good indicators of both in-vitro and in-vivo
human cellular aging.
These studies led to more extensive analyses of the relation between in-vitro
measurements and in-vivo human cellular aging. The establishment of cell cultures

derived from 400 participants in the BLSA by the technique of cell-banking
(Schneider, 1979) will make possible such correlative auLlyses as the study of the
relation between in-vivo glucose tolerance or immune responses and such in-vitro
functions as cell replicatbn. Perhaps the major question this study will address is
whether in-vitro data will .srovide significant invivo predictive iniormatien about the
original donor. It will also permit a longitudinal follow-up study of serially derived
cultures from the same donors over extended periods.
Cellular aging has been described as a progressive conversion of proliferating cells
from a cycling to a non-cycling state (Gelfant and Grove, 1974). A study (Tice et al.,
1979) of the age-related decline in immunocompetence as it is mat.:fest in a loss in cellmediated immunity also found both a progressive inability of normally quiescent cell

populations to respond to a proliferative stimulus and an increase in cell-cycle
durations. Peripheral lymphocytes stimulated by phytohemagglutinin (PHA) were
examined by the bromodeoxyuridine staining technique. Peripheral lymphocytes from
aged subjects ( > 75 yr) were stimulated at about one-half the rate of those from young

subjects ( < 21 yr). Cell-cycle durations were determined to be 10.0-25.0 hours in
cultures from aged and 10.6-15.6 hours in cultures from young subjects.
Although the findings do not allow a determination whether the increase in cellcycle durations is due to a slowing of all phases of the cell cycle or of one particular
phase, the aging of cell populations capable of proliferation may perhaps be attributable

to alterations in transition probabilitya mathematical expression that defines the
ability of a cell to initiate a proliferative response somewhere in the G1 phase of the cell
cycle.

2. Body Composition
Body composition and metabolism. Measurement of body composition is important in

determining the degree to which the age-related changes in human functional
capacities are due to simple loss of tissues (cells) or to reduced function in the tissue

that remains. Age trends in selected indices of body composition were therefore
measured in a study of 143 BLSA participants 20 to 99 years of age (Norris et al.,

1963), to observe the relations among different methods of estimating body
composition applied simultaneously in the same individual. Body at was ,:stimated by
three mathematical procedures that use data on body density, body-water compartments, muscle mass, and bone-mineral mass. Measurements on each subject, made
within a two-day period, included body-water spaces (total body water from antipyrine
space and extracellular water from thiocyanate space), body density (helium displace-
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ment), x-ray bone density, height, weight, 24-hour creatinine excretion, and basal
oxygen consumption. Significant annual decreases were found for height (-0.08%),
creatinine excretion (-0.77%), bone density (-0.48%), and basal oxygen consumption
(-0.41%). Subsequent longitudinal analyses of these observations are reported in
Chapter VI.
Although measurement of the basal metabolic rate (BMR) has been replaced as a

clinical tool by other tests of thyroid function, it is still of scientific interest as an
estimate of the "active" cellular massthe amount of functioning tissuein studies of
aging. Tzankoff and Norris (1977) examined the relation between basal oxygen
consumption and 24-hour creatinine excretion in 959 healthy mares aged 20 to 97
years in order to identify that component of the lean body mass responsible for the agerelated decrease in the BMR. An age-independent linear relation was found_between
paired values of basal oxygen consumption, a measure of total metabolic activity, and
24-hour creatinine excretion, a measure of muscle mass. Although no age differences
were found in mean basal oxygen consumption in subjects up to age 45, the average
values were significantly lower for each decade thereafter; only the difference found in
the oldest group failed to reach statistical significance (Fig. 1). Each succeeding age-

group also had lower mean values for 24-hour creatinine excretion; the differences
were statistically significant for all but the youngest group (Fig. 2). Since creatinine
excretion was assumed to be proportional to muscle mass, the data indicated that
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Figure V.1. Basal oxygen consumption (means ± SEM) for men grouped by age.
From Tzankoff and Norris (1977).
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muscle mass was lower for each older age-group. When basal oxygen consumption
attributable to muscle was subtracted from whole-body basal oxygen consumption for
each subject, the remainder showed no age-related decrease (Fig. 3). A linear relation
was also found between anthropometrically derived lean body mass and 24-hour
creatinine excretion for men up to age 65; one g of creatinine excreted in 24 hours was
attributed to each 24.8 kg of muscle mass (Fig. 4). It was concluded that diminishing
muscle mass may be wholly responsible for the age-related decrease in BMR. These
results confirmed an earlier study which had indicated that the fall in basal oxygen
consumption with advancing age was primarily a reflection of a loss of functioning
tissue estimated from analysis of body water compartments (Shock et al., 1963).
Blood.lactate levels after exercise. Production of energy for muscular work occurs by
two processes: aerobic oxidation and anaerobic glycolysis. Anaerobic glycolysis, which

produces the smaller proportion of the body's energy, is accompanied by the
production of lactate. During exercise, lactate diffuses rapidly from the muscles and is
distributed throughout the body by the circulatory system*. Most investigators agree
that the maximal blood levels of lactate produced by vigorous exercise are generally
higher in individuals who are physically fit, but there is disagreement about the best
time after exercise to measure lactate and the optimal way to obtain blood samples for
its measurement. Most important, there is no information on whether older individuals
reach maximal lactate values within the same time as younger ones. To answer this
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question, a study was conducted to determine whether lactate.distribution kinetics is
influenced by age (Tzankoff and Norris, 1979).
The subjects of the study, consisting of 180 men selected from BLSA participants,
were grouped in six age decades from the 20s to the 70s. None of the volunteers had
clinically detectable cardiovascular disease. Each was given a multistage treadmill test
designed to include measurements of maximal aerobic capacity. After an initial two-tothree-minute warmup, the treadmiV grade was raised by 3% increments every two
minutes until the subjects reported exhaustion. Blood for lactate analysis was drawn
from an indwelling catheter at 3, 5, and 7 minutes after termination of the exercise only

from subjects who, in the judgment of experienced observers, had exercised
maximally.
Blood-lactate levels after maximal exercise were progressively lower with age. The

fact that mean values for the youngest men showed no significant differences with
sampling time suggests that the diffusion of lactate from muscle and its distribution
through the body were complete by the third minute of recovery. In men 30+ years
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old, mean blood-lactate levels at three minutes of recovery were lower than at five
minutes. Although lactate concentrations tended to plateau by the fifth minute in
individuals in their 30s and 1 , they continued to rise through the seventh minute in

men in their 50s and 60s.
The data suggest a progressive age-related decrease in the rate of diffusion of
lactate from muscle and/or its distribution throughout the body, which mai,' contribute
to the prolonged recovery seen in old subjects. Although maximal lactate concntra-

tions are best quantified by serial sampling during recovery, this approac, is too
expensive for most studies. The alternative, for men under 70, is to measure blood
lactate in a single sample drawn at the time during recovery from exercise most
appropriate for a given age group. Thus blood should be obtained after five minutes of

recovery in men up to age 50, and at seven minutes in those between 50 and 70.
Variability among men over 70 years of age precludes the the of single samples.
Body dimensions and fat. A radiographic study was undertaken to demonstrate the
role of subcutaneous fat in altering external body dimensions i7 adult males (Borkan
and Norris, 1977). The sample consisted of 699 men aged 20 to 92 years who were
studied between 1958 and 1973. Each 7-x-17-inch soft-tissue radiograph contained
views of seven body sites in the trunk and limbs. Measurtmzins were made of skin and
fat combined because radiographic differentiation of the two is difficult. Sites of fat

measurements on the trunk were bony landmarks such as the top of the greater
trochanter; for the calf and forearm, the widest part of the limb was used. When not

precluded by factors such as improper body positioning or film handling,
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measurements were made at tie following locations: anterior calf, posterior calf, medial
calf, lateral calf, lateral to greater trochanter, lateral to top of greater trochanter, lateral
to anterior-superior spine of iliac crest, lateral to top of iliac crest, lower part of thorax

(lowest rib), medial arm, and lateral arm. A number of new variables were also
calculated from other data, including anthropometric body circumferences at sites
corresponding to each radiographic fat measurement, height, weight, age, and
biochemical assessments of extracellular water and total body water. The new variables

included body diameters, muscle plus bone areas for the arm and leg, percentage of
body water, percentage of fat, fat-free percentage of the body, and fat-free weight.
The weight of total body fat in this cross-sectional sample was relatively constant
with age, but the average fat-free weight was lower in older subjects. In the trunk, data
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from the soft-tissue radiographs revealed that, on the average, subcutaneous fat
increases in the region of the greater trochanter but decreases in the abdominal region

through middle age. Abdomint- diameter increases during this period, however,
perhaps as a result of enlargement or sagging of the abdominal contents. The decline in
the diameter of calf and arm while fat remains relatively stable suggests loss of lean

tissue with age (Figs. 5,6). The findings in this study generally agreed with earlier
findings that age changes in body dimensions that result in thin extremities and thicker
trunk are on!, pat dy attributable to fat redistribution. A part of the age change is the
result of tissue loss.
Alterations in bone. Bone loss with increasing age is a universal phenomenon in
adults of both sexes, although the rate of loss and the total bone mass lost are greater in
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females than in males. A study (Plato and Norris, 1980) was undertaken to a) compare,

cross-sectionally, the mean values of various bone measurements of the second
metacarpal in subjects of different ages; b) investigate possible bilateral differences in
bone measurements; and c) determine possible associations between bone measurements and grip strength. Radiographs of the right and left hands were obtained for 236
male BLSA participants whose age range was 25 to 95 years (Fc age = 58.6 yr). The
total width, medullary width at the midshaft, and the length of the metacarpal bones
were measured from the radiographs, and the data were distributed in seven decade

groups between 20 and 89 years of age as well as a 90+ group. Grip strength was
measured with a Smedley hand dynamometer.
Age-group comparisons showed that total width and length of the second
metacarpal do not change significantly with age after skeletal maturity, while medullary
width and area increase and combined cortical thickness decreases significantly. In all

age groups the right second metacarpals were wider and longer, and had a thicker
cortex, than the left. Medullary width is positively correlated with age, while bone size,
total width, and length show no such correlation. After adjustment for age and weight,
age and height, and age and surface area, grip strength showed a positive correlation

with total width, cortical thickness, and cortical area, but not with medullary width
(which is an indicator of bone loss) or length.
In a related study (Plato et al., 1980), 235 normal male BLSA participants were
classified as right-handed, left-hand _ti, or ambidextrous on the basis of grip-strength
performance. Their left and right hands were also radiographed, and the measurements
of the second metacarpal bones were interpreted in terms of hand dominance. Results
indicated that the right-hand measurements are generally higher than those of the left
hand, regardless of hand dominance, and suggested an inherent tendency to greater
bone mass in the right hand. It was postulated that differential stress placed on the bone

by the muscles of the right hand in right-handed persons enhances this inherent
difference in favor of the right hand to a degree that is statistically significant. In the
left-handed, the bilateral difference diminishes because of the increasing stress on the
left-hand bone. These findings were confirmed in a follow-up study (Plato and Purifoy,
1982) with an expanded sample of 448 bilateral x-rays from male and 176 from female
participants, although in the follow-up study lateral functional hand-dominance criteria,
rather than grip strength, were used to determine handedness.

Osteoarthritis of the hand is much more prevalent and more severe in its
manifestation in the distal than in the proximal interphalangeal joints. The present
system reports osteoarthritis of the hand in most severely affected joints regardless of
their position, with the result that the expression of the disease in the proximal
interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal joints is often ignored and underreported.
To remedy this methodological insufficiency, a new system of recording the presence
and severity of osteoarthritis in all three joints was applied to a study of its age-specific
prevalence in 903 BLSA participants, including 228 under 40 years of age, 376 aged

40 to 59 years, and 299 aged 60+ (Plato and Norris, 1979a). The left hands were
radiographed to include the digits, the wrists, and the distal heads of the ulna and
radius, and the x-ray films were evaluated and graded. Osteoarthritis was more
prevalent in older age groups regardless of the joint or digit examined, was more
prevalent in the distal than in the proximal joints, and occurred most frequently in the
little finger and least frequently in the thumb. It was more severe and its onset earlier
in the distal than in the proximal interphalangeal or metacarpophalangeal joints. An
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unforeseen but statistically verified preponderance of digits with osteoarthritis in both
their distal and proximal interphalangeal joints suggests either a common etiology or

that the presence of osteoarthritis in the distal joint enhances the likelihood of its
development in the proximal joint of the same digit

3. Nutrition
Caloric intakediet. In a study of the effect of age on nutrient intakes and energy
expenditure (Mc Gandy et al., 1966), intakes of calories and various nutrients were
estimated from the daily diet records maintained for one-week periods by 252 healthy
male BLSA subjects aged 20 to 99. Because of their high educational level and income,
socioeconomic influences on nutrient availability were minimal. Estimates of physical

activity were made from detailed interviews, and basal oxygen uptake was also
measured. The oxygen required daily for the activities reported by each subject was

calculated from estimates of oxygen required for the activity as reported in the
literature (Tab. 2). The daily energy expenditure (calculated calories for activity +
measured calories for BMR) and its relation to total caloric intake (Tab. 3) were
Table V.2.

Calories Expended during Various Physical Activities
Energy Costa

(C/kg per min)

Activity
Sitting

"Active" sitting (writing, talking, etc.)
"Quiet" sitting (reading, watching TV, etc.)
Unspecified active or quiet
Driving car

.027
.025
.026
.035
.027

Eating

Standing
Unspecified

.03

At drawing board
Teaching, lecturing, etc.

.035-.04
.045-.05

Lying
Awake
Asleep
Dressing

.022
.02

.04 (.028-.05)

Washing, shaving, etc.
Walking
Slow
Moderate

.04

.05 (.04-.06)
.06 (.06-.08)

Fast

Housework

Making beds
Preparing food, washing dishes
Sweeping floors
Mopping, scrubbing, etc.
Washing windows
Unspecified or miscellaneous housework
Shopping for groceries
Waiting while wife shops for groceries
Caring for young children
(feeding, dressing, etc.)

.06
.04
.05

.06-.067
.06
.05
.05
.025-.04
.06

Stairs
Ascending
Descending

.056/flight
.032/flight
.088/flight

Both ascending and descending

(1 flight = 12-16 stairs)
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Table V.2. Calories Expended during Various Physical Activities(Cont'd.)
Energy Cost'
Activity

(C/kg per min)

Gardening

Dig with hoe
Weeding
Transplanting
Miscellaneous gardening

Mow lawn with hand mower
Mow lawn with power mower
Mow lawn with self-propelled power mower
Mow lawn with riding mower
Driving tractor without attachments
Driving tractor with attachments
Tending greenhouse plants in home
or laboratory
Tending greenhousecommercial
Miscellaneous farm chores
Household Maintenance
"Unspecified"
"Heavy"
Hand saw
Power saw, drill, etc.
Lay flooring, measure wood, etc.
Paint walls
Paint objects
Repair gadgets, radio mechanics, etc.
Auto repairs
Chopping wood
Sports and Leisure
Conversing, entertaining

Slow dancing (waltz, fox-trot, etc.)
Fast, vigorous dancing (twist, polka, etc.)
Playing cards
Playing organ or piano
Playing stringed instrument
Playing brass or woodwind
Marching and playing in band
Golf, with caddy
Golf, carrying bag
Golf, unspecified
Swim, vigorous (race)
Swim, relaxed
Ping pong
Bowling
Fishing
Attending sporting events
Singing
Cycling

Fast cycling (race)
Pitching horseshoes
Play baseball
Calisthenics (unspecified)
Playing with young children
Running
Tennis

.04-.07
.05-.07
.07-.08
.06-.08
.09
.07
.06
.045
.038
.05
.035

06 -.075
.06
.06
.07-.09
.09
.04
.07
.07
.04
.04
.05-.06
.09
.027
.06-.065
.07-.08
.026
.045
.04
.045
.05
.06
.075-.08
.07
.07-.08
.06
.06
.035
.027-.04
.03-.05
.03
.05
.09
.045-.06
.07
.07
.06
.09
.09

'In each case, 02 cal represents basal energy expenditure If S's own basal rate is used, subtract .02 from figures

above (e.g., lying awake - .022 C/kg per min + basal, sitting i .006 + basal, etc.).
From Mc Gandy et al. (1966)
).,
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Table V.3.

Total Daily Intakes of Various Nutrients in Men of Different Ages

Age (Yr)
N

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

20-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75-99

13

50

52

50

50

37

180.0
±4.978

177.8
±4.58

177.1

±3.02

175.7
±4.10

174.4
±4.03

172.3
±3.80

74.5

77.8
±6.94

77.6
±5.16

77.2
±6.98

77.7
±7.41

70.9
±5.79

±4.41

Total calories
Protein (g)

2688
±584

2639
±548

105

102

±16.6
123

2454
±432

2332
±345

2297
±498

2093
±441

±19.5

98
±20.3

92
±17.7

92
±21.6

±19.1

±30.6

123
±29.7

116
±24.2

105
±21.8

99
±30.3

86
±24.5

279
±73.4

265
±82.5

240
±61.9

237
±52.7

256
±68.9

244
±64.6

Alcohol (g)

12

15

14

17

8

9

Calories from protein (%)

15.9
±1.7

15.6
±2.1

16.1

16.1

±2.7

15.8
±2.4

±2.7

15.5
±2.5

Calories from fat ( %)

41.0

42.0
±4.7

42.5
±4.6

40.3
±5.2

38.5
±6.4

36.9
±6.5

±0.83

1.00
±0.38

±0.32

0.74
±0.26

0.91
±0.44

0.89
±0.42

16.2
±4.3

14.5
±2.6

15.0
±2.7

14.3
±3.3

14.0
±2.5

12.3
±2.8

119
±70.1

78
±51.2

78
±35.0

79
±56.8

89
±45.8

±36.6

Fat (g)
Carbohydrate (g)

±3.2

Calcium (g)
Iron (mg)

Vit. A (I.U. x 10'2)

1.29

Thiamine (mg)

1.67
±0.77

1.38
±0.33

Riboflavin (mg)

2.70
±1.26
23.1
±6.2

20.1
±4.1

106
±55.4

Calories from saturated fat (%)
Calories from
polyunsaturated fat (%)

Niacin (mg)

Ascorbic acid (mg)

Cholesterol (mg)

0.79

81

81

1.28
±0.32

1.20
±0.28

1.35
±0.37

1.20
±0.23

2.21

1.91

±0.72

±0.56

1.83
±0.64

1.98
±0.74

±0.59

20.0
±4.7

18.5
±4.4

1-4.6

106
±44.2

115

142

±44.6

±55.7

±62.0

119
±51.3

16.4
±1.1

16.7
±2.5

16.7
±2.3

15.5
±2.8

14.8
±2.4

14.4
±3.0

5.4
±1.3

5.2
±1.1

5.4
±1.0

5.3
±1.2

5.2
±2.5

±1.3

580
±281

107

610
±200

620
±190

600
±214

'Mean ± S.D.
From Mc Gandy et al. (1966)
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1.87

15.0
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4.8
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Figure V. 7.

Total daily intakes of calories (A), calcium (B), iron (C), vitamin A (D), ascorbic

acid (E), and thiamine (F) in men of different ages. The medians are represented by the dotted
lines and the first and third quartiles by the dashed lines. Solid lines represent National Research
Council recommended allowances.
From 1VAcGandy et al. (1966).
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measured in subjects of different ages. Older subjects were found to consume markedly

fewer calories than younger subjects (Fig. 7A). Figure 7 shows that the pattern of
average age differences varied considerably among nutrients. None followed the
almost linear drop observed in the average decrement in total calories consumed (Fig.
7A). In the case of vitamin A the decrement in intake was confined to the age span of
20 to 40 (Fig. 7D); for calcium, the span was from 20 to 50 (Fig. 7B). In contrast, the
average intake of ascorbic acid increased after age 50. Except perhaps for calcium, the
daily allowances recommended by the National Research Council were met by most of
the subjects.
Although the percentage of calories from protein was remarkably constant with
age (Fig. 8A), calories derived from fats dropped from 42% in the 45-54-year age

group to 36% in the 80-year-old group, while the contribution of calories from
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Figure V.8. A. The percentage of the total daily caloric intake derived from fat (),
carbohydrate (--), and protein (...) in men of different ages. Vertical bars represent SEM.

Correlation coefficients for regressions on age of percentage of calories from fat and from protein

were .37 (p < 0.01) and .004, respectively.
B. Total daily intakes of cholesterol in men of different ages. The medians are

represented by the dotted line and the first and third quartiles by the dashed line.
C. Total daily intakes of fat (6s) and protein (*--*) in men of different
ages. Vertical bars represent SEM. The lower curves represent the intakes of fat (0--_-0) and
protein (0---0) derived from meats exclusive of poultry and fish.
D. Total daily intakes of protein per unit of body weight in men of different

ages. Vertical bars represent SEM. Correlation coefficient = .242 (p < 0.01).
From McGandy et al. (1966).
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carbohydrates increased correspondingly. A decrement in cholesterol intake was
related to and largely accounted for by the reduced use of meats (except poultry and
fish) in the older subjects (Fig. 8B).
Basal metabolism decreased by 5.23 cal/day per year of age (Fig. 9B), while total

caloric intake fell 12.4 cal/day per year (Fig. 9A). The difference, 7.17 cal/day per
year, must be related to a reduction in calories required for other purposes, including
physical activity. When expressed in relation to body weight, this decrease in non-basal

energy expenditure showed a plateau from age 60 (Fig. 9D). There was close
agreement between the total caloric requirement per day (activity cal + basal cal) and

the total caloric intake calculated from dietary diaries.
Vitamin B6. The vitamin-B6 status of 617 men wiging in age from 18 to 90 years
was investigated by use of plasma pyridoxal phosphate PLP) and glutamic-oxaloacetic
transaminase (GOT) concentrations to assess B6 nutrition and to determine the effects
of vitamin-B6 supplements (Rose et al., 1976) (Fig. 10) The studies provide the most
extensive normative data to date on the vitamin-B6 status of normal men in the adult
years. Almost half the men in the 60s and 70s, and one fourth of the younger men and
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Figure V.9.

Mean total daily caloric intakes (A), basal metabolic rates (cal /24 hr) (B),

energy expenditures (C), and energy expenditures per unit of body weight (D) in men of different
ages. Vertical bars represent standard errors of the means. Correlation coefficients for regressions

on age of total calories, basal calories, and total-basal calories were .374, .374, and .231,
respectively; all were statistically significant (p < 0.01).
From McGalcly et al. 1966).
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of chose over 80, were caking a vitamin supplement containing B6. The average PLP
level for the 203 men taking vitamin supplements was 20.5 ± 1.0 ng/ml, compared to

12.3 ± '0.3 ng/ml in the 414 not taking supplements. Subjects not taking B6
supplements showed a statistically significant decrease in plasma PLP with age (0.9 ng/
ml per decade of age). Although subjects taking supplements also showed a decline in
PLP with age, the decline was not statistically significant. Plasma GOT levels varied
little with increasing age, although they were significantly higher in the group taking
vitamin supplements.
Serum albumin and aging. One cellular theory assumes that aging is a consequence

of the reaction between metabolically produced free radicals and easily oxidized
chemical groups, such as sulfhydryl groups (D. Harman, 1981). Consistent with this
theory is the finding that the concentration of sulfhydryl groups in serum declines with
age. Most serum-sulfhydryl groups, however, are associated with albumin, and since
albumin levels also decline with age, lower serum-sulfhydryl levels in older people may
be due either to free - radical oxidation or to lower levels of albumin production. A
study was therefore undertaken to determine to what degree age-dependent decreases
in serum-sulfhydryl concentration are due to decreased levels of serum albumin (Leto

et al., 1970).
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Figure V.10. Plasma pyrkloxal phosphate levels reported by Rose et al. for the BLSA and by
other investigators. () Rose et al., vitamin-B6 supplemented; (&) Chabner et al.; (0) Rose et al.,
unsupplemented; (0) Hamfelt.
From Rose et al. (1976).
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Fasting blood samples were obtained from 194 apparently healthy male volunteers

participating in the GRC's longitudinal program. After assay for total albumin
concentration, sera from the samples were fractionated to isolate albumin, which was
then assayed for sulfhydryl content.
In men, the concentration of albumin, albumin sulfhydryl, and serum sulfhydryl

was significantly lower in the ninth than in the third decade. Measurement of the
readily reducible sulfhydryl/albumin ratio in a subsample of the men failed to
demonstrate age differences. The data suggest that decrements in the sulfhydryl/
albumin ratio result from changes in the redox potential of sera rather than from
qualitative age changes in the structure of newly synthesized albumin. The observations

failed to provide support either for the free-radical theory of cellular aging (D.
Harman, 1981) or, incidentally, for the "error" theory (Medvedev, 1964; Rockstein,
1974) of aging.

4. Drug Metabolism
The effect of aging on drug metabolism was examined in two studies.
Antipyrine. The influence of age, alcohol consumption, caffeine consumption, and
smoking on antipyrine metabolism was studied in 307 healthy male subjects aged 18 to

92 years (Vestal et al., 1975). The plasma half-life of intravenously administered
antipyrine was 16.5% longer and metabolic clearance rate 18.5% lower in the older
group (60-92 yr) than in the younger group (18-39 yr). There was a small, but
statistically significant, negative correlation (-0.25, p < .001) between age and
metabolic clearance rate of antipyrine. Consumption of caffeine and alcohol, as well as
use of cigarettes, declined across the age span. Caffeine consumption was positively

correlated with the rate of antipyrine metabolism in all age groups. Cigarette
consumption was positively correlated with metabolic clearance rate of antipyrine only
in the young and middle-aged groups; clearance rates in the older smokers were
comparable to those of nonsmokers. No significant relation between alcohol consumption and antipyrine metabolism was found. Multiple regression analysis showed that

smoking explained 12% and age only 3% of the variance in the rate at which
antipyrine was removed from the blood. The results suggested that habits that differ
with agesuch as the decline found here in consumption of caffeine, cigarettes, and
alcoholmust be taken into account in studies attempting to quantify the effects of
aging.

Ethanol. The effect of aging on the distribution and elimination of ethanol was
studied in 50 healthy men aged 21 to 81 years who had abstained from alcohol for
three weeks (Fig. 11) (Vestal et al., 1977). Ethanol doses of 375 mg/m2 body-surface
area per minute were administered to the subjects by continuous one-hour intravenous
infusion. Over the next four hours, blood samples were obtained at intervals of 15 to
30 minutes for measurement of ethanol concentration. The minimal model that
satisfied the ethanol distribution and metabolism data was a two-compartment model in

which an initial compartment represents blood and interstitial fluid spaces that
exchange rapidly with blood, while a secoidary and larger compartment represents
more slowly equilibrating interstitial fluid and intracellular fluid spaces. Rates of
ethanol elimination were not affected by age, but a significant correlation was found

between age and the peak blood-ethanol concentration at the end of the infusion
period (Fig. 12). Since all subjects received equivalent ethanol doses on the basis of
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Figure V.11.

Mean ethanol concentration in blood water (.1:SEM) for younger (aged 21-56)

and older subjects (aged 57-81).
From Vestal et al. (1977).
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body-surface area, it was concluded that the higher peak ,,t.hanol levels in the body
water of old subjects were probably due to smaller volume of body water and lover
lean body mass. Age-related changes in body composition are thus important factors in
the metabolic and pharmacologic effects of drugs.

5. Pulmonary System
Age differences in pulmonary function. Earlier studies of age differences in lung

volumes and maximal breathing capacity were usually carried out in hospital
environments, often in subjects whose pulmonary status may not have represented that
of active, successful people living at home. In addition, older hospital patients selected
for pulmonary studies were seldom drawn from higher socioeconomic groups. A study
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Figure V.13. Lung volumes divided by body-surface area (l/m2) are plotted against age (yr).
A hospital indigent group (A), a hospital staff group (), and a community-residing group of BLSA

participants (0). Average values by age decades (20-29 yr,. etc.) are shown.
From Norris et al. (1962).
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was undertaken to compare lung volumes and maximal breathing capacity in residents
of the Infirmary Division (old people's home), employees, and short-term patients of
Baitifilare City Hospitals (BCH) (group A) and a sample of the BLSA study population

(group B) (Norris et al., 1962).
Group A comprised 135 subjects whose age range was 20 to 89 years. Group B
consisted of 166 BLSA participants whose age range was 30 to 79 years. Individuals

from group B were generally taller, heavier, and better educated than individuals
selected from the BCH population.
In group B, a statistically significant regression on age was found for maximal
breathing capacity, vital capacity (both are lower with age), and residual volume
(which is higher with age), but not for total lung capacity (Fig. 13). Age thus had a
greater effect on a dynamic measurement of lung function that required a coordinated

neuromuscular responsebreathing at a maximum rate and volumethan on a
measurement of a single response, such as the single maximum expiration required for
the measurement of vital capacity. Vital capacity was higher in group B than in group
A, whereas residual volume was lower in group B than in group A for the sixth and

eighth age decades. Total lung capacity did not differ in the two groups. Residual
volume was significantly higher in 40-49-year old hospital-staff members of grog,,: A
than in members of the same age group in group B. The group differences suggested a
relation between pulmonary functional capacity and socioeconomic status (Fig. 14).
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Figure V.14. Maximal breathing capacity in a hospital indigent group (A), a hospital staff
group (), and a community.residing group (0). Average values by age decade (20-29 yr, etc.) are

shown.
From Norris et al. (1962).
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Table V.4.

Age in Yr

Mean Values, Range of Values, and Standard Deviations of the Distributions of
LungClearance Index by Age Groups
Mean Value

Range of Values

Standard
Deviation

Number of
Subjects

29-39

9.17

7.91-11.04

1.02

7

40-49

13.66

10.82-19.80

3.20

7

50-59

12.06

9.62-14.80

2.02

11

60-69

12.87

9.96-18.00

2.20

12

70-90

14.86

11.28-17.36

2.08

10

From Norris et al. (1964)

A comparison was made between BLSA participants and residents of the BCI. old

people's home to re-examine a previous finding that the ratio of ventilation to
consumption of oxygen increases with age (Norris et al., 1964). Minute volume and
breathing rate were similar for young and old persons in both groups, although vita:
capacity and maximum breathing capacity declined with age. Minute volume and
alveolar ventilation in resting subjects were significantly higher in residents of the old
people's home than in BLSA subjects. Nitrogen-washout curves analyzed in 47 BLSA
subjects revealed significant age difference in the lung-clearance index (Tab. 4). This
measurement indicates that older subjects are unable to maintain uniform ventilation of
their lungs. A sample of 108 BLSA subjects who were tested at 18 and 36 mouths after
their first visits showed no longitudinal changes in pulmonary function except an
increase in maximum breathing capacity between the first and second visits in all age
groups; the increase was attributed to the effects of practice in performing the test.
Age-related differences in the size of the lung compartments were examined in 42
normal males aged 24 to 78 years (Mittman et al., 1965). Measurements of chest-wall
and pulmonary compliance used the static and the positive-pressure breathing methods

of Heaf and Prime (1955). Chest-wall and total compliance were found to be
significantly lower with age, but there was no significant relation between age and
pulmonary compliance. A decrease in pulmonary compliance with higher lung volume
was greater in young than in old subjects, possibly because of a loss of elastic recoil in
the lungs of the elderly or because of age differences in chest-wall compliance.
The uniformity of distribution of pulmonary ventilation was assessed in 117 BLSA

participants whose age range was 20 to 103 years (Edelman et al., 1968). The data
from nitrogen-washout studies demonstrated that ventilation was significantly less
uniform in old than in young men. Ventilation uniformity improved with higher tidal
volume only in the older group. Studies of smaller groups in which each subject served
as his own control confirmed that old men could improve their ventilation uniformity
by breathing deeply. A single forced expiration before nitrogen washout impaired the
ventilation uniformity of old but not of young men. The findings suggest that the lungs
of old men are more susceptible than those of young men to localized alveolar collapse.
Effects of cigarette smoking on pulmonary function. Significant differences were found in

the performances of cigarette smokers and nonsmokers on several spirometric tests
(Edelman et al., 1966). The subjects, including 360 men participating in the BLSA and
50 medical and laboratory personnel, ranged in age from 20 to 103 years (Fc age = 52).
Subjects were accepted if they had no history or signs of bronchopulmonary disease,
cardiovascular insufficiency, or muscular weakness. Smoking habits were assessed by a
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The Prevalence of Coronary Artery Disease in the Elderly as Assessed by Restinga and
Stress Criteria°
51-60

Age
61-70

71-80

81-90

70

73

36

10

% CAD by resting

13

15

22

20

% CAD by resting

24

37

56

50

N

and stress
'History of angina or myocardial infarction; abnormal resting ECG, i.e.. Minnesota codes 1:1, 1:2. 1:3, or 4:1.
°ECG positive for ischemia during maximum exercise treadmill test. i.e , Minnesota code 11.1 or an abnormal thallium

scan during maximum exercise but not at rest.
From Gerstenblith et al. (1980)

questionnaire; spirometric data were analyzed by dividing the subjects into four groups

based on their smoking histories: nonsmokers, current cigarette smokers, former
cigarette smokers, and current and former pipe and cigar smokers. Current cigarette
smokers had significantly lower values for vital capacity, maximal ventilation, and
maximal expiratory flow rates than a comparable group of nonsmokers. Former
cigarette smokers had significantly lower vital capacity than nonsmokers. Pipe and cigar

smokers performed as well as nonsmokers in all tests.
Although comparison of former cigarette smokers with nonsmokers and current

cigarette smokers did not provide clear evidence for or against reversibility of
ventilatory impairment, analysis of the former smokers showed that those with the
longest smoking-free interval performed significantly better on several tests of
pulmonary function. Within the limitations of a retrospective cross-sectional survey, the
findings are consistent with reversibility of pulmonary impairment upon cessation of
smoking.

6. Cardiovascular System
Cardiac Performance and Aging: Occult Disease

Previous cross-sectional studies have characterized the effects of aging on a
number of cardiovascular functions. Findings included a progressive fall in resting
cardiac function with advancing age, a rise in peripheral resistance, and a wide range of

individual differences in all measurements (Brandfonbrener et al., 1955). None of
these earlier studies was able to control for the presence of occult coronary-artery
disease (CAD), nor did the studies consider the average daily level of physical activity.
The BLSA population provides a unique opportunity to reassess the effect of aging on
the cardiovascular system for at least three separate reasons: Stress testing is used to

screen for occult CAD; the elderly participants in whom cardiovascular function is
tested maintain a level of physical activity required for independent community living;
and recent technological advances that have made possible more accurate non-invasive
measurements of cardiac function are currently available for application to BLSA
participants.

The value of stress testing to detect occult CAD is illustrated in Table 5
(Gerstenblith et al., 1980). A subset of the population in the sixth to ninth decades was
evaluated for CAD by both resting and stress criteria, which included exercise ECG

and thallium testing described in Chapter IV. When stress criteria are employed in
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subjects in the sixth through the ninth decades, CAD is found in roughly twice as many

cases, so that its rate in the aged approximates that found in unselected necropsy
reports (Gerstenblith et al., 1980). It is likely that the high prevalence of occult disease
in the older age range has had a major impact on studies attempting to assess the effect
of age per se on cardiovascular performance. In the BLSA approach, data from subjects
with either-clinically overt or latent disease are excluded from studies whose purpose is
to specify age effects; the result has in many instances been a perspective on the aging

heart that is somewhat different from those of earlier studies: Some decreases in
cardiovascular performance with age are due to disease, and the impact of age per se

may not be as great as has been thought.
Cardiac Function at Rest
Systolic time intervals. Systolic time intervals provide a non-invasive assessment of
general cardiovascular performance. In a series of 315 BLSA participants aged 20 to 89

years, a slightly longer ejection period was observed with age (Shaw et al., 1973).
One-dimensional echocardiography. The advent of ultrasound as a tool to test cardiac

dimension and motion has permitted a more direct non-invasive assessment of cardiac
function. A major determinant of cardiac stroke volume is the end-diastolic filling
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Figure V.15. Linear regression plot depicting the relationship between age and diastolic
cavity dimension in healthy participants from the BLSA.
From Gerstenblith et al. (1977).
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volume. Studies utilizing M-mode (one-dimensional) echocardiography in BLSA
participants have indicated that, at rest, the left-ventricular end-diastolic diameter is not
significantly altered with advancing age (Fig. 15) (Gerstenblith et al., 1977), and that

ejection fraction index is also not age-related (Fig. 16). In view of the fact that the
resting heart rate did not vary with age in these subjects, and if it can be assumed that
the heart does not change its shape with age, the results suggest that cardiac output at
rest is also not age-related. But since the assumption about shape may not be warranted,

one-dimensional echograms permit no firm conclusion about the effect of age on
cardiac output.
Two-dimensional echocardiography. Technological advances have resulted in the
evolution of an echogram that measures cardiac chambers in two dimensions. Twodimensional studies in an additional subset (n = 25) of BLSA participants indicated that
end-diastolic and end-systolic cardiac areas were not changed with age (VanTosh et al.,
1980); since the study found no age-related change in heart rate, it also suggested that
resting cardiac output did not vary with age.
Multiple-gated cardiac blood-pool (MUGA) scans. More recently, it has been possible

to measure cardiac volumes directly by multiple-gated cardiac blood ,^^:1 scans
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Figure V.16. Linear regression plot depicting the relationship between age and ejection
fraction index in healthy BLSA participants.
From Gerstenblith-et al. (1977).
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Table V.6.

Effect of Adult Age on Resting Cardiac Function
Population A

Population B

Institutionalized

Unscreened for
Occult CAD'

Active in Community Life
Screened for
Occult CAD°

Age range, 19-86 yr

Age range, 24-79 yr

Slight decrease

No effect

Stroke volume

Decrease

No effect

Stroke- volume index

Decrease

No effect

Cardiac output

Decrease

No effect

Cardiac index

Decrease

No effect

Peripheral vascular
resistance

Increase

No effect

Peak systolic blood
pressure

Increase

Increase

Diastolic pressure

No effect

No effect

Heart rate

'From Brandfonbrener et al. (1955)
°From Rodeheffer et al. (1981)

(MUGA) described in Chapter IV. Analysis of studies in the first 37 participants
(Rodeheffer et al., 1981) confirms the interpretation of the earlier studies with
ultrasound, that no relation to age is found when end-diastolic, end-systolic, stroke
volume, or cardiac output is _measured at rest. A comparison of the hemodynamic
profile of these participants with that of institutionalized subjects of an earlier nonBLSA study is given in Table 6. With the exception of the age-related increase in
systolic blood pressure noted in both studies, the age-related differences in cardiovascu-

lar function fot.ad in the previous study were not observed in BLSA participants.
Although the earlier study was more heavily weighted on both age extremes, the
marked differences between the two groups between the ages of 30 and 80 years
cannot readily be attributed to a difference in age range or in methodology. The
contrast must thus result from differences in the populations studied. While this might
in part be a birth-cohort effect of unspecified cause, a more attractive hypothesis would
point to the likelihood of cardiovascular "deconditioning' secondary to convalescence

or bed-rest, and occult coronary disease in the earlier sample.
Ventricular hypertrophy. Although at rest cardiac output and its hemodynamic
determinantsfilling volume, ejection fraction, and heart rateare not age-related,
the increase in systolic blood pressure with advancing age necessitates an increase in
cardiac work. The increase in systolic pressure apparently results from age-related
stiffening of the vasculature (Lakatta, 1979).
In order to develop and maintain greater systolic pressure, ventricular wall stress
must increase. Because of the inverse relation between wall stress and fiber shortening,
however, the increase in wall stress compromises shortening and thus the ejection of
blood. To maintain normal shortening in the face of an increased pressure load, the
heart can hypertrophy, i.e., thicken its wall, since wall stress is force per unit thickness.
The presence of cardiac hypertrophy with advancing age has been sought in 67 healthy
BLSA participants. Gerstenblith et al. (1977) have demonstrated a mild age-related
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increase in left-ventricular wall thickness in men over the age range of 25 to 80 years
(Fig. 17) that may be considered an adaptation to maintain normal systo:::: function.
Although the increase in diastolic wall thickness may be a major factor in producing the
progressive age-related limitation of cardiac filling during the early diastolic period
(Fig. 18), the fact that end-diastolic volume is not compromised renders it unlikely that
the reduced filling rate at rest has physiologic significance.
Cardiovascular Response to Stress.

The fact that overall cardiac performance at rest is not altered by age in normal
man by no means indicates that performance during stress is unaffected. Classic studies
of exercise physiology have indicated that maximum exercise performance diminishes
with age in apparently healthy persons. Age-related declines have been identified in

maximum aerobic capacity, heart rate, stroke volume, cardiac output, and arteriovenous 02 differences (see review by Gerstenblith et al., 1976). These comparisons,
however, are made not at standard exercise levels across all ages but at the voluntary
maximal exercise level in each subject, which is substantially reduced with age. Since

no plateau is evident in the workload curves, it cannot be ascertained whether
maximum cardiac performance was achieved in the elderly, or whether the limitation in

workload with advanced age might have been due to other factors.
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Figure V.17. Linear regression plot depicting the relationship between age and leftventricular diastolic wall thickness.

From Gerstenblith et al. (1977).
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Consideration of the influence of occult disease is even more important during
exercise than in studies of the cardiovascular system at rest. In fact, an age-dependent

increase in ECG abnormalities during exercise, which may in some instances be
indicative of coronary disease, has been observed in some of the classic studies
(Montoye, 1975; Granath et al., 1964). Furthermore, the status of physical conditioning is also a major determinant of the exercise response. A true assessment of the effect
of aging per se on the cardiovascular response to exercise, then, requires strict control of
both parameters. The cardiovascular response to exercise has been measured by the
MUGA scan in BISA participants who had both normal ECG and normal thallium tests
during treadmill exercise. The results obtained in the first 37 consecutive volunteers
for this exercise protocol, like the findings at rest, differ in many ways from previous

studies (Gerstenblith et al., 1976) that have examined the effect of age on the
cardiovascular response to stress:
Maximum heart rate after exercise. The maximum heart rate decreased significantly
with age (Tab. 7). It is important to note that the maximum heart rates achieved in this
exercise protocol were comparable to those in other studies, including those in which
the maximum work load was significantly reduced with advanced age. That this result
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Figure V.18 Linear regression plot depicting the relationship between age and the rate of
left-ventricular early diastolic filling as manifest in the closure rate of the anterior leaflet of the

mitral valve (EF) slope.
From Gerstenblith et al. (1977).
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The Effect of Age on Hemodynamic Performance at Maximum Exercise
in BLS,^. Subjects (N - 37)
Linear Regression

Parameter

r

p

Heart rate (BPM)

200.7

.82 (age)

-.57

< .001

Enddiastolic
volume (cc)

126.2

+

t28 (age)

.39

< .02

Stroke volume

107.6

+

.69 (age)

.29

< .08

22.5

-

.07 (age)

-.19

< .24

-.45 +

.60 (age)

.50

(cc)

Cardiac output
(4 min)
Endsystolic
volume (cc)

< .002

Ejection fraction

92.9

-

.20 (age)

- 35

< .03

Total peripheral
vascular resistance

20.32

-

.06 (age)

-.18

< 28

+

.34 (age)

Systolic blood
pressure (mm Hg)

177.9

.176

< .3

From Rodeheffer et al. (1981)

has been observed in virtually every population studied suggests that a diminished
maximum heart rate is a true age-related phenomenon.
End-diastolic filling volume (pre-load). Blood filling the heart during diastole serves to
stretch the fibers, in the process not only altering their geometry but also enhancing
activation of the myofilaments. Through these mechanisms the heart can alter its stroke
volume with changes in filling volume, an effect sometimes referred to as the FrankStarling mechanism. It has previously been hypothesiazd (Gerstenblith et al., 1977)
that because of changes in myocardial compliancethat is, the heart becomes stiffer
with ageand because early diastolic filling rate is compromised with advancing age,
diastolic filling volume may be lower in elderly than in ycianger adult subjects during
exercise, when the finial; time is reduced.
Not only is this not the case, but quite the opposite occurs: End-diastolic filling
volume is increased rather than decreased as a function of age during the maximum

exercise response (Tab. 7). In a previous study of another subset of the BLSA
population at submaximal work loadssemi-supine exercise at a common heart rate of
120 bpmthe measured end-diastolic area determined by two-dimensional echocardiography was also greater in subjects 65+ years old than in those whose age averaged
30 years (VanTosh et al., 1980). The observed increase in filling volume was a major
factor through which stroke volume not only was maintained, but actually tended to
become larger, in the older group during exercise (Tab. 7). This in part balanced the
effect of a decrease in maximal heart rate cn maximal cardiac output, which in this
population demonstrated only a slightly negative trend with age (Tab. 7). Enhancement of filling volume 'by the Frank-Starling mechanism may thus be construed as an
age-related adaptive mechanism through which cardiac output is maintained during
stress. A price is paid for this adaptation since, in accordance with LaPlace's law,
generation of a given ventricular pressure requires greater wall stress (force per unit
area) if the ventricular radius is increased; this in turn requires a greater level of cardiac

work and energy production. Futhermore, enhanced filling volume, even in the
.V. 1
1
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absence of changes in compliance, results in an enhanced filling pressure, and may at
least in part explain the age-related increase in filling pressure observed during exercise
(Granath et al., 1964). An increase in left-heart diastolic filling pressure also produces
an increase in pulmonary venous pressure, which increases the likelihood of pulmonary
congestion.
Ejection fraction. An increase in diastolic filling volume should not only enhance
stroke volume but also result in the ejection with each beat of a greater fraction of
blood in the elderly than in young adults. The expected result, however, does not
occur in the aged heart; end-systolic volume is not reduced during exercise in the
elderly to the same extent as in younger adults; in fact, it increases with age (Tab. 7).
Thus, although filling volume increases, the fraction of blood ejected is not increased
but actually decreases with advancing age (Tab. 7). This indicates that the ejection of

blood by the heart is compromised in the elderly subjects.
Autonomic modulation. During maximum exercise, when the sympathetic compo-

nent is the exclusive autonomic modulator, a marked increase in catecholamine
secretion occurs (Tzankoff et el., 1980). An age-related alteration in sympathetic
modulation of the cardiovas,..ular response to exercise could account for: a) the decline
in maximum heart rate; and b) the apparent decline in maximum contractility, i.e., an
increased end-systolic volume, and a decreased ejection fraction from a greater filling
volume in the absence of an increase in systolic blood pressure in the elc:erly during
exercise.
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Figure V.19. The effect of age on plasma-norepinephrine concentration during maximum
treadmill exercise in BLSA participants. Plasma norepinephrine :oncentration at rest did not differ
in these subjects. In addition to the regression analysis across age, the subjects were divided into 3
age groups. The dotted vertical lines separate the 3 age groups in which the mean and SEM are

denoted by A.
From Tzankoff et al. (1980).
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A diminished sympathetic response during exercise could result from a deficiency

in the elaboration of catecholamines in aged subjects. In a subset of the BLSA
population (n = 27) both plasma epinephrine and norepinephrine, although not agerelated at rest, demonstrated a substantial age-dependent increase during treadmill
exercise (Fig. 19) (Tzankoff et al., 1980). A diminished maximum heart rate in these
healthy subjects was thus accompanied by an increase rather than a decrease in plasma
catecholamines. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that target-organ responsiveness to catecholamines declines with age. This was tested on a subset of the BLSA
population by the infusion of incremental concentrations of isoproterenol in bolus form

and monitoring of the resultant increase in heart rate (Lakatta, 1979). The same
concentration of isoproterenol resulted in a greater increase in heart rate in younger
than in older participants (Fig. 20). The result supports the notion that adrenergic
responsiveness diminishes with age.
Summary: Hemodynamic Function at Rest and in Response to Stress

Age-related differences in the cardiovascular response to stress have often been
observed in man. Their nature and magnitude have varied with the population studied.

In apparently healthy populations that have not been screened for occult coronary
disease, substantial decrements in maximum cardiopulmonary function and work
capacity have been observed. In more selected populations, although maximum
cardiovascular function does not markedly deteriorate with advanced age, dermite agerelated adaptations in hemodynamics serve to prevent substantial declines in cardiac
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output. A feature common to studies in a wide variety of populations is that the agerelated differences observed may be attribute e, at least in part, to altered responsiveness to adrenergic stimulation.
Elearophyudogy

In addition to hemodynamic function, recent studies of BLSA participants have

focused on the electrophysiological properties of the heart, in particular on the
conduction system:
Non-invasive assessment of His-bundle ECG. It is not known whether the age-related
increase in PR interval is due to slowed conduction proximal (PH) or distal (HV) to
the His bundle, or to both. A microprocessor-assisted high-resolution. ECG, which
signal-averaged 512 cardiac cycles, recorded high-frequency, lowamplitude ECG
signals from the body surface of 63 BLSA participants aged 21 to 70 (1 age = 46.1 ±

17.0 yr) (Das et al., 1982). All subjects were clinically free of heart disease and
displayed both normal resting ECG and normal maximal treadmill exercise tests. Hisbundle potentials were identified in 53 individuals; the 10 persons in whom a His spike
could not be identified did not differ in age or resting heart rate from those with His

potentials, but had shorter PR intervals (131.5 ± 15.3 vs. 155.8 ± 18.5 msec, p <
.001). In those subjects with demonstrable His activity, the following regressions were
obtained:

PR = 139.6 msec + 0.35 age; (r = .32, p < .02)
PH = 101.1 msec + 0.31 age; (r = .33,.p < .02)
HV = 38.3 msec + 0.04 age; (r = .09, p = NS)
HR = 72.6 beats/min 0.11 age; (r = .19, p = NS).
These obsem.tions led to the conclusions that: The Iccess rate of recording surface
His potentials varies directly with the PR interval; HV interval does not change with
ace in adults; and the prolongation of PR interval seen with advancing age is due to
conduction delay proximal to the His bundle.
Ambulatory ECG in a healthy elderly population. Although recording of ambulatory
24-hour ECG has become a common diagnostic tool on which anti-arrhythmic and
pacemaker therapy is predicated in the elderly, no suitable standards of normality exist
for this age group. Ambulatory ECGs were analyzed in 98 BLSA subjects who had

demonstrated a normal response to maximum treadmill ECG. Of this carefully
screened population, 88% demonstrated supraventricular ectopic beats and 80%
showed ventricular ectopic beats. A further breakdown of arrhythmias (Fleg and
Kennedy, 1982) is sh.iwn below:
Percentage

of Subjects

Supra ventricular

a. 100 beats in 24 hours
Benign slow atrial tachycardia
Paroxysmal atrial tachycardia

26
28
13

Ventricular

a 100 beats in 24 hours

17

Multiform
Couples
Ventricular tachycardia

35
11

4
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Sinus bradycardia less than 40/min and sinus pauses exceeding 1.5 seconds were
rare. No instance of high-degree AV block or sinus arrest was observed. These results
provide a framework for the interpretation of ambulatory ECG results in symptomatic
elderly subjects.

7. Renal System
Creatinine clearance. Creatinine clearance is frequently used as a clinical estimate of
kidney function (glomerular filtration rate, GFR). Although the published criteria for
severity of renal disease included classification of patients according to their creatinine
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clearance in comparison with the "predicted normal," no age-adjusted normal
standards for creatinine clearance were available until 1976, when the GRC provided
them (Rowe et al., 1976a). Standard 24-hour creatinine clearance measurements were

made on 884 adult male participants (age range = 17-96 yr) in the BISA. True
creatinine was measured in both serum and urine. There was a highly significant
reduction in creatinine clearance with age in 548 carefully screened subjects, and the
relation between creatinine clearance and age was found to be best described by the
linear equation: Creatinine clearance (ml/min
1.73m2) = 133 0.64 age (yr).
Nomograms for ascertaining age-adjusted percentile rank in creatinine clearance were
constructed for men and, by derivation, for women (Fig. 21). The conversion factor of

0.93 to derive values for females was taker: from the literature review by Wesson
(1969). The longitudinal analysis of renal function is summarized in Chapter VI, and
the study (Rowe et al., 1976b) is reprinted in the Appendix.
Concentrating ability. Several cross-sectional studies have shown that the ability to
concentrate urine declines with age after maturity. A BLSA study was performed to
determine cross-sectional age differences in solute and water conservation, independent of the effects of disease or medication (Rowe et al., 1976c). The 97 participants
included in the analysis ranged in age from 20 to 79 years. At 6:00 P.M. each subject
was asked to void and the urine was discarded. Subjects were then instructed not to eat

or drink until 6:00 A.M. Urine specimens representing three time periods were then
collected between 9:00 P.M. and 6:00 A.M. At 6:00 A.M. a blood sample was collected
for determination of osmolality and creatinine concentration. At 10:00 A.M., a final
urine sample was collected, and the total 16-hour pool was used for determination of
creatinine clearance. During Period 1 (6:00-9:00 P.M.), no significant age-related
differences were found in urine osmolality, urine flow, solute secretion, or osmolar
clearance. By Period 3 (midnight to 6:00 A.M.), however, young subjects had
responded to water deprivation with a marked decrease in urine flow, a moderate
increase in urine osmolality, and a resultant significant decrease in osmolar clearance.
Middle-aged subjects also decreased urine flow and increased urine osmolality, but to a

lesser extent than young subjects; the result was a small net decline in osmolar
clearance. In the elderly subjects urine-flow rate, urine osmolality, and osmolar
clearance were not significantly altered during rise period of dehydration. These effects

indicate that in addition to the reduction in glomerular filtration rate there is an
impaired response of renal tubules to changes in plasma osmolality in the old subjects.

8. Endocrine System
Age and diabetes. The cortisone glucose tolerance test, introduced in the mid-1950s,

was proposed for the detection of 11: prediabetic state, that is, to provide a more
sensitive index of 6iabetes than the oral glucose tolerance test. Several studies had
shown that pot.- performance on the cortisone glucose tolerance test was predictive of

the future development of clinical diabetes.
Although it had been shown by 1965 that performance on both the standard
glucose tolerance test and the cortisone glucose tolerance test declines with age, the
studies failed to quantify the age effect or define the age at which it begins (Andres,
1971). To test the assumption that the age-related loss of glucose tolerance might be
clinically significant, a BLSA study was undertaken to quantify the effect of aging on
cortisone glucose tolerance test performance over the entire adult age span (Pozefsky

et al., 1965).
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Of the 89 male subjects, aged 21 to 95 years, initially selected for study, data from
15 were eliminated because they had diabetes, reported a positive family history of

diabetes that was less than first-degree, or were taking drugs known to alter
carbohydrate metabolism. An additior-' 13 subjects with a primary family history of
diabetes were analyzed separately. i he final group consisted of 61 individuals.
Cortisone acetate based on b.dy weight was given orally in two equal doses 8.5
and 2 hours before glucose administration. After withdrawal of a fasting blood sample,
1.75 g of glucose/kg of body weight was administered orally as a 30% solution. Blood
samples were then obtained at 20-minute intervals _for two hours. Blood glucose was
measured by ferricyanide reduction. An obesity index was computed for each subject
from the ratio of actual weight to the mid-weight for the medium frame in the 1959
Metropolitan Desirable Weight Tabie (Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 1959).
Fasting blood-glucose levels were elevated by cort:-one in subjects of all ages, but

sensitivity to this effect increased significantly with advancing age: The averag,
increment was 2.1 mg /dl for each age decade. Blood-glucose concentration also
increased with age after glucose administration. By 120 minutes the average increase in
glucose level was 17.6 mg /dl per decade of life. The subjects were divided into three
age groups (20-44, 45-64, and 65-95 yr) for comparison of mean cortisone glucose
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tolerance test curves. The oldest group reached peak blood glucose levels at 80 minutes
and showed only a slight decline thereafter. Yourg subjects peaked at 60 minutes, and
fell more rapidly in the second hour of the test. The response of the middle-aged group
was intermediate (Fig. 22). The effect of age on glucose levels was thus not simply a

difference between young and old but manifest throughout the adult age range.
A comparison of tolerance curves revealed higher glucose intolerance in subjects
whose families had histories of diabetes. The differences between this group and the
control group, which although small were statistically significant, confirmed the

observation that performance on this test is poorer in subjects at higher risk of
developing diabetes.
The profound age influence on performance made it clear that reliance on a single
standard for the upper limit of normality was unrealistic. A nomogram was therefore
proposed to permit percentile ranking of an individual within his age group, although
prospective studies are required to determine the prognostic implications of specific
percentile ranks (Fig. 23).

The application of separate standards to different age groups assumes that
deterioration in glucose tolerance with increasing age does not necessarily indicate
diabetes mellitus. The question whether the decrement is the result of pathology or a
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Figure V.23. Cortisone-glucose tolerance test. Nomogram for establishing an individual's
percentile rant- in his birth cohort, based on 2-hr blood-glucose concentration.
From Pozefsky et al. (1965, adapted).
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part of normal aging might be solved by a test for diabete., that does not involve
measuring glucose tolerance. A BLSA study (Swerdloff et al., 1967) was undertaken to
test the possibility that the intravenous tolbutamide test might be an age-independent
method of detecting diabetes without reference to glucose tolerance. The decline of
blood-glucose concentration that occurs after tolbutamide administration is markedly
influenced by diabetes, occurring more slowly and to a lesser degree than in normal
individuals.
Tolbutamide tests were performed in 141 male subjects, 117 of whom (age range
= 25-81 yr) were randomly selected from participants in the BLSA. The other 24 were
college students and hospital employees 21 to 36 years of age. Forty-one subjects were
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Figure V24. Age effect on response to tolbutamide.
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subsequently excluded for characteristics that were likely to confound the results, such
as those noted above for the cortisone-glucose tolerance test. After overnight fasting, a
baseline blood sample was taken. Then sodium tolbutamide in distilled water at a dose
of 1 g/70 kg body weight was injected, and blood samples for glucose analysis were

obtained at 6, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, and 60 minutes.
A significant increase in fasting blood-glucose concentration with advancing age
was found in the group, in contrast with other groups in which there was no difference
with age, but the increment was only 0.9 mg /dl per decade of life. The fall in glucose
concentration after tolbutamide administration was markedly affected by the age of the
subject. Blood-glucose levels fell rapidly in the youngest subjects, usually reached a
minimum in 30 minutes, and generally rebounded by 60 minutes. In the older subjects,
glucose fell more slowly, reaching a minimum at an average of 45 minutes, and the
decrease was smaller. The greatest age effects were seen at 20 and 30 minutes after

tolbutamide administration (Fig. 24). The decline in response to tolbutamide was
progressive in the four decades from age 20 to age 59. There was, however, no further

decline in response in subjects over age 59.
Since age effects were pronounced in the tolbutamide test, it was concluded that
this method, like the glucose tolerance method, requires age adjustment for proper
interpretation. Accordingly, a nomogram was provided to permit the rapid computation of age-adjusted percentile ranking of an individual's response to intravenous
tolbutamide (Fig. 25).
The limitations of various methods of diagnosing diabetes in the elderly were
discussed by Andres (1971) in a symposium on diabetes mellitus. He concluded that
statistical manipulations of survey data cannot resolve the question whether standards
of normality should be adjusted for age, and recommended that long-term longitudinal
follow-up studies be made in populations that have participated in glucose tolerance

tests, to determine what levels of performance in different age groups indicate
increased risk of diabetes and such diabetes-related events as atherosclerosis, diabetic
neuropathy, nephropathy, retinopathy, or, indeed, death itself. Once a high-risk group
is identified, he added, the efficacy of therapeutic regimes can be assessed.

Another BLSA study (McGuire et al., 1979) provided some insight into the
changes in insulin kinetics in vivo that are characteristic of aging, of moderate obesity,

and of maturity-onset diabetes insufficiently severe to require insulin therapy. The
kinetics of unlabeled porcine insulin were studied in 69 nondiabetic males aged 18 to
83 years with obesity indexes of 0.93-1.51, and in 12 maturity-onset diabetics aged 46
to 78 years with obesity indexes of 0.95-1.56, by use of the insulin infusion glucoseclamp technique (DeFronzo et al., 1979) to maintain constant blood-glucose levels.
The individuals were grouped to allow comparison of the results on the basis of age,

obesity index, or diabetes. Analysis of the kinetic data with a mathematical model
allowed steady-state distribution masses and degradation-rate constants to be determined for each subject.
The responses over a period of 120 minutes to an intravenous infusion and
washout of insulin showed both transient and steady-state differences with age, obesity,
and diabetes. Analysis of the data led to the conclusion that in the steady state the ratio
of insulin in extravt.scular spaces to insulin in plasma was decreased by 26% in the
moderately obese group and by 17% in the diabetie group, but was increased by 13%

in the older group, when each was compared with the appropriate control. It was
concluded that these changes probably reflect changes in the binding of insulin to
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receptors, although the magnitude of the changes would be somewhat modified by
alterations in the size of the interstitial space in relation to plasma volume.
In addition, the rate of entry of new insulin into plasma was increased by 45% in
the diabetics and by 27% in the moderately obese group, but was decreased by 11% in

the older group.
These findings led to the following general conclusions. The pattern of changes
seen with obesity is similar to that in maturity-onset diabetes. In obesity and maturityonset diabetes, the decrease in the ratio of insulin in extravascular spaces to insulin in
plasma cannot be accounted for solely by changes in fasting plasma-insulin levels. The

fact that the pattern of changes seen in the older subjects is the opposite of that in
maturity-onset diabetics suggests that diabetes is distinct from the changes in normal
aging. Finally, since the changes in the metabolism of insulin are small, it is unlikely
that they are the sole cause of the major alterations in glucose tolerance that occur with
age, obesity, or diabetes.
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Hypothalamioituitary.testicular axis. A number of investigators looking at the
effects of age on sex hormones in me n have come to the conclusion. that the major male

hormone, testosterone, decreases with age (Stearns et al., 1974; Vermeulen et al.,
1972) and that, because of an increase in the specific sex hormone binding globulin
(SHBG), the unbound (bioavailable) hormone decreases even more prominently than
the total. Along with these changes, increases in plasma estrogens have also been
reported (Rubens et al., 1974; Pirke and Doerr, 1975). Most investigators have found
an increase with age in the plasma levels of the pituitary gonadotropins, luteinizing
hormone (LH), and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH); the increase presumably
reflects the decline in testicular function with subsequent redaction in inhibition of
gonadotropin secretion by negative feedback (Stearns et al., 1974; Vermeulen et al.,
1972; Baker et al., 1976).
In a study of 76 BLSA men (Harman and Tsitouras, 1980), we measured basal
circulating levels of gonadotropins, four sex steroids (testosterone [T), dihydrotesterone [DHT], estradiol [E2], and estrone [Ed), an index of sex steroid binding to plasma
globulin, testicular volumes, and, when possible, sperm production. An index of sexual

activity was obtained by Dr. Clyde Martin of the Human Performance Section. In
addition, provocative studies of pituitary and gonadal secretory function used
luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LRH) (Harman et al., 1982) and human
chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) to test secretory reserve capacity. Results of these
studies can be summarized as follows:
Unlike the subjects in prs.vious investigations, who showed decreased T and free T
index and increased E1 and E2, our healthy volunteers revealed no significant changes

in prevailing blood levels of sex steroids over the age range from 25 to 90 years.
Leydig-cell reserve capacity was somewhat diminished after hCG stimulation,
although the differential narrowed with time after hCG stimulation.
Basal levels of both LH and FSH were increased with age despite the absence of a
change in .c-x steroids.
Pituitary response to LRH:

LH response, after correction for effect of basal LH level, was moderately
decreased in the oldest men (age range = 70-89 yrs), but significantly so
only in comparison with the middle-aged men (age range = 50-69 yr). LH
peak response time was significantly delayed with age.
FSH response showed a significant decrease with age, but no delay in peak
time.

Glycoprotein hormone sub-unit secretion. Measurements of cc and alp
and FSHO sub-units in the sera obtained in this study showed increases in
the basal levels of each sub-unit with age, but these increases were low in
proportion to tile increase in intact gonadotropins. Thus, the ratios of a/
(LH + FSH) decrease as gonadotropins rise. This phenomenon presumably results from more efficient synthesis and combination of sub-units into
the heterodimer form. Responses of cc, LHP, and FSHP to LRH injection
were reduced in aged men (after correction for basal level), but to a lesser
extent than the LH and FSH responses. The secretory ratios of sub-unit to
intact hormone after LRH stimulation were thus relatively higher in aged
men than in their younger counterparts.

3.
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In unpublished data sexual-activity ievels decreased with age, despite the
maintenance of normal sex-steroid levels. Nonetheless, high free T index was weakly
but significantly correlated with higher sexual-activity level, and low free T index with
reduced activity in the oldest (and only in the oldest) men. No significant differences
were found in testicular volumes with age, nor in mean sperm counts per ml or per
ejaculate.
From the above data, we conclude that elderly but healthy middle-class men, living
at home, may not manifest decreased androgens or increased estrogens. These findings
contrast with those in previous study populations, which often included older subjects
frc-m clinics, nursing homes, and similar institutio.,s and-may thus have refle-ted the
effects of variables other than aging per se. The reduced hCG response and elevated
gonadotropin levels suggest that although some age-related defect in testicular function
may occur in these men it is compensated by increased pituitary activity. The pituitary response -data suggest reduced sensitivity of pituitary gonalotrophs to LRH with age.
The decreased sexual activity in men with normal androgens must be produced by
something other than hypogonadism, perhaps by alterations in central or peripheral
nervous-system function. The better-maintained sexual function in old men with higher
free T indices suggests that high levels of androgen activity may partially overcome the
age-related deterioration of sexual function.
In order further to investigate the relationships of aging, sexual activity, and sex
hormone levels, we used lyophilized sera and other data obtained from 180 BLSA men
ag,..i 60 to 80 years (Tsitouras et al., 1982) in a retrospective survey of the relation of
sexual activity to serum T, body composition, alcohol and tobacco habits, and cardiac
status. The study confirmed the correlation of serum T and sexual-activity level in older
men and suggested that the relation is not mediated by obesity, muscle mass, alcohol
consumption, smoking, or coronary artery disease. A tendency toward decreased sexual
activity, but no decrease in T, was found in men consuming the largest amounts of
alcohol, and a tendency toward decreased T, but no decrease in sexual activity, in men

having the greatest percentages of body fat.
Arginine vasopression. Secretion of arginine vasopressin (AVP), a natural peptide
antidiuretic hormone, by the hypothalamic-neurohypophyseal-renal axis is inhibited by
ethanol and stimulated by hypertonic saline. The impact of age on these responses was

determined by direct assay of AVP (Helderman et al., 1978). Subjects in two age
groups (9 men 21-49 and 13 men 54-92 yr) were administered ethanol intravenously
at the rate of 375 mg/m2 surface area per minute for one hour. Sixteen other subjects
in two age groups (age ranges = 22-48 and 52-66 yr) were given an int_avenous
infusion of 3% NaCl for two hours at the rate of 0.1 ml/kg body weight per minute.
Young and old control subjects received normal saline intravenously. Blood and urine
sample were collected from all subjects and analyzed. AVP levels fell progressively
during ethanol infusion in the younger group, but in the older group they fell for only
30 minutes, then paradoxically rose to nearly basal levels as ethanol levels continued to
increase; after infusion ceased, the AVP values continued to rise to nearly twice basal
values. In the hypertonic saline group, serum AVP rose to 2.5 times the basal level in

young men and 4.5 times the basal level in old men despite identical free-water
clearances. The paradoxical AVP response of the older subjects to greater osmolality

induced by ethanol administration was partly due to their significantly greater
osmoreceptor sensitivity (Fig. 26), which may compensate for the decreased ability of

their aging kidneys to conserve salt and water.
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Hormone receptors. Although previous studies have shown that the concentrations of

hormone receptors are reduced during aging in several animal species, most of the
work has been limited to intracellular receptors for steroid hormones. A BLSA study
(Schocken and Roth, 1977) found that cell-surface binding sites for (3-adrenergic
hormones in humans also decrease in number with advancing age. Mononuclear cell
fractioas obtained from BLSA subjects aged 24 to 81 years were assayed for (3adrenergic receptors using 3H-dihydroalprenolol. Although the binding sites retained a

high affinity for dihydroalprenolol irrespective of the age of the donor, the

concentration of receptors dropped significantly with age (Fig. 27). The mean
saturation level was 572 ± 58 pmol/mg protein in subjects 24 to 41 years old and 332
± 48 pmol/mg protein, or slightly more than hall', in subjects over 46 years. Likewise,
the number of sites per cell correlated inversely with age (14,000 in the young and
8000 in the old group). While previous hormone-receptor studies in man have dealt
with either intracellular receptors or cells in ssue culture, this investigation was the
first to demonstrate age-associated alterations of surface hormone binding sites in cells
taken directly from humans. The results support the idea that loss of certain hormone
receptors is a common manifestation of aging and -Iso offer a possible explanation of
age-associated loss of responsiveness to adrenergic hormones.
More recently, a (3-adrenergic binding site with an affinity approximately ten times

higher has been detected by two other laboratories (Abrass and Scarpace, 1981;
Landmann et al., 1981). Its concentration is apparer.tly not affected by aging, although
(3-adrenergic stimulation of adenylate cyclase is markedly reduced in lymphocytes of
aged subjects. Thus (3-adrenergic mechanisms in these cells may be altered at the level
of adenylate cyclase itself, and the role of age changes in the lower-affinity binding site

remains to be elucidated.
It has been suggested that the insulin binding system undergoes a genetically
programmed aging. Previously reported differences in insulin binding in fibroblast
samples are most striking when data from children are compared with data from adults.
Since the differences may be interpreted as representing developmental changes rather
than adult aging, a study (Hollenberg and Schneider, 1979) compared ligand binding
and biological responsiveness to porcine insulin and murine epidermal growth factorurogastrone (EGF-URO) in skin fibroblast cultures derived from men 22 to 31 years
old with those of cultures from men 65 to 80 years old. The receptor characteristics of

the cells from the two age groups did not differ.

9. Immune System
Immune function has so many facets that it requires a variety of assay procedures,

including in-vitro cell culture and the determination of serum immunoprotein and
antibody levels. Although serum samples can be obtained from all BLSA subjects
during their visits to the GRC, the culture of the peripheral blood white cells and some
of the cell-culture assays are so time-consuming that cells from only one individual can
be examined during a day. As a result of the difference in time and effort required by
various assays, tf.e number of individuals who constitute the data base varies with the
assay, and not every assay has been performed on every BLSA participant. The first set
of assay results to be discussed is concerned with cellular function in the host immune
response.
Number of white cells in peripheral blood. From longitudinal data collected during five

visit cycles, the number of the various types of white cells present in the peripheral
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AGE (YEARS)

Figure V.28. Counts of total white blood cells (WBC), segmented neutrophiles (SECS),
lymphocytes, and monocytes were determined at each visit of the BLSA participant. Visits

occurred at 1- or 2yr intervals. Each line in each grouping repre.....nts one cycle of visits. Five cycles

are presented for each white-cell group.
From Adler and Nagel (1981).
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blood was determined over the age range from 20 to 90 years (Fig. 28). There were no
differences in the total white-cell count or in the number of the various white cells in

the peripheral blood (Adler and Nagel, 1981; Nagel et al., 1982b). Granulocytes,
lymphocytes, and monocytes maintain the same relative representation and absolute
numbers throughout this age raage. Use of antisera with specificity against membrane

components makes 4 possible to examine subtypes of lymphocytes such as the B
lymphocyte, which has ltibody-synthesizing ability, and the T lymphocyte, which is
thymic-derived and important in host defense in cell-mediated immune activity and
serves in the regulation of B-cell activity (Fig. 29). Antisera with binding specificity

against B cells, T cells, and the subsets of T cells are available to quantify these
populations (Nagel et al., 1981b; Nagel et :1., 1983). Figure 3G shows that the
representation of B cells in the peripheral blood of individuals of different ages remains
constant. The determination of T cells and T-cell subsets has been studied not across

the age span but in young (age range = 20-40 yr) and old (60+ yr) subjects. It was
found that the total number of T lymphocytes is lower in the older population because
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rigurt V.30. The percentage of blood lymphocytes with membrane immunoglobulin was
der.trrained on 350 individuals of varying age. Each point represents the mean value for a 5-year
interval and is plotted in the mean position for that age group. The bar at each point represents plus
or minus one SEM.

From Adler and Nagel (1981).
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of the decrease in the T-cell subset known as the "cytotoxic-suppressor" population
(Fig. 31). These studies led to the in-vitro cell-culture experiments detailed below.
Granulocyte funaion tem. One arm of the host defense against infectious disease is

the function of the polymorphoneutrophile (PMN). Since previous quantitative
morphologic work had shown no change with age in PMN numbers in peripheral
blood, it was important to determine PMN function. A variety of assays were used.
Metabolic activity was measured by Nitro-Blue-Tetrazolium (NBT) dye reduction. The
reduction of NBT to formazan requires the generation of Fl+ through the metabolism
of glucose. Another system measured the generation by the PMN, in response to a

70%

70%

80

Figure V.31. The percentage of blood lymphocytes that react with the monoclonal antibodies OKT3 (an anti par. T cell antibody)
NM
, OKT4 (an anti T helper cell)
, or
504
OKT8 (an anti T suppressor, cytotoxic cell)
ES was determined on samples from young
(<age 40) and old (>age 60) BSA participants. Rosette determination for T-cell identificatiG,.
showed no age-related changes. The monoclonal antibodies showed a drop in the number of T
cells in the old group that was due mostly to a decrease in the suppressor population.
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stimulus, of lysosomal enzyme, which is necessary for the PMN to kill ingested
bacteria. The last assay measured phagocytic and bacteria-killing ability of the PMN
challenged in vitro by staphylococci. None of the f.ssays demonstrated age-related
change in granulocyte PMN function in vitro (Nagel et al., 19826) (Figs. 32, 33). The
stusly has not, however, addressed the question of PMN function and reserves in the
whole person, especially during a period of physiologic stress.
Antibodyforming ability of peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL). Since morphologic

studies of the PBL subpopulation had shown relatively minor age-related changes, a
study was undertaken to measure the functional ability of these cells in vitro. PBL from
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Figv.e V.32. The bactericidal capacity of granulocytes was determined in vitro using the
Stapk;ococcus aura's organism. Young participants were less than than 40 years of age, old over 60.

TIr: mean number of bacteria killed by PMNs in 60 min was the same in both groups.
From Nagel et al. (19826).
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individuals were placed in culture with a polyclonal B-cell activator, Pokeweed
Mitogen (PWM). PWM will induce antibody synthesis in B cells if the appropriate
functionally active helper T-cell population is present. In a large series of determinations of antibody synthesis in vitro, it was found that PBL in about 13% of the BLSA
individuals, most of whom were over age 50 (Fig. 34), could not be induced to
synthesize immunoprotein ( \1;30 et al., 1981a). More detailed analysis of cells from
the nonresponder group demonstrated that B-cell function was normal and that the lack
of response resulted from a decreased ability of the helper T-cell population to interact
with the B cell (Chrest et al., 1983) (Fig. 35). Without a functional helper T cell, the B

cell cannot be induced to synthesize antibody protein.
Natural killer (NK) cell activity. A population of lymphoid cells found in human
peripheral blood lacks the membrane markers associated with T or B cells. These,
designated "null" cells, have an interesting in-vitro function that is indiczted by their
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Figure V.33. Superoxide generation by granulocytes from young (<age 40) and old (>age
60) was determined in stimulated PMN cultures. Although the mean superoxide level generated
by ?MNs from elderly participants was lower, there was no significant diC.trence between the
groups.

From Nagel et al. (1982b).
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further designation as "natural killer" cells: They can kill a variety of tumor cells in vitro
without previous sensitization with the tumor-cell antigen either in vivo or in vita A

survey of the BLSA volunteers for levels of NK activity in their PBL populations
revealed no age-related change (Nagel et al., 1981c). Nor was there any difference
between the male and female groups (Fig. 36). Anott.er finding was that NK-activity
levels of PBL from the same individual remained relatively the same over a thref -year

period. A dietary factor, the ingestion of ethanol (Saxena et al., 1980), was
nevertheless found to elevate NK activity. The NK activity of PBL in individua who
regularly consumed ethanol was consistently higher than that in age-sex-matcLerl
controls. A dietary factor can thus change a result in an assay system. But since the
significance of NK-cell activity in vivo is not now known, it is difficult to determine
whether a dietary item can affect a clinical problem such as the development of cancer.
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Figure V.34. In thse experiments the number of immunogbbulin.producing cells (PFCs)
induced by Pokeweed Mitogen stimulation of lymphocytes from BLSA participants of varyin age
was clItermined. Each point represents the mean PFC number for replicate PWM-stintulated
'cultures from each individual.

From Adler and Nagel (1981).
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Figure V.35. B cells from a responder (pan, I A) or a nonresponder (panel B) were cultured
alone, or with active helper T cells from a re :ponder or a nonresponder individual. The bars
represent the mean PFC number in replicate cultures ± 1 S.D.

From Chrest et al. (1983).
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Figure V.36. The geometric mean percentage of the "Cr release at a 5:1 effector:target ratio
was determined as a function of age and sex. There were no statistical differences betweensexes or
among ages.

From Nagel et al. (1981c).
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Figure V.37. PBL were stimulated in vitro with phytohemagglutinin (PHA), Concanavalin A
(Con A), Pokeweed Mitogen (PWM), or Staphylococcal Protein A (SPA). After 5 days of culture
the cells were pulsed with tritiated thymidine and one day later the level of radioactivity in the
cellular DNA was determined. The P values for each regression line were: PHA = < .001, Con A
= < .001;SPA = < .05, and PWM = 1. The regression lines were drawn using the mean values of
replicate cell cultures obtained from blood samples from 230 individuals.

From Adler and Nagel (1981).
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Figure V.38. These experiments are exactly as described in Fig. 37, with PHA used as the
mitogen. The data are presented as the mean cpm for the peak response of cell cultures from

individuals of varying age. The numbers at each data point show how many individuals of that age

had the same amount of thymidine incorporation in their cell cultures.
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Mitogen responses of peripheral blood cells. The ability of some PBL to divide in vitro in

reponse to a mitogenic stimulus makes it possible to determine the presence and
functional activity of these cells. Different types of PBL respond in varying degrees to
different mitogens. In general, the mitogens phytohemagglutinin (PHA) and concanavalin A (Con A) stimulate T lymphocytes, while Staphylococcal Protein A and PWM
stimulate both T and some B lymphocytes. A study of the age of the cell donor and the
responsiveness of their cells in vitro to a mitogenic stimulus showed that the ability of
the T lymphocyte to divide was significantly reduced as the age of the cell donor
increased (Adler and Nagel, 1981; Nagel et al., 1982a) (Fig. 37). Some cell cultures
from the youngest BLSA age group respond poorly to a PHA stimulus, while some
from the oldest age group respond well (Fig. 38). A difference has, however, been
found among age groups. The number of poorly responding cultures increases and the
number of good reponses decreases with age. The age at which the number of highand low-responder cultures seems to change markedly is the seventh decade. The
populations below age 60 are similar to one anottr, as are those over age 70 (Fig. 39).
Although the reason why the T cells appear to lose the ability to divide in vitro is still
obscure, it is not a decline in the numbers of T cells. An inherent defect in the T cell
must limit its proliferative ability.
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Figure V.39. The experiments are as des, ibed in Fig. 37 and in the separation of the data
presented in Fig. 38. For each decade of age the individual culture results were divided into 3
groups. One group was composed of results with less than 60,000 cpms (Group A); Group B had

results from 60,000 to 150,000 cpms; and Group C had results over 150,000 cpms. The mean cpm

for all the data was 105,000.
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Serum immunoprotein kvek Immunoglobulins comprise several subclasses: IgG,
which constitutes most of the serum immunoprotein; IgM, a macroglobulin immunoprotein; and IgA, a serum immunoprotein that can also be found in secretions. When
these were quantified across the age range, no significant differences with age were

seen in their representation in serum, except possibly in the group 90+ years old
(Adler and Nagel, 1981). The grOup has so few members, however, that the findings
are heavily influenced by a few individuals with serum immunoprotein levels much

different from the "normal" levels (Fig. 40).
Summary. The most consistent age-related immunologic findings are the defects
seen in the T lymphocyte. The representation of T cells in peripheral blood decreases
with age. Both the functional ability of T helper cells and the proliferative ability of T
cells in response to a mitogenic stimulus decline with age. It is interesting to speculate
that these changes are related to the age-associated involution of the thymus seen in
humans and animals.
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Figure V.40. Serum immunoglobulins G, A, and M were determined on samples from 250
individuals of varying age. The left ordinate refers to the IgA and IgM values, the right ordinate to
the IgG values. The data points and standard error bars represent the mean value for a 5-yr interval
and are plotted in the mean position for that age group. o...40 = IgG; 0---0 = IpA; o o = IgM.

From Adler and Nagel (1981).
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10. Oral/Dental
General dental characteristics. The participants in the oral physiology zomponent are

a substantially dentate group, even in the upper age category. The total number of
natural teeth in persons aged 60+ is about 23 of 28 maximum (Baum, 1981a). These
persons have regular dental care; about 805 visit a dentist at least once a year for
preventive as well as problem-oriented care. The prevalence of cervical caries is
markedly elevated in older persons; those 40 and younger average one affected tooth
in 28, those 60+ four in 28. The average gingival-disease index was quite similar over
age groups, while indices of periodontal lisease showed a significant increase with age.
Salivary-gland function. Detailed evaluation of stimulated parotid-gland secretion
found no difference in the ability of non-medicated men and women of various ages to

secrete parotid fluid after stimulation by 25 citric acid (Baum, 1981b). Among
subjects taking prescription medication, post-menopausal women showed significantly
lower stimulated parotid flow- than their non-medicated counterparts.

The secretion of acinar-cell exocrine proteins was studied by following the
concentration, output, and percentage in saliva of the anionic-proline-rich proteins.
These molecules have been localized to human parotid acinar cell secretory granules.
No differences in any of these parameters were observed among non-medicated males
and females of any age category (Baum et al., 1982).
The secretion of several inorganic ions (Na+, Ca++, K+, and inorganic phosphate)
was also examined. Of these electrolytes, only Na+ showed a consisten: alteration with

age. Non-medicated men and women both showed significantly lower leveis of
secreted Na+ with age. In men 60 and older, the average secretion of Na+ was about

505 of that of men 40 and younger. These differences suggest increased Na+
reabsorption by gland ductal cells in older persons.
Gustatory function. Detection thresholds for each of the four basic taste qualities
(sweet, sour, salty, and bitter) were obtained from 81 men and women of varying ages.
Modest quality-specific age differences were observed. Sodium chloride (salty) showed

a higher detection threshold with advancing age (r = 0.38), as did quinine sulfate
(bitter), although its magnitude (r = 0.25) remained lower than that of salt. No age
differences were observed for either citric acid (sour) 0i-sucrose (sweet).
Motor function. Physical diagnostic evaluations observed specific decrements in
certain oral motor functions with age. The frequency of altered masticatory function
was significantly greater with age among both men (X2 = 16.3) and women (X2 =
23.2). The postural functions of the circumoral muscles appeared similarily diminished
with age (men, X2 = 9.51; women, X2 = 4.52), while postural function of the tongue
musculature showed a higher frequency of age-related dysfunction among men (X2 =

12.4) but not among women (Baum and Bodner, 1983).

BEHAVIOR
1. Psychophysiology
Eifec of Age on Reaction Time and Vigilance
Cross-sectional studies have shown that aging is associated with a reduction in the

speed of responses and an increase in the probability that the response will be
inaccurate. In short, with aging speed diminishes and errors increase.
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A number of studies also showed that the effects of age became greater as the
complexity of the responses increased. Tasks that required the subject to choose among
a number of responses showed greater impairment (more time required with more
errors) than tasks eliciting a single response.
In some instances physiological indices could be included as a measure of the
response. Thus reaction time, latency of response, vigilance, EEG response, heart rate,
blood pressure, galvanic skin response (GSR), and skin potential were examined in
subjects of different ages in a search for relations between behavioral and physiological
events.

A study was undertaken to test the effect of age on reaction time (Suci et al.,
1960). Old (age range = 60-70 yr, median = 63) and young (age range = 17-38 yr,
median = 18.5) subjects were individually tested for choice reaction time by an
apparatus consisting of four small electric lights mounted On a panel. A varying number
of lights was illuminated; when one was turned off, the subject was asked to name it,
using a previously assigned code name, as quickly as he could. A plot of reaction time
against bits per stimulus in the two age groups showed that reaction time in both old
and young subjects increases linearly with the number of stimuli from which the subject

must choose, and that age differences in reaction time increase as a function of
increasing stimulus information; older subjects show longer reaction times at all levels

of stimulus information (Fig. 41).
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Figure V.41.

Reaction time as a function of stimulus information and age.

From Suci (1960).
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A study was undertaken to determine the relation of vigilance to age and whether
lowered vigilance is associated with age-related slowing in reaction time (Surwillo and
Quilter, 1964). The subjects, 106 men aged 22 to 82 years, were given Mackworth's
Clock-Test. The "clock" is a metal box with a plain circular white face 12 inches in
diameter, and a single black pointer six inches long, mounted from the center of the
clock. The pointer moves in discrete steps like the second hand of an escapement clock.

The full circle is completed in 100 steps, one per second. At long and irregular
intervals, the pointer jumps through twice the usual distance in one step. Twenty-three

"double jumps" (0.64% of all pointer movements) occur per hour.
After int,cruction, demonstration, and practice sessions, the subjects were asked to
watch the clock-pointer for one hour and to press the response key as fast as possible
whenever a double jump occurred. The mean percentage of double jumps detected by
the younger group (< 60 yr) was 72.9%, by the older group (> 60 yr) 64.4%. It was
concluded that, under the conditions of the experiment, old people were less vigil-tit
than young people. Fractionation of the data into quarter-hour periods showed thr the
old subjects were not significan:4 less vigilant than the young subjects during the first
15 minutes of the test, but the mean difference betwe _n the first and fourth quarter-
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Figure V.42. Decline of vigilance during prolonged visual search.
From Surwillo and Qui lter (1964).
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hour periods was significantly greater in the old group (21.3%) than in the young
group (11.2%) (Fig. 42). The conclusion was drawn that 'vigilance declines more in
old than in young persons. At the same time, the lack of an age difference in vigilance
during the early periods of the task has important implicatio:s for the employment of

older men. The effect of short rest periods on vigilance in older subjects deserves
further investigation.
Electroencephalographic (EEG) Studies

Sevt.ral studies have been made of the relation between reaction time and brain
waves recorded by electooencephalography.
Since the early 1930s several investigators have advanced the hypothesis that the
EEG frequency, which is not constant in an individual but varies from one instant to the
next, represents the basic unit of time in the central nervous system. Further testing of
the hypothesis was undertaken by Surwillo (1961, 1963a). In a sample of 10( males
aged 28 to 99 years (ic age ='55.3 yr), reaction time to a sound stimulus was related to
the alpha frequency at the time the stimulus was given. Stimuli, responses, and EEG
were recorded simultaneously. A correlation of 0.72 was obtained between average
reaction time and the average period of the EEG (Fig. 43) This coefficient was scarcely
altered by exclusion of age from the relation by means of partial correlation. Age was
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Figure V.43. Reaction time plotted against brain-wave period for data from the highvigilance, high-motivation condition. Each point represents the average reaction time and average
brain-wave period of a single subject, and is aerived from a mean number of 14 observations.
Numbers at the top of the graph ref'r to the corresponding frequencies in c/ sec. The coefficient of
correlation, r, 0.72; N = 100.
From Surwillo (1963a).
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thus not a factor in the observed correlation. A significant positive correlation (r =
0.57) was found between age and the average period of brain waves (Fig. 44). A low
but statistically significant positive correlation between average reaction time and age

vanished and became negative when brain-wave period was partialled out; the
implication is that EEG frequency and not age is the central- nervous- system factor that
determines the age-associated slowing in response time. A positive correlation was
found in individual subjects between brain-wave period and reaction time. These data
are consistent with the hypothesis that the brain-wave cycle is the basic unit of time by
which a response is programmed by the central nervous system.
The evidence that variability in response time within subjects increases with age

led to a study to determine whether this could be accounted for by differences in
variability of brain-wave period (St.zwillo, 1963b). A sample of 100 male subjects aged
28 to 99 years age = 55.3 yr) was tested essentially as in the preceding study. The
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Figure V.44. Period of the electroencephalogram plotted against age. Each point represents
the age and average brain-wave period, recorded in the interval between stimulus and response, of
a single subject. The correlation coefficient, r, = 0.57; N = 100. Regression line is defined by the
expression: P = 0.388 AGE + 82.79, where P = brain-wave period. Standard error of estimate, 6
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From Surwillo (1963a, adapted).
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previous results were confirmed by the finding of a statistically significant positive
correlation between age and individual variability in reaction time. Although the
relation could not be accounted for by differences in variability of brain-wave period
within individual subjects, when average brain-wave period was held constant through
partial correlation the positive coefficient relating reactio,. ...me variability and age
vanished. The inference was thus drawn that differences in variability of response time
are a consequence of differences in average brain-wave period.
The finding that EEG frequency and reaction time are correlated permits no
conclusions as to cause and effect. An attempt was therefore made to determine
causality by altering the EEG frequency experimentally and measuring the effect on
response time (Surwillo, 1964a). It has been observed that repetitive flashing of a light
(photic "driving") can produce frequency changes in the EEG; it was assumed for this
study that the photic response and the normal brain rhythm are produced by similar
mechanisms.

A sample of 48 healthy males aged 34 to 101 years was photically stimulated, and

EEGs were recorded as has been described. Subjects whose tracing showed clear
evidence of synchronization were given a reaction task to perform while the light was

flashing: They were instructed that whenever an auditory signal, which occurred
without warning, was presented, they were to press a response key as quickly as
possible. Approximately 30 signals were given at random in about ten minutes, while
flash frequency was varied. Synchronization of the EEG and the flashing light occurred
in 18 subjects, but of these six failed to maintain synchronization while performing the
reaction task, six others showed it only over a very narrow frequency range, and one
revealed it in only one brain hemisphere; only five of the 18 subjects could synchronize
their EEGs with a flashing light over a wide frequency range while performing the
reaction task. The findings indicate that at least in some subjects .reaction time can be
influenced by EEG frequency.

All the EEG studies described above concerned voluntary responses. The
generalization that the period of the alpha rhythm is an important factor in the
tr .1poral organization of behavior requires that the relation hold for involuntary
responses as well. Since studies by earlier investigators had demonstrated latency of
attenuation (delay in "blocking") of the alpha rhythm in children and had found a
relation between response speed and latency of alpha attenuation, a study (Surwillo,
1966a) was undertaken to determine whether the latency of alpha attenuation increases
with increase in alpha-rhythm period independently of differencestassociated with age.

A second purpose of the study was to test the hypothesis that latency of alpha
attenuation increases in old age. A final purpose was to test the hypothesis that EEG
reactivity, o, the incidence of aleaa attenuation, declines in old age. Ninety healthy
males aged 17 to 91 years (ii age = 49.7 yr) were tested. The EEG was attenuated by
high-intensity flashes of white light lasting approximately one second; 25 flashes in
about eight minmes were distributed more or less randomly but occurred mainly
during periods when well-defined EEGs were being recorded. Average latency of
alpha attenuation and average period of the EEG, in the interval between flash and
initiation of the involuntary response, were determined along with the number of times
the stimulus failed to attenuate the EEG. A significan. positive relation, independent of
age, was found between attenuation latency and EF.G period. A low but statistically

significant positive correlation was found between age and latent time of alpha
attenuation. A low correlation was also found between EEG reactivity and age.
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Although it was concluded that age cannot account for the relation between attenuation
latency and EEG period, the finding confirms earlier work suggesting that old persons
are as a group less activated or aroused than young persons by sensory stimulation. It
remains to be determined whether this represents an age difference at the level of the
cerebral cortex.
Electrodermal Activity

Electrodermal activity (EDA) includes both skin conductance and skin-potential
phenomena. BLSA studies have focused an age differences in skin-potential response

(SPR` and level (SPL), and skin-conductance response (SCR) and level (SCL).
Although age differences in EDA may reflect age differences in responsiveness of the
autonomic nervous system, they also may reflect age differences in the peripheral
sudomotor system.
Skip. potential response and vigilance. The frequency of spontaneous SPRs in relation
to vigilance and age was examined in a BLSA study ( Surwillo and Quilter, 1965b) of
132 healthy males, aged 22 to 85 years. The subjects were given Mackworth's Clock -.
Test described above ("Effect of Age on Reaction Time and Vigilance"). Their task
was to press a response key as quickly as possible whenever a double jump occurred. If
the subject did not press the response key within six seconds of the appearance of a

double jump, it was assumed that he had not perceived the signal. Skin yotential
between the palm and the ventral surface of the left forearm was recorded from AgAgCI electrodes. The primary datum in the investigation was the number of SPRs
(negative deflections only) that occurred within the 18 seconds immediately preceding
the double jump. This frequency was considered a measure of vigilance, since detected
double jumps were preceded by significantly more SPRs = 1.62) in this period than

were undetected double jumps (it = 1.22).
The frequency of spontaneous SPRs was lower with age. Mean values for 42
subjects aged 22-47, 47 subjects aged 48-67, and 43 subjects aged 68-85 years were '
respectively 1.70, 1.52, and 1.30 SPRs.
Effect of age on thi latency of involuntary and voluntary responses. Before 1965,
numerous investigations of voluntary reaction time showed a general increase in
response latency with increasing age. The latency of involuntary responses, on the
other hand, had not received much attention, nor were the cindings clearcut or
consistent. A BLSA study was therefore undertaken to measure simultaneously the
latency of voluntary and involuntary responses to the same stimulus (Surwillo and
Quilter, 1965a). Involuntary response latency was measured by the latency of the
galvanic skin response (GSR), while voluntary response latency was the reactica time.
The aim was to see whether old persons show greater latencies than young persons on
both measures.

One hundred thirty-two healthy males, aged 22 to 85 years, were classified in
three age groups: Group 1(42 men aged 22-47 yr); Group II (47 men aged 48-67 yr);
and Group III (43 men aged 68-85 yr). As in the research described in the preceding

section, the subjects performed an hourlong watchkeeping task in which they
monitored the movements of a clock pointer and responded to double jumps by
pressing a key. GSRs (negative deflections only) and the instant of a subject's voluntary

response were recorded on the same chart. Lack of an involuntary or voluntary
response within six seconds of a double jt.
perceive the stimulus.

vas considered ar, indication of failure to
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The mean GSR latency for Group I was 1.81 seconds, that for Group II, 1.82
seconds; the latency for Group III, 1.95 seconds, was significantly higher. The latency

of voluntary responses to the same stimuli, however, showed no increase wit%
advancing age.

A BLSA investigation was made to
determine whether age differences also occurred in SPLs (Surwillo, 1965). One
hundred twenty-two healthy males, aged 22 to 85 years, were selected for SPL
measurements. SPLs between the palm and ventral surface of the forearm were
recorded from Ag -AgCI electrodes during the first 15 minutes of the previously
Effect of age on skin-potential level (SPL).

described hour-long vigilance task. (Although previous studies had found old persons
less vigilant in performance of the entire task, age differences were not apparent during
the first 15 minutes.) SPL was measured at 42 different points ii the 15-minute
recording, and the mean of these measures was calculated.

In all subjects, the palm was always electrically negative with respect to the
forearm. Individual values of skin potential ranged from 12.3 to 56.8 mV (average
for the group was .; 1.5 inV). A low but statistically significant negative correlation
was found between age and SPL.
Relation of autonomic activity to age differences in v.gilance. Because autonomic activity
is related to the level of activation, a BLSA study was performed to determine whetl:er
differences in autonomic activity are associated with the age differences in vigilance
(Surwillo, 1966b). The hypothesis tested was that, during the vigil (the Mackworth's
Cloak- Test), measures of autonomic activity (heart rate, palmar skin temperature, and

palmar skin potential) change at different rates in old and in young persons.
Sixty-six healthy males were divided into two age groups of equal size, 22 to 45
years (it age = 36.4 yr) and 69 to 85 years (R age = 74.3 yr). The subjects' heart rates,
palmar skin temperatures, and SPLs were recorded during he 18 seconds preceding

each double pump. In the final 45 minutes of the task, hem rate declined and SPL
became more negative. Skin temperature, however, declined progressively in the
young but not in the old group, a finding, that is consistent with the hypothesis that
differences in autonomic activity are associated with the more rapid decline of vigilance

in old subjects.
Effect of epidermal hydration on skin potential and conductance. Although age

differences in EDA may reflect age differences in activation of the sympathetic nervous
system, age differences in the peripheral sudomotor system also influence the results.
Edelberg's (1968) model illustrates how peripheral characteristics can influence the
expression of nervous activity. Of critical importance is the ratio of epidermal resistance
to sweat-gland resistance. The larger the ratio the greater the sweat-gland contribution
to the electrodermal recording. Hydrating the epidermis lowers the epidermal/sweatgland resistance ratio and thus reduces the sweat-gland contribution to EDA (Edelberg,
1968).
The following studies demonstrate that age differences in SPL occur only when a
nonhydrated recording site is used (i.e., when conditions maximize the sweat-gland
component). The finding may reflect a less negative sweat-gland potential in old age

and/or age differences in epidermal/sweat-gland resistance ratio.
Garwood et al. (1979) studied 12 young men (age range = 23-36 yr, R age =
30.75 yr) and 12 old men (age range = 63-82 yr, ic age = 75.50 yr). 'Three skinhydration conditions were produced on sites used for electrodermal measurements. In
order of increasing hydration, they were: a) 0.5% KCI-glycol electrolytc, b) 0.5%

f:t
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KCI-agar electrolyte, and c) presoaking with distilled water followed by 0.5% KCl -agar
electrolyte.

Three tasks were given to the subjects. In task 1, the subjects received eight
presentations of a 50-dB, 250-Hz tone. In task 2, a reaction-time task, the subjects
received a 50-dB, 250-Hz warning signal, then a 50-dB, 1000-H2. signal, to which they
had to respond by pressing a key. Task 3 was a choice-reaction-time task in which the
warning signal was again 50-dB, 250-Hz, which was followed either by a response
signal of the same loudness and frequency or by a 50-dB, 1000-Hz tone; the subjects
were to respond only when the low-pitch warning signal was followed by another low-

pitch tone. During both reaction-time tasks the subjects were repeatedly urged to
respond more rapidly.
There were no significant age differences in the effect of electrolyte medium on
SCL and SCR. The deer subjects had lower SCL and SCR magnitudes than the
younger subjects. There were age differences in the effect of electrolyte medium on
SPL and SPR. The SPR in young adults was related to hydration, the largest response

occurring with the least hydration, but electrolyte did not significantly affect the
magnitude of SPR in the old subjects. Age differences in SPL and SPR occurred only
with the glycol medium, the older subjects having smaller responses and less negative

levels. The authors postulate that the reversal in hydration/SPL relation with age
reflects a reversal in the relative magnitudes of the potentials of epidermis and sweat
glands: In old persons the epidermal is greater than the sweat-gland potential.
Garwood et al. (1981), reporting that differences in SPL were dependent on
epidermal hydration, also found that age differences occurred only when SPL was more
negative than resting levels. Basal skin-potential-level (BSPL) procedures were used.

Subjects were required to relax for 30 minutes until a minimum SPL (BSPL) was
reached during an absence of electrodermal response. BSPL is considered to be a
nonsudorific SPL component (Christie and Venables, 1971). Hydration conditions
were as in Garwood et al. (1979). Again, age differences occurred only with the glycol
medium. Furthermore, age differences occurred only at the start of the recording,
when sweat-gland activity can be expected to contribute to SPL. These were no
significant age differences at BSPL. Capriotti et al. (1981) also reported that with
increasing age there is a decline in SPL negativity when the glycol medium is used.
An additional consideration in investigating age differences in EDA is recording
site. Capriotti et al. (1981) reported that age differences in SPL were much larger
when recordings were made from the medial phalanges than when they were made
from the thenar eminence.
Time Perception and Psychomotor Function
Effect of age and institutionalization on perception of short intervals of time. While the

common observation that time seems to pass more quickly as one ages has received
some experimental support, the hypothesis has been challenged by some investigators.
An investigation was undertaken to clarify the issue experimentally (Surwillo, 1964b).
The study included a comparison of estimates of short intervals of time made by noninstitutionalized subjects with those of an age-matched group of institutionalized
subjects.

One hundred twenty healthy white BLSA males 27 to 90 years old were classified
in three age groups of 40 subjects each with means of 37.5, 56.1, and 73.7 years. A
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group of 40 white males from the Infirmary Division at BCH with a mean age of 73.7
years (± 6.2) was compared with the old group of healthy subjects. The institutionalized subjects were low-income patients who were active, could feed, wash, and dress
themselves, and had no apparent psychiatric disorder.
Each subject was asked to estimate inyervals of 30, 40, and 180 seconds by holding
a telegraph key closed for the stated period of time. Elapsed time was measured with a
chronoscope that was activated by the telegraph key. Three estimates obtained for each
interval were averaged to 'determine the subject's scc,i-e.
Among the non-institutionalized subjects, there was no systematic increase with
age in estimates of time intervals, and tone of the mean estimates differed significantly
from actual elapsed time. The hypothesis that P short interval of time is perceived by
older persons to move at a faster rate was tht....efore rejected. The fact that the time
estimates made by the group of institutionalized subjects were significantly shorter than
those of age-matched non-institutionalized subjects may possibly reflect dderences in
the ' content" of time for infismary patients; it may equally well reflect differences
between the two groups in education, intelligence, and socioeconomic status.
Speed and accuracy of movement.

The effect of age on speed and accuracy of

movement was studied (Welford et al., 1969) in subjects who tapped a pencil back and
forth as quickly as possible between two targets each consisting of two parallel lines
drawn on paper. The target widths (the distances between the parallel lines) were 32
mm, 11 mm, and 4 mm. The distances between targetsfrom the center of one to the
far edge of the otherwere 50, 142, and 402 mm for each width. Observations of catth
subject were fitted to equations, based on information theory, that relate movement
time to average distance from starting to finishing point and an estimate of the scatter

of the points around each target (a measure of accuracy).
Data from 325 men ranging in age from 20 to 70 were analyzed in ten-year age
groups. Performance, as measured by the time required to place 50 dots on each target,
improved from age 20 to age 40 and then declined. At any age mote time was required

to place the dots in the narrow than in the wide targets. The greatest accuracy in
positioning was achieved by the 20-year-olds. Analysis of the data led to the conclusion

that two control processes could be distinguishedone controlling movement over
distance (motor control) and a slower one that controlled "homing" onto the target
(visual control). The authors concluded that position sense and motor control decline
more with age than do the decisional processes responsible for homing on a target.
Muscle strength and coordination. Arm strength and manual cranking ability were
measured in 218 BLSA participants 20 to 89 years of age (Shock and Norris, 1970).

The maximum power output generated in the crank-turning task, which required
coordination of several muscles, was compared with the strength of the same muscles
when their movement was kept to a m:nimum (i.e., isometric strength measurement).
In contrast with previous studies in large unselected populations, in which a decline in
muscle strength was evaluated by strength of grip (Fisher and Birren, 1947; Welford,

1959, 1977), the study found that the strength of arm and back muscles in these
selected subjects did not differ significantly over the age span from 20 to 65 years (Fig.
45). Significantly lower muscle strength was found only in subjects in their 70s and
80s. The 28% difference in muscle arength found in the 80-year-olds was reduced to
19% when allowance was made for the lower body weights of this age group. While
muscle strength showed no significant differenr "s until the last two decades, power

.,
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output showed significant differences as early as the fifth decade. The largest
difference, 45% among 80-year-olds, was reduced to 30% when allowance was made
for lower body weight (Fig. 46). Since the older subjects were highly motivated to
achieve maximal results and the duration of the cranking exercise was too brief to
manifest any cardiovascular or pulmonary limitations, the most likely cause of their
power-output deficit. was judged to be reduced coordination ability.

2. Cognitive Functions
Learning and Memory

Age differences in verbal learning. Although several studies have indicated that
performance in verbal learning declines with age, it was not until the 1960s that the
rate of presentation, or pace, of verbal information was evaluated as an independent
variable. Since some errors in paced trials may be due to insufficient time to respond,
rather than to failure to learn, direct resolution of the learning-performance problem
requires measures of errors that are not attributable to pace. To provide such measures,
a study of age differences in paired-associate learning (Arenberg, 1965) included selfpaced trials (without feedback) alternated with paced trials. In addition, the anticipa-

tion interval (the time allowed for response) was independent of the inspection
interval. In this way, differences betwee,- pace groups would not be attributable to
variations in the time allowed to view the material to be learned. It was hypothesized

that the old subjects would make more errors than the young, that age difference
would be greater at the faster than at the slower pace, and that the pattern of self-paced
errors would be similar to the pattern of paced errors despite the fact that each subject

could take as much time as he needed to respond.
In Study I the subjects were 64 men participating in the BMA. Participants were
randomly assigned to the fast or slow pace; 32 men were 29-40 and 32 were 63-77
years old. On each trial the eight items were presented in one of five orders. The
stimulus component of each item consisted of two consonants; the response component
was a familiar two-syllable adjective. The material was presented by means of a cardchanging instrument equipped with variable control of the shutters. The anticipation
interval, during which the two consonants were exposed, was 1.9 seconds for the fast
pace and 3.7 seconds for the sic.), pace. For both pace groups the inspection interval,
during which consonants welt exposed together with the word, was 1.9 seconds. The
interval between the displays of items was 1.f3 seconds for both groups. The procedure

continued until one errorless trial or 52 trials occurred.
Although the mean number of errors during the fast-pace test was substantially
greater in old than in young subjects (Fig. 47), it was impossible to judge whether the
older subjects had difficulty in learning at that pace or had learned the material but
could not respond in the short anticipation ;nterval. Study II was designed to determine
which explanation was correct.
Subjects in Study '.ere unemployed men, not members of the BLSA, with at
least a sixth-grade education, who were seeking work at a state emplol mcnt agency.

Sixty-four men with raw scores of at least 20 on the WAIS Vocabulary test were
recruited. The age ranges were 18 to 21 years for the young group and 60 to 77 years
for the old. Subjects were randomly assigned to the fast or slow pace to provide 16
subjects in eac:i of four age-pace groups. The eight-item list was reduced to six items.
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To provide measures of errors not attributable to insufficient time to respond, selfpaced test trials were alternated with paced acquisition trials for each subject. Timing of
the paced trials was the same as in Study I. As with the better-educated subjects of
Study I, the older group showed a significantly greater frequency of errors in the paced
trials. Older subjects also committed more errors in self-paced trials, an indication that
their poorer performance was due to a learning deficit rather than to an inability to
respond quickly.
In another study (Arenberg, 1967b), men in the BLSA whose age range was 20 to
87 years were given a paired-associate learning task (335 men) and a serial learning
task (322 men). The card-changing instrument and the eight-item list of the previous
study were used for the paired-associate learning task; the anticipation, inspection, and
between-item intervals were the same as before. The instrument was lso used, with
different time intervals, for the serial learning task, in which 12 familiar five-letter

words were shown to each subject in a fixed order.
Polynomial regression analysis elicited linear components at both long and short
anticipation intervals, but quadratic components only at the short interval. The
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quadratic component indicated that the magnitude of age differences ii- .reared with

age. It is possible that each passing year results in a larger decre,.tent than the
preceding one in an indi 'idual's performance; it is also possible that some threshold
level of functioning of the underlying mechanisms must be reached, or some event
must occur, in order to produce a performance impairment, and that the impairments

are greater as age increases. The is ue can lx resolved only by longitudinal
measurements.
Age differences in retroaction. "Retroaction" refers to the effect of an inter2olated
task on the recall or relearning of previously learned material. Two previous studies of
age and retroaction had produced contradictory results. Gladis and Braun (1958), who
used long anticipation intervals, found no age differences in retroaction, while Wimer

and Wigdor (1958), who used short intervals, found that old subjects were affected
more than young by the interpolated activity. A BISA study (Arenberg, 1967a) used
two anticipation intervals in a paired-associate learning task to test the possibility that
the contradictions were due to the use of very different anticipation intervals. It was

hypoinesized that an age difference in retroaction would be found at the short
anti, tr.:ion interval but that no age difference, or a small one, would be found at the
low,: interval.

The subjects were 24 young (age range = 30-39 yr) .'nd 24 old (age range =
62-77 yr) BLSA participants. The men were randomly assigned to the short (1.9 sec)
or long (3.7 sec) anticipation interval. Approximately two minutes elapsed between
original learning and interpolated learning and between interpolated learning and
relearning. An age differel,ce ia relearning was found at the short but not at the long
anticipation interval. The results were thus in essential agreement with the earlier
studies: Some part of the difference in those findings was apparently due to a difference
in the anticipation interval.
Age differences in memory and decision performance. A study ..as conducted to assess the

magnitude and pattern of age differences in experimental laboratory measures of
cognitive and psychomotor performance (Robertson-Tchabo and Arenberg, 1976).
Performance measurer for a wide variety of cognitive laboratory tasks, mostly memory
and decision tasks, were factor-analyzed. The sample consisted of 96 healthy BISA men

whose age range was 20 to 80 years. The factors were identified as speed of
information processing, secondary memory, attention, and primary processing efficiency. All factor scores were correlated with age, better performance being associated with

lower age. Attention was found to have the highest, primary processing the lowest
correlation with age. The sample was divided into subsamples of 32 young (20-39 yr),
32 middle-aged (40-59 yr), and 32 old (60-80 yr) subjects, and each subsample was
factor-analyzed separately to determine whether the factor structure was similar for all
age groups. Evidence was found of factor-structure invariance with adult age; all four
factors in the primary analysis were identifiable in each age subsample. The findings are
consistent with a model of continual cognitive decline .th age in healthy, educated
adult males. The decline seems to be quantitative rather than structural in nature: Age

appears to function as a scalar affecting the magnitude of a factor score.
Equivalence of Information in Concept Identification

A new method was designed at the GRC to provide equivalent amounts of
information for logically equivalent selections in concept identification when subjects

e,
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select instances (Arenberg, 1970). An "instance" ..s an item or stimulus configuration
in a concept-identification task. A positive instance exemplifies the concept, that is, it
includes the defining attributes of the concept; a negative instance does not exemplify
the concept. Equivalence is maintained between comparable conjunctive and disjunc-

tive problems as will as within a particular type of problem. The equivalence-ofinformation method permits the amount of information gained to be used to measure
performance for each selection. The non-equivalence of available information, which
usually results when subjects select instances, is avoided by this method. Data from an

experiment in which the method was used suggest that the amount of initial
information pt-vided merits investigation as a variable. Moreover, pooling the results
of concept problems with high and low initial information may obscure important
group differences.

3. Daydreaming
Age differences in daydreaming A BLSA study or daydreaming across the adult age

span (Giambra, 1974) investigated the frequency, content, temporal setting, and
precipitating instances of daydreaming. Daydreams were defined as spontaneous
thoughts, unrelated to the task at hand, that intrude into the person's awareness.
Six age groups of BLSA participants were studied: 24-34 (n = 20). 35-44 (n =
13), 45-54 (n ---:. 31), 55-64 (n = 46), 65-74 (n = 28), and 75-91 years (n = 26). In
addition, a young group of college students 17 to 23 years old (n = 214) were
recruited. The Imaginal Processes Inv -itory (IPI), a 28-scale questionnaire, was used
to measure aspects of daydreaming and related activity. Linear declines with age were
found in daydreaming frequency; absorption in daydreaming; imagery and vividness in
daydreams; and daydreams about sex, bizarre and improbable events, achievement,
hostility, heroism, fear of failure, and guilt. No decline was found in acceptance of
daydreams, impersonal and interpersonal curiosity, mentation rate, past and present
temporal setting in daydreams, or daydreams involving problem solving. Except in the
youngest group, in which sexual daydreams predominated, problem-solving daydreams
were predominant at every age. There was no concentration on daydreams about the

past in any age group, including the oldest.
The study was later replicated (Giambra, 1°77-78). The characteristics of
daydreaming obtained in the original sample were also found in the replication, which
thus supported the earlier findings. Combination of the original and replication samples
allowed a closer analysis and provided tentative norms for the populations sampled.
Two of the more salient findings were that daydreaming did not increase in the oldest
ages, and that among BLSA men at any age daydreaming did not concentrate on the
weird, outlandish, or improbable.
Daydreaming about the past. The common belief that old people spend much time
daydreaming about the past is contradicted by a BLSA st idy of the past, present, and

future settings of the daydreams of 1100 men and women aged 17 to 92 years
(Giambra, 1977a). Using the three scales of the IPI that measure past, present, and
future orientations, the study fount zo correlation between age and daydreaming
about the past. Furthermore, temporal orientations were, with few exceptions, nearly
the same in all age groups.
The relation betweer daydreaming and temperament. Reviews of studies in college

students by other investigators have shown a connection between daydreaming
...
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characteristics and such measures of .emperament as thoughtfulness, objectivity,
masculinity, and emotional stability. Since Giambra (1974, 1977 -78) had demonstrated that certain daydreaming characteristics in males are related to age, another BLSA
investigation was conducted to determine how age may alter the relation (Giambra,
1977b).
The sample cons:sIzed of 170 males in six age groups: 24-34 (n = 17), 35-44 (n =

16), 45-54 (n = 28), 55-64 (n = 45), 65-74 (n = 36), and 75-91 years (n = 28).
Aspects of daydreaming and related imaginal processes were determined by the 'PI.
Temperament traits were measured by scales from the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS). A factor-analytic approach was used. Only one daydreamingtemperament factor "neurotic- anxious absorption in daydreaming"was age-related,

and -the relation was negative, older individuals had lower scores. Subsequent
longitudinal analyses (see Chapter VI) demonstrate that this cross-sectional difference

does not represent age change.
Sex differences in daydreaming. A study was subsequently undertaken to examine the

daydreaming characteristics of a comparable sample of
(Giambra, 1979-80).

N.

-men of varying age

A total of 773 women (not drawn from the BLSA population) were divided into
12 age groups ranging from 17 to 92 years. The men were the sample from the BLSA

used by Giambra (1977-78). The women were of the middle and upper-middle
classes. Aspects of daydreaming and related mental activity were determined by the

IPI. The frequencies of daydreaming about all subjects except problem solving
decreased wish age. Females reported higher frequencies than males of daydreaming
and nightdreaming, as well as more problem-solving dreams. Females also reported
lower frequencies of sexual, bizarre-improbable, heroic, and achievement-oriented
daydreams. Most sex differences persisted over the life span, and the male-female
difference in sexual daydreams increased with age. Except for sexual daydreams in
males 17 to 29 years of age, daydreams in both sexes were primarily concerned with
problem solving, which remained at a high level across the life span. After age 40,
achievement-oriented daydreams were more frequent in females than in males. Females
at all ages when contrasted with males reported more interpersonal curiosity.
reported more curiosity than did females about things. An unexpected finding was that

males were curious about things and people to the same degree. The results were
interpreted as supporting the assumption that daydreaming is a way of dealing with
current concerns or of solving roblems.
Sexual daydreams and age. Retrospective reports of male sexual daydreaming and
their relation to three behavioral aspects of sexual vigor were analyzed over the adult
life span (Giambra and Martin, 1977). The three characteristics were frequency of
coi:as during the early years of marriage, number of partners before, during, and after
marriage, and amuunt of sexual activity between 20 and 40 years of age. A total of 277

men from 24 to 91 years of age participated. The men were divided into si- age
groups: 24-34 (n = 23), 35-44 (n = 27), 45-54 (n = 56), 55-64 (n = 83' 05-74 (n

= 48), and 75-91 years (n = 40).
Sexual daydreams declined in frequency and intensity with age and virtually

disappeared after age 65. For men aged 24 to 64 years, scores on the se-, 11
daydreaming scale of the IPI correlated with each of the three characteristics of sexual

vigor. Men who had more frequent sexual daydreams tended to be more sexually
active.
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4. The Marital and Sexual History
In an introductory paper, in which the methods used in interviews to obtain
marital and sexual information were described in detail, 603 BLSA men aged 20 to 79
were divided into age groups for a variety of comparisons with age (Martin, 1975).
Across age groups numerous gradients were in evidence, some of which reflected the
past experiences or different cohorts while others were accounted for by the effects of
age.
The influence of birth cohort was apparent in the fact that, with increasing age at
interview, proportionately more subjects reported early farm residence, late ages at
onset of initial petting, coitus, and marriage, coital abstinence before marriage, and

coital experience confined to a single partner. An aging effect was found in the
gradients observed for a number of other variables: a history of marital dissolution and
remarriage, the loss of erotic reactions to certain visual stimuli, an increase in the length
of time during which abstention from sexual activity failed to produce discomfort, a
reduction in kind and frequency of sexual expression, and recurrent erectile failure.
The proportion of subjects who esponded affirmatively when asked if they might want
a restoration of sexual vigor, if this were possible, proved surprisingly small (33%) and
showed no consistent trend with age. In view of the importance males are generally
believed to place on sexual activity, it had been anticipated that with advancing age the

prospect of renewed sexual vigor would have an increasing appeal.
Age, marital status, potency, and physical and emotional health are known to arect
the frequency with which males engage in sexual activity. It is unclear, howeve::, why
males of similar age vary widely in frequency of sexual expression and why male sexual
vigor declines with age. An analysis of the data obtained from 628 respondents was
undertaken in an effort to identify correlates of sexual frequency while holding age
constant (Mt, rtin, 1977). The hypothesis was that such correlates might identify factors
or mechanisms that contribute to the loss of sexual vigor that sometimes accompanies
aging.
Respondents were divided into five-year age groups, ranting fr Nrn 25-29 years to
80-84 years at report. Mean and median weekly frequencies of coital and total sexual

activity were computed from the frequencies reported for the five-year interval
immediately preceding interview. Mean frequencies of total activity showed a slight
increase from 20 to 34 years of age, but then declined steadily until age 65. The lack of
a further decrement from age 65 to 79 was attributed to the above-average health of
the older subjects. Coitus comprised an increasing proportion of total activity ,o age 34

and thereafter constituted 80% to 90% u: total sexual activity.
A number of subjectively evaluated variables, most derived from the interview,
proved unrelated to level of sexual activity irrespective of age. These included subject's
religiosity, parental religiosity, economic statue of the parental home, interpersonal
relations within the parental home, number of times intoxicated, amount of physical
activity, and health complaints on the Cort.,411 Medical Index. Age at marriage was also
independent of sexual frequency. However, total sexual frequencies at ages 20 to 39
were found to be significantly related to age at first coitus, number of coital partners,
and maximum number of coital events reported for any single week of marriage, none
of which appeared as correlates of total sexual frequency at older ages. On the other

hand, the amount of sexual activity reported as having occurred between 20 and 39
years of age proved to be higl.ly related to current rates of total sexual activity for all
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age groups past 40 years. Respondents had thus tended to maintain relatively high or
low rates of total activity over .)st of their lives.
Physical and physiological variables that were found to be independent of current
levels of activity at all ages included height, weight, lean body weight, percentage of
body fat, size of prostate, hematocrit, hemoglobin, triglyce:ides, creatinine excretion,

basal pulse rate, basal systolic and diastolic pressures, vital capacity, and forced
expiratory volume at one second. Four variables appeared, however, as Cqnificant
correlates of frequency of sexual activity at ages 65 to 79: chest circumference,
maximum breathing capacity, and basal oxygen consumption as positive correlates, and
serum cholesterol as a negative correlate. The small magnitude of the correlations, on

the other hand, supported the o- :lusion that in persons of reasonably good health
physical fitness is of .nor importance to the maintenance of sexual vigor.
The problem addressed in a more recent paper (Martin, 1981) was to determine
why some olde; men are more or less sexually active than others of comparable age.
The study of 188 respondents 60 to 79 years of age provided a number of insights into
the nature of male sexuality and served to generate several hypotheses concerning the

fr .:tors that sustain sexual motivation in the later years of life.
Data analysis was limited to respondents who had been married throughout the
year preceding the interview( Subjects were stratified into rive-year age groups before
being subdivided into categories of sexually least active (n = 63), moderately active (n
= 63), an:l most active (n = 62), according to the quantity of sexual activity reported

for the year prior to inten_zw. Comparisons between least active and most active
subjects revealed no important differences in occupational status, education, age at
marriage, times mar:ied, number of years married before age 60, age of wife, or
current marital adjustment. Nor were significant differences found between these
groups in age at first coitus, number of coital partners, attitudes concerning coital and
masturbatory activity, or perceived sexual attractiveness of wives.
Other variables, however, emerged as significant correlates. All four measures
descriptive of past levels of sexual activity proved to be highly related to current levels
of activity. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that individual differences in
level of sexual activity before middle age tend to be maintained past middle age, and
that the persistence of these differences into old age accounts for a large portion of the
variation observed in current frequencies.
An important conclusion from these findings is that men who were most sexually
active in their 70s had also been highly active sexually in their 20s. The behavioral
continuity is similar to the continuity of major personality dispositions.
The study also investigated sexual potency. Of the 88 men classified as less than
fully potent at report, only 10% stated that they had sought medical advice for their
condition, although none complained of fear of failure or of being unable to live ul, to
some desirable standard of s xual performance. Moreover, questions about marriage
anc...:xual experience, episodes of acute anxi. y, and instances of resort to professional
help for per$, nal or sexual problems consistently failed to reveal evider e of the kinds
of marital conflict, personal grievances, or expressions of dissatisfaction one would
expect to find were emotional factors of critical importance fc lack of potency. The
vast majority of respondents appeared to be functioning at a It
con,,r.nsurat with
their feelings of desire; because few were lacking in other resources iur maintaining

self-esteem, their condition failed to produce the emotional trauma that is often
encountered in clinical practice.
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5. Activities and Attitudes
A study was undertaken to measure the activities and attitudes of BLSA
participants in order to -ompare the distributions of scores at different ages (Stone and
Norris, 1966). The subjects were 463 men aged 20 to 99 years, 151 of whom were

over 60. The Chicago Activity and Attitude Inventories of Burgess, Cavan, ad
Havighurst (Cavan et al., 1949) were administered to each participant. The scale is
made ur of three parts: background, including general information about the
participant and his earlier life, an activity inventory, and an attitude inventory. The
activity inventory, administered to all 463 men, contains five groups of statements
dealing with leisure-time activities, religious activities, intimate contacts, security, and
health. The attitude inventory, administered to 450 of the men, deals with the personal

aspects of adjustment and contains eight groups of statements dealing with health,
friends, family, work, happiness, economic security, religion, and feelings of usefulness.
No significant relations between activity or attitude scores and chronological age
were found. In contrast with a previous study by other investigators (Mason, 1954) the
older men in this group reported as much participation in and satisfaction with activities
and relationships as the younger men. The contrasting findings were explained on the
basis of differences in the study populations. The earlier study had compared a group of
low-income institutionalized subjects, whose mean age was 74.2 years, with a group of
high-income non-institutionalized subjects whose mean age was 70.2 years and a group

of low-income non-institutionalized subjects whose mean age was 39.5; it found
impressive differences in actinides associated with age. In the BLSA study, the subjects

were volunteers, were generally very well educated, and were working in or retired
from high-level occupations. Most of the BLSA participants who have retired continue
in activities that enhance their self esteem and allow them to feel that they are useful
members of society. It is thus likely that the homogeneity of activity and attitude scores
across age groups in the BLSA sample is a result of other similarities between the old
^nd young participants.

6. Coping with Stressful Events
In a cross-sectional study of mechanisms used to cope with stressful life events
(McCrae, 1982a), subjects from the Augmented BLSA Sample (participants plus their
spouses) were administered questionnaires to measure coping behaviors and styles. A
total of 255 men and women completed a Coping Questionnaire, and 150 completed a
Coping Self-Interview. The Coping Questionnaire required subjects to indicate which
of 118 ways of coping they had used in response to a recent life event selected by the
investigator. The items were taken from the Lazarus "Ways of Coping" scale, together
with fifty new items developed from a review of the literature. In addition, subjects
indicated which ways of coping had been most helpful in their solutions of the problem
and in making them feel better. The Coping Self-Interview required subjects to select
three recent eventsa challenge, a threat, and a lossand to indicate which of 50 ways

of coping they had used for each; whether the method had helped them solve the
problem; and whether it had made them feel better.

Factor analysis of the 118 items in the Coping Questionnaire, led to the
identification of 28 coping mechanisms. Analysis of one step at a time found that
restraint, rational action, expression of feelings, and positive thinking v'
the
mechanisms most frequently used, .,hereas self-blame, intellectual denial, passivity,
sedation, and hostile reaction were least frequently used. Although nearly half the
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mechanisms showed age differences in response to a recent life event, the kinds of
events old people typically faced were systematically differt.nt from those young people

faced; older men and women were more likely to have experienced a threatening
event, younger individuals a challenge. The differences in type of stress were strongly

related to the choice of coping strategy.
When statistical controls for type of e.entx were used, eight mechanisms sh owed

age differences. In order to replicate these findings, analyses of the Copin!, Self-

Interview treated age and type of event as independent. Two of the eignt air
differences found on the Coping Questionnaire were replicated on the Coping SelfInterview: Older people (50-64 and 65-89 yr) were less likely than younger ones
(21-49 yr) to use hostile reaction and escapist fantasy. These cross-sectional differences
tend to support the work of Vadlant and to contradict the notion that older individuals
are prone to the use of primitive and immature defenses. In addition, the many age
differences related to the type of event testify to the fact that older individuals are able
to adapt their coping behavior to the changing situational demands of their stage in the
life span. Older men and women do not rigidly maintain habits of coping that, although
appropriate in youth, have outlived their usefulness. Instead, as stresses change, so do

coping responses. This finding was replicated in the second study, where nonsignificant age-by-type-of-event interactions indicated that older people showed the
same differentiated and flexible responsiveness as younger ones to different types of
stress.
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VI

Longitudinal Studies of Aging
INTRODUCTION
There is not much evidence to support the concept of a general "aging process"
that controls both physiological and psychological aspects of aging in an individual. It
seems probable that aging, at least as we know it in humans, is rather the result of the
interplay of many spccific characteristics than a single process that regulates physiological and psychological functions. Aging is thus a highly individual phenomenon that can
be characterized only by repeated observations _a the same individual. This chaptc.r

summarizes the result., of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA)
longitudinal analyses that have been completed and, in most instances, published. It
must be looked upon as a progress report illustrating some of the findings about aging
that have stemmed from longitudinal analysis.
Very few subjects have been followed over the full 25 years' existence of the
BLSA, since new subjects have been added continually. Long periods of observation
have, for example, produced five or more observation points on some variables for 667
subjects. Nevertheless, because of high variability of many of the measurements in
different subjects, some longitudinal analyses have not yielded estimates of age trends
in individual subjects with a desirable degree of precision.
The studies that are based on longitudinal analysis fall into five categories, for each
of which a general summary has been prepared. The categories include a) studies that
illustrate different conceptual approaches; b) analysis of anthropometric data on body
size and composition; c) studies of physiological performance (basal metabolism,
kidney function, blood cholesterol, and cardiovascular performance); d) studies of

cognitive performance (vigilance, problem solving, learning, visual memory, the
relation of temperament to visual retention, and the relation of hypertension to
intellectual performance); and e) studies of personality characteristics (stability of
personality, adjustment to aging, somatic complaints and neuroticism, hypertension and

coronary disease in relation to personality, and personality and the life course).
Because of the many details that must be considered in longitudinal data analyses,

we have chosen to reproduce
full all the publications from the Gerontology
Research Center (GRC) that have used longitudinal analysis (see Appendix).

CONCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE
IDENTIFICATION OF AGE CHANGES
By, their very nature, longitudinal assessments of individual age changes commence with the acquisition of cross-sectional observations. Many of the studies reported

in this chapter have been reported as cross-sectional investigations in Ch ipter V.
As Chapter I has noted, inferences of age ,:hanges from cross-sectional Bata fail to
take into account birth-cohort effects. An example of the false impression that may arise
from cross-sectional analysis of age differences is provided by our own experience with
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an assessment of the effect of age on body height and weight. Changes in these
characteristics were examined in individual subjects over an interval of two to eight
years during which three to eight measurements were made (Shock, 1972). The linear
regression of height and weight on age was calculated for each subject on whom at least

three measurements were available. Mean values for the slope of the individual
regressions of height and weight on age were calculated for each subject within each
age decade.
The average age decrement in body height, based on individually determined
slopes, was similar to that derived by cross-sectional analysis. The results of crosssectional analysis of body weight, however, differed from those based on longitudinal
analysis of observations made on individual subjects. Cross-sectional analysis suggested

a gradual decrement in body weight beginning with the 25-34 age group and
continuing to age 80. Longitudinal analysis, on the other hand, demonstrated that, on
the average, subjects 50 years of age or younger were gaining weight, while subjects

55 years and older were losing.
Early attempt to achieve an accurate longitudinal characterization of an individual's change in performance proved premature, since estimates of regressions on age
based on only three observation points were highly varia! le and unreliable. Furthermore, practice or first-visit effects in some of the physiological variables greatly
distorted the regressions on age when these first observations were included. For
example, although three sessions were given to each subject in order to train him in
performing the maximum breathing test (Norris et al., 1964), average values obtained
on the second visit, 12 to 24 months after the first, were systematically higher than first-

visit values, despite the fact that the average values fell with age and that values
obtained on the third and subsequent visits decreased progressively. If the low initial
value was used in the calculation of the age-regression coefficient, the resultant slopes
did not accurately portray the changes in performance. None of the other pulmonaryfunction tests showed this practice effect.

The design of a longitudinal study requires the calculation or estimation of a
number of statistical variables for each test. An extensive series of measurements of a
variable serves as a data bank that can be used for determination of the sample size, the
number of tests, the intervals between tests, and thus the total duration, required to
characterize an individual's age changes in that variable with a specified reliability
(Schlesselman, 1973a,b). These calcul, :ions require preliminary data to provide an
estimate, based on cross-sectional data, of the average regression of the variable on age

and of the total variance shown by the variable over the adult age span.
Schlesselman developed formulae and tables offering various combinations of
study duration and number of measurements that yield the calculated value of
"omega," a statistic calculated for each variable from estimated values of the slope of its
regression on age, the standard error of estimate, and the selected degree of confidence
in the computed individual slopes. For example, for an omega value of 0.20, three tests
of kidney function distributed over a seven-year perio' .. rovide as precise an estimate
of the slope of individual age regressions as 30 observations made in three years. For a
study of fixed duration, it is thus possible to establish the precision of the determination

of the age regression ..,tat follows specified numbers of testings.
The longitudinal study of renal function (Rowe et al., 1976h) was based on the
calculation of the regression of creatinine clearance on age in individual subjects.
Although the average values for the individual slopes agreed surprisingly well with the
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a cross-sectional data, the study concluded that in

order to characterize accurately the rate of age changes in creatinine clearance in
individuals, serial observations over a period of at least 18 years may be required.
The study by V.K. Elahi et al. (1983), based on seven-day dietary diaries, illustrates

the attempt to separate the effects of period and birth cohort from those of age. The
nutrients considered were calories, protein, carbohydrate, fat, saturated fatty acids
(SFA), polyunsaturated fatry acids (PFA), and cholesterol.
the 12 indices derived
from these variables, only three failed to show age effects: the percentage of calories

derived from protein, intake of PFA, and P/S ratio. With the exception of
carbohydrate, which rose, the intake of all of these nutrients declined with age. Birthcohort effects were observed for none.
That period effects were also present over the duration of the study (1961-1975)
was indicated by the systematic decrease in the absolute level of all the nutrients with
the exception of PFA, which increased. The largest and most consistent period effects
were an increase in the ratio of PFA to SFA and a decrease in cholesterol intake.
Douglas and Arenberg (1978) also attempted to separate age changes from cohort
and period differences exhibited in responses to the Guilford-Zimmerman Tempera-

ment Survey (GZTS). Three hundred thirty-six subjects were measured on two
occasions separated by an interval of seven years. To make possible cross-sequential and

time-sequential comparisons, another 310 subjects were also tested for the first time
when the original group were retested. The longitudinal analysis showed a significant
age decline in Masculinity scores at all ages. The magnitude of the change increased
with age. In contrast, General Activity scores declined only after age 50. Other scales
(Thoughtfulness, Personal Relations, and Friendliness) showed declines from the first
to the second administrations, but the magnitude of the change was not systematically
related to age. The declines in General Activity and in Masculinity appeared to be age
changes; the declines in Thoughtfulness and Personal Relations appeared to be related
to changes specific to the period spanned by the two times of meast.rement as indicated
by the differences within age groups in the time-sequential analysis; and the declines in

Friendliness appeared to be attributable to period drift over a long time. In addition,
later-born cohorts were lower in Restraint and higher in Ascendance than early-born
cohorts.

Arenberg (1982a) devised a modification of the sequential strategies to explore

further non-aging effects suggested by previous analyses of the Benton Visual
Retention Test. Regression analysis, in which calendar time is a continuous variable,
was used in an attempt to assess the magnitude of a period effect and to determine
whether that effect could account for the within-cohort declines in performance. In
four of the five oldest birth cohorts, declines were too large to be accounted for by the
small period effects found for all age groups. Some portion of those declines was thus
interpreted as representing the effect of aging.

BODY SIZE AND COMPOSITION
1. Fat Redistribution and Changing Body Dimensions
Cross-sectional population studies, as well as casual observation, indicate that the
size, shape, and proportions of the human body change throughout adult life. Although
all major tissues of the body change considerably with age, the changes in external size
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and body proportions occur because of changes in the relations among fat, lean tissue,

and bone. The effect is most clearly evident in age-changes h. subcutaneous fat
distribution.
In a study that used both longitudinal and cross-sectional analysis, Borkan and
Norris (1977) measured changes in subcutaneous fat distribution in relation to changes

in other body compartments. The investigators compared various diameters and
subcutaneous fat thickness to determine the role of fat, in relation to lean tissue and
bone, in altering external dimensions.
The study population consisted of 699 BLSA participants aged 20 to 92 years. A
total of 971 soft-tissue radiographs of these individuals, taken between 1958 and 1973,
was available for analysis. Each radiograph contains views of seven body sites on the
trunk and limbs. Because radiographic differentiation between skin and fat is difficult,
measurements designated "fat" customarily include skin. A precision caliper was used
to measure fat on radiographs of ine trunk (at bony landmarks such as the top of the
greater trochanter) and of the calf and forearm ,at the widest parts). Reproducibility
was tested by remeasuring a sample of 20 films; the average correlatio., between the
paired measurements over the various sites was 0.95.
Other data used included body circumferences at sites corresponding to each
radiographic fat measurement, height, weight, age, and biochemically assessed
extracellular water and total body water. Values for extracellular and total bcdy water
were used to calculate the percentage of body fat. Total body water and extracellular

water v,..Te assessed from the dilution curves for the distribution of standard
intravenous doses of antipyrine and sodium tniocyanate. Extracellular water was
subtracted from total body water to derive an estimate of intracellular water in the
body.
Two separate data sets, one cross-sectional and one longitudinal, were used in the

analysis. The cross-sectional sample, consisting of first-visit data for 699 individuals,
was divided into ten-year age groups between the ages of 25 and 84. The longitudinal
sample consisted of the first two of three radiographs of 234 participants (average
interval between first and second films was 6.8 yr). Increments per year were calculated
for all variables for each individual in the longitudihs sample. Each individual was
placed in one of the ten-year categories of the cross-sectional sample band on his
average age between the two test visits. Since third and fourth radiographs were
available for very few individuals, they were not included in the longitudinal analysis.
Cross-sectional analysis showed that average values for both height and weight
decline steadily after age 30. Total body water as a percentage of body :ght declines
in younger adults but becomes constant after age 55. Although the proportion of fat in
relation to body weight increases with age, the calculated weight of fat changes little
through the adult life span. The conclusion that the decline in body weight with age is
due to loss of fat-free tissue is further supported by an age-dependent decline in
percentage of intracellular water. The data on various body sites also gave evidence of

a decline in fat-free tissue with age. Fat-thickness measurements of the trunk,
particularly at the ilium and lower thorax, hid the highest correlations with budy
weight. The marked reduc:on in forearm diameter after age 60 is due not to changes

in fat thickness but to a logs of muscle tissue (Fig. V.5).
Longitudinal analysis showed weight increments in the three youngest age groups

(25-34, 35-44, and 45-54 yr) a- lecrements between the ages of 55 and 74. The
oldest individuals showed 2
.std increase in weight, possibly as a result of
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differential survival that results in unusually good health in very old individuals.
Height decrements accelerated with age Among measures of lean tissue, calculated fatfree weight declined in all age groups except the oldest. Body-fat increments, which
were highly positive in the first age group, decreased with age, and the oldest group
showed a marked decline. L)2crements were observed in measures of arm and calf fat in

all age groups. In the middle trunk, fat lateral to the lowest rib showed a decline
through adulthood. In contrast to the cross-sectional data, which showed intervals of
increase and decrease in fat lateral to the anterior-superior iliac spine, longitudinal data
showed positive increments in the groups for which sufficient data were available (all
groups except the youngest and the oldest). There were too few measurements at the
greater trochanter to allow calculation of change.

The longitudinal data reveal that sites in close anatomical proximity behave
differently during adulthood. While fat in the extremities remains relatively stable in
the cross-sectional data, the longitudinal data show that it declines through adulthood,
the middle trunk undergoing a net loss and the lower trunk a gain in fat. This shows
that subcutaneous fat is in a dynamic state throughout adult life. The change is most
striking in the longitudinal data, which show that subcutaneous fat in some sites may
actually decline during the years in which overall body weight and fat increase.
These findings suggest that, at least during old age, when all subcutaneous fat in
most sites is either declining or unchanged in thickness, total fat remains the same. The
implication is that internal fat is accumulating while subcutaneous fat is decreasing with
aging.

2. Height and Weight
Studies of the loss of height and weight with age have been described above,
under "Conceptual Considerations in the Identification of Age Changes." It was found
that height showed a decrement with age, both in age groups and in individuals. On

the other hand, calculation of age regression of body weight in individual subjects
showed that for the decades 25-34, 35-44, and 45-54 the regressions on age were
positive even though the average regression calculated from cross-sectional data was
negative.

3. ).,int Degeneration in Osteoarthritis of the Hand
Longitudinal anthropometric measurements based on radiographs were used by
Plato and Norris ( 1979b) in their study of the rate of change in joint degeneration in
osteoarthritis of the hand. The authors studied 478 BLSA participants between 21 and
97 years old who were grouped in four categories according to their ages at the time of
their first x-ray. Group A inclt.ded 107 individuals below the age of 40 (Fc age = 33.2
yr); group B 175 participants aged 40-54 (ic age = 46.9 yr); group C 129 participants
aged 55-69 (i age = 61.8 yr); and group D 67 individuals who were x-rayed for the

first time when they were 70+ years old (Fc age = 74.1 yr).
The x-rays were graded according to published standards that recognize five
grades of severity of osteoanhritis (grades 0 and 1 are considered normal, grade 4
severe). Osteoarthritis in th,., distal and proximal interphalangeal joints was evaluated

separate)/ by the DH, PH, and IH scoring system. The DH score represents the
highest osteoarthritic grade among the five distal interphalangeal joints, the PH score
the highest grade among the four proximal interphalangeal joints plus the metacarpophalangeal joint of the thumb. The IH is the highest osteoarthritic grade observed in
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any of the interphalangeal or metacarpophalangeal joints of the hand. 1 ,-adiographs
were evaluated by the same investigator to eliminate variability.
The results showed that joint degeneration from osteoarthritis is a relatively slow

p-lcess. The maximum rate of degeneration was seen in the distal interphalangeal
jt nts, where the average increase was about one grade per individual in the interval of
12 to 16 years between x-rays. The rate of degeneration in the proximal interphalangeal joints was much slower.
The progress of degeneration in distal interphalangeal joints of individuals
(longitudinally evaluated) was very similar to that seen in an earlier cross-sectional

study by the same authors (Plato and Norris, 1979a).
The rate of change in the osteoarthritic grade of individual hands agreed closely
with that of their distal interphalangeal joints. This further supports the conclusion of
the authors' earlier cross-sectional study (Plato and Norris, 1979a) that what has been
referred to as an osteoarthritic grade of the hand of an individual may actually be the
high-..st grade among the distal interphalangeal joints.

PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE
1. Basal Mett.bolism
Basal metabolic rate (BMR) has traditionally been expressed in relation to bodysurface area, which is calculated from height and weight by a standard formula. The use
of body size as a reference, however, assumes that all tissues contribute equally to body
metabolism. In reality, adipose, bone, and connective tissues have very low oxygen
demands and contribute very little in comparison with other tissues to the bulk of the
whole-body basal oxygen consumption. Early in this century, "active tissue mass"the

estimated weight of tissues actively consuming oxygenwas proposed as a more
suitable reference for the BMR, but the difficulty of measuring it accurately has made
the approach impractical.

A BLSA cross-sectional analysis of aging by Tzankoff and Norris (1977)
confirmed results reported by Shock et al. (1963) showing that age-related decrements
of whole-body basal oxygen consumption in adult men 'vere largely attributable to

concurrent decrements in the mass of metabolically active (creatinine-producing)
skeletal muscle. The approach was advantageous in that it was not necessary to account
for either the deposition or the loss of fat, and the questionable reference to body size
was avoided. The authors later extended these findings in a longitudinal study of 355
BLSA participants in whom five or more paired determinations of whole-body oxygen

consumption and muscle mass were obtained over a mean period of 10.7 years
(Tzankoff and Norris, 1978).
Nonmuscle oxygen demand and muscle oxygen demand in the basal state were

calculated from paired values of whole-body oxygen consumption and 24-hour
creatinine excretion by the method of Tzankoff and Norris (1977). Each subject's data
were represented by a slope obtained by least-squares linear regression of each variable

on age. They were then grouped in age decades. The overall mean rate of change,
0.82 ml 02/min per year, was similar to that calculated from cross-sectional data.
Mean slopes of whole-body oxygen consumption, summarized by age-decade groups,
were all negative, not very different from one another, and consistent with the cross-
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sectional trend. Nonmuscle oxygen consumption increased for the six olr :r groups, in
contrast with the lack of a cross-sectional age effect in skeletal muscle.
Among these subjects, 48 had died shortly after their last measurements (1c interval
= 1.9 yr), 46 of them from cancer or cardiovascular disease. As a group, the decedents
had had significantly higher mean slopes for nonmuscle oxygen requirement than the
average. In the absence of these diseases, muscle-mass decrement and the concomitant
der.rease in oxygen requirement accounted for age decrements in whole-body oxygen
requirement. In the subjects who died, however, the overall decline had been slowed
or even reversed by gradual increases in nonmuscle oxygen requirement during nearly
the entire decade before death. These findings led the authors to qualify a conclusion
of the earlier cross-sectional study that loss of muscle mass is responsible for all the
decline in whole-body oxygen requirement with age. Men nearing terminal age were
similar to the survivors in that they lost skeletal muscle at comparable rates, but they
differed from the survivors in that their decline in muscle oxygen requirement was
offset by gradual increases in nonmuscle oxygen requirement. The result was a lower
rate of decline in their whole-body oxygen consumption. In longitudinal studies that
include only two points, one early and one very late, this effect could be mistaken for a

slower rate of aging.

2. Renal Function
All participants in the BLS a studied between July 1, 1961, and June 30, 1971,
were included in a longitudinal and cross-sectional study of creatinine clearance (Rowe
et aL, 1976b). More than 3300 creatinine clearances were obtained in 884 volunteers
ranging in age from 17 through 96 years. On the basis of clinical examinations, subjects
were placed in categories indicating the presence of specific diseases or medications

that might alter the glomerular filtration rate. Only subjects who were not in these
categories, a total of 548 individuals, were included in the data analysis.
Cross-sectional analysis showed a highly significant reduction in creatinine
clearance with advancing age in healthy subjects. The data when grouped by decades
suggested that creatinine clearanc,, remained stable until age 34 and thereafter
declined, the rate of decline increasing with each decade after age 65. In the crosssectional analysis, however, this tendency toward an increasing rate of decline in the
very old subjects proved not to be statisti :ally significant.

The longitudinal analysis consisted of the calculation of the regression of
creatinine clearance on age for each subject on whom five or more tests had been
completed. The means of the individual slopes in the longitudinal analysis were similar
to the mean differences in the cross-sectional analysis. Regression analysis of individual
slopes by age indicated a minimally significant acceleration in the rate of (ecline in
renal function with age after age 65. In view of the detailed screening of the subjects to
eliminate those who might possibly have suffered from overt or occult renal disease,
the authors concluded that the decrements represent true renal aging rather than the
development of renal disease.
Shock et al. (1979) analyzed the longitudinal data from 398 BLSA subjects, aged 25
to 100 years, who were tested for 24-hour creatinine clearance five or more times over
a period of ten years. They found that the correlation of individual regression slopes
with age was highly significant, i.e., the rate of fall in creatinine clearance increased

with age over the range of 25 to 90 years. Average slopes for 20-year age groups
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became increasingly negative, from 0.26 ml/min1.73 m2 per year for the 20-39 age

group to 1.51 for subjects aged 80 to 100 years. This relation could not be
demonstrated from cross-sectional data.
Although the standard error of individual regression coefficients based on as few
as five measurements may be large, eight subjects were identified with statistically
significant positive coefficients (i.e., their creatinine clearance improved with age).
Longitudinal observations can obviously identify individual subjects who deviate
markedly from the average pattern of age changes derived from cross-sectional data.
The sanie study yielded five or more observations on 59 subjects who died after
the age of 55. Mean values for creatinine clearance and individual regression slopes for
this group were compared with values based on a group of 106 subjects over the age of
55 who were still living after ten years. The mean ages of the two group, did not differ
significantly. Although examination of death certificates showed that renal disease was
not recorded as a cause of death for any of the 59 subjects, the individuals in this group
had exhibited lower creatinine clearances and faster rates of decline in clearance than
subjects of comparable age who were still alive.
The longitudinal observations illustrated clearly the individual differences that
exist in the rates of change of these variables. Some individuals follow the pattern
predicted from cross-sectional analyses (i.e., a gradual fall in clearance with age).

However, some of the normal subjects showed a pattern of increased creatinine
clearance with advancing ageat least to age 70. This is an important finding that bears
further longitudinal exploration.

3. Serum Cholesterol
A decline in cardiovascular mortality in the past decade has been noted by several
authors. The decline has coincided with public-health efforts to control such risk factors

for coronary artery disease (CAD) as blood pressure, cigarette smoking, physicalactivity levels, obesity, and serum cholesterol. Independent cross-sectional studies have
provided evidence that serum-cholesterol levels have been dropping in recent years,
and similar changes have been suggested by preliminary longitudinal studies. The trend
to lower cholesterol levels was confirmed in a detailed study by Hershcopf et aL (1982)
of longitudinal changes in serum-cholesterol levels in BLSA participants over a period

of 14 years.
Serum cholesterol, height, and weight are among the variables that have been
followed in the BLSA since its inception. In addition, dietary and exercise histories
have been maintained in subgroups of this well-characterized population. It was thus
possible to measure not only changes in serum cholesterol but also the effects on
cholesterol levels of body weight, diet, and physical activity.
A total of 1011 males ranging in age from 17 to 102 had 5127 cholesterol
determinations between 1958 and 1977. After data exclusions, 3088 cholesterol
determinations in 783 participants were available to determine changes over the 14year period from 1963 to 1977. As a measure of obesity, r iglu was corrected for
height by use of the body-mass index defined as weight in Jograms divided by the
square of the height in meters. Dietary intake was assessed from seven-dal diaries kept
by each participant under the guidance of nutritionists. Estimates of physical activity
were obtained by interviews or questionnaires covering specific activities at home,
work, or recreation, as well as variations in activities such as trips and seasonal sports.
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Total daily energy expenditures were calculated for each subject by use of predetermined values for each activity (Mc Gandy et al., 1966).
In the analyses cc a...rum-cholesterol changes, the annual rate of change was
computed as the slope of the regression line for each subject with three or more data
points. In the analysis of secular change, each participant was represented by the mean

of available determinations within each period. Simple linear correlations and
regressions were used to assess the relation between individual performances.
Cross-sectional analysis revealed age differences in cholesterol data obtained
between 1971 and 1977. Higher cholesterol values were found with increasing age
from 25 to 64 years, but lower values were found in the 65-84-year-old group. When
the data were examined as successive cross-sectional studies, serum-cholesterol values

were fairly constant in the periods between 1964 and 1970 but dropped 6% in the
periods between 1970 and 1972. Since then there has been little change. Because of
the drop in serum cholesterol, the total span of the study was separated into two
overlapping periods, Fra 1 (1963 to 1971) and Era 2 (1969 to 1977). Within-agegroup differences in serum cholesterol between Era 1 and Era 2 were found in all age
decades studied.
Longitudinal analysis of serum cholesterol values obtained within Era 1 showed
that changes in cholesterol levels in individuals grouped by age followed the pattern
seen in the cross-sectional analysis, i.e., cholesterol increased in the younger adult years
and decreased in the later years. The drop in cholesterol levels between Era 1 and Era
2 seen in the comparisons within age groups was strikingly evident in the longitudinal
analysis as well.

A shift in methodology was ruled out as an explanation of the period change in
cholesterol values between Era 1 and Era 2, since re-analysis of stored frozen and
lyophilized samples yielded values parallel to the original ones. When the effects of
obesity, selected dietary constituents, and physical activity were examined as potential
explanations, serum-cholesterol levels were not significantly correlated with levels of

weight or body-mass index. Changes in weight, however, were significantly and
positively correlated with changes in serum cholesterol. The fact that the study
population did not as a whole experience a significant decline rules out weight changes

as a source of the period drop in cholesterol levels. There were no significant
correlations between the absolute value of any dietary variables examined and the
absolute level of serum cholesterol. Although there were small but significant changes
in most dietary constituents, only changes in caloric intake had significant positive

correlation with changes in serum cholesterol. The small overall change in caloric
intake, however, could explain less than 1 mg/dl of the average 11 mg/dl drop. There
was no overall change in physical activity, and no significant correlations were found
between either the level of or the change in physical activity and the level of or the
change in serum cholesterol.
Since changes in fatness, caloric intake, and physical activity cannot fully explain
the change in cholesterol levels between Era 1 and Era 2, other factors that must be
involved should be examined in future studies.

4. Cardiovascular Function
Right-bundle branch block in apparently healthy, men. Although the prevalence and

incidence of several electrocardiographic (ECG) abnormalities clearly increase with
age, the long-term prognostic implicatiuns are controversial primarily because the
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effects of aging and disease on the ECG have not been adequately separated. One such
ECG abnormality is right-bundle branch block (RBBB). Most of the studies examining
the long-term prognosis of this conduction defect are derived from hospital-based or
military populations, neither of which is representative of the general community. Men
from the BLSA provided a more reasonable population for such a study, and an age-

matched control population made possible the separation of aging and disease
processes.

Resting 12-lead ECGs identified 24 men with RBBB who had shown no evidence
of cardiac disease on initial presentation. To determine their long-term cardiovascular
prognosis, they were compared (Reg et al., 1983a) with an age-matched control group;
mean age on presentation with RBBB was 63 years. No differences in the prevalence
of major coronary risk factors or obstructive lung disease were noted initially. Over the

8.4-year average follow-up period, the incidence of angina pectoris, myocardial
infarction, cardiomegaly, congestive heart failure, high-grade heart block, or cardiac
death did not differ between RBBB and control groups. Likewise, no differences in
cardiothoracic ratio, mean blood pressure, maximal aerobic performance, or maximal
exercise heart rate were found between groups on most recent examination. Left-axis
deviation, however, occurred more commonly in RBBB subjects (46% vs. 15%, p <
.01), and their mean resting heart rate was lower than that of controls. In addition, PRinterval prolongation of 40 msec or more over time was more frequent in men with
RBBB than in controls (21% vs. 6%, p < .03). These findings suggest that RBBB in
clinically healthy men is found primarily in older individuals and has no effect on longterm cardiovascular morbidity or mortality. The frequent association of RBBB with
left-axis deviation, as well as the slower heart rate and the fact that the tendency for
prolongation of atrioventricular conduction with time is greater in men with RBBB
than in controls, suggests a primary disorder of cardiac conduction in the former.
Longitudinal cardiopulmonary chest x-ray changes in normal men. The standard chest xray is the most common radiographic procedure employed in medicine. Despite the
ubiquity of the examination, most of the information on radiographic changes seen
with advancing age has been derived from cross-sectional studies in populations not
carefully screened for the presence of cardiopulmonary disease.
To determine the changes attributable to the aging process, we evaluated
cardiovascular and pulmonary structures on two standard postero-anterior chest x-rays
taken at least ten years apart (ft interval = 16.9 yr) in 67 carefully screened healthy men
(Ensor et al., 1983). Only normotensive individuals with negative maximal-exercise
ECGs and normal pulmonary-function tests were included in the survey.
The mean aortic knob diameter increased from 3.4 ± 0.6 cm to 3.8 ± 0.5 cm,
enlarging in 78% of subjects. Although mean cardiothoracic ratio (CTR) increased
from .405 ± .04 to .427 ± .04 overall, only 3% of men developed a CTR greater than
.50, and none exceeded .51. Pulmonary abnormalities on initial chest x-ray consisted

mainly of hyper-inflation (27%) and increased markings (19%), both of which
doubled in prevalence during follow-up. Kerley B lines and enlarged pulmonary
arteries, which were rare initially, increased four- to fivefold over time. Commonly
accepted x-ray criteria suggested chronic obstructive lung disease in 21% of the final
chest films, despite the absence of clinical or spirometric abnormalities. These data
provide a framework by which chest radiographic changes with age can be interpreted.
The most significant finding is that the frequently quoted value of .50 for the normal
upper limit of CTR remains valid even in advanced age.
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Cardiothoracic ratio. CTRthe ratio of the cardiac diameter (CD) to the thoracic
diameter (TD) as determined from x-ray measurementshas been used to assess heart

size. CTR values exceeding 50% have been regarded as evidence of abnormal
enlargement of the heart. Cross-sectional studies on other populations have reported
values exceeding 50% in 10% of older men and in 20% of older women. Although
these studies excluded individuals with overt heart disease, rigorous screening for the
presence of heart disease was not conducted.
The availability of standard six-foot postero-anterior chest x-rays on BLSA subjects
made it possible to examine the effect of age on this ratio (Potter et al., 1982). The study
used 1124 chest x-rays from 243 men, aged 20 to 95 years, who had been followed for
an average of 12.3 years (range of follow-up was 8 to 21 yr). Criteria for inclusion in
the study were a) three or more technically adequate x-rays; b) eight or more years
between first and last x-rays; r) age at time of last x-ray under 50 or over 60 years.
Measurements of CD and TD, which were made blind to subject age and date of x-ray,
were reproducible to 0.1 cm.
In the longitudinal analysis the rate of change in CD and TD was computed as the
slope of the age-regression line for each subject estimated from three or more data
points.
Cross-sectional analysis indicated a slight but significant rise in average values of

CD up to age 75, whereas TD showed no change between the ages of 32-50 and
60-69 years but fell after age 70. The ratio CD/TD increased progressively frsm the
32-50-year group through the 80-95-year group.
Longitudinal analysis indicated that changes in CD, TD, and CTR in individuals
generally followed the pattern suggested by the cross-sectional analysis: increasing CD

and CTR after 50 years of age, and decreasing TD in the oldest groups.
Patients with diagnosed heart disease had higher values for CD and CD/TD ratio
at all ages, but TD did not differ significantly from values for the normal controls.
For each of the 49 deceased subjects a surviving subject was selected who had
been the same age at the time of first testing and whose cardiovascular status had been
the same. Comparisons of mean slopes of CD and CTR in deceased individuals with
those in survivors showed that individuals who had died with diagnosed heart disease
had had significantly higher slopes than survivors. However, individuals who died
without evidence of heart disease had slopes that did not differ from those of matched
survivors.

COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE
1, Vigilance
"Vigilance" refers to a central process or state reflecting the individual's readiness

to respond to specific infrequent and unpredictable stimuli. The primary index of
vigilance is the proportion of the infrequent signals that is detected. The test consists of
detecting and reporting instances when the pointer attached to a large I lank circular

clock face moves two intervals instead of the usual single interval. The full circle
includes 100 intervals. In the course of the one-hour test, 23 double jumps occur at
irregular intervals. A cross-sectional study (Surwillo and Quilter, 1964) showed that
fewer signals were detected by an old than by a young group. The study also showed
that middle-aged individuals had the fastest reaction time to infrequent signals,
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outperforming both old and young. The reduced proportion of stimuli detected and
the slower reaction times demonstrated by elderly subjects suggest a reduction in the
reactivity of the central nervous system late in life.

Thirty-three subjects from the original study were retested, by the same
procedures, after an interval of 18 years (Qullter et al., 1983). In addition to the crosssectional comparisons of the second-time data and the longitudinal analysis of change,
measures of men who were 51 to 69 years of age at the time of first testing were
compared with measures of men who had reached ages of 51 to 69 by the time of their
second testing.
The cross-sectional analysis of the number of double jumps that were detected
showed a significant age effect. Subjects 70 to 88 years old detected 58% of the double
stimuli, while 51-69-year-olds detected 71%.
A significant longitudinal effect occurred in those who were 70 to 88 years old in
1980-1981; they detected fewer targets (58%) than they had in 1962-1964, while

those 51 to 69 years old in 1980-1981 detected one percent more targets than in
1962-1964. Longitudinal analysis thus confirmed the cross-sectional findings that
young and middle-aged groups perform equally well on vigilance, while individuals

approaching the age of 70 show a decline.
The longitudinal results also showed that in 1980-1981 the 51-69-year-olds had
faster reaction times than 18 years previously, while the 70-88-year-olds were slower.
The faster reaction times in the middle-aged group confirm the original cross-sectional
study. It should be noted that the men who were 51 to 69 in 1980-1981 were similar
to the men 51 to 69 in 1962-1964 in both proportion of signals detected and reaction
time. Instead of increasing progressively over the entire age span, reaction time to
infrequent signals increases primarily after age 70.

The results of the combined cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis and
comparison support the conclusion that differences in vigilance, although they are not
manifest in performance until after the age of 70, are true aging effl.cts and are not due
to cohort differences.

2. Problem Solving
Few studies have measured changes in problem-solving performance with age.
Studies published before 1974 were cross-sectional. They silvwed that older adults had
substantial difficulty in solving logical problems, but that some tests, which measure the
ability to solve concept-type problems, did not consistently reveal differences betwc °n

young and old adults. Arenberg (1974) was the first to publish the results of a
longitudinal study of the effects of aging on problem-solving performance. The aims of
the study were to determine whether performance on logical problems changes with

age and whether old subjects decline more than younger subjects. A sample of 300
BLSA participants ranging from 24 to 87 years of age was studied.
All problems were administered during a single half-day session for each subject.
After instructions, which included a sample problem and a practice problem, the
subjects were given the main set consisting of up to three problems of increasing
complexity. The second session was scheduled a minimum of six years after the first (Fc
interval = 6.7 yr). Of the 300 initial participants, 224 were available to take part in the
second session.

Each input prior to achievement of a solution sequence could be evaluated as
potentially informative or uninformative, depending on the pool of information
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available to the subject at that point. The number of uninformative inputs was the
primary dependent measure. These inputs were further classified as overtly redundant,

directly inferable, or indirectly inferable, in order to elucidate the age deficits in
reasoning that were hypothesized.
Performance on the tests was analyzed both cross-sectionally and longitudinally.
Cross-sectional results for all problems showed that, with increasing age, the proportion

of subjects who achieved solutions decreased and uninformative inputs increased.
Although the pattern of age differences varied somewhat, all three problems showed a
decrease in proportion of successful solutions and a decline in effectiveness of solutions
with age.
Longitudinal measures of change in both Problem 1 (n = 193) and Problem 2 (n
= 166) showed a mean decline in performance only for the group that was over 70 at

the first testing. For that group, the number of uninformative inputs increased
primarily because of the greater number of overtly redundant inputs, even though
memory demands were minimized and the entire written record of input-outcome
events was always available to the subject. Thus the oldest subjects repeated inputs
frequently, and the increase in repeated inputs accounted for a major portion of the
decline in the effectiveness of their reasoning. These subjects also made attempts at
solution sequences that were variations of earlier attempts but were ineffective because

they did not make use of the information available from previous input-outcome
events.
A follow-up analysis of mortality and :easoning performance for the 49 men in the

initial group over 70 showed a relation between survival and success in solving
Problem 1. Of the 36 men (R age = 74.3 yr) who solved the problem, six had died; of
the 13 (R age = 76.0 yr) who failed to solve the problem, six had died. There had been
no difference in vocabulary scores between the survivors and nonsurvivors.
The true age changes in this study were probably reduced as a result of several
positive biases: Individuals who returned for the second test were a select subsample of

the original group; most subjects who reached Problems 2 and 3 were superior
performers; and only those who successfully solved a particular problem in both
sessions could be included ir the analysis of change in reasoning effectiveness.
Although a substantial mean decline was found for the group over 70, even beyond age

75 the performance of some subjects had not declined from that observed six years
earlier.

In 1967, a study of concept problem solving was initiated in the BLSA. Crosssectional and longitudinal data collected from 1967 through 1979 were analyzed
(Arenberg, 19826). The problems were designed to measure not only whether correct
solutions were reached but how effectively each was solved.
There were twelve problems: four one-attribute (simple), four two-attribute with

high initial information, and four two-attribute with low initial information. Each
problem comprised four dimensions, and each dimension had two attributes. To make

the problems easier to understand, they were described as attempts to identify the
"poisoned" food or foods in a problem. In the "language" of poisoned foods, the
attributes are foods, the concepts (solutions) are poisoned foods, subjects select meals,
and each meal is designated as having caused an imaginary diner to "Die" (positive) or

"Live" (negative.), depending on whether it included the poisoned food or foods.
To minimize the memory component of the task, subjects were required to write
each selection and is designation (provided by the experimenter). Each concept rule
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(simple, conjunctive, disjunctive) was explained thoroughly and was prominently
displayed during the problem. The entire procedure was subject-paced.
During the first 13 years of this study, complete first-time data were collected for
751 men ranging in age from 20 to 87 years. Cross-sectional analysis of the number of
correct solutions found a monotonic decrease in means from 10.4 for the men in their

20s to 5.4 for the men in their 80s.

By the end of 1979, 327 men had returned for a repetition of all 12 problems at
least six years after the first session (ic interval = 6.9 yr). Mean improvements were
found for the younger age groups, but the men who had been in their 60s or 70s when
first measured showed small mean declines in the number of correct solutions.
Estimates of age changes were calculated within birth cohorts by regression
analysis of number correct (first session) and calendar time (date of session). These
within-cohort estimates showed no change for the six ten-year cohorts born between
1897 and 1956; but for the earliest-born cohort (1887-1896) the estimate was 0.25
problems per year. The estimates of age change thus confirm the direct (longitudinal)

measures of change, i.e., declines in performance only late in life.
Results using the effectiveness measures were similar to the results for number of
correct solutions.

3. Learning
BISA longitudinal data on age changes in learning ability, although largely
preliminary, constitute perhaps the most extensive body of information on the subject.

The data on performance in paired-associate and serial learning at two different
anticipation intervals for each task were described by Arenberg and Robertson-Tchabo

(1977) and Arenberg (1983). Arenberg (1967b) had previously shown by crosssectional analysis that small age differences existed before age 60 and larger age
differences thereafter, particularly when only a short anticipation interval was used.
The BISA data on age changes in learning are of two kinds: conventional
longitudinal data based on repeated measures at least six years apart, and independent
subsamples of the same birth cohorts measured during two separate periods. Six birth
cohorts, based on dates of birth between 1885 and 1932, were studied in the early
sample, which was measured between 1960 and 1964. The second subsample of each
cohort comprised men who entered the study after the first sample, but data for only
five of the six cohorts were available for the later sample, which was measured between
1968 and 1974. Comparison of independent subsamples born in the same periods
(cross-sequential analysis) is advantageous in that it eliminates retest effects and the
effects of noncomparability of learning material, but is disadvantageous in that age
becomes a between-subjects variable and any precision attributable to the withinsubjects design is lost. The advantage of the design lies in the argument that if
repeated-measures data are corroborated by intra-cohort differences, the evidence for
age changes is compelling.
The mean period between tests was 6.8 years for the 102 men assigned to the
short anticipation interval (fast-pace condition) who had two valid measures on the
paired-associate task. The youngest group (initially 30-38 yr) showed a small mean
decrease in errors. The other two groups of men initially less than 54 years of age

showed moderate mean increases. The three oldest groups showed larger mean
increases in errors, the largest in the oldest group (initially 69-76 yr). Cross-sequential
analysis found the smallest increases within birth cohorts in the three latest-born
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cohorts (1909 to 1932) and the largest increases in the two earl: st-born cohorts (1893
to 1908), i.e., the oldest groups. Mean raw scores on the Vocabulary subtest of the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) were similar in the early (1960-1964) and

the later (1968-1974) samples.
The mean interval between administrations was 6.7 years for the 111 men
assigned to the slower pace who had two valid measures on paired-associate learning.
The three youngest groups (initially 30-55 yr) showed the smallest mean declines, the
two oldest (initially 61-74 yr) the largest. The smallest difference within birth cohorts

was found in the youngest whorl (1925-1932). Large differences favoring the
younger subsamples within birth cohorts were found for the two earliest-born cohorts
(1893-1908), the oldest groups. Again, the mean WAIS Vocabulary raw scores for the
early and later samples were quite similar.
For the 104 men who had two valid measures of serial learning at the faster pace,
errors decreased, although the two oldest groups (initially 63-76 yr) showed mean
increases. Comparison of early and late subsamples within birth cohorts showed the

largest increases in errors in the two earliest-born (oldest) cohorts.
For the 102 men who had two valid serial-learning measures at the slow pace,
errors increased. Again the largest decline in performance was found in the oldest
group (initially 68-76 yr). All birth cohorts showed age differences; mean errors were
consistently greater for the older subsample within each cohort. Although no clear
pattern emerged between the magnitude of the mean age differences and the birth

periods of the cohorts, the earliest-born cohort showed the largest age difference.
Thus, for both paired-associate and serial learning, age decrements in conventional
longitudinal comparisons were found in the oldest age groups. In addition, compari-

sons within birth cohorts showed that in early-born cohorts older subsamples
performed less effectively than younger subsamples. The evidence indicates a deficit in

verbal learning in the later years of life.

4. Visual Memory
In a longitudinal study of age changes in nonverbal memory published by Arenberg

(1978), performance consisted of reproducing geometric designs from memory. In
addition to cross-sectional data, the study included age changes based on conventional
longitudinal data as well as on comparisons of independent samples from the same birth

cohort measured at different times.
subjects included every participant in the BLSA for whom a measurable initial
performance during the period from 1960 to 1973 was available, a total of 857 men
whose age range was 18 to 102 years. The total sample was divided into early, middle,
and late subsamples based on the date of the initial measurement. The primary crosssectional analysis was based on the early sample, the middle and late samples serving as
replications. The primary longitudinal analysis was based on the re-examination of 768
men from the early sample, and a small longitudinal replication was based on the reexamination of 82 men from the middle sample. Age changes were also estimated in
subsamples from the early and late samples on the basis of comparisons within birth
cohorts (age differences between subgroups born at the same time but measured at
difIcTent times).
Al! participants were given Form C of the Benton Revised Visual Retention Test,
Administration A, usually on their first visit. Form E was administered on a subsequent

visit at least six years after the first test. Errors were scored independently by two
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psychologists according to the test manual. At the same session the WAIS Vocabulary
subtest was also administered.
For cross-sectional analysis, subjects from the early, middl( and late samples were
classified in seven age groups. In all three samples the mean number of errors increased
with age.

Although the magnitude of change increased with age in both longitudinal
samples, statistical significance was not attained in the middle sample. Assessment of

cumulative distributions of age changes for five age groups in the early sample
demonstrated a striking aifference between the oldest group and the other four: Fewer
than half the men in each of the four youngest groups declined in performance, but
more than two thirds a the group initially over 70 declined. The large mean increase

in errors for the- men in their 70s was attributable not to a few men who changed
drastically but to a shift of the entire distribution in the direction of larger decrements
in performance. Sim;iarly, estimates of age changes based on comparisons within birth
cohorts indicated age differences in all cohorts, the largest occurring in the zarliest
born.
In summary, increases in errors were small for the young groups, moderate for
men in their 50s and 60s, aod substantial for men over 70. WAIS Vocabulary measures
for these same samples showed small cross-sectional differences favoring the older men,

no overall longitudinal change but small deficits for the older participants, and small
declines in estimates of age changes based on comparisons of independent samples

born during the same period. In general, the results indicate age decrements in
memory-for-design in men late in life, but small or no decrements in vocabulary for the
same samples. No correlation was found in either longitudinal sample between change
in memory performance and change in vocabulary score.
The picture is quite clear for memory for designs. Cross-sectional, longitudinal,
cross-sequential, and time-sequential analyses provide consistent and strong evidence of

age decrements late in life.

5. Temperament as a Predictor of Change in Visual Retention
Individual differences raise the important question whether predictors of

an

individual's decline in memory performance can be identified. In this case it might be
possible to devise strategies for intervention in cognitive problems in the elderly. A
preliminary BLSA study was therefore undertaken to examine temperamental traits as
possible predictors of change in visual-memory performance libertson-Trbabo et al..
19791.

The 52 subjects in the analysis included every BLSA participant 70 to 79 years of
age at the time of the initial administration of the Benton Test for whom there was a
second performance measure, as well as both initial and second administrations of the
GZTS, which assesses General Activity, Restraint, Ascendance, Sociability, Emotional
Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, Thoughtfulness, Personal Relations, and Masculinity. Multiple regression analyses were carried out with the ten scales of the GZTS as
independent variables and residualized change in Benton total errors as the dependent
measure. (Change in Benton total errors represents the part of the second measure that

is uncorrelated with or independent of the initial level of total errors.)
The results of the multiple regression analyses, together with the simple
correlations, showed that the variables Ob'zctivity, General Activity, Restraint,
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Masculinity, and Ascendance were important correlates and predictors of Benton
performance.

Although the consistency with which some of the scales emerged as important
predictors. in this exploratory study is encouraging, the small sample size and the need
to control for the effects of other variables, such as health factors, clearly require
replication of the findings. Furthermore, the observed relation between personality
traits and visual-memory performance in this study permits no conclusions about cause

and effect or the underlying mechanisms.

6. Blood Pressure and Intelligence
Although the prevalence of elevated blood pressure in older people has led to
suggestions that it may be partly responsible for decline in cognitive function with age,
the literature on the subject is contradictory (Wilkie and Eisdorfer, 1971). Uncertainty
arises in part from the complexity of the variables under investigation. Hypertension is
not a single clinical entity; there are many kinds, and this diversity may influence any

relation with intellectual performance. Most research has been conducted in clinic
patients, who are often under medication that could influence intellectual performance.
Different kinds of cognitive tests show different age effects: Visual memory, as the
preceding section has shown, decreases significantly after age 70, while vocabulary

does not in general decline and may even increase. Other frequent sources of
inconsistency are small sample size (which makes it difficult to measure hypertensive

effects that are small in comparison with the range of individual differences in
intelligence) and faulty sampling procedures.
Longitudinal studies are needed to assess the long-term effects of increased blood
pressure on intellectual performance, since serial observations in the same individuals

over time permit the determination of the relations between antecedents and
consequences. A BLSA longitudinal study by Costa and Shock (1980) used the Army
Alpha test, a general intelligence test that includes some components of intelligence
that change with age and others that do not. The study had the further advantages of

relatively large sample size and a ailability of information on health status
medication of the subjects.
The Army Alpha has two parallel forms, A and B, each of which consists of eight
subtests: Following Directions, Arithmetic Problems, Practical Judgment, SynonymAntonym, Disarranged Sentences, Number Series Completion, Analogies, and General
Information.
All subjects were given Form A of the test on their first visit. Thereafter, they were
treated differently according to age. After an interval of four to eight years, those
under 70 were given Form B, which is parallel to Form A, to avoid practice effects.
Subjects aged 70+ continued to be administered Form A at each annual visit. This
provided two sets of longitudinal data: retest data after four to eight years on Form B
for 350 men initially aged 17 to 65 years, and data from 'Six administrations of Form A
spanning five to 11 years for 51 mei initially aged 66 to 84 years.
were extensively analyzed. In the first set of
The two-point data for men under
analyses, subjects were classified in three age groups, 20-39, 40-49, and 50-65 years,
and were cross-classified as low, average, or high in blood pressure on the basis of three

sources of data: average basal systolic and diastolic blood pressure at the first visit
(designated Basal), average of casual sitting pressures recorded from right and left arms

at the first visit (designated First Casual), and average right and left casual sitting
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pressures at the second visit (designated Second Casual). In the Basal classification,
subjects were divided into low, middle, and high thirds of the distribution. In the First
and Second Casual classifications, subjects were classed as "low" if their systolic

pressure was below 120 or their diastolic pressure was below 80, "high" is their
systolic pressure was above 140 or their diastolic pressure above 90. The remaining
subjects were classified in a "middle" group.
In the first set of analyses, scores on each of the eight timed subtests and the total
Alpha score were examined in relation to systolic and diastolic blood pressures under
Basal, First Casual, and Second Casual classifications, a total of six definitions yielding
up to 18 groups. Age group and time were also used as classifying variables. There was
no evidence in the data for any effect of hypertension (within the existing bloodpressure ranges) on changes in Army-Alpha performance among men under 65.
Similar analyses were conducted on data from the Army Alpha test given under
untimed conditions. Although three of 48 main effects and five of 144 interaction
terms were significant, the investigators concluded that this finding could not be
considered evidence of any effect of blood-pressure level on changes in performance.
Since this was an unscreened population in which the influence of chronic illness
or drugs could have obscured a true effect, further analysis was undertaken after
exclusion of such individuals. Additional analyses were performed in which subjects

taking medication Li- diagnosed as having a serious chronic illness, other than
hypertension, at any point during their first five visits to the GRC were excluded.
These exceptionally stringent criteria left a smaller sample of 117 men, few of whom
were in the "high" hypertension group. Since there was no evidence of an interaction
between age and hypertension, subjects were collapsed across age groups, and age was

used as a covariate in the analysis.
When timed subtests and totals were treated as dependent variables, the "high"blood- pressure group performed least well on the Following Directions and Number
Series Completion subtests. Although the effects were weak and inconsistently
replicated, they gave at least mixed evidence that higher blood pressure may be
detrimental to some kinds of cognitive performance among otherwise healthy men.
Somewhat stronger evidence was found when the untimed condition of the Alpha was

analyzed. Replicated main effects were seen for Arithmetic Problems, SynonymAntonym, Disarranged Sentences, and Number Series Completion, as well as for the
total untimed score. The "high" group showed the poorest performance in all these
measures. None of the effects, however, was strong, and no finding was statistically
significant in all six possible replications. In these data no support could be found for
the prevalent notion that elevated blood pressure or hypertension causes cognitive loss

or decline with aging.
In an analysis of men over 70, all subjects were classified as a) free of drugs and
major chronic diseases other than hypertension, or b) "other." Since no significant
differences were found in any of the eight subtesu or total scores, it was possible to
collapse the two categories in subsequent analyses. Repeated-measures analyses of
variance were performed on the Alpha subtests and total score, using six levels of the
repeated factor and classifying subjects by age and blood pressure. On only one of the
subtests, Practical Judgment, was there a significant main effect for blood-pressure
classification, and then only for systolic, on which hypertensive men were somewhat
lower performers than normotensive men. It might be expected, from the literature,
that normotensives would remain relatively constant or show only a modest decline
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over the six administrations, while hypertensives would show a more progressive and
precipitous decline. On the contrary, the study suggests that elevated blood-pressure
levels have little if any effect on intellectual performance for men ranging from 17 to
88 years of age. The conclusion must be interpreted cautiously because of several
limitations, which include the modest elevation of blood pressure an the absence of
cases of severe hypertension.

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS
1. Age and Stability of Personality
The question whether personality remains stable or changes over he adult life
span has become a major focus of attention in the last decade, precisely the period
during which the field of personality psychology was undergoing fundamental
revaluation. Neugarten (1977) pointed out that the attacks of social learning theorists
(Mischel, 1968), humanistic psychologists (Maddi, 1976), and psychometrists (Fiske,
1974) had left both personality psychology and its subfield, the study of personality and

aging, in disarray. The dominant theories of adult development, outgrowths of
psychoanalytic approaches, had not proven their usefulness. The critiques of Schaie
(1965) and Baltes (1968), who demonstrated that cross-sectional studies confound age
changes with birth-cohort differences, had brought into question most of the evidence
on the relation of personality to aging.
It might have been expected that the resurgence of the field would require the
development of a new conceptual model. Instead, the findings of stability argued for
one of the oldest models of personality: trait theory. Previous trait theory (Eysenck,
1960; Cattell, 1973; Guilford et al., 1976), despite its discouraging theoretical and
technical differences, had converged empirically on two basic dimensions of temperament, which may be labeled Neuroticism and Extraversion. A new trait model, the
NEO schema (Fig. 1) (Costa and McCrae, 1980c), which added the dimension of

Openness to Experience, provided support for earlier BLSA studies that had
consistently found that adult personality remains stable with advancing age.
Statistical definitions of stability and change. The term "stability" has three different
and largely independent faeanings. A trait may be considered stable for a group if the
mean level of the trait in a group of individuals is constant over time. This will occur if
all individuals remain at the same level, or if equal numbers increase and decrease over
the interval. Analysis of variance on age groups for repeated administrations is the
usual way to determine whether significant changes in mean level have occurred.
Another approach compares a person's standing on a trait in relation to that of others in
the group. Stability of this kind is usually assessed by a test-retest coefficient, which will
be higher if individuals maintain the same relative ordering on the trait over time,
regardless of the level of the trait. If some developmental process leads to a uniform

increase or decrease of a variable over time, it will have no effect on the retest
coefficient.
The implication of these considerations is that, except in the artificial case in which
all individuals score identically on repeated administrations of a test, the issues of mean-

level stability and retest stability must be addressed separately.
There is a third way in which stability or change in personality might be seen
across the life span. Personality is often conceptualized in terms of the relation between
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discrete variables. The pattern of intercorrelations among a group of traits might alter
with maturation; and although this kind of change is least familiar, it is logically prior to
the other kinds of stability or change. The most common method of comparing patterns
of intercorrelations is factor analysis of the battery of tests showing that the same (or
different) factors emerge in different age groups or administrations. "Age-comparative
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Figure VI.1. Schematic representation of the 18-facet neuroticistnextraversion-openness
(NEO) model.
From McCrae and Costa (1980).
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factor analysis" is a term occasionally used to designate this kind of analysis, while the

type of stability is usually referred to as "structural stability."
The three definitions of stability were applied in a series of BLSA studies (Douglas

and Arenberg. 1978; Costa et aL, 1980b; McCrae et al., 1980) that investigated the
question whether personality remains stable or changes with age.
Stability of group mean level. Evidence of the constancy of group mean level is
provided by a study by Douglas and Arenberg (1978), which included cross-sequential
and time-sequential designs in the analysis of a large sample on a standard personality
instrument over a considerable span of time. The authors of the study investigated the
relation between age and the ten scales of the GZTS in light of the following questions:
a) Does the GZTS demonstrate age differences? b) Does it demonstrate age changes

within individuals? c) Are age changes in repeated measures of the same subjects
confirmed in cross-sequential analyses of the same birth cohort measured at different
times? d) Are the changes found in repeated measures of the same individuals also
found in time-sequential analyses (i.e., are the changes due to period effects rather than
to aging)?
Between 1958 and 1974, the GZTS was administered to 915 BLSA participants
from 17 to 98 years of age. Repeated measures were obtained for 336 men from 5.6 to

9.9 years after initial testing. Each GZTS scale was analyzed cross-sectionally and
longitudinally. Time- and cross-sequential analyses of independent samples were also
performed in an attempt to separate the effects of aging from those of birth cohort and
period.
Only two scales (General Activity and Masculinity) were interpreted as showing
aging effects: Preference for fast-paced activity started to decline at age 50; masculine
interests declined at all ages. In general, results provide strong evidence for the stability
view of adult personality. Only two of the ten scales showed evidence of age-related

change, and the amount of change was very small for both. Personality differences
among individuals at all ages are far more pronounced than the effect of age itself.
Stability of individual rank order. Retest correlations or stability coefficients assess

the magnitude of personality consistency or change in the relative ordering of
individuals, regardless of absolute level. These are among the most important analyses
for longitudinal studies, for although different samples at different times, or different

birth cohorts at one time, can be used to estimate age changes in trait levels, only
repeated testing of the same individuals can speak to the degree of stability of
individual differences.
The stability of individual rank order on the scales of the GZTS was examined
longitudinally in BLSA participants who were tested on three occasions over a period
of about 12 years (Costa et aL, 1980b). Of primary interest was the degree of stability
over such extended intervals. In addition, two subsidiary hypotheses were tested. The
first hypothesis was that certain socially desirable traits, like sociability, assertiveness,
and others that define the broad domain of Extraversion, are particularly stable, and

that change is more characteristic of undesirable traits that might be interpreted as
elements of the Neuroticism domain. The second hypothesis asserts that stability
coefficients will increase with age. This hypothesis was based on evidence that stability
coefficients increase for children (Nesselroade and Baltes, 1974), and suggestions that

personality is increasingly ':onsolidated in old age (Neugarten, 1964). The subjects
were 460 BLSA participants ranging in age from 17 to 85 at the time of first testing.
Subjects were readministered the GZTS at intervals of approximately six years over a
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r
Table VI.1.

Six- and 12-Year Retest Coefficients for GZTS Scales for Total Samples
and 12-Year Retest Coefficients for Three Age Groups
6-Yr Retest
Total Sample

12-Yr Retest
Total Sample

Scale

(17-85 yr)*

(20-76 yr)

General Activity

.83 (410)*

.77 (192)

.77 (60)

.82 (93)

.78 (39)

Restraint

.71 (418)

.72 (193)

.61 (62)

.74 (94)

.76 (37)

Ascendance

.82 (401)

.83 (194)

.85 (62)

.85 (95)

.7i (37)

Sociability

.81 (393)

.74 (182)

.64 (62)d

.81 (88)

.66 (32)

Emotional Stability

.74 (427)

.70 (203)

.63 (68)

.76 (96)

.71 (39)

Objectivity

.71 (405)

.69 (191)

.66 (64)

.76 (87)

.59 (40)

Friendliness

.77 (418)

.74 (193)

.74 (64)d

.68 (88)*

.87 (41)

Thoughtfulness

.72 (418)

.73 (199)

.78 (64)

.71 (94)

.71 (41)

Personal Relations

.73 (385)

.68 (188)

.70 (62)

.64 (89)

.73 (37)

Masculinity

.75 (417)

.72 (200)

.73 (66)

.71 (94)

.70 (40)

.77

.73

.72

.75

.73

Mean stability

Young Group
(20-44 yr)

12-Yr Retest
Middle Group

(45-59 yr)

Old Group
(60-76 yr)

°Numbers in parentheses in column headings are age ranges at Time I. All correlations are significant at p < .001.
°Ns are given in parentheses.

`Difference between young and middle groups is significant at p < .05.
°Difference between young and old groups is significant at p < .05.

Difference between middle and old groups is significant at p < .01.
From Costa et al. (1980b)

12-year period. Three age groups, based on the date of first testing, were formed:
young (17-44 yr, :1 age = 36.7 yr, 145 men); middle (45-59 yr, i age = 51.5 yr, 183

men); and old (60-85 yr, :1 age = 67.9, 132 men).
Table 1 gives the six-year and the 12-year stability coefficients for the total
samples, and the 12-year stability coefficients within each of the three age groups.
Under the hypothesis that stability should be greater in older age groups, onetailed tests of the significance of differences between correlations were computed for
each pair of age groups on each scale. Six- and 12-year stability coefficients were
exceptionally high, comparable to the short-term retest reliability. Coefficients were
quite similar for the three age groups. Of the 30 comparisons of stability coefficients in
different age groups at each interval, only six were significant for the six-year interval
and three for the 12-year interval. Of the nine significant differences, four were in the
predicted direction, five in the opposite: direction. None of the specific findings for
scales at the six-year interval was replicated at the 12-year interval. The hypothesis that
younger men would show lower stability of personality traits than older men was not
supported by the data. When corrected for unreliability, data were also inconsistent

with the hypothesis of differential stability for different traits. These data provide
strong evidence for the stability of personality traits in adulthood. Increased stability
with age may be found among children and adolescents, but by young adulthood
stability in these dimensions of temperament is so high-near the limits of reliability of
the instrument-that a ceiling effect diminishes the likelihood of any further increase in
stability. Personality stability across time and instruments provides support for one
implication of the general stability position: that the time at which personality is
measured is irrelevant. Once the individual has reached full 'adulthood, by age 30, a
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single measurement of personality would suffice for a lifetime. In other words,
personality might be considered a constant throughout the individual's adult life span,
including old age.
There are, of course, a number of reasons to stop short of so sweeping a stand. It
assumes a perfect correlation of tests over time, a condition rarely observed even when
corrections for unreliability are made. It also assumes that there are no circumstances

under which personality might regularly be expected to change. Evidence to date
shows only that the events encountered over the course of a lifetime by volunteer
subjects do not systematically produce change. But other circumstances, such as
therapeutic interventions, cataclysmic events, or severe illnesses, might affect traits.
The longitudinal study of personality in adulthood is simply too young a field to rule
out these possibilities.
On the other hand, if we turn from the individual to the group, much stronger
arguments can be made. On the aggregate level, there appear to be good grounds for
claiming that the time at which measurements are made should not affect the results; in

particular, the relations between different tests ought not to depend on the times at
which they are administered. Data collected in the 1960s might be used to validate
tests created in the 1970s, just as if the administration had been contemporaneous.
This approach was adopted in a study relating archival GZTS scores to recently
collected personality scores (Costa and McCrae, in press). The criteria of primary interest
were scales from the GZTS (Guilford et al., 1976), administered from 1959 to 1979 to

subjects on their first or second visit to the GRC. Although the instrument was
subsequently readministered, for purposes of simplicity only first-administration data
are analyzed here.
Over the same period, data were also collected on the Cornell Medical Index
(CMI). Twelve sections deal with physical symptoms, six with psychiatric complaints.
Scores from the WAIS Vocabulary scale and the Army Alpha total collected in the same
two-decade period were also used.
All these measures were used to consider the convergent and discriminant validity
of three personality instruments administered in the past four years. Form A of the
Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI), with scales for Extraversion, Neuroticism, and
Lie, was mailed to subjects to be completed at home in September 1979. The NEO
Inventory was mailed to subjects in February 1980, and the NEO Rating Form was
completed at home in August 1980 by spouses of subjects whose husbands or wives
were also participants in the BISA. Because some spouses did not participate, rating
data are available for only a subset of subjects.
The NEO Inventory measures six facets, or aspects, of three global domains of
personality. Neuroticism is represented by anxiety, hostility, depression, self-conscious-

ness, impulsiveness, and vulnerability. Extraversion includes scales for warmth,
gregariousness, assertiveness, activity, excitement-seeking, and positive emotions.
Openness to Experience is measured in the areas of fantasy, aesthetics, feelings, actions,

ideas, and values. Total scores for the three domains are obtained by summing the
scores of the six facets in each. The analyses provided evidence of validity against new
criteria; in addition, since the construct validity of the NEO scales is already fairly well
established, they provided a demonstration of the feasibility of using data collected
several years previously in validation studies.
The correlations between GZTS scales administered between 1966 and 1979 and
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NEO facets administered in 1980, a, least one year after the last GZTS, are presented
in Table 2. The average interval between the two tests was 9.1 years. Despite this
considerable lapse of time, construct validity is very much in evidence. General activity
from the GZTS is most strongly correlated with NEO activity; GZTS ascendance with
NEO assertiveness; GZTS sociability with NEO warmth; GZTS emotional stability and
objectivity (negatively) with NEO anxiety; GZTS friendliness (negatively) with NEO
hostility; GZTS thoughtfulness with NEO openness to ideas. At a more global level,

the GZTS Extraversion scales, (G, A, and S) are correlated chiefly with NEO
Extraversion scales; GZTS Emotional Health-scales (E,O,F,P, and M) show consistent

negative correlations with NEO Neuroticism scales. Finally, the magnitude of the
correlations requires comment: Almost all exceed .30, and several reach .60. In view of
the somewhat different conceptions underlying the two instruments, these are high
correlations.
Correlations with NEO ratings by spouses are generally smaller than correlations
with self-reports and occasionally fail to reach statistical significance, in part because
they are based on considerably fewer cases. But in view of the fact that the correlations
cross instruments, methods of measurement, and two to 20 years, the pattern of results
is convincing. A correlation of .59 between GZTS Extraversion and spouse-rated NEO
Extraversion is particularly remarkable.

2. Historical Effects on Test Data
As the value of longitudinal studies becomes more apparent, we can expect more
researchers to collect and archive personality data, or to retrieve and retest subject
populations measured some time before. Longitudinal methodologists have pointed out
that there are potential problems in the use of such data, since the meaning of the test

may have changed in the intervening years. This phenomenon can readily be
envisioned in the case of attitudinal research: Attitudes toward women that were radical

in the 1950s might be middle-of-the-road today.
In the case of personality measures, this concern appears to be less well founded.
Over the past 20 years, scales measuring the major dimensions of personality do not
appear to have altered substantially in meaning. Subjects today appear to respond to
test items in much the same way as they did in the 1950s and 1960s. Basic aspects of
temperament are relatively impervious to historical changes, and longitudinal research
can use older personality data with some confidence that the meaning of test items has
not changed.
Indeed, it seems more likely that what has changed is our conceptualization of
what older tests measure. For example, the Bernreuter (1933) inventory contained a
scale labeled "introversion" that we might now conceptualize instead as social anxiety,

a part of Neuroticism. Such hypotheses are testable if we readminister older
instruments and revalidate them against measures that are better conceptualized and
psychometrically more sophisticated. Since the relations between tests appear to change
little over an interval of years, we could use the results of contemporary studies to
reinterpret older findings on the basis of our current understanding of the nature of the
constructs they measure.
Stability of factor structure. Constancy and change in adult personality organization

can also be assessed by comparison at different ages of the factor structures of
personality instruments. This approach was used in another BLSA study by McCrae et al.

(1980), which compared the factor structure of the GZTS longitudinally in three
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Correlations between GZTS Scales Administered 1959-1966
and NEO Facets Administered in 1980
GZTS Scalesa
G

A

R

S

E

NEO Facets
Neuroticism:
Anxiety
Hostility
Depression
Self-Consciousness
Impulsiveness
Vulnerability
Extraversion:
Warmth
Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity
Excitement-Seeking
Positive Emotions
Openness:
Fantasy
Aesthetics
Feelings
Actions
Ideas
Values

-14
-04
-12

12

-31

11

Extraversion
Warmth
Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity
Excitement-Seeking
Positive Emotions
Openness:
Fantasy
Aesthetics
Feelings
Actions
Ideas
Values

07

-02
-04

-35
08

11

31
56
41
52
61
41
20
42
21
27" 30

-08

10

41

07

-12

19

10

10

26"

13

T

F

-55* -31

-44 -53
-52"` -26"
-46 -25"
-31 -46"
-38 -03
08

16
15
01

-05
-20
-16

26"

23" -05

-12

15

-06

31 21"
31 20'
29 08

22 00
22" -10
12
10

-12

-38 -38
-37 -33
16
-44 -34

31 -25
34 -14
61 -18'
-34
32 -29

0
Neuroticism:
Anxiety
Hostility
Depression
Self-Consciousness
Impulsiveness
Vulnerability

-25" -25*"

-01

23" -24"

17

04
11

02

-06

P

-31"
-26"

-29
-22"
-27"

-67
-47
-58
-55
-44
-39
18'
17

20
03

-13
10

-30
19

-09
03
07

-14
M

-28
-24"
-26"
-26"
-13

-26

01

-10

10

12

-03

16
01

-23"
-05

01

00
00
06
02

-06

10

-07

-05

-20'

-22"

22" -22"

15

13

-08
07

-33

-06

-24"

05
08

00
05

-13

-11

01
01

31"

-08

06

31 -12
09

35*
19*

08
09

-11

-02
00

-15

24"
11

00

*GZTS scales are General Activity (G), Restraint (RI, Ascendance (A), Sociability (5). Emotional Stability (E),
Objectivity (0), Friendliness (F). Thoughtfulness (T), Personal Relations (P). and Masculinity (M). N .. 140 to 152. Decimal

points omitted. p < .05: "p < .01: p < .001.,
From Costa and McCrae (in press)
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administrations, three age groups, and two times of measurement. Factor analyses were
performed on correlation matrices computed for eight groups. Longitudinal compari-

sons were based on analyses of first-administration data from 769 men, secondadministration data from a subset of the first group consisting of 346 men, and thirdadministration data from a further subset of 171 men. Cross-sectional comparisons
were based on first-administration data from three age groups: young (17-44 yr, ii age
34.4 yr, 314 men); middle (45-59 yr, z age = 51.6 yr, 242 men); and old (60-97 yr,
it age = 70.4 yr, 213 men). Possible structural differences resulting from period effects
were assessed by dividing the sample into two groups: 455 men who first took the
GZTS before July 1968 (age range 17-83 yr, it age = 52. yr), and 314 men who first.
took the GZTS after that date (age range 18-96 yr, it age = 45.6 yr); these analyses
were limited to data obtained at the first administration of the test. All factor analyses
were pnstricted to subjects with valid scores on all ten GZTS ::tales.
structures in the GZTS in this sample were clearly invariant: Despite aging,
attrition, and possible practice effects, the same pattern was seen at each administration.
The data revealed no meaningful differences wheli GZTS measurements before and
after 1968 were compared, despite great social differences between the 1960s and
1970s; the implication is that the basic structure of pz.rsonality is not greatly influenced

by social and historical change in the life of the individual.

3. Eliminating Response Bias as an Explanation for Stability
Response sets and age. Most research on the stability of personality has been
conducted with self-report measures, which have in general shown a better record of
internal consistency, retest reliability, and construct validity than ratings or projective
tests.

But self-report inventories are also prone to certain problems. The transparency of
the items makes it possible for individuals so motivated to present them-elves favorably
or unfavorably. The use of a standard format for answering questions (yesno, Likert
scale, a rating bar) makes it possible for consistencies in the style of response to distort
the scores obtained from the instrument; the result may be spuriously high consistency
or correlations. The effects of social desirability, acquiescence, and extreme response
have been the source of interminable debate among personality psychologists, and no

definitive resolution has been reached.
In addition, there has been relatively little research on age trends in response sets.
Some writers (Szhaie and Schaie, 1977) have argued persuasively that there have been
enormous changes in the amounts and kinds of testing to which individuals of different

generations have been exposed, and that this may introduce unwanted sources of
variance in tests. Increased cautiousness may alter the responses of older subjects
(Botwinick, 1969), or standards of social desirability may change with age, bringing
shifts in the influences of that set. Age changes or cohort differences in response could
account for observed differences in scale scores or could mask real changes that are
occurring. To date, these possibilities remain speculative, with little empirical
foundation. Clearly, before any conclusions about aging and personality are drawn
from objective personality measures, some information on these issues would be useful.
Recent analyses of data from the Baltimore study (Costa et al., 1983) contribute to a
resolution.
Over the past 20 years, subjects in the BLSA have been giv..:n the GZTS every six
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years. Since recruitment into the study has been continuous, new samples of
individuals, ranging in age from the 20s to the 90s, have been tested successively. If
ther ages, birth cohorts, and times of measurement are divided into six-year intervals, a
variety of analytic designs may be applied to aid in the interpretation of changes or
differences.
The GZTS was given to all subjects with standard instructions that provide three

response options"yes," "no," and "?" but subjects were instructed to use the "?"
option only if they were completely unab.t, to select "yes" or "no." In conformance
with the suggestion of Guilford and Zimmerman (1949), scales containing more than
three "?" responses were invalidated in all previously reported applications of the
GZTS conducted by the Baltimore study. This exclusionary principle may, however,
distort results; in particular, if age produces caution in responding, a disproportionate
number of older subjects may be excluded, perhaps especially the most cautious.
Because or that possibility, a new approach was adopted in the analyses reported here.
All the GZTS answer sheets were keypunched, so that responses to individual items
could be analyzed. The original scoring system, in which "?" responses were not
scored, tended to lower the score of the individual. In the new system, responses were
assigned a value of 1, 0, or +1, the "?" being represented as a neutral, rather than
negative, value.
The handbook for the GZTS (Guilford et al., 1976) lists three scales that have

been developed to estimate the influence of certain response sets: the Gross
Falsification (GF), the Subtle Falsification (SF), and the Careless Deviancy (CD) scales.
The first two are intended to screen individuals who may be attempting to present an
unduly favorable impression; the third is composed of relatively rare responses, a high

score on which is interpretable either as careless responding or as deviancy in
personality. In addition, it is possible to measure at least three other response sets on
the GZTS. The number of blanks was summed across all scales to give an index, as was
the number of "?" responses. Since items in the GZTS are roughly balanced on most
scales, it is possible to interpret the sum of "yes" responses as an index, not of any
substantive personality trait, but of the tendency to acquiesce indiscriminately.
For each of these variables, cross-sectional, longitudinal, cross-sequential, and

time-sequential analyses were performed. In the repeated-measures analysis, the
subjects were 348 men ranging in initial age from 32 to 74 who were retested after
four to eight years (ic interval r--- 6.6 yr). They were classified in seven age groups, each
spanning a six-year interval. In the time-sequential analyses, 328 men who were tested

in the period from 1958 to 1964 were compared with 278 men tested between 1965
and 1971. They were cross-classified by the same seven age categories used in the
repeated-measures design. In the cross-sequential analysis, 345 men tested !..tween
1958 and 1964 were compared with 285 men tested between 1965 and 1971. In this
design, however, they were cross-classified in seven cohorts born during six-year
intervals from 1896 to 1932.
Repeated-measures analyses showed significant (p < .05) effect on the repeated
factor for number of question marks, which increased from 6.2 to 9.6; on acquiescence,
which decreased from 132.1 to 128.9; on the GF scale, which increased from 11.8 to
12.1; and on the SF scale, which decreased from 21.2 to 20.8. Age-group differences
were seen for the number of question marks, which was highest in the 68-74-year-old

group and lowest in the 50-55-year-old group. In addition, there were two
interactions: Men aged 38 to 43 at first testing showed a decrease instead of an increase
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in question marks, and men aged 55 to 61 showed an increase instead of a decrease in
acquiescence.
These results are somewhat puzzling; certainly they did not show a monotonic
change in any of the response sets with age. Most of the changes were extremely small
in magnitude, and if we require a significance level of p < .01, only two effects are
significant: the increase in question marks and the decrease in acquiescence. The fact
that neither of these longitudinal changes was mirrored in cross-sectional differences
suggests that the changes are due either to time-of-measurement effects (a cultural

change during the testing period) or to "practice" (repeated exposure to the test).
Examination of the cross- and time-sequential analyses, conducted on samples of
more than 600 men, is revealing. Analyses of number of blanks, number of question
marks, acquiescence, GF, SF, and careless deviancy show no significant (p < .05)
effects for aging/cohort, aging/time, cohort/time, or cohort/aging, nor were there
any significant interactions. These data suggest that the marginal cross-sectional
differences and interactions in the repeated-measures analyses are best regarded as
unreplicable error and that the longitudinal changes in acquiescence and use of
question marks are attributable to practice effects. That acquiescence decreased while
use of question marks increased by three items is suggestive: Subjects may have felt
pressured on the first administration to avoid question marks at all costs and may thus

have agreed to a few items of which they were uncertain. Some years later, as
experienced subjects no longer so hesitant to assert themselves, they may have used the

question marks when they felt they needed to.
In any case, these data imply that response sets are not ordered by age. Although
longitudinal research may want to consider the effects of repeated administration of the
same instrument, the particular effect seen here is small in its overall influence on scale
scores and is probably unique to instruments, like the GZTS, that provide a question-

mark option but fail to score it.

4. The Stability Model; Implications for Gerontology and Geriatrics
These results favor the stability model for objectively measured personality traits

throughout adulthood, at least for males. The implications for gerontology and
geriatric practice of these consistent findings are radical. Neugarten's classic formulation that adult development is "the changing basis within an individual for adaptation
to life" may well have to be changed to read "the stable basis." Students of the relation
of personality to aging, seeking the basis of the impact of major life events, may well
have to shift the focus of their efforts from the vectors of personality change to the
mechanisms by which personality preserves equilibrium. Not least significant is the
corollary that a clinician who finds true personality change in an aged patient is likely
dealing not with a normal event but with evidence of disease that can often be treated.
These findings do not prove that personality is unchangeable. Some individuals do
change in one or more characteristics, for reasons not yet understood. It is reasonable
to suppose that psychotherapeutic intervention can make real changes in personality,
and a host of techniques, from cognitive behavior modification to biochemical
intervention, may have profound effects as yet undocumented. What we can say is that
such changes, for better or worse, are not likely to happen to anyone simply as a result

of growing older.
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5. Longitudinal Changes in Adjustment to Aging
Adjustment to aging and the effect of age on personal adjustment among the aged
have long.been of concern to gerontologists. A recent study (Costa and AfeCrae, 1982)
used cross - sequential and time-sequential as well as traditional longitudinal designs to

examine the stability or change in the Chicago Attitude Inventory (CAI). The eight
sections of the CAIHealth, Friends, Work, Economic Security, Religion, Usefulness,
Happiness, and Familywere supOemented by two global items concerning assessment of life happiness and satisfaction with accomplishments in life. Analyses were
conducted on a sample of 425 men, aged 17 to 97, on whom first-administration CAI
data had been collected before 1970. Results of cross-sequential, time-sequential, and
repeated-measures analyses led to the conclusion that attitudes toward usefulness and
work showed small age-related declines that were interpreted as non-maturational.
Assessment of Life, Satisfaction with Accomplishments, and attitudes toward Health,
Friends, Economic Security, Religion, Happiness, and Family showed no consistent
changes with age. Personal adjustment was thus found to be quite stable across the
adult and later years.

6. Personality and Adjustment to Aging
Enduring dispositions as predictors of successful personal adjustment to aging
were examined in a BLSA longitudinal study by Carta et aL (1981). Successful aging can
be studied by focusing a) on outer social adjustment defined in terms of an individual's
activities and social roles, b) on the inner subjective experience of personal adjustment,
or c) on subjective well-being. From the second perspective, satisfaction with life's
accomplishments, retention of high morale, or simple happiness is considered evidence
of successful aging, while hypochondriasis, fear of death, and a sense of uselessness,

loneliness, and depression are considered signs of poor adjustment to aging.
The second definition was used in this BLSA study, which examined the ability of
longitudinal measures of Neuroticism and Extraversion to predict successful personal
adjustment to aging. The study used the GZTS to measure personality characteristics
and the CAI to measure subjective well-being. The ten GZTS scales yield scores on
three factors: Neuroticism, Extraversion, and Thinking Introversion (a factor thought
to represent meditative thinking or introspective tendencies). It was hypothesized that
Neuroticism would have a negative relation to CAI measures of subjective well-being,
that Extraversion would have a positive relation, and that Thinking Introversion would

have no relation to those measures.

The CAI and the GZTS were administered to each of the men in the sample (aged
17-97 yr) on the first or second visit to the GRC. The CAI was re idministered on the
fifth and ninth visits. In the first analyses, correlations between the CAI scales and the
contemporaneous GZTS factors were calculated for two subsamples: 418 men aged 18
to 49 and 391 men aged 50 to 97 years. In the second analysis predictive relations
between personality and adjustment were sought by correlation of GZTS Neuroticism
and Extraversion scores from the first administration with scales from the second and
third administration of the CAI for the 577 men with repeat administration data.
As hypothesized, Neuroticism was related negatively and Extraversion positively
to most concurrent measures of well-being in both younger and older subsamples, and
Thinking Introversion was unrelated to the well-being measures. Predict:ye correlations between personality and subjective well-being over intervals of two to ten years
(51 interval = 5.3 yr) and ten to 17 years (Fc interval = 12.6 yr) confirmed earlier
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research (Costa and McCrae, 1980b) and showed that enduring personality disposidons precede and predict measures of personal adjustment to aging.
Using mr sophisticated measures of well-being, Costa and AftCrat (in prell) have
shown that an dividual's affect balance and life satisfaction can be predicted years in
advance by assessment of personality. They used GZTS scores collected in the period
from 1959 to 1969 with well-being data collected ter, to 23 years later (i predictive
interval = 15.6 yr for first and 17.7 yr for second interval). As 'nail been predicted by a

model of psychological well-being (Costa and McCrae, 1980b), three of the four
Extraversion scales were significantly related to well-being, especially to positive affect,

while four of the five Neuroticism scales were significantly related to well-being,
especially to negative affect. These correlations, which were not markedly different in
size from contemporaneous measures, provide a strong longitudinal replication of the
model.

7. Somatic Complaints as a Function of Agr.: and Neuroticism
Self-perceptions of health are key components of health maintenance, since they
influence efforts at self-medication as well as decisions to seek medical treatment.
Studies have consistently shown that global seU-ratings, which are moderately
correlated with medical determinations of health, are also reared to such psychological
characteristics as health attitudes, morale, adjustment, and psychological distress.
Despite the demonstrable increase in many kinds of illness with age, global self-ratings
often fail to show any marked association with age.
Symptom checklists like the CMI offer certain advantages over global ratings.
Since they ask specific questions about conditions and symptoms, they may be less
influenced by general health attitudes and can be used to analyze medical conditions cif
body systems separately, as well as to determine whether age is differentially associates

with complaints in particular somatic systems. Tht. CMI is a self-report symptom
checklist with 195 items divided into 12 somatic sections (AL) and six psychiatric
sections (MR). Somatic sections I (Frequency of Illness) and j (Fatigue) had extremely
low endorsement in this sample and were therefore combined in all analyses. The sum
of sections AL yields a measure of total physical complaints, while the sum of sections
M.-R provides a measure of psychiatric complaints. Like global ratings, checklists are

influenced by both objective health and psychological factors. Hypochondriasis,
neurosis, general anxiety, poor marital adjustment, and psychological problems have all
been found to be linked to extremely high endorsement of CMI physical complaints.
Many of the psychological factors identified in previous research can be
hypothesized to be related to Neuroticism. The hypothesis was tested in a BLSA
longitudinal
study that examined the relative influences of age and Neuroticism on self.
perception of health or illness and on total physical complaints (Carta and AftCrae,
1980a).

At the time of their first administration of the CMI, the 1038 subjects ranged in
age from 20 to 97 years. Although some analyses used data from a second or third
administration of the CMI, the number of subjects was smaller because of insufficient
length of participation in the study, death, or withdrawal. Endorsement of psychiatric
items was low in this population, about 40% of the subjects endorsing none and 20%
only one of the 51 items. The Emotional Stability Scale of the GZTS was used as an
alternate measure of neuroticism. This is a 30-item scale covering Evenness vs.
Fluctuation of Mood; Perseveration of Ideas; Composure vs. Excitability; Daydream-
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ins; Feelings of Guilt, Loneliness, 3r Worry; and Cheerfulness vs. Gloominess. Two
items explicitly refer to feelings of Good vs. Ill Health. Correlation between the GZTS
Emotional Stability Scale and the CMI psychiatric score was found to be 0.52 in a
sample of 915 subjects.

Longitudinal analyses were restricted to subjects whose second and third
administrations of the CMI were, respectively, five to eight years and ten to 17 years
later than the first. Each subject had also completed the GZTS Emotional Stability Scale
at either the first or sccond visit to the GRC. Four sets of repeated-measures analysis of
variance were conducted, with age and Neuroticism as classifying variables. In all
analyses, subjects (N = 248) were classified in three groups of equal size as young
(20-44 yr), middle-aged (45-56 yr), or old (57+ yr) on the basis of their ages at the
first administration. In two of the sets of analyses, Neuroticism was measured by the
GZTS Emotional Stability Scale and subjects were classified as unstable or stable. In the
other two sets, Neuroticism was measured by the CMI psychiatric (MR) score, and
subjects were classified as high or low (subjects endorsing only one item in the MR
section were omitted from these analyses).
Supplementary cross-sequential analyses using different subsets of the same cohort
(551 subjects), and time-sequential analyses (637 subjects) were also conducted on data

collected at the first administration. The data showed a consistent pattern across
different methods of analysis and different measures of Neuroticism. Age had a
selective effect on physical complaints, while Neuroticism appeared to produce a more
general and diffuse effect. Problems in sensory, cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, and
genito-urinary systems increased with age, while health habits improved. The fact that
only certain systems showed age-related increases in complaints may in part account for

the finding that global health ratings are only weakly related to age. The finding of
significant effects of Neuroticism despite its limited range in this healthy and welladjusted BLSA sample argues that the relation between Neuroticism and physical
complaints must be quite strong. The influence of Neuroticism on health perception
may be even more pronounced in the general population.
It was concluded that research in the influence of physical health on morale, sick-

role behavior, or adjustment should either use objective measures of health or
supplement self-ratings with measures of Neuroticism in order to control for its effects.
Most important, the findings convincingly contradict the conception that the aged are
typically hypochondriacs obsessed with their bodily functions.

8. Hypertension, Somatic Complaints, CAD, and Personality
Hypertension, Hypochondriasis, and Neuroticism. Reports that hypertensives score

higher than normotensives on measures of maladjustment, hypochondriasis, and
neuroticism have led some writers to conclude that hypertension is related to
personality (Sainsbury, 1960). Specifically, the chronic internal stress of repressed rage

or anger is thought to lead to the development of hypertension. However, two
alternative hypotheses are also consistent with the data. First, th.., association may be
artefactual, the result of self-selection among clinical populations. Under this hypothesis, neuroticism leads only to the discovery or detection of hypertension. Second, the
causal relation may be reversed; hypertension itself, the patient's awareness of illness,
or medical treatment may lead to poorer psychological adjustment.
In an attempt to decide between these alternatives, Costa et aL (1980a) examined
longitudinal data on systolic and diastolic blood pressure and data from the CMI and
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GZTS from more than 700 BLSA subjects. Of the volunteers, 101 who were taking
medication for hypertension either when they entered the study or at the succeeding
four visits were eliminated from all analyses because of the possibility that their
medication might increase somatic concern while decreasing blood pressure, and
..hereby obscure any real positive association between the two variables.
Each subject was given the GZTS and CMI during his first or second visit to the
GRC. The GZTS was readministered approximately every six years, the CMI on the
Lath visit. Longitudinal analyses were limited to subjects who took their second GZTS
and second CMI four to 12 years after their first medical examinations. The average
predictive intervals were 7.4 years for the GZTS and 6.5 years for the CMI. A total of
12 personality and physical-complaint variables were examined.
In cross-sectional analyses, higher somatic complaints, Restraint, Friendliness, and
Good Personal Relations, as well as lower General Activity and Masculinity, showed
small associations with higher blood pressure. However, when the effect of age (which
is related to blood pressure) was partialled out, no statistically significant association
between personality characteristics and blood pressure was found.
Does hypertension affect personality? If elevated blood pressure itself affects personality, the effect should have been evident in the correlations discussed above. It is

possible, however, that the interval between a blood-pressure increase and the
measurement of personality was not long enough for the hypertension to influence
personality. To test this possibility, predictive analyses using average pressures at first
measurement were correlated with GZTS and CMI scores collected four to 12 years
later. Systolic pressure was correlated with greater Ascendance and Sociability and

poorer Personal Relations, but the correlations were only marginally significant.
It can be argued that the GZTS, which is based on self-reporting, is inherently
incapable of accurately detecting repressed rage and that clinical judgment is needed.
An attempt was therefore made to approximate clinical judgment by examining
combinations of personality scales. By cross-classification on scales F (Friendly vs.
Hostile), R (Restrained vs. Impulsive), A (Ascendant vs. Submissive), and M
(Masculine vs. Feminine), six hypotheses were tested: that higher average pressure
might be found in individuals who were a) hostile but restrained, b) ascendant but
restrained, c) masculine but restrained, d) hostile but submissive, e) masculine but
submissive, or f) hostile but feminine. Neither main effects nor interactions proved
significant when age was used as a covariate.
In summary, when the influence of age was controlled, no association was found

between blood pressure and any of 12 personality and psychosomatic concern
measures; nor did patterned combinations of traits show any relation -o blood pressure.
Attempts to predict personality scores four to 12 years later from blood-pressure levels

also failed; the inference is that any changes in anxiety or somatic concern due to
hypertension or its treatment are short-lived.
Does coronary disease affect personality? Examination of the relations between CAD

and personality revealed that BLSA subjects who complained of angina were lower
than average on the GZTS scales Emotional Stability and Masculinity. Was this an
example of personality change resulting from medical illness, or were personality

variables diagnostic of and perhaps causally involved in the development of the
disease? To test out these possibilities, it was necessary to separate subjects into
different groups and to take into consideration the temporal course of the disease (Costa
et al., 1982). Eighty-eight subjects were selected who were measured on the GZTS
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during their first or second visit to the GRC, and were free from both anginal
complaints and certain ECG signs on these visits. Over the next twenty years, four
groups emerged: those who developed CAD as evidenced by both anginal complaints
and ECG signs; those who showed ECG signs of CAD, but did not report angina in a
follow-up period of from five to 15 years; those who reported angina but showed no
ECG signs of CAD in the same follow-up period; and a control group (age-matched to
the total of the three groups) that showed neither ECG signs nor angina in a follow-up
period of ten to 20 years. (All subjects were classified according to their status at last
examination; the variation in the follow-up intervals reflects the fact that subjects

entered and left the study at different times.)
The first group is easily diagnosed as having CAD. The second and third groups
are more ambiguous: Those with only angina seem to be overly sensitive; those with

only ECG signs appear under-sensitive. Do any of these distinctions show up in
personality measures taken before the development of disease?
Results showed that there were no differences between the first and fourth groups,
that is, between those who definitely did and did not develop CAD. Thus none of the
traits measured by the GZTS appears to have etiological significance. But there were

pre-existing differences between the two intermediate groups. Individuals who
complained of anginal pains, but who gave no ECG evidence of disease, were less
emotionally stable than those who reported no angina despite ischemic ECG signs.
It is well known (Hurst et al., 1976; Froelicher, 1977) that resting and stress ECG
signs in themselves are far-from-perfect indicators of CAD, and the number of subjects

in this study (88) is too small to be conclusive. Nevertheless, some interesting
interpretations are suggested by the data. Men high in Emotional Stability may be more
likely to minimize minor chest pains, so that without routine medical examinations
those who have CAD are likely to remain undiagnosed and untreated (cf. Berglund et

al., 1975). On the other hand, men who are low in Emotional Stability are very
sensitive to chest pains, may report anginal symptoms even in the absence of organic
pathology, and may request medical attention that is not required. Taken together,
these analyses suggest that although the personality variables measured by the GZTS

do not affect the development of CAD they seem to affect the presentation of
symptoms.

If these personality differences were found at the same time as the symptoms,
several alternate interpretations could be offered. We might argue that the experience
of angina was sufficiently traumatic to lower the individual's emotional stability or we
might argue that self-selection played the crucial role: Those individuals who were
aware of chest pains and who were also predisposed to worry about their health (i.e.,
the more neurotic) would be most likely to join and remain in a longitudinal study that
promised periodic monitoring of their health. Better-adjusted men with angina, some
of whom could be expected to show no ECG signs and would thus be classified in the
third group, would be less concerned with their health and less likely to volunteer for
the study. These arguments have been supported in studies of the relationship between
hypertension and personality (Costa et al., I980a).
In this case, however, we can rule out those alternatives. Since measurement of
personality preceded the development of angina and ECG signs, it could not have been

influenced by them. Self-selection on this basis is likewise impossible, since the
individuals were presumably unaware that they would experience angina in the next
few years. Retrospective accounts of personality difference could not be trusted in this
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context; only the archives of a longitudinal study permit the kinds of inferences drawn
here.
These rather simple examples of the kinds of inferences that can be ruled out with
longitudinal data are useful in part because they illustrate the underlying logic. Path anclytic techniques, however, offer far more sophisticated statistical models, which

estimate not only the direction of causal influence but its degree, expressed as a
regression weight (see Kenny, 1979). Causal inferences based on these statistical
techniques are subject to a number of restrictions, many of them related to the
assumptions necessary to construction of the model. In general, fewer assumptions are
necessary and more reliable results can be obtained if more measurement points are
used and more of the variables that might plausibly influence elements in the model are
measured. Clearly, longitudinal studies are ideal for this type of analysis.

9. Research on Personality and the Life Course
The major drawback to the use of a stable individual-difference approach to lifespan development is that current conceptions and methods of research on aging and
personality are designed primarily for the study of change. The elegant models
intended to separate true maturational changes from cohort differences and cultural
changes are not very useful if there is no meaningful maturational change. The
widespread attempt to chart the developmental course of personality in adulthood no
longer seems profitable, and it may not be immediately clear what direction future
research should take.
We have argued elsewhere (McCrae and Costa, 1982) that personality dimensions
may be more usefully construed as causes than as effects. Age, and its attendant social,
cognitive, and biological changes, should be considered in conjunction with personality
as joint shapers of the life course. Personality can help explain the choices (educational,

career, familial) that must be made at specific life transitions. The stability of
personality dispositions may contribute to the individual's sense of identity and to the
continuity and coherence of the life course. Finally, adaptation to life at all ages is likely
to be powerfully influenced by personality.
Prospective life histories collected by longitudinal studies can help to answer such
questions as the following: How do the lives of introverts differ from the lives of
extraverts? Does openness to experience lead to a more fluid and unpredictable life
course? How is neuroticism typically manifest at each stage of life? Answers to these
questions may help integrate the insights of life-span developmental psychology with

those of personality in the study of lives.

OUTCOME STUDIES
1. Obesity and Longevity
"Desirable" or "ideal" weight goals for adult men and women have been
recommended since the turn of the century by the insurance industry on the basis of its

experience with "insured lives." The tables have been and continue to be used
widelyby the lay public, physicians, public-health officials, and clinical investigators.
The most recent tables (Metri'nolitan Life Insurance Co., 1959) are based upon data
subsequently published in a report of the Society of Actuaries (1960).
Since that publication, however, there have been reports of the obesity-mortality
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association in more than 40 other diverse populations (Andres, 1980a, 1981), most of

them in the United States and western Europe with isolated reports from Japan,
Australia, and Israel. There is a strong consensus that minimal mortality does not occur
in the leanest segments of the population (as is commonly averred), but in individuals

who range from the middle of the "desirable" weight range in the 1959 insurance
tables to a value at least 20% over the mid-point. Indeed, one of the recent reports is
an update of the experience of the insurance .industry (Society of Actuaries and
Association of Life Insurance Medical Directors of America, 1979); its data indicate
that updated "desirable" weight tables will be required and that weights in them will
be considerably increased over those of the 1959 tables.
Experience in the BLSA also indicates that mild or moderate overweight has been
over-emphasized as a risk factor for mortality (Andres, 1980b). One of the possible
confounding variables in the obesity-mortality link is cigarette smoking. Since smokers
as a group weigh less than nonsmokers, it is theoretically possible that what appears to
be the benefit of mild overweight may, in fact, be due to the fact that the percentage of
smokers in that group is lower than that in the lean segment of the population. This
hypothesis was tested in the BLSA subjects and was rejected (D. Elahi et al., in press). In

both current smokers and nonsmoker:, there was a U-shaped relationship between
obesity and mortality; mortality was highest in the leanest subjects in both groups,
reached a nadir at moderately obese levels, and increased again in the more severely
obese subjects. It must be emphasized that the BLSA population includes very few
severely obese subjects. There is no question of the deleterious effects of severe obesity
on longevity as well as on many specific diseases. Further analyses of the BLSA data will
examine the impact of mild and moderate obesity on such end-points as hypertension,

diabetes, and CAD.

2. Age and Some Physiologic Variables
A study by Tobin (1981) examined four physiologic variables clinically related to
health. The variables included tests of the respiratory system (forced expiratory volume
in one second), cardiovascular system (systolic blood pressure), renal system (standard
creatinine clearance), and metabolism (glucose tolerance). Each is influenced by age

and, at its extreme, is also indicative of a disease (chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, renal failure, hypertension, and diabetes). Normative data were obtained from
individuals who were free of disease, poor health habits such as smoking or inactivity,
or medications known to influence the organ system under study. This was done to
ascertain the effect of age as such, in distinction from disease or other factors. To judge
the importance of each variable, the age-adjusted T-scores for individuals who had died
were compared with those individuals who had survived a ten-year interval.
There was no effect of age on the fasting plasma-glucose level. At two hours of a
standard oral glucose tolerance test, there was a clear effect of age on blood-glucose
concentration, with higher levels in each successive age group, although there was
large variance at every age. Results of the tests of forced expiratory volume, systolic
blood pressure, and creatinine clearance likewise showed a progressive impairment of
performance across the age span, subjects in each successive age decade performing less

well than the younger ones.
T-scores calculated within age decades for each of the 162 volunteers who had
died since the BLSA was initiated were compared with the T-scores of those who were
still alive (matched for age). T-scores for those variables whose values increased with
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Table V1.3.

T-Scores for Live and Dead Groups
BP

FEVI.c

Ce,

Glucose

50.2
0.33
860

49.4
0.37
813

49.6
0.35

47.8
0.46
676

45.9

44.9

Live

Mean
SEM
N

772

Dead

Mean
SEM

037

N
P

46.9
1.20

46.8

162

1.08
135

155

100

< 0.001

<0.001

< 0.01

NS

1.01

From Tobin (1981)

age (blood pressure and glucose) reflected poorer performance. Measurements of
blood pressure, forced expiratory volume, and creatinine clearance of those who had
died had all been significantly poorer at the time of first testing than the scores of those
who lived, and represented on the average a poorer age-adjusted performance for these
values (Tab. 3). There was no significant difference between the two groups in glucose

concentration at two hours after oral ingestion of glucose, although both were
significantly lower than the normative levels.

Most of the deaths in this population have, as was expected, resulted from
cardiovascular disease and cancer. As the study proceeds, more specific mortality data
will be available to allow comparison of age changes in function commonly occurring
with disease entities.

3. Predicting Coronary Events in Asymptomatic Subjects
Despite the much-publicized decline in mortality from CAD over the last decade,

it remains the most common cause of death in the United States, especially in the
elderly. Although the presence of standard risk factors (smoking, hypertension,
hyperchoiesterolemia) or an abnormal ECG response to exercise is associated with an
enhanced risk of future coronary events (angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, or
sudden death), these findings have low predictive value in asymptomatic subjects.

Thallium myocardial perfusion scanning is a relatively new procedure for
detecting CAD without cardiac catheterization. We examined whether combining ECG

and thallium-scanning (TS) during maximal treadmill exercise would improve the
predictive accuracy for detecting CAD (Fleg et aL, 198314. Because cardiac catheteriza-

tion cannot routinely be performed in asymptomatic individuals, especially in those
with a normal response to these non-invasive tests for CAD, we monitored these
subjects for the subsequent development of cardiac events (CE) indicative of CAD
(angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, and sudden death).
Accordingly, 235 clinically healthy BLSA volunteers aged 40 to 92 years received
ECGs and TS in conjunction with maximal treadmill exercise. The incidence of
subsequent CE in each of four groups defined by the results of exercise ECGs (EE) and
TS is shown in the table below.
Groups

N

CE

Age

FollowUp (Yr)

EE/TS

3

59.1

EE/+ TS

179
22

0

583

+EE/TS

20

1

+ EE/+ TS

14

5

2.5
2.8
2.7
3.2

.,

65.4
69.3
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The group with + EE/+TS was significantly older than the other three groups and had

a markedly higher rate of CEs during the follow-up period. Both age and the
combination of +EE/+TS were independent predictors of CEs. Coronary events
consisted of angina pectoris in seven subjects and myocardial infarction and sudden
death in one subject each.
In this asymptomatic population, the combination of an abnormal EE and an
abnormal TS thus identified a group of elderly subjects with a strikingly high incidence
of subsequent CE.
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VII

BLSA: Acta and Agenda
INTRODUCTION
We have emphasized that this book is a progress report on the first 23 years of the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA), which has addressed a broad spectrum

of questions about physiological, psychological, and psychosocial variables in the
processes of aging. Despite its 23-year span, the bulk of its members have been
followed for only about 13 years of their lives; since half of the participants were
enrolled before they had reached age 50, substantial numbers of participants have not
yet been followed into senescence and advanced old age (85 and older). The book is
thus an interim reporta fact that receives further emphasis when we consider what we
have learned and what still remains to be investigated.

INDIVIDUALITY AND SPECIFICITY OF AGING
Aging cannot be equated to a disease or disorder, nor can there be hope for a
"magic bullet" that will cure or stop it. In the past 20 years most gerontologists have
recognized the distinctly limited utility of a simple and sovereign notion of aging.
Instead of hypothesizing a unitary or uni-causal process of aging, researchers have
emphasized the need to consider the interacting influences of biological processes,
personality and behavioral factors, social and environmental forces, and the idiosyncratic health behaviors and stresses of the individual. Similarly, the BLSA experience
has made clear the complexity of aging processes. Instead of a single underlying
mechanism, aging is now regarded as reflecting the expression of a host of processes

that independently and in concert in the individual bring about the changes we
recognize as aging. The BLSA experience has shown that multi-disciplinary longitudinal studies provide a fertile basis for generating and testing hypotheses regarding aging

processes in men and women.
BLSA data indicate that aging is a highly individual process. Although crosssectional observations show a significant decline in many physiological variables over
the total age span, individual differences are very large. In some variables, individual
80-year-old subjects may perform as well as the average 50-year-old. Aging is highly
specific not only for each individual but also for different organ systems within the
same individual.
Because of the high degree of specificity of aging among different subjects and
among different organ systems, chronological age itself is not a very reliable predictor
of performance in individual adults. Recognition of this great diversity may prove of
value in devising interventions to improve performance in normal aging subjects or for
subgroups. Although no single "treatment" is likely to be discovered that will improve
various kinds of performance in all or most people, a variety of different interventions
or treatments tailored to critical personal characteristics might be developed that would
be effective for those individuals.
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The discrete character of various physiologic and behavioral functions has been
confirmed by several analyses that have found no statistically significant factor common

to them. The conclusionsthat there is no single process of aging, and that so-called
"physiological indices of aging" provide no better predictors of individual performance that chronological ageconfirm the BLSA's choice of a multidisciplinary and
multivariate approach, both over its 23-year history and in future studies that will
address the problems it has identified.

PATTERNS OF CHANGE WITH AGE
From the mass of research results present d in Chapters V and VI, we can readily
conclude that there is no one uniform age course for all variables. The evidence is
conclusive that there are a variety of changes with age, of which we might identify six
types or patterns. One pattern is stability, or the absence of any meaningful change with
age in important functions or aspects of the person, ranging from resting heart rate to
personality characteristics. The second pattern is characterized by declines with age that
are due not to aging per se but to illnesses associated with age. Thus, although earlier
studies reported a significant decline in plasma-testosterone levels with age, analyses
performed on subjects who were carefully screened for diseases revealed no such age
differences among healthy men. A third pattern shows steady declines in function in

spite of good health or the absence of disease; creatinine clearance is a classic
illustration of intrinsic change. Changes that occur precipitously in old age form a
fourth pattern; such changes are often expressions of disease or closely related to
disease, as in dementia. Other apparent changes may actually represent the body's
attempts to maintain function with advancing age. This fifth pattern of change,
exemplified in the posterior pituitary response to hyperosmolality and in the use of the
Frank-Starling mechanism to maintain cardiac output during exercise, might be termed
compensatory. The sixth type of change that occurs with the passage of time has little or
nothing to do with age, or with health and disease, but reflects cultural changes that are

of importance in interpreting research data on aging. A clear example of this is
provided by the nutritional data indicating reduction of dietary cholesterol intake over
the historical period during which BLSA data have been collected.
An intriguing opportunity for further research lies in those functions, predominantly psychosocial, that do not change with age, or change only late in life and in

minor degree. The implications for both geriatric practice and social policy of the
finding that personality is relatively unchanging, and that cognitive functions decline
substantially only after age 70and even then are in part stabilized by compensatory
changesmust be studied both in the BLSA, in women as well as men, and in other
populations. Perhaps the most important goal is an understanding of the underlying
mechanisms responsible for both stability and change.
Complex physiological functions that require coordination among different organ
systems show greater decrements with age than more simple responses. Soiree of the
major impairments of aging may be due primarily to breakdowns in various regulatory

mechanisms that reduce the adaptability of the individual, e.g., the age-related
diminution in cardiovascular response to catecholamines. The effectiveness of any
regulatory mechanism depends on its ability to detect the presence of significant
deviations and to institute measures to counteract displacements. Both these mechanic ms (loss of sensitivity and of responsivity) contribute to the phenomena of aging.
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In its study of both physiological and psychosocial functions the BLSA has found
evidence of mechanisms that in part compensate for declines that accompany aging.
Examples range from cognitive to cardiac to aerobic function, and may result not only
from voluntary actions by the individual (such as the cessation of smoking) but also
from adjustments of which the individual is unaware (as when a deficit in memory is in
part offset by increases in knowledge). Identification of the mechanisms underlying
such compensatory adjustments might lead to the development of interventions that

would enhance the quality of life of the elderly.
One of the fundamental endeavors of the BLSA has been to study the effects of
aging as discrete from those of disease. Routine medical examinations have been
supplemented by diagnostic procedures, such as stress testing, that make possible
identification of diseases that would otherwise have remained occult. Screening for
these illnesses allows investigators to study aging in large samples in the absence of
clinically detectable illness. At the same time, longitudinal data from individuals who
develop specific conditions can be used to follow the course of those diseases.

Analysis of BMA longitudinal data indicates that a precipitous drop in any
physiological or behavioral function is likely to be a manifestation of a pathological
condition. A corollary is the hypothesis that, in variables that remain essentially stable
over the adult life span, any significant change may be a manifestation of pathology.
Further study of this hypothesis will be an important part of future BLSA analysis

The work of the BISA is just beginning. The establishment of a data base
sufficiently large and exhibiting enough points of measurement over a period
sufficiently long to make possible longitudinal, time-sequential, and cross-sequential
analysis provides the ground for more sophisticated investigations of the questions it
has already addressed, as well as of new questions that will arise in the process.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
It is not possible to chart with any great degree of precision the specific directions
of future research. Research directions are continuously under scrutiny and revision,
and new investigators bring with them new methods and hypotheses. But we may
sketch a few broad areas.
The failure of aging in some body systems to predict aging in other systems calls
attention to the need both for more complete description of the course of aging and for

more theoretical understanding of its mechanisms in each individual system. The
intensive investigation of specific functions will thus remain an important part of the
BLSA's mission.

The relative homogeneity of the BISA population has made it possible for
investigators to exclude from analysis factors or influences that show variation across
demographic and socioeconomic parameters, and has speeded the identification of a
variety of age-related patterns of stability and change. The validity of its findings for
other populations, however, remains to be demonstrated. What we know now is to a

great extent conditional on the subjects we have studied, the populations they are
drawn from, the methods we have used, and the historical period in which the subjects
have lived and been studied. Whether the patterns we have found will be repeated in
other ethnic and racial groups, other historical periods, and other aspects of aging are
studied remains unpredictable. In the near future one of tne most significant aspects of
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generalizability will be tested, when longitudinal analysis of data on BLSA women will
begin.
In the psychosocial area, another promising line of research will address the means

of promoting health and independence in older individuals, particularly through
research on the lifecourse patterns of health behaviors and their emotional, interpersonal, and experiential correlates. Future research is likely to emphasize the role of
lifelong personality dispositions in shaping characteristic modes of perceiving health,
maintaining fitness, and coping with illness. At the same time, research needs to
consider the influence of life stresses and social supports on mental and physical health
and functioning. Studies previously conducted on men will need to be extended to

women, and sex differences (physiological, psychological, and social) must be
examined for their possible significance in explaining differences between men and
women in health and longevity.
As the BLSA engages new fields of research, and possibly new and more broacl:y

representative populationsthe longitudinal analysis of the data from the study of
women is the most immediate exampleit will be able to retest past findings and to
determine the validity of new ones. Despite the conceptual and empirical gains won
from our longitudinal and cross-sectional investigations, a great many questions remain
to be answered. Only a few cohorts have been studied, and only over two decades of

historical time. How other cohorts will age, and how other historical periods may
influence the aging of its members, awaits further observations on this population as
well as on others. In a society in which older people are exploring new roles and new
solutions to old problems, the scientific and social importance of such study cannot be
sufficiently emphasized. In short, the findings of the BLSA now constitute a kind of
gerontological agenda for the future.
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A Longitudinal Study of Problem Solving
in Adults'
David Arenberg, PhD'

A longitudinal study of an initial sample of 300 men whose ages ranged from 24 to 87 years was
carried out using modifications of the logical problems devised by John. Cross-sectional results for
all problems showed that, with increasing age, proportions of subjects who solved decreased and uninformative inputs increased. The mean interval between first and second measures we: 6.70 years.
Longitudinal measures of change showed a mean decline in performance only for the oup which was
over 70 initially. Much of the decline was attributable to redundant inputs despite the fact that memory demands were minimized and the entire record of input outcome events was always available.
Six-year survival also was related to successful problem solving performance in the first session.

ALTHOUGH reasoning is one of man's most
cherished behaviors, and problem solving

is a prevalent experimental approach to the

The important point

is that both studies
showed that the old have considerable difficulty
solving such problems

study of reasoning in the laboratory, few crossOther cross-sectional studies have not consectional studies of problem-solving perform- sistently found age differences in problemance and aging have been published; and to solving performance. In most of those studies,
the writer's knowledge, no longitudinal study the problems required some form of concept
has been reported. In this paper, a longitu- identification. Wetherick (1964, 1966), in a
dinal study of problem-solving performance is number of studies of concept-type problem
described. The initial sample consisted of 300 solving, has reported no age differences at least
male volunteers in the Baltimore Longitudinal as often as age differences. Some of his negaStudy (see Stone & Norris, 1966) who ranged tive results probably are attributable to his
in age from 24 to 87 years at the time of their matching age samples on non-verbal intellifirst problem-solving session.
gence which correlates with problem-solving

In the brief review of the cross-sectional performance. Such matching tends to select
studies of problem solving and aging which better performers in an old group than would
follows, the studies in which the problems were be selected without matching. Even th the

similar to those used in this longitudinal study
are discussed first. In those studies, problems
were modifications of the type developed by
John (1957). Jerome (1962) and Young
(1966) used such problems and reported sub-

same samples, however, Wetherick (1864) has

found age differences in some problems and
not in others.
Age differences have not been found consistently in other concept-type studies. Wiersma
stantial age differences in performance be- and Klausmeier (1965) reported no age differtween young and old adults. Similar problems ence in time to solve four conjunctive problems
were used in the present study and are de- with two relevant attributes. Although the
scribed in greatei detail in the Method section.
number of incorrect identifications prior to so'The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Don McQ lution increased monotonically with age, the
Reynolds and Marcia If Schwartz for administering and scoring authors reported no statistically significant age
problems, of Patricia Allen for administering them. and of Barbara
Donovan and Karen Douglas for scoring and analyzing the data.
effect. It should be noted that the oldest group
'Gerontology Research Center, NIA. Baltimore City Hospitals,
was between 35 and 51 years of age. Arenberg
Baltimore 21;t.N.
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(1968) found age differences in five varia- entists, professionals, or managers.
tions of one-attribute concept problems. Brinley, Jovick, and McLaughlin (1974) also
reported age differences in one-attribute problems in which both memory and organization

WAIS

Vocabulary scores (X = 66.8) were above the

national average and at least as high for the
old as for the younger groups. For all analyses,

the subjects initially in their 20s were combined with the group in their 30s, and those
(1971) reported a study of concert identifica- in their 80s were combined with the group in
tion in which she found consister age differ- their 70s.
ences for men in their 40s, 50s, Li over 60;
Procedure.--In all problems a display of ten

were manipulated

systematically.

Young

but the performance of their wiv was not age lights was used (see Fig. 1), and in each prob-

related at any of the several levels of com- lem a set of logical relations between lights
plexity used. The mean performance measure was defined by the experimenter. The light
for the men over 60 was lower than the means
for the younger groups for all six problem
types. The women over 60 performed as well
as the younger female groups on all problems.
In summary, the experimental literature on
reasoning in gerontology indicates that: (a)
few cross-sectional studies have been reported;
(b) concept studies of aging have not always
shown age differences; (c) logical problems
like those devised by John (1957) have consistently shown age differences (Jerome, 1962;

which were related were connected by arrows

on a problem disk displayed with the lights.
Each arrow was assigned one of several possible meanings. Three possible meanings were
used in this study: (a) effector, (b) combinor,
and (c) preventor. The effector meaning was
a simple cause-and-effect relation between two
lights. The arrows on the sample problem disk
which were effectors are designated "1" in Figure 1. (Of course, the specific designations did

Young, 1966); and (d) no longitudinal study Table 1. Mean WAIS Vocabulary Scores and Number
with One or More Earned Degrees.
of problem solving has been reported.
20s
30s
408
50s
60s
70s
O.
The primary purposes of the present study Vocsbuluy
60.8 63.1 67.3 66.4 67.9 69.0 69.4
are: (a) to determine whether performance on
No. with toiled degree
4
29
60
66
43
37
4
5
40
79
80
47
45
4
problems like those used by Jerome and by N
Young changes with age, and (b) to determine
whether such changes are related to age, i.e.,
whether the old decline more than the younger
subjects., The cross-sectional analyses also
provide information about age differences in

performance for rather large samples under
conditions in which the subject has total control over the occurrence of each input-outcome

event. In the previous studies the input-outcome events were paced, and the samples were
small.
METHOD

Subjects.All of the participants in the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study who were available between 1962 and 1967 were included in
this study. The resulting sample consisted of
300 male volunteers ranging in age from 24 to
87 at the time of the first administration of the

problems. A vast majority of the men had
some college education, and 81% of the sam-

®®©
0 = Preventor

14 = Combinor

1= Effector

Fig. I. Sample problem. The solution sequence is:

A -1. 1

..._.%

2 .._1.
C

--%

3

')___%

G

ple had earned at least a bachelor's degree.
5
a
The number in each decade with an earned
A, B, and C represent lights which were actidegree is shown in Table 1. With very few where
vated by button presses, and I, 2, 3; 6, 4, 5, and G
exceptions, the participants were white, mid- represent lights which resulted as outcomes of the
dle-class men employed (or retired) as sci- previous input.

41)
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not appear on the disk displayed to the subject.) For example, the arrow from 1 to 2
meant that whenever the innut was 1, 2 resulted. In the published studies in which
similar problems had been used, input-outcome events occurred at a fixed pace. Lights
which were on became inputs and were replaced by their outcomes at the end of a constant period of time (typically 3 sec.). In the
present study, no external pace was imposed.
The transition from an input to an outcome
was totally under the control of the subject.
When he activated 1, for example, 2 would
result only after the subject indicated that he

7

no corresponding button on the subject's panel.

In the sample problem and in all other problems, G could be lighted only as an outcome.

During the sample problem subjects were
shown that each of the peripheral lights could
be lighted directly by pressing its button, but
the goal light could only be lighted as as, result
of a particular input. In the sample problem,
only if an input included both 4 and 5 would
G result.

The task in each problem was to arrive at
the outcome, G, via a sequence of inputs with-

out pressing the buttons for the numbered
lights. It was strongly impressed upon every

wanted the results of his input. Then the subject that the buttons for numbered lights

experimenter would extinguish 1 and activate
2 using switches on the control unit. With 2
lighted, the subject had three options: (a) he
could clear the board (with a large button in
the upper right corner of his display panel not
shown in Fig. 1) and resume; '(b) he could
request the results of 2, i.e., 2 becomes an input; or (c) to the 2 already lighted he could
add other lights, and the next input would
consist of 2 and the additional lights. The

could be pressed to obtain information about
the meanings of specific arrows (and that such
information was important in solving a prob-

other effector arrows operated in a similar way.

were necessary in the final input, and that it
was necessary to achieve 4 and 5 together as
an input without pressing the buttons for 4 or

In the sample problem (Fig. 1), A resulted in
1, 2 resulted in 3, 3 resulted in 4, and C resulted in 6.
The combinor meaning is designated "1/2"

lem logically); but only the buttons for lettered lights could be used in a solution sequence of inputs.
After all the meanings of arrows in the sample problem had been explained, the solution
sequence was demonstrated. This was done
after the subject understood that both 4 and 5

5 (or any other numbered light). He was

shown how to obtain the outcome, 4; how to
on pairs of arrows with common targets in obtain the outcome, 5; and how to obtain the
Figure 1. For example, the arrow from 4 to G
and the arrow from 5 to G were a pair of combinor arrows. Operationally, an input of 4
without 5 (or 5 without 4) resulted in a blank
outcome. The target light, G, resulted only if
the input consisted of both 4 and 5. Similarly,

outcome, 4 and 5, which could then be used as

the final input to reach the outcome, G. As
indicated in Figure 1, the solution sequence

was: (a) press A which yields outcome, 1; (b)
add nothing and 1 yields outcome, 2; (c) press
C which added to 2 yields outcome, 3 and 6;
5 resulted from an input of both B and 6; (d) press B which added to 3 and 6 yields outneither B without 6 nor 6 without B resulted come, 4 and 5 (3 yields 4, and at the same
in 5.
time B together with 6 yields 5); and (e) add
The preventor meaning is designated "0" in nothing and 4 together with 5 yields outcome,
Figure 1. The arrow from B to 2 on the sam- G.
ple disk was a preventor arrow. Operationally,
The sample problem was used to introduce
2 did not result whenever an input included the many rules and procedures for solving this
B. In other words, B prevented 2; B alone type of problem. They included demonstrating
resulted in a blank outcome, 1 alone resulted input-outcome transitions, emphasizing that at
in 2, and B with 1 in the same input resulted the subject's command (and not until then)
in a blank outcome.
outcome lights replaced input lights, explainThe three possible meanings of arrows were ing the three possible meanings of arrows,
explained to the subject in great detail using showing that inputs consist of lights which
the sample problem. Each light on the periph- can result either from button pressing or from
ery of the disk could be activated by pressing an outcome of the previous input, explaining
a corresponding button adjacent to that light. and demonstrating the restrictions on button
The goal light, G, in the center of the disk had pressing during solution sequences (but not
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during collection of information about specific the experimenter was in the room with the
arrow meanings), and illustrating a system for subject at all times. As a fortuitous result,
recording all input-outcome events to provide questions about rules and procedures which
a written record which could be reviewed at arose during problems (even in the main set)
any time.
could be answered and misunderstandings
Subjects were instructed to attempt to mini- could be clarified.
mize the number of inputs required to solve
The second session was scheduled during a
the -problems but were informed that it was subsequent visit to the Gerontology Research
more important to reach a solution using many Center e minimum of 6 years after the first
inputs than not to reach a solution at all. session. The mean interval was 6.70 years, and
They were also informed that time was a sec- mean intervals for all decades were quite simi-

ondary consideration in evaluating perform- lar (ranging from 6.57 to 6.83 years). Of the
ance and that no savings in time could com- 300 men who participated initially, 224 repensate for even one superfluous input.
turned. The number of men who did not
Following the sample problem, the practice return and the major reasons are shown in
problem was administered. The experimenter Table 4 for each decade (age at first session).
instructed the subject to make specific inputs Problems in the main set of the second session
and explained the information available after were logically identical to the comparable

each outcome. During this part the subject problems in the first session. In all other repressed buttons and recorded inputs and out- spects, the second session was the same as the
After all arrow meanings could be
identified, he was given the opportunity to syncomes.

thesize independently a solution sequence of
inputs. Questions about rules and procedures
were encouraged, and the subject was told at
the beginning of this and all subsequent problems that he could ask such questions at any
time. If the subject needed help solving the
practice problem, the experimenter attempted
to elicit the source of the difficulty in order to
maximize the subject's understanding of the
task and permissible operations.
The necessity of maintaining an accurate
record of all inputs and outcomes was stressed.

first.

Dependent measure.The primary purpose
of the study was to measure age changes in
effectiveness in reasoning, i.e., in analyzing
and synthesizing information in solving logical
problems. The level of difficulty of the prob-

lems was selected so that few of the participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study
would be unable to solve at least the first
problem without making it trivial. In order to
assess on-going problem-solving performance,
a measure was developed to reflect the poten-

tial gain in information of each input. This

measure was the number of uninformative inIt was explained that such a record relieved puts. Each input prior to achieving a solution
the subject of the burden of remembering his sequence could be evaluated as (potentially)
previous inputs and their outcomes, so that his informative or uninformative depending upon
major efforts could be applied to reasoning.
the pool of information available at that point
All problems were administered during a in the subject's solution. The number of uninsingle half-day session for each subject. Be- formative inputs was the primary dependent
tween 45 and 120 min. were required for in- measure; and these inputs were further classistructions, the sample problem, and the prac- fied as overtly redundant, directly inferable, or
tice problem. Up to 150 min. were used to indirectly inferable in order to elucidate the
work on one to three problems in the main age deficits in reasoning that were hypothset. Typically, two breaks of about 10 min. esized.
were provided; the first usually followed the
practice problem. All subjects attempted the RESULTS
first problem and also attempted the second
Problem I: Cross-sectional.Of the total of
and third problems if time permitted. Each 300 men in the initial sample, 263 solved the
problem in the main set was logically more first problem. The proportion of men who succomplex than the preceding problem. The cessfully solved the problem is shown for each
three problems were logically identical to the age group in the top part of Table 2. The
first three levels used by Jerome (1962).
proportions declined monotonically with age;
Because the apparatus was not automated, a substantially higher proportion of men under
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Table 2. Proportions Who Solved Problems I, II, and III.

45

-proportion mired
Returned (N)
- proportion solved 1st session
-proportion solved 2nd session

79

80

45

-proportion solved
Returned (N)
- proportion,. solved 1st session

65

76

77

.8

62

66

56

- proportion,. solved 2nd session

.87

.60
.71

.83
211

20

.87

.94

.71

30

.90

.91

272

34

.6S

.88

221
.81
.82

40

.12

as
.92
.95

All
300

.73
26

.79
.85

.94
.95

.87
34

49

34

.97
.98

.97

Over 70

.70

.91

65
.94

60s
47

.94

.96
34

Problem II
First session (N)

50s

40s

1.7nder 40

Problem I
First session (N)

.84
.87

.70
.69

Problem III

Mgt :colon (N)

39

- proportion solved
Returned (N)
- prowstiona solved 1st session

29

.95

.91

.97

- proportion,. solved 2nd session

.90
.95

.94

Thee additional subjects returned. but data could tot be obtained.

Table 3. Mean INIr
Under 40

.88

.65
12

15

.91
.91

202

20

21

.91

46

68

.89

160

.67
.80

1.00

.65

.91

.89

b Of these who returned, proportion who solved.

*kr of Uninformative Inputs.

40s

50s

60s

Over 70

All

74

73

37

36

263

Problem I
Solved let session

-number
-mega

43

5.12

7.35

6.68

8.46

8.50

7.17

Solved both sessions

-number
-mega 1st session
- mean 2nd session
-mean change

32

62

59

24

5.23
4.00

3.90

7.07
5.39

6.96
5.08

-1.28

-2.81

-1.68

-1.87

as

6.71

16

193

6.62
11.37
1.75

-1.47
227

6.61

5.14

Problem II
Solved lit session

-number
-mean

39

7.36

10.65

27
11.00

24

10.35
59

50

71

14.00

10.40

Solved both sessions

- number
-mean 1st session
-mean 2nd session
- mean change

30

17

10

166

11.24

7.92

9.86
6.68

-1.02

-2.98

-3.06

12.90
19.90
7.00

-1.17
179

8.07
4.67

8.93

-3.40

8.18

9.53
7.77

Problem III
Solved 1st session

- number
- Mein

37

8.89

60

9.12

51

18

13

10.31

16.28

14.08

40

11

10.49

Solved both sessions

-number

27

- mean 1st session
-mean 2nd session

8.02
4.56

8.20
9.82

20.36

10.11

13.55

15.33
7.83

9.74
8.08

0.37

-3.46

1.62

-6.82

-7.50

-1.65

-mean change

9.74

52

60 than over 60 successfully solved the prob-

6

136

uted substantially to the high mean of total

uninformative inpu:s for the :nen over 60.
Before considering longitudinal analyses of
for successful solutions in each age decade are age changes, it is necessary to determine the
shown in Table 3. (Note that the higher the effects of attrition (due to failure to return)
number of uninformative inputs, the less effec- on initial cross-sectional data. Of the 300 men
tive the solution.) There was a general in- in the original sample, 224 returned for ancreasing trend with the largest increments other t.dministration of logically equivalent
between the 30s and 40s and between the 50s problems. The returning subsample of 224
and 60s. The product-moment correlation be- men had a higher proportion of solvers
tween uninformative inputs and age ",as 0.12 (91.7%)_ in the first session than the sublem.

The mean number of uninformative inputs

(p < 0.05. N = 263). Of the three kinds of sample which did not return (77.6%). An-

uninformative inputs, both overtly redundant other effect of the attrition was that age'differinputs and directly inferable inputs contrib- ences in the mean number of uninformative

10
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Table 4. Number and Reasons for Failure to Return.
Under 40

Total

11

2.0
9.0
0.0

406

50a

11

15

1.0
6.1
1.0

4.1

606
13

Owes TO

23

All

73

2.1
8.1

15.8
6.6
-withdrew.
8.2
6.2
30.6
-111.
0.0
4.1
0.t
3.0
Entries separated by comma indicate number who solved and number
who did not solve Problem I.

among the men who were between 50 and 70
initially were far legs frequent, but even in this
age range the results were similar. Of the men
in their 50s and 60s who successfully solved

Problem I, 5% died; whereas 12% of those
who failed to solve that problem died.

A second and third problem were administered in each session if time permitted. The
inputs based on all subjects who solved Prob- attrition in the sample due to insufficient time
lem I were not found for the groups who was a source of bias in the performance measreturned and successfully solved this problem ures for these problems. Prior performance of
in both sessions; e.g., subjects in their 40s had subjects who did not reach a problem was typa mean of 6.71 uninfonnaitve inputs, whereas ically poorer than for those who reached that
the men over 70 had a mean of 6.62 (see Ta- problem.
ble 3).
Problem II: Cross-sectional.--Of the 300
Problem I: Longitudinal.-For those sub- men M the original sample, 272 reached Probjects who solved the first problem in both ses- lem II and had valid performances. The age
sions, cross-sectional age differences in unin- distribution of those who solved that problem
formative inputs were apparent the second is shown in Table 2. As with Problem I, the
time. Inspection of the mean change for each proportions of successful solutions for Problem
decade (see Table 3) indicates that all groups II declined with age.
improved except the men initially over 70. The
The measure of reasoning effectiveness for
decline in reasoning effectiveness (increase in those who solved Problem II also was related
uninformative inputs) was larger for the to age. The correlation between uninformative
70-year group than for each of the other age inputs and age was 0.17 (p < 0.01, N = 227).
groups (all ps < 0.05, Mann-Whitney test). Table 3 shows that the largest increments in
More than half of the men in each group be- uninformative inputs occurred between the
low 70 improved; but only 5 of the 16 men 30s and 40s and between the 60s and 70s.
over 70 improved.
Of the 224 men who returned for a second
Among the 49 men over 70 in the original session 6 (or more) years after their first sessample, 12 died before they were due to return sion, 13 had not reached Problem II the first
(see Table 4), and survival was related to per- time; and of the 211 who had attempted to
formance. Of the 36 men who solved the first solve that problem, 178 (84%) had been sucproblem initially, 83% survived, whereas only cessful. The distribution by age groups can be
54% of the 13 men who failed that problem seen in Table 2. Of the 209 men who reached
survived (p < 0.05, one-tailed exact probabil- that problem the second time, 182 (87%)
ity). This relationship was not found for the solved successfully; this included three men
vocabulary measure. A comparison of mean who solved Problem II the second time but had
WAIS Vocabulary raw scores of those who not reached that problem the first time.
died and those who lived showed no difference
Problem II: Longitudinal.-There were 166
= 69.3; X1.1 sect = 68.9). It should be men who solved Problem II both times and
pointed out that the vocabulary measure typ- who could be included in an analysis of change
ically was obtained 1 to 3 years prior to the in number of uninformative inputs. Unlike
problem-solving session. The relationship be- Problem I, the initial performance of the subtween survival and problem-solving success sample who solved Problem H both times was
was not attributable to age; i.e., survivors were age - related (see Table 3). A similar result
not predominantly the younger men in the was obtained for the second measure of uninover-70 group who were also more frequently fnrmative inputs. Just as in Problem I, all age
successful in solving Problem I. For the 36 gottps except the oldest showed small mean
solvers in this group, the mean age of survivors improvements; but the oldest group showed a
was 74.3 years, and of nonsurvivors, 74.2 substantial age decline in reasoning ..iectiveyears; for the 13 nonsolvers, the mean age of ness. In Problem II, that decline was almost
survivors was 75.4 years, and of noinurvivors, entirely attributable to an increase in the num76.9 years. As would be expected, deaths ber of overtly redundant inputs.
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Problem III: Cross-sectional.Of the 300
men in the original sample, 202 reached Problem III and had valid performances, and 179
(89%) solved it suclessfully. The distribution
by age groups of those who solved is shown in

Table 2. Similar to Problems I and II, the

11

Table 5. Mean Number of Early Inputs
Not Directly Related to Goal.
Us ler 40

40i

50

Ws

Over 70

AU

1.82
1.68
1.23

1.81
2.81

1.81

2.92
3.08
1.62

1.97
2.02
1.69

Problems

I (N

263)

1.81

II (N
III (N

227)

1.02
1.43

170)

2.18

1.96
2.39

proportions of successful solutions for Problem
III declined with age. For successful solutions, it can be seen that this measure increased

the number of uninformative inputs was also across the age dimension for all three prob-

age related (r = 0.20, p < 0.01, N = 179). lems (first session)
The largest age difference in reasoning effectiveness occurred between the 50s and 60s (see Discus sort
Table 3).
The cross-sectional results based on the
Sixty-four of the 224 men who returned and initial sample showed an unequivocal decline
could be scheduled for a second session had not in reasoning performance with age. Although
reached Problem III in the first session. Of the the pattern of age differences varied somewhat,
160 men with valid performances and who re- all three problems showed a decrease in proturned, 145 (91%) had successfully solved portion of successful solutions and a decline in
that problem the first time; the age distribu- effectiveness of solutions with age. In the first
tion can be seen in Table 2. Of the 179 men problem, the decline in reasoning effectiveness
who reached Problem III the second time, 160 was partially attributable to an increase in
overtly redundant inputs; in the second and
(89%) solved it successfully.
Problem III: LongitudinaLA total of 136 third problems, the declines were almost totally
men solved Problem III both times and could attributable to increases in overtly redundant
be included in a longitudinal analysis of inputs. Despite the substantial differences in
change in number of uninformative inputs. procedures, these results are consistent with
The groups over 60 had substantially more the two sample age differences reported by
uninformative inputs than the groups under Jerome (1962) and by Young (1966).
A measure c "nongoal-directed" behavior
60 the first time. This finding is similar to the
results of the cross-sectional analysis of the en- (the number of inputs which were prior to
tire original sample. As can be seen in Table 3, identification of the subgoal condition, but
the relationship between reasoning effective- which were not directly related to the goal
ness and age was not monotonic the second light) showed an increasing monotonic relatime; and as a result, the age changes were not tionship with age. These cross-sectional results
consistent with the previous data. Unlike the are consistent with Jerome's (1962) findings
results of Problems I and II, the group initially that the old did not identify the subgoal conin their 70s did not decline in performance; dition early as part of the backward solution
but it should be noted that due to many strategy which was emphasized in his instrucsources of attrition, that sample was reduced to tions. In the present study no explicit strategy
6, and was an atypical subsample of their age was Included in the instructions; nevertheless,
"nongoal-directed" inputs early in the solution
peers.
"Nongoaf-directed" behavior.Early identi- increased with age. Perhaps the old are poor
fication of the subgoal condition (the necessary at formulating and adopting an effective stratinput for the goal outcome, G) was an essential egy as well as poor at carrying out such a
component of the backward solution strategy strategy when it is explicitly taught to them.
In the longitudinal analyses, mean age
which was emphasized in Jerome's (1962)
study. Jerome found, however, that his old changes were limited to the subjects who were
subjects typically did not identify the subgoal initially in their 70s. For these men the numcondition early. A measure was devised to ber of uninformative inputs increased, and the
quantify such "nongoal-directed" behavior in increases were primarily attributable to more
the ?resent study. This measure is the number overtly redundant inputs. The menu
comof inputs which were prior to identification of ponent of the task had been minimized by

the subgoal condition, but which were not having subjects maintain written records of
directly related to the goal light. In Table 5, every input-outcome event. Despite the avail-

r) 0

(1
11,)
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ability of such a record the oldest subjects repeated inputs frequently, and it was an
increase in these repeated inputs that accounted for a major portion of the decline in
the effectiveness of their reasoning performances. Descriptively this tool- the form of addi-

of those men who had failed that problem.
On vocabulary performance, however, the

mean of survivors was the same as the mean of
those who died.
All the results together suggest strongly that
the age changes found in reasoning effectivetional attempts at solution sequences which ness among the men over 70 who successfully
were variations of earlier attempts, but which solved problems in both sessions were not early
were ineffective because they did not make use manifestations of "terminal drop." These men

the in'armation available from previous were halthy enough to return, they were able
to solve problems in the second session, and
Rarely are studies of age changes free of their vocabulary performance did not decline.
methodological problems, and this study has If the decrements in performance are early
its share. Ideally, a time-sequential design indices of "terminal drop," however, then deof

input-outcome events.

cline in reasoning performance should predict
:loath; i.e., men whose performance declined
from the first to the second problem-solving
session should have a less favorable survival
experience than those whose performance was
maintained or improved. Time (and follow-up
Also it would have been preferable to have data) will tell.
data for all three problems for all subjects in
both sessions, but time was a restricting factor ST:MMARY
which biased the proportions-solved measure,
A longitudinal study of logical problem solvand both time and ability to solve t, problem ing was conducted. The initial sample conwere biasing selective factors for the reasoning- sisted of 300 men, predominantly well-edueffectiveness measure. Furthermore, subjects cated and middle-class, who ranged in age
who returned were not representative of the between 24 and 87 years. Six years later, 224
initial sample. All of these factors affected the men returned and attempted to solve logically
data positively, i.e., by excluding a subsample equivalent problems. Cross-sectional analyses
of predominantly poorer performers. Never- of age differences and longitudinal analyses
theless, age changes in reasoning performance of age changes in proportions who solved sucwere obtained for the group initially in their cessfully and in effectiveness of successful solu70s, and that is the primary finding of this tions resulted in the following:
1. Age differences favoring the young were
study. The positive biases mentioned above
could have masked age changes for men below found in proportions of successful solutions in
70, but the age changes for the 70-year-olds all three problems, and the largest differences
emerged despite these biases.
occurred between groups under 60 and groups
The results of a follow-up analysis of mor- over o0.
would haye been used with a minimum of two
cohorts at' each age. Sometimes early and late
entries into a sample can be separated to create
different cohorts for time-sequential analyses,
but in this study the sample was too small and
the time span of data collection was too short.

2. For the successful solvers, age differences
tality and reasoning performance for the 49
men in the initial group over 70 showed a rela- favoring the young were found in effectiveness
tionship between survival and success in in attaining solutions in all three problems.
3. Proportions of successful solutions in the
solving Problem I. Similar results of so-called
"terminal drop" have been reported for several second session (6 or more years after the first)
psychological performance measures (see were quite similar to comparable proportions
Granick, 1971, for a review of the relationship in the first session.
of cognitive performane- and mortality). The
4. For the me:. who successfully solved a
mortality results of particular interest in this specific problem in both sessions, age declines
study were the differential relations between in reasoning effectiveness were found only for

death and vocabulary on the one hand and the group over 70 (initially) in Problems I
death and reasoning on the other hand. Death and II.
occurred before the second administration of
5. Of the 49 men in the over70 group in
the problems for 17% of subjects over 70 who the first session, 12 died before they were due
had successfully solved Problem I, but for 46% to return 6 years later. Survival was related
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to success in solving Problem I but was not Brin ley, J. F., Jovick, T. J., & McLaughlin, L. M. Ago,
reasoning, and memory in adults. Journal of Geronrelated to WAIS Vocabulary. Of the 36 men
tology, 1974, 29, 182.189.
who solved the problem, 17% died; of the 13
Granick,
S. Cognitive aspects of longevity. In E. Palmen who failed to solve the problem, 46%
more & F. C. Jeffers (Eds.), Prediction of life span.
died. The vocabulary means for survivors
Lexington, MA: D. C. Heath & Co., 1971.
(X = 68.9) and for those who died (X = 69.3)
Jerome, E. A. Decay of heuristic processes in the aged.
were virtually identical.
Consistent age differences were found across
the entire adult age range, but longitudinal age

changes were not found for the age groups
below 70. Several positive biases were operat-

ing which probably reduced the true age
changes: those who returned were a select
subsample of the original -ample; those who
reached Problems II and III were, for the most
part, superior performers; and only those who
successfully solved a

particular problem in

both sessions could be included in that analysis
of change in reasoning effectiveness. Despite

In C. Tibbitts & W. Donahue (Eds.), Social and

psychological aspects of aging. New York: Columbia
Univ. Press, 1962.
John, E. R. Contributions to the study of the problemsolving process. Psychological Monographs, 1957, 71,
1-39.
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participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study.
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these biases, age changes were found for the
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Differences and Changes with Age in the

Benton Visual Retention Test'
David Arenberg, PhD2
The relation or adult age and performance on memory for designs (Benton Revised Visual Retention
Test) was determined for men by analyzing: (a) three cross-sectional samples (Ns
402, 162, and 293);
(b) Iwo longitudinal samples (repealed measures al least 6 years apart, Ns as 268 and $2); and (c) withincohort comparisons of men born In the same period, but tested al dIfferentt Imes. The results were essenBally the same for the age differences, age changes, and estimates of age changes based upon within-cohort
differences. Increases in errors were small for the young groups, moderate for the men in their SOs and
60s, and :substantial for Ilse men over 70. WA1S Vocabulary measures for these same samples showed
small cross-sectional differences favoring the older men, no overall longitudinal change but small relative
deficits for Ilse older partkipants, and small declines in estimates of age changes based upon comparisons
of independent samples born during the same period. In general, the results Indicate age declines In

memory-for-designs performance for men partkularly late In life, but only small (if any) age declines
In vocabulary for the same samples. No correlation was found In eithzr longitudinal sample between
change in memory performance and change in vocabulary score.

A LTHOUGH memory loss is considered a
A
pervasive problem of the aged, few cross
sectional studies of memory and aging have

been reported outside the verbal-memory
domain, and not one longitudinal study of age
changes in nonverbal memory has appeared in

Norris, 1966) during the periou from late
1960 to mid-1973. It was predicted that: (a)
errors would increase with age cross-sectionally; (5) age changes vould be found
longitudinally; and, (c) these longitudinal
changes would increase with age. Tte fact that

the gerontological literature. In this study,
performance consists of reproducing geometric designs from memory. In addition

the data were collected over an extensive
period of time provided an opportunity to
explore whether estimates of age changes

to cross-sectional data, age changes based
on conventi:mal longitudinal data and estimates of age changes based on comparisons
of independent samples from the same birth
cohort measured at different times are

based upon age differences within birth cohorts

include n.
Age differences in memory tun designs have

changes.

been reported across the adult age range
(Benton, 1963; Davies, ;967; Graham &
Kendall, 1960; Poitrenaud & Clem.tnt, 1965)
and between young and old adults (Arenberg,
1977). The results of those studies are consistent; mean errors increased with increasing
age.

The data in the current study are from the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study (see Stone &
'Many psycholosists participated in the colkaion and corns of the
data in this study The contributions of Patricu Lamb. Ruben Walker.
Rochwil Mathes. Don Reynolds. Barbara Donovan. Patricia Alkn, Marcia
Schwtnz. Steven Kano. Darrell Gray. and Marian Hedrick are Gratefully
acknowledged 1 am particularly indebted to Karen Doueat not only for
adwnotering and storms. but especially for prey arnmsns and analyzing
the data.
'Gerontology Research Center, National 1nctoute on Aims. N111.
Baltimore City Hospitals. Baltimore 21224.
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(performance for men in an early sample
compared with performance of men born at
the same time but from a later sample) would
be consistent witn the longitudinal age

METHOD

.cubjects

The subjects included every participant in
the Baitimure Longitudinal Study for whom a
measurable initial performance during the
period 1960-1973 was r.vailable (N = 857).
The participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal
Study are males between the ages of 18 and
102, but heavily concentrated between the
dges of 30 and 80. They are all volunteers who

agree to come to Baltimore City Hospitals
periodically for 21/2 days during which an
extensive varie-, of physiological, biochemical, and behavioral measures are obtained.

VISUAL RETENTION AND AGING
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The men are predominantly white, well-

RESULTS

educated, and of high socioeconomic status
lit.lng in the Baltimore-Washington area.

Cross-Sectional

Procedures

The three cross-sectional samples were
classified into seven age groups, and the

For purposes of analysis, the total sample
of 857 was divided into three subsamples on
the basis of the date of the initial measure.
The periods were: (a) early, 1960.9 - 1964.9,
(b) middle, 1965.0 - 1968.5, and (c) late, 1968.6 1973.5.

The primary cross-sectional analysis was

means for Benton errors are shown in Table 1.

The monotonic increases in means were
consistent with product-moment correlations

between errors and age of .47 (N = 402),
.47 (N = 162), and .51 (N = 293) in the early,

middle, and late samples respectively (all
ps < .01).

based on the early sample with the middle and
late

samples serving as replications. The

primary longitudinal analysis was based on the

"repeats" from the early sample. A small
longitudinal replication was based on the
"repeats" from the middle sample. In addition,
estimates of age changes were based upon

Longitudinal
Longitudinal analyses wee based upon all
participants in the early and middle samples
for whom a valid second measure was obtained

6 (or more) years after the first measure.
The mean interval between measures was 6.7

within-cohort comparisons (i.e., age differ- yr for the early sample and 6.5 yr for the
ences between subgroups born at the same middle sample. These samples were grouped
time but measured at different times). These according to age at first measure. The means
birth cohort subsamples were from the early for first and second measures and their difand late samples.

ferences are shown in Table 2.

All participants were given Form C of the
Benton 'Revised Visual kletention Test, AdminTable 1. Mean Errors for Seven Age Groups
in Three Cross Sectional Samplesa

istration A (Benton, 1963), usually on their
first 21/2-day visit. Form E was administered
on a subsequent visit 6 (or more) years after

the first test. A form is made up of ten
designs. Each of the first two designs consists

of one major (rometric) figure; each of the
other eight, designs consists of two major

Middle

Early

7

N

Age groups

N

7

Late

N

7

S

11.75

3

12.00

12

8.33

SS

6.33

20

6.05

50

6.64

figures and a peripheral, minor figure. Under

70s
60s

66

4.58

3S

,5.09

39

5.31

Administration A, the standard procedure,

50s

100

3.50

37

4.51

48

4.48

each design is displayed for 10 sec and with-

40s

98

2.88

40

3.15

41

3.76

drawn. The subject's task is to reproduce
the design from memory at his own pace.
Errors were scored according to the test
manual (Benton, 1963). Each design was

30s

67

2.61

15

2.73

61

3.13

8

1.25

12

2.75

42

2.55

scored by two psychologists independently,
and the infrequent disagreements were resolved by discussion or a third psychologist.
The dependent variable was the number of
errors in all ten reproductions.
Whenever either form of the Bentun was
administered, the Vocz:ntlary subtest of
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was

80

< 30

aMore &Ls:kJ descriptive data we available from the
author upon request.

Table 2. Mean Errors for First and
Second Measures for Two Longitudinal Samples.
Initial

7

N

a so

1

13.00

11.00

1st

Middk

Early

age

2nd?

Diff.7

N
1

1st

2na Diff.7

11.00

10.00

8.75

3.25

5.59

.65
.32

adrninig:red. Every analysis of the

70s

24

6.33

9.33

3.00

8

memory data was paralleled by the same

60s

45

4.93

5.53

.60

17

5.50
4.94

analysis of the vocabulary data. In addition,
the correlations between change in memory
performance and change in vocabulary were
calculated for the two longitudinal samples.

50s

77

3.36

3.97

.61

22

4.32

4.64

40s

70

2.70

2.99

.29

26

3.08

3.00

30s

48

2.65

3.00

.35

3

4.67

3.00

3

.67

.67

5

2.80

2.00

also

< 30
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The mean increase in errors in the early
sample was .68; together with a correlation
of .60 (ignoring age) between the first and
second measures and a sample size of 268,
that mean change was statistically significant
(p < .01). In the middle sample, the mean
increase was .39 errors; together with the
correlation of .41 (ignoring age) between the

decline. An increase of more than three errors

first and second measure and the sample size
of 82, that change was not statistically signifi-

repeated measures are a positively biased
subsample of the initial sample (e.g.. Riegel

cant. However, the magnitude of change in-

et al., 1967). The effects of attrition in the two
longitudinal samples can be seen by comparing

creased with age in both samples. The correlations between age at first measure and increase

in errors was .20 (N = 268, p < .01) for the

was found in fewer than 107o of the two
youngest groups and in fewer than 20% of the

groups initially in their 50s and 60s, but
almost 50% of the men over 70 declined to
that extent.
Typically in longitudinal studies of cognitive
performance, the participants who return for

the mean for each age group in the initial

sample (in Table I) with the mean of the first
measures for that age group (in Table 2) for
the subsample for whom a second measure
In order to determine the relationship of was obtained. In the early sample, 268 of the
age with that part of the second measure which original 402 subjects had .3 valid second meawas independent of the first measure, part sure. The "repeat" age groups perform:d with
correlations (age with residual of second about the same or fewer errors than the initial
measure on first; see DuBois, 1957) were age groups. In the middle :ample, of the 162
calculated; these correlations were .36 (p < .01) subjects in the initial sample, 82 had a valid
for the early sample and .45 (p < .01) for the second measure and returned in time to be
middle sample.
included; except for the groups below 40,
The relationship of magnitude of change the "repeat" age groups committed fewer
with age is depicted in Fig. 1. This figure, errors than the initial age groups. No statisshows cumulative distributions of age changes tically significant difference was found.
for five age groups in the early sample. Most however, between "repeats" and "nonstriking is the marked difference between the repeats" in the two samples combined
oldest group and the other four. For example. (F < 1, unweighted means ANOVA for unequal
early sample and .27 (N = 82, p < .01) for the
middle sample.

over 50% of the men in each of the four cell frequencies). Reasons for attrition are
youngest groups did not decline, but only shown in Table 3 by age decade for the early
28% of the group initially over 70 did not and the middle samples.
Table 3. Reasons for Nonrepeats.
100

% of
Initial
<3030s 40$ 'Os 60s 70s 80s Total sample

93

Early sample
Withdrew*
Died

70

Otherb
Total

40
30

Middle sample
Withdrew*
Died
Otherb

ioL
°

11-1

Total

4

12

24

17

IS

II

0

83

21

0

2

2

4

3

14

6
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*"Withdrew" includes failure to respond (to request to

Fig. I. Cumulative percentages of magnitude of change
in five age groups (early sample).
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schedule a visit).
b"Other" inciudes visual impairment.
measure, scheduling omission durink a visit.

refusal,

invalid
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Table 4. Mean Errors and Agc for.
Nine Birth Cohorts at Two Periods
of Measurement - Independent Samples.

91.

Cohorts

N

Age

Errors

1877.1884

II

81.1

7.91

1968.1973
Repeated
Measures

N

Age

Errors

2

87.8

9.00

1892

53

72.8

5.70

10

1893.1900

52

5.25

49

82.4
73.2

3.20
6.59

1901.1906
1909 1916
1917 .1924
1923 1932
1933.1940

55

65.9
57.6

3.29

35

65.5

5.49

99

50.2

3.49

33

56.6

4.97

2.71

49.2

3.67

46

41.8
34.6

40

2.43

31

41.9

3.81

6

27.8

1.50

52

33.6

3.21

1

20.8

2.00

40

27.3

2.32

1885

1941.1948

77

..1960.1964

Late*

Earlya

17

aTwo suhiects in the early sample were born before 1877.
and one subject in the late sample was born after 194t.

Independent
Samples
7r

N 6
cc

0
cc
Lcc u

2

5

4

3

2

Birth Cohort
Although the Baltimore Longitudinal Study
was nut designed to test differences within
cohorts, it was possible to compare the early
sample with the late sample for groups of men

born during the same period. In Table 4, the
same nine 8-year birth periods are listed for
each sample, and the mean errors and mean
ages are tabulated. For each of the nine birth
cohorts, the error mean was larger for the late

1

0

30

40

50

60

70

80

MEAN AGE (years)

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional. longitudinal. and within-cohort
comparisons for groups classified by period of birth and
time of measurement.

sample (the older subsample) than for the early

sample (the younger subsample). Although
comparisons of means for groups of similar
age consistently show more errors for the
late sample (e.g., 7.91 and 8.20 errors for
ages 81.1 and 82.4 in Table 4), these time-lag

differences account for only a small part of
the within-cohort estimates of age declines.
Means for the seven cohorts born between

(open circles) from the early sample are
connected by solid lines to the cross-sectional

points (filled circles) from the late sample
for men born during the same periods. All of
these within-cohort comparisons indicated
age differences with the largest estimate
of age changes in the earliest born (oldest)
cohort.

1877 and 1932 in the early sample are shown in

Fig. 2 connected by a dotted line. On the
same figure, mean changes are shown for
participants (from six of those seven cohorts)
who had two valid measures. These changes
are depicted by solid triangles connected by

dashed lines. Similar to the shape of the
cross-sectional curve, age changes were small

for the youngest groups, moderate fo- the
groups with mean ages initially of 57 and 65,
and substantiO for the oldest cohort in their
late 60s or early 70s at the time of their first
test. Estimates of age changes are shown for

WA IS Vocabulary

The WAIS Vc.cabu!ary test was included
in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study primarily
as a marker variable to describe the high level

of the study group. A vocabulary measure

was available for virtually every Benton
performance included in this report. As a
result, it is possible to analyze the Vocabulary
measures for cross-sectional age differences,
longitudinal age changes (repeated measures),

and estimates of age changes based upon
independent cohort subsamples born during

these same six birth cohorts by comparing men

the same period, but tested at different times.

born during the same periods, but tested at

In all three cross-sectional samples, the
relationship between age and vocabulary

two different times. The cross-sectional points
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raw score was slightly positive; r = .14, .07,
and .13 in the early, middle, and late samples,
respectively. Although the correlations were

:`)IX

are consistent with the increases in errors
reported in previous cross-sectional studies

of memory-for-designs. The longitudinal age
small and statistically significant only for the changes were remarkably similar to the crossearly (p < .01, N = 4,Y" and late (p < .05, sectional age differences. Errors increased
N = 293) samples, the consistency of the little at the younger ages, moderately for

positive trend indir Jes that the older men the groups tested initially in their 50s and

were slightly higher in vocabulary performance
than the younger men.
Longitudinally, a mean age change was not
found for either the early or the middle sample.

60s, and substantially for the men in their 70s.

For the early sample (N = 267), the means

1965 and 1968.

for the first and second measures were 66.96

and 66.84 (t < 1); for the middle sample
(N = 82), the means were 66.01 and 65.52
(t < 1) (the correlations between measu ,:s

This result wls found for two independent
longitudinal samples, one initially measured
between 1960 and 1964, the other between

The longitudinal findings were supported
by the estimates of age changes based upon

comparisons of independent samples from
the same birth cohort measured at different

were .86 and .87 despite the restricted range).

times. Again the largest dit:trences (between

However, magnitude of change was related

subsamples born at the same time) were found

to age; the means for the older groups tended
to decline slightly, whereas the means for the

for the earliest born (oldest) cohorts.
Different results wk.re found for the Vocabu-

younger groups increased slightly. The correlations between age and change were .19
for the early sample (p < .01) and .06 for the

lary subtest of the WAIS with virtually the

measure which was independent of the first
measure (age vs residual) were .16 (p < .01)
for the early sample and .13 (p > .05) for the
middle sample.

related to age. The oldest men declined
slightly, and the youngest men improved
slightly. However, change in vocabulary
was unrelated to change in Benton per-

same subjects. Cross-sectional comparisons

showed small age differences favoring the
middle sample (p > .05). Part correlations older men. Mean longitudinal changes were
between age and that part of the second virtually nil, but magnitude of change was

Within-cohort comparisons of WAIS Vo- formance. The men who declined in memory
cabulary measures showed a small overall performance were not the men who declined
mean difi;:rence favoring the ear:iy sample in vocabulary.
(X = 66.5) over the late sample (X = 64.5)
The Benton task appears to fall under
(unweighted means ANOVA, F(1,566) = 4.98, the M dimension (ability to reproduce immep < .05). However, the estimates of age changes diately information presented either auditorily

were not age related; that is, the within- or visually) in Horn's (1975) description
cohort differences were similar for all age and dis ;sion of intelligence and aging, and
groups (F < I).

the WAIS Vocabulary task clearly is in the

The correlations between change in memory
performance (increase in errors) and change

Gc dimension (crystallized intelligence). The
memory results of this study are consistent
with previous cross-sectional findings of
memory for geometric figures (Benton, 1963;
Davies, 1967; Graham & Kendall, 1960;

in vocabulary (increase) were .01 (N = 267)

for the early sample and .09 (N = 82) for
the middle sample. Neither correlation was
statistically significant (t < I). The correlations between initial vocabulary score and
change in Benton performance (increase in
errors) were .09 for the early sample and .04
for the middle sample. Neither correlation
was statistically significant (t < 1).
DISCUSSION

Age differences in the three cos .-sectional
samples were mike similar, and these results

24 G

Poitrenaud & Clement, 1965) and of other
memory tasks which Horn characterizes as M
measures (see Botwinick & Storandt, 1974).

The longitudinal age changes found in the
present study (supported by the estimates
of age change based upon within-cohort
comparisons) add the important information
that Benton performance declines within the
individual, especially late in life. These
findings are strong evidence for maturational
change in memory for geometric designs and

APPENDIX

suggest that previous cross-sectional age

differences in performance on other tasks in
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medical r.nd physiological data available for
the participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal

the M dimension of intelligence are also Study are being explored in search of corattributable to maturational declines.
In the later of the two longitudinal samples,
the initial memory performance of those men
who returned was slightly superior to that of

relates of changes in performance on memory
for designs.

those who did not return. However, in the

SUMMARY

first and larger longitudinal sample, returnees

From 1960 to 1973. as part of the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study, the Benton Revised

and nonreturnees were not different in their
initial performance. Even if there were biases

Visual Retention Test (Benton, 1963) was
due to attrition (superiority of those who administered initially to 857 men between 18
return), they should be positive biases; that is, and 102 yrs of age. When this group was

they should operate to reduce age changes.
All of the results point to the same conclusion. Memory-for-designs performance declines with age, particularly after age 70.
Although memory-for-designs performance
is intended to measure nonverbal memory, it
is clear that at least some geometric figures

divided into an early, middle, and late sample,

the correlations between number of errors
and age were .47 (N = 402), .47 (N = 162), and

.51 (N = 293), respectively (all ps < .01).

can be used to encode designs during presenta-

Repeated measures for the early and middle
samples were obtained 6 (or more) years after
the initial measures. The correlations between
change in errors and age were .20 (N = 268)
and .27 (N = 82) (both ps < .01); and the part

tion and can serve as retrieval cues at the

correlations between age and residual of

time of reproduction. It has been demonstrated

second mesure on first were .36 and .45 (both

can be verbalized, and such verbalizations

in this laboratory that elderly men with less ps < .01). The subsamples of men who returned
education than the participants in the present performed slightly better initially than their
study benefited substantially from auditory age rers who did not return, but the differdescription of the Benton designs during ences were not statistically significant.
visual presentation (Arenberg, 1977). It is
Men in the early sample were compared
likely that the older men in the present study with men in the late sample who were born
did not use verbal encoding maximally. Thus, during the same period. The withi. .cohort
some part of their decline in performance comparisons are estimates of age changes,
may well be remediable by training. It would and they were consistent with the longitudinal
be valuable to determine whether such train- measures of age changes. The largest withining at the time of initial performance would cohort difference was found for the earliest
prevent or substantially reduce declines born (oldest) birth-cohort.
especially in those over 70. If the effectiveResults were quite different for WAIS Voness of the training is not maintained, it would
be important to determine whether the decre-

ment was attributable to failure to apply the
encoding techniques or to reduced effectiveness of the encoding presumably due to age
changes in the brain.

cabulary scores from the same samples.

Cross-sectionally the correlations between
vocabulary and age were positive; that is,

the older men had slightly higher scores

initially than the young men. Overall changes

measured longitudinally were virtually nil,
but magnitude of change was correlated with
tested, some men did not decline. Why do age. The old men declined slightly and the
some men decline while others do not? This young men improved slightly. Within-cohort
is an important research question, and one comparisons of vocabulary scores did not
approach is to look for correlates of change. show a relation between age and estimate of
When other information is available, it may age change. The correlations between change
be possible to characterize those who do not in Benton performance and change in vocabudecline. If such characterizations can be lary score were not statistically significant.
validated ^n other groups, directions for
Clearly memory for designs declines with
preventive intervention to maintai. per- age in men, substantially for men initially
formance may be indicated. Currently the over 70. The age changes in vocabulary were
Even among the group over 70 when initially
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small. The lack of relationship between change
in memory for designs and change in vocabu-

lary is further evidence against a general
decline in cognitive performance with age.
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Estimates of Age Changes on the
Benton Visual Retention Test'
David Arenberg, PhD2
Performances on the Benton Visual Retention Test were collected for 894 men 17 to 96 years of age
between 1960 and 1976 and were analyzed using slopes to estimate time-of-measurement effects. For
each of the nine birth cohorts and eight age groups. performance (errors) was plotted on calendar
time. Comparisons of the within-birth-cohort slopes showed an Increase in slope with age (rho = 0.92):
earlier born (older) cohorts had larger slopes indicating increased errors per year. Comparisons of
within-age-group slopes showed no difference among age groups. Slopes of four of the five oldest

cohorts were larger (p < .05) than the common age-group slope. Whether the common age-group
slope was a secular effect, a cohort effect, or some combination of the two, the data were consistent
with age changes in performance late in life confirming longitudinal results of direct measures of
change previously reported.
Key Words: Aging, Human memory, Cognition, Estimates of age change, Time-of-measurement effects

RECENTLY, Arenberg (1978) reported the within-age-group effects could account

substantial mean age changes on the for the within-birth-cohort effects. Regression

Benton Visual Retention Test (Benton, 1963)

analyses were used rather than mean differover a 6-year interval only for men over 70 ences because the data were collected conwhen initially tested. Mean differences within

birth cohorts were included also and were
consistent with the direct measures of change;
the largest mean difference between men

tested early (younger) and men tested later
(older) in the study was found for the earliest
born cohort.

tinually rather than within narrow time periods

separated by a long time interval. In these
regression analyses, time is a continuous
rather than a discrete variable.
METHOD

The data included in these
Participants.
Although the study was not designed for
sequential analyses (see Schaie, 1977), there analyses were collected from 1960 to 1976
was some suggestion in the data that at least from participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal
part of the within-cohort differences (and Study of Aging. They were unpaid volunteers
perhaps part of the longitudinal changes) were who agreed to come to Baltimore City Hosdue to time-of-measurement effects within pitals periodically for 21/2 days during which
age groups. The purpose of this paper is to an extensive variety of ph:siological, bio':xamine more intensively the time-of-measure- chemical, and behavioral measures were obment effects within birth cohorts and within tained. The men were predominantly white,
age groups: (1) to obtain estimates of age educated, and of high socioeconomic status
changes within many cohorts and to determine living in the Baltimore-Washington area. The
whether these estimates were related to age; sequential analyses were based upon 894 men
(2) to obtain estimates of nonmaturational with a first-time measure on the Benton Rechanges within many age groups and to deter- vised Visual Retention Test during the first
mine whether these estimates were equivalent 16 years of the study (between late 1960 and
for all age groups; and (3) to determine whether late 1976). These 89a men include the 692
from the cohort comparisons of means in the
previous report, 161 men tested between the
'Many experimenters were insolved in administering and scoring the
beginning 3f 1965 and mid-1968, and 41 men
Benton VRT since 1960. most recently Barbara Hiscoek. Susan Goldstein.
and Judy RIZ Their contributions are gratefully acknowledged I am
tested
between mid-1973 and the end of Sepespecially indebted to Judith Pim for programming as well as for
administering and scoring the test.
tember, 1976. The men ranged in age from
,Gerontology Research Ctr, . National Institute on Aging. NHL
17 to 96 years at the time they were tested.
Baltimore City Hospitals. Baltimore. MD 21224.
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Procedures.
The procedures were described in detail in the previous report (Arenberg, 1978). Form C of the Benton Revised

Visual Retention Test was administered to
virtually every par.icipant in the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study. Administration A was
used; this is the standard procedure in which
each design is displayed for 10 sec, and the
participant can take as much time as he needs
to reproduce the design from memory.

The dependent measure was the number
of errors for all 10 designs. The designs were

scored independently by two psychologists
according to the test manual, and the infrequent disagreements were resolved by discussion or by a third psychologist.
Analysis.

Regression analyses were car-

ried out for nine birth cohorts and for eight
age groups. Each regression analysis was
based on all the men born within a specific

20

IS
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aes
12

10

8
6

I

4

7

1%1

67

%

71

CALD1OAR TIME

Fig. 1. Scatter plot of Benton errors and calendar
time for 78 men born between 1885 and 1892.

8-year period (birth cohort) or within an 8-year

age span (age group). First a scatter plot was
made of all the points within each birth cohort
and within each age group. A point represents
one man's first Benton performance (number
of errors) and calendar time of its occurrence.
For a specific birth cohort, the slope of errors
on calendar time is an estimate of linear age

change for that cohort. In addition, slopes
for age groups were calcvlat 4 to determine
whether there were linear nonmaturational
effects over the 16-year period.
RESULTS

An example of a birth-cohort plot of errors
and calendar time is shown in Fig. 1. These
points represent all men born between the
beginning of 1885 and the end of 1892 whose

first Bentw measure was obtained between
1960 and 1976. 'De men in this cohort were
68 to 75 years old at the beginning of the study

CALENOAR TIME

Fig. 2. Regression lines of Benton errors and calendar
time for nine birth cohorts.

When the men were categorized by age

(late 1960) and 84 to 91 at the end of the 16- group rather than by birth cohort, the regresyear period (late 1976). The slope of the best- sion lines of errors on calendar time were
fit (least squares) straight Ihe for this birth calculated and are shown in Fig. 3. The test

cohort wzs 0.35 (i.e., there was an average for common slope did not reject the null
hypothesis, F (7,866) = 1.07, p > .05; the
increase of 0.35 errors per year).
The regression lines for all nine birth cohorts
are shown in Fig. 2. The rankorder correlation
(Spearman rho) between birth cohort and slope
was 0.92 (p < .01); the earlier born, the larger
the estimate of age change. A test of common
slope rejected the null hypothesis, F (8,871) =

common slope was 0.074 which was different

from zero, F (1,866) = 10.13, p < .01). The
age groups did not differ in slope, but the
common slope was different from zero.
If we assume that the time-of-measurement

effect within age groups is a secular effect,
2.53, p < .05; the slopes were significantly that is, some systematic effect during the 16
different.
years of the study, then part of the estimates

S
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16

23

The common age-group slope, however, could

be due to a systematic cohort effect (i.e.,
within each age group, the men born later
committed more errors than the men born

14

12

earlier). If we assume that the common agegroup slope is due to cohort differences rather
than a secular effect, then two conclusions

10

4.04:13

N6753

of maturation because the cohort differences
were in the opposite direction, namely, later

5711411

ASV' 1$41
-itans

2

1961

63

65

61

75

can be drawn: (1) the cross-sectional age
differences underestimate the contributions

77

rALEh'OAR TIME

Fig. 3. Regression lines of Benton errors and calendar
time for eight age groups.

of age changes based on the analyses of birth

cohorts is attributable to secular rather than
maturational effects. The common age-group
slope was compared with the slope for each

born commit more errors than earlier born;
and (2) all of the within-cohort effects are
maturational because there were no secular
effects. Therefore, the more the age-group
slopes were due to cohort differences, the
more the cross-sectional and within-cohort
results must represent maturational decline.
Whether the time-of-measurement effect with-

in age-groups was purely secular, purely
cohort, or some combination of the two, the
conclusions are the same; the data are totally
consistent with maturational declines late in

life with the magnitude of decline related

birth cohort to determine whether that estimate
of age change was significantly different from

to age.

the estimate of secular change. (In order to
make these statistical comparisons of independent data, the points in the birth cohort

for the time-of-measurement effect within age

were emitted from the calculation of the

the study, then errors would increase with
time. This, however, could not account for
the increases in errors for the oldest birth
cohorts being significantly larger than the

common age-group slope for each comparison.)

Four birth-cohort slopes were significantly
larger (p < .05) than the common age-group
slope: 1877-1884, 9.49; 1885-1892, 0.35; 1901 1908, 0.35; and 1909-1916, 0.20.
DISCUSSION

These data are quite consistent with the
longitudinal (repeated-measures) findings reported previously. Not only were mean errors
related to age, but the estimates of age change
were related to age. The rank-order correlation
between bean age of cohort and estimate of
age change was extremely high (0.92). Further-

One other possibility that could account
groups is sampling. If the caliber of men in
each age group decreased over the period of

increases within age groups. Sampling should

affect age groups and birth cohorts to the
same degree. Therefore, the maturational explanation fits here as well.
The regression method developed to quan-

tify linear effects over time within cohorts
and within age groups identified time-ofmeasurement effects in both types of analyses.
It was possible to compare not only magnitudes
of time-of-measurement declines among birth
cohorts and among age groups, but with these

more, for four of the five oldest birth cohorts, data, the method provided comparisons of
the estimates of age change were significantly individual birth cohorts with a time-of-mealarger than the estimate of secular effects.
surement effect common to all age groeps. In
The rationale for comparing the common that way, it was poasible to conclude that
age-group slope with each within 7ohort sloe the time-of-measurement declines for the older
was based on the assumption that the age- cohorts, which were substantially larger than
group slope is an estimate of the nonmatura- the common age group declines, are attribtional effects over time and each birth-cohort utable to maturation.
slope represents a combination of those effects

In teto, the results are quite consistent

and the maturational effect for that cohort.

with the longitudinal findings. The evidence
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is clear; on average, the older the man, the
poorer his memory-for-designs performance
at any one time and the steeper the rate of
decline.

1978. 33. 534-540.

Benton. A. L. The Revised Visual Retention Test: Clinical
and experimental applications (3rd ed.). Psychological
Corp.. New York. 1963.

Schaie, K. W. Quasi-experimental research designs in
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Changes with Age in Problem Solving
David Arenberg
Gerontology Research Center
National Institute on Aging

Baltimore. Maryland

Reasoning is among the most cherished of man's abilities. It is, however, an
aspect of cognitive performance which has proved more difficult to study than
several' others such as intelligence, memory, and learning. As a result, the
reasoning literature is more meager and less systematic than the literature in other
areas; and. not surprisingly, that picture is reflected in the area of reasoning and
aging as well.
Typically, problem solving is used to study reasoning quantitatively. Sometimes performance is measured by the number of problems solved correctly; at
other t;mes the problems are designed so that finer aspects of the solutions can be
quantified. An extensive review of problem-solving performance and aging can
be found in Rabbitt (1977), and subsequent research was reviewed by Giambra
and Arenberg (1980). The most recent review of the area is by Denney (1982).
As in other areas of cognitive performance and aging, most problem-solving
research is cross-sectional. Many of these studies show age differences with old
groups performing less well than young adults. It is recognized among cognitive

Investigators in aging that in a cross-sectional study age and birth cohorts are
confounded and, therefore. age differences may reflect cohort differences and/or
age changes. Group differences found in cross-sectional studies are sometimes
referred to as "age/cohort" differences.
Longitudinal studies provide direct measures of change within individuals,
but such studies are not without their problems. In a longitudinal study, age is
confounded with time-of-measurement effects; that is, something may be happening during the course of the study which could account for or contribute to
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nonmaturational performance changes within individuals over time. Attrition is

also a problem in longitudinal studies. Some participants leave the study for
various reasons including death and declining health. It is unlikely that those who

drop out are representative of the initial study group. As a result, longitudinal
samples may be biased; typically, the better performers continue in the study.
Sequential strategies have been designed to avoid or minimize some of these
problems (see Schaie, 1977), but they are not panaceas. These strategies require
independent samples of several birth cohorts and several age groups at different
times of measurement. Sequential analyses can provide group estimates of age
changes to confirm longitudinal findings and can also provide estimates of nonmaturational changes over time.
The data segment of this chanter consists of 13 years of an ongoing longitudinal study of concept problem sJving carried out in the Baltimore Longitudinal
Study of Aging (BLSA). Several types of analyses of number of problems solved

correctly are included: (1) cross-sectional age differences; (2) longitudinal
changes following a six-year interval; (3) estimates of age change for many birth
cohorts; and (4) estimates of nonmaturational change over time for many age
groups. In addition, some longitudinal analyses are reported for measures of
effectiveness in reaching solutions. This segment is followed by some comments
on the current status and future directions of problem solving and aging.
Data collection in the longitudinal study of concept problem solving was
initiated in 1967. At that time, two general types of problem-solving tasks had
been used in more than one cross-sectional study of aging. Jerome (1962) and his

colleague, Young (1966), had shown clear and consistent age differences in
performance on complex logical problems developed by John (1957). Crosssectional results from a longitudinal study using modifications of such problems
(see Arenberg, 1974) were quite consistent with the age differences reported by
Jerome and by Young. In those problems, the task is to light a goal light by a
sequence of button presses involving other lights which are logically related.
Arrows indicate which lights are logically related. Subjects are instructed about
the possible relations that arrows represent. Each arrow indicates the direction of
the relation, but the specific relation must be determined by the subject. In the
studies by Jerome and Young, solutions required appropriately sequenced inputs
within rather narrow time periods. The major modification introduced in Arenberg's longitudinal study was to make the task subject-paced.
The other general type of task used in studies of aging was concept problem
solving. Wetherick's studies (1964, 1966) were of that kind. Unlike the studies

with problems of the type used by John, consistent age differences in performance had not been found in the concept studies. It should be pointed out that in

some of Wetherick's studies the old and young groups had been matched on
nonverbal intelligence, and this almost certainly reduced age differences that
may have existed. In 1967, therefore, when this longitudinal study was initiated,
even the cross-sectional picture of problem solving and aging was not clear, and
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no data were available at all to answer the longitudinal question, whether reasoning changed with age. At that time, gerontologists were becoming increasingly
more aware that cross-sectional studies are not dependable portrayals of change
in an individual (or a group) with age even in the area of intelligence where many
such studies had been reported. One purpose of this longitudinal study was to
provide descriptive, quantified measures of change in problem-solving performance among an elite group of men.
As will be seen in the results thus far, cross-sectional age differences are
quite apparent. The longitudinal results are not nearly so clear cut, but they are
probably attenuated by biases due to attrition. The estimates of age change based
on sequential analyses are showing substantial aging effects only for the oldest
birth cohort. No evidence of nOnmaturational changes over time is emerging.

The Longitudinal Study of Concept Problem Solving
In addition to gross measures involving number of problems solved correctly, the problems were designed to provide measures of how effectively each
problem was solved. One way to investigate effectiveness is to allow subjects to
select the instances. Then each selection can be evaluated for the amount of
information gained. There was also the possibility that tilt, pattern of selections
would help us understand how a subject goes about solving problems. Typically,
in concept problems, the experimenter selects the sequence of instances; this is

referred to as a reception paradigm. In that way, the amount of information
available to a subject can be controlled. Obviously this has great appeal; experimenters like to maintain tight control. It ensures that all subjects have the same
amount of information at each point in the problem. When subjects are permitted
to select instances, the general procedure referred to as the selection paradigm,
that kind of control is relinquished. Furthermore, under typical conditions, logically equivalent selections can result in substantially different amounts of information gain. A procedure described by Arenberg (1970) was developed to minimize that problem in a selection paradigm.
In all of the problems in this study, there are four binary dimensions. The
four dimensions are labeled A, B, C, and D; r 1 the values for each dimension
are 1 and 2. Therefore, the two attributes of din.ension A are A l and A2, the two
attributes of B are B1 and B2 and so forth. Each instance consists of one attribute

from each dimension, for example, Al, B2, C2, Dl. The subject's task is to
identify the concept by selecting instances which the experimenter designates as
positive or negative. Using this information, the subject attempts to identify the
concept with as few selections as he can. That is the solution to the problem.
The problems are presented as poisoned-food problems. Previous experi-
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ence with less educated subjects had shown that some people have much difficulty understanding even simple concept problems when abstract dimensions are
used. By using the language of poisoned foods, these difficulties were substantially reduced. In the language of poisoned foods, the attributes are foods, the
selections (or instances) are meals, the concepts (solutions) are poisoned foods,
and the designations are "Died" (positive) and "Lived" (negative).
So, it..,imple (one-attribute) problems, subjects are told that one of the eight
foods has been poisoned and their task is to discover that poisoned food. In order
to obtain information to solve the problem, they select meals. Each meal consists
of one A food, one B food, one C food, and one D feld. Each meal is designated

"Lived" or "Died" by the experimenter. Whenever the poisoned food is included in a meal, the experimenter says, "Died"; meals which do not include
the poisoned food are designated "Lived." Subjects are instructed to solve the
problem with as few meals as they can but not to offer a solution until they are
certain they have enough information to solve the problem.
Six different types of problems are used in this study, and a subject attempts

to solve two of each type, 12 problems in all. Two types are one-attribute
problems, that is, the concept is defined by one of the eight attributes (Al, A2,

B1, B2, CI, C2, DI , D2). The only difference between these two types of
simple, one-attribute problems is that in one the designations are predominantly
positive and in the other they are predominantly negative.
The other four types are two-attribute problems; two are conjunctive and
two are disjunctive. In the conjunctive problems, subjects are told that there are
two attributes which together define the concept. Any instance which includes
both of the attributes is a positive instance, an exemplar of the concept. Any
instance which does not include both attributes (one or both are missing) is a
negative instance, a nonexemplar of the concept. Subjects are told that two foods

are poisoned but that a meal is fatal only if both are included. One type of
conjunctive problem has low initial information, that is, the first instance is
designated negative. Regardless of the selection, the designation is "Lived."
This eliminates 6 of the 24 possible solutions. The other type of conjunctive
problem has high initial information, that is, the first instance is designated
positive ("Died"). This eliminates 18 of the 24 possible solutions.
Similaey, there are two types of disjunctive problemsone with high initial
information and one with low initial information. In a disjunctive problem, a
concept has two defining attributes, but an instance is designated positive if
either attribute (or both) is included. An instance is designated negative only
when neither attribute is included. Subjects are told that two foods are poisoned
and that either is fatal. In a disjunctive problem with high initial information, the

first instance is designated negative ("Lived' ); this eliminates 18 of the 24
possible solutions. In a disjunctive problem with low initial information, the first

instance is designated positive ("Died"); this eliminates 6 of the 24 possible
solutions.
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With binary dimensions, conjunctive and disjunctive problems are virtually

mirror images of each other. A positive designation in one is equivalent to a
negative designation in the other. Logically they are identical (and that helps
when we use computers to administer and analyze these problems). As a result, it
is possible to compare performance on conjunctive and disjunctive problems of
the same type (i.e., high with high initial information and low with low). Con-

ceptually, however, "bothness" and "neitheoess" sometimes seem different
and frequently are dealt with differently by problem solvers.
In order to minimize the memory component of the task, subjects are
required to write every selection and its designation throughout each problem.
They are also encouraged to write notes whenever they believe that would be
helpful. Furthermore, the entire procedure is subject-paced. Subjects decide
when-to make a selection and when to identify a solution. They are given as
much time as they need to solve each problem. While they are solving a problem,
the concept rule for that problem type is prominently displayed. Any procedural

question is answered by the experimenter. The six problems in a block are
presented in four different orders, but the two one-attribute problems always
precede the four two-attribute problems. For each subject, the six problems in the
second block are presented (after a rest of about 10 minutes) in the same order as
the first block.

Participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging are predominantly white, educated men' living in the BaltimoreWashington area and employed (or retired) as managers, scientists, or professionals (see Stone & Norris,
1966). The study group is sometimes described as "self-recruited," because of
the fact that most participants were recruited by men already in the study. The
BL.SA was initiated in 1958 with a small group recruited by Dr. W. W. Peter.
The men spend two and one-half days (every year or two) at the Gerontology
Research Center in Baltimore participating in many physiological, biochemical,
and behavioral studies.

Results
The data were collected from 1967 through 1979. First are the analyses of
the gross measure of number of problems solved correctly. These begin
cross-sectional data, proceed in some detail with the two-point (at least six years
apart) longitudinal data, and end with some regression analyses based on firsttime dat,. to provide estimates of age changes and estimates of nonmaturational
changes over time. (These are analogs of Schaie's cross-sequential and timesequential analyses but use slopes instead of mean differences because the data
Beginning in 1978. women were included in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study. however. only the
data for the men are reported here.
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are collected continually.) Then some longitudinal analyses of the effectiveness
measures are presented.
Cross-sectional Data. Table 1 shows the cross-sectional means of number
of problems correct for the seven age groups, from the 20s to the 80s; the numbers
of subjects in each age group (N) are also given. The table shows that there is a
monotonic decrease from youngest to oldest.
Longitudinal Data. By the end. of 1979, 376 men had returned for a repeat
session. Of these, 87% (327) had a correctness measure for all twelve problems
the second time. These are the men whose longitudinal correctness data are
presented below.
Table 2 shows the mean number of problems correct for the first and second
sessions for seven age groups. For this select group of men who continued in the

Baltimore program and were able to attempt all 12 problems both times, the
means decrease monotonically both times. The mean change measures, however, are not so consistent; nevertheless, the mean changes are positive for the
youngest groups and negative only for the men who were in their 60s or 70s
when first measured. The relationship between age and magnitude of change can
be seen more directly using the correlation of age and individual change (r6. =
.08). It is interesting to note that this relationship between age and magnitude
of change occurs only in the second block. For the six problems in the first blu:k,
the age correlation with change in number of problems correct is only .028; for

the same six problems in the second block, the age correlation is .094
(p < .05). It is possible that switching back to the types of problems previously
encountered in the first block is more interfering for the older men after six years
of aging.
Smaller groups of logically identical problems can be examined in the same

way to determine whether particular types of problems contribute to these
changes in overall performance with age. In the four simple (one-attribute)
problems, the decreases with age are small, but they are virtually monotonic at
both times. For this select group of subjects, however, magnitude of change is

marginally related to age (r6, = .07).
Table 1.

Cross-Sectional MeansNumber of
Problems Correct

20s
30s

40s
50s
60s
70s

N

Mean

71

10.4

143
154

9.7
9.0
8.2
8.0
6.6
5.4

142
118
101

80s

22

25
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Table 2.

Longitudinal MeansNumber of Problems Correct
N

Mean 1st

Mean 2nd

Change

20s

10

10.3

10.8

0.5

30s

31

10.1

10.2

0.1

40s

0.1

70s

31

8.9
8.4
8.5
6.9
3.5
8.6

9.2
8.5

60s

96
86
69

50s

80s

All

31

4
327

8.1

6.7
4.5
8.6

0.4

0.4
0.2
0.1

The complex problems with high iliktial information tend to be easier than
their low-initial-information counterparts. The typical monotonic decreases are
emerging for the four high-initial-information problems. Mean magnitude of
change is also clearly age-related. The age correlation is .09 (p < .05).
In the four low-initial-information problems, too, the monotonic decreases
with age are seen at both times. Magnitude of change, however, is not related to
age; the age correlation is zero.
The two-attribute problems with high initial information are major contributors to the relationship between age and change in total number of problems
correct. It should be noted that these are not the most difficult problems. For
every age group, problems with high initial information are correctly solved
more frequently than those with low initial information. The differences are even
more evident among the effectiveness measures (to be presented later); problems
with high initial information are solved much more effectively than are problems
with low initial information.
Estimates of Age Change. The fact that first-time data have been collected
for 13 years makes it possible to calculate estimates of age changes within birth
cohorts. This is conceptually similar to Schaie's cross-sequential analysis with
independent samples except that to estimate age changes, within-cohort slopes
are used rather than differences between means. Schaie samples each birth cohort
at two (or more) points in calendar time. The two samples within a cohort are
tested at different mean ages; that is, the second sample is measured seven years
later than the first and is seven years older. In the BLSA, intake of new longitudi-

nal participants occurs continually over time. Data are not collected during
narrow time periods with long intervals between. Therefore, means at discrete
times cannot be compared. Instead, for each birth cohort, first-time measures are
plotted against calendar time. Declines with age within cohorts should show up
as negative regressions of performance on time. Figure 1 is an example of a plot
of number of problems correct for the cohort born from 18E7 through 1896. Such
slopes can be calculated for seven birth cohorts (there were only seven subjects in

the cohort born prior to 1887 and, therefore, that cohort is not discussed) for
...--
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Fig. 1. Number of problems solved correctly in the lust testing session for men born between 1887
and 1896. The abscissa is " : date of testing.

number of problems correct. The results can be seen in Table 3. These slopes are
near zero except for the cohort born from 1887 through 1896. That is the cohort
plotted in Figure 1. Estimates of substantial age 'felines are showing up only for
the oldest cohort, the men who were in their 70s at the beginning of the study.
These men can also be categorized into age groups to plot performance on

calendar time. This is similar to Schaie's time-sequential analysis. If there is
some systematic nonmaturational effect occurring during the 13 years of the
study, it should show up as nonzero regressions within age groups as well as
within birth cohorts. Table 4 shows the slopes for number of problems correct for
the seven age groups in the cross-sectional analysis. All of these slopes are small

and all but one are positive. The common age-group slope is .04, which is not
statistically different from zero.

The slope of .25 for the cohort born from 1887 through 1896 can be
compared with zero and with the common age-group slope. Both comparisons
Table 3.

Birth Cohort SlopesNumber of Problems
Correct First Time
N

1947-56
1937-46
1927-36
1917-26
1907-16
1897-06
1887-96
1877-86

45
135

87
156
138
109
75
7

Slope (per yr.)
.12
.09

.03
.09

.02
.00

.25
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Table 4.

Age Group SlopesNumber of Problems
Correct First Time
N

Slope (per yr.)

20s

71

.08

30s

143

.06

40s

154

fl

50s

142

.05

60s

118

.03

7N

101

.05

80s

22

.11

Common

33

.04

are statistically significant. The estimate of age change for the earliest-;,arn
cohort indicates a decline of one problem correct every four years. This is
substantially larger than the mean longitudinal change of the oldest groups when
measured directly (longitudinal repeated measures). Sequential analyses of independent samples avoid many of the attrition problems inherent in repeated measures (longitudinal) analyses. It is likely that the mean changes seen longitudinally are positively biased. In order to be included in the longitudinal analyses,
the men not only had to continue in the study for at least six years after the first
measures but had to solve all 12 problems both times. There is some evidence

that these criteria are positively biasing, particularly for the older groups. In
other words, the older participants who are included in the analyses are a highly
select group, and their measures of change are likely to be underestimates of the
actual changes (if everyone could be measured).
Effectiveness Measures. The problems were designed in such a way that
each solutm could be quantified in terms of information gain. For each selection
(after the first) in every problem, the number of possibilities eliminated is deter-

mined as well as the number of possibilities that could be eliminated by an
optimal selection at that point. These are converted to bits of information; then
the ratio of the subject's bits and the optimal bits is calculated. These ratios range
from zero (no additional information) to one (maximal information gain). The

effectiveness measure for a subject is the mean of these ratios for all of his
selections in a single problem. Within each problem, this measure is highly
correlated with the number of selections required to solve that problem.
For each subject, effectiveness measures were averaged for problems which
are logically identical: simple (one attribute), complex (high iniaal information),
and co.aplex (low initial information). Decade means of these averages for the
simple problems are presented in Table 5 for the 391 subjects who had a valid

average at both times of measurement (at least six years apart). These means
decline monotonically with age when first measured and also when retested.
Furthermore, the youngest group is improving and the men in their seventies
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Longitudinal Means-Effectiveness Measures, Simple Problems
N

20s
30s
40s
50s
60s
70s
80s

10

35
105
105
80
49
7

Mean 1st

Mean 2nd

Change

.82
.79
.77
.73

.87
.79
.76

-.01
-.01

.71

.02

.71

.68
.58
.58

-.03

.64
.58

.04

-

.06

(when first measured) are showing the largest mean decline. The correlation of

magnitude of change with age is -.14 (p < .05).
Similar results are emerging for the complex problems with high initial
information (see Table 6). The age group means decline virtually monotonically
at both times of measurement. Again, those in the youngest group are improving
and the men in their seventies (initially) are showing the largest mean decline.

The correlation between age and magnitude of change is -.12 (p < .05).
Although the effectiveness measures are substantially lower for the complex
problems with low initial information, the pattern of results is somewhat similar

to those of the other two types of problems (see Table 7). Age group means
decline virtually monotonically at both times of measurement. The youngest
group is improving; but, unlike the results of the other problem types, the men in
their seventies (initially) are not declining substantially. For these problems the
correlation between age and magnitude of change is only .05.

These effectiveness data indicate substantial age differences cross-sectionally; and longitudinally, the youngest group is showing consistent improvement whereas the men in their seventies are declining. All correlations between
age and change are negative, indicating that the magnitude of change in effectiveness is related to age with the oldest men tending to decline the most, quite
similar to the results for number of problems correct.
One of the ways the effectiveness means are deflated is by overtly redundant
Table 6.

20s
30s
40s
50s
60s
70s
80s

Longitudinal Means-Effectiveness Measures, High Initial Information
N

Mean 1st

Mean 2nd

10

.88
.84
.79
.76

.91

32
94
93
72
37
4

-n:262

.71

.66
.75

.85
.79
.76
.72
.58
.47

Change
.03
.00

-.01

-MI
.MI

-

- .09
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Table 7.

Longitudinal MeansEffectiveness Measures, Low Initial Information
N

Mean 1st

Mean 2nd

20s

10

.06

32
99
86

.66
.66
.62

.72

30s

.65

.01

40s
50s

.61

.57

70s

64
38

80s

3

.41

60s

35

.52

.64
.59
.58
.50
.54

Change

.02

.02
.01

.02

selections, that is, repetitions of selections previously made within a problem.
These, of course, are totally noninformative. Such repetitions occur mostly in the
two-attribute problems with low initial inform tion. They occur most frequently
in problems solved incorrectly, less frequently in problems solved correctly by
the elderly, and quite infrequently by the young. It should be noted that subjects
know such repetitions are noninformative. Later in the same problem when
subjects review their previous selections, they often discover the repetitions.
When they do, they frequently attempt to cross them out on the paper, sometimes
commenting with a four-letter expletive.
It appears that after many selections are made, the older subjects have
substantial difficulty reviewing their selections and planning and carrying out
their next selection. They seem to be suffering from information overload, and
one way to deal with this is not to compare the tentative next selection (written
but not yet verbalized to the experimenter) with all of the previous selections.
When they make that comparison, they may lose sight of why they made the
selection. As a result, they sometimes omit comparing their tentative next selections with their previous selections. Young subjects appear not to have that
difficulty.

It seems therefore, that in complex problems, even when access to all
current information is available for review (thereby reducing the memory load),
the older men nevertheless experience information overload, and that contributes
to their lower effectiveness (relative to younger men).

Summary of Results
Consistent cross-sectional age differences are found both in number of
problems solved correctly and in measures of effectiveness. Furthermore, the
direct measures of change (longitudinal, repeated measures) tend to be agerelated; typically, the younger men improve and the older men decline. This is
supported by the indirect estimates of change using regression analyses (sequential procedures) within birth cohorts and within age groups. Only the earliest
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born (oldest) birth cohort (in their 70s at the beginning of the study) are showing
evidence of substantial decline with increasing age. These data indicate that in
concept problems requiring reasoning, but with all current information available
for review to reduce memory load, older men do not perform as well a, younger
men; and for many of the older men, performance declines in six or seven years.
It is tempting to dismiss these longitudinal data because :_e mean declines are
small and the correlations between age and magnitude of change are very small.

These longitudinal findings, however, are almost surely conservative assessments of mean changes (due to the positive bias likely for the older, highly
attrited groups). The substantial estimate of decline with age seen in the sequential analysis of the earliest born cohort is an indication that declines with age are
larger than those found longitudinally for the highly select group of older men.
Taken together, these preliminary analyses indicate that concept-problem-sohing performance of even well-educated older men is not only poorer than that of
young men, but declines with age even over a period of six or seven years.

Current Status and Future Directions
The literature on problem solving and aging was recently reviewed by
Rabbitt (1977). I believe I am not distorting the tone of his chapter to describe the
status at tl_ 2 time as disappointing. The domain of psychology labelcd problem

solving has a history of disarray. Not surprisingly, then, the area of problem
solving in geropsychology is not well organized. What is surprising is the paucity
of research. Rabbitt was struck by the contrast between the vast literature on
problem solving in children and the scanty literature in aging.

Last year, my colleague, Leonard Giambra, surveyed the literature since
Rabbitt's chapter and found about another dozen studies after 1974. One interesting aspect of the most recent studies is a focus on what is sometimes referred to
as "intervention" studies. In these studies, experimental procedures are used to
improve problem-solving performance of the elderly.
Some studies have shown that specific training improves performance of the
elderly immediately after training. Of more practical significance, perhaps, are
the results of a few recent studies which were desi:zned to determine whether
training has any lasting effects on problem-solving performance. Some training
procedures were found to ilqprove performance some time after training. Most
intriguing was the finding by Labouvie-Vief and Gonda (1976) that the control

group, which received no training but had practice equivalent to the trained
groups, showed sustained effects (about two weeks later) equal in magnitude to
that of the trained groups. These investigators interpreted this outcome as evidence that practice allows subjects to develop their own strategies, and that self-
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developed strategies are as likely to be retained as strategies provided in the
training conditions. It is rather reassuring to me that the elderly can develop skills
in solving unfamiliar problems without intervention when given opportunity to
become experienced with the tasks.
One aspect of cognitive intervention research baffles me. Some investiga-

tors seem to assume that if performance of the elderly can be improved by
training, then differences or changes with age in such performance are not
attributable to maturation. Frankly, I do not understand this reasoning. If we
provide a hearing aid to an older person whose hearing has declined with age,
and that person can hear better when he uses the device, I doubt that we would
say that this is evidence that the hearing impairment was not maturational. If we
teach a mnemonic procedure to an older person whose memory has declined with
age, and that person can remember better when he uses the mnemonic, why is
that evidence that the memory impairment was not maturational
One direction of research that Rabbitt advocated to account for age differences and changes in problem solving is to dissect complex performance into
components. He suggested that contributions of memory, learning, informationprocessing rate, attention, and other cognitive components must be assessed to
improve our understanding of problem solving and what happens to problemsolving performance with advancing age. I concur wholeheartedly.
Giambra has embarked on an ambitious enterprise in this direction. After
many years of research in the mainstream of concept learning, Giambra concluded that group means based on one or a few problems per subject are not
likely to enhance our knowledge about how an individual solves a complex

problem. He decided that it is necessary to study individuals through many
problems in order to understand how they go about solving. He has each subject

solve more than 100 complex concept problems and attempts to model their
performance. During some of the problems, subjects "think aloud" as they
solve. The models are generated from the "thinking aloud" protocols and tested
with the other problems. A successful model must predict performance throughout each problem.
The components of each person's model include some of the components
mentioned by Rabbitt. Memory is very important. Each model includes parameters for how many instances are retained during the solution, which are retained,
which aspects of instances are attended to, and how the information is organized.
Giambra has succeeded in 44'veloping a model for a few subjects including a 96year -old man. It will be extremely interesting if commonalities of the models can
be found among problem solvers of the same age, of the same proficiency, or of
the sam.. combination of age and proficiency.

Recently, I had the opportunity to read a manuscript (Charnels, 1981)
describing an age study of rated tournament chess players in Canada. It was
possible to obtain measures of components (such as memory) of the complex
performances on chess problems. Even when the ratings of the players were

ofi r
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statistically controlled, age was related to some memory measures accounting for

performance on the chess problems. Age, however, was not related to performance on the chess problems, suggesting that a compensatory mechanism, such
as more efficient search, allowed the older chess players to perform as well as the
young. The memory decrement is rather surprising to me because I had a general
impression that highly practiced memory skills were not affected by aging. When
I played duplicate bridge, I frequently observed skilled players in their seventies
who had no difficulty maintaining card counts during a hand and, at the end of a
session, reconstructing virtually all the hands they had played. But now there is
some evidence that highly practiced memory skills are age-related even among
proficient performers.
So where da we stand and where are we going? At the descriptive level, it
seems clear that there are age differences in problem - solving performance. Longitudinal data are scanty; and, based on what is available.thus far, mean changes
with age are small and tend to be found only late in life. It is likely, however, that

these means are underestimates of changes with age due to the positive biases
typically operating in longitudinal studies; and the effects of these biases are
likely to be even larger in these problem-solving studies because only a select
subgroup of returning subjects can be included.
These results are similar to many of the cross-sectional and longitudinal
findings in studies of inte'ligence test performance. In Botwinick's recent review
of intelligence and aging, he stated, "By and large, longitudinal studies show
tess decline than do cross-sectional ones; they may also show the decline starting
later in life" (1977, p. 590). Thesc results are rather different from the findings
for memory-for-designs performance. In general, age differences in cross-sectional comparisons, longitudinal changes, and sequential analyses were quite
consistentsmall, if any, age effects in early adulthood, modest effects in middle age, and substantial age effects only late in life (Arenberg, 1978, 1982). Not
surprisingly, different aspects of cognitive performance are showing somewhat
different patterns of decline with age, but the finding common to virtually all
aspects of cognitive performance is decline late in life.
There are indications of some progress, mostly not yet published, in analyzing components of complex problem-solving performance. Much more research
of this type is needed. I would like to conclude on the optimistic note that, at
least fo, some types of problems, when older people become familiar with them,
performance improves without training, and the level of performance is maintained beyond the practice session. If that finding holds up generally, th: n some
of the age differences in performance shouid be reduced by exposure to the
problems.
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Memory and Learning Do Decline Late in Life
David Arenberg
Introduction

I would like to present some research evidence which indicates diminished
performance on learning and memory tasks late in life. These preliminary results
are from the Baltimore Longitudinal Study and I will first explain why I believ
they are important, A pervasive belief among people in the field of aging in the
United States is that intellectual functioning does not decline even late in life

except shortly before death. Much of this thinking is based primarily on
longitudinal psychometric data, particularly the papers of Dr Warner Schaie and
his colleagues. These data have been characterized by the arm 'the myth of
intellectual decline'. Recently, in response to a critical paper, Drs Baltes and
Schaie clarified their use of the term 'myth' as meaning 'an uncritically accepted

belief. Unfortunately, many of us interpreted 'myth' to mean 'imaginary' or
'contrary to fact'. As a result, many gerontologists and people who work in the
field of aging now believe that intellectual functioning is maintained even late in
life.

Furthermore, it is easy to use 'cognitive functioning' for 'intellectual
functioning', a short step from 'cognitive decline' instead of 'intellectual de....ne'.

Then we have gerontologists, even some who are in cognitive gerontology,
believing that memory and learning and reasoning do not decline late in life. It is an
appealing belief, and it is understandable why it is so readily accepted, but I am

convinced that it is wrong! Let me hasten to add that I am not referring only to
speed or cognitive performance based upon speed; I am talking about learning,
and memory, and problem-solvingaspects of behaviour we cherish and would
like to maintain.
Evidence can be found for decline in performance late in life even in Dr Schaie's
own data, Age gradients for the five subtests of the Primary Mental Abilities were
reported by Schaie and Strother (1968a, b), Schaie, Labouie-Vief, and Buech
(1973), and Schaie and Labouie-Vief (1974). One paper in 1968 described
analyses of repeated measures at two points seven years apart. The ether paper in
1968 compared independent samples of the same birth cohort measured at two
different times. By comparing several birth cohorts in this way, estimates of age
changes can be obtained without repeating the tests for any individual, In both
papers, the means for the cohorts which were over 60 when initially measured
declined in all five subtests.
Similarly, in 1973 and 1974, one paper described ?.talyses of repeated measures
of three-point data covering a 14-year period; and the other paper compared
three independent samples of the same birth cohort measurecLat different times.
Again, in both types of comparisons, repeated measures of the same individuals
and independent samples born at the same time, the means declined in all five
subtests for the cohorts whicic consisted of people over sixty when measured
initially. For the most part, the mean declines over seven years and e,, en over
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fourteen years were not large; but tht consistency of these declines indicaUs to me
that even ,psychometric performance declines late in life.

The investigation

The data I will report are from studies of verbal learning and memory, aspects of
cognitive functioning not represented in the psychometric longitudinal data in

the literature. The primary analyses were of cross-sectional data collected
between 1960 and 1964 and of longitudinal data of the men who continued in the
programme and were measured again six or more years after Cair first measure.
We also compared independen samples of the same birth cohorts measured at
different times. First measures obtained between 1968 and 1974 were compared

with first measures obtained between 1960 and 1964 for six different birth
cohorts. Although our sampling procedures were not nearly so elegant as those in
Dr Schaie's studies, and the period within each time of measurement was several
years, we decided to compare the independent samples with this idea in mind. If

the age changes obtained in the repeated measures, the primary data, were
supported by age differences within cohorts in the independent samples, we
would be more confident that our longitudinal changes were not artefacts of
attrition, repeated 'measurement, or other potential sources of bias.
The participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study are all males whose ages
span the entire adult range with the vast majority between 30 and 80. They are, for
the most part, healthy and educated and the group includes a high proportion of

active or retired scientists, administrators, and professionals.
Paired-associate learning

We begin with paired-associate learning. In this task, each item consists of a
stimulus component and a response component. Tin. stimulus is the signal to say
the response that has been paired with that stimulus. We used two consonants for

stimulus and a two-syllable word for each response, for example,
TL-INSANE. Whenever the learner saw 'TL' he was supposed to say 'insane'.
There were eight such items in each list.
Each participant was randomly assigned to one of two anticipation intervals.
He was given 1.8 s (the short interval) or 3.7 s (the long interval) to respond to
each stimulus. The dependent measure was the total number of errors to reach tin
criterion of one errorless trial.
The results at the short interval are shown in Fig. 1. The same format is used in
most of the figures. The dependent measure is errors, so up is in the direction of
poor performance. Age is the variable on the abscissa, but instead of age decades,
the data were classified according to birth cohort. The youngest cohort was born
between 1925 and 1932, the next cohort between 1917 and 1924, and so on, with
the oldest cohort born between 1885 and 1892.
The cross-sectional means are shown as open circles connected by dotted lines.
There were small age differences for the youngest groups, larger age differences in
the middle groups, and a very large difference for the oldest groups. These data
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1. Paired-associate learningshort interval.

are for all men born between 1885 and 1932 who were measured at the short
interval between 1960 and 1064 (N = 153).
Only some of those men continued in the programme and had a valid second
measure at least six years later (N = 102). Mean errors for those who returned are
shown as filled triangles. The first and second measures are connected by dashed
lines for each cohort. The youngest group improved slightly, the next two groups
had a moderate inci ease in errors, the next two substantial increases in errors,

and the oldest group had the largest mean increase in errors.
Ordinarily in a longitudinal study, we would stop at this point. Hor'ever, as I
mentned earlier, we could compare performance of men born at the same time
but measured at different times to determine whether these within-cohort
comparisons supported the longitudinal results. Mean errors of men measured
between 1968 and 1974 are shown at. filled circles on the figure (N = 65 for 5
cohorts). A solid line connects the tw', samples born at the same time, showing
that for the latest born cohort, the younger subsample (measured early) was not

different from the older subsample. The next two cohorts showed
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differences in different directions. But the two oldest cohorts showed large
dilerences between the younger and older men born at the same time.
The longitudinal results based on repeated measures were well supported by
the comparisons of independent samples born at the same time. All of these data
indicate substantial declines in verbal learning late in life.

The other verbal learning data are not so compelling, but the same story
emerges nevertheless. In Fig. 2 we see the same kind of data for men who learned

at a longer anticipation interval, i.e., they had more time to respond to each
stimulus. The cross-sectional data (N = 165), shown as open circles connected by
a dot.ed line, resulted in little age difference until the 60s. The older men benefited

a great deal from having the additional time to respond. The longitudinal data
(N = 111), shown as filled triangles connected by dashed lines, resulted in
increases in errors for all cohorts with the two oldest groups showing the largest
increases (declines in performance).

Again independent samples within a cohort are shown as an open circle
connected to a filled circle by a solid line (N = 50 for 5 cohorts in later sample). All
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but the youngest cohort showed increases in errors and, except for the second

cohort, the largest increases were found for the oldest cohorts. Again the
comparisons of independent samples within cohorts support the 1Dngitudinal
findings of declines late in life even at a pace the older men could handle quite well

when measured initially.
Serial learning
Now we move on to the serial-learning study. The task was to learn a list of twelve
words in serial order. The list was presented in the same order repeatedly. Each
word, when presented, was the signal to say the next word in the list. Participants
were given 3.8 s (short interval) or 5.6 s (long interva:' to respond to each signal.
As in paired-associate learning, the dependent measure was the number of errors
to reach one errorless trial.
The cross-sectional results at the short anticipation interval (N =157) were
similar to the paired-associate results. In Fig. 3 the open circles connected by a
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dotted line indicate small age differences for the younger groups and large age
differences for the oldest groups.
The longitudinal results (N =104) were quite different, but t it relative pattern
was similar. These results are shown by tilled triangles connected by dashed lines.
The youngest age groups decreased in mean errors. Although the words in the list
used for the second measure were structurally similar (in form and frequency) to
the words in the first list, we have some external evidence that the second list was
easier. That would account for some of the improveinent for the younger groups.
Despite the easier second list, the two oldest groups showed increases in mean
errors, i.e, their performance declined.
The comparisons of independent samples within cohorts is not affected by list
differences. Everyone learns the same list. These cohort differences are shown by
an open and a filled circle connected by a solid line (N =68 for 5 cohorts in later
sample). Although the results are not systematic, again the largest differences
between the younger and older subsamples were found for the oldest cohorts.
The cross-sectional results (N = 158) for the longer interval were also similar to
the paired-associate data. Fig. 4 shows that the means (open circles connected by
a dotted line) did not increase monotonically with age, but there was a trend of
increasing errors with increasing age.
Tilt: longitudinal data (filled triangles connected by dashed lines, N = 102)
show small and inconsistent mean changes except for the oldest group for whom
errors increased greatly.

The comparisons of independent samples within cohorts (an open circle
connected to a filled circle by a solid line) were not affected by list differences, and

these results showed increases for all cohorts (N = 51 for 5 cohorts in later
sample) with the largest increase found for the oldest cohort.
The results for serial learning were consistent with those for paired-associate
learning. These findings indicate decrements in verbal-learning performance late
in life.
When the two learning tasks were given for the first time during the period

from 1964 to 1968. they were administered self-paced; that is, whenever the
learner was supposed to respond, he had as much time as he needed to say the
word. These samples were smaller than the paced samples, and no later sample
was available to carry out sequential analyses. Although the mean age changes
were not substantial, the relationship of age to change in performance was
statistically significant for both serial and paired- associate learning so that even
when subjects were given as much time to respond as they needed, a condition
that reduces cross-sectional age differences, the oldest subjects declined the most

in both tasks.
Memory for designs

We also studied memory for designs using the Benton Revised Visual
Retention Test which is predominantly non-verbal. Each of the ten designs is
shown for ten seconds and then is removed. The task is to reproduce each design

from memory immediately after inspection of that design; no time limit is
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imposed. Each design consists of one or three geometric figures. The designs were
scored independently by two 'psychologists in accordance with the manual, and
the few disagreements were resolved by them or with a third scorer, if necessary.

The dependent measure was the number of errors in all ten designs.
The cross-sectional, longitudinal, and sequential analyses are shown in Fig.
the format is the same as the one used for the verbal learning figures.

5;

The cross-sectiona' results are shown as open circles connected by a dotted line
for 6 cohorts born between 1885 and 1932 in early sample). Small

(N =382

differences were found at the younger ages, but substantial increases in errors
were found for the oldest cohorts.
The longitudinal results are shown by filled triangles connected by dashed lines
cohorts). The changes follow closely the cross-sectional age curve.
The young groups changed very little, the middle groups declined moderately,
(N =263 for 6

and the oldest group declined substantially.
Comparisons of independel samples from the same birth cohorts are shown
by an open circle connected to a filled circle by a solid line (N = 198 fur 6 cohorts
...)
...

1
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in later sample). These estimates of change were all in the direction of decline,
with the largest decline in the oldest cohort.
The cross-sectional, longitudinal, and sequential changes and differences 'al'l
point to substantial declines in non-verbal memory late in life.

Thw far we have been looking only at means. Fig. 6 shows a cumulative
frequency curve of changes for each decade group to provide some indication of
the distribution of longitudinal changes. Each point indicates the propertion of
subjects in an age group who increased a specific number of errors or less. For
example, the second point on the abscissa represents no change. We can see that
61 per cent of the men below 40 performed as well (or better) the second time as
the first. More than half of the men in their 40s, 50s, and 60s did not decline; but
only 28 per cent of the men in their 70s when first tested performed at least as well
the second time as the first.
If we move across to an increase of three errors, we see that more than 90 per
cent of the men in the two youngest groups changed no more than three errors.
More than 80 per cent of the men in their 50s and 60s initially performed that well.
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But only 52 per cent of the men initially in their 70s declined by no more than
three errors; almost half of the oldest group declined more than that. And onefourth of them declined by more than five errors; only 11 per cent of the men in
their 60s and very few of the younger men declined by that much.
Fig. 6 shows that the large mean increase in errors for the men in their 70s was
not attributable to a few men who changed drastically. Rather what we see is a
shift of the entire distribution in the direction of larger decrements in
performance.
We have replication data for this non-verbal memory test. Analyses based on a

s.naller sample of mert whose first Benton performance was during the period

from 1965 to 1968 closely replicated the results of the earlier data. Err rs
increased with age cross-sectionally. Mean changes were b the direction of
improvement for a very small sample below 40 initially, no change for the 40s,
small declines for the 50s and 60s, and substantial declines for the men 70 or older
when first tested.
All the data for the Benton test of non-verbal memory tell a consistent story.
Declires in the early and middle adult years are small, but late-in-life performanc..,
declines substantially. Note that in this task, subjects have as much time as they
need to reprod..,ce the designs. The evidence is quite clear. For this task, memory
declines late in life.
Conclusions

A central topic of this book is how further research might improve the quality
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of life in old age. First, I believe we must dispel the misconceptions that learning
and memory performance are maintained late in life. Only if we accept that a

problem exists can we do something about it. The results summarized in this
presentation indicate that learning and memory do decline late in life even for
educated, relatively healthy men. A problem clearly exists. What needs to be
done?
One research approach is to characterize those old people who do not decline.
It should be pointed out that I have been talking mostly about means; but

in every age group, even the oldest, we found some individuals whose
performance did not decline and was indistinguishable from that of young adults.
Even in the merr.ory-for-designs task, 28 per cent of the men over 7C when tested
initially showed no decline whatsoever. What is it abGat those old individuals
that accounts for maintenance of their performacze levels? The more we know
about levels and changes in other important variables, the more likely we will be

able to answer questions about why some people decline and others do not.
Another important area of research to improve the quality of life in old age is to

devise mnemonics and other training procedures specifically for the aged to
minimize deficits in learning and memory. For example, in our laboratory, the
method of loci, a mnemonic procedure, was modified to provide an effective aid to
learning items in a list. An older person can learn lists oi words, for example a
shopping list, quite readily by applying a well-established mental trip through his
recidence visualizing an item at each (predetermined) stopping place. At recall,
the mental trip is repeated, and the stopping places serve as effective retrieval cues
for r -membering the words. This procedure capitalizes on the highly overlearned
spatial lay-out of a person's resiaence. The method is particularly well adapted for
the old because it does not require learning an elaborate new memory scheme

which may create an information overload so typically experienced by older
learners.

One of kite most frequent complaints of the elderly is their difficulty
remembering names that go with familiar faces. If a mnemonic procedure could
be developed for the old to improve recall of names, it would be a substantial
contribution to the quality of life in old age.
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Fat Redistribution and The Changing Body Dimensions of
The Adult Male
By Gary A. Boricant and Arthur H. Norris2

ABSTRACT
This study was undertaken to demonstrate the role of subcutaneous fat in
altering external body dimensions in adult males. The sample population
is composed of U.S. males between the ages of 25 and 84 years. Both
cross-sectional and longitudinal data are available for these individuals.
Weight of fat in the cross-sectional sample is found to be relatively constant with age but fat-free weight declines markedly. Datafrom soft-tissue

radiographs reveal that in the trunk, subcutaneous fat increases in the
region of the greater trochanter but decreases in the abdominal region
through middle age. Abdominal diameter increases during this period,
however, indicating enlargement or sagging of the abdominal contents. In
the extremities, diameter of the calf and arm decline wh le fat is relatively

stable, indicating loss of lean tissue with age. The present study agrees
generally with earlier findings that age changes in body dimensions leading to thin extremities and thicker sunk are only partly attributable to fat
redistribution.

The size, shape, and proportions of the human body are not stable during
the long period of adulthood. This may be demonstrated by casual observation of incl. viduals as they age, and has also been indicated in crosssectional population samples (Hooten and Dupertuis, 1951; Stoudt et al.
1965, 1970; Howells and Bliebtreu, 1970; Damon et al. 1972). Research
of adult body composition reveals that all the major tissues of the body
undergo considerable alteration with age. Lifel ng changes in the dimen-

sions of the skeleton have clearly been demonstrated (Gam, 1970). A
decline in lean body mass during adulthood has been shown using a
variety of techniques (Broiek, 1952; Norris et al. 1963; Oleson, 1965;
Forbes, 1976). The proportion of fat in the body has been found to be
higher in older age groups in a number of studies (Broiek, 1952; Skerlj et

al. 1953; Friis-Hansen, 1965; Krzywicki et al: 1967). Change in these
body tissues during aging not only affects external size, but also alters
'Center for Human Growth and Development and Department of Anthropology, The
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109 USA.
2Clinical Physiology Braoch, Gerontology Research Center, National Institute on Aging,

National Institutes of

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
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body proportions. This c -..curs because the relationship between the
amount of fat, lean tissue, and bone in various parts of the body is variable
iii an individual. This effect is most clearly evident in subcutaneous fat
distribution and its changes with age.
In 195,, Broiek demonstrated the truth of the adage "adulthood is the

period when growth stops except in the middle." Measuring a large
number of skinfold sites in a population of adult males, he showed that fat
in the trunk increases with each succeeding age group but fat in the distal
extremities does not, and may even decrease. This phenomenon was also
demonstrated in a _similar sample of adult females by Skerlj et al. (1953,
1959). On the basis of calculated subcutaneous fat weight and total fat
weight, these authors showed that internal fat increases relatively more

than subcutaneous fat during adulthood, and thus increases its proportionate contribution to total body fat. Gam a I Young (1956) showed in a
cross-sectional sample that fat is lost on the anterior part of the lower leg
with each succeeding age group, but is gained in the lateral part of the
upper thigh. Such findings have given rise to the concept of fat redistribu-

tion (or rearrangement) in adulthood. Data providing evidence of differences in fat distribution with age have appeared in recent crosssectional anthropometric surveys as well (Glanville and c;.._,erdink, 1970;
Damon et al. 1972; Montoye et al. 1975).
The present study analyzes changes in subcutaneous fat distribution in

adult males with respect to changes in other body compartments.
Through a comparison of body part diameter and subcutaneous fat thick-

ness, the relative roles of fat versus lean tissue and bone in altering
external dimensions are revealed. Fatness at specific sites also compared- with whole body compartments evaluated biochemically. Furthe-more, the use of partly longitudinal data in this study serves to establish whether trends observed in cross-sectional sampling actually reflect
changes which occur in the individual.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample

The sample consists of 699 Baltimore-Washington area males, aged 20
to 92 years, 'who have participated in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of
the Gerontology Research Center, National Institute on Aging, 3altimore,

Maryland. The vast majority are white (97%';, middle class, and hold
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college or graduate degrees. Social and demographic characteristics of this
group of men have been described by Stone and Norris (1966).

Radiographic Data
A total of 971 soft-tissue radiographs of 699 individuals, taken between
1958 and 1973, re available for analysis. Radiographic procedures and

techniques were identical to those described and illustrated by Gam
(1954). Each 7 x 17 inch film contains views of seven body sites on the
trunk and limbs. Measurements were made of skin and fat combined
because differentiation of these two tissues is difficult radiographically.
These measurements have traditionally been referred to simply as "fat
measurements." A Helios dial-reading caliper calibrated to .05 mm was
used throughout the study. For a comparison of the radiographic and
skinfold methods of assessin, fatness, see Gam and Gorman (1956).
Sites of fat measurements on the trunk were bony landmarks such as
the top of the greater trochanter; and for the calf and forearm, the widest

part of the limb was used. Fat measurements were attempted at the
following locations on each film: 1. anterior calf, 2. posterior calf; '3.
medial calf, 4. lateral calf, 5. lateral to greater trochanter, 6. lateral to
top of greater trochanter, 7. lateral to anterior-superior spine of iliac
crest, 8. lateral to top of iliac crest, 9. lower part of thorax (lowest rib),
10. medial arm and, 11. lateral arm. A number of sites were not measurable on a minority of the films, usually because of improper body position-

ing or film handling. Reproducibility of measurements was tested by
remeasuring a sample of 20 films at the end of the stud) Correlations
between the two sets of paired measurements averaged greater than .95.
Additional Data
Additional information on each individual was obtained from an anthropometric and body composition survey of the subjects in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study. These data include anthropometric body circumferences at sites corresponding to each radiographic fai measurement, height, weight, and age. Biochemical assessment of extracellular
water (determined by sodium thiocyanate dilution), and total body water
.termined by antipyrine dilution) were also obtained.
From these data a number of new variables were calculated. To aid
comparison with the subcutaneous fat data the body circumferences were

converted to diameters based on the assumption that the body part is
circular. Using these values, muscle plus bone areas were calculated for
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the arm and leg. From the data on total body water and body weight, the

percentage of bod, water was determined. The percentage of fat was
calculated from the equation (Moore et al. 1963):
%body fat = 100

(body water )
.732

and from this result;

ital body fat (kg) = %body fat x body weight (kg)
100

Estimates of fat-free percentage of the body and fa:-free weight were
determined on the basis of these values. Extracellular water was subtracted from total body water to obtain the percentage of intracellular
water.

.

Data Analysis

The 971 x-ray films measured in this study represent a total of 470
individuals with a single film, 209 with two, and 25 with three or more.
The differences in number of films per individual are the result of change
in Baltimore Longitudinal Study policy regarding repeat soft-tissue
radiographs. Statistical tests (Student's t) were made to determine
whether the individuals with two or more films comprise a different
subpopulation than the group with only one. It was found that both in
physical and demographic terms, there is no difference between these
two groups.

Two separate data sets were used in the analysis. A cross-sectional
sample consiNts of first visit data for 699 individuals. This sample was
divided into ten-year age categories beginning with age 25 and ending at
84. A longitudinal st.mple of 234 individuals with two x-ray films was also
analyzed. This data set contains only the first two radiographs for individuals with three or more. The interval between the first and second
films averaged 6.8 years. For -each individual in the longitudinal sample,
increment per year values were calculated for all ariables. Each individual was placed in one of the ten-year age categories described above
based on the average age between the two -st visits. Third and fourth
radiographs were available for very few indis dab. d were not included
in the analysis.
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RESULTS

Cross-sectional Sample
Median values by age for weight, height, and the various indicat -rs of
body composition are given in Table 1. Both weight and height decline
steady. with each age group in this sample. With respect to various body

compartments, total body water as percent of body weight declines in
younger adults and later is rather constant. The proportion of fat relative
to body weight increases with age. Since body weight declines with age in
this sample, calculated fat weight changes relatively little through the six
age groups. Thus, calculated fat-free weight declines with age. In addition, extracellular water percentage increases with age, whereas intracellular water decreases. The decline in intracellular water percentage also
indicates a decline in lean tissue percentage with age.
The data on the various body sites also gives evidence of a decline in
fat-free tissue with age. In the forearm, diameter is constant between the
ages of 30 and 60 but declines markedly thereafter (Table 2, Fig. 1). Fat
on the medial side of the forearm increases during adulthood and lateral
arm fat first increases and then decreases slightly. Calculated arm muscle
and bone areas show a steady decline during this period.
Calculated abdominal diameter increases considerably with age (Table

2, Fig. 2). Fat at the lower thoracic, iliac crest, and iliac spine sites all
decline in thickness. This indicates expansion or sagging of internal abdominal contents.

In the lower trunk (Table 2, Fig. 3) the diameter at the greater
trochanter increases after an initial decline, peaks at age 60 and decreases

thereafter. Fat lateral to the top of the greater trochanter parallels this
same trend. Fat lateral to the middle of the greater trochanter increases
and then decreases in a similar, but not as well defined, manner.
The diameter of the calf (Table 2, Fig. 4) declines throughout adulthood. Of the four calf fat measurements only anterior calf fat shows a
similar decline. Fat lateral, medial, and posterior to the calf decreases
through middle age and then increases. Calculated calf muscle and bone
area declines rather steadily in adulthood, its pattern being similar to that
of the arm.

Intercorrelations between the fat measurements were determined
from the entire cross-sectional sample using data of all ages combined
(Table 3, upper portion). Mean intercorrelations of each fat me: 'rement

Table 1
.

Body Composition Medians by Decade
Age Group
35-44

25-34

Age (yrs)
Weight (kg)

Height (cm)
Total Body 1-120 %

Total Body Fat %
Fat Weight (kg)
Fat-free Weight (kg)
Extracellular 1120 %
Intracellular 4120 %

N

Mdn

N

76
76
76
53
53
53
53
56
53

31.7
81.6

152
152
152
105
105
105
105
112
104

180.7

54.8
25.1
19.0

59.7
23.0
31.3

45-54

Wu
40.5
78.7
177.5

53.9
26.4
20.2
56.8
23.2
31.0

N

183
183
183
134
134
134
134

139
133

55-64

Mdn

49.6
77.1
176.2

52.6
27.5
20.9
56.5
23.2
29.8

2R 4

N
129
129
129
102
102
102
102
110
102

65-74

Mdn
59.4
78.0
175.8

53.3
26.8
19.9

57.7
2.3.7

29.4

75-84

N

Mdn

N

116
116
116

70.1
76.5
174.3
52.8
27.9
20.2
54.6
24.8
25.7

29
29
29

85
85
85
85
91
19

19
19
19
19
19
18

Mdn
77.6
73.1
174.8

53.6
26.7
20.4
52.3
25.7
25.5
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FIG. 1.

Age trends in subcutaneous fat thickness and limb diameter at the widest pal t of
the forearm. In the older ages there is a marked decline in diameter whic:, is not
attributable to change in fat thickness.

with the ten other fat measurements are also given in Table 3 (correlation
values were first z-transformed and the mean of the z-transforms was then
reconverted to r). Trull,. fatness measurements have the best mean correlations overall. Mean correlations for medial and lateral sides of both leg
and arm are all similar and are higher than the mean correlations for the
anterior and posterior sides of the leg.
The lower part of Table 3 contains the correlation coefficients of each

Et measurement with body weight and with fat weight. Fat thickness
measurements of the trunk have the highest correlations with body
weight. Specifically, measurements at the ilium and lower thorax appear

to be the best predictors of body weight, and medial arm is the best
predictor among the extremity sites. That correlations with fat weight are
2 18

Table 2
Body Composition Medians by Decade, Grouped by Site
Age Croup
25-34
N

Mdn

35-44
N

45-54

Mdn

. 55-64

Mdn

N

N

65-74

Mdn

N

75.84

Mdn

N

Mdn

Forearm

Medial Fat
Lateral Fat
Muscle Area (cm2)

Diameter

43
75
34
56

4.1
3.3
44.2
79.6

105
143

80
113

4.4

3.5
40.9
79.6

100
170
74
134

4.2
3.8

114

40.1
79.4

102

4.3
3.5
38.0
79.6

13.3
18.1

95
64

13.4
17.6

26.4
272.2

45
102

28.6
283.4

67

49

106

4.6
3.6

25

43
85

37.1
77.0

23

91

12.1
13.8

59

18

12

4.7
3.3
35.4
73.2

Middle Trunk
Lower Thoracic Fat
Iliac Crest Fat
Iliac Spine Fat
Iliac Level Diameter

58
38
25

55

15.0
20.1
31.1
270.6

109
83

13.9

62

28.4
269.0

113

i7.8

135
97
78
131

286

73
53
84

22.9
285.0

23
17

15

23

12.2
13.9
24.4
293.0

T.bk 2
Body Composition Medians by Decade, Grouped by Site
Age Croup
25.34
N

Mdn

N

Mdn

75-84

65-74

55.64

45.54

35-44

Mdn

N

Mdn

N

Mdn

N

Mdn

47
34

16.8
16.7

41

14.5
18.5

131

302.4

102

308.8

38
32
84

8
5
23

14.1

35

17.4
17.3

2.8
4,8
6.0
5.8

117

80.1
111.4

95

2.6
4.7
5.7
6.2
77.6

102

111.4

N

Lower Trunk

High Trochanter Fat

lateral Trochanter Fat
Trochanter Level Diameter

19
21

56

15.1
18.1

307.2

23

34
113

16.2
18.9

30?.4

305.6

15.6

300.8

Calf

Anterior Fat
Lateral Fat
Posterior Fat
Medial Fate
Muscle Area (cm2)

Diameter

75
71

28
53
53
56

3.2
5.2

146
136

8.1

57

6.2
79.8
113.0

113
105
112

2.9
4.9
6.4
6.4
78.4
113.0

lUnless otherwise noted, all units are millimeters.
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171

162
61
137
123
133

1(5
54
101

98

86
37
77

76
85

2.4
4.8
6.2
6.3
74.0

24
21

109.8

23

12

22
19

2,4
5.2
6.7
6.3
70.8
108.2
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300

292
284

Calculated
ei- iliac Diameter

276

2 268
32

Iliac Spine Fat

28

24
iliacC rest Fat

20

Lowest Rib Fat

16

12

25

35

45
55
AGE (yrs)

65

75

85

?lc. 2. Age trends in subcutaneous fat thickhess and trunk diameter (calculated from
circumferences) at the level of the iliac crest. Increase in middle trunk diameter
accompanies loss of fat subcutaneously in this region. These opposing trends
indicate expansion or sagging of abdominal contents, as well as a possible increase
in internal fat.

lower than those for body weight reflects the higher standard error of the
total body water determinations ilsed to calculate fat weight.
The cross-sectional sample was divided into three age groups (25-44,
45-64, and 65-84) and in each group fat values were correlated with total
weight and fat weight (Table 4). Mean z-transformations of the correlations were calcsilated (and reconverted to r) for three body regions (trunk,
forearm, and call). Correlations of subcutaneous fat with weight show that
in all age groups the trunk sites have the highest values. Correlations with
fat weight show
.ate trunk measurements remain good indicators of
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314
Calculated
81-trochanterie Diameter

310
306

302
298

20
Lat. Trochanter Fat
1

16

14

Greater Trachanter Fat
12

10

25

35

45

55

65

75

85

AGE (yrs)
FIG. 3.

Age trends in subcutaneous fat thickness and calculated trunk diameter at the
level of the greater trochanter of the femur. Diameter and fat thickness change
similarly wi, age, tending to increase through middle age and then decrease.
Change in diameter appears to be largely accounted for by changes in fat thickness
at this site.

body fat in all age groups although there is a decline in correlation values
with age for the forearm and calf.
Longitudinal Sample
Yearly increments are reported for variables with a total N of greater
than 35. Small sample sizes were the result of considerable missing data in
the radiographic fat raeasurements, and body circumference increments
were not available at all because these measurements were made .only at

the first visit of each subject. The longitudinal data are thus included

2R
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FIG. 4.

Age trends in subcutaneous fat thickness and limb diameter at the widest part of
the caff. Similarities with the forearm (Fig. 1) are indicated, with decline in limb
diameter unaccompanied by loss of fat.

primarily for purposes of comparison with the larger cross-sectional sample (Table 5).
Viewed longitudinally, weight increases in the first three age groups
and declines during the period between 55 and 74. The oldest individuals

show a marked increase in weight and this seems to alter an apparent
trend. This may be due to differential survivorship because the very old
group may be composed of unusually healthy individuals. Height decreases in each age group to a greater and greater degree. Among measures of lean tissue, calculated fat-free weight declines in all age groups
except the last. Body fat increments are highly positive in the first age
group and decrease gradually, and the oldest group has a markedly negative increment.
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Table 3
-Intercorrelations between Fat Measures, and between Fat Measures and Body Weight and Total Fat Weight
Ant.

Calf

.

Anterior Calf
Posterior Calf
Medial Calf
Lateral Calf
High Trochanter
Lateral Trochanter
Iliac Crest
Iliac Spine
Lower Thoracic
Lateral Arm
Medial Arm

.41
.52
.55
.17
.23
.21
.29

Post.
Calf

Med.
Calf

.41

.52
.48

Lat.

Calf

.43

.67
.43
.44
.32
.35
.43
.39
.46

.30
.46
.22
.26
.37
.39
.49

Mean Correlation

.35

.27

.45

Weight
Fat Weight

.36
.26

.19
.14

.33
.33

.31

.26

Lat.
Troc.

Crest

.17
.11
.43
.30

.23
.14
.44

.21
.10
.32

.46
.93

.22
.67
.50

.55
.55
.67

.48
.55
.11
.14
.10
.15
.21
.27
.31

Iliac

High
Troc.

.93

Iliac
Spine
.29
.15
.35
.26
.61
.70
.84

Lat.
Arm

Med.
Arm

.31
.21
.43
.37
.53
.60

.26
.27
.39
.39

.77
.67

.42
.32

.43
.31
.46
.49
.62
.51
.40
.39
.48
.50

Low.

Thor.

.43
.34

.61
.53
.43
.62

.50
.70
.60
.34
.51

.84
.77
.42
.40

.67
.32

.39

.43
.48

.50

.44

.54

.54

.49

.49

.50

.38

.46

.33

.47
.42

.43
.41

.61
.50

.61
.46

.54
.51

.36
.36

.43
.43

.31

2I

.67

.43

64
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Table 4
Correlations of Fat Thickness with Body Weight and Fat Weight.
Data Represent Mean Correlations by Body Site for Each
of Three Age Groups
Mean Correlation With:
Body Weight

Yorearm

Trunk
Calf
All Sites

Calculated Fat Weight

25-44

45-64

65-84

25-44

45-64

65-84

.38
.52

.41
.54
.24
.42

.30
.45
.28
.37

.43
.49
.34
.42

.35
.45
.21
.35

.24
.47
.20
.24

.29
.42

Among the 11 radiographic measures of body fat, 8 provided sufficient

data and are included in Table 5. Negative increments are observed in
measures of arm and calf fat in all the age groups. In the addle trunk, fat
lateral to the lowest rib (lower thoracic) shows a negative increment
through adulthood. While there were too few greater trochanter level
measurements to allow calculation of increments, fat lateral to the
anterior-superior iliac spine was available and is about two inches above
the greater trochanter sites. Increments at this level were positive in the
groups for which sufficient data were available. In the cross-sectional
data, the iliac spine site showed intervals of increase and decrease, and its
fat pattern was intermediate between that of the trochanter and middle
trunk sites.
Correlations were calculated between the fat increments by body site
and weight increments, irrespective of age and are shown in Table 6. Of
the eight correlations, all but the value for lateral calf fat were significantly
positive (p < .05). The trunk measures of fat were more highly correlated
with weight change than those of either extremity.
DISCUSSION

The decline in weight beginning in early adulthood seen in aie crosssectional data is similar to the finding of constant weight between 25 and
45 years and a decline thereafter in the Normative Aging Study (Damon
et al. 1965). Similarly, in the National Health Examination Survey (Stoudt
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Table
Median Yearly Increments for Body Composition Variables according to Age Decade
Age crnup

Mdn

N

Weight (kg)
Height (cm)
Medial Arm Fat

Lateral Arm Fat
Lower Thoracic Fat
Iliac Crest Fat
Iliac Spine Fat
Anterior Calf Fat
Lateral Calf Fat
Medial Calf Fat
Total Body H2O %
Total Body Fat %
Extracellular H2O %
Intracellular H2O %
Body Fat Weight (kg)
Fat-free Weight (kg)

10
10
1

.303

--

-.041

8

-.012

7
2

.014

2

9
9
2
4

0.0
0.0

-

-1.290

4

.947

4

-.309
-.981

4
4
4

.827

-.726

N

45
45
18
41
19

Mdn
.:367

-.076
-.015
-.014
-.072

3
3

.523
.238

42
35

-.038
-.054

17
16

16
20
16
16
16

N

65
65
16

50
32
8
17

54

Mdn
.264

-.076
-.029
-.053
-.029
.164
.525

-.052
-.045
-.058
-.090

.720

46
25
36
36

-.078
-.743

38
36

-.034
-.095

.603

36
36

0.0

-.549

-.574

1All fat increments are in millimeters.

2q3

N

Mdn

N

Mdn

N

Mdn

52
52

-.082
-.119
-.029
-.064
-.135
-.465

43
43

14
14

-.209

31
28

-.216
-.188
-.077
-.068
-.076

12
12

.109
.480

2
2

32
25
25

-.024
-.018
-.038
-.054
-.040

8
9

.154

11

30
29
10

8
37
41
25
26

.238

-.024
-.026
-.038
-.301
.268

-.146
-.372

.184

26
32
25
26

-.089

26

-.575

.123

75-84

65-74

55-64

45-54

35-44

25-34

.235

11

22
22
23
21
22
22

-.439
-.031
-.364

5
8
6

.226

0.0

-.019

--

0.0

8

-.038
-.115
-.015

7
7

-1.310

7
7
7

-.004
-1.140

7

.644

.961

.310
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Table 6
Correlations between Subcutaneous Fat Increments
and Weight Increments
Body Site

Anterior Calf Fat
Medial Calf Fat
Lateral Calf Fat
Iliac Crest Fat
Iliac Spine Fat
Lower Thoracic Fat
Lateral Arm Fat
Medial Arm Fat

N

Correlation with
weight increment (r)

183
91
166

.21
.19

38
44
122
169

62

.07
.54
.54
.47
.24
.29

( t al. 1965) weight increased by only .5 kilograms between ages 25 and 44
and then began to decline. The finding that body fat percentage increases
with age is corroborated by studies of Mickelson (1958), Friis-Hansen
(1965), Oleson (1965), and Krzywicki et al. (1967). Although a variety of
techniques and calculations have been used in the determination of total

body fat, values for adults range between 25 and 35 percent, as in the
present findings (Behnke, 1963; Friis-Hansen, 1965; Krzywicki et al.
1967). Intracellular and extracellular water estimates are similar to those
of Friis-Hansen (1965). Thus, the indication of rather constant fat weight
and declining fat-free weight during adulthood is not unexpected on the
basis of previous research. The loss of lean tissue with age has been
further substantiated in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study by Tzankoff
and Norris (1976), who have shown that creatinine excretion and basal
metabolic rate decline with age in this population, indicating loss of mus-

cle mass.

Increases in fat thickness in the lower trunk were expected based on
the studies of Broiek (1952), Gam and Young (1956), and Gam (1960). In
the present study the greater trochanter site increased in thickness until
middle age as Gam and Young had shown. Later in life, however, there is
a decline in fat thickness at this site which was not documented by the
earlier authors. The decline in fat thickness at the level of the lower thorax
was not previously demonstrated and it appears that the increased abdominal girth is not the result of an individual having more adipose tissue.
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Thus, fat accumulation occurs primarily on the lower trunk and thighs
and, as demonstrated by other studies, on the back as well.
The decline in anterior calf fat corresponds to the findings of Gam and
Young (1956). Gam and Saalberg's (1953) finding that there is little change

in the medial and lateral fat on the calf was not replicated in the present
study, as these sites, along with the posterior calf, decline in early adulthood and then increase later in life. The extent to which this late increase
in fat thickness is the result of edema is uncertain, however, subjects in
this study are generally in good health and clinical evidence of edema is
not common. The lateral and medial aspects of the arm change somewhat
differently from one another late in life.
The intercorrelations show the sites on the trunk to be the best indicators of fatness at other body sites. Similar results were reported by Garn
(1954) who found that the trochanter sites provide the best intercorrelaHow and that the medial calf and arm were almost as good. Correlations
with weight are best in the middle trunk followed by the lower trunk and
arm sites. In keeping with the findings of fat changes occurring primarily
in the trunk during later adulthood, the trunk sites are the best correlates
in all age groups and the extremity sites become rather poor correlates of
body fatness in old age. This shows that in all age groups the abdominal
level sites are the best correlates of weight, particularly at the iliac level.
Medial arm and leg are good correlates for younger but not oider males.
Similar findings were reported by Hunt (1961), who used factor analysis to
determine which skinfolds are most representative within the body. His
results indicated that trunk skinfolds are more representative than limb
ones, and that this was especially true in older individuals.
The longitudinal data reveal that sites in close anatomical proximity
behave differently during adulthood. Fat in the extremities remains relatively stable in the cross-sectional data, but in the longitudinal data it is
observed to decline through adulthood. The middle trunk undergoes a
net loss throughout this period and the lower trunk appears to be a site of
fat gain. These findings show subcutaneous fat to be in a dynamic state
throughout the body during this long age span. T1 change is most striking in the longitudinal data, because during years of weight and total fat
gain in the individual, many subcutaneous fat sites are actually declining.
The mechanism by which this change in fat accumulation patterning with
age occurs is not revealed by the present or previous studies.

The above findings suggest that, at least during old age, when all
subcutaneous fat sites are either declining in thickness or unchanging,

2 q5
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total fat remains the same (as shown most clearly in the cross-sectional
data). This implies that internal fat is accumulating during a period when
subcutaneous fat is decreasing. This was shown by Skerlj et al. (1953,
1959) who calculated the weight of subcutaneous fat from surface area. In
a more recent histological study Inokuchi et al. (1975) showed that fat
deposits increase in muscle tissue with age. If, as Hirsch (1975) has pro-

posed, the number of adipose cells is established in childhood, subcutaneous fat cells must be decreasing in size in old age while internal fat
cells in the abdomen or muscle tissue are increasing in size. This possibility, along with the clear evidence of differential fat accumulation sub-

cutaneously in the body, means that fat cells must be examined with
reference to the body site from which they are taken, as all fat cells in the
body are not changing in the same way or at the same rate.
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Neuroticism, Coronary Artery Disease,
and Chest Pain Complaints:
Cross-Sectional and Longitudinal Studies'
PAUL T. COSTA, JR.2, JEROME L. FLEG2,
ROBERT R. MCCRAE2 AND EDWARD G. LAKATTA2
Cardiosascular disease increases %oh age. but some of the factors thought to be related to CAD. including the personalhy
disposition of ncurotiostn, shins a pattern of lifelong stability. In the present papa. chest pain retorts and other CAD symp
toms are analyred in the contest of a model of personality and health which emphasizes the role of the enduring disposition of
neuroticism as a determinant of pas towns of heath.. In the first study, the association betssecn chest pain complaints and
Psychological distress measured by depression and loss general sselbeing is documented for both seses and for age groups
from 25 t' 74 in a national sample Chest pain complaint. increased %oh age, but an hypothesized age by chest pain group In.

teraction A35 not found. In the se:rind study, the direction of the causal connection is insestigated in a longitudinal
rettospectise.predictise study of CAI) diagnoses in a sample of 12) men ((Ahmed for periods of up to 20 years. Personality
satiable. did not predict the des elopment of CAD, but emotional instability and diffuse smalls complaints %%Cr: piedictise of
anginal diagnoses in subjects who showed no other signs of CAD. Alternate interpretations of the differented predhlion of
anginal complaints from neinoticisin ate discussed,

An extensise literature spanning the fields of medical
sociology, epidemiology, medical psychology, and behavioral
medicine has consistently slionn that self perceptions of health
are related to various psychological characteristics such as
health attitudes. morale, adjustment, and psychological
distress. There base been inetsise descriptions of the role of
social psychological factors. especially psychological distress,
in affecting the presentation of bodily complaints, perceptions
of personal sulnerabtlity. and utilization of medical care (18;

19: 231, While much es :knee slums that the indoodual's
Ps)chological stale influences his or her sense of physical wcII
being, recognition of the central role of the normal personality
dimension of neuroticism has been slow to emerge.
Conceptually, matey of the psychosocial variables related to
health perceptions. including distress, personal vulnerability.

and bodily concerns can be seen as manifestations of
neuroticism, a dimension of personality usually measured by
anxiety, depression, ear hostility scales. Empirical studies hale
shown that variables such as low wellbeing and hopelessness
151 and poor attitudes toward health (7J can be predicted from
measures of neuroticism over periods of up to ten years. At the
Same time, neuroticism itself has been shown to predict a nide
spectrum of medical complaints and symptoms II% On the
other hand. large scale studies 1161 base provided compelling
evidence that neuroticism is not related to excess or premature
mortality.
The present paper addresses the two questions of whether
neuroticism is a predictor of anginal diagnoses and whether it
is a risk factor for CAD. In posing these two issues as separate
questions, we emphasize that ot is important to distinguish bet.
%seen the to major clinical manstestations of coronary artery
disease: myocardtal infarction (MI) and angina pectoris (AP).

Infarction signifies destruction of sonic portton of the yen.

tricular muscle, due to interruption of sts blood supply.
whereas angina pectoris usually indicates reserstble myocardial

oschenna. While it is true that an Ml normally presents with
dramatic clinical symptoms. a sizeable percentage of infarc.
tions are asymptomatic or "silent"; thus physicians most often
rely on electrocardiographic evidence (ORS complex change).
scrum enzyme patterns and other diagnostic studies of the
heart to diagnose MI. Angina pectoris. on the other hand. is a
symptom. Lc.. a repot 3f recurrent characteristic chest pain
usually elicited by exercise or emotional arousal and rehesed
by rest or nitrates. Because of Its characteristic spun.
tomatology, the diagnosis is must commonly made by clinical

history pen by the patient. Often. there is no objective
physical or ECG finding at rest in patients with angina but no

history of Ml.
Jenkins, in comprehensive reviews in 1971 and again in
1976. found 45 published reports dealing ith psychological
precursors of CAD 113: 141: honever, most of then: studies
the distinction between angina mid other
manifestations of CAD. tit a more recent review of behavioral
risk factors in CAD OM, Jenkins wrote that neuroticism was
associated with CAD, but he noted that the variables of anxic,
ty and neuroticism were more consistently related to angina
pectoris than to myocardtal infaction. Jenkins concluded that,
along with life dissatisfaction, family problems, and
'psychosocial discord," " the anxtety.neuroticum dimension
represents one more risk factor that operated differently for
angina than for infarction" (p. 554).
The pc.spective offered here suggests an alternative inter.
pretation of the data. :nstead of seeing ne.rotietsm as a risk
factor for CAD, I. might better be interpreted as 3 determinant
disregarded

'Requests for reprints should be sent to Paul T. Costa, Jr., Chief, Sermon on Stress and toping. Gerontology Reward% Leniel Baltimore
City hospitals, Baltimore, SID 21224. Sonic of the data in this paper were prosided by the Nato nal Center for Health Statists. bruseser,
analyses, interpretations and %midtowns based on these data are the sole responsibility 01 de authors. not the NCIIS. The
Pith-Wed
by Dr. Ilal 3. Dupuy in making these data asailable is gratefully as knossledged.

'I tom the Gotintolon kritaidi C enter. National Institute on Aging, NHL

t..) rtinpitals. Ilattintore, MI) 21224, U.S.A.
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of health perceptions and tys:wioni report.. which Icad in a
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(coefficient alpha) 1%.91 in this sample.

certain number of vases to (Impose% of Al' H on bc

The CB Deplesgon wale i% a 20iteni telrepo:1 suite)

hypothcsited that in& idital% high in =unicorn will be more

which co% co mychte espicoion% of depression including

likely to be diagnosed a% ha% mg Al' at tonic time in their life,
but will be no more likely than others of then age to %how ob

hopelettne%%, tadne%% lonclincts. and anxiety.. Poor appettic.

jecthe etidence of CAI).

GW11 and CES Deprestion % calca show a tour 'lion of

The question which this paper addrote% k whether, in nor.

mal urncrecned populations. the Noonan!) dimension of
=unicorn influencet the inditidttak rep o' ling of tyniptono
especially diem pain, thereby influent:mg the diagn.rns of
CAD. The question is approac.heil in two part.. The first eo

amines whether selfreported chest pain descriptions arc
rehted to a :mutt( of psychological &trot and to &ores'
%ion in a large national prebbility sample of men and women.
The second examines the retrospecto c and pretIntoe relations
between CAD tympiont pretentation and pertonality Iran% in

a group of male partictpants Ir. the Batumi-tic Lonsitudtnal
Study of Aging.

Stud) I
The astociation

medical complaints %MI psychological

distress is a widely recognized phencin.00n known thugh
clinical experience and a few large scale studies. Them is,

crying spell.. and sleep disturbance arc alto meatured. The

r .72 W the present tamp!:
Three telfrepoit item% on chest pan were 3444 of %objects:
Ha%e you c% er bad: Trouble with any pain or di comfort in
your diem? Trouble with any piesture or linty sensation In
your diem? Se% ere pain across the front of your deg tatting
for half on hour or more? Responses were recorded as c." or
"no": 17.3V of subject% repented ditcomfors: 13.71 repotted
prowre: and 7.6e, reposed se% cle pain,
elnuf.iset nice.% ay analyser of variance were conducted
toms 10 le% els of age Hite y car intervals). sex, and ropornt to
the sliest pain questions as the class:fying % a riablet; and GWII
and Demotion scoret as the dependent variables. Consistent
with pronto% findings 161, the proprntion of inditidual% repot
tins chot pain w a% higher W the older groups. Became of the
large tample %ire and the unequal cell frequency. a %tangent
probability le% el of .001 was required for tignificance.

Resuin

how c% cr. nc direct c% idence that %Nei fie questions aboui chest

pawn follow this tame pattern. The first study csamine% the
relation between %el f.reported chest pains and two mature% of
psychological distress in a national probability sample of ()ter
6(X)0 men and women. It s hypothesized that mdottlual% who
repo!' t at1011% Lind% of diem pain tt ill bc lower an general well
Nang and higher in depression titan at c indtviduals wh r report
no chess pain.

Subjects who reported pain or discomfort in the chest were
lower m General Welllleing
553.115) and higher in CB.
Depression (I .90.24t than Mote with no pant. Subjects with
posture or a heavy sensation in the chest were alto lower
459.67) and higher in depression
General Welllleing
tF 86.921: Finally. the smaller group of subjects who
reported -4:tete pain across the front of the diet!, lasting for

As clinical cardiologists know, chest pain doe( not always
imply heart disease. This s particularly likely to bc true among
older age groups. where &created acti% ay loci% ma) mask
aogina and noemonary (locates may minim angina 1111. If
ptycholostcal dittrets is tpecifically linked to CAD. then both
!bete effect% will tend to attenuate the obser% ed relation. for
this reason, it can be hypothesized that there will be an ass
chest pain group interaction. such that the association of chest
pain with ptychological dittres% will be higher a.nong younger

half an hour or more, showed an identical pattern, bents lower
on GWII ft 239.59) and lusher in depression (r 56.81). The
magnitude of these difference( is indicated in Ftsure 1, winch
shout the GWII scores for the subjects with and without pain

%object..

(p<.031) main effeco, whereas age was net er significant.
Women snowed significantly lower General %1'elllking and

ferhod

significantly higher depression scores, although the magnitude
of the effect for %ex differences was not as large at the effect
for chest pain classification. None of the 11%C or IhICC Nay in
teracttons reached the .001 loci of significance. Thus, there
was no support for the hypothesis that age mediated :lie rela
tionship between distress and chest pain.
Since the GWII scale contains a subteale concerned with
alai, it Is possible that realistic health concern espretted in

Subirers. Data for Om mud> were collected as part of the

Health and Nutrition tamitiation Sur% es (HANES) con.
Health Statistics during the
ducted by the National Cer
period from 1971 to 17 ... Subjects were part of a national

probability sample of noinstuutionalized men and women
aged 2544. and data were collected from 100 locations in the

coterminous United States. The General %Wine:fig tole
((all) was ad:in:uttered to 6913 tubjest% from lic 1(X) loca
lions. the Center for Lpidenuological Studies depiets,on scale
(CF.S1)) was adminittered to 2814 t ubjects from the lag 36
locations surteyed 181. Details on the %a:noting procedure%
used are available from NCI IS. In general, howe% cr. the sam.
pie may be regarded as repretentatoe of the now

insinutionalited U.S. populatton for the seen arc range.
Alm:tees. The GWII i% an 18ein measure of %objector
which contains ubtoles on freedom front health
%err), viers, le% el. satitfyins or intercoms lift, cheerful st
depressed mood, mimed % acme or ammo., and emotional
beliattOr Control, It ha% been interpreted as a measure of non

%mint dttire%. 1171, and correlate% in a (olkge population
h misfit therefor( be
with (Nature% ol &plosion and an
teemed .o a sensors oI afulitlis%111. 1111011.11 ,tilisistcni4

or discomfort in them at each ass group. The magnitude of
differences is notable, amounting to about twothirds of a
standard de% 'anon on the GWII scale. and about onehaff of a
standard deviation on the depression scale.
In all analyses, sex and symptom reporting were kplificant

to single subtcalc it responsible for all the awned dif.
(cremes In order to test this hypothesis. additional analyte%
were conducted for each of the so sub%cale% of the GWII.
Hewitt %flowed that subjects who reported any of the three

Lind of (hot paw were %quirk:anti) itMcf m all sit of the
OW11 ule.31e., not merely the health concern tubscalr.
These analyses were conducted on a repregutatite Quirk

of the nonmstitutioalited population of the United ales.
aged 25,74. I loweter. time this country is predominantly
white. it is postible that the °wall retults are characteristic
only of whites. 7 tut !arse %ample site allowed a replication of
anal)
rotritted to non white.. In thew analyse., age of the
subjest% was not used at .1 clattify mg factor, %ince on the fiot
anal> sit ase wa% sistufisnt neither as a main effect nor in in,
icrashon Ault oilier .1.mit)ing
Recalls from thew

.0131),r, catly purrIlrIctl the hilt .ample findiniw non white
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subjects who reported chest discomfort. pressure, or severe
chest pain were lower in total GWB and on each of the GWB
subscales, and higher in Depression. The same sex differences
were also found, and again there were no interactions.

Study 2

Although the previous results demonstrate rather conclusively the association of perceived chest pain with measure%

self-reported health data were collected prior to the presentation of any evidence of CAD. Individual% who subsequently
developed angina and/or electrocardiographic (EC(r) signs of
CAD were compared with others who remained free 01 CAD
over an extensive follow -up period. This study thus combine%
physician's evaluations of angina with longitudinal data which
allow a much stronger basis for the inference of cauctit rela
bons between angina and neuroncism.
This second %...dy attempts to answer two pecan question,-

of psychological distress (or neuroticism) in a large and
representative sample. the interpretation of the finding is

(I) c neuroncism a risk-factor for CAD- Le.. are there pre.

obscured by a number of factors. Of these, the causal ordering
of the relation is most ambiguous. It could plausibly be argued
that depression and lowered well-being arc the results of CAD,

lions between individuals who will and those who will not

or the attendant angina, or the knowledge of the individual
that he or she probably has a lifethreatening illness.

symptom reporting among individuals who will be diagnosed
as having CAD?

Another problem in interpreting these data is that chest pain
complaints are not equivalent to angina. The examining physt.
clan reaches a judgment of probable or definite angina only
after detailed questioning of subjects on the origin.
phenomenology, and duration of chest pain, and the method%

which the subject has found useful in reducing it. Many

existing differences in enunional

ability and health pulp.

subsequently develop CAD. and (21 do pre-existing differences

neuroticism and or somatic ci4nplaints predict anginal

Method

Subjects. Subject% in this study were volunteers in the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging who have r immix!
medical examination% and psychological test% during the

reports of chest pain are properly discounted by the physician
as being non.anginal or non.ischemic. Physician's expertise is
particularly necessary for older individuals, in whom health
problems other than CAD cumplicate diagnosis.
In order to examine these alternative interpretations of the

period from 1958 to the present. The 123 subjects used in this
study ranged in age from 33 to 84 at entry into the study. Participants in the BLSA are a well-educated. community-

data. medical records of male participants in the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study of Aging were examined. Personality and

discussed further elsewhere 171.
Procedures Subject% receive intensive medical examination

dwelling group who are somewhat higher than average on
measures of emotional-stability. Sample characteric a.% are

3
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at the BLSA on each visit, every one to two years. In addition.
resting ECG's are obtained routinely. Double Masters
(1958.1968) and treadmill exercise testing (1968 to present)
were also given to subjects not classified as hasing definite
CAD.

On the basis of these medical records. subjects were
classified into several groups:

I. The ECG Signs without Anginal Symptoms
(Asymptomatic) group consisted of 27 men, free
of ECG signs. anginal symptoms, or history of MI

at entry, who during the course of the study.
showed definite signs of CAD, using resting or
stressed ECG ST segment depressions as criteria.

However, these men reported no history of MI
and had no angina in a follow-up period of from 5
to IS years. They remained free of these symptoms at their last visit to the BLSA.

2. The Anginal Symptoms without Signs or
Ihs'ory (Anginal.SymptomsOnly or ASO) group
consisted of 10 men, free from ECG signs. anginal

APPENDIX

symptoms. or history of MI at entry. During the
course of the study. they were diagnosed as hasing
probable or definite angina. Howes er. these turn

never had an MI nor ECG signs of ischetina in a
follow -up period of from 5 to I I years. and remained free of these signs a: their last shit to the
study.
3. The CAD with both ECG Signs and Anginal
Symptoms (CAD - with -Both) group consisted of
49 men free of ECG signs. anginal symptoms. or
history of MI at entry into the study. In the course
of the study. they were diagnosed as oaring pro-

bable or definite angina, and in addition, they
showed either definite ECG signs of MI or IHD,
or a history of MI.
4. The Reference or Control (Control) group
consisted of 29 men, selected from several hundred, free of ECG signs. anginal symptoms, and

history of MI at entry. and at fast visa to the
BLSA. 10 to 20 years later. Although free of

MEAN GZTS EMOTIONAL STABILITY SCORES

FOR CONTROL AND CHD-WITH-BOTH GROUPS
PRIOR TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS
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CAD, no attempt was made to screen these subjects for other illnesses. These subjects were
roughly age matched to the other three groups.
but were otherwise randomly selected from the
population of subjects free from CAD, and with
sufficient follov..up interval.
All subjects were gisen the Guilford-Zimmerman Tempera-

men! Sursey (GZTS) 1121 and the Cornell Medical Index
(CMI) 131 at their first or second visit. In esery ease, administration of these tests preceded the first appearance of

75

physical ,:omplaints, would differentiate the groups.
Specifically. Anginal-Symptoms-Only subjects, who report
chest pain in the absence ..if ECG signs of ischemia, were
hypothesized to be highest In somatic complaints in the period
before the development of angina.
Finally, in order to replicate results with a larger number of
Angina-Only subjects, analyses were repeated including subjects who reported angina on entry into the study among the
Anginal- Symptoms -Only group. Note that this analysis, unlike
all the others, is not strictly a retrospectise-prcdictive study.

ECG signs or anginal symptoms by at least one year.

Anativer. Since increasing age is a risk factor for CAD,
some control for its influence was necessary. The small

Results

number of subjects in this study precluded analyses within age
covar late in all analyses reported.
groups. so age was used

Comparison of individuals who subsequently des-eloped
CAD with angina and indivtduals who remained free of both
CAD signs and angina over the follow-up period of from 10 to

In order to test the hypothesis that emotional instability
predisposes the individual to the development of CAD.
analysis of variance (with age as a cosariate) was conducted
contrasting the clearest CAD group. the CAD-with-both subjects. with the Control subjects. It was specifically hypothe-

sized that Control subjects would be higher on the GZTS
Emotional Stability scale. In addition, differences in the nine
other GZTS scales were also examined.
In order to test the hypothesis that personality differences

would predict differences in CAD signs and symptoms.
analysis of variance was conducted using CAD group (Asymp-

tomatic. Anginal-Symptoms-Only. and CAD -with -Both) as
the classifying factor. It was hypothesized that Asymptomatic%
would be highest and Anginal.S)mptoms-Only subjects lowest
in emotional stability. It was also hypothesized that a tendency
toward bodily concern, as measured by CAI sections and total

20 years showed no significant differences in emotional stability (F=0.40, n.s.). Figure 2 shows that both groups began with
comparable levels of distress-proneness. F-tests also indicated
that there were no preexisting differences in any of the oth
GZTS scales, measuring such traits as sociability, masculinity.

actisity, ascendency, and friendliness-hostility. These data
provide no support for the hypothesis that temperaments
measured by the GZTS play t: causal or etiological role in the
development of CAD. In addition, total physical complaints
as measured by the CMI also fail to differentiate CAD-withBoth subjects from Control subjects (F=0.05, n.s.). It thus
seems unlikely that CMI sums represent early signals of the
development of CAD.
When comparisons are made among CAD groups. however.

a definite pattern emerges. As Figure 3 shows. Anginal-

MEAN EIS EMOTIONAL STABILITY SCORES FOR ASYMPTOMATIC, ANGINAONLY, ANO
CHOWITHBOTH GROUPS PRIOR TO THE OEVELOPMENT OF SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS
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MEAN CMI TOTAL PHYSICAL COMPLAINTS FOR ASYMPTOMATIC. ANGINA-ONLY. AND
CHD-WITH-BOTH GROUPS PRIOR TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS
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figure 4. Ntcan COI Total Pkocal Complaint, for throe group, of subjects subsoquom15 (hawked a, hams CAD.

Symptoms.Only subjects are lowest in Emotional Stability and
Asymptomatic subjects highest in Emotional Stability

(F=4.27, p<.05). Anginal.SymptomsOnly subjects are also
highest, and Asymptomatic subjects lowest, in total number of
reported physical complaints on the CMI (F= 5.06, p<.01), as

shown in Figure 4. Posl.hoc comparisons reveal that the
Asymptomatic subjects did not differ significantly from the
CADwithboth groups on these measures.
In addition, analyses on the nine other GZTS scales, and on
the specific sections of the CMI show that Asymptomatics are
significantly more restrained in personality, and less likely to
complain of cardiovascular or digestive problems. They also
have better health habits. In each of these cases, the Anginal-

SymptomsOnly group had the most cardiovascular and
digestive complaints. and the poorest health habits.
Only ten subjects were initially free of CAD symptoms and

subsequently developed angina without other evidence of
CAD. As a result, statistical comparisons are not as powerful
as might be hoped. In order to check the robustness of the
observed effects, the same analyses were performed using a
different criterion for membership in the Anginal.Symptoms-

Only group. In addition to those individuals initially free of
CAD signs and symptoms, eight individuals who entered the
study with anginal complaints, but showed neither ECG signs

nor history of MI during a followup period of from 5 to II
years were also included. These analyses are therefore not
strictly retrospective predictive, since we cannot be sure that
personality antedated anginal complaints for these eight men.
If we assume, on the basis of previous results, that any personality differences are probably pre.existing, then these supplementary analyses are useful as statistically stronger tests of
the same hypotheses.

As might be expected. Anginal-Symptoms-Only subjects

34

were significantly higher in cardiovascular complaints on the

CMI a finding which might be attributed to the angina of
some of the members of the group. However, these same sub.

jects were also significantly higher on complaints in the
digestive, respiratory, musculo-skeletal, and skin sections, as
well as the total physical complaints (F=6.44. p<.01).
Once again, the Asymptomatic subjects were highest and the
AnginalSymptomsOnly subjects lowest. in emotional stability (F.6.18, p<.01). However, in these analyses, the effect for
restraint was non.significant.
Discussion

Several other studies confirm the present pattern of results.

An early, carefully executedbut largely ignoredstudy was
that of Ostfeld, et al. (211. They prospectively studied 1885
men over a four and onehalf year period, using the 16PF and

the MMPI to investigate personality factors contributing to
CAD. They contrasted the personality scores of men who had
and those who had not developed CAD and between those

who developed only AP and those men who had only MI.
They reported that the Hs. K, and Hy scales from the MMPI
along with the Emotional Stability scale from the I6PF (all
measures of neuroticism) were elevated in men before the
development of AP; whereas men who were to develop MI
were not different from those without coronary disease on any
of the scales.
Further confirmation comes from a prospective study of AP

among 10,000 Israeli men by Medalie, et al. (171. The incidence of angina was twice as great among men scoring in the
top half of the sample on a three item anxiety index. The anx-

iety score was not predictive of MI, however.
The association of psychological distress or neuroticism with
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selfreports of chest pain and physicians diagnoses of angina
pectoris is interpretable in several different ways. Four
possibilities deserve careful consideration. (I) neuroticism may
be a risk factor for the development of CAD: (2) neuroticism
may sensitize the individual to pain, and so be part of an "early
warning system" for CAD; (3) neuroticism may be related to
some other disease which mimics CAD. Such as neurocir-

undergoing arteriography, but not for myocardial ischcmia
It is possible, however, that neuroticism may be linked to
the early detection of CAD. If individuals high in neuroticism
have a lower threshold for the detection of pain, or if they attend more closely to their own physiological condition than
others. then they may notice the signs of CAD earlier. We do
not currently know whether pain sensitivity is higher in such
people, but we do know that they are more willing to report
pain 16], and are more likely to visit their physician DR; 24].
These behaviors could lead to earlier diagnosis of CAD in individuals who have developed the disease from whatever
causes. As Steptoe (22] notes, "The association (of
neuroticism] with angina may be non-specific; neurotic individuals are more likely to report symptoms of any origin.
and their heart disease will consequently be identified at an
earlier stage" (p. 165).
Somewhat similar findings are in fact reported in a Swedish
study on diagnosed and undiagnosed hypertension [1].
Hypertension is usually a silent disease. discovered only on
physical examination. Yet data show that among Swedish
men. those with traits akin to neuroticism are more likely to

culatory asthenia (NCA): or (4) neuroticism may lead to
medically groundless, though psychologically significant.
hypochondriacal complaints.

It is tempting to consider neuroticism as a risk factor for
CAD. and it has been so classified by some writers 115]. Aftef

all. neuroticism predicts the development of angina, and
anginal symptoms are known to be the best non.invasive
evidence of CAD available to the physician. The belief that
anxiety, depression, and hostility and their psychophysiological manifestations can induce organic illness in individuals
is almost universally subscribed to in some form, and is a fundamental concept in psychosomatic medicine. Thus, the "risk
factor"Anterpretation is appealing.
But there are compelling reasons to doubt this interpretation

of the data. Since neuroticism predicts angina and angina
predicts MI, it follows that neuroticism should predict MI. Yet
the Ostfeld and Medalie studies provide strong evidence that
this is not the case. In the present study, the individuals in the

CAD-With-Angina group, who most clearly suffered from
heart disease, did not differ from disease-free controls in
antecedent levels of neuroticism. Finally, in a definitive study
of 9000 psychoneurotics and 9000 controls followed up after
twenty-four years, Keehn, Goldberg. and Beebe 116] reported
that there were no differences in CAD-related mortality between the two groups.
These findings strongly suggest that some portion of the
diagnoses of AP are false positives, and that it is the false
positive group which accounts for the elevated neuroticism
among angina patients. More direct evidence is obtainable
from recent studies which have looked at psychological

characteristics of individuals undergoing coronary
arteriography. If neuroticism led to the development of
ischemic heart disease, then those individuals who are highest
in neuroticism should show the greatest degree of stenos's, or
occlusion of the arteries. However, recent studies [2; 25] have
failed to find a significant association between the two.

Even more striking are the findings of another study by
Elias, et al. 191. A group of 136 men and women scheduled for
arteriography were asked to complete several psychological
measures of anxiety, depression, and somatic complaints while
awaiting the procedure in the hospital. Understandably, considering the immediate circumstances, the group as a whole

had higher levels of anxiety and depression than reference
groups. However, when degree of maximum stenosis was correlated with the psychological measures a significant negative
correlation was found. The more anxious, depressed, or con-

cerned with somatic complaints the individual was. the
healthier his or her coronary arteries.
This finding, of course, does not mean that worrying is good
for one's health. Instead, It can be understood in terms of the

selection processes involved in gathering a sample of individuals about to undergo arteriography. Individuals scheduled for an expensive and risky procedure like arteriography
arc either medically ill or severe and persuasive complainers.
Since neuroticism does not appear to be related to CAD. the
medically ill group will contain individuals from the full range
of neuroticism. However, among the false positives there will
he a disproportionate number of persons high in neuroticism.
sine neuroticism is known to be associated with Somatic com-

plaints j6]. Neuroticism, it appears, is a "risk factor" for

have been diagnosed and treated. Very well-adjusted individuals often ignore or minimize minor pains. and may
neglect medical attention when they should seek it. In this
respect, neuroticism may be of benefit to those who can profit
from timely diagnosis. Additional studies are required on this

question, as well as the related question of how well individuals with different personality characteristics adhere to
medical regimens once their illnesses are discovered.
It has long been suggested that many individuals who com-

plain of heart troubles may be suffering from a non-lethal
disease called neurocirculatory asthenia (NCA), in which
disturbing physiological responses of the heart are triggered by
psychological states. This condition is found more frequently
in women than in men (41. as is neuroticism (101. It may be the

case that NCA-related angina is predicted by neuroticism,
whereas CAD-related angina is not. Fortunately, classical
NCA is distinguishable from CAD by a pattern of symptoms.
as well as by negative findings on coronary angiography.
Research now in progress on patients awaiting angiography in-

volves collecting detailed information on personality and
symptom presentation; thus we may be able to resolve this
issue.

Finally, it may be that for some individuals chest pain, like
complaints about other organs, is simply a sign of emotional

distress, unrelated to any organic condition. If so, then
epidemiological studies should take this fact into account in
estimating prevalence of the disease. The HANES data on selfreported chest pain, for example, probably markedly
overestimates the real prevalence of the disease, especially in

women. Theoretically, too, this distinction is of great importance, since it represents a direct challenge to certain
psychosomatic hypotheses, and obviates research on a link
between emotional states and this illness. However, on the
level of the individual patient, chest pain is a sufficiently important indicator of CAD that the physician cannot afford to
ignore at, even in an individual obviously high in neuroticism.
Maladjusted individuals are as susceptible to CAD as anyone
else, and their chest pain complaints should not be dismissed
as non-ischemic solely on the basis of their personality traits.
In cases where detailed medical evaluation shows that the chest

pain is not a symptom of an organic condition. the physician
should attempt to relieve the psychological distress of the patient.
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Previous research has shown that both age and neuroticism are correlated with
total scores on self-report health inventories; the present study concerns the

influence of these two factors on reports of physical complaints in various
bodily systems. Six- and twelve-year longitudinal analyses of the physical health

sections (AL) of the Cornell Medical Index were supplemented with crossand time-sequential analyses. Subjects, aged 17-97, were taken from a group
of 1038 male participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging. Results

showed that problems in sensory, cardiovascular, end genitourinary systems
increased with age, while health habits improved. More neurotic subjects, as
measured by the psychiatric sections (MR) of the CMI and the Emotional
Stability Scale of the .GZTS showed higher levels of endorsements on all sections. These results suggest that age does not produce a generalized increase
in physical c9mplaints; instead, specific age-related symptoms show increases.
Implications of these findings for research involving self-assessments of health
are discussed.
KEY WORDS: age; neuroticism; somatic complaints; longitudinal analyses; psychological
distress.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-perceptions of health are key components of health maintenance,
since they influence efforts at self-medication as well as decisions to seek medical

treatment. Physicians rely heavily on medical histories and symptom descriptions provided by patients in reaching diagnoses, and social gerontologists often
employ self-ratings of health as predictors in investigations of the quality of life.
All of these uses presuppose some degree of correspondence between subjective
evaluation of health and objective physical status.
Most of the literature in the field of aging has employed global assessments
of health, and studies have typically found that these self-ratings are moderately
correlated with medical determinations of health (LaRue et al., 1979; Maddox
and Douglas, 1973; Tissue, 1972). These studies have also consistently shown
that global health ratings are related to psychological characteristics such as health

attitudes (Monroe et al., 1965), morale (Friedsam and Martin, 1963; Larson,
1978; Suchman et al., 1958), adjustment (Blazer and Houpt, 1979), or psychological distress (Tessler and Mechanic, 1978). Despite the demonstrable increases in many kinds of illness with age, global ratings often fail to show any
marked association with age (Stenback, 1964). Markides and Martin (1979),
in a sample of persons 60 and over, 61% women and 70% Mexican Americans,
employed a path analysis model to investigate direct and indirect causal effects
of age, objective health, and sociodemographic factors on global self-rated

health. The most important predictor of self-rated health was an index of
physician-rated health. Age had no significant direct effect and only small indirect effects on self-rated health.
Symptom checklists such as the Cornell Medical Index (CMI) offer certain

advantages over global ratings. Since they employ specific questions about
conditions and symptoms, they may provide more accurate accounts of specific
illnesses, less influenced by general health attitudes. Using such measures it is
possible to analyze medical conditions or body systems separately and determine

whether age is differentially associated with complaints in particular somatic
systems. A total score can also be obtained by summing endorsements, giving
a measure of overall perceived health with a potentially higher reliability than
single-item ratings. It must be noted that many of the individual items on these
checklists are ambiguous with regard to etiological interpretation: Reporting
chest pain may indicate indigestion instead of angina. However, these responses
can legitimately be regarded as indicators of complaints abuut specific symptoms,
regardless of the medical basis of the complaints.

Like global ratings, checklists are known to be influenced by both objective health (Abramson, 1966; Abramson et al., 1965) and psychological
factors. Clinical diagnoses of hypochondriasis or neurosis have been found to be

linked to extremely high endorsement of CMI physical complaints (Ryle and

Hamilton, 1962). In addition, a number of other characteristics including
general anxiety (McCrae et al., 1976), poor marital adjustment (Hamilton et al.,
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1962), and psychological problems (Brodman et al., 1960) have been identified
as correlates of higher symptom endorsement.

Despite extensive use of self-ratings or perceptions of health, little attention has been given to conceptualizing their determinants. Many of the
psychological factors identified in previous research can be hypothesized to have

in common a relationship to the broad domain of personality identified as
neuroticism (Eysenck, 1960; Costa and McCrae, 1980b). The present study tests
this hypothesis by examining the relative influences of age and neuroticism on
self-perception of health or illness for several body systems and total physical

complaints. In order to separate maturational effects from generational differences and time-of-measurement effects, traditional longitudinal analyses are
supplemented by analyses which approximate cross- and time-sequential designs
(Schaie, 1965). In order to replicate neuroticism effects, two independent measures which fall in this domain are employed.

METHOD

Subjects. Participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study are a community-dwelling, generally healthy ,group of male volunteers, 96% white, who
have agreed to return for testing at intervals of from 1 to 2 years depending on
their age. The majority (80%) works in or is retired fDm scientific, professional,
or managerial positions. Almost all (93%) are high-school graduates, and 71%
are college graduates; 88% were married. At the time of their first administration
of the CMI, the 1038 subjects ranged in age from 20 to 97.
Some analyses employed data from a second or third administration of the
CMI. Numbers of subjects in these analyses were smaller, since many subjects
had not yet participated in the study for a sufficient number of years, and since
some subjects died or withdrew from the study.4 Evidence from parallel studies
on the GuilfordZimmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS) suggests that subjects who returned for second and third administrations tended to be higher than
nonrepeats in Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, and Personal Relations and lower in Ascendance (Douglas and Arenberg, 1978).
Measures. The Cornell Medical Index (CMI; Brodman et al., 1949) is a
self-report symptom checklist with 195 items divided into 12 somatic sections

(AL) and 6 psychiatric sections (MR). Two of the somatic sections, I (Frequency of Illness) and J (Fatigue), had extremely low endorsement in this sample
and, thus, were combined in all analyses.

The sum of the first 12 sections yields a measure of total physical complaints; the sum of the last 6 sections provides a measure of psychiatric com40f those scheduled for retest, 28% failed to take the test, due to either death or dropout.
These individuals were 3 years older and two points lower on Emotional Stability than
were th e retested subjects, but were insignificantly higher on Total Physical Complaints.
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plaints or neurot:cism. Endorsement of psychiatric items is low, with about 40%
of the subjects endorsing none and an additional 20% endorsing only 1 of the 51
items.

The alternate measure of neuroticism, the Emotional Stability Scale of
the GZTS (Guilford et al., 1976), is a 30-item scale covering evenness vs. fluctuation of mood (7 items), perseveration of ideas (6 items), composure vs. excitability
(2 items), daydreaming (3 items), feelings of guilt, lc ieliness, or weary (3 items),
and cheerfulness vs. gloominess (7 items). Two items explicitly refer to feelings
of good vs. ill health. Internal consistency in the present sample was 0.z:5. Handbook norms give a median score of 18; however, the median in this well-adjusted
sample was 22. Correlation between the reflected Emotional Stability Scale and
the CMI psychiatric score is 0.52 (N = 915,p < 0.001) in this sample.
Procedure. Subjects first completed the CMI as a part of a larger medical
history form on their first or second visit to the Gerontology Rcr.earch Center.
Longitudinal analyses were restricted to subjects whose second administration
was between 5.0 and 8.0 years after the first and whose third aimi,:istration was

between 10.0 and 17.0 years after the first. Each subject was also given the
standard GZTS instructions individually and completed that questionnaire
during the remainder of his first or seconds visit to the Gerontology Research
Center. For each item, subjects chose "yes" or "no" or "?." Each scale consists
of 30 items, but only "yes" or "no" responses contribute to the total score. A
score was invalidated for any scale with more than three "?" responses, a procedure suggested by Guilford and Zimmerman (1949). Only scores from the
Emotional Stability Scale were used in the present analysis.
Analyses. Four sets of repeated-measures analyses of variance were conducted, using age and neuroticism as classifying variables. In all analyses, sub-

jects were classified as young (20-44), middle (45-51), or old (57+) on the
basis of their age at the first administration. These cutoffs were chosen to
equalize the cell sizes. In two of the sets of analyses, neuroticism was operationalized by the Emotional Stability Scale of the GZTS, and subjects were
classified as unstable (0-22) or stable (23-30). In the other two sets of analyses,
neuroticism was operationalized by the CMI psychiatric (MR) score, and sub-

jects were classified as high (2 or more) or low (0) in neuroticism. Subjects
endorsing one item on the MR section were omitted from these analyses. Table
I shows the sample sizes used in the repeated-measures analyses for two and
three administrations of the CMI.
Cross-sequential (N = 551) and time-sequential
= 637) analyses were
also conducted on first administration data. Cross- and time-sequential iesigns,
discussed by Baltes (1968) and Schaie (1977), are quasiexperimental designs for

sThirty-six subjects were tested on the second visit in the early part of the study, circa
1960-1964. These subjects were an average of 5 years older than the other subjects, but
did not differ in Emotional Stability or Total Physical Complaints.
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Table I. Sample Sizes for Repeated-Measures Analyses
Age group

20-44

45 56

56 -94

(N)

(N)

(N)

63

43

61

21

21

16

45

51
21

40

48
20

58

Two administrations
66
61
Three administrations
22
25
Intervals
Between 1st and 2nd administrations: 5 to 8 years
Between 1st and 3rd administrations: 10 to 17 years

52

CMI psychiatric cutoff scores
Zero items endorsed
Two administrations
Three administrations
Two or more items
Two administrations
Three administrations
GZTS emotional stability scores

17

10

23-30 (stable)
Two administrations
Three administrations

60
22

18

0-22 (unstable)
11

the study of developmental phenomena. Cross-sectional designs confound
maturation with generational differences, and longitudinal designs confound
maturational differences with cultural changes during the course of the study
(and with the effects of repeated exposure to the test). Although they are not
capable of conclusively attributing effects to aging, cohort, or time or measurement (Adam, 1978), cross- and time-sequential designs do provide an additional
kind of evidence on which to base inferences. In the present study, they also
permit longitudinal analysis of first administration responses from a much larger
sample than that available for repeated-measures analyses. Since only first administration data are required, these analyses are not biased by selective attrition
effects.
In cross-sequential analyses, independent samples of individuals born in
the same historical time period are compared at different times of testing. Since
recruitment into the BLSA was continuous, the present study contrasted two
successive intervals of testing (1958-1963 vs. 1964-1969) rather than two
distinct time points and, thus, only approximates a true cross-sequential design.
Birth cohorts were defined in 6-year intervals (from 1896-1901 to 1926-1931)
to match the 6-year period between times of testing.
In time-sequential analyses, independent samples of individuals of the same
age are compared at different times of measurement. In these analyses, times

were again defined as the intervals 1958-1963 and 1964-1969. Age groups
were defined in 6-year intervals (from 26-31 to 68-73).
Studies which involve analysis of many dependent variables may capitalize

on error and falsely reject the null hypothesis in some of the "significant"
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results. While it is possible to compensate for this through the adoption of more
stringent alpha-levels or through the use of such procedures as multivariate
analysis of variance, a different strategy was adopted here. By using different
operationalizations of Neuroticism, different subsamples for longitudinal analyses,
and a variety of analytic designs, the present paper contains what may be viewed
as several replicated studies. Effects which are replicated across several such different analyses may safely be considered nonchance.

RESULTS

Table II summarizes significant (p <0.05) main effects from the four sets
of repeated-measures analyses. Most results are replicated in at least two analyses.
All sections show an increase with higher levels of neuroticism, and three sections
(Cardiovascular, Digestive, and Frequency of Illness and Fatigue), as well as the

Total, show this effect in all four analyses. Longitudinal increases are shown for
Sensory Systems and Genitourinary sections in all analyses, and longitudinal
effects are also seen for Cardiovascular complaints and Total, which increase,
and for Poor Health Habits, which decrease. Each longitudinal finding is replicated
in at least one cross-sectional analysis. In addition, cross-sectional increases in
Miscellaneous Diseases and Musculoskeletal complaints were found, and a crosssectional decrease in Neurological complaints was observed in one of the four
analyses.

Table III summarizes mean changes over the first interval and mean differences between emotionally stable and unstable individuals for one of the four
Table II. Summary of Main Effects from Four Repeated-Measures Analyses
Aging

Sensory Systems
Respiratory
Cardiovascular
Digestive
Musculoskeletal
Skin
Neurological

Cross sectional

Longitudinal

Neuroticism

Increases (3)0

Increases (3)

Increases (I)

Increases (2)

Increases (3)

Increases (I)
Increases (I)
Increases (3)
Increases (3)
Increases (2)
Increases (2)
Increases (2)
Increases (2)

Increases (I)
Decreases (I)

Decreases (I)

Increases (3)
Increases (2)
Increases (I)

Increases

Increases (I)

Increases (3)

Increases (I)
Decreases
Increases (3)

Genitourinary

Frevency of Illness
and Fatigue
Miscellaneous Diseases

Health Habits

Total

°Number of replications in parentheses.
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Table Ill. Mean Levels of CM! Sections at Two Times and for Emotionally Stable vs. Unstable Subjects

Time I vs.
Time 2
50.1a
56.6
(N = 345)

Emotionally stable
vs. unstable
54.7

(N = 166)

52.7
(N = 179)

Sensory Systems

1.49

1.68b

1.47

1.69b

Respiratory
Cardiovascular
Digestive
Musculoskeletal
Skin
Neurological
Genitourinary
Frequency of Illness
and Fatigue

1.24

1.24

1,521)

(1.94

1.05

0.94
0.76

2.02

2.00

1.65

0.26
0.41

0.32
0.43

1.14

1.05

0.22
0.32
0.93

1.10

1.3711

1.03

1.13b
2.37b
0.36c
0.52e
1.26°'
1.44b

0.25

0.26

0.09

0A2b

Miscellaneous Diseat.es

1.51

1.55

1.38

I.68'

Health Habits

1.27

1.17

1.01

1.42b

11.62

12.12

9.83

13.9Ib

Total
a Mean lg.
bP < 0.001.
eP < 0.05.
dP <0.01.

sets of analyses in order to show the magnitude of the effects. In general, these
are modest, with less than one-quarter item increase in 6 years on the two sections (Sensory Systems and Genitourinary) which show significant effects in this
analysis. Effects for neuroticism are somewnat larger, with total scores about
four items (42%) higher for unstable than for stable subjects.
Two significant age-group-by-time interactions were replicated. Cardiovascular complaints accelerated with age, showing the greatest increases among
the oldest subjects. Poor Health Habits declined, but primarily in the old and
middle groups, with little or no change in the young group.

Table IV summarizes main effects from the cross-sequential and timesequential analyses. In cross-sequential analyses, the birth cohort factor confounds cohort and aging, and will be referred to as cohort/aging. The time factor
confounds secular changes curing the time of measurement and aging, and will
be referred to as time/aging. Significant increases in both of these were seen
for Sensory Systems, Cardiovascular, and Genitourinary complaints, as well as
Total. These are most parsimoniously interpreted as aging or maturational effects. A time/aging effect was also seen for Miscellaneous Diseases, as well as a
cohort/aging effect for Musculoskeletal problems. There were no significant
interactions.
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Talk IV. Summary of Main Effects from Cross- and Time-Sequential Analyses
''rocs- sequential

Sensory Srltems
Respiratory
Cardiovascular

Time- sequential

Time/cohort

Time/aging

Cohort/aging

Increases°

Increases°

In..:reases°

Increases°

Increases°

Increar.es°

Increases

Increases

Aging/cohort

Digestive

Musculoskeletal
Skin
Neurological
Genitourinary
Frequency of Illness
and Fatigue
Migtellaneous Diseases
Health Habits

Decreases

Increases°

Increases°

Increases°

Increases°

Increases°
Decreases°

Total physical
complaints

Increases

Increases

Increases

°Rcplicaged in categorical analysis.

In time-sequential analyses, the effects can be identified as aging /cohort
and time/cohort, since birth cohort is confounded with each of the otter two
factors. Significant increases were observed for Sensory Systems, Cardiovascular,
Musculoskeletal, Genitourinary, and Miscellaneous Diseases, as well as total complaints on the aging/cohort factor. Significant decreases on this factor were seen

for the Neurological and Poor Health Habits sections. By contrast, no effects
proved significant on the time/cohort factor, nor were any interactions significant.
This is strong evidence that maturational rather than generational differences or
cultural changes during this period of measurement are responsible for the observed effects. It should also be noted that these analyses generally confirm the
repeated-measures analyses; magnitudes of the score differences are also comparable.

Supplementary Categorical Analysis. Because of low endorsement fiequencies, distributions for most of the section scores were skewed. Although
analysis of variance is known as a robzist technique, relatively insensitive to
departures from normality (McNemar, 1962), there was some concern that the
results might be distorted. As an alternative, the GrizzleStarmerKoch (GSK)
approach to the analysis of categorical data was considered (Grizzle et al., 1969).

This technique was deiigned to analyze categorical or nominal data, although
it can be applied to ordinal data, such as the number of items endorsed. However, in order to test hypotheses, there should be at least 10 observations in
every cell (Kleinbauin and Kupper, 1978). To fit the present data to this requirement, it would be necessary to collapse scores into two categories, e.g.,
ir

:
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"none" vs. "some." Information is lost in this process, and there is room for
some subjectivity in the choice of a cutoff point. Nevertheless, as a check on the
analysis of variance results, categorical analyses were performed on dichotomized

section scores to parallel the cross- and time-sequential analyses. Scores for
Sensory Systems, Digestive, Neurological, Miscellaneous Diseases, and Health
Habits were classified as "none or one" vs. "two or more" endorsements; scores
on all other sections were dichotomized as "none" vs. "one or more" endorsements.
The Funcat procedure of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS; Helwig

and Council, 1979) was employed to analyze responses. Times of measurement and birth cohorts (as defined in the cross-sequential analyses) were used
as factors in one set of analyses, and times of measurement and age groups
(as defined in the time-sequential analyses) were factors in the second. Dichotomized section scores were treated as responses. In the first set of analyses,
significant (p :0.05) main effects were found for Sensory Systems, Cardiovascular, Genitourinary, and Miscellaneous Diseases. Significant effects for
cohort/aging were found for Sensory Systems, Cardiovascular, and Genitourinary
sections.
In the second set of analyses corresponding to the time-sequential analyses

of variance, no significant effects were observed for time/cohort. king/cohort
effects were found for Sensory Systems, Genitourinary, Miscellaneous Diseases,
and Health Habits. These effects are indicated in Table IV.
Examination of Table IV will show that each main effect in the categorical

analysis was also found in the analysis of variance, although the analysis of
variance suggested some effects not replicated or found by the categorical analysis.

The greater sensitivity of the ANOVA procedure may be due to the additional
information available from using scores as a continuous variable. In any case, the
general pattern of results is similar from the two sets of analyses.

DISCUSSION

The data presented here show a consistent pattern across different methods
of analysis and different operationalizations of neuroticism. Age has a selective
effect on physical complaints, while neuroticism appears to produce a more
general and diffuse effect on physical complaints. The fact that signifi_ _nt effects were found despite the restriction of range in this healthy and well-adjusted sample argues that the latter relationship must be quite strong, and that

the influence of neuroticism on health perception might be even more pronounced in the general population.
The specific effects associated with aging are not surprising. The pre'valence
of sensory, cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, and genitourinary problems in this
age group is well-known (Shanas and Maddox, 1976). It is somewhat puzzling
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that respiratory and digestive complaints do not appear to increase with age;
this may be an artifact of ft._ particularly healthy sample used. The fact that
only certain systems show age-related increases may account in part for the fact
that global health ratings are only weakly related to age.
Corroborating evidence that older people do not present large numbers
of complaints is provided by Eckstein (1978). As a full-time geriatric physician,
Eckstein comments that, "given the large burden of illness and disabilities the
elderly endure ... the complaints of the elderly are remarkably low-keyed and
valid" (p. 16). He attributes this to the unwillingness of most older patients to
fit the pejorative stereotypes of old complainers. In addition, it can be speculated
that health expectations decline with age. Conditions like fatigue after exercise,
considered medically significant by younger people, may be regarded as a normal
part of aging by the elderly and, thus, not reported as a complaint. Finally, welladjusted older individuals may show a realistic concern for their health without
a greater number of complaints. Most older people, for example, learn to be more
cautious in walking in order to avoid falls.
What we do not see in the present sample is any increase in unrealistic,
unproductive obsession with health and bodily functioning. These findings con-

tradict the stereotype of aging people as hypochondriacs or "crocks" (Butler,
1978), but they are consistent with other literature. Using psychodynamically
oriented psychiatric ratings of hypochondriasis, Gianturco and Busse (1978)
report a longitudinal decline in hypochondriasis. In a sample of 176 communitydwelling men and women aged 60-90, 6% became more hypochondriacal,

whereas 26% became less so. This does not mean that there are no elderly
hypochondriacs; however, the proportion of such people is no higher in old age
than in youth or middle age (cf. Shanas and Maddox, 1976).
At any age, excessive complaints re associated with neuroticism, or poor
psychological adjustment, which is itself unrelated to age. Gianturco and Busse
(1978) report that hypochondriasis was associated with lower levels of happiness,
fewer friends, and depression and that "the vast majority of the severe neurotics

were ... hypochondriacs" (p. 12). Luborsky et al., (1973), in a review of over
50 studies in the field of psychosomatic medicine, found a variety of psycl- °logical factors including resentment, frustration, depression, anxiety, and helplessness associated with a range of ailments from "cold hands" to cancer; there
was no evidence of symptom specificity. Similarly, Tessler and Mechanic (1978)
found that psychological distress, whether measured as negative affect, nervous-

ness, or global unhappiness, was associated with lower self-ratings of health.
Together with the present findings, these studies lead to a clear conclusion. Any
manifestation of neuroticism hostility, depression, anxiety, vulnerability to
stress

is likely to be associated with diffuse somatic complaints.

The nature of the association between neuroticism and perceived health
is not fully understood. There is some evidence that more neurotic individuals
do not suffer from a higher incidence of fatal illness (Keehn et al., 1974), but
c;
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it is possible that they are more frequently troubled by minor health problems,
particularly such psychosomatic symptoms as fatigue, gastrointestinal problems,
or palpitations. Luborsky et aL (1973) suggest that psychological variables may
be involved in determining the onset or exacerbation of an illness to which an
individual is predisposed. The range of complaints associated with neuroticism
might suggest that individuals higher in neuroticism are simply more likely to
complain. However, Meadow et aL (1978) have provided evidence that perception of somatic functioning, particularly autonomic frequency and reactivity,
is significanity related to neuroticism (stress reactivity). This evidence is consistent with the interpretation that individuals higher in neuroticism are more
sensitive or attentive to bodily states.

In any case, it is clear that clinicians or researchers who employ selfreports of health or illness should be aware of the pervasive role of neuroticism.
LaRue et aL (1979) have suggested that self-ratings of health "could provide a
valid cost-effective measure of health assessment" (p. 687). But to the extent
that self-ratings of health share the same determinants as measures of somatic
complaints, such ratings will be determined by both objective health and neuro-

ticism. Research concerned with the influence Jf physical health on morale,
sick-role behavior, or adjustment should either use objective measures of health
or supplement self-ratings with measures of neuroticism in order to control for
its effects.
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In an attempt to extricate the inherently confounded factors of maturation,
cultural change, and generational differences, life-span methodologists have pro-

posed a variety of analytic designs and interpretative decision rules. Recent
critiques have shown that the proposed rules are inadequate and that there are
kgical limits to any such set of rules. A number of alternatives have been offeredmost of which require the investigator to have strong, theoretically guided
hypotheses, and presume that the data conform strictly to the demands of the
design. The present article addresses the common situation in which data analysis
is exploratory rather than hypothesis testing and in which the model i3 applied
to data that only loosely meet the requirements of the design. In this case, aging,

period, or cohort effects can be inferred if the researcher is willing to make
appropriate restrictive assumptions and uses scientific judgment rather than fixed

decision rules. The application of judgmental principles is illustrated on two
longitudinal data sets, and it is argued that the analytic designs are useful if
intelligently applied and interpreted.
Students of human aging and of social or

cultural change are faced with certain unavoidable inferential problems. Generational

differences and maturational and cultural
changes are inevitably confounded because
each individual is born and ages in one and

only one historical period. Methodologists
in fields such as life-span development
(Schaie, 1965) and cohort analysis (Mason,
Winsborough, Mason, & Poole, 1973) have
proposed various designs in an attempt to

extricate the correct effects from the confounds, and these designs have been widely
taught and applied (Birren & Schaie, 1977;

Botwinick, 1973; Maddox & Wiley, 1976).
Recently, however, critiques of the decision

rules originally offered by Schaie (1965)
have been made (Adam, 1978; Glenn, 1976)

that cast serious doubt on the utility of any
of the proposed analytic designs. Although
these critiques had long been anticipated by
some writers (Baltes, 1968), and although
a number of partial resolutions to the problems have been offered (Baltes, Cornelius,

& Nesselroade, 1979; Mason et al., 1973;
Schaie & Baltes, 1975), there is still confusion in the field. A careful reading of the
recent literature suggests that no single solution to the problem of confounding can be
found and that the choice of interpretative
principles depends on the nature of the data,
the goals of the investigator, and the state
of knowledge in the area.

In this article we propose to discuss interpretation of results from the general developmental model for the common situation
in which the data do not conform rigorously
to the design, and the analysis is essentially
exploratory rather than hypothesis testing.
We attempt to justify our interpretations not

on strictly mathematical grounds but on
broader principles of scientific inference.
Within the closed system of age (or maturation), time (or period), and cohort (or generation), there are no solutions to the basic
logical problem; if, however, we impose certain restrictions on the system, and if we look

beyond that system to other independent
sources of evidence, we can begin to establish

Requests for reprints should be sent to Paul T. Costa,
Jr., Chief, Section on Stress and Coping, Gerontology
Research Center, Baltimore City Hospitals, Baltimore,
Maryland 21224.

an interpretation of the data. Within this
approach, the sequential designs remain potentially important as one source of evidence.

Their use should by all means be encour-
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aged, but the data they yield must be interpreted in the light of many additional con-

data, repeated measures ANOVAS (Winer,
1971) can be used, giving greater statistical
power. Traditional longitudinal designs,
however, are also subject to alternate interpretations. Changes that occur between the
first measurement and the second may be

siderations.

General Developmental Model

Few investigators can afford to dedicate
their careers to one longitudinal study, let

due to intervening historical events (time)
rather than to aging, and for some tests,
previous exposure or practice may be responsible for effects. Thus, the classifying
factor here should be considered a "time/
aging/practice" effect.
Schaie (1965) proposed some additional
designs that he believed would be useful in
avoiding these problems. In the cross-se-

alone a series of studies each building on the
results of the previous ones.

quential design,' independent samples of individuals born in the same period are com-

Even more basically, age is not an independent variable. It cannot be manipulated;
subjects cannot be assigned to "aging" and

pared at different times of measurement.

The central methodological problem in the
field of life-span developmental psychology
is the identification of maturational effects
or aging changes. Because of the time spans
covered by the aging process, developmental
phenomena are often difficult to discern, and
successive replications are often impossible.

"nonaging" conditions. For this reason,
methodologists have been forced to develop
quasi-experimental designs for the study of

maturational effects (Schaie, 1977) from
which to make inferences about aging. These
designs are never perfect substitutes for true

experiments (Campbell & Stanley, 1963),
and they always allow the possibility of alternative explanations.
Cross-sectional analyses use the familiar

strategy of comparing two or more age
groups cn a single testing occasion. For example, 20-year-olds may be compared with
80-year-olds. Cross-sectional studies can
conveniently examine a wide age range, but,
as gerontologists have long been aware, the
observed effects may be due to generational

differences rather than to maturation, and
this factor in an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) design should be referred to as an

"aging/cohort" effect, not an "aging" effect
(see Whitbourne & Waterman, 1979).
Traditional longitudinal designs attempt
to circumvent this problem by following the
same group of individuals over two or more
times of measurement (and thus at two or
more ages). Age-related effects in such a
design cannot 'De attributed to generational
differences bcause the individual's date of
birth never changes. In fact, the subjects can
be regarded as their own controls, matched
not only on generation but also on a host of

other variables. In analyses of longitudinal

Because a given individual is measured only
once, practice effects are eliminated. In setting up an analysis of variance for cross-sequential data, birth cohort and times of mea-

surement are used as classifying factors.
Aging, however, is confounded with both of
these effects, and, for purposes of clarity, the

classifying factors can be labeled "cohort/
aging" and "time/aging."
In the time-sequential design, independent samples of individuals of a particular
age are compared at different times of measurement. Age group and time of measurement are separated, but both are confounded
with cohort, and the factors are identifiable

as "aging/cohort" and "time/cohort."
The crucial point in Schaie's (1965) original approach was that, although each of
these designs is ambiguous in interpretation
when used alone, it may be possible to distinguish age, period, and cohort effects if all
are used and analyzed simultaneously.
Schaie's model and its elaborations by other

writers have greatly affected the course of
research ;n the field of life-span developWe are here following what we perceive to be the
convention in use in the field (c.g., Douglas & Arenberg,

1978; Whitbourne & Waterman, 1979) in identifying
these designs. Technically, what we have called the tra-

ditional longitudinal design is considered a cross-sequential design by Schaie (1977), insofar as individuals
born in the same cohort are measured at different times.
Nevertheless, we restrict the term cross - sequential to
designs in which independent samples born in the .ame
period are compared at different times of measurement.
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ment, and cross- and time-sequential designs
have been widely applauded and occasionally used. Two criticisms, however, have
arisen that have shaken confidence in the use
of these longitudinal designs.
First, Schaie's decision rules have been
criticized as being insufficiently restrictive.
Within the set of assumptions that Schaie
(1965) proposed, alternative and in fact radically different interpretations of the same
data are possible. Only more stringent assumptions can allow unequivocal inference.
Second, theorists in the life-span tradition
have pointed out numerous reasons for believing that Schaie's rules are too restrictive
to fit the facts. Caught between these two
criticisms, the utility of the general developmental model seems directly threatened.
Logical problems. The first criticism is

logical in nature and arises from the fact
that these designs always involve more unknowns than there are equations from which
to solve for them. Given a knowledge of age

and of time of measurement, cohort is always exactly fixed, and the same holds for

apply only to a simplified model in which
effects for all three variables are assumed to
be linear and there are no interactions. There
are, however, substantive reasons to believe

that these assumptions are not necessarily
valid, leading to a second criticism. Economic conditions and child-rearing patterns
that may be responsible for generational differences are often cyclical rather than linear.

Some cognitive functions are believed to
show an accelerated decline with age. The
possibilities of interactions are legion: Will
individuals reared in the Depression react to
current economic instability in the same way
as those reared in the relatively more prosperous times before and after?
Consider another set of issues. What is the
appropriate unit for grouping subjects? When

does a cohort start and end? In 5-year intervals or in 10-year intervals? What constitutes a meaningful "age group"? Should
one class subjects by decades or by 7-year
cycles or by role-defined periods? What are

any two other variables in the set. Originally,

appropriate intervals at which to conduct
data collection? Would time-of-measurement effects be obscured or enhanced by

Schaie (1965) argued that this mutual confounding could be deconfounded by the simultaneous use of several different designs,

continuous measurement as opposed to measurement every few years?
All of these problems may easily lead the

and he offered numerical decision rules

researcher to a nihilistic position, perhaps
most forcefully stated by Gergen (1977),

based on F ratios that he felt could be used
to determine which effects were responsible
for observed differences. Adam (1978), however, demonstrated mathematically that these

who argued that a "chance" model of change
in adulthood is necessary and that the knowl-

edge that gerontologists of this period in

decision rules were unsound. In essence, it history generate may have no relevance to
is always possible to explain an observed succeeding generations.
difference in more than one way. For exNevertheless, scientists have always had
ample, a pure maturational effect that was to face the philosophical critique that inlinear across the life span should be seen in ductive knowledge is never certain. They
significant effects for cohort and time in the have learned that it is useful to make simcross-sequential design and for age but not plifying assumptions and empirical genertime in the time-sequential design. An iden- alizations and that complex possibilities
tical pattern of results, however, could tle should be ignored until the inadequacies of
obtained if linear effects for cohort and for simpler approaches become e%ident; also,
time of measurement were present in equal they have developed a body of conventions
amounts but in opposite directions. There that is useful in interpreting the fundamenare other possible sets of effects that would tally ambiguous results of any scientific inalso produce these results. No mathematical vestigation. Among these principles are repmanipulation of these data can ever decon- licability, parsimony, and consistency. The
found these effects under the assumptions application of these principles to a particular
imposed by Schaie.
body of data is occasionally formalized (see,
Substantive problems. Schaie's (1965) e.g., Rosenthal, 1978, on the quantification
decision rules and Adam's (1978) criticisms of replicability), but for the most part they

c1
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require the use of what is called scientific
Of course, the major drawback to this
judgment. Adam (1978) showed that rigid approach is the fact that the assumption that
application of decision rules is insufficient there are no time effects (or age or cohort
for separating maturational effects from effects) may be wrong. So restrictive an apother possible causes of change in longitu- proach does not allow for any falsification
dinal studies; the present article argues that

the application of scientific judgment may
be more fruitful.

Alternative Restrictive Assumptions
Given the fact that Schaie's (1965) assumptions cannot sustain the unambiguous
attributions of cause to any of the three effects, or combination of effects, inference
can be made only by imposing more restrictive assumptions. Baltes (1968) pointed out
some time ago that the three designscrosssequential, time-sequential, and cohort-sequentialare redundant. The use of any two
exhausts the independent information, as

Adam (1978) also demonstrated.' Baltes
proposed that both time- and cross-sequen-

tial designs be dropped in favor of cohortsequential designs. In these designs, time of
measurement is confounded with age on one

factor and with birth cohort on another.
Baltes argued that time of measurement is
unlikely to influence the variables of interest
to developmentalists and can be safely eliminated a priori as a source of variation. The
cohort-sequential design under this assumption then becomes a simple test of the independent effects of age and cohort. By an
extension of this logic, researchers who are

willing to rule out cohort effects, a priori,
could use the time-sequential design; those

who are willing to rule out maturation effects could use the cross-sequential design.
In practice, the cohort-sequential design
is practicable only when very short time intervals are used, and it may be most useful

for studies of child development. In longitudinal studies of adults, where there is a
wide range of ages and birth cohorts but a
small range of times of measurement, it may
be more reasonable to use cross- and timesequential strategies. Because these together

of the initial assumption. A more wide-ranging strategy combining repeated measures
longitudinal analysis along with sequential
designs might give a better basis for inferring
effects. In addition, in many instances longitudinal investigations are exploratory, and
we have neither desire rwr rationale to rule
out a particular category of causes.
An alternative that uses multiple regres-

sion has been proposed by Mason et al.
(1973). To obtain a solution to the regression
equations, the researcher must assume that

some pair of levels of one of the variables
are equal, say, that the two oldest groups do
not differ on the variable. More informative
results can be obtained by setting additional
levels equal. This strategy is appealing when
very specific hypotheses can be made. Instead of an entire class of effects being eliminated, as the Baltes strategy requires, only
certain levels of effects need be restricted.

On the other hand, this strategy, too, has
problems. Table 5 in the Mason et al. article
(p. 251), for example, shows statistically significant age effects in data that were artificially constructed to represent pure cohort

effects, and the authors admit that confounding would be worse if the "pure" affects were linear rather than nonlinear. The
authors caution that three-way analysis "is
difficult unless the researcher entertains relatively strong hypotheses about the nature
of aging, period, and cohort effects" (p. 243).
The alternative used in the present article

relies on the analysis of variance method
proposed by Schaie (1965), and, following
him, it assumes that effects are monotonic.
We make the additional assumption that one
and only one effect is operating on each vari-

are formally equivalent to the cohort-se-

2 In practice, however, analyses arc usually conducted
on subsets of individuals who fit within tho chosen levels
of the classifying factor. Whcn time of measurement is

quential design, the same inferences can be
drawn, That is, if one can rule out times-ofmeasurement effects, one can infer age and
cohort effects from the combined use of these
two designs

crosscd with cohort (in cross-sequential designs). ate
oldest and youngest subjects may be omitted, although
thcy could be included in time-sequential de.,igns. Because subjects differ somewhat, the information from
different analyses is not perfectly redundant and may
be useful in considering internal consistency of results.
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able, and our problem is determining to

of these problems require an exercise of

which one, if any, of the effects we should
attribute the results. We choose to entertain
the possibility that any of the three may be
responsible for observed effects, but we do
not specify which it is. We eliminate the
possible but less parsimonious explanation
that two or three of the factors are operating
jointly.

judgment that simple decision rules cannot

We offer this alternative despite its re-

mented by independent samples drawn every
few years over a period of time long enough

strictive assumptions because there appear
to be many areas in which very little guidance from theory or research is applicable.
Child development is far better understood
today than adult development, primarily because the span of time required for research
is so much shorter. Psychologists have been
able to observe the sequences of cognitive
development, for example, in many different
generations of children and under many different educational and historical influences.
With so much knowledge, the researcher can
easily rule out certain sources of variance,
probably including time of measurement, in

analyzing data. In contrast, we have only
begun to collect longitudinal data on adults
in most areas, and the influences of time-of
measurement, maturation, and birth cohort
on variables like well-being and perceived
health are largely unknown. Theoreticians
have multiplied the number of factors that
might influence results, but they have not
offered a clear basis for predictions. In these

replace.

Practically speaking, it has rarely been
possible to analyze existing longitudinal data

within the Schaie frame,work, and it is expensive and time consuming to institute new
studies. In the ideal design, repeated longi-

tudinal measurements would be suppleto ensure adequate sampling of times of
measurement. Sampling procedures would
need to be identical, or effects could be attributed to changes in sample composition

rather than to aging or time of measurement.' Whitbourne and Waterman (1979),
for example, devoted considerable time to
a discussion of the comparability of the independent samples they use to deal with this

problem. In the use of existing data, other
researchers may have to acknowledge that
their successive samples are not comparable
in some respects. Under these conditions, the

mechanical application of decision rules is
unwise. Instead, sound judgment about the
likely effects of deviations from the ideal
design are most likely to result in accurate
and replicable interpretations of the data.
Another respect in which real data usually

depart from the ideal is in the number of
levels of measurement for each of the three

factors. In the study of adult development

adopted here are intended to guide such

it is easy to sample a wide age range and a
wide range of birth c,)horts, but sampling an
equally wide range of times of measurement

early efforts.

is usually impractical. Not only does this

circumstances, researchers must begin basic
explorations, and the restrictive assumptions

Practical Problems in Real Data Sets

Like most statistical problems, Schaie's
general developmental model has usually
been discussed in the abstract. Ideal experimental designs are posited and hypothetical

limit the gencralizability of findings regarding period effects; it also presents statistical complications (Botwinick & Arenberg,
1976). A small or modest aging effect may
be detectable across the full adult life span,
but a period effect of equal size (in terms of
effect per yet.r) may not reach significance

effects considered. In real situations, the
Schaie designs are often applied to data that

fall far short of the ideal. In these cases,
effects are observed that may not be predicted from the model. There must be room

in interpreting the data for chance results,
and the researcher must know when to ignore significant but spurious results and
when to interpret nonsignificant trends. All
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'This presents a special problem when older persons
are studied because death can alter the population being

sampled. This particular proble:n has been addressed
(Bakes. Reese. & Nesselroade, 1977. Chapters 5 and

6) by limiting analysis of the first time data to those
subjects who have survived at the time of the second
round. Unfortunately, this entails tracing the original
subjects, a problem that it was hoped the use of cross
sequential designs would obviate.
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in an interval of only 5 or 10 years. In the
data to be presented, the failure to find any
time-of-measurement effects may be attributable to the restricted range of this source
of variation or to the lack of sufficient statistical power in the designs. For developmentalists, however, period effects themselves are largely nuisance variables of little
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The present study uses cross-sequential
and time-sequential as well as traditional
longitudinal designs to examine stability or
change in these measures and to illustrate
the interpretative principles that permit inferences about aging, time, and cohort effects.

intrinsic interest. If they are large enough

Method

to cause interpretative problems, they should
appear even when only a restricted range of
times is sampled; if they are very small, then

Participants in the BLSA are a community-dwelling.
generally healthy group of male volunteers, 96% white,
who have agreed to -eturn for testing at fixed intervals.'

although a real effect may be missed, that
loss will be of little practical or theoretical
import. In contrast to the solution proposed
by Baltes et al. (1979), in which period effects are ruled out a priori, the present plan
allows the detection at least of large period
effects if they do in fact exist.
The recognition that judgment is needed
in the interpretation of developmental designs is by no means original. Baltes et al.
(1977), in particular, urged a distinction
between the descriptive and the explanatory
function of such methodologies and argued

that we need to look elsewhere for causal
explanations of effect, and Glenn (1981) recently renewed the call for judgment in interpreting cohort data.

An Example: Longitudinal Changes in the
Chicago Attitude Inventory
Data collection began in 1958 for the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA),

an ongoing intramural project of the National Institute on Aging conducted at the
Gerontology Research Center. At that time,
the Chicago Attitude Inventory (CAI;
Havighurst, 1951) was one of the few avail-

able instruments tailored for the study of
personal adjustment among the aged. Together with the Chicago Activities Inventory, it was incorporated into a questionnaire
titled "Your Activities and Attitudes" (Bur-

gess, Cavan, & Havighurst, 1948) that has
been administered at the BLSA for 20 years
(Stone & Norris, 1966). The questionnaire
was intended originally for respondents over
the age of 55 but was given to all participants
to allow cross-sectional comparisons. All of
the items and scales analyzed :n the present

study are applicable to adults of any age.

The majority (80%) work in or are retired from scientitle, professional, or managerial positions. Almost all
(93%) are high school graduates, and 71% are college
graduates; 88% are married. At the time of their first
administration of the CAL subjects ranged in age from
17 to 97. As in all longitudinal studies, there has been
some attrition. Subjects who remained in the study
tended to be psychologically better adjusted than those
who dropped out (Douglas & Arenberg. 1978).
The eight sections of the CAI each consist of seven
items to which the respondent marked "Agree." "Dis-

agree." or "?" Items were coded 1 (poor attitude).
0 (?). or +1 (good attitude) and were summed to form
eight scales. This method of scoring follows the original
procedure (Cavan. Burgess, Havighurst, & Goldhammer. 1949, p. H9).
The CAI was supplemented by two global items taken
from the Activities section of the "Your Activities and
Attitudes" questionnaire. Item L6, Assessment of Life,
asks the respondent. "As you look back over your life,

in general would you call it very happy, moderately
happy, average, or unhappy?" Because less than 1% of
the sample checked "unhappy." this response category
was combined with "average" in all analyses. Item L8,
Satisfaction with Accomplishments, asks subjects if they
feel "well-satisfied, reasonably satisfied, or dissatisfied"
with what they have accomplishcJ in life.

Each subject was given the CAI individually with
standard instructions and completed the questionnaire

during the remainder of his 3-day visit to the Gerontology Research Center. Participants over 70 years of
age are on a yearly visit schedule; those 60-70 return
every 18 months; and those under 60 return every two
years. The CAI was given on the first or second visit
and readministered on the fifth and ninth visits.
Cross-sequential analyses. Because recruitment into
the BLSA was continuous. the present study contrasted
two successive intervals of testing (1958-1963 vs. 19641969) rather than two distinct time points and thus only
approximates a true cross-sequential design. Birth co
horts were defined in 6-year intervals (from 1896-1901
to 1926-1931) to match the 6year period between times
of testing. The design is depicted in Table I.
Analyses were conducted on a sample (N
425) including all subjects w;io had first-administration data
' Female participants entered the study in 1978, and

there arc currently about 300 women enrolled. Note,
however, that the analyses reported here use data from
men only.
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Table 1

subjects had not yet participated in the study a sufficient
number of years to be retested, and some had withdrawn
or aied.

ANOVA Design and Cell Frequencies for
Cross- and Time-Sequential Studies
Time of measurement

(time/aging)
Group

1958-1963

1964-1969

Cross-sequential
29

41

33

the process of interpretation as applied to

20
45

40
45
54
37

28
22

31

Timesequential'
Age groups (aginz/cohort)
32-37
38-43
44-49
50-55
56-61

62-67
68-73

39
38
54
48
38
24
29

Statistically significant (p < .05) main effects from all of these analyses arc summarized in Table 3. Thera were no significant interactions. From this array of findings
it is necessary to reach some conclusions, to
make inferences based on the data. Insofar
as the purpose of this article is to illustrate

Birth cohorts (cohort/aging)
1926-1931
1920-1925
1914-1919
1908-1913
1902-1907
1896-1901

Interpreting Results

developmental analyses, we spell out at some

length the principles we apply and their rationale. Our conclusions are that (a) usefulness and work show an age-related decline

17

36
41

40
31
19

23

N a 425.' N w 477.
prior to 1970. Insofar as 10 dependent variables were
examined, an overall multivariate analysis of variance

(tanNovA) was performed first to guard against spu
rious effects.

Tint- sequential analyses. In these analyses, times
of measurement were again defined as the intervals
1958-1963 and 1964-1969. Age groups were defined
in 6-year intervals (from 32-37 to 68-73) to match the
6-year period between times of testing. Data from 477
tested before 1970 were analysed, and
MANoiaks were used again. The design for these analyses is also given in Table 1.
Repeated measures analyses. Traditional cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses were combined in repeated measures ANovAs using age groups us a second
factor (see Table 2). As in the time-sequential analyses.
age groups were defined in 6-year intervals according
to age at first administration.
Because the time interval between administration of
the CAI varied, analyses were restricted to subjects who
completed the second CAI between 4 and 8 years after
the first and the third CAI between 4 and 8 years after

but not necessarily a maturational decline
and (b) personal adjustment is generally
quite stable across the adult years. Our logic
is based on the following principles.
Parsimony. We make certain simplifying

assumptions in considering the data from
cross- and time-sequential designs. In choos-

ing the intervals for age, time of measurement, and cohort and in using continuous
rather than discrete age and time units, we
Table 2
ANOVA Designs ,Ind Cell Frequencies for
Two- and Three-Time Repeated Measures
Age group
(aging/cohorts)

Administration
(time/aging/practice)

subjects

the second. The average time interval was approximately 6 years.

In the first set of analyses. data from 239 subjects
who had taken the CAI at least twice were examined.
using two levels of the repeated factor. In the second
set of repeated measures, data from 76 subjects who
had taken the CAI at least three times were examined
in a design using three levels of the repeated factor.

Two measurements'

32-37
38-43
44-49
50-55
56.61
62-67
68-73

25
54
45
44
28
23
20

Three measurements'
32-37
38-43
44-49
50-55
56-61
62-67
68-73

8

19
13
15
6
7
8

Numbers of subjects in these analyses were smaller than

Note. The same subjects were measured at each administration.

in cross- and time-sequential analyses because many

' N w 239. 'N - 76.

1.1 r.'

4.1 .....
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but that cach passing ycar in tuts historical
would be linear. We had no justification for period has diminishcd the sense of usefulness
a more complex model, and the data seem of every individual. Both of thcsc are posto be generally consistent with thcsc as- sible, but we will assume that thc former is
sumptions. Thus, when an effect is listed in the more likely bccausc it is simpler (and
Table 3 as "increased," it should be under- because it is more consistcnt with our knowlstood that there is a monotonic incrcasc edge from other sources). Although Glenn
across all levels of the factor and that thc (1981) gave an example in which the most
overall F value is significant. The fact that parsimonious explanation is probably not the
no interactions were significant also supports corrcct one, we provisionally makc thc asthe assumptions made. It is logically possible sumption that any effect we observe is due
that different results would have been ob- to aging or to generational differences or to
tained if some different set of age or gen- cultural change but not to a combination of
eration cuts had been madc, but it is morc these. The data may forcc ..s to abandon the
parsimonious to disregard that possibility in assumptions.
Logical elimination. Under the assumpthe present study.
We also assume that any effect that we tion that one and only one "cause" is reobserve is due to a single cause rather than sponsible for the observed effects, we can
to a compound cause. It is true, as Adam logically eliminate certain possibilities. The
(1978) showed, that what appears to be an "cause" we are looking for must be a factor
age effect could result from the equal and in all statistically significant comparisons.
opposite effects of time of measurement and Consider usefulness. Significant decreases
generational change. For example, it may be are seen in columns 4 through 8 of Table 3.
that as people age thcy lose their sense of Time alone cannot cause this because time
usefulness. It is also possible that usefulness is controlled in columns 4, 6, and 8. Cohort
is unrelated to maturation; perhaps over the alone cannot be the causc because the effect
past 90 years each succeeding generation has appears ;n columns 5 and 7, where cohort
been raised with a higher sense of usefulness differences are eliminated. Practice cannot
assumed that the effects we were looking for

Table 3

Summary of WM Effects From Analyses of 10 Personal Adjustment Variables
Repeated measures

Two level
Crosssequential

Three level

Time-sequential

Time/

Time/
CAI variables

Time/

Cohort/

Time/

Aging/

aging/

Aging/

aging/

Aging/

aging

aging

cohost

cohort

practice

cohort

practice

cohort

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7

(8)

Decreased

Decreased

Assessment of

life
Satisfaction with
accomplish.

Note.

Increased

Increased

ments

Health
Friends
Work
Economic
security
Religion
Ustfulness
Happiness
Family

Decreased

Decreased
Decreased

Increased

Decreased
Decreased

Increased
Decreased

Decreased
Decreased

Increased
Increased
Decreased

Decrease;

indicates a nonsignificant effect. CAI = Chicago Attitude Inventory.
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account for the effects in columns 4, 6, and
8. Aging might be the cause, however, because it is a factor in all of the comparisons
in which sense of usefulness shows a significant effect.

few effects are consistently found. If we refer

By a similar logic, the effects for work
must also be attributed to aging, but results

appear in columns 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8; that

for the other variables are not as clear. Time
or aging could account for the effects on sat-

to Table 3, we can sec that aging effects
might be expected to appear in all columns

except the third (time/cohort in the timesequential design); that cohort effects should

time-of-measurement effects should appear
in columns 1, 3, 5, and 7; and that practice
effects should be found in both columns 5
and 7. Usefulness and work show significant

isfaction with accomplishments; cohort nr
aging might explain the finding on health, decreases in most of the comparisons in
economic security, and religion; and only which aging is involved; economic security
cohort can be eliminated as a possible cause shows significant differences in three of five
of changes in happiness, family, and friends. comparisons involving cohort; and both of
It is logically possible that effects might the longitudinal comparisons, which involve
be observed in which no single common ele- practice effects, show effects for happiness.
ment could be found. The first three columns These results appear to be internally consismight all show significant effects. In this tent, but most of the others do not. Logically,
case, it would be impossible to attribute the either aging or cohort could account for the
effect to a single cause, and the simplifying significant effect seen on religion. A cohori
assumption would have to be dropped. De- effect for this variable, ho.vever, appears in
pending on the size and nature of the finding,

only one of five possible, comparisons and an

an alternative would be to disregard (i e., aging effect in only one of seven. Under these
interpret as spurious) one or all of the three circumstances, it seems best to view the one
findings.

significant effect as due to chance.
Earlier it was
External consistency. In interpreting efpointed out that an ideal study design would fects, it is necessary to look beyond the data
incorporate several sources of data: longi- back to the constructs of interest. Conclutudinal repeated measures, cross-sequential sions about these constructs must be consisdata from independent samples, and data tent with the data, but they should also fit
from several cohorts measured simulta- in with other data and the.;ties. In a narrow
neously. These different sources of infor- sense, the fact that finuings support a prior
mation can be used to estimate the size of hypothesis based on deductions from theory
different effects, provided of course that one is the basic test of external consistency; in
is willing and able to make the necessary gerontological research, however, much of
restrictive assumpticis. In addition, how- the work is exploratory, and theories are
ever, these multiple sources of evidence can rarely sufficiently developed to support rigprovide internal replications of findings. In orous deductions. In these cases, researchers
the absence of theoretical guidance, results must consider the relation of their findings
that emerge as the most internally consistent to other results in the hterrture and to recare those in which the most faith can be ognized principles in the field.
placed.
Consider, for example, the cot elusion that
When an effect is replicated in n inde- attitudes toward health do not decline with
pendent study, there is strong eviuence that age. Is there any literature to support this?
it is real and not due to chance or to some Indeed there is. Studies on age and self-reartifact. Internal consistency is a weaker cri- ported health (Coca & McCrae, 1980; Marterion because the consistent results may be kides & Martin, 1979) confirm this concludue to some shared artifact in the sample or sion for most body systems. Without this
.:ata collection procedure. The criterion of corroborating evidence, the validity of the
internal consistency is thus best viewed as health attitude measure might have been
a basis for eliminating spurious findings. called into question. On the other hand, we
When we apply this standard in addition to know of no literature demonstrating the
logical elimination, we can see that only a practice effect on measures of happiness that

Internal consistency.
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we observe in these data. We could speculate

ment be exercised in the choice or opera-

that individuals wanted to give a favorable
impression on their first visit and were more
candid on the second, though this does not
explain why similar drops were not seen in
other variables. Part of scientific judgment
is the ability to suspend judgment and to

tionalization

Rival hypotheses. Scientific reasoning is
inductive and depends on the elimination of
alternative explanations for observed effects.
The elimination of cohort and time-of-measurement explanations for observed age differences or changes begins but certainly does
not end this process. Researchers must entertain rival hypotheses and provide either

sicians normally ask about the "clinical sig-

data or arguments to support their choice
among them. When an effect is attributed
to "aging" or to "cohort" or to "time," it
has not yet been explained. These are all
"dummy" variables, representing some un-

set of factors that influence the variable.

of variables

in

order to
in the

minimize the judgment needed

interpretation of results.
Perspective. Finally, one of the tasks of

scientific judgment is in the evaluation of
findings for their significance to an underawait ft:11er information before making standing of the field. This requires placing
the results in some kind of perspective. Phyany interpretation.

identified processes that they index and with

which they covary. It is particularly dangerous to assume that an aging effect is
equivalent to a maturational effect. The decline of positive attitudes toward work and
usefulness is correlated with age, but it is
unlikely to be the effect of aging itself. Declines in physical capacity might be the mediating variable in this relationship, but it
is also possible that retirement is responsible.
As long as society requires retirement at a
certain age, a sense of uselessness may accompany age. If society changes the age of
retirement, a corresponding change in sense
of usefulness may occur. Any intervention
depends on an understanding of the causal
relationships among variables, and the separation of aging effects from generational
differences and cultural changes is only the
first step in gaining this understanding. Ad-

nificance" of findings in addition to their
statistical significance. Do these results make

any practical difference in the clinical condition or treatment of the individual? Incremental validity is a similar criterion, which
asks whether a reported relationship adds
any meaningful predictive value to the known

Perhaps the simplest method of assessing the

importance of results is by calculating the
proportion of the variance that is accounted
for by a coefficient of determination or an
omega squared. The decline in usefulness
that we have spent so long attributing to an
unknown but age-related cause amounts to
an effect size of between .013 and .018 (Suskind & Howland, 1980), based on the twotime repeated measures analysis. Less than
2% of the variance in usefulness is accounted

for by "aging." Critics might easily claim
that we have belabored trivial findings.5
Nevertheless, perspective is more than ef-

fect size. Weighty theoretical distinctions
might hinge on significant differences of a
few percent, as the history of physics attests.

The real question for judgment to address
is, What is the import of these findings? Is
an effect of such and such a size meaningful

or important? Equally crucial is the question, What do the results as a whole suggest?

ditional research is almost invariably required. Indeed, Maddox and Wiley (1976)

Here it is often important to consider negative as well as positive results. From this
perspective, the major implication of the
present study is the finding that personal

argued that "The principal cause of the ageperiod-cohort problem is the habit of basing

adjustment to aging, as measured by the
CAI, is predominantly stable across age,

the assessment of age, period, and cohort time, and generations. Adjustment does not
effects on formally dependent operational become noticeably more difficult with age,
definitions" (p. 21) and suggested that our and that is a very noteworthy negative result.
understanding would be increased by a more This finding is broadly consistent with the
direct examination of the environmental
conditions that cohort and period are thought
to index. They recommend that better judg-

'See Cohen (1977) for other measures of effect size
and Cooper (1981) for a discussion of "trivial" effects.
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results of many other studies (e.g., Andrews

Medical Index (Costa & McCrae, 1980). If

& Withey, 1976; Campbell, 1976) and we disregard the unreplicated decrease in
points to the necessity of investigating other
variables, like personality, to obtain an un-

derstanding of personal adjustment. Ultimately science progresses because of judgments that certain topics are worth pursuing,

and some deserve abandoning. Without a
broader perspective in which to review results, these judgments cannot be made.

neurological complaints and assume as before that only one cause is operating, logical
elimination shows that only aging could be
responsible for the observed effects in this
tab The conspicuous absence of any signif1 tnt effect in the Time/Cohort column,

.e age is controlled, emphasizes this
point. Further, the aging effects on Sensory,

Cardiovascular, Genitourinary, and Total
Complaints are internally consistent. In-

An Example of Clearer Effects

The effects of aging, period, cohort, and
practice on scales of personal adjustment in
the CAI are sufficiently complex that they
require the explicit application of the principles of judgment. Nevertheless, lest the
reader suppose that cross- and time-sequential analyses always yield such ambiguous
results, a second example may be useful.
Table 4 shows the results of similar analyses
of age, period, and cohort effects on symptom complaints in the sections of the Cornell

creases in Musculoskeletal complaints and
Miscellaneous Diseases and decreases in
poor Health Habits are not internally consistent and thus may be disregarded.
Again, however, all of these findings must
be viewed in some perspective. An examination of effect size shows that the changes
in symptom complaints associated with aging are quite small in magnitude, both absolutely and in comparison with effects of
personality variables like neuroticism. On
the other hand, it must be recalled that these

Table 4
Summary of Main Effects From Analyses of Cornell Medical Index (CMI) Physical Section?
Repeated Measures

Two-level
Cross sequential

Time-sequential

(N = 551)

(N = 637)

(N = 345)

Time/

Three-level
(N = 118)

Time/

Time/

Cohort/

Time/

Aging/

aging/

Aging/

CM1 physical

aging/

aging

aging

cohort

Aging/

cohort

( I)

practice

(2)

(3)

cohort

(4)

practice
(5)

cohort

section

(6)

(7)

(8)

Sensory systems

Increased

Increased

Increased

Increased

Respiratory
Cardiovascular

Increased

Increartd

Increased

Increased

Increased

Increased

Increased

Increased

Increased

Increas- ed

Increased

Increased

Increased

Decreased
Increased

Increased

Increased

Digestive
M usculoskeletal

Skin
Neurological
Genitourinary
Increased
Frequency of illness
and fatigue

Increas- ed

Increased

Miscellaneous
diseases

Increased

Increased
Decreased

Health habits
Total physical
complaints
Note.

Increased

Increased

indicates a nonsignificant effect.

Data from Costa & McCrae (1980).
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data were gathered from ambulatory volunteers, and attrition and self-selection must
be credited with some role in diminishing the
apparent role of age on self-reported health.
Finally, the finding of small changes in predictable but select systems must be viewed
in the context of pervasive stereotypes that
depict aging individuals as subject to extensive and general deterioration. Data from a
variety of analytic designs clearly show that
this notion is untenable.
Conclusions

Psychologists, who have internalized the
values of objectivity and mathematical rigor,
normally welcome the appearance of statistical decision rules that promise to provide
both. As an element in reaching conclusions,
such rules are usually valuable and sometimes indispensable. The scientist, however,
does not abdicate responsibility for good
judgment by the mechanical application of
any set of rules.
Even the ubiquitous determination of statistical significance requires judgment: Do
the data meet the assumptions of the model?
Is the alpha level sufficiently stringent? Is
a one-tailed test really appropriate? A current controversy (Suskind & Howland, 1980)
questions the sufficiency of statistical signif-

icance: Is effect size a better criterion of
meaningful results?

When more elaborate decisions are required, the intelligent interpretation of statistical results is even more crucial. In dis-

cussing tests of invariance of models of
measurement, Alwin and Jackson (1979)
commented that "The acceptance of any of
these models cannot be based on statistical
grounds alone. . . . While statistical criteria provide one basis for making an interpretation of the data, the ultimate criteria
for choosing a model depend on substantive
considerations and objectives of research"
(p. 103).
We have argued for a similar use of results

from the application of the general developmental model. The quasi-experimental
designs offered in that approach yield valu-

able dataif they are judiciously interpreted. Various writers have offered a num-

ber of different assumptive frameworks

103

within which the data can be interpreted.
The selection of an approach that is appropriate to the purpose of the research and the
state of knowledge of the field is the first act
of judgment required of the investigator who
wishes to use these designs.
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Concurrent Validation After 20 Years:
The Implications of Personality Stability for Its Assessment
Paul T. Cos , Jr.
and
Robert R. MdCrae

Somewhere in the definition of "traits" riven by most textbooks the
phrase, "enduring dispositions" is likely to ad found. These words mean
that traits are to be distinguished from moods or other temporary states
(Spielberger, 1972) that may affect a person. Traits are thought of as
being characteristic, not of situations, seasons, or times-of-day, but of
the individual at a particular point in his or her life.
But do these characteristics themselves endure, or do they change?
That is not a matter of definition, but an empirical question. When
gerontologists first began to examine the evidence on this question, their
answers were mixed. A thorough and balanced review by one of the seminal
writers in the field o2 aging and personality, Bernice Neugarten (1964,
p. 188), came to the conclusion that "measures taken at long time interval
tend to produce statistically reliable but relatively low correlations
.... the implicption is that there is at least as much change as
stability."

Today we have the benefit of two decades of new evidence on this
question, including the results of a number of major longitudinal studies
published in the last six years. On the basis of this new data, a new
in the course of normal aging, there is strong
conclusion is in order:
evidence of stability in the individual, and no consistent evidence at all
of systematic change with age.
This conclusion is based not simply on more data, but on better
quality data. In the early sixties, personality research was more often
conducted with instruments of dubious validity and low reliability.
Consider, for instance, the stability coefficients for the needs for
achievement, affiliation, power, and aggression (r = .27, 2 = < .05)
showed significant retest correlations in men, as did the need for
achievement reported by Okolnick (1966). Over a twenty-year span from
adolescence to adulthood, the needs for power (r = .34, 2 < .01, n = 44)
and aggression (r = .24, 2 < .05, n = 49) in women. Other correlations
did not reach significance. We see here the kind of "statistically
reliable but relatively low correlations" that Neugarten based her
conclusions on. Of course, higher stability is generally found after the
period of adolescence; but perhaps more importantly, TAT scores are
notoriously unreliable. Correlations no higher than this are often seen
in retests given weeks or months apart (Winter & Stewart, 1977). In fact,
in view of the reliability of these measures, one might interpret
Skolnick's data as strong evidence of stability.
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More direct evidence, however, is now available from several studies.
Leon, Gillum, Gillum, and Gouze (1979) examined the 30 year stability of
tt4PI scores for a sample of 71 men initially tested at age 40. Stability
coefficients ranged from .28 for hypochondriasis and schizophrenia scales
to .74 for social introversion, with a median correlation of .40. All
correlations were statistically significant. The wide range of retest
correlations in this data set might be interpreted to mean that some
traits, like introversion, are stable, whereas others, like schizophrenia,
are not. But an alternative explanation is to be found in the nature of
the instrument and tne sample. The tt4PI is a measure of psychopathology,
not normal personality. In a normal sample (like Leon's), the range on
many scales is too restricted to show substantial correlations. Scales
with more "normal" content, including Masculinity/femininity (r = .58) and
Social Introversion (r = .74) show much higher correlations.
If this hypothesis is correct, we would expect uniformly high
correlations when we examine normal subjects using a normal personality
inventory such as the GZTS. Table 1 (Costa, McCrae, & Arenberg, 1980)
shows data from the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging, which has been
conducted at the Gerontology Research Center for the past 25 years on a
well-educated and generally healthy group of male volunteers.
(Data
collection on women began only in 1978.) Six-year retest correlations for
men initially classified as young (17-44), middle (45-59) and old (60-85)
are given in this table. Stability coefficients for such diverse traits
as sociability, emotional stability, thoughtfulness and masculinity are
all .7 to .8. Note also that what we might call the "stabilization" of
personality occurs early in adulthood: the younger wen are no less stable
than the older.

By longitudinal stanuards, six years is not a very extensive
But much the same results were found when data from a second
retest, twelve years later, were analyzed. Stability coefficients ranged
from .59 to .87, and all were significant at the .001 level.
interval.

Strong as these data may be, they are not the upper limit of
stability. Psychologists like Jack Block (1971) have argued that we
should routinely correct for attenuation due to unreliability. Even
though the GZTS is inherently more reliable than TAT measures, it too has
an element of error, and a set of formulas developed by Heise (1969) allow
us to estimate what the stability of "true" scores would be. Using these
corrections, the estimated stability coefficients ranged from .80 to 1.00,
with a median of .91 for the ten scales. Given perfect measures of the
GZTS traits, these are the retest correlations we would expect to find
after 12 years.
These findings have now been replicated in a number of other studies,
including the Duke Longitudinal Study (Siegler, Geo.
& Okun, 1979) and
the Normative Aging Study in Boston (Costa & McCrae, 1977) where
correlations Ls high as .84 were seen over a period of 10 years. In
retrospect, we can argue that the conclusion of stability in adult
personality was reached by another researcher thirty years ago, in a
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Table 1

Six-Year Retest Coefficients for GZTS Scales in Different Age Groups

Total

Groupa

GZTS Scale

Young

Old

Middle

(17-44)b

(45-59)c

(60-851d

Ceneral activity

83

79

86

83

Restraint

71

68

69

70

Ascendance

82

79

84

80

Sociability

81

85

83

68

Emotional stability

74

84

72

77

Objectivity

71

1

73

70

Frieodliness

77

78

78

75

Thoughtfulness

72

84

70

75

Personal relations

73

71

75

73

Masculinity

75

77

70

76

Adapted from Costa, McCrae, & Arenberg, 1980.

Note:

decimal points omitted.

significant at p < .001;
125-137.

c

N = 160-173.

d

All correlations

aN = 385-427.

N = 99-120.

3:15
Vi(s J
1.

bN =
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somewhat different context. The hest early longitudinal studies of
objective test performance were conducted in the area of vocational
interests by the great pioneer in that field, E. K. Strong. Given the
close association of personality with vocational interests (Costa, Fozard,
& McCrae, 1977; Holland, 1966), it is not surprising to hear that
"Although permanence is less for young men than for older, it is still
remarkably high for young men. The correlation of ....72 for 19-year-old
college freshmen over an interval of 19 years is evidence of high
permanency of interest (Strong, 1951, p. 91). We can add that it is also
evidence of the stability of personality.

Stability of Mean Levels

The retest correlations described so far are measures of one form of
stability. They show that the relative ordering of individuals on a
personality measure changes little from time to time. But they do not
rule out the possibility that everyone is changing. This phenomenon is
seen in the area of cognitive development among children, where marked
growth in intellectual ability is seen from age 5 to age 15, but where
relative individual differences are preserved: the bright 5-year-old is
likely to be the bright 15-year-old.
Physiological decline in functions
like vital capacity would probably show a similar pattern of group change
but high retest stability.
On the other hand, it is also possible that there are no systematic
changes in personality traits, and that most individuals maintain the same
absolute level of most traits.
We need only examine group means in order to determine if there are
maturational increases or decreases in traits, and thus cross-sectional
studies might give useful information on this point. A number of early
cross-sectional studies had suggested that there might be developmental
changes in personality, although the results were often inconsisteat
(Neugarten, 1917), and could generally be attributed to sampling biases or
generational differences. Although they too have sane interpretative
problems, longitudinal studies provide a much sounder basis for
discovering age-related changes. By measuring the same individuals
repeatedly, we can use them as their own controls, and avoid the problems
of subjects who represent different populations, or were socialized in
different historical periods. Better yet are studies that longitudinally
follow individuals initially of different ages. Both cross-sectional and
longitudinal analyses can be conducted on these data, and we can feel
relatively confident that an effect is due to aging when both crosssectional age differences and longitudinal age changes are significant.
Probably the best study of changes in mean levels of personality
traits was conducted by Douglas and Arenberg (1978) on the GZTS data for
which retest correlations were presented in Table 1, In addition to
cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses, Douglas and Arenberg also
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employed cross-sectional designs (Schaie, 1977), which provide yet another
way to estimate age changes, independent of the possible "practice
effects" introduced by longitudinal methods. Some of the scales showed
generational differences or the effects of time of measurement, but only
two of the ten GZTS scales general activity and masculinity--showed
patterns of results that could be interpreted as maturational change. And
although statistically significant, the magnitude of these changes was so
small (about one-eighth of one standard deviation over six years) as to be
of no practical consequence.
These findings are typical of the results of longitudinal studies.
In an analysis of the 16PF in the Normative Aging Study (Costa & McCrae,
1978), we found three scales with cress- sectional differences and two with
longitudinal changes, but none that showed both. That meant that the
cross-sectional differences were probably generational differences, and
the longitudinal changes were probably due to practice effects, time of
measurement differences, or simple error. Two-thirds of the scales showed
neither age differences nor changes.
The 16PF was also used by Siegler, George and Okun (1979) in
examining personality at the Duke Longitudinal study. Older generations
scored lower cn the 16PF measure of intelligence, probably because they
are less well educated, and everyone improved on taking the intelligence
test for a second time. Men became less guilt-prone and women more quiltprone over the course of the study, but this sex-by-time interaction has
never been replicated elsewhere and is probably due to chance. In the
other 14 scales there is an unmistakable patt.Drn:
No age or cohort
differences, no age or time or measurement changes. Leon et al. also
noted little change in the mean level of MMPI scales over a thirty-year
period.
These findings contradict some stereotypes of aging that depict old
age as a time of ubiquitous decline. Hair goes, teeth go, memory goes- why not personality? Of course, there are age-associated conditions, such
as dementia, that may have a profound impact on personality functioning.
But in the absence of these conditions, personality does not ordinarily
change, and in fact a marked change in personality may be a sign of
organic pathology. As a general rule, old people do not succumb to
depression or withdraw into introversion, or become increasingly
conservative with age. Neither do they become more wise or mellow or
emotionally integrated. some people at all ages show each of these
characteristics, and those who show them in old age are most probably the
same ones who showed than in their youth.

Alternative Interpretations

When we began to publish these findings and conclusions we were met
with more than a little scepticism. Many researchers found our
conclusions hard to believe, and suggested a number of alternative
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interpretations of the data that might account for the resulte.
Inevitably, the methodology came under close scrutiny, and a number of
objections were caised to the use of self-repore instruments for the
measure of personality. We therefore conducted a series of analyses
designed to tell us if the stability we thought we saw was due to some
artifact.
First we considered the problem of response sets. Individuals differ
in,the candor with which they answer personality questionnaires, and
social desirability has been seen as an important determinant of test
responses (Crown & Marlowe, 1964; Edwards, 1957). Individuals also
consistently differ in stylistic habits of responding regardless of item
content: some people agree with almost any statement; some use extreme
response categories, some prefer neutral answers. It has been proposed
that it is these stylistic variables that are stable, not personality.
The acquieser of today will be the acquieeer of tomorrow,_so of course he
will receive the same scores.
Frankly, this is net a very plausible argument. different
questionnaires typically involve different response formats as well as
different items, and she in common only the substantive content. So it
would be hard to explain why, for example, 16PF Extraversion r:redicts
Eysenck's EPI Extraversion ten years later, as it does (Costa a McCrae,
1977). But data are better than argunents, so we set out to test the
response set hypothesis.
In particular, un wanted to know if the high retest correlations we
found over 6 years in the GZTS were inflated by the influence of stable
response sets. To do this we recalculated the retest coefficients
partialling out the variance due to response styles (Costa, McCrae, &
Arenberg, in press). Although the GZTS itself has some built-in response
tendency measures, we could not properly use then, since they are based on
the same items as the trait scales. If an individual endorsed the same
item on te) occasions, we could not tell whether that consistency should
be attribut_d to the stability of the trait or the response style measures
from other. ;nstrueents. From the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPT;
Eysenck e Oysenck, 1964) Lie scale we obtained a measure of social
desirability;
from the NEO Inventory (McCrae.& Costa, in press), a
personality quesilonaa!,:e ve have develop, we had measures of
acquiesence and extreme responding. Undo; the hypothesis that stability
of personality is merely stability of response sets, removing the variance
attritable to socin: desirability, elquiesenme and extreme responding
should substantially reduce retest coefficients. In fact, however,
partialling out these stylistic variables did not reduce stability
coefficients at all. It wyuld appear that stable response sets cannot
explain away stability in personality.

A second argument offered to explain consistent questionnaire
responses is based on memory.
Perhaps people want to appear consistent,
recall how they responded the last time, and simply repeat their
performance. Again, this argument is not coreincing: why would so many
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people want so badly to appear consistent? And how could they remember
specific item responses over so long an interval.

Again, an empirical study can be allowed the last word (Woodruff, in
press). In 1969 Woodruff retested under two conditions subjects who had
taken the California Test of Personality 25 years earlier. First they
were asked to complete the questionnaire as it currently applied to then- the normal instructions for test administration. A few months later,

however, they were again given the questionnaire, and this time they were
asked to fill it out as they recalled filling it out in 1944. They were
specifically instructed to use 65 memories to be as consistent as
possible.
When the test was administered in the usual way, retest correlations
were moderate for both men (r = .58; E < .001, n = 53) and women (r = .58,
< .001, n = 24), But when asked to rely on memory, subjects did much
worse, with' correlations of only .17 (n = 30, ns) for men, and .45 (n =
18,E < .05) for women. This is particularly intriguing finding. Not
only does it eliminate the memory hypothesis from the interpretation of
stability data--it also illustrates a profound fact about recollection.
If you want to know what you were like 25 years ago, you are mual more
likely to he correct if you describe yourself as you are today than if you
rely on your memory. Readers who are sceptical of the conclusion of
stability because of recollections of change in their own lives should
beware the distortion: and exaggeiations introduced by memory.
Finally, we considered one last artifact that could account for
stability. People respond to personality questionnaires on the basis of
the way they see themselves--their self-image or self-concept. But what
if the self-concept is crystallized early in life? People may go on
thinking of themselves as they were in young adulthood, when it fact they
may have been changing gradually all along. Unlike the previous
arguments, this one is plausible, Clinical case studies show that aspects
of the self can change without a concomitant change in the self-concept,
and the phenomenon of a crystallized self-concept has been noted by
leading self-concept theorists (Rosenberg, 1979).

Further, this criticism, if sustained, would completely undermine the
data collected for years by longitudinal researchers. No improvement in
self-report measures, no experimental condition of administration can
disprove this hypothesis. As long as we remain in the realm of selfreports, we are inescapably in the grip of the self-concept.
At this point research we had been conducting on spouse ratings of
personality became useful. There is no theoretical reason to suppose that
a husband's or wife's view of spouse s personality is crystallized;
instead, they are likely to be responsive to the observable behavior of
their spouse, and to any changes in it that have appeared over the years.
Under this assumption, the correlation of spouse ratings with age should
give an indication of age changes in personality completely independent of
the self-concept.
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But cross-sectional correlations of age with spouse-rated personality
showed very small effects, none replicated across sexes. More elaborate
analyses, reported at length elsewhere (McCrae & Costa, 1982b), suggest
that even the small correlations observed are probably due to sampling
bias or cohort effects rather than aging.
Clearly, a better basis for the conclusion would be longitudinal
spouse-ratings; and in some respects, it would be better yet to seek
outside opinions of experts at two different points in the life span.
That is exactly what Jack Block (1971) has done in his Lives through time.
A team of experts rated the adolescents in the Berkeley studies on the
California OP-Sort; a different team rated then as 30-year-olds. The
correlations of the two sorts, indicating the degree of agreement in the
relative ordering of traits within the individual at two times, are almost
all moderate to high in both men and women. Despite the fact that
different raters are used, despite the fact that adolescents are compared
with adults, the evidence for stability is clear. It is equally clear
that the self-concept of the individual cannot account for these findings*,
since ratings are based on others' impressions, not one's own selfconcept. Ratings and self-reports are in substantial agrdment (McCrae,
1982); thus, we can return to self-report methods and measures with sane
assurance that they are not simply records of how personality was at the
time of some hypothetical crystallization. Self-report methods, when used
on volunteers who have little reason to distort their responses, appear to
give an accurate account of personality as it is, and both self-reports
and ratings
in demonstrating considerable stability in a wide range
of personality traits.

Validation Over Time

The most radical statement of the stability position would claim that
the point at which personality is measured is irrelevant. Once the
individual has reached full adulthood--say, by age 30--a single
measurement of personality would suffice for a lifetime. Like eye color,
date of birth, or years of education, personality might be considered a
constant in the life of the individual.

There are, of course, a number of reasons to stop short of so
sweeping a stand.
It assumes a perfect correlations of tests over time, a
condition rarely observed even when corrections for unreliability are
made. It also assumes that there are no circumstances under which
personality might regularly be expected to change. Evidence to date shows
only that the events encountered over the course of a lifetime by
volunteer subjects do not systematically produce change. But other
circumstances, such as therapeutic interventions, cataclysmic events, or
severe illnesses, might effect traits. The longitudinal study of
personality in adulthood is simply too young a field to rule otIt these
possibilities.
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On the other hand, if we turn from the individual to the group, much
stronger arguments can be made. On an aggregate level, there appear to be
good grounds for claiming that the time at which measurements are made
shouldmot.affect the results; and in particular, the relations between
different tests ought not to depend on the times when they are
administered. Data collected in the 1960's might be used to validate
tests created in the 1970's, just as if administration had been
contemporaneous.
Time interval does matter, however, when it is too short. Tests
administered at the same sitting, or within a few days of each other, may
share the kinds of distorting influences which lead to retest
unmiiability. Recent events may have temporarily elevated or depressed
subjects' moods; the circumstances of the testing situation may induce
anxiety or defensiveness; the close proximity of the tests may lead
subjects to attempt to be consistent. Whenever two tests are given at the
same time--the usual procedure when attempting to validate new measures- it can be presumed that correlations between the two will be inflated by
the
elements. In this case, some of the sources of unreliability
artifactually increase, rather than decrease, the correlation between
tests.

Because of these reasons, it could be offered as a general rule that
studies of convergent validity should require as many differences in
administration of test and criterion as possible: different
experimenters, different locations, different times of day and seasons of
administration should be sought. Under these conditions, we could be
confident that the observed correlations were not spuriously inflated by
transient and situationally-dependent moods.
In the rest of this chapter we will present data bearing on the
construct validation of a new personality questionnaire, the NEO
The measures with which it
(Neuroticism-Extraversion-Opeuness) Inventory.
will be correlated were collected by other investigators, under different
conditions of administration--and they were administered from 2 to 21
years earlier. Because personality is stable, however, the logic will be
that of a concurrent validational study.

An Example;

The NEO Model

The studies to be reported here were made possible by the work of
investigators who collected data over a period approaching a quarter
century, and by the commitment of the subjects. Participants in the study
are members of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA), a
community-dwelling, generally healthy group of volunteers who have agreed
to return for testing at regu:ar intervals. The sample has been recruited
continuously since 1958, with most new subjects referred by friends or
relatives already in the study. Until 1978, all participants were men,
and only data from men are reported here. Subjects are well educated,
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with 93% high school graduates and 71% college graduates; nearly onefotrth have doctorate level degrees. Subjects range in age from 21 to 91.
the criteria of primary interest are from the Guilford-Zimmerman
Temperament Survey (GZTS; Guilfor4_, Zimmerman, & Guilford, 1976),
administered to subjects from 1:r9 to 1979 on their first or second visit
to the Gerontnlngy Research Center. The GZTS was scored according to
standard i:IstructSons, according to which individuals who used the "?"
response for more than 3 of the 30 items in any scale were considered to
have missing data fcr that scale (Douglas & Arenberg, 1978).
Consequently, correlations with GZTS scales ate based on a varying number
of cases, although all cases for whom data were complete are used in the
analyses. Although it was subsequently readministered, for purposes of
simplicity, only first.dministration data is analysed here.
Over the same petit)d of time, data were also collected on the Cornell
Medical Index (CMI; Bradman, Erdmann, Lorge, & Wolff, 1949). Twelve
sections deal with physical symptoms and six with psychiatric symptoms;
these can be summed to score total physical and psychiatric complaints.
Scores from the WAIS Vocabulary scale and the Army Alpha total (Costa &
Shock, 1980) collected in the same two-decade period are also used.

All of these measures are to be used to consider the convergent and
discriminant validity of three personality instruments administered in the
past two years. Form A of the EPI, with scales for Extraversion,
Neuroticism, and Lie, was mailed to subjects to be completed at home in
September, 1979. The NE0 Inventory, which will be the object of the major
analyses, was mailed to subjects in February, 1980, and the NE) Rating
Form was completed at he in August, 1980 by spouses of subjects whose
husbands or wives were Aliso participants in the BLSA.
Because some
spouses did not partic,Apate, rating data are available for only a subset
of subjects.
The NE0 Inventory measures six facets, or aspects, of three global
domains of personality. Neuroticism is represented by anxi^y, hostility,
depression, self-Lonsciousness, impulsiveness, and vulnerability.
Extraversion includes scales for warmth, gregariousness, assertiveness,
activity, excitement seeking, and positive emotions. Openness to
Experience is measured in the areas of fantasy, aesthetics, feelings,
actions, ideas, and values. Total scores for the three domains are
obtained by summing the scores of the six facets in each. Data on
reliability and factor structure are given elsewhere (McCrae & Costa, in
press), and multi-method validation using spouse ratings has been reported
(McCrae, 1982). The present analyses provide evidence of validity against
different criteria; in addition, since the construct validity of the NE0
les is already fairly well established, they provide a demonstration of
feasibility of using data collected several years previously in
validation studies.
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Table 2

Correlations Between GZTS Scales Administered 1966-1979
And NEO Facets Administered in 1980
GZTS Scales

G

R

-14
23**
-04

-01
-24**
-02

-25**
07
-38***

-25***
-12
-38***

-67***
-47***
-58***

-55***
-44***
-52***

-;1***

-53***
-26**

04

-26**

11

-29***

-28***
-24**
-26**

-04

-37***

-33***

-35***

16
-44***

-34***

-55***
-44***
-39***

-46***
-31***
-38***

-25**
-46***
-03

02
-06
01

-22**
-27**
-10

-26**
-13
-26***

A

S

F,

NE0 Facets
Neuroticism:
Anxiety
Hostility
Depression
SelfConsciousness
Impulsiveness
Vulnerability
Extraversion:
Warmth
Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity
Excitement
Seeking
Positive
Emotions
Openness:
Fantasy
Aesthetics
Feelings
Actions
Ideas
Values

-12
12

-31***

08

11

31***
34***
61***

-08
-25***
-14
-18*

31***
41***
61***
20*

56***
52***
41***
10

41***

-34***

42***

32***

-28***

27**

07
19*

-12
10
00
-10

10

11

22*
22**
12
10

13

-12

26**
31***
31***
29***
23**

18*
17
20*

0

03

15
16
15
01

21***

-13

-08

30***

10

07

-06
26**
21**
20*
08
-05

-30***
19*

-09
03
07
-14

Note:

-20*
15

-06
05
08

-13

08
-05
-20
-16

31***

10
01
01

16
01
-08

-03
00
00
06

-05

01

02

-06

10

-07

05

-22**

22**
31***
31***
09
35***
1 *

-22**

-33***

13

-24**
00
05
-11

-23**

12

06

-12
08
09

-11

-02
00
-15
24**
11

00

GZTS scales are General activity (G), Restraint (R), Ascendance (A), Sociability (S), Emotional stability
(E), Objectivity (0), Friendliness (F), Thoughtfulness (T), Personal Relations (P), and Masculinity (M).
N = 138 to
152.
Decimal points omitted.
*2 < .05;
**2 < .01;
***E < .001.
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Correlations Fran Two Decades

Table 2 gives the correlations between GZTS scales administered
between 1966 and 1979 and NEO facets administered in 1980, at least one
year after the last GZTS. The average interval between the two tests was
9.1 years. Despite this considerable lapse of time, construct validity is
very much in evidence. General activity from the GZTS is most strongly
correlated with NE0 activity; GZTS assertiveness with NEO assertiveness;
GZTS sociability with NEO warmth; GZTS emotional stability and
objectivity (negatively) with NEO anxiety; GZTS friendliness (negatively)
with NEO hostility; GZTS thoughtfulness with NEO openness to ideas. At a
more global level, the GZTS Extraversion scales (G, A, and S) are
correlated chiefly with NEO Extraversion scales; GZTS Emotional Health
scales (E, 0, F, P, and PO show consistent negative correlations with NEO
Neuroticisn scales. Finally, the magnitude of the correlations requires
comment: Almost all exceed .30, and several reach .60. Considering the
somewhat different conceptions underlying the two instruments, these are
large correlations.
But perhaps more impressive data is given in Table 3. Here the same
correlations are presented for subjects who first completed the GZTS in
the period from 1959 to 1966. At least 14, and as many as 21 years
separate the two testing sessions; yet the correlations in Table 3 are
almost identical to those in Table 2. Of the 86 significant correlations
in Table 2, 67 (or 77%) are also significant in Table 3. Correlations for
scales in the Neuroticism domain appear to be somewhat smaller in Table 3
than in Table 2, but those in the Extraversion domain are as large or
larger. Indeed, a correlation of .66 is seen between GZTS activity and
NEO activity in a sample of over 140 men after an average interval of 17.8
years.
In interpreting and comp-ring these two tables; it must be recalled
that two different samples are involved. Even random samplez are bound to
differ in some respects, and these two groups of men are hardly random
samples. There is some reason to believe that the initial group of
volunteers differed systematically in intelligence and adjustment from
later volunteers, and these differences might influence the correlations
between the GZTS and NEO.
In view of this, the similarities between the
two tables are even more remarkable. Further analyses will carbine
subjects from the entire interval 1959-1979.
A joint factor analysis of the two instruments can demonstrate
convergence at the domain level. The average interval between GZTS and
NEO administrations was 13.5 years for the 235 men with complete data on
both instruments.
GZTS has been shown to have three factor: in a
series of analyses (Guilford, Zimmerman, & Guilford, 1976); the same
three factors were found in the present sample (McCrae, Costa, ci Arenberg,
1980). We interpreted as neuroticism a factor Guilford labeled Emotional
Health, and identified our own Extraversion with his Social Activity
factor.
The third factor in the GZTS, celled Thinking Introversion,
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Table 3

Correlations Between GZTS Scales Administered 1959-1966
And NEO Facets Administered in 1980
GZTS Scales

0
NEO Facets
Neuroticism:
Anxiety
Hostility
Depression

-07
08
-11

05
-11
01

-24**
01
-20*

-28***
-10
-25**

-53***
-22**
-37***

-44***
-27***
-44***

-30***
-39***

-14
-01
-26**

02
-33***
-10

-40***
-03
_39***

-36***
06
_35***

-37***
-25**
_17*

-41***
-21**
-18*

-21*
-27***

29***
32***
56***
32***

47***
57***
53***
30***

04
16
25**
12

10

-28***

-07
01

-26**
-24**
-32***

-12
-10
-18*

03
-10
-20*

-31***
-20*
-16

-22**
-12
-06

16

09
20*

11

Self -

Consciousness
Impulsiveness
Vulnerability
Extraversion:
Warmth
Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity
Excitement
Seeking
Pos.tive
Emotions

24**
28***
47***
66***

-09
-26**
-02

27***

-33***

20*

37***

33***

-19*

27***

42***

00

03

-15
-01

14

01
-06
-15
-16*

02

15

-24**

03

07

-11

38***
27***

-03
.12

04

12
08

-17*

-02

06

07

-01

-07

00

13

Openness:
00
-09
17*
-04
-23**
-28***
-04
-09
01
-09
Fantasy
-12
-02
22**
-04
-05
-07
06
11
21*
-02
Aesthetics
-10
-09
38***
-15
-23**
-22**
23**
17*
01
27**
Feelings
07
13
-01
10
18*
25**
19*
21*
-14
15
Actions
-04
03
35***
08
-12
-08
01
08
31***
-02
Ideas
05
09
-01
01
07
00
-02
05
-10
-03
Values
Note: GZTS scales are General activity (G), Restraint (R), Ascendance (A), Sociability (S), Emotional stability
(E), Objectivity (0), Friendliness (F), Thoughtfulness (T), Personal Relations (P), and Masculinity (M). N = 140 to
152. Decimal points omitted.
***2 < .001.
**2 < .01;
*JE < .05;
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Table 4
Joint Factor Loadings for GZTS Scales Administered 1959-1979
And NEO Facets Administered 1980
Factors
Neuroticism

Extraversion

Openness

GZTS Scales
General activity
Restraint
Ascendance
Sociability
Emotional stability
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal relations
Masculinity

64
-50

35

67

67
-75
-77
-63

-38
67

-57
-41

NEO Facets
Anxiety
Hostility
Depression
Self-Consciousness
Impulsiveness
Vulnerability

77
67
76
66
62
48

Warmth
Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity
Excitement seeking
Positive emotions
Fantasy
Aesthetics
Feelings
Actions
Ideas
Values

-35
-47
48

67
71
60
64
59
37

32

49
67
63
40
72
46

Note: Varimax-rotated principle components for 235 men.
points omitted;
loadings less than .30 not shown.
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appeared to be the weakest of the three, since the two scales making it
up, restraint and thoughtfulness, show only a very small simple
correlation. We believe that restraint is more akin to low excitement
seeking, a facet of Extraversion, and that thoughtfulness may be related
to Openness.
These conceptual correspondences are fully corroborated empirically
by the three-factor solution presented in Table 4. In fact, the emergence
of Neuroticism, Extraversion, and Openness factors across two different
instruments administered decades apart is a dramatic confirmation of two
ideas we have been advancing for several years: that these are three
major domains of personality, and that personality is stable.

Correlates of Three Domains

Table 5 presents a broader array of correlates in a somewhat
In place of the specific scales of the GZTS, second
simplified form.
order domain scores are used. A Neuroticism score was formed by
reflecting and summing emotional stability, objectivity, friendliness, and
personal relation; and an Extraversion score was formed by summing
general activity, ascendance, sociability and (reflected) restraint. The
thoughtfulness scale is used to represent the third factor. Summary
scores from the CMI and measures of intelligence and education are also
included.
In addition to the NEO Inventory, Table 5 also presents correlations
with the two other personality measures administered in the past two
years: the EPI and the NEO Ratings. Overall domain scores have been
used, and the columns have been organized by domain to facilitate
comparisons across instruments.
Results are clear ano in keeping with expectations about the nature
of the consttucts. Neuroticism is significantly related to (or, to
preserve the time sequence, preJicted by) GZTS Neuroticism, and CMI
physical and psychiatric complaints. It is unrelated to measures of
intelligence or education. Extraversion is strongly correlated with GZTS
Extraversion, and there is sane suggestion that introverts are more
intelligent, at least in this sample. Extraversion is unrelated co CMI
complaints. Openness to Experience, as measured by the NEO self-reports
and spouse ratings, is clearly related to GZTS thoughtfulness, and shows a
tendency to be associated with Extraversion;. it is substantially
independent of CMI complaints. Openness is also correlated with measures
Note, however,
of intelligence and education (cf. Costa & McCrae, 1978).
that the correlations are not sufficiently large to permit the
interpretation that Openness is nothing but intelligence.
For completeness, we have also included the Lie scale of the EPI,
which shows small correlations with GZTS Neuroticism and CMI Psychiatric
complaints. Although this might be interpreted as evidence that tnese

tA 7

Table 5

Correlations of NEO, NEO Rating, and EPI Scores Administered in 1979-1980
With GZTS, CMI, and Intelligence Measures Administered 1959-1979
Neuroticism
NEO
Self

NEO
Rating

Openness

Extraversion
EPI

NEO
Self

-04

66***
-17
17**

-01
70***
-01

-05
59***
-OS

15
15

41***
46***

-06
-12*

-20***
-16**
-01

NEO
Rating

EPI

NEO
Self

Lie

NEO
Rating

EPI

GZTS Factorsa

Neuroticism
Extraversion
Thoughtfulness

61***
-19**
03

27**
03

22*
17
26**

-28***
-10

-14*

19**
36***

07
-08

00
-05

12*
05

14
05

-10
-16**

-10
-14
20*

-29***
-25***
-11

29***
32***
24***

28**
27**
31***

-08
-21***
-01

01
66***

08

01

CMI sectionsb
Physical
Psychiatric

34***
41***

Intelligencec

WAIS Vocabulary
Army Alpha Tote'
Education

-02
05
-10

-06
-07
-12

-01
04
-01

348
Note: aN = 258-300 for NEO Self-reports, 103-1g5 for Spouse ratings, 288-330 for EPI. bN = 303 for NEO
,Self-reports, 123 for Spouse ratinc,s, 332 for EPI.
N = 261-316 for NEO Self-reports, 104-130 for Spouse ratings,
286-351 for EPI. Decimal points omitted. *p < .05;
**p < .01;
***p < .001.

Table 6

Correlations of CMI Psychiatric Sections Administered 1959-1979
With NEO Neuroticism Facets Administered 1980

Cornell Medical Index "Moods and Feelings"

Inadequacy

Depression

Anxiety

Anger

Sensitivity

Tension

NEO Neuroticism

Anxiety

25***

27***

27***

35***

34***

30***

Hostility

04

24***

21***

28***

37***

15*

Depression

20***

32***

15**

32***

27***

24***

Self-Consciousness

27***

32***

11

29***

24***

25***

Impulsiveness

10

10

11

14*

14*

10

Vulnerabilitj

34***

29***

12*

25***

19***

31***

Note:

Decimal points omitted.

N = 303.

349

*p < .05;

**2 < .01;

***2 < .001.
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measures are somewhat distorted by the influence of social desirability,
other analyses suggest that the Lie scale is instead substantively related
to Neuroticism (McCrae & Costa, in press).
Correlations with NEO ratings are generally smaller than those with
self-reports, and occasionally fail to Leach statistical significance, in
part because they are based oin considerably fewer cases. Considering
that the correlations shown here cross instruments, methods of
measurement, and 2 to 20 years, however, the pattern of results should be
convincing. The correlation of .59 between GZTS Extraversion and spouserated NEO Extraversion is particularly remarkable.
Finally, Table 6 gives correlations between individual CMI
psychiatric section scores and NEO Neuroticism facets. Since psychiatric
symptoms are the extreme expression of normal Neuroticism, we would expect
most of the correlations to be positive. Examination of the individual
sections, however, gives an opportunity to
,* the discriminant validity
of the NEO Neuroticism facets.
The CMI is a less-than-ideal instrument for assessing psychiatric
symptoms, and a number of superior measures, like the SCL-90 (Derogatis,
1977), now exist.
In 1959, however, when data collection began at the
BLSA, it was not a bad choice. As a criterion against which to validate
the NEO scales, its chief drawback is that many of the items reflect such
sever pathology that endorsement frequencies are very low. Out of a
possible total of 45 items, the average BLSA participant endorsed only
2.23. In addition, some of the descriptive labels given to the scales are
somewhat misleading: Sensitivity refers to "touchiness" or irritability,
and tension involves severe signs of anxiety including nightmares and
breaking out in a cold sweat.
In view of these considerations, the evidence of discriminant
validity within the domain of Neuroticism is fairly strong. CMI
inadequacy and tension are most strongly related to NEO vulnerability;
CMI depression to NEO depression an6 self-consciousness; CMI anxiety to
NEO anxiety; and CMI sensitivity to NEO hostility. The only unexpected
finding is with CMI anger, which is more highly correlated with NEO
anxiety, depression, and self-consciousness than with NEO hostility.

Some Implications and Issues

Historical Effects on Test Data

As the value of longitudinal studies becomes more apparent, we can
expect more researchers to collect and archive personality data, or to
retrieve and retest subject populations measured some time before (e.g.,
Woodruff, in press). Longitudinal methodologists have pointed out that
there are potential problems in the use of such data, since the meaning of

,
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the test may have changed in the intervening years. This phenomenon can
readily be envisioned in the case of attitudinal research: attitudes
toward women that were radical in the 1950's might be middle -of- the - :oad
toclay.

In the case of personality measures, this concern appears to be less
well-founded. Over the past 20 years, scales measuring the major
dimensions of personality do not appear to have altered in meaning
substantially. Subjects today appear to respond to test items in much the
same way as they did in the 1950's and 1960's. Basic aspects of
temperament are relatively impervious to historical changes, and
longitudinal research can use older personality data with some confidence
that the meaning of test items has not changed.
Indeed, it seems more likely that what may have changed is our
conceptualization of what older tests measure. For example, the
Bernreuter (1935) inventory contained a scale labelled "introversion" that
we might now conceptualize instead as social anxiety, a part of
Neuroticism. Slch hypotheses are ..::stable if we readminister older
instruments and revalidate them against better conceptualized and
psychometrically more sophisticated measures. Since the relations between
tests appear to change little over an inter:val of years, we could use the
results of contemporary studies to reinterpret older findings on the basis
of our current understanding of the nature of the constructs they measure.

Accumulating Data on a Single Sample

When v& began to work with longitudinal studies and their pools of
indefinitely-retestable subjects, we soon realized that one of their major
strengths had usually been overlooked by the advocates of longitudinal
research. Once a battery of measures has been collected or a sample, the
addition of each new measure permits an entire study on the relations of
that measure to all the others. The hundred-and-first scale may take only
a few minutes to administer, but it will provide information on 100
Instead of gathering a
dirf,:zent convergent or discriminant relations.
new sample whenever one wishes to investigate the relation between two
tests, administering new tests to the same subjects previously tested
becomes increasingly profitable with each new measure.
Some researchers have recognized this fact and attempted to
capitalize on it by undertaking massive testig programs in a few days or
weeks (e.g., Coen, 1974). In addition to being extremely burdensome to
subjects, this strategy suffers from the possible confounding effects of
temporary states or situational influences that all the tests will share
It is both more humane and more informative to stretch the
in common.
period of data gathering out over a period of months or y .rs.
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The data in this chapter suggest that such a strategy might well be
carried out over decades. Personality researchers might select a group of
subjects and test them every six months for 50 years, using whatever
personality measures and constructs seemed most appropriate at the time.
The result would be an immense archive of information, providing
definitive studies on the relations between traits and their successive
operationalizations. In addition, of course, it would be a longitudinal
record, allowing studies o" antecedents and outcomes that would be
invaluable in showing the influence of personality on the shaping of the
life course (McCrae & Costa, 1982a).
Of course, the accumulation of so much data on a single sample would
present certain statistical problems. The probability of spurious
correlations would be high, and researchers would need to adopt stringent
probability requirements and rely heavily on internal replication.
In
addition, the sample itself would have to be very large--probably several
thousand to begin with--and ought certainly to be more representative of
the population in general than most longitudinal studies have been. But
these kinds of populations do exist (e.g., Bachman, O'Malley, & Johnston,
1978), and systematic study of them would be well worth the effort
involved in recruiting and maintaining the sample.

Stability in the Individual

Finally, the stability of personality is sufficiently high to warrant
judicious use of personality data as a part of individuals' permanent
records. Physicians, for example, might want to include personality
scores taken in young adulthood as part of the standard medical history.
With some training in psychology, this information might be of use to the
physician in dealing with his or her patient--for Example, in interpreting
the significance of medical complaints (Costa, Fleg, McCrae, & Lakatta,
1982; Costa & McCrae, 1980b).
In addition, documented changes in
personality might provide useful diagnostic information in some cases.
Certainly the research applications are attractive: With such records on
most of the population, we could resolve once and for all many questions
about the medical consequences of such dispositions as anxiety,
depression, Impulsiveness, or activity level.
Although these kinds of records are frequently kept in Europe,
Americans have traditionally been wary of official dossiers on them, and
the potential for abuse is significant: an individual who scored high on
a measure of neuroticism once, at age 25, might be labeled "neurotic" for
a lifetime. Trained psychologists have to be reminded that all scores are
subject to error of measurement, and that Neuroticism is a normal
personality dimension;
laymen could easily misunderstand this
information. Even the simple statement that personality is stable can be
dangerous if it confirms people in mistaken preconceptions or deprives
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individuals of hope for personal growth and fulfillment. These ethical
issues will become increasingly salient as the evidence of stability in
personality accumulates.

Summary

A number of previous articles have provided evidence on the stability
of personality traits, and a few (e.g., Costa & McCrae, 1980a) have used
longitudinal data to show that personality variables preceeded, and thus
may have caused, later outcomes. As far as we know, however, this article
presents the first systematic attempt to assess the convergent and
discriminant validity of a personality inventory using criteria collected
as much as 20 years before. The results show strong patterns of construct
validity for the NEO Inventory and NEO Rating Form, expecially since the
correlations cannot be due to transient states or situational influences
shared in common by the measure and the criteria. Indirectly, the results
also reaffirm the conclusion that personality is extremely stable in
adulthood.
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Personality as a Lifelong Determinant of Well-Being
Paul T. Costa, Jr.
and
Robert R. McCrae

Despite the folk wisdom implicit in such sayings as "money can't buy
happiness", one of the most difficult less,,ns for students of well-being
to learn has been the relative independence of objective and subjective
well-being (Lawton, this volume). Most of us firmly believe that we would
be happier if we had better health, greater prestige, lower taxes, or more
security. The life stories of a hundred movie stars or lottery winners
notwithstanding, we feel certain that we would appreciate our new-found
blessings and live happily ever after if only we got whatever it is we
currently want.
Cbnver-ely, we expect we would be less happy if we had poorer health,
lower status, less money, fewer friends. _And since all these together
with decline in sexual vigor, loss of physical beauty, and the imminence
of death--are associated with age, most of us regard the approach of old
age with attitudes ranging from resignation to gloom to desperation.
Surely old people must be among the most unhappy of all groups!

Yet survey research has shown again and again that the elderly are
not particularly unhappy in fact, may be more satisfied with life than
are younger men and women (Andrews & Withey, 1976; Campbell, Converse, &
Rogers, 1976; Herzog, Rodgers, & Woodworth, 1982). Should that be taken
as evidence that life 3 better for the aged than we imagined, that there
are compensatory gains? Does it suggest that their responses to measures
of subjective well-being are meaningless, mere rationalizations, a brave
but false front intended to deny the inevitable? Or is happiness perhaps
determined by other factors that do not change with age?
These questions are of more than academic interest, but even as
intellectual problems they are fascinating. Their answers delx...A on an
understanding of the relations between environment and cognition,
cognition and affect: affect and personality. None of these is fully
understood, but in recent years considerable progress has been made. This
chapter will review some of the evidence and present results of new
studies confirming, extending, and in some cases modifying a model of
personality and subjective well-being we have been developing over the
pisst few years. Our new data come from the Augmented Baltimore
Longitudinal Study -f Aging (ABLSA; McCrae, 1982), a well-educated,
generally healthy, community-dwelling group of volunteers who cover the
full adult age range and have been studied for as much as 25 years.
Other
research, done. here (Costa, McCrae, & Norris, 1980;
Lawton, this volume)
and abroad (Warr, Barter, & Brownbridge, 1983) supports the
generalizability of the basic model.
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Before we attempt to explain the paradox of happiness in old age, we
should be sure that the reports that create it are trustworthy. When
self-report results contradict experimenter expectations, social
desirability Jr defensive responding is often urged as an explanation of
the discrepancy. Tamir (1982), for example, thinks that her failure to
find much evidence of a mid-life crisis can be accounted for by socially
desirable responding in middle aged men, and Herzor
Rodgers, and
Woodworth (1982) raise this as a possible explanation for the high
reported life-satisfaction of the elderly. Because most research on
well-being is done using self-reports (and must be if subjective
well-being is the variable of interest), this charge would be serious if
supported.
But there are at least three good reasons for doubting that it is
First, despite widespread beliefs, social desirability as a
response style has rarely proven to be a significant threat to the
validity of self-report measures (Dicken, 1963; McCrae & Costa, in
press). Second, the hypothetical distortion we attribute to the elderly
would also have to be attributed to minorities, the poor, the
undereducated, and many other groups who might be supposed to be lower in
well-being, but who show relatively small differences in most studies
(e.g., Andrews & Withey, 1976). When so many groups that should be
unhappy are not, some process more fundamental than mere responding bias
is suggested. Third, there is an alternative explanation that plausibly
accounts for the general lack of age differences: adaptation theory.
true.

Adaptation level (Helson, 1964) is a general theory of perception
that holds that an individual's estimation of quantity depends on his or
her recent experience rather than on absolute standards. A brass band may
sound "loud" to a devotee of chamber music, but not to a rock musician.
The same model has been extended to more abstract perceptions, including
satisfaction with housing, perceived health, and general well-being
(Brickman & Campbell, 1971). According to this model, changes in the
quality of life lead to increase, in happiness only temporarily, until the
neutral point of comparison has been reset. Brickman and Campbell refer
to this phenomenon as the "hedonic treadmill", and they imply that the
rising standard of living that America enjoyed in the fifties and sixties
could not be expected to produce a concomitant rise in well-being. The
good news, of course, is that the declining standard of living of recent
years has brought less misery than it would have had we not all adjusted
our expectations downward.

Brickman, Coates, and Janoff-Bulman (1978) gave a dramatic example of
the power of adaptation by comparing lottery winners with paraplegics and
showing little difference in well-being. A more persuasive test of
adaption level theory would utilize a longitudinal design: we would
predict large initial differences between groups who had recently
experienced tragic or fortunate events, followed by gradual readjustment
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to a neutral point. In the absence of such studies, adaptation level
theory remains an attractive and intuitive hypothesis.

Note, however, that this theory calls for a reinterpretation of most
measures of psychological well-being. Well-being has been measured as
satisfaction in different areas of life, as a balance of positive to
negative affects (Bradburn, 1969), or as a simple avowal of happiness
(Gurin, Veroff & Feld, 1960). But all these indices of subjective
well-being have customarily been interpreted as reflections of the
objective quality of life. Happy, satisfied people must be leading
re;garding lives--or so it was assumed. But if we take adaptation level
theory seriously, we will interpret these signs differently. We will say
instead that, compared to the recently established neutral point, happy
and satisfied people are better off than they were. Happiness becomes
entirely relative, and the basis of comparison is recent past experience.
We could not, under this theory, tell whether the quality of life was good
or bad in any absolute sense; we could only infer that it had recently
improved or deteriorated. As long as negative age-change- are
sufficiently gradual, they might have no noticeable impact on subjective
well - being..

Personality and Well-Being

Although there is doubtless a good deal of truth in this model of
happiness, there are also some serious flaws. Studies of the stability of
happiness show that something else must be going on as well.
If well-being were nothing but temporary perturbations around a
neutral point, then we would expect most individuals to be unhappy as
often as happy. In fact, retest correlations of well-being measures ought
to be consistently negative, because the happier one is today, the higher
the neural point becomes, and the more likely one is to be unhappy
tomorrow. Happiness could be sustained only for the fortunate few whose
lives every day in every way were getting better and better.
Yet data from a number of studies cleariy show that, while not
immutable, happiness is relatively stable in individuals. We recently
readministered a battery of well-being measures to our ABLSA subjects
after an interval of two years. The battery inclmod the Bradburn (1969)
Affect Balance Scales, that yield separate scores for Positive Affect
(PAS), Negative Affect (NhS) and the difference of these two, Affect
Balance; a Satisfaction index that asks whether subjects are not at all,
somewhat, or very satisfied with fourteen areas of living (housing, city,
government, work, leisure, appearance, sex, health, marriage, family,
finances, friends, self-respect, and faith); and the Delighted-Terrible
(D-T) scale of Andrews and Withey (1976), a single item which asks
subjects to evaluate their life as a whole. Retest correlations for these
five measures range from .47 to .63 (&N = 473, p < .001). Similar values
have been reported elsewhere for different intervals (Costa E McCrae,
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Palmore & Kivett, 1977). Well-being indicators may well be
sensitive to short-term changes in life quality, but they are also
influenced by more enduring conditions.
1981;

As Bradburn and others have consistently demonstrated, positive
affect and negative affect are independent contributors to global
well-being. In part this appears to be because the external eveni7f, that
elicit than are independent (Warr, Barter, & Brownbridge, 1983), like the
hygenic and intrinsic factors that have been identified as contributors to
job satisfaction (Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959). But another
reason for their independence is that positive affect and negative affect
are differentially related to the two personality dimensions of
extraversion and neuroticism. We believe the influence of these
personality dimensions contributes to stability in well-being.
In data from Boston's Normative Aging Study (Costa & McCrae, 1980a),
we showed that Positive Affect Scale (PAS) scores in a large sample of
adult men were consistently related to personality traits which together
formed the broad domain of extraversion. Negative Affect Scale (NAS)
scores were unrelated to extraversion, but were predicted by traits in the
domain of neuroticism. Affect Balance scores, along with other global
measures of well-being (hopelessness, personal security, and a life
satisfaction index) were related positively to extraversion and negativelyl
to neuroticism.

Well-Being and Personality in Adult Men and Women: New Data

In our more recent research we have employed a new instrumentthe
Neuroticism-EXtraversinn-Openness or NE0 Inventory to assess personality
(Costa & McCrae, 1980., McCrae & C.Dsta, in press). The NE0 Inventory
provides scores on six different facets or aspects for each of three
distinct, global domains of personality. Domain scores for N, E, and 0
are formed by summing tne respective six subscales. The inclusion of
separate facets allows us to determine which specific aspects of
neuroticism and extraversion are responsible for the associations with
well-being.
The right panel of Table 1 shows the relations between NE0 scales and
well-being measures administered in 1979 to a sample of 350 men aged 25 to
91. As hypothesized, PAS is related chiefly to traits in the domain of
extraversion, NAS to traits in the domain of neuroticism. Both
extraversion and neuroticism are associated with overall well-being,
whether measured as affect balance, satisfaction, or the single-item D-T
scale.

An examination of specific facets shows that all of the neuroticism
facets or traits, especially anxiety and depression, are rela*:ed to
well-being. Individuals who are chronically anxious, hostile, depressed,
self-conscious, impulse-ridden, and vulnerable to stress are (not
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Table 1

Correlations Between Self-Reportei NEO Scales and 1979 Well-Being Measures

Mena
PAS

NAS

Balance

NEO Scale
Anxiety
Hosti3itY
Depression
Self-Consciousness
Impulsiveness
Vulnerability
Neuroticism

-14**
-09
-20***
-10

Warmth
Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity
Exc&tement Seeking
Positive Emotions
Extraversion

23***
14*
24***
30***
14**
40***
36***

Fantasy
Aesthetics
Feelings
Actions
Ideas
Values
Openness

06
20***

06

-23***
-15**

24***
13*
14*
04

21***

40***
32***
44***
32***
29***
20***
45***

-11*
00
-13*
00

13*
-01
-02

23***
05
18***
02
02
18***
18***

Wamenb
Satis- D-T Scale
faction

-37***
-27***
-44***
-29***
-15**
-29***
-41***

-35***
-28***
-43***
-27***
-23***
-31***
-42***

-36***

-24*"
-42***
-27***
-12*
-30***
-38***

PAS

-18**
-13*
-28***
-16*
-08
-19**
-23***

NAS

34***
34***
59***
38***
39***
43***
54***

23***

22***

25***

17**

09

06

05

24***
20***

17**

11*
17**
04
01
35***

19***
16**

-11

05
39***

22***

28***

20**
-12*
01

01

28***
26***
-12*
10
04

08
08
-09
02

10

-05
22***
17**

-15**
09
08
07
06
-04
03

-06
08
09
13*
04

-09
05

a

-04
25***
08
17**
09
03
15*

-10
00

13*

23***
00

21***
-01
-06
04
10

3alance

Satis- D-T Scale
faction

-35***
-32***
-59***
-36***
-32***
-42***
-52***

-27***
-29***
-41***
-31***
-30***
-34***
-42***

-29***
-31***
-44***
-30***
-24***
-40***
-43***

17***

24***

03

10

19**
08
-09
25***

23***
05
16**
06
-07
35***

20**

21***

19**
01
-11
33***

17***
-19**
15*
-10
12
10
-01
02

-14*
01
-04
12
04
-09
-03

-15*
06
00
04
01
-09
-03

Note:
b
N w 350 for Bradburn scales; 344 for Satisfaction;
342 for D-T Scale.
N = 256 for Bradburn scales;
256 for Satisfaction; 250 for D-T Scale. Decimal points omitted.
*2 < .05;
**2 < .01;
***2 < .001.
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surprisingly) likely to have an unfavorable affect balance, and to be
dissatisfied with life. In the case of extraversion, the relationships
seem more differentiated. Interpersonal warmth leads to greater
happiness, but mere gregariousness often does not, despite the fact that
these two aspects of sociability are highly correlated. Assertiveness and
the predisposition to experience positive anotions consistently correlate
with happiness and life satisfaction, but excitement seeking (which is
akin to Zuckerman's (1979) sensatic.n seeking) does not. Activity is
related to positive affect, but not to life satisfaction.
As in all our previous studies on this topic, the data in the right
panel of Table 1 derive only from men. Can the same model be applied to
women? The left hand panel of Table 1 suggests that it can. Personality
data from 256 women aged 24 to 96 are presented here, and the same general
prttern is found.
In this sample, the relation between NAS and
neuroticism is exceptionally high (r = .54); correlations with
extraversion are comparable to those found in men. As in men, depression
is the facet contributing most to the prediction of NAS; warmth,
assertiveness, and positive anotions are most strongly related to PAS.
The data from both men and women call for a reinterpretation of the
relations between extraversion and well-being. In many respects
extraversion appears to be a more complex dimension than neuroticism,
compounding the conceptual difficulties that arise from its frequent
confusion with the Jungian concept of the same name (McCrae, 1983).
Eysenck and Eysenck (1968) argued that sociability and impulsivity were
identifiable components of a larger extraversion factor, and factor
analyses of the NEO Inventory (McCrae F. Costa, in press) found dominance,
affiliation, and impulsivity components. Excitement seeking and
gregariousness e rents placed in the impulsivity Component, do not
appear to be related to subjective -well-being. This suggests that the
arousal associated with thrill-seeking and the social stimulation of
crowds does not contribute to well-being. Instead, friendliness,
self-confidence, and cheerfulness appear to be the key facets of
extraversion responsible for the association.
(Incidentally, these
distinctions show the potential utility of the multifaceted approach to
measuring personality domains embodied in the NEO Inventory.)
Wessman and Ricks (1966; Wessman, 1977) point out that hedonic
level the average level of day to day mood is independent of mood
variability.
They found that individuals who experienced the most
dramatic mood shifts were neither more nor less happy than stable
individuals. They were, however, characterized by such personality traits
as imagination, enthusiasm, and openness, whereas less moody individuals
were rigid, cautious, and closed. Openness to experience seems to have
similar effects on subjective well-being. Individuals who are open to
experience seek varie-y and novelty, and have an appreciation for the
intrinsic value of experience itself. Such people are likely to be more
sensitive than others to both positive and negative experiences, and in
previous studies openness has been shown to be related to both PAS and
NAS, but not to affect balance !i-;:Crae, 1983). Examination of Table 1
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supports this hypothesis in men, and partially supports it among women.
Openness to aesthetic experience is particularly associated with PAS;
openness to fantasy with NAS. Openness to feelings, appropriately, is
positively related to both, as is overall openness.

Avoiding Artifacts A Second Opinion on Personality

The relations of extraversion and neuroticism to subjective
well-being are, from one point of view, not surprising.
People who are
chronically depressed and anxious are likely to be unhappy;
those who are
friendly, self-confident, and cheerful are likely to be happy. But on a
topic where so many of our expectations are wrong, these basic
relationships stand out. Andrews and Withey, for example, report that
family life-cycle stage, age, income, education, race, and sex together
account for only 8% of the variance in well-being. From Table 1 we can
see that extraversion alone accounts for abou- the same amount of
variance, and neuroticism accounts for as much as 27%. Personality is
probably the strongest known predictor of well-being.
But Lawton (personal communication, April, 1983) has pointed out that
there is a potential confound in these comparisons. In all our studies to
date, self-reports of personality have been correlated with self-reports
of wellbeing. Any biases that affect responses to one will probably also
affect the other. This is particularly problematic in tie case of
Bradburn'S scales, where key words--"anxious", "excited", "lonely",
"proud"--often are also found in the its of personality inventories.
The peculiarities of each individual's vocabulary may act across
instruments to inflate the correlations. At a more fundamental level,
both instruments draw on the individual's particular view of him- or
herself and of the surrounding world, and it is always a matter of
question how well individuals know themselves, or at least how accurate
their self-reports are.
If we are interested in subjective well-being, of course, we have no
choice but to ask the individual directly. If I claim to be unhappy, who
can dispute it? Self-reports are virtually unavoidable in this context
(Carp, 1977). But personality is different. Although inner thoughts and
experiences are among the most important indicators of personality, they
are by no means the only manifestations. Neuroticism, extraversion, and
openness to experience ought to show up in overt behaviors, in
interpersonal relationships, in the expression of emotions, in attitudes
and values. An observer with sufficient familiarity shcald be able to
rate an individual's personality even without access to inner experience,
and the literature on the cc-respondence between self-reports and ratings
confirms this expectation (MCCrae, 1982).
Observer ratings are not infallible, either. Raters may be biased
themselves, or poor observers, or prone to the kinds of response styles
(like acquiesence) .nat may distort self-reports. But they do have the
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Clear advantage of being an indriendent source of data. While response
biases may inflate correlations between one self-report and another, they
restrict correlations between self-reports and observer ratings by
introducing unshared error variance. The correlations in Table 1 may
represent the upper bound of the personality/well-being relationship;
correlations with rated personality would provide a lower bound.
Table 2 provides just such correlations using ratings made by
husbands and wiver of subjects on a third-person version of the NE0
Inventory %see McCrae, 1982, for details). Correlations are somewhat
smaller than in self- repjrt studies, but the pattern of results is
strikingly similaf. All the neuroticism facets are related to well-being,
as are warmth, assertiveness, and positive emotions from the extraversion
domain. Spouse-rated neuroticism appears to be a much better predictor
than extraversion; even PAS is more strongly related to neuroticism t'an
to extraversion. Perhaps the absence of joy is interpreted by externa
observers as a sign of maladjqstment. The openness scales also show the
same pattern seen in self-reports, though the correlation of total
openness with NAS does not reach significance.
Judging from these correlations, facets of extraversion account for
about 5% of the variance in well-being, and neuroticism for about 14%.
Once again, these compare favorably with demographic predictors.

The Enduring Influence of Dispositions

The importance to adult development of the relation between
personality and well-being stems from the fact that personality
dispositions are extraordinarily stable in adulthood. A series of
longitudinal studies (Block, 1977; Costa & McCrae, 1977; Costa, McCrae,
& Lrenberg, 1960; Leon, Gillum, Gillum & Gouze, 1979) have shown that
objectively measured personality dispositions routinely show retest
correlations of .70 or higher over intervals of six to thirty years, and
that stability is found equally in young and old adults. In addition,
studies on mean level differences in personality (Costa & McCrae, 1978;
Douglas & Arenberg, 1978; Siegler, George, & Okun, 1979) have
consistently shown little or no change in the average level of traits. As
Dibner remarked, "At any point in time, a person is more like he has
always been than he is like peers of his age group. A mature, nonneurotic
younger person is likely to be a well-adjusted older person.
The neurotic
aged were most likely neurotic through much of their lives" (1975, p.
80) .

To the extent that well-being depends on personality, it follows that
an individual's well-being can be predicted years in advance by assessment
of personality. Psychologists are not prophets, and we cannot predict
whether life will hold wealth or poverty, health a: illness, love or loss.
But--if our model is correct--we can predict how individuals will evaluate
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Table 2
Correlations Between Spouse Rated NEO Scales
And 1979 Well -Being Measures in Men and Women

PAS

NAS

Balance

NE0 Scales

Satis- D-T Scale
faction

Anxiety
Hostility
Depression
Self-Consciousness
Impulsiveness
Vulnerability
Neuroticism

-23***
-17**
-25***
-23***
-10
-19**
-24***

Warmth
Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity
Excitement Seeking
Positive Enotions
Extraversion

21***
12*

Fantasy
Aesthetics
Feelings
Actions
Ideas
Values
Openness

04

20**k

15*
05
09
07
12*
14*

06
19**
01

10
06

02
21***
19***

30***
24***
38***
24***
22***
29***
36***
-06
02
-05
06
07

-07
-01

-07
05
10

Note: N = 296 fog. 3radburn scales;
Scale.

Decimal points omitted.

*2 < .05;

-35***
-27***
-41***
-31***
-21***
-32***
-40***

-26**
-28***
-29***
-16**
-29***
-21***
-12***

-31***
-26***
-35***
-28***
-19**
-36***
-37***

18**
07
10
00
-03
18**
13*

22***

20***

05
03

10
07
04

-10
06
-09
05
10
04
02

-03
-12*
15**
08

-15*
00

-03
04
02
03

-02

-02
26***
17**
-07
01
-02
06
11
06
04

291 for Satisfaction;

**.E < .01;

***.2 < .001.
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whatever life cirJumstances they encounter, whether they will be happy or
unhappy with their lot (cf. Conley, in press).
This is a bold claim, but one supported by data. In the Boston
longitudinal study, extraversion and neuroticism scores from the Sixteen
Personality Factor Questionnaire (Cattell, Flier, & Tats.,,Ka, 1970) were
significantly related to well-being measures administered ten years later
(Costa & McCrae, 1980a). Scores from the Wilford-Zimmerman Temperament
Survey (GZTS; Guilford, Zimmerman, and Guilford, 1976) predicted
happiness, life satisfaction, and personal adjustment to aging over 6 and
12 year intervals in the BLSA sample (Costa, Micerae, & Norris, 1980). The
well-being batteries administered in 1979 and 1981 provide another
opportunity to test this prediction.
Table 3 gives the correlations between GZTS scores collected in the
period from 1959 to 1969 with well-being data collected ten to 23 years
later. The mean predictive interval for the first administration is 15.6
years; it is 17.7 years for the second. To interpret the findings, it is
necessary to note that factor analyses (Costa & McCrae, in press) have
shown that General Activity, Restraint (reversed), Ascendance, and
Sociability load on a factor of extraversion; Emotional Stability,
Objectivity, Friendliness (or low hostility), and Personal Relations (and
to a lessor extent, Masculinity) define the opposite pole of a neuroticism
factor. Thus, Table 3 shows that three of the extraversion
scales--General Activity, Ascendance, and Sociability are related to
well-being, and especially PAS; all of the neuroticism scales except
Masculinity are related to well-being, and especially NAS. These
correlations are not markedly different in magnitude from contemporaneous
measures, and provide a strong retrospective-predictive replication of the
findings.
The GZTS Restaint scale (reversed) most closely resembles the
Excitement Seeking facet of the NE) Inventory, and, like Excitement
Seeking, is an aspect of extraversion unrelated to well-being. The GZTS
Thoughtfulness scale loads on an openness to experience factor, and is
relat, to PAS (in 1981) and NAS (1979), but never to global well-being.
Despite a lapse of nearly two decades and the use of an entirely different
instrument, even the details of the personality/ well-being model appear
to be replicated.
Personality, it appears, is a lifelong determinant of subjective
well-being. Individuals high in neuroticism are likely to see the
problems of middle age as a "crisis" (Costa & MLCrae, 1978); they will
worry about ircreasingly poor health (Costa & McCrae, 1980b);
they will
be frustrated
xi disappointed by retirement, and are at risk for
depression and Erikson's (1951) "despair" in old age. If, however, they
are closed to experience, these affects may be blunted a bit; if they are
extraverted, then their sorrows may be offset by the joy, warmth, and
excitement that ten,' to accompany this disposition.
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Table 3

Correlations Between GZTS Scales Administered 1959-1959
And Well-Being Measures from Two Administrations

PAS

NAS

Balance

GZTS Scales:

Satis- D-T Scale
faction

1979 Well-Being Administration

General Activity
20**
Restraint
-06
Ascendance
18**
Sociability
23***
Emotional Stability 24***
Objectivity
:7
Friendliness
10
Thoughtfulness
05
Personal Relations 05
Masculinity
-06

-03
-06
-11
-14*
-34***
-23***
-24***
15*
-27***
-13*

16*
00
19**
25***
39***
20**

22***
-07
21**
04

11

04
02
17*

14*
09
15*
33***
28***
26***
-05
17*
08

23*
34***
22***
18**
-05
10
05

1981 Well-Being Administration

General Activity
18*
Restraint
-05
Ascendance
28***
Sociability
30***
Emotional Stability 09
Objectivity
03
Friendliness
-04
Thoughtfulness
23**
Personal Relations -07
Masculinity
-07

-13*
-03
-13*
-09
-17*
-19*
-12
04
-03
00

23**
-02
28***
27***
21*
16*
08
09

-02
-04

18*
08
17*
20**
33***
28***
23**
-01
14
04

Note: N = 214-239 for 1979 well-being administration;
administration.

Decimal points omitted.

*2

< .05;

**2 < .01;

17*
07
17*
11
31***
22**
20*
05
05
04

158-182 for 1981

***2 < .001.
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Fortunately, most people are not high in neuroticism, and survey
research shows that a full 35% consider themselves "very happy" (Garin,
Veroff, & Feld, 1960). Adjusted introverts are likely to meet the
challenges of aging with equanimity; and adjusted extroverts will show
the joie de vivre that make many older men and women an inspiration to the
rest of us.
These are sweeping generalizations, and have a fatalistic quality
that will probably be unwelcome. They do not bring words of encouragement
about aging to those who need it most-the unhappy young and middle-aged.
But they do appear to accurately reflect the facts, and those who would
understand affect in adult development cannot afford to ignore then. We
need to consider both the implications and the limitations of these
generalizations in order to fully appreciate them.

Reassessing the Quality of Life in Old Acme

Endu:ing personality dispositions have important effects on
well-being, particularly since they operate year-in, year-out over the
entire adult lifespan. On the other hand, at any given time personality
variables appear to account for no more than a quarter of the variance in
well-being. Even allowing for unreliability of measurement, it is clear
that a substantial portion of variance must be accounted for by something
else. W' have pointed out the classic error of assuming that subjective
well-being mirrors objective life quality; we must also warn against the
danger of dismissing well-being as nothing but chronic complaining or
groundless optimism.
What does it mean when an old woman tells us she is eerfectly happy
living alone, or an old man complains that local transportation systems do
not meet his needs? Do these comments reflect real assets or deficiencies
in their environments? Should they be taken at face value, and used as
the basis for interventions to enhance life quality? Do they represent
only recent and relative changes in quality of life, as adaptation theory
would suggest? If so, different evaluations could be expected as time
passes. Or are they chiefly reflections of longstanding dispositions,
equally impervious to the assaults of an unsympathetic world, and to the
assistance of benevolent social institutions? Until research clarifies
these issues, we will be on shaky grounds in employing only subjective
well-being as the criterion.
One alternative is to disregard well-being entirely. Rosow (1977)
has argued that subjective well-being is essentially irrelevant as a basis
for social policy decisions: we ought to improve the quality of life for
individuals whether they appreciate it or not. There is much to be said
for this position, but its implementation depends on our ability to
identify aspects of the good life. More importantly, given limited
resources, we must be able to prioritize then, but we have no guarantees
that our priorities correspond to those of older individuals. And how,
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without consulting him or her, can we design programs best suited to the
specific needs of each individual?
There must be a middle ground between uncritical ncogrtance and
complete disregard of subjective judgments of satisfaction. Several
possibilities suggest themselves. Responses to individual items in a life
satisfaction index may represent the joint influence of external
circumstances and personal dispositions; when added together, the
external circumstances may vary and cancel out, while the personal
dispositions will emerge as the main determinant of total score. The
influence of objective circumstances is likely to be most pronounced when
specific areas of satisfaction or dissatisfaction are addressed. For
example, satisfaction with health declines with age, even though overall
satisfaction does not (Campbell, Converse, & Rodgers, 1976). An
intervention to improve the diet of older people ought to result in
improved satisfaction with food, and possibly with health, but probably
would not noticeably affect global morale (cf. Carp, 1977).
Even specific judgments, however, are made against the individual's
subjective standards, and these are influenced to an unknown degree by
processes of adaptation and by characteristic levels of optimism or
pessimism. It might be more informative to ask individuals to evaluate
tneir lite quality against other objective situations. The wealthy are
not much hPnpier than the poor, but, given the choice, we'd rather be
rich, and ,,,t choice is perhaps a better indicator of the value of money
Individuals may be better able to
than is any rating of, satisfaction.
evaluate the quality of life and suggest ways of improving it through such
comparisons.

Another Look at Old A52

Discussions of adaptation level and of the influence of personality
on satisfaction easily lead to the impression that subjective judgments
are narcotics that lull us into accepting the inevitable. This chapter
may have reinforced the prevalent notion that life after sixty really is
miserable, even though older people may feel satisfied.
Such an
impression would be unwarranted.
No one would deny that the elderly in America face a number of
Often economic resources are limited, with little prospect cf
stresses.
improvement. Friends and relatives die, health and vigor decline, memory
begins to fail. But no age is without its drawbacks, and in many
respects, the ills of old age have been exaggerated.
For example, most older people have frequent and rewarding contact
They enjoy
with younger family members (Troll, Miller, & Atchley, 1979).
the blessings of grandparenthood without the responsibilities of
parenthood. As most gerontologists--but few laypersons--know, only about
5% of those over 65 are institutionalized, with most older Americans
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living in their own homes. Retirement, once thought to be enforced
idleness, is enjoyed by many individuals as a time for leisure and as much
or little productive activity as they care for. If and when we devise an
absolute measure of life quality independent of the subjective judgment of
the individual and its personality determinants, we may well find that old
age is the happiest time of life.
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Hypertension, Somatic Comptaints,
and Personality
Paul T. Costa, Jr., Ph.D., Robert R. McCrae, Ph.D.,
Reuben Andres, M.D., and Jordan D. Tobin, M.D.
Hypertension is often classed as a psychosomatic illness 9; 47] on the
premise that psychological factors form one of the major determinants of
the disease. In part, this premise is based on the established findings that
chronic stress can lead to the development of hypertension [35].
DOES PERSONALITY CAUSE HYPERTENSION?
Clinical experience has led many to the view that hypertension or elevated
blood pressure is related to personality; specifically, that it may result from
the chronic internal stress or conflict over repressed rage or aliger [10; 25].
These theoretical positions are supported by at least one epidemiological

study [16] which finds an association between suppressed anger and
hypertension. In a number of studies using standard measures such as the
MMPI [23], Maudsley Personality Inventory [37], and the Sixteen Personality Factors Questionnaii e [20], investigators have reported that indi-

viduals under treatment for hypertension score higher on measures of
maladjustment or neuroticism. Studies using the Cornell Medical Index
(CMI) have indicated higher reporting of symptoms among hypertensives
[27; 30; 49], perhaps indicating hypochondriasis or excessive body concern.
Research using interview techniques or clinical ratings have also generally
found evidence of psychological disturbance [8; 13].
These studies do not necessarily support the hypothesis that anger or
"repressed rage" is a unique feature in the personality profiles of !,ypertensives, but they can be seen as evidence that individuals treated for hypertension are more likely to suffer from general maladjustment, emotional instability or neuroticism, of which hostility is one aspect.
This interpretation of studies on personality factors in hypertension has
not gone unchallenged. Two powerful rival hypotheses have been offered

which might account for the pact.' of findings. Individuals higher in
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neuroticism (who are likely to manifest a variety of maladaptive traits,
including anxiety, hostility, and depression as well as hypochondriasis) are
more likely to visit a doctor [45], be diagnosed as hypertensive, and be parti-

cipants in clinical studies of hypertension [17; 18]. In fact, when studies
have examined the relation between neuroticism and blood pressure [32] in
unselected, representative national samples, no association with hypertension was found. If some aspect of neuroticism caused hypertension, we
w-,uld expect to find an association between these variables in non-clinicselected populations; the failure to find significant relations here suggests
that neuroticism leads only to the discovery or detection of hypertension.
Not only do more neurotic individuals see physicians more frequently, they
also give complaints of headaches and dizziness which lead physicians to
check blood pressure [8]. The disproportionate discovery of hypertension
among neurotic individuals may lead to spurious association, between these
variables in clinical studies.
The second rival explanation holds that individuals who are told that they
have hypertension and are warned of the seriousness of the illness, may
become more anxious, depressed, or hostile as a result. They may manifest
increases in hypochondriacal bodily concern as they look for symptomatic
evidence of their condition. This hypothesis has been entertained with increasing frequency in the literature [8; 20; .z.4; 48]. For example, Stewart and
Lond [42] in a study of 200 hypertensive patients found that most hypertensives (71 out of 96) who knew their diagnosis complained of non-specific
headaches, while most (87 out of 104) of those who were unaware of their
diagnosis reported no headache. The same trend was present even in pati^nts with malignant hypertension. Of 12 knowing their diagnosis, 10 had
headaches compared with 1 of 6 patients who were ignorant of their
hypertension. Although certain kinds of headache (i.e., severe, of recent
origin, present on waking and often associated with nausea and progressive
impairment of vision) may be a physiological effect of severe or malignant
hypertension [21], many of the nons'f.ecific types of headache complaint appear instead to be unrelated to physiological status.
DOES HYPERTENSION AFFECT PERSONALITY?

For those interested in the psychosomatic hypothesis, these considerations represent artifacts. But it is possible to view them as tentative evider
for another hypothesis, namely, that hypertension may be not the effect,
but the cause of changes in personality. Herbert Weiner [47], in reviewing
the current status of psychosomatic research on essential hypertension, concludes that patients with hypertension are psychologically heterogeneous,
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just as essential hypertension itself is not a single disease entity. He writes,
"Even if the psychological characteristics of these patients were uniform, it

might not have etiological or pathogenetic significance. Because these
characteristics are observed after the onset of the disease, they might be a
pioduct of high blood pressure levels or high serum renin and angiotensin
activity (p. 113)."
Weiner's hypothesis encounters many of the same problems as the older
,one, but it has the advantage of explaining why prospective longitudinal
studies [39; 46] fail to find predictive associations between aspects of personality and hypertension. If longitudinal data included baseline
measurements of blood pressure and subsequent measurements of personality, the hypothesis could be directly tested.
Wood, et al. [48] reported that essential hypertensive patients had higher
scores than normotensive controls on both physical and psychiatric Jections

of the Cornell Medical Index (CMI). However, the authors caution that
these results indicate only that " hypertensive subjects that knew they were
hypertensive reported more physical and psychological symptoms" (p.

428,. In a later study [49], the same authors examined the effects of
diagnosed uncomplicated essential hypertension on the Zung Depression
and the Spielberger State and Trait Anxiety scales. Spielberger [41] has
distinguished between state anxiety, a transitory emotional state, and trait
anxiety, a stable individual difference in anxiety-proneness. HypertensPies,
particularly the younger twn, showed significantly higher scores than controls on the Depression Scale and the State Anxiety scale. They were not
significantly higher on Trait Anxiety. Anxiety for these subjects appears to
be a temporary, situationally-induced reaction or state, not a long-staading
disposition or trait.
The data from the Wood, et al. [49] study do not directly address the
question of whether the cause of the anxiety is hypertension itself or the
diagnosis and treatment of it; nor whether the anxiety state signals the
beginning of a permanent change in personality which might be characterized as a trait some years later.
BLOOD PRESSURE, PERSONALITY, AND
MEDICAL COMPLAINTS IN THE 13,i. SA MEN

In an attempt to answer these kinds of questions, data on systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, the CMI, and the Guilford - Zimmerman Temperament Survey [GZTS; 15] were examined among more than 700 male subjects in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging.
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Participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study are a communitydwelling, generally healthy group o male voluteers, 96% white, who have
agreed to return for testing at fixed intervals. The majority (80%) work in
or are retired from scientific, professional, or managerial positions. Most
(93%) are high school graduates, and 71% are college graduates; 88% were
married. Data in this paper are from responses of participants who entered
the study from late 1958 th..-igh 1978. At the time of first administration of
the GZTS, age ranged from 17 to 97 (N=796, mean = 49.8 years).
Secoiid administration data were obtained from over 500 men age 25 to
91. The. smaller sample size is due to the varying number of years in the
study as well as death ant _.thdrawal. Subjects who returned for the second
or third administration tended to be higher than non-repeats in Emotional
Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, and Personal Relations, and lower in
Ascendance [9].

Most importantly, from the viewpoint of this chapter, the subjects were
not a clinical population. Although volunteers, and not fully representative
of the male population of the United States, they are relatively free from the
problem of self-selection for medical complaints. Evidence of this is seen in
the generally low CMI scores. ,-'nce the BLSA does not provide treatment,
medical information may be perceived by the subject in a somewhat different context.
A number of subjects in this study (N =101) were on medication for
hypertension either upon entry into the study or at the succeeding four
visits. Because being on medication may increase somatic concern while
decreasing blood pressure, includirg these subjects would obscure any real
positive associati9n between those two variables. Accordingly, these subjects were omitted from all analyses. No other screening was done in the
major analyses to be reported.
Single blood pressure recordings ate known to be unstable or variable
[11]. In order to provide a more stable estimate of these variables, four
systolic and four diastolic readings taken over a two day period by the nursing staff were averaged. Table 1 shows the intercorrelation of these four
readings. These values are similar to the average week-to-week correlations
of .62 for systolic pressure recorded by health professionals in a sample of
mild hypertensives studied by rngel and his associates 1111. The internal
consistent., (coefficient alpha) of the average s;.,tolic and diastolic pressures
were .92 and .86 (."-.761) respectively. These readings were taken as part of
a basal metabolism rate procedure. Subjects were resting and fasting, and
readings were taken early in the morning. In consequent the values
reported are about 10 mm Hg lower than the casual sitting pressLits re-

corded by physicians during physical examinations. Average systolic
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Table I
Intercorrelation of Four Supine Blood Pressure Readings
Over a Two-Day Period
Systolic
(N = 763-829)

First Day
Reading 2
First Day
Reading 1
Reading 2

.93

Second Day
Reading 3
Reading 4

.72
.70

.73
.72

Second Day
Readinz 3

.92

Diastolic
(N= 760-828)

First Day
Reading 1
Reading 2

.86

.50
.53

.51

.54

Second Day
Reading 3

.83

pressure ranged from 89 to 189 (mean = 119.0, SD = 14.8). Average diastolic

pressure ranged from 45 to 113 (mean = 75.2, SD = 8.9). About 9% of the
s-mple (74 men) had systolic pressure above 140; about 6% (51 men) had
diastolic pressure above 90.
Each subject was given the tandard GZTS and CMI instructions individually and completed the questionnaire during the remainder of his first
or second 3-day visit to the Gerontology Research Center. Subjects were readministered the GZTS approximately every six years. Because of complications in scheduling, a few subjects took th.. test two years in succession. To
mains in consistency of the time interval, longitudinal analyses are limited

to subjects who took their second GZTS 4 .o 12 years after their first
medical examination. The CMI was re-adm ..istered on the fifth visit;
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Table 2
Contemporaneous Relations Between
Blood Pressure, CMI Sums, and GZTS Scales

CMI (N=723-731)
Physical (A-L) Sum
Psychiatric (M-R) Sum
GZTS (N =661-724)
General Activity
Restraint
Ascendance
Sociability
Emotional Stability
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thought fulness
Personal Relations
Masculinity

Systolic

Diastolic

.18***
-.02

.12**
-.01

-.09*

-.03
.10**
-.07
-.05

.14 * **

-.11**
-.04
.04
.06
.11**
.05
.06

-.12**

.01

.06
.09*
.02
.08*
-.09*

Sp <.05
**/)<.01
***/)<.001

longitudinal analyses again are
to re-tests taken 4 to 12 years after
the first blood pressure readings. The, average predictive intervals were 7.4
years for the GZTS and 6.5 years for the CMI.
Table 2 gives the correlations of personality (GZTS) and physical and
psychiatric scores of the CMI with average systolic and diastolic pressure.
Eleven of these 24 correlations are statistically significant, though all are
quite small. It would appear that higher levels of blood pressure are
associated with higher somatic complaints, Restraint, Friendliness, and
good Personal Relations, and with lower General Activity and Masculinity.
Although age and GZTS personality scales show only small correlations,
age is clearly related t total CMI physical complaints, and substantially
correlated with blood pressure. In fact, the correlations in the present sample are .56 for systolic and .38 for diastolic pressure. Table 3 presents the
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Table 3

Contemporaneous Relations Between Blood Pressure,
CMI Sums, and GZTS Scales Controlling for Age

CMI (N = 720-728)
Physical (A-L) Sum
Psychiatric (M-R) Sum
GZTS (N= 658 -721)
General Activity
Restraint
Ascendance
Sociability

5motional Stability
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations
Masculinity

Systolic

Diastolic

.05

.03

.01

.01

.03

.05

-.04

-.02

.02
.02
.02
.05
-.01

.01

-.02
.00
.05
.01
-.01
.01

.01

-.06
-.02

-.03

same correlations as those shown in Table 2 but with the effects of age partialled out. None of these correlations is statistically signitl..ant. Given the
reliability of both personality and blood pressure measures and the size and
nature of the sample, this is rather clear evidence of the independence or
lack of association between personality and blood pressure.
The traits measured by the GZTS hay- been shown to be stable over time
[6], and reliable, averaged measurements of blood pressure are also relatively stable. Between the first and fifth medical examinations (from 4 to 8
years) the stability coefficient of average systolic pressure was .66 (N= 288,

p<.001); of average diastolic, .50 (N =290, p<.001). Although contemporaneous, both sets of variables in Table 2 describe relatively enduring
conditions or characteristics of the individual. If elevated blood pressure
itself affected personality, it should be evident in these correlations.
However, it is possible that the temporal interval between an increase of
blood pressure and the measurement of personality was not sufficient.
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Table 4
Predictive Relations Between Blood Pressure and
CMI Sums and GZTS Scales Controlling for Age
Simple Correlations
Diastolic

Systolic

CM! '(N=410-417)
Physical(A-L) Sum
Psycll'atric(M-R) Sum
GZTS (N= 345 -376)
General Activity
Restraint
Ascendance
Sociability

Emotional Stability
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations
Masculinity

.10*
-.01

.12*
.05

-.02

-.02

.05
.00
.08
.10
.05
.00

.02
.02
.07

.01

-.10
-.12*

.01
.01

-.03
.04
-.10
-.14**

Partial Correlations
Systolic

Diastolic

.02
.00

.08
.06

.09
-.08
.11*
.12*
.07

.05

-.08
.10
.09
-.02

.01

-.01

-.08
-.03
-.15**
-.06

-.09
.01

-.12*
-.09

Note: Predictive interval =4-12 years. mean intervals: 6.5 years for CM!, 7.4 years for GZTS.

*p<.05

"p<.01

In order to test this possibility, average pressures at first measurement
were correlated with GZTS and CMI scores collected 4 to 12 years later.
Table 4 presents these cross-lagged correlations, again with age statistically
controlled. Here, systolic pressure is correlated with increased Ascendance
and Sociability and poorer Personal Relations. If chronic hypertension has
any effect on these dimensions of personality, it is so small as to be of no
practical consequence. However, these correlations are only marginally
significant, and are probably best interpreted as chance '. rings.
Certainly some might object that the traits measured by the GZTS, a selfreport instrument, are not equivalent to the dispositions or personality
characteristics thought to be related to hypertension. For example, individuals, almost by definition, are not aware of repressed rage and could not
N
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accurately attribute that trait to themselves. A clinical judgment is usually
required, though such judg:nents tend to be quite unreliable. Given the
available data, we attempted to approximate these clinical judgments by ex-

amining patterned combinations of traits. It is, after all, on the basis of
such a pattern of responses from the subject that clinicians make their
judgments.

To do this, we performed analyses of variance in which we crossclassified individuals on the basis of trichotomized personality scale scores
and looked for significant interactions between the traits. Specifically, using
scales F (Friendly vs. Hostile), R (Restrained vs. Impulsive), A (Ascendant
vs. Submissive), and M (Masculine vs. Feminine), we tested 6 hypotheses
that higher average pressure might be found in individuals who were either
(1) hostile but restrained, (2) ascendant but restrained, (3) masculine but

restrained, (4) hostile but submissive, (5) masculine but submissive, (6)
hostile but feminine. Neither main effects nor interactions proved significant when age was used as a covariate.
Other analyses were also conducted. Scatterplots of average pressure by
each GZTS and CMI variable were examined to detect a possible curvilinear
relationship. None was observed. In order to eliminate possible artifacts introduced by illness or other drugs, the analyses presented in Tables 2-4 were

re-done using a physician's reading of blood pressure on a subsample of

drug- and disease-free individuals. Three of the twenty-four contemporaneous correlates were significant with age covaried, but none of these
accounted for even as much as la/o of the variance.
Finally, an attempt was made to address the conception .if hypertension
as a disease process, distinct from normal variation in blood pressure. This
requires the selection of a cut-point above which individuals are considered
hypertensive. The choice of such a point is both arbitrary and controversial.

We decided to take diverse groups to minimize the number of false
positives. For these analyses, hypertension was defined as average systolic
pressure of 150 to 189 or average diastolic pressure of 93 to 113. Hypotension was defined as systolic from 89 to 100 or diastolic from 45 to 60. A normotensive group was also included with systolic pressure at 119-120 and
diastolic pressure at 74-75. Analyses of covariance with age as the covariate
showed no effects for hypertension classification on any of the personality
scales or the CMI sums.

HYPERTENSION, PERSONALITY, AND ADAPTATION
Hypertension is known as a "silent" diseaseduring the many years it
persists, it usually does not show itself to the individual through any per-
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cievable symptoms. It seems apparent that it also does not manifest itself in
personality change which might be apparent to those around the individual.
Conscientious individuals who maintain their health through regular checkups and more or less neurotic individuals who bring repeated complaints to
their physicians are likely to be diagnosed as hypertensive; but we find little
evidence in the literature or our own data that the disease itself is related to
neuroticism or any other objectively measurable personality trait.
Individuals who are informed that they are hypertensive often react by
temporary anxiety, depression, or somatic concern--understandable
responses in the circumstances. It appears, however, that these reactions are
indeed temporary, with no permanent or long-term effects, as shown by the

lack of predictive relations between blood pressure and personality and
perceived health scores taken several years later. k dissertation study [281
which investigated the possible adverse psychological effects of treatment
for hypertension similarly found little change over even so short an interval
as six months.
Although consistent with most of the empirical literature [43], these find-

ings are not supportive of some clinical conceptions nor of the
i.sychosomatic hypothesis in general. They can be assimilated, however, to
°tier established bodies of psychological knowledge They reaffirm, for example, the conclusion that personality traits (and perceived health insofar
as it is a function of persoi. tlity) are stable in adulthood [6]. They may also
be interpreted as instances of the process of adaptation through which individuals grow accustomed to situations which initially provoke emotional
reactions.

The capacity to adapt to disturbing circumstances occasionally has
paradoxical consequences. It reduces the psychological st,. ss of unpleasant

emotions, but does so at some cost. In the present instance, adaptational
processes may be responsible foi the phenomenon known as "threat inoculation". In fact, extensive research on the determinants of compliance
with medical regimens has provided very mixed evidence on the valt,^ if
fear as a motivator. On the other hand, the same body of research does support the usefulness of certain other practices. The treating physician should
demonstrate concern for the patient, and should provide realistic information on the nature and danger of the disease, as well as on the effectiveness of treatment. Practicioners should realize that faithful adherence is not
likely to happen spontaneously.
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTUKE RESEARCH AND TREATMENT

No issue is ever definitively sr''
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resultsthe failurc to find an associationare particularly susceptible to
later revision. Some critics would argue that the objective personality inventories used in this and much other empirical research are insensitive to the
deeper layers of personality which may be related to hypertension. Perhaps
only projective tests or clinical ratings or interiews can elicit the necessary

information. While this possibility cannot be gainsaid, it does not appear
promising. The dangers of subjectivity, bias and unreliability in these
methods seem to outweigh the limited likelihood that a real relationship exists which has gone undetected by objective measures. Certainly anyone
wishing to pursue the hypothesis that personality influences the development of hypertension (or vice-versa) with these methods should the extreme
care in designing and conducting research: patients and controls should be

randomly selected or be carefully matched; judges should be blind to
diagnosis; the reliability of ratings should be established; the fact and extent

of the patients' knowledge of the condition (as well as his or her medications) should be carefully ascertained and used in analyzing data. Although
the data presented here concerned blood pressure per se and personality,
many would rightly insist that clinical hypertension be distinguished from
temporary elevation, and that the types of hypertension ("borderline",
essential, renovascular, malignant, etc.) and the stages of the disease be
specified. In order to be credible, research would have to be done on large
samples (several hundred subjects), with clear hypotheses formulated in ad-

vance of the research, and any significant results replicated on other
samples. In order to distinguish transient from long-term effects, followups of at least six months would be needed. Research which fails to meet all

or most of these requirements will not contribute to our understanding of
hypertension and its effects.
Similar -onclusions and arguments have been advanced by others though
from different considerations and prospectives. Adrian Ostfeld [29], in an
invited editorial of Psychosomatic Medicine, asked whether the research
since 1939 on unique personality types or specified intrapsychic conflicts in
the hypertensive person "has led to an understanding of the cause and

pathogenesis of high blood pressure or to better treatment of it." His
answer is clearly no. He suggests abandoning such questions and focusing
on others. Among the questions in the hypertension and personality field

which it appears useful to pursue are: (1) What kinds of cognitive and
behavioral treatments are effective in lowering blood pressure? (2) Which
types of intervention are most effective for individuals characterized by different personality traits? (3) How can information on personality be used in
the treatment of distress-related medical complaints among hypertensives?
(4) How do personality-related differences in the utilization of medical care
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affect programs for the prevention of hypertension? (5) What per.,

factors affect compliance or non-compliance with prescribed medical
treatment?
Tilt. independence of blood pressure from enduring personality diposi-

tions certainly does not mean that physicians and psychologists have
nothing further to offer each other in this area. It means, rather, that the
focus should shift from etiology to treatment. Psychological factors such as
stress can elevate blood pressure in those who are predisposed CO that reac-

tionalthough it appears that physiological rather than personality traits
mediate this effect [38; 40] . Conversely, therapies which tend to counteract
this stress-response, like relaxation training [19; 14] and biofeedback [27]

are promising approaches to treatment.

Of interest to the student of personality is the issue of personalitytreatment interactions. Qualls and Sheehan j31] have reported that individuals open to absorbing experiences may benefit more from relaxation,
while closed individuals profit from a biofeedback approach. Because these
two techniques are promising approaches to the management of borderline
hypertension, these results merit particular attention. Sixteen high absorption and 16 low absorption female subjects, defined by scores on an abbreviated version of Tellegen and Atkinson's [44] Absorption Scale, underwent

a biofeedback and a no-feedback session with the order of conditions
counterbalanced. Electromyographic (EMG) reductions were greater during

no-feedback than during feedback for high absorption women; no aifferences across expermental conditions were found for low absorption
women. In discussing these results, the authors focus on the interactions
between subject's characteristic level of absorption and specific situational
factors. Experimental conditions that facilitate or allow withdrawal from
the external environment (relaxation) were most beneficial for persons with
high capacity for absorbed attention; whereas for subjects low or limited in

their capacity for absorbed attention, conditions that place an external,
attentional demand on subjects, (biofeedback), were more effective. Conceptually, absorption can be seen as an aspect of the larger domain of openness to experience [6]. The role of traits in the three major personality domains of neuroticism, extraversion, and openness should all be investigated
in relation to the treatment of hypertension.

Some evidence in regard to neuroticism has already been gathered.
Bulpitt and others [5] report that within hypertensive populations, anxiety
and depression are associated with a higher incidence of symptom com-

plaints, and Davies [8] reviews studies tending to show that placebos
alleviate these symptoms as effectively as standard pharmacotherapy for
high blood pressure. It is worth noting that, regardless of the physiological
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status of these complaints, the individual does indeed suffer psycholc ,ically
because of them. Treatment of the hypertension should be seen as the treatment of the hypertensive person and emotional support may be as important as medication to the afflicted individual.

Thy self-selection of subjects high in neuroticism is a problem for
research on personality and hypertension; the relative neglect of medical at-

tention among well-adjusted individuals is a problem for preventive
medicine. Berg land and others [47], in a study which contrasted all the
treated with all the undiagnosed 50-year old male hypertensives in
Goteborg, Sweden, reported that the undiagnosed were higher in the need

for autonomy and lower in symptom reporting. They conclude that
hypertensive screening examinations may be necessary in order to identify
those individuals who are unlikely to seek treatment themselves. In this
case, it appears that the chronic distress of more neurotic individuals may
work to their advantage, because it leads to a higher utilization of medical
services.

Finally, one of the major problems in treating hypertension is compliance
with medical regimens [22; 36]. Patients who are supposed to maintain a
life-long program of anti-hypertension medication too often neglect to take

medication, or give up the program when their blood pressure returns to
normal levels. Research on compliance has often centered around aspects of

the health beliefs model [3; 33: 34], which holds that certain attitudes
toward health, illness, and medical care determine health behaviors. Future
research should also include measurement of personality variables which
may contribute to an understanding of the reasons for non-compliance, and
aid in the design of individually-tailored interventions.
SUMMARY

Certain personality variables (e.g., repressed rage) have traditionally been

thought to be among the determinants of hypertension. In recent years,
however, critics have noted a number of problems with the methodology
used in earner studies, and better-controlled research has generally faileu to
find an association between personality and hypertensior..
As an alternative, it has been proposed that hypertension may be responsible for changes in personality. Some evidence suggests that hypertension
patients become more anxious, depressed, or concerned with bodily symptoms, although this may be an effect of knowledge of their condition or of
treatment rather than of the hypertension itself, and it may be only a temporary change.
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Data were offered on a large sample of adult males who had been followed over a period of years. When the influence of age was controlled, no
association was found between blood pressure and any of twelve personality
and psychosomatic concern measures; nor did patterned combinations of

traits (e.g., hostile but restrained) show any relation. Attempts to predict
personality scores four to twelve years later from blood pressure levels also
failed, suggesting that any change in anxiety or somatic concern due to
hypertension or its treatment are short-lived.
These conclusions prompted the recommedation that future research pur-

sue other issues including: (1) the kinds of cognitive and behavioral
treatments which mry be effective; (2) the most appropriate interventions
for individuals characterized by different personality traits (3) the use of
personality information in the treatment of distress-related complaints
among hypertensives; (4) the relation of personality variables to the utilization of preventive medical programs; and (5) the personality factors which
affect compliance or non-compliance with medical regimens.
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Enduring Dispositions in Adult Males
Paul T. Costa, Jr., Robert R. McCrae, and David Arenberg
Gerontology Research Center, National Institute on Aging, National Institut -s of Health
Baltimore, Maryland

Retest coefficients for temperamental traits measured by the GuilfordZimmer-

man Temperament Survey were assessed at 6- and 12-year intervals to determine the degree of stability in personality and to evaluate the hypotheses
that (a) younger men will show lower stability than older men, and (b) traits related to neuroticism will be less stable than traits rflated to extraversion. Subjects were 460 male volunteer participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study
of Aging, ranging in age from
to 85 at the time of first testing. Results
.87. No consistent
showed uncorrected stability coefficients ranging from .59
evidence of lower stability in younger subjects was found, and neurotic and
extraverted traits appeared comparably stable when corrected for unreliability.

The replicated pattrrn of consistent stability across age groups and across
traits is discussed in terms of its implications for the further study of aging
and personality.

Many personality theories take a clear stand
on the issues of constancy or change in personality in adulthood. Temperamental theories

terests and values (Kelly, 1955; Strong, 1955)
that until recently provided the major evidence

(e.g., Buss & Plomin, 1975) that postulate

systematic attempts to describe changes in the
aging individual, gerontologists (Botwinick,
1973; Neugarten, 1977) have been concerned
with stability, growth, and change in personality characteristics over the life span.
Clinical evidence has often seemed to support the positions of both stability and change.
Jung's clinical practice, Buhler's (1935) analysis of personal biographies, Levinson's (1978)

genetic influences and psychoanalytic theories
that posit childhood determinants of person-

ality would both predict stability in adulthood. Social learning theory (Bandura, 1977),
which sees the determinants of personality in
the changeable environment, and growth theories (e.g., Gould, 1978), which portray continuing inner development throughout the life
span, would easily accommodate evidence of
change. Questions regarding constancy or
change in personality are empirical, and one

on the topic. More recently, as part of their

intensive interviews, and Gutmann's (1964)

projective tests have formed the basis for
models of personality change with age. On the

purpose of this article is to address the issue other hand, clinical evidence favoring stability is also to be found in the form of retrowith longitudinal data.
From a more pragmatic point of view, the spective interviews (Reichard, Livson, & Peterstability of measured characteristics is a cru- son, 1962), and longitudinal studies using
cial question for those who wish to make long- projective techniques (Britton at Britton,
term predictions of behavior or adaptation. 1972; Skolnick, 1966) and Q-sorts (Block,
These practical considerations have inspired 1971)
A few years ago, evidence on personality
research on the stability of occupational inRequests for reprints should be sent to Paul T.
Costa, Jr,, Chief, Section on Stress and. Coping,

Gerontology Research Center, National Institute on
Aging, NIB, Baltimore City Hospitals, Baltimore,
Maryland 21224.

stability was so weak that a thorough and
balanced review (Neugarten, 1964a) citing
stability coefficients, "of the order of .30 to
.40" could reasonably conclude that "t..e im-

plication is that there is at least as much
change as there is stability" (p. 188). How-
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ever, recent longitudinal studies employing

objective personality measures (Costa & McCrae, 1977, 1978; Douglas & Arenberg, 1978;
Siegler, George, & Okun, 1979) have begun to
accumulate evidence in support of the hypothesis of predominant stability or constancy of
personality in adulthood. The present study

adds to the body of evidence by examining
stability of individual rank order in the scales
of the GuilfordZimmerman Temperament
Survey (GZTS).

APPENDIX

found little evidence of maturational change
in mean levels. The Douglas and Arenberg
(1978) study is of particular importance, since
it included cross-sequential and time-sequential designs in analyzing a large sample on a

standard personality instrument over a considerable span of time. Only two variables

showed effects attributable to maturation
masculinity and general activity declined
and these effects were quite modest in magni-

tude, amounting to about one-eighth of one
standard deviation change over a 6-year
period.

Stability of Mean Level
Two rather different meanings are typically

attached to the phrase stability. On the one
hand, stability can mean the .preservation of
rank order in individual differences in some
trait or characteristic. Generally expressed as
a correlation coefficient, this kind of stability

is independent of the absolute level of the
trait and thus of any developmental changes

Longitudinal Stability of Relative Ordering

Questions of maturational change in the
level of a trait are meaningful only if an enduring trait is under investigation. Traits are
often defined as enduring dispositions, and this
definition has led to some confusion about the
meaning of stability in measured traits. Many
researchers simply assume that any measured

that uniformly affect all the subjects.
On the other hand (and perhaps more com- characteristic bearing the label "trait" must
monly), stability can be understood to mean "by definition" endure over time. Within such
a constancy of level. As such it contrasts with an interpretation, empirical evidence of stachange in mean level, which usually refers to bility is often viewed as vaguely tautological.
a systematic increase or decrease in a variable, Rather than being part of the definition, temperhaps attributable to maturation or to some poral stability of relative ordering might more
treatment such as psychotherapy.
properly be regarded as a criterion against
Since maturation is not an experimentally which any proposed trait must be judged. It
manipulable variable, studies on develop- is incumbent on the trait theorist to demonmental changes in adult personality have had strate that dispositions do indeed endure over
to rely on multivariate designs that eliminate extended periods of time.
the most plausible rival hypotheses to maturaAlthough it is apparently not well known, a
tion. Cross-sectional studies, although the most considerable literature already exists concern-

convenient and the most popular, confound
maturation with generational differences. Simple testretest longitudinal studies are susceptible to distortion due to the influence of timeof-measurement or practice effects. The most

adequate designs proposed involve the addition of cross-sequential and time-sequential
analyses (Baltes, 1968; Schaie, 1965), which
provide a more comprehensive identification
of change phenomena (Baltes, Reese, & Nesselroade, 1977). Unfortunately, they are expensive and time consuming and have only
rarely been employed.
Recent analyses of stability of mean levels
(Costa & McCrae, 1978; Douglas & Arenberg,

1978; Siegler, George, & Okun, 1979) have

3 92

ing the stability of individual differences in
objectively measured traits (Block, 1977;
Costa & McCrae, in press; Moss & Susman, in

press). Correlations as high as .84 for substantial samples have been reported over a
period of 10 years (Costa & McCrae, 1977).
Although further evidence on this point should
be welcome, enough has already been reviewed
to suggest that more specific hypotheses
should become the focus of interest. Two empirical generalizations in particular seem to

emerge.' Moss and Susman, in an extensive
review of stability and change throughout the
life span, argue that certain socially desirable
traits that can be interpreted as falling into
the broad domain of extraversion are particu-
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Table 1
Mean Levels of GZTS Scales at Three Administrations
Administration
First

Second

Third

SD.

General activity
Restraint

17.14

Ascendance
Sociability
Emotional stability
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal relations
Masculinity

15.49
18.59
21.89
21.60
18.72
18.30
22.98
20.75

16.82
19.26
15.54
18.74

16.32
19.56
15.82
18.98
21.94

6.33
4.27
5.56
6.34
4.94
4.42
5.16
4.72
4.15
3.52

Scale

:9.68

21.83

21.60

21.61
18.00
17.54
22.21

17.81

17.73

21.75
20.04

20.48

Note. Means for 114 subjects with complete data at all three administrations. GZTS = Guilford Zimmerman
Temperament Survey.
Standard deviation at first administration.

larly stable and that change is more character-

istic of undesirable traits, which might be
construed as elements of neuroticism. In the
present study, the GZTS scales of general activity, sociability, and ascendance are taken as
representative of the social activity or extraversion domain, whereas low emotional stability, objectivity, friendliness, and personal

relations represent the emotional health or
neuroticism domain. These groupings are
based on numerous factor analyses reported in
the GZTS handbook (Guilford, Zimmerman,
Guilford, 1976).

Moss and Susman also point out that in
studies of children and young adults, stability
coefficients tend to increase as

older age

groups are studied. Gerontological concepts of

rigidity (Chown, 1961) and interiority (Neugarten, 1964b) also suggest that personality
should show increasing stability with age. The

present article will examine the 6- and 12year stability of the GZTS scales, with particular attention to the question of whether
(a) older cohorts show greater stability than
younger cohorts and (b) scales measuring
degrees

of

introversion-extraversion

show

higher stability than scales of adjustmentneuroticism.

Method
Subjects
Participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study
are a highly select group of male volunteers, pre-

dominantly white, who agree to return for testing
at fixed intervals. The vast majority have earned at
least a college degree, work in (or are retired from)
scientific, professional, or managerial positions, and
are in good health (Stone & Norris, 1966). Data in
this article come from responses of participants who
entered the study from late 1058 through 1978.
DGuglas and Arenberg (1978) provide data on
sample attrition.

Procedure
Each subject was given the standard GZTS instructions individually and completed the questionnaire during the remainder of his 3-day visit to the
Gerontology Research Center. For each item, subjects choose Yes, No, or 1. Each scale consists of 30
items, but only yes and no responses contribute to
the scale score. A measure was invalidated for any
scale with more than three / responses -a procedure
suggested by Guilford and Zimmerman (1949).
Therefore, small variations in the number of subjects
will be
scales.

seen on stability

coefficients for different

Subjects were readministered the GZTS approximately every 6 years. Because of complications in
scheduling, a few subjects took the test 2 years in
succession or failed to takq the first retest but did
take the second. To maintain consistency of time
interval and number of administrations, longitudinal
analyses are limited to subjects who took their second GZTS 5.0 to 7.9 years after their first (M. = 6,6
years, n = 460) and to those who took their third
GZTS 11.0 to 15.4 years after the first (M = 12.9
years, n = 222).
Three age .groups were formed: young (17-44
years, M age 36.7, n = 145); middle (45-59 years,
M age 51.5, n = 183); and old (60-85, M age 67.9,

n = 132).
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Table 2
Six-Fear Retest Coefficients for GZTS Scales in Different Age Groups
Age

Total

young
(17-44)

(17-85)

Scale

General ankh y

.83 (410)

Restraint

.71

Ascendance

.82

Sociability
Emotional stability

.31

Thoughtfulness
Personal relations

.74
.71
.77
.72
.73

Masculinity

.75

Objectivity
friendliness

.11 stability

Middle
(45-59)

.79 (128)
.68 (130)
.79 (126)
.85 (126)1,

(418)
(401)
(393)
(427)
(405)
(406)
(418)
(385)
(417)

Old
(60-85)
.83 (116)

:8
696 (168)

.69 (129)
.78 (127)
.84 (132).1..
.71 (125)
.77 (135)

.73
.78
.70
.75

(160)
(164)
(167)
(161)
.70 (164)

(120)
.80 (115)
.68 (107)
.77 (117)
.70 (116)
.75 (115)
.75 (119)
.73 ( 99)
.76 (118)

.76

.77

.75

... 88:23

.7 0

(:1116:13)) ))) e

.84 (137).1

.77

Note is are gi% en in parentheses in columns. numbers in parentheses in column headings are age at first time.

AU correlations significant at p < .001. GZIS = Guilford -Zinit»erinan Temperament Survey.
° Difference bet ueen Young and Middle significant at p < .05.1. Difference between young and Old significant at p < .01, Difference betucen liddle and ()Id significant at p < .01. .1 Difference between Young
and Middle significant at p < .01..' I)ifference between Voting and Old significant at p < .05.

Results

gives the mean levels of the 10
CZTS scales for the subsample of 114 men
who had valid data at all three administraTable

I

tions. Comparisons with handbook norms for
college males show that the present sample is
Table

somewhat higher (up to one standard deviation) on the four scales measuring emotional
health vs. neuroticism (emotiona stability,
objectivity, friendliness, and personal relations). ro other differences are greater than
one-quarter standard deviation. Level changes

3

Twelve- rear Retoo Cool& tenls for (,Z

.Stoles in Di/Terenf .1ge Groups
Age

Total

Sole
Genera; activity
Restraint
Ascendance

Sociability
Emotional stability

Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal relations

Masculinity
2lf stability

(20-76)
.77
.72
.83
.74
.70
.69
.74

.73
.68
.72

(192)
(193)
(191)
(182)
(203)
(191)
(193)
(199)
(188)
(200)

.73

Young
(20.44)
.77 (60)

(45-59)

Old
(60-76)

.66 (64)
.74 (64)h
.78 (64)
.70 (62)
.73 (66)

.76 (87)
.71 (94)
.64 (89)
.71 (94)

.78 (39)
.76 (37)
.77 (37)
.66 (32)
.71 (39)
.59 (40)
.87 (41)
.71 (41)
.73 (37)
.70 (40)

.72

.75

.73

(62)
.85 (62)
.61

.64

(62)

.63 (68)

.82 (93)
.74 (94)
.85 (95)
.81 (88)
.76 (96)

.68 (88)e

Note. ns arc id% en in partlitheses. numbers in parentheses in column headings are age at first time. All

correltions significant at p < 001. GZTS = Guilford- Zimmerman Temperament Survey.
Difference betueen Young and Nliddle significant at p < .05. Difference betueen young and Old significant at p < .05. Difference between Middle and Old significant at p < .01.
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Table 4

Observed Retest Coefficients far Three Intends and ha:nutted Re Itabdaty and
Stability Coefficients far "True- Scares
Scale

General activity

rip:

Restraint

.83
.75

Ascendance

.81

Sociability
Emotional stability

.81
.77
.77
.81

Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal relations

Masculinity

.73
.70
.74

12-year

a

ris

Reliability

stability

.81

.80

.75
.85
.82

.71

.88
.80
.82

.92
.89

S3

.71
.74

.82
.78

.85
.75

.71

.73
.77

.68
.73

.82
.80
.80
.93

.89
.86
.83
.78
.73
.79

.77

.7(

1.00

.91

Al
.)1
.92

Note. Coefficients calculated filth furnitil.o. of I I.

k I 969, for a subsample of 114 men ith complett. data at
three times.
Observed 12-year retest coefficient greater than estimated reliability.

in the present samule over time are small (cf.
Douglas & Arenberg, 1978).

Stability of rank order of individual differences was examined through Pearson corre-

lations for 6- and 12-year intervals. Stability
coefficients were calculated for total sample
and for three age groups, classified by their
age at first administration.
Table 2 gives the six-year stability coefficients for GZTS scales between first and second administrations. Table 3 gives the 12-year
coefficients between first and third administrations. A z transformation was used to compute

ple retest coefficients for Times I to 2, 2 to
3. and 1 to 3. The similarity of correlations in
the first and second 6-year periods is further
evidence of the continuing stability of traits.
It is also noteworthy that 6-year retest coefficients in this most select group are quite
comparable to those presented in Table 1 for
a more inclusive group of subjects who may
have invalidated some scales by the overuse
of the / response or who may have dropped
out of the scud), after the second administration of the Gns.

the mean stability coefficients. All of these
coefficients, which range from .59 to .87, are
statistically significant (p < .001).
Under the hypothesis that stability should
be greater in older age groups, one-tailed tests
of the significance of differences between correlations were computed for each pair of age
groups on each scale. Of the 30 comparisons.
at each interval, six were significant for the
6-year inte, val, three for the 12-year interval.
Of these nine significant differences, four were
in the predicted direction, five in the opposite

Discussion

Stability of Rank Ordering
The retest coefficients presented here are
among the highest in the literature for so long
a period of time. Indeed, these would be noteworthy were they 2-week retest reliability
coefficients instead of 12-year stability coeffi-

cients. Block (1977) advocates the use of
statistical correctio.. for attenuation due to
unreliability of measurement, and Heise
(1969) has developed from path-analytic con-

direction. None of the specific findings for

siderations

scales at the 6-year interval are replicated at
the 12-year interval.
Finally, Table 4 gives the estimated reliabil-

"true" stability of measures, which are pre-

ity and stability of the "true" scores (Heise.
1969) in a subsample of the 114 subjects of
all ages who had complete data for all scales
at the three times. Also in this table are rim-

a

formula

for

estimating

the

sented in Table 4. Simple, uncorrected Pearson

correlations, however, have much to recommend them, since they are straightforward
and familiar, and the correlations seen here
reach impressively large magnitudes despite
error of measurement.
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The question of increasing stability with age
in adulthood seems to be clearly answered in
the negative; 6- and 12 -year stability coefficients are quite similar for three age cohorts
whose members have an initial age range of

nearly 70 years. Statistically significant differences in the magnitude of stability coefficients are scattered and inconsistent and do
not support the hypothesis. Increased stability

with age may be found among children and
adolescents, but by young adulthood, stability

in these dimensions of tempframent is so

highnear the limits of reliability of the
instrumentthat a ceiling effect diminishes
likelihood of any further increase in stability.
The question of differential stability for
different traits is more difficult to answer,
since change and error of measurement are
confounded in retest coefficients. It can be
seen that for the total sample, the thr;e traits
that constitute the extraverted factor of social
activitygeneral activity, sociability, and

APPENDIX

Comments and Conclusions

The data on which this article w-,3 Lased
are taken from a single self report instrument
applied to a select male sample, and methodo-

logical artifactsincluding sample selection
and attrition, social desirability, and response

setsmay have inflated the correlations. But
a similar pattern of results in other samples
using other objective measures (Costa & McCrae, 1977; Leon, Gillum, Gillum, & Gouze,
1979) as well as ratings (Block, 1971;
NIussen, Eichorn, Honzik, Bieber, & Meredith,

Note I) argues that the present results cannot wholly be dismissed as method variance.
Indeed, the theme of stability in personality is
being heard with increasing frequency from a
variety of sources. The conclusion seems to
hold

for women as well as men (Siegler,

George, & Okun, 1979; Mussen et al., Note
I ), for Germans as well as Americans (Grom-

bach, 1976), and for adolescents as well as
elders

(Bachman,

O'Malley, & Johnston,

ascendancehave mean coefficients of .82 and
.78 for 6- and I2-year intervals, whereas the

1978).

neurotic traits of low emotional stability, objectivity, friendliness, and personal relations

age. Physical, perceptual, and cognitive abili-

show corresponding coefficients of .74 and .70.

The latter are certainly lower, accounting for
only about three-fourths as much variance.

This result is comparable to a finding with
the 16 I'F (Costa & McCrae, 1977), in which
10-year coefficients ranged from .70 to .84 for
extray. sr.,,, and from .58 to .69 for anxiety
or neuroticism. It may be the case that extraordinary stresses produce tempom r neurotic tendencies in some people or that the
distress attendant on neurotic traits leads
some individuals to change, either by them-

selves or with the aid of friends or professional therapists.
On the other hand, it may also be the case

that neuroticism is more difficult to measure

reliably, The estimated stabilities of "true"
scores, which correct for unreliability, are
given in Table 4. These show an average value
of .91 for the three extraversion scales and
.88 for the four neuroticism scales, suggesting

that there is little basis for inferring differential stability between these two domains of
traits.

3

Admittedly, many things do change with
ties generally decline. Sexual vigor and interest decrease. Social role, alter drastically,
and events like retirement and widowhood
produce enormous changes in the behavior of
individuals. Bromley (1978) has argued that
changes in mobility and expressive capacity
lead to radical changes in the "stimulus value"
of old people and thus to change in our per-

ception of their personality. And it can be
admitted that there are unmistakable age
changes in the specific behaviors that express

enduring traits: activity in older persons Is
likely to be gardening rather than football.
Bat all these changes do riot amount to
change in personality, for personality is not
the totality of behavior but lather "a stable
set of characteristics and tendencies that determine those commonalities and differences
in the psychological behavior . . . that may
not be easily understood as the sole result of
the social and biological pressures of the
moment" (Maddi, 1976, p. 9).

The search for changes in personality in
adulthood does not seem to have been fruitful. but the personologist concerned with adult
development and aging can profitably turn to

ENDURING DISPOSITIONS
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other questions. The durability of dispositions despite biological, social. and cognitive
changes must result from some form of adaptation: By what mechanisms are we enabled

to assimilate the changing experiences of a
lifetime to our own n2ture? How do we cope,
adjust, adapt, or defend so as to preserve our
essential characteristics unchanged in the face
of all the vicissitudes and transitions of adulthood and old age? These have become crucial
questions for the student of personality.
Reference Note
1. Mussen, P., Eichorn, D. H., Honzik, M. P., Bieber,
S. L., & Meredith, W. M. Continuity and change
in women's characterittas over four decades. Manuscript submitted for publication, 1979.
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Recent Longitudinal Research
on Personality and Aging
PAUL T. COSTA, JR., ROBERT R. McCRAE, AND
DAVID ARENBERG

Methods and Models in the Study of Personality and Aging
Alternative Approaches to Personality
Personality psychology as a discipline is more unified by history than by
common methods, theories, or even goals. Psychoanalysis, social learning
theory, and measurement-based trait psychology all share the pages of
introductory texts on personality, but little else. In the more specialized
field of personality and aging, this problem is magnified. The psycho-

dynamic thinking of Jung and Erikson and, more recently, of Gould
(1978) and Levinson (Levinson, Darrow, Klein, Levinson, & McKee,
1978) has represented the major theorizing in the area, but most research
has been based on the use of trait measures, with little or no relationship
to these conceptions.

The significance of these circumstances is that no fully integrated
review of "personality and aging" is really possible. The reviewer must
choose either an eclectic presentation of the diverse work in the field or an
incomplete, but focused, synthesis of some specific approach to personality
and aging. In reviewing our own longitudinal work, we must necessarily

choose the latter. The reader, however, should bear in mind that this
chapter does not pretend to be an exhaustive survey of the field. In
particular, when we speak of the empirically demonstrated stability of
PAUL T. COSTA, JR., AND ROBERT R. McCRAE. Section on Stress and Coping,
Laboratory of Behavioral Sciences, Gerontology Research Center, National Institute on
Aging, National Institutes of Health, Baltimore, Maryland.
DAVID ARENBERG. Section on Learning and Problem Solving, Laboratory of Behavioral Sciences, Gerontology Research Center, Aational Institute on Aging, National
Institutes of Health, Baltimore, Maryland.
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personality, we are referring to only one definition of personality. We do
not know if ego functions, instinctual impu1ses, cognitive constructs,
approach-avoidance gradients, needs for achievement, or psychophysiological expressions of emotion change with age. Relatively little research
has been done in these areas, and conclusions would be premature. We

can, however, speak about the tradition in personality research that
identifies personality with individual differences in dispositions, including
interpersonal relations, emotional responsiveness, and receptivity to experience.
The choice of a measurement-based trait approach to the study of aging

was an outgrowth of longitudinal research strategies that have been
widely adopted. Large-scale interdisciplinary studies of aging that included

personality variables adopted the convenient self-report trait inventories

as a way of gathering standardized data on subjects. Interviews and
projective methods, which might yield either trait content or process data,
depending on the way they are scored and analyzed, have been used in
some studies (Berkeley, Duke), but they require an extraordinary invest-

ment of time and effort. By contrast, self-report inventories with their
objective scoring procedures eliminate both the necessity for clinical
expertise in interpretation and the possibility of interpretative bias. The
rapid, uniform quantification from such personality inventories permits
rigorous assessment of reliability and validity of the measures, which can
then provide valuable baseline data on the condition of the individual at

some particular time. The standardization of these measures makes
possible the meaningful readministration of the same measures at a later
time, so that longitudinal comparisons are straightforward. Finally, most
of the cross-sectional studies comparing adults of different ages have used
self-report measures, and comparison of longitudinal with cross-sectional
results is most readily handled within the trait perspective.

A Model of Personality Traits
Within the trait approach to the study of personality and aging, the major

obstacle to an understanding of the literature is the lack of shared
conceptual models. Most theories of personality do not define the elements
of personality or specify the major variables to which attention should be
given. Instead of a systematic enumeration of the elements of personality,

most personologists content themselves with the elaboration of one or a
few constructs that they feel are important. In the absence of a shared
definition of personality, constructs simply proliferate. Anxiety (Spielberger, 1972), Sensation Seeking (Zuckerman, 1979), Dogmatism (Ro-
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keach, 1960), Repression-Sensitization (Byrne, 1964), Ascendance (Allport & Allport, 1928), Absorption (Tellegen & Atkinson, 1974), Depression
(Beck, 1972), Activity (Buss & Plomin, 1975), and Authoritarianism
(Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950) are among the
more widely recognized traits. Scores of additional trait measures could
be enumerated, but to do so would only confuse the issue. Is each of these
to be regarded as a separate dimension of personality? If so, then each
would need to be studied separately, and conclusions about the relationships of aging and personality would be impossible. Probably none has
been the subject of enough studies to warrant a review and conclusion.

But if it were possible to group these traits into a handful of larger
domains, then separate studies using ostensibly different trait measures
could be compared, and generalizations about the whole domain might be

drawn. In his classic paper "Traits Revisited," Gordon Allport (1966)
acknowledged "the powerful contributions of Thurstone, Guilford, Cattell

[which] should provide
eventually a satisfactory taxonomy of personality and of its hierarchical
structure" (p. 3). The factor-analytic personality tradition provides an

and Eysenck, based on factor analysis

. .

.

empirical basis for this kind of organizational simplification. Thus Anxiety,

Depression, and Repression-Sensitization all covary within the domain
of Neuroticism; Sensation Seeking, Ascendance, and Activity are classed
as Extraversion; and Dogmatism, Absorption, and Authoritarianism are
all elements of Openness to Experience. Our experience has convinced us

of the utility of this three-domain model of personality. While some
personality variables (such as locus of control) probably do not fall in any
of our domains, a great many do. As a basis for organizing the literature

on personality and aging, we find this model invaluable and rely on it
explicitly in this review.

The bulk of research summarized in this chapter is also tied to selfreport procedures, which have always been peculiarly associated with
trait systems. However, the conceptualization of traits and their organization into domains is not a function of the method of assessment used. Our

current program of research in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of
Aging employs performance tests of cognitive style; projective methods,

including the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) and the Holtzman
Inkblot Test; semistructured interviews with Q-sort ratings; and spouse
ratings. The data from these sources are conceptualized within the same

three-domain model, but may also allow the application of different
approaches to personality and aging in future years.
Most of the uniquely longitudinal research that we have conducted has
dealt with the question of stability or change in personality, and a large
section of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of the findings on this
issue. Since all this research employs self-report methods, a consideration
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of their limitations is in order, and some new longitudinal analyses on
response sets are presented in the subsequent section. But the real utility
of personality research is in explaining phenomena outside of personality
proper, and thus the last major section highlights some of the unique
contributions of longitudinal research to an understanding of the relationships between personality and other variables such as well-being and
perceptions of health. Finally, we indicate some of the new directions for
longitudinal research to which a stable trait model of personality leads.
The Research Context

Much of the research described in this chapter has been conducted as a
part of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging. Personality research
represents only a small part of the overall Baltimore study program,
which is an intensive, interdisciplinary study of the aging process. Since
1958, volunteers have been seen every I to 2 years, with regular medical
examinations and periodic cognitive and psychological testing. Subsets of
subjects have participated in a variety of special studies, and the data
from all these sources can be used to characterize subjects.
Until 1977, the Baltimore study looked at men only, and thus longitudinal data are available only for them. Beginning with an initial pool of
scientists who volunteered for the study, subjects have been continuously
recruited, usually by friends or relatives who were already participants.

New subjects are accepted from a waiting list of volunteers, and an
attempt to maintain roughly even numbers of subjects in each age decade
from the 20s to the 80s has been the primary basis for selection from the
list. For the intensified study of personality, which began in 1978 with the

creation of a section on stress and coping, additional subjects were
needed. The spouses of volunteers were invited to participate in a stressand-coping project, which involved only responses to questionnaires by

mail. In this way, the number of women available for study was substantially increased.

A number of distinctive features of the Baltimore study result from
these sampling procedures. Because subjects entered the study continuously over a 20-year period, it is possible to conduct sequential analyses
on independent samples for many of the measures. The sample itself is
also distinctive. Participants in the study are a community-dwelling,
generally healthy group of volunteers who are committed to the research
goals of the program. Among the men, the majority (80%) work in or are
retired from scientific, professional, or managerial positions. Almost all

(93%) are high school graduates, and 71% are college graduates. The
women who have joingd the study and the wives of the male subjects who
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participate in the mail studies generally share these economic and educational advantages.

The Stability of Personality in Adulthood
Statistical Definitions of Stability or Change
The term "stability" has two different and largely independent meanings.
A trait may be considered stable for a group if the mean level of the trait

in a group of individuals is constant over time. This can occur if all
individuals remain at the same level, or if increases offset decreases over
the interval. Analysis of variance on repeated administrations is the usual

way to determine if significant changes in mean level have occurred.
However, stability can also be assessed in terms of a test-retest correlation coefficient. These coefficients will be higher if individuals maintain
the same relative ordering on the trait over time, regardless of the level of
the trait. If some developmental process leads to a uniform increase or

decrease of a variable over time, it would have no effect on the retest
coefficient.

The implication of these considerations is that, except in the artificial
case in which all individuals score identically on repeated administrations
of a test, the issues of mean-level stability and retest stability must be
addressed separately.
There is one final way in which stability or change in personality might
be seen across the life span. Personality is often conceptualized in terms of
the relationship between discrete variables, and these variables might
change with age. The pattern of intercorrelations among a group of traits
might alter with maturation; although this kind of change is least familiar,
it is logically prior to the other kinds of stability or change. From the
point of view of construct validity, what a test measures is determined by
what it is correlated with. If the correlates of a test change, then the test
itself, or the construct it represents, has somehow changed. If this has
happened, then problems of interpretation of retest coefficients or mean
levels arise.

The most common method of comparing patterns of intercorrelations
is by factoring the battery of tests and showing that the same (or different)
factors emerge in different age groups or administrations. This method
has been used more frequently in studying cognitive abilities than personality dispositions, but the logic is similar. "Age-comparative factor
analysis" is a term occasionally used to designate this kind of analysis
(Cunningham, 1978). Considering the relationships between traits as the
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"structure" of personality, we have usually referred to this kind of problem

as one of "structural stability."
Differences or changes in personality-test factor structure would have
methodological as well as theoretical implications for gerontologists.
Theoretically, a large number of distinguishable factors might be taken as
a sign of personality differentiation, a hallmark of development. Different
organizations of personality variables, or different "syndromes," may
appear with age, as traits take on new meanings or new functions and
significance. Methodologically, if major differences were found in the
factor structure of standard personality tests in older samples, the use and
interpretation of the tests in these groups could be challenged. The major
personality inventories, such as the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI),
the GuilfordZimmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS), and Cattell's
16 Personality Factors Questionnaire (16PF), relied explicitly on factor
analysis in their development, and age invariance is required for maintaining their factorial validity across age. All tests must demonstrate their
validity by consistent patterns of convergent and divergent relationships.
In the extreme case, all previous test-development efforts (except that
conducted on elderly samples) would be called into question in application to elderly populations, as would all research that has employed these
tests in the study of aging.

Beginning with structural stability, we review in this chapter our
findings, which point to constancy of structure, stability of mean levels,
and consistency of individual differences across time. Together, these
results lead to the conclusion that adult age per se has no noticeable effect
on any of the domains of personality we have studied.

But let us make it quite clear that these findings do not prove that
personality is unchangeable. Some individuals do change in one or more
characteristics, for reasons not yet understood. It is reasonable to suppose
that psychotherapeutic interventions can make real changes in personality,
and a host of techniques, from cognitive-behavior modification to biochemical interventions, may have profound effects as yet undocumented.
What we can say is that such changes, for better or worse, are not likely to
happen to anyone simply as a result of growing older.

Age Invariance of Personality Structure
The Quest, for Change in Cattell's
16 Personality Factors Questionnaire

Our first research efforts, in fact, concerned looking for structural differences in pers9nality within different age groups. In 1975, cluster analysis
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appeared to be a "cutting-edge" methodological technique for examining

personality structure, and we conducted cluster analyses of the 16PF
scales within three age groups using the male subjects of the Veterans
Administration's Normative Aging Study (NAS). The cross-sectional
results first presented at an American Psychological Association (APA)
symposium in 1975 were attended with great interest and even greater
hope that, at last, using objective standardized measures and sophisticated

statistics on a very large sample, a developmental lodestone had been
uncovered. Instead, the results were actually the first formulation of an
age-invariant, three-domain model of personality.
Cluster analyses of 16PF scales were conducted within each of three age
groups: 140 men aged 25-34 (M = 32), the young group; 711 men aged
35-54 (M = 44), the middle-aged group; and 118 men aged 55-82(M = 60),
the old group. Three clusters were found for each age, accounting for
about 21%, 14%, and 6%, respectively, of the total variance in each group
(Costa & McCrae, 1976).
The first cluster, which accounted for nearly half the common variance
in all age groups, contained Scales (low) C (Stable), Q4 (Tense), 0 (Guiltprone), L (Suspicious), and (low) Q3 (Controlled). Originally we labeled it
an Anxiety-Adjustment cluster, following Cattell's convention, although
we now prefer to interpret the first cluster as representing Neuroticism.
The composition of the Neuroticism cluster was identical or invariant in
the three age groups. Similarly, the second cluster, containing Scales A
(Outgoing), F (Happy-go7lucky), H (Adventurous), and Q2 (Groupdependent), was constant across all three age groups. What captured our
imagination were the differences in the third and smallest cluster. The
third cluster in the young and middle-aged groups had two scales as its
elements, with Scale M (Practical vs. Imaginative) common to both. The
second element in the young group's cluster was Scale I (Tough-minded
vs. Tender-minded). In the middle-aged group, Scale I was "replaced" by
Scale Q1 (Conservative, Respecting Established Ideas vs. Experimenting,
Free-Thinking). In the old group, the third cluster contained Scale B
(Bright) as well as Scales I, M, and Q.
If we examine momentarily the details of these age differences in the
third cluster, the reader may be able to appreciate how we were swept
along by the apparent "lawful changes" (even though they were only
differences) in experiential phenomena. We interpreted the young group's
third cluster as an openness to feelings and aesthetic sensitivity. The
adjectival descriptions for high scorers on Scale I include "sensitive" and
"intuitive"; for Scale M, they include "unconventional" and "imaginative."
It seemed reasonable to infer that the combination of high I and high M
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represented openness to feelings, whereas low I and low M ("unsentimental, logical, practical, narrow interests") represented affective closedness. The high pole of this cluster dimension seemed to characterize the
idealism and romanticism of youth.
In the middle-aged group, M again appeared, but this time in conjunction with Q1 (Liberal Thinking). For these men, openness seemed to
appear more in the realm of ideas and values than feelings. We speculated
that the familial and professional obligations of the middle-aged man had
transformed his concern from impractical feelings to in .)re consequential
ideas. Finally, the third cluster in the old group suggested even more
tempting interpretations. The feelings cluste, and the ideas cluster were
merged, along with Scale B, which measures intelligence. This appeared
to be the marvelous developmental synthesis of opposing psychological

functions that C. G. Jung (1933) had promised us, and perhaps this
synthesis was the basis of wisdom, at least for those old men who
remained open to experience. Indeed, the integration of these processes
might well be the end point of psychological development. The differences
in cluster structure were certainly consistent with such an explanation.
We attempted to rule out the possibility that the cluster structure
differences we observed were statistical artifacts of the particular age
groups we constructed and were able to replicate roughly the third cluster
differences in two repartitionings of the sample. But we recognized and
stated in the 1976 article an even more important limitation and caution:

The data were cross-sectional and did not provide direct evidence of
structural changes in individuals.
Needless to say, we were greatly encouraged by the publication of these
findings and by the enthusiastic reception they received from many of our
colleagues. However, we felt an urgent need to document longitudinally

these important changes in personality organization and structure. In
1975, we had administered the 1967 edition of the 16PF as a longitudinal

retest, but major changes in the item composition of the scales had
occurred since the 1962 edition, making direct longitudinal comparisons
impossible. We therefore decided to readminister Scales I, M, and Q1
from the 1962 edition, Form A, in 1977. Our original cross-sectional data
had been based on combination A and B forms, so it was necessary to
separate A from B scales in the original data. An examination of the new
data showed no evidence of the cluster changes we had hypothesized and
hoped for, ard, to make matters worse, the clusters could not be located
in the original data when only the A form was analyzed. Only a simple Iand-M cluster could be identified at any age.
It turned out to be the case that the variations in the original cluster
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analyses on combined A and B forms were largely the result of error due
to the unreliability of the 16PF scales. Our conclusion was that the agespecific clusters should not be regarded as successive phases in a developmental sequence, but as a series of crude approximations to an underlying
age-invariant dimension of Openness to Experience.

We published a letter to the editor of the Journal of Gerontology
(Costa & McCrae, 1978a) to infonn readers of that journal of our results,
as well as a full report in another journal (Costa & McCrae, 1977), and we
have cited these corrective findings in several other articles. Yet even
several years later, the original finding is still discussed, while the failures to
replicate are ignored (e.g., Thomae, 1980). Bad news apparently travels
slowly.

The good news to us was that a third dimension, Openness to Experience, had been identified, and subsequent research using more reliable
measures of openness to fantasy, aesthetics, feelings, actions, ideas, and
values continued to form a third dimension of personality alongside the
ever-present Extraversion and Neuroticism. Subsequent cross-sectional

analyses (Costa & McCrae, 1980c) provided clear evidence that the
composition of this domain of personality was invariant across the adult
age range.

Constancy of Structure in the
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey
It was, therefore, with an expectation of invariance that we approached
the personality datr. of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging, where

the GZTS had been given to subjects over a period of 20 years. In
addition to cross-sectional comparisons of the factor structure of the
GZTS scales in three different age groups, we performed longitudinal and
time-of-measurement analyses as well (McCrae, Costa, & Arenberg, 1980).

Data were obtained from men who entered the study from late 1958

through 1978). The age range of the 769 men at the first time of
administration was from 17 to 97, with a mean of 50 years. Secondadministration data (5.0 to 7.9 years later) were obtained from 346 men
aged 26-91 (M = 57.6 years); third-administration data (11.0 to 15.4
years after first administration) were from 171 men aged 33-86 (M = 62.0
years). To assess possible structural differences stemming from time-ofmeasurement effects, the sample was divided into two groups: 455 men
who completed the GZTS before July 1968 (age range = 17-83, M = 52.1
years) and 314 men who first completed the GZTS after that date (age

range = 18-96, M = 45.6 years). To avoid possible confounding with
practice effects, these last analyses were limited to first-administration
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data. All factor analyses were restricted to subjects with valid scores on all
ten GZTS scales.

Both principal components and principal, axes factor analyses were
examined. Three factors had eigenvalues greater than unity and accounted
for similar amounts of vanance in all eight analyses: 28.3% to 30.3% for
the first factor; 20.8% to 22.6% for the second; and 11.8% to 13.7% for the
third. After Varimax rotation, comparison of the two methods of factoring
showed highly similar results. Only the principal components solutions
are presented because these results are somewhat clearer.

Table 7.1 shows factor loadings across analyses of data from three
administrations, three age groups, and two times of measurement. Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, Personal Relations, and Masculinity are consistent definers of this Emotional Health versus Neuroticism
factor; low Thoughtfulness is marginal. The post-1968 analysis shows
small contributions from Restraint and Sociability. The inclusion of low
Masculinity among the definers of Neuroticism is somewhat unusual; it
may result either from the use of an exclusively male sample or from the

fact that 10 of the 30 items in this scale concern susceptibility to the
emotions of fear and disgust.
The pattern of General Activity, Ascendance, and Sociability seen in
the second factor in all eight analyses has been labeled "Social Activity"
by Guilford, but could also be identified as Social Extraversion. Emotional Stability, low Restraint, and occasionally low Friendliness show
small contributions to this factor.

The third factor has been designated "Thinking Introversion" by
Guilford, but it is not to be confused with the Introversion - Extraversion
factors of Eysenck (1960) or Cattell (1973). Clearly composed of Restraint
and Thoughtfulness across all eight analyses, it shows a small contribution

from low Masculinity in some cases. On psychological grounds, the
meaningfulness of the third factor is questionabK Typically, other personality tests do not yield such a factor, nor do Guilford, Zimmerman,
and Guilford (1976) discuss any clinical significance or counseling application of the factor. As a measure of Sensation Seeking or Impulsivity,
Restraint may more properly belong in the domain of Extraversion, and
small, but consistent, negative loadings of Restraint on the second factor
are consistent with this hypothesis.
Maturational changes in personality structure should appear in both
longitudinal and cross-sectional comparisons. As is clear from Table 7.1,
the major definers are the same at each time and in each age group. Small
variations in loadings do occur, but they do not show a clear direction or
pattern replicated across longitudinal and cross-sectional analyses.

To quantify these impressions of invariance, coefficients of factor
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TABLE 7.1. Factor Loadings for GZTS Scales across Administrations, Age Groups, and Times of
Measurement
Times of
Longitudinal administra'ions
1st

2nd

(n = 769)

(n = 346)

3rd

Cross-sectional age groups
17 to 45

(n = 171) (n = 314)

46 to 59
(n = 242)

measurement

60 to 97
(n = 213)

Pre-1968

Post -1968

(n =455)

(n = 314)

Factor 1: Emotional Health versus Neuroticism

12

14

03

15

06

16

10

16

28

18

16

22

27

23

23

33

Ascendance

07

09

13

07

09

01

06

13

Sociability
Emotional Stability
Objectivity

22

17

12

22

16

21

12

32

73

73

72

67

76

73

76

69

m
m

86

84

85

85

87

87

87

84

g

Friendliness

77

76

72

25

78

76

76

74

31

79

36

33

24

34

30

19

73

71

67

72

71

72

74

71

46

50

57

.56

48

49

46

44

General Activity
Restraint

Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations
Masculinity

z
c
4

Factor 11: Social Activity or Extraversion

General Activity
Restraint

68

68

76

70

66

66

36

63

33

72

34

19

32

37

31

34

4n9

F.

Ascendance

86

88

86

85

87

84

86

87

Sociability
Emotional Stability
Objectivity

80

78

77

81

82

77

80

79

30

30

38

40

27

31

31

28

17

25

24

23

19

14

30

17

31

36

24

17

28

23

31

28

Thoughtfraess

21

19

13

16

11

14

16

07

Personal Relations
Masculinity

04

01

03

05

01

00

II

06

12

01
09

06

Friendliness

08

13

10

14

Factor III: "Thinking Introversion"

10

09

02

II

03

15

03

17

71

76

79

79

69

73

76

67

07

04
13
12

05

07

18

06
10
07

31

Friendliness

15

12

09
10
07

Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations
Masculir ity

81

80

74

08

03

17

15

33

03

10

17

13

32

General Activity
Restraint
Ascendance

Sociability
Emotional Stability
Objectivity

09
17
09

04
02
12
07

13

23

t1

14

12

79

78

82

78

C4

07
12

00

11

21

44

Note. Varimax-rotated principal components. Decimal points omitted.
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congruence (Gorsuch, 1974) were calculated between corresponding
factors for administrations, age groups, and times of measurement. Used
with principal components, as they are here, these coefficients are equivalent to the product-moment correlations between factor scores. All coefficients are above .98 for the first two factors; for the third and smallest
factor, they range from .83 to .98.
Additional analyses were conducted on data from the second administration for subjects aged 25-45 (n = 60), 46-59 (n = 154), and 60-91
(n = 132), and on data from the third administration for subjects aged
32-62 (n = 84) and 63-86 (n = 87). In all five analyses, three factors had
eigenvalues above 1.0, and, despite small sample sizes, generally similar
structures were observed. These are reflected in congruence coefficients
(when compared with the full first administration solution) ranging from

.96 to .99 for the Neuroticism factor, .91 to .99 for the Extraversion
factor, and .58 to .99 for the "Thinking Introversion" factor.
Finally, in order to parallel traditional longitudinal designs in which
the same subjects are tested on successive occasions (mean intervals = 6.6
and 12.9 years), comparisons were made between different administrations, restricting subjects to those with complete data on all administrations. Although the number of subjects meeting this qualification at all
three administrations was relatively small (n = 123), the same general
pattern of definers was replicated at each administration. The congruence
coefficients were .99, .98, and .83 for the first, second, and third factors,
respectively. When analyses were conducted for the 324 subjects who had
complete data on both first and second administrations, coefficients of
congruence for the corresponding factors across the two administrations
were .98, .99, and .98.
The age-invariance of factor structure in the GZTS in the sample cited
was clearly evident. Definers of factors stand out in each case from the
marginal elements that show slight variations from one analysis to another.
Despite aging, attrition, and possible practice effects, the same pattern is
seen at each administration. The only divergence from high factor congruence is found in the case of the third factor at the third administration,
when a coefficient of .83 is observed. Although this slight structural
variation could result somehow from repeated exposure to LI.e, test, it is
interpreted more simply as the result of error in the smallest factor and
smallest sample. In the data presented here, no meaningful difference can
be seen when comparing measurements before and after 1968, yet the
decades of the 1960s and 1970s are surely different enough to make a
difference if the structure of the GZTS and similar personality tests were
particularly sensitive to historical and cultural shifts.
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Stability of Mean Levels
Cross-Sectional Studies: Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory

Until recently, most of our knowledge concerning the descriptions of
adult rcxsonality has come from one-time administration of various
personality questionnaires to a variety of adult samples. Much of the
literature on assessment of age differences in adult personality has compared nonmatched extreme groups of old and young on measures that
often lack reliability or validity. The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI), which has more desirable psychometric properties, is
less relevant to normal personality-trait descriptions than to mental health
or psychopathology. But since it is a widely used instrument, we shall
briefly and critically review the literature on age differences in the MMPI.
Lawton, Whelihan, and Belsky (1980) review 11 studies that compare
MMPI clinical scale score ranks of elderly to younger subjects. Seven of
the 11 studies contain either older psychiatric patients, institutional residents, or medical patients. One study contains job applicants over the age
range of 19-56 years; the remaining three studies include older community
residents. Lawton et al. assert that depression is clearly elevated among
the elderly along with hypochondriasis, while the "acting out" scales (Pd
and Ma) are clearly lower. Scores of the elderly on the "psychotic triad"
scales (Pa, Pt, S) were either similar to or lower than scores of younger
peop!....., with minor exceptions only in the Newcastle-upon-Tyne community sample.
In his excellent review of age -nd the MMPI, Gynther (1980) arrives at
broadly similar conciusions to the effect that certain pathological features
decline with age. From youth to young adulthood, there are declines in
admission of rebelliousness towards authority, suspiciousness, autistic
thinking, and impulsivity. Since scale ranks are ipsative, the apparent
increase in certain neurotic features, particularly depression, is imerpreted
as a consequence of age-linked decreases in the scores for Scales 4 (Pd),
6 (Pa), 8 (Sc), and 9 (Ma). Along with dysphoric affect, health problems
are said to be salient for the elderly, and health and happiness seem to
emerge as characteristic personality problems for the elderly. Yet these
results are not beyond challenge.
Zemore and Eames (1979) reported a most instructive set of findings
that question the widely field belief that the aged are more depressed than
any other group. They noted that studies based on symptom counts find
greater evidence of depression over age 65 in contrast to studies based on
clinical judgments, which find depressive disorder most frequently between
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the ages of 25 and 65. They hypothesized that symptom checklists for
depression invariably include a variety of somatic complaints more likely

to reflect declining physical health than depression. They argued that
clinicians would not diagnose as depressive elderly who have few cognitive
or affective symptoms of depression, but who admit to fatigue, constipa-

tion, and sleep disturbances. In a simple and straightforward study, they
compared psychic (cognitive and affective) versus somatic symptoms of
depression on the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) among 424 first-year
psychology students, 48 elderly long-term residents of an old-age home,
and 31 community- residing elderly awaiting entrance to an old-age home.
The results supported their hypothesis: Namely, the BDI scores of the
elderly were significantly higher than those of the students only when
the 7 somatic items were included, that is, using all 21 items. When only the
14 psychic item scores were compared, the mean scores (4.47 vs. 4.43) were
virtually identical. Thus even institutionalized elderly and those awaiting

entrance to institutions for the elderly did not show any more psychic
symptoms of depression, although they did report more somatic complaints. The latter.are likely to covary with the physiological changes that
accompany aging.
The Zemore and Eames results should serve to remind us that findings
of age-associated differences need to be interpreted correctly. Even the

apparent age-associated increases in physical complaints need to be
scrutinized carefully. In our longitudinal studies of symptom reporting,
we have not found generalized increases in somatic complaints due to
aging (as the cross-sectional literature would suggest). Instead, specific
age-related symptoms, namely, sensory, cardiovascular, and genitourinary
problems, were seen to increase (Costa & McCrae, 1980b). Interestingly,

Gynther (1980) reports similar findings from M M PI studies for non psychiatric patients.
Cross-Sectional Studies: Factor-Based Inventories
Eysenck's two-dimensional model of personality, operationalized successively in the Maudsley Personality Inventory, the EPI, and (with the
addition of a third dimension, Psychoticism) the Eysenck Personality
Questionnaire, has occasionally been the object of cross-sectional studies.
Eysenck (e.g., Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975) has consistently reported that
younger subjects are higher in both Neuroticism and Extraversion than
are older subjects, including both men and women. Older subjects score
higher on the Lie scale, which may indicate greater social desirability, but
might also be interpreted as showing higher levels of socialization.
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Some of these cross-sectional trends for the EPI are paralleled by the
cross-sectional results of Sealy and Cattell (1965), who gave the 16PF to a

large sample of men and women aged 16-70. They found a significant
decrease on the F (Happy-go-lucky) scale, which is a facet of Extraversion; an increase on the C (Stable) scale, which suggests lowered Neuroticism; and increases on the G (Conscientious) scale, showing higher
Superego Strength or Socialization for the older subjects. The pattern of
scale scores indicated statistically significant, but small, differences on the
second-order factors of Anxiety and Extraversion.
Schaie (1959) found similar, but later occurring, introversion with his
Social Responsibility scale. Fozard and Thomas (1975) observed that the
decrease in Scale F (Happy-go-lucky) toward a more sober, serious, glum

disposition is the most consistently observed age difference with the
16PF. Other studies have reported decreases in Scales A (Outgoing),
H (Adventurous), and E (Assertive). These are recognized as signifying
shifts away from extraversion, toward introversion. The first-order scales
making up the Neuroticism domain from the 16PF (Scales C, 0, L, Q3,
and Q4) have shown inconsistent trends from one study to another. From
Lawton et al.'s (1980) review of six cross-sectional studies using the 16PF,
only Scale G (Conscientious) shows higher scores for older subjects across
all studies.
The last group of cross-sectional studies discussed here employed the
GZTS (Guilford et al., 1976), showing generally similar findings. Bendig
(1960) examined the GZTS mean score differences of men in four age
groups, finding significantly lower scores on General Activity, Ascendance, Sociability, and Masculinity. Significantly elevated scores were
observed for Restraint and Personal Relations. Wagner (1960) compared
150 male executives 45 years and older with 150 who were 35 years or
younger, with results consistent with those of Bendig (lower Ascendance,
lower Sociability, and higher Restraint scores for older executives). Unlike
Bendig, Wagner also found significantly lower scores for the Emotional
Stability and Objectivity scales, which are components of Emotional
Health, as Guilford et al. (1976) call this second-order factor.
Cross-sectional findings for the ten GZTS scale on a very large sample
of men covering a wide age range have been reported by Douglas and

Arenberg (1978) on the Baltimore study participants. Five of the ten
scales were significantly related to age in two subsamples defined in terms
of the date of first administration of the GZTS: Sample A, 605 men (aged
17-98) tested prior to July 1962.. and Sample B, 310 men tested between

July 1968 and June 1974. Like both Wagner and Bendig, Douglas and
Arenberg found Ascendance to be negatively correlated with age. General
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Activity and Masculinity were also negatively correlated with age, as only
Bendig previously showed. The other component of the Social Activity or
Extraversion factor, Sociability, was not significantly correlated with age
in both samples. Restraint and Friendliness scale scores were positively
correlated with age (r = .28 and .17, respectively). The General Activity
decade means decreased consistently after the 30s from 18.78 to 16.92 for
the 60s, while mean scores of 14.79 and 13.46 were observed for the 70and 80-year-old groups, respectively. Means for Ascendance decreased
monotonically from 18.35 (20s) to 14.35 (80s) for Sample A (pre-1968),
but less consistently in Sample B (post-1968). The differences in Masculinity were not apparent in either sample until age 60. As for the increases

with age, Restraint means increased monotonically in Sample A from
17.40 (20s) to 21.93 (70s), but less consistently in Sample B. Friendliness
mean scores showed a similar pattern to the Restraint scores for Sample

A; that is, the 20s group mean of 14.95 increased to 19.13 for the 70s
group.
Consulting the GZTS Handbook (Guilford et al., 1976), one finds that

the most consistent finding with regard to GZTS scores and age is the
decrease in Ascendance (Scale A) reported in 12 different samples. The
second most consistent finding was an increase (cross-sectionally) in
Restraint (R) scores observed in nine different samples. Seven samples
demonstrated decreases in Sociability with age, while four samples showed
General Activity decreases with age. Age differences for the other GZTS
scale scores are inconsistent and "conflict markedly" (1976, p. 107).
Guilford et al. conclude that "there would seem to be little risk in using
the same GZTS norms with any age group despite the consistency of the

scale score differences with age, since the correlations and mean differences are small" (p. 105).
Repeated- Measures Analyses

F.:cause all of the previous studies mentioned are cross-sectional, they

do not answer the question of whether the obtained differences in
personality-score levels are actually maturational-developmental or simply

cohort effects. As has been so often stated, cross-sectional studies confound maturation with generational differences. "Generational differences," or "cohort effects" as they are also called, refer to the effects of the
different socialization of successive birth cohorts. Resolution of this
question of developmental versus cohort effects is of practical as well as
theoretical importance. In a previous publication (Costa & McCrae,
1978b), we pointed out that cohort norms might be more appropriate and
meaningful than age norms in the interpretation of certain test results.
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To ascertain directly whether any consistent age differences observed

were maturational rather than cohort or generational differences, we
readministered, in 1975, the 16PF to a subsample of 139 men from the
original 969 in the NAS. By measuring the same subjects at a later time
(i.e., 10 years later), we hoped to generate data useful for resolving this

question of maturational change in personality-trait levels (Costa &
McCrae, 1978b).
Table 7.2 presents the results of repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) on all 16 scales. We used three age groups-25-40, 41 -46, and
over 47-as one of the two classifying variables, and administration as the
second. Cross-sectional age differences, or cohort/aging differences, were
found for Scales G (Conscientious), I (Tender-minded), and Q1 (Liberal

Thinking), all showing an increase across age groups. Two different
scales, B (Bright) and 0 (Group-dependent), showed longitudinal changes

(but not cohort differences), with increases over time. There were no
significant time-by-cohort interactions. Because the conventional longitu-

TABLE 7.2. Group Means Averaged across Two Administrations
Age at first administration

Scale
A

(Outgoing)

B

(Bright)

C

(Stable)

E

(Assertive)

F

/a

(Happy-go-lucky)
(Conscientious)
(Adventurous)
(Tender-minded)

L

(Suspicious)

G

25 to 40

41 to 46

(n = 46)

(n =

51)

47+

(n = 42)

Ffor age

-5.94

-5.28

-5.78

1.48

6.07

5.76

5.74

12.80

Ffor time
2.64

13.78***

7.04

5.91

6.50

1.93

-5.15
-2.32

-5.25
-1.54

-6.26
-3.00

1.37

.36

1.57

2.73

5.49**

2.59

.59

.47

1.06

1.92

-1.17

-.52

-.49

.54

.21

7.29

7.99

8.45

5.18"

1.27

-2.85

-2.69

-2.55

.30

2.94

11.98

12.03

12.53

1.92

2.48

(Shrewd)

1.97

2.42

2.63

2.96

.06

0 (Guilt-prone)

1.19

1.76

1.31

1.28

.05

Q1" (Liberal Thinking)
Q.! (Independent)
(Controlled)
Q%

9.37

9.81

10.08

3.35*

.96

-3.40

-3.45

-2.92

.88

1.08

59

1.07

1.83

.04

-4.69

-3.91

-5.01

1.38

1.26

II

M" (Imaginative)
N

Q4

(Tense)

19.33***

Note. Scales based on items common to 1962 and 1967 editions, Form A, scale norms do not apply.
'Based on full-scale retest in 1977. with tr = 134. 101. and 169. respectively, for three age groups.

*p <.05.
**p <.O1.
***I) < .001.
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dinal design we employed tested the same subjects at a later time and not
a different subsample of the same age cohort, it is not possible to separate
further the maturational changes from time-of-measurement or practice
effects. Only by use of the sequential designs discussed later can this be
approximated.

A simple maturational effect would be seen in both cross-sectional
differences and longitudinal changes. That no scale showed this pattern of

results leads to the suggestion that some other source of variation was
responsible for the observed effects. The cross-sectional results can be
attributed to cohort differences, but an explanation of the longitudinal
findings is more difficult. It is possible that the changes were due to
repeated exposure to the test or to cultural changes in the intervening
10 years. The change in Scale Q2 is particularly difficult to understand, and
since no comparable changes were found on any of the other scales in the

Extraversion domain, perhaps the most parsimonious explanation is
sampling error.
Yet another rival hypothesis can be mentioned as a likely explanation
for the change in Scale B (Intelligence), which is, in fact, an ability scale
rather than a personality scale. The I 6PF was first administered in small
groups, and implicit time pressure may have prevented some people from

performing at their best. On the second administration, at home, individuals may have taken more time (or consulted the dictionary) and thus
improved their scores. Thus, in addition to time-of-measurement and
practice effects, we must be aware of changes in the assessment conditions
or situations.
In the conventional longitudinal analysis of the GZTS scales by Douglas

and Arenberg (1978), two aspects of the approach to measuring change
are worthy of note. First, the authors presented an accounting of subject
attrition, assessing the effects of subject loss by dividing their original
sample (n = 605) into repeats (336 men who appeared in both the original
sample and the longitudinal sample) and nonrepeats (269 men who appeared only in the original sample,.. Using a 2 X 3 (age groups 17-39,
40-59, 60-98) unweighted means ANOVA, significant main effects (differences) were found for the repeats versus the nonrepeats on four scales.
In all age groups, men who were retested on the GZTS (repeats) were
lower in Ascendance and higher in Objectivity, Friendliness, and Emotional Stability than nonrepeats. Although statistically significant, the
differences were small in magnitude. Nevertheless, repeat subjects tended
to be less neurotic (Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness) and
less assertive.

The second notable aspect is that an attempt was made to determine
whether the magnitude of change was related to age by computing part
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correlations between age and residual of the second measure adjusted for

the first. Analyses of such longitudinal change scores showed overall
decline in General Activity, Friendliness, Thoughtfulness, Personal Relations, and Masculinity. The magnitude of change was related to age for

the General Activity scale, suggesting an accelerated change in this
variable, but not for the other four scales that showed significant changes.
Table 7.3 shows the longitudinal changes for the five scales that showed
significant changes.
Thus, as the men in the Baltimore study aged approximately 7 years
(ranging from 5.6 to 9.9 years on retest), their General Activity, or pace

of activity, declined, as did their scores on Scales F (Friendliness),
T (Thoughtfulness), PR (Personal Relations), and M (Masculinity). This
last maturational change might be expected by theorists such as David
Gutmann (1974) who hypothesize a sex-linked shift or crossover in sex
roles with advancing age.
Sequential Evidence for Stability

As discussed earlier, conventional longitudinal analyses, whether of
test-retest or repeated-measures variety, are susceptible to rival interpretations other than maturational effects, including time-of-measurement
and practice effects. More adequate data-gathering and data-analytic
designs involve the use of cross-sequential and time-sequential analyses,
which provide a more comprehensive identification of change phenomena
(Baltes, 1968; Baltes, Reese, & Nesselroade, 1977; Schaie, 1965, 1977).
Cross- and time-sequential analyses were performed on the GZTS
scores for the Baltimore study sample by Douglas and Arenberg (1978). In
cross-sequential analyses, independent samples of individuals born in the
same historical period are compared at different times of testing. Since

TABLE 7.3. Longitudinal Changes from First to Second Administration on
Five GZTS Scales
Age decades at first administration
GZTS scales

General Activity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations

Masculinity

20s

30s

40s

50s

60s

70s

1.67

-.10

-.01

-1.08

-2.04

-1.28

-.25
-2.33
-.33
-.33

.00

-1.13

-.88
-.54
-.38

-.44
-.07
-.78

-.07
-.48
-.74

.14

-.61

-.61

.00

-.92
-.65
-2.38
-.96

-.78
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recruitment into the Baltimore study was continual, the Douglas and
Arenberg study (as all our other sequential analyses) contrasted two
successive intervals of testing (January 1958 through June 1968 with July
1968 to Decerhber 1974) rather than two distinct time points and thus

only approximated a true cross-sequential design. Birth cohorts were
defined in 8-year intervals from 1892-1899 to 1940-1947 in order to
approximate the 7-year period between testing. Practice effects are eliminated in the cross-sequential design, as are main effects of cohort. But
aging is confounded with time-of-measuremem effects, and sampling
differences may also be present.
In time-sequential analyses, independent samples of individuals of the
same age are compared at different times of measurement. Maturation is
ruled out, but any obtained differences (effects) may be due to either
cohort or time of measurement. The second time-of-measurement sample
in the cross-sequential analysis consisted of 238 men from Sample B (the
later GZTS sample, described earlier) born during the same periods (i.e.,
1892-1899, 1900-1907, 1908-1915, . . . , 1932-1939), but varying in age
from 30 to 81 years. The second time-of-measurement sample in the timesequential analyses again employed a subset of Sample B (n = 240),
including men born between 1900 and 1947.
In the cross-sequential design, different-aged individuals from the same
cohorts or historical periods are compared at different times of testing.
The birth-cohort effect confounds cohort and aging and can be referred to
as "cohort/aging." The time effect confounds secular changes between the
times of measurement and aging and can be referred to as "time/aging."
In the time-sequential design (independent samples of same-aged individuals, compared at different times of measurement), we can identify the
effects as aging/cohort and time/ cohort.
By comparing the consistency of results for different effects on various
personality scales, one can make interpretations concerning the effects of
maturation, generation, and cultural changes, although these interpretations are never unequivocal (see Adam, 1978). Table 7.4 summarizes the

results of the sequential analyses along with the cross-sectional and
longitudinal (repeated-measures) analyses of the GZTS scales. The only
consistent maturational effect from the four types of analyses were found
for Masculinity. Older age groups or cohorts in both samples 'showed
declines in Masculinity over the seven decade groups from the 20s to the
80s. Within-subject changes over a 7-year time interval similarly showed
declines for Masculinity. The absence of a time/cohort effect in the timesequential analyses for Masculinity indicates that neither cohort differences nor cultural change from the first interval of measurement to the
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TABLE 7.4. Summary of GZTS Results for Four Different Analyses

Scale

cohort/aging"

Longitudinal
time/
Cross-sequential
practice/aging time/aging

General Activity

Declined (A,B)

Declined

Restraint
Ascendance
Sociability
Emotional Stability

Increased (A,B)

Cross-sectional

Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Persona! Relations
Masculinity

NS

NS

Declined (A,B)
Declined (A)
No difference
No difference

Objectivity

Time-sequential
time/ cohort

NS

Increased (A,B)

Declined

Increased (A)
Increased (B)
Declined (A,B)

Declined

Declined

Declined

NS

Declined
Declined
Declined

Declined

Declined

Declined

Declined

"A = effect significant in Sample A: B = effect significant in Sample B.

second accounts for the observed decreases in Masculinity. A small, but
significant, decline in Masculinity found for the time/ aging effect in the
cross-sequential analysis confirms the interpretation that the observed
cohort differences and the longitudinal declines are probably maturational
in nature. Practice effects are unlikely to account for the longitudinal
decline; in both the cross-sectional and sequential results, only first administration results are used.
General Activity score changes were interpreted as reflecting the opera-

tion of maturation since both cross-sectional and repeated-measures
longitudinal results showed declines, and there were no significant time/
cohort effects on the time-sequential analyses. The time/aging effect in

the cross-sequential analysis showed a decrease, but it did not reach
statistical significance. Thus the General Activity changes can be interpreted as maturational, but seem to occur predominately later in life.
The major import of these sophisticated, quasi-experimental statistical
designs and analyses should be clearly recognized. None of the eight other

personality traits (GZTC Scales R, A, S, E, 0, F, T, and P) showed
maturational changes. The T, P, and F scores reflected cultural changes
and not maturational ones. The R and A scores reflected simple genera-

tional differences, with later born cohorts less restrained and more
assertive than earlier born and therefore older cohorts.
We have devoted considerable time and space to these cross-sectional,
longitudinal, and sequential analyses, so it is q:4 to important that we not
let the crucial facts slip from our grasp. For only two of the scales was the

i
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evidence consistent with maturational change in mean level of personality
traits. Although many researchers are aware of the Douglas and Arenberg
findings, it would appear that few clearly recognize the evidence for trait
(mean-level) stability provided by their analyses and results. Even those
scales that showed- maturational effects changed very little. The magni-

tude of the maturational declines in General Activity and Masculinity
amounts to about one-eighth of a standard deviation over a 7-year period,
a change that is not at all of practical significance. In a somewhat lighter
mood, we calculated the length of time it would take the average man in
the Baltimore study sample to become "feminized," that is, to reach the
mean Masculinity score of college females. At the rate of decline of .41
items every 6.6 years, it would take the older man (average age of 75) 136
years to become "feminized" under the admittedly preposterous assumption that one could live to 211 years!
How do the present results and conclusions compare with the data and
judgments of other researchers in the field? After all, the studies reviewed
deal with men only and with only two measurement points from 7 years

(Baltimore study) to 10 years (NAS). Although the longitudinal and
sequential-type analyses are quite scarce in comparison to the more
numerous, if less informative, cross-sectional studies, there are two
sequential studiesby Schaie and Parham (1976) and by Siegler and her
associates at Dukethat bear examination. Since Siegler, George, and
Okun (1979) used Form C of Cattell's 6PF in a sample of both women
and men and with more than two measurement points, the results of their
cross-sequential analyses of adult personality are of particular relevance.
From a sample of 502 white, middle-class, adult subscribers to a health insurance plan in the Durham, North Carolina, area, 331 adults were assessed

four times over an 8-year period (1968-1976). The authors formed 12
2-year cohorts born between 1899 and 1922, with the youngest cohort 46-47

yoars old, and the oldest 68-69 in 1969. Using a repeated-measures
ANOVA design with 12 age cohorts, two sexes, and four times of
measurement. the authors found that none of the 16 personality scales
showed changes over time consistent with a .naturational explanation.
The only scale that showed a main effect for cohort and for time was the
intelligence scale, Factor B, which seemed to be influenced by generational
differences (later born cohorts score higher) and practice effects (later

administrations yield higher scores) rather than aging, since the two
effects are in opposite directions. There were main effects for sex on 5 of
the 16 factors, which were in the sex-stereotyped direction and stable over

time, and also two significant interactions. Our earlier longitudinal
analysis of Form A (Costa & McCrae, 1978b) and the Siegler et al. (1979)
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analysis of Form C of the I6PF are in rather substantial agreement, then,
that there is little evidence for age-related change in personality in the
adult and later years.
Schaie and Parham (1976) extracted 19 factors from a 75-item Social
Responsibility scale and applied sequential methods to an analysis of
change in these factors. Seventeen of the 19 factors showed stability, with
only small changes in the other two factors. They concluded that "within
the domain of factors identified in our study, we can with confidence support the stability modal" (p. 152).

Individual Consistency over Time

Retest Data from Cattell's 16 Personality Factors Questionnaire

Retest correlations, or stability coefficients, assess the magnitude of
personality consistency or change in the relative ordering of individuals,
regardless of absolute level. These are among the most important analyses
for longitudinal studies, for although different samples at different times,
or different cohorts at one time, can be used to estimate age changes in
trait levels, only repeated testing of the same individuals can speak to the
degree of stability of individua; differences.

Our first line of evidence for stability of personality came from an
examination of longitudinal data from the Cattell I6PF, administered in
1966 and 1975, and from a short form of the EPI (the EPI-Q) devised by
Floderus (1974), administered in 1976 (Costa & McCrae, 1977). Earlier
work with cluster analyses of the 16PF had identified three clusters, two
of which showed the same scale composition across all age groups. Retest
correlations between the 16PF Neuroticism cluster scores over a 9-year
interval in three age groups- 25 -34, 35 -54, and 55-82were .58, .67, and
.69, respectively. The Extraversion-Introversion cluster scores showed
even greater stability: .75, .70, and .84, respectively, for the young, middle-

aged, and old groups. Even when we employed an alternate personality

instrumentthe 18-item EPI-Qto measure Neuroticism and Extraversion in 1976, significant stability coefficients were obtained over a 10-year
interval. Correlations of 16PF cluster scores in 1966 with EPI-Q measures

in 1976 in the three different age groups were .41, .49, and .54 for
Neuroticism, and .46, .54, and .53 for Extraversion measures. These
"alternate-form," or equivalence-and-stability, coefficients are quite remarkable when one considers that the equivalence coefficients (which are
a measure of the interchangeability of the tests measured contemporaneously) average only .56 for Neuroticism and .55 for Extraversion.
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Enduring Dispositions in the
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey
Recently we reported additional evidence directly related to the longitudinal stability of personality traits, with particular attention focused
upon two specific hypotheses (Costa, McCrae, & Arenberg, 1980). The
first hypothesis was that certain socially desirable traits, such as sociability,
assertiveness, and others that define the broad domain of Extraversion,
are particularly stable and that change is more characteristic of undesirable
traits that might be interpreted as elements of the Neuroticism domain.
The second hypothesis asserts that stability coefficients will increase with
age. This hypothesis was based on evidence that stability coefficients
increase for children (Nesselroade & Baltes, 1974) and on suggestions that
personality is increasingly consolidated in old age (Neugarten, 1964).
We tested these hypotheses with the GZTS scale scores of the Baltimore

study participants described earlier. The GZTS was administered to
subjects approximately every 6 years. Because of complications in scheduling, a few subjects took the test 2 years in succession or failed to take the

second retest. To maintain uniformity of time interval and number of
administrations, longitudinal analyses were limited to subjects who took
their second GZTS 5.0 to 7.9 years after their first (M = 6.6 years, n = 460)
and to those who took their third GZTS 11.0 to 15.4 years after the first
(M = 12.9, n = 222). Three age groups were formed: young (17-44 years,
mean age 36.7, n = 145); middle (45-59 years, mean age 51.5, n = 183); and
old (60-85 years, mean age 67.9, tz = 132).
Table 7.5 gives the 6-year and the 12-year stability coefficients for the
total samples, and the 12-year stability coefficients within each of the three
age groups.
Under the hypothesis that stability should be greater in older age groups,
one-tailed tests of the significance of differences between correlations were
computed for each pair of age groups on each scale. Of the 30 comparisons
at each interval, six were significant for the 6-year interval, three for the 12-

year intera. Of these nine significant differences, four were in the
predicted direction, five in the opposite direction. Not one of the specific

findings for scales at the 6-year interval was replicated at the 12-year
interval.

Finally, Table 7.6 gives the estimated reliability and stability of the
"true" scores (Heise, 1969) in a subsample of 114 subjects of all ages who
had complete data for all scales at all three times. Also in this table are
simple retest coefficients for Times 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and 1 to 3. The similarity of
correlations in the first and second 6-year periods is further evidence of the

continuing stability of traits. It is also noteworthy that 6-year retest
coefficients in this most select group, ate\
quite comparable to those
i
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TABLE 7.5. Six- and 12-Year Retest Coefficients for GZTS Scales for Total Samples and
12-Year Retest Coefficients for Three Age Groups
6-year retest

12-year retest

12 -year retest

Total sample

Total sample

Young group

Middle group

Old group

(17 to 85 years)

(20 to 76 years)

(20 to 44 years)

(45 to 59 years)

(60 to 76 years)

General Activity

.83 (410)

.77 (192)

.77 (60)

.82 (93)

.78 (39)

Restraint

.71 (418)

.72 (193)

.61 (621

.74 (94)

.76 (37)

Ascendance

.82 (401)

.83 (194)

.85 (95)

.77 (37)

Sociability
Emetional Stability
Objectivity

.81 (393)

.74 (182)

.85 (62)
.64 (62r

.81 (88)

.66 (32)

.74 (427)

.70 (203)

.63 (68)

36 (96)

.71 (39)

.71 (405)

.69 (191)

.66 (64)

.76 (87)

.59 (40)

Friendliness

.77 (418)

.74 (193)

.74 (64)b

.68 (88).

.87 (41)

Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations
MascLlinity
Mean stability

.72 (418)

.73 (199)

.721

(64)

.71 (94)

.71 (41)

.73 (385)

.68 (188)

.64 (89)

.73 (37)

.71 (94)

.70 (40)

.75

.73

Scale

.75 (417)

.72 (200)

.70 (62)
.73 (66)

.77

.73

.72

Note. 'Aare given in parentheses.. numbers in parentheses in column headings are age range at Tune I. All cormlai ions

are significant al p <.001.
'Difference between young and middle groups is significant at p <.05.
"Difference between young and old groups is significant at p< .05.
'Difference between middle and old groups is significant at p< .01.
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TABLE 7.6. Observed Retest Coefficients for Three Intervals
and Estimated Reliability and Stability Coefficients for "True"
Scores
Observed retest
correlations

Estimated
Estimated
reliability

12-year

Scale

ri:

r2;

r1;

General Activity
Restraint
Ascendance
Sociability
Emotional Stability
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations
Masculinity

.83

.84
.75

.80

.88
.80

.92

.71

.85
.82
.83
.82

.85

.82

1.00"

.75

.91

.71

.89
.86
.83
.78
.75
.79

.82
.80
.86

.75
.81

.84
.77
.77
.81

.73

.70
.74

.78
.76
.73
.77

.74
.77
.71

.68
.73

stability

.89

.93
.91
.91

.92

Note. Coefficients were calculated with formulas of Heise (1969) for a subsample
of 114 men with complete data at three times.
"Observed I2 -year retest coefficient is greater than estimated reliability.

presented in Table 7 1 for a more inclusive group of subjects who may have

dropped out of the study after the second administration of the GZTS.

The retest coefficients presented here are among the highest in the
literature for so long a period of time, comparable to the 2-week retest
coefficients of many scales. When statistical corrections for unreliability
are applied to obtain estimates of the "true" stability of the dispositions,
even higher values are seen. These estimates, using Heise's (1969) formulas,
are given in Table 7.6. Because they are only estimates, themselves subject
to sampling error, anomalies such as the more-than-perfect stability of the
Ascendance scale sometimes occur, and these coefficients must be regarded

with due caution. Simple, uncorrected Pearson correlations are straightforward and familiar, and the correlations seen here reach impressively
large magnitudes despite errors of measurement.
The question of increasing stability with age in adulthood seems to be
clearly answered in the negative; 6- and 12-year stability coefficients are
quite similar for three age cohorts whose members have an initial age range
of nearly 70 years. Statistically significant differences in the magnitude of
stability coefficients are scattered and inconsistent and do not support the
hypothesis. Increased stability with age may be found among children and
adolescents, but by young adulthood, stability in these dimensions of
temperament is so high-near the limits of reliability of the instrumentthat a ceiling effect diminishes the likelihood of any further increase in
stability.
,
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The question of differential stability for different traits is more difficult
to answer since change and error of measurement are confounded in retest
coefficients. It can be seen that, for the total sample, the three traits that

constitute the extraverted factor of Social Activity--General Activity,
Sociability, and AscendanceI Ave mean coefficients of .82 and .78 for
6- and 12-year intervals, respec .vely, whereas the neurotic traits of low
Emotional Stability, Objectiv..y, Friendliness, and Personal Relations
show corresponding coefficients of .74 and .70. The latter are certainly
lower, accounting for only about three-fourths as much variance. The
result is comparable to findings with the I6PF mentioned earlier, in which
9-year coefficients ranged from .70 to .84 for Extraversion and from .58
and .69 for Anxiety or Neuroticism. It may be the case that extraordinary
stresses produce temporary neurotic tendencies in some people or that the

distress attendant on neurotic traits leads some individuals to change,
either by themselves or with the aid of friends or professional therapists.

On the other hand, it may also be the case that neuroticism is more
difficult to measure reliably. The estimated stabilities of "true" scores,
corrected for unreliability, are given in Table 7.6. These show an average
value of .91 for the three Extraversion scales and .88 for the four
Neuroticism scales, suggesting that there is little basis for inferring differential stability between these two domains of traits.
The data on which this study was based are taken from a single selfreport instrument applied to a select male sample, and methodological
artifacts, including sample selection and attrition, social desirability, and
response sets, may have inflated the correlations. But a similar pattern of
results in other samples using other objective measures (Costa & McCrae,
1977; Leon, Gillum, Gillum, & Gouze, 1979) as well as ratings (Block,
1971) argues that the results presented here cannot be di ;missed wholly as

method variance. Indeed, the theme of stability in personality is being
heard with increasing frequency from a variety of sources. The conclusion
seems to hold for women as well as men (Siegler et al., 1979), for Germans
as well as Americans (Grombach, 1976), and for adolescents as well older
adults (Bachman, O'Malley, & JohL3ton, 1978).

Eliminating Response Bias as an Explanation for Stability
Response Styles and Age
Test Artifacts in Self-Report Measures

By far the greatest number of studies conducted on personality and
aging have employed self-report instruments as the primary or sole source

of data. This strategy has both advantages and disadvantages. On the
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positive side, objective self-report inventories have a number of properties
that make them preferable to observer ratings or projective techniques.

Self-report scales (except purely empirical ones) generally rest on the
following rationale: If the individual is asked a number of related
questions about his or her thoughts, feelings, Of actions, he or she can
usually be trusted to answer with some accuracy. Since the questions can
cover typical behavior or quantify the frequency as well as the intensity of
behavior or feelings, it is possible to sample the individual's experience
widely. Because identical questions are asked of each respondent, and
because each test is scored identically, individuals' scores are maximally
comparable. These properties hold whether the scale is self-administered
or read to the respondent by an interviewer. The former method has the
advantage of allowing the fast and economical gathering of data, which,
in addition to its practicality, has the scientific merit of encouraging large
sample research and frequent replications. Finally, there are a number of
phenomena of interest to psychologists, such as daydreaming and subjective well-being, for which the subject is the only reliable observer.
In contrast, projective tests and observer ratings are usually based on
extremely limited samples of behavior and require extensive judgment on
the part of the rater. The relationship between the observed behavior (say,
inkblot responses) and the inferred characteristic (say, ego strength) often
depends on a tortuous chain of reasoning, and clinicians may draw quite
different inferences from the same signs. Unstructured interviews provide
the rater with a different basis for rating each individual, and peer ratings
traditionally have relied on the use of one or a few adjective pairs or ratings
scales which may carry different meanings to different raters. For all these
reasons, self-report instruments have generally shown a better record of
internal consistency, retest reliability, and construct validity than have
ratings or projective tests.'

But self-report inventories are also prone to certain problems. The
transparency of the items makes it possible for individuals so motivated
to present themselves favorably or unfavorably. The use of a standard

format for answering questions (yes-no, a Likert scale, a rating bar)
makes it possible for consistencies in the style of responding to distort the

scores obtained from the instrument, leading to spuriously high consistency or correlations. Issues of social desirability, acquiescence, and
extreme responding have been the source of interminable debate among
personality psychologists, and no definitive resolution has been reached.
'It would be possible to incorporate the advantages of the self-report inventories with
those of ratings by employing raters long familiar with the subject and by using a large
number of standard questions to measure each construct. Research along these lines is
currently being conducted.
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The nihilistic interpretation of self-report responses as nothing but response sets (Berg, 1955) has been repeatedly answered (Block, 1965;
Wiggins, 1966), and sophisticated test constructors have learned to balance
scales in order to reduce acquiescence effects and to guard against social
desirability in constructing and interpreting scales.

Longitudinal Analyses of Response Sets in the
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey

There has, however, been relatively little research on age trends in
response sets. Some writers (Schaie & Schaie, 1977) have argued persuasively that there have been enormous changes in the amounts and
kinds of testing that individuals of different generations have been exposed

to and that this may introduce unwanted sources of variance in tests.
Increased cautiousness may alter the responses of older subjects (Botwinick,

1969), or standards of social desirability may change with age, bringing
shifts in the influences of that set. Age changes or cohort differences in
responding could account for observed differences in scale scores or could
mask real changes that are occurring. To date, all of these are speculations, with little empirical foundation. Clearly, before any conclusions are
drawn about aging and personality based on the use of objective personality measures, some information on these issues would be useful.

Recent analyses of data from the Baltimore study contribute to a
resolution.
Over the past 20 years, subjects in the Baltimore study have been given

the GZTS every 6 years. Since recruitment into the study has been
continuous, new samples of individuals, ranging in age from the 20s to the

90s, have been tested at a succession of times. By dividing ages, birth
cohorts, and times of measurement into 6-year intervals, a variety of
analytic designs may be applied to aid in the interpretation of changes or
differences.
The men in the Baltimore study sample are community-dwelling volunteers, most with a background in science or the professions. Their commit-

ment to a longitudinal study shows them to be more conscientious than
average, and comparison of their scores on the GZTS with college norms
show that they are better adjusted than that group. As volunteers, they
have no particular incentive to falsify their scores, and thus the results of
this study should not be hastily generalized to other testing situations
(such as counseling or employment) where incentives to distort may be
involved.

The GZTS was given to all subjects with standard instructions. Answer

sheets provide three response options"yes," "no," and "?"but subjects
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were instructed to use the "?" option only if they were completely unable
to select "yes" or "no." Following the suggestion of Guilford and Zimmerman (1949), scales containing more than three "?" responses were invalidated. This criterion has been used in all previously reported applications

of the GZTS conducted by the Baltimore study. However, this exclusionary principle may distort results. In particular, if age produces caution

in responding, a disproport;' ate number of older subjects may be
excluded, perhaps especially the most cautious. Because of that possibility,
a new approach was adopted in the analyses reported here. All the GZTS

answer sheets were keypunched, so that responses to individual items
could be analyzed. In the original scoring system, "?" responses were not
scored and thus tended to lower th' score of the individual. In the new
system, responses were assigned a value of 1, 0, or +1, with the "?"
represented as a neutral, rather than a negative, value.
The handbook for the GZTS (Guilford el al., 1976) lists three scales
that have been developed to estimate the influence of ^,ertain response
sets: the Gross Falsification (GF) scale, the Subtle Falsification (SF)
scale, and the Careless Deviancy (CD) scale. The first two are intended to
screen individuals who may be attempting to present an unduly favorable
impression; the third is a scale composed of relatively rare responses, and
a high score is interpretable either as careless responding or deviancy in

personality. In addition, it is possible to measure at least three other
response sets on the GZTS. The number of blanks was summed across all
scales to give an index, as was the number of "?" responses. Items in the
GZTS are roughly balanced on most scales, so it is possible to sum up,the
number of "yes" responses and consider it an index, not of any substantive
personality trait, but of the tendency to acquiesce to items indiscriminately.
For each of these variables, cross-sectional, longitudinal, cross-sequential,
and time-sequential analyses were performed. In the repeatedmeasures
analysis, 348 men ranging in initial age from 32 to 74 and retested after 4

to 8 years (mean interval = 6.6 years) were the subjects. They were
classified into seven age groups, each spanning a 6-year interval. In the
time-sequential analyses, 328 men who were tested in the period from
1958 to 1964 were compared with 278 men tested between 1965 and 1971.
They were cross-classified by the same seven age categories used in the
repeated-measures design. In the cross-sequential analysis, 345 men tested
between 1958 and 1964 were compared with 285 men tested between 1965
and 1971. In this design, however, they were cross-classified according to
their dates of birth, using seven birth cohorts of 6-year intervals from
1896 to 1932.

Repeated-measures analyses showed a significant (p < .05) effect on
the repeated factor for number of question marks, which increased from
6.2 to 9.6; on acquiescence, which decreased from 132.1 to 128.9; on the
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GF scale, which increased from 11.8 to 12.1; and on the SF scale, which
decreased from 21.2 to 20.8. Age-group differences were seen for the

number of question marks, which were highest in the 68-74-year-old
group and lowest in the 50-55-year-old group. In addition, there were two
interactions: Men aged 38-43 at first testing showed a decrease instead of
an increase in question marks, and men aged 55-61 showed an increase
instead of a decrease in acquiescence.

These results are somewhat puzzling; certainly they did not show a
monotonic change in any of the response sets with age. Most of the
changes were extremely small in magnitude, and if we require a significance level of p < .01, only two effects are significant: the increase in
question marks and the decrease in acquiescence. Neither of these longitudinal changes was mirrored in cross-sectional differences, suggesting that
the changes are due either to time-of-measurement effects (i.e., a cultural
change during the testing period) or to "practice" (i.e., repeated expostae
to the test).
Examination of the cross- and time-sequential analyses, conducted on

samples of more than 600 men, is revealing. Analyses of number of
blanks, number of question marks, acquiescence, GF, SF, and careless
deviancy show no significant (p < .05) effects for aging/ cohort, aging/time,

cohort/time, or cohort/aging, nor were there any significant interactions.
These data suggest that the marginal cross-sectional differences and interactions in the repeated-measures analyses are best regarded as unreplicable
error and that the longitudinal changes in acquiescence and use of question
marks are attributable to practice effects. That acquiescence decreased
while use of question marks increased by three items is suggestive: Perhaps
subjects felt pressured on the first administration to avoid question marks
at all costs and agreed to a few items of which they were uncertain. Some
years later, as experienced subjects no longer as reticent to assert themselves, they used the question marks when they felt they needed to.
In any case, these data imply that response sets are not ordered by age.
The longitudinal researcher may want to consider he effects of repeated
administration of the same instrument, but the particular effect seen here
is small in its overall influence on scale SCOcS and probably is unique to
instruments like tire GZTS, which provide a question-mark option, but
fail to score it.
Response Sets in the Neuroticism-Extraversion-Openness
Inventory

But what about questionnaires that use a different response format?
Likert scales, for example, are subject to the influence of extreme respondingthe tendency,
to "strongly agree" or "strongly disagree" to a
. ..:.
;
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variety of questions. And are aging women perhaps more susceptible to
response sets than aging men? We have no longitudinal data on which to
base answers to these questions, but cross-sectional data on a new personality instrument, the NEO Inventory, do provide some indirect evidence of the effect of age on response styles in the Likert format for men
and women.
The Neuroticism-Extraversion-Openness (NEO) Inventory consists of
144 items measuring three broad domains of personalityNeuroticism,
Extraversion, and Openness to Experienceand six more specific facets

withii each of these. Subjects are asked to respond to each item on a
5-point scale from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree." They are instructed to use the middle, neutral category if they are undecided. The
scales are balanced, so a count of the number of items to which a subject

responds "agree" or "strongly agree" can be taken as a content-free
measure of acquiescence. A "naysayer" index can be created by counting
the "disagree" and "strongly disagree" responses. Neutral responses can
also be counted. Finally, it is possible to count the number of extreme

responses"strongly disagree" and "strongly agree"in order to index
extreme responding.
Using the same 6-year age groups as were used previously, these scores
were analyzed for a sample of 265 men and 191 women. There were no
significant effects for age group or gender, nor were there any significant
interactions. Once again, the evidence suggests that stability or change in

mean level of self-report personality inventories is not likely to be an
artifact of response sets. It also suggests that older men and women
respond to questionnaires in much the same way as younger people do.
These results are but one of many pieces of evidence that must be considered in evaluating the validity of self-report inventories when used with

the elderly. The construct validity, factorial invariance, and predictive
utility of trait measures discussed in other sections of this chapter also
contribute to the conclusion that this approach to aging and personality
has much to offer.
Retest Stability and Response Bias

We have shown that such extraneous sources of variance as. acquiescence, extreme responding, and social desirability are not themselves age
related. But it might be argued that the high level of stability of individual
differences in personality dispositions is, in fact, better regarded as the
stability of responding styles. If the influence of these variables were
removed, would the stability coefficients be as high?
To test this, we calculated the retest coefficients of the GZTS, partialling
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out the variance due to response sets. Clearly, the response scales derived
from the GZTS itself cannot be used for this since they are based on the
same items as the temperament scales. If the individual endorses the same
item on both occasions, ve cannot tell whether that should be attributed
to stability of trait or response style. An independent measure of response

bias, however, could be used in this analysis, and the response-style
indexes derived from the NEO Inventory just described were available. As
a measure of social desirability or deliberate falsification, the Lie scale of
the EPI was also available. Unfortunately, only 98 subjects had complete
data on all these variables, so there is a substantial difference in sample
from the original stability data.
Table 7.7 gives the retest coefficients for the ten GZTS scales over an
interval of from 4 to 8 years (mean = 6.6 years), statistically controlling
for acquiescence, naysaying, and extreme responding as measured by the
response indexes of the NEO, and for falsification as measured by the EPI
Lie scale. It should be noted that data on the response-set variables were
collected in 1980, in some cases several years after the second administration of the GZTS. However, since the hypothesis under consideration is
that response styles account for the observed stability of personality-scale
scores, these styles must, by hypothesis, be themselves extremely stable.
The point at which they are measured is therefore more or less immaterial.
An examination of this table shows that most of the stability coefficients

TABLE 7.7. Retest Correlations of GZTS
Scales over a 6-Year Interval Partialing out the
Effects of Acquiescence, Naysaying, Extreme
Responding, and Falsification in a Sample of
98 Men
Corrected
Scale

correlation

Partial
correlation

General Activity

.85

.85

Restraint

.71

.70

Ascendance

.83

.83

Sociability

.83

.82

Emotional Stability
Objectivity

.73

.72

.66

.64

Friendliness

.74

.74

Thoughtfulness

.73

.71

Personal Relations
Masculinity

.73

.74

.73

.68
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are unchanged after removing the effects of response set. Only Masculinity
showed a noticeable change, and this can be attributed to a small correla-

tion (.31) between Masculinity and extreme responding at each time.
The statistical procedure of partial correlation merely demonstrates a fact
that is evident when the simple correlations are examined: None of the
response sets is substantially related to any of the GZTS scales, and it is
therefore not the case that stability in these response styles could account
for stability in personality-scale scores. Incidentally, this is also additional
evidence for the validity of the GZTS scales.

Personality Variables in Longitudinal Research
Eliminating the Effects of Mood States

One of the great advantages of many longitudinal studies is the accumulation of data from a variety of measures on the same set of subjects. Only
from a study in which data collection is carried ouc over a period of years
is it feasible to measure health, ccznitive ability, personality, life events,
well-being, perception, and so on, in a sufficiently large sample to allow
multivariate analyses of all these variables. This wealth of data is one of
the primary rationales for conducting longitudinal studies and explains
why so many of them are interdisciplinary in scope.

But longitudinal studies also incorporate time intervals between the
measures collected, and the imaginative use of data collected at different
times can contribute enormously to an understanding of causal sequences
and developmental progressions. Indeed, the study of stability or change
in a single measured variable is only the simplest and most basic kind of
longitudinal analysis. Many more interesting variations are possible.

One major use of longitudinal analysis is seen in the elimination of
certain time-of-measurement effects. In personality and some kinds of
cognitive testing, the transient state of the individual may influence the
results of testing. Test conditions, fatigue, or a temporary dysphoric
mood may contaminate the measurement of personality traits that are
presumed to be enduring dispositions. Such influences not only would
distort the measurement of the trait, but a!so might wholly account for
observed relationships between variables measured at the same time and
under the same conditions.
Consider the relationship between personality and subjective well-being.
Since Wilson's (1967) review, it has been known that happiness, or subjective well-being, was correlated with personality. Contemporaneous studies
using personality measures from the Buss and Plomin EASI-III TemperaZ.-
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ment Survey, EPI, and the I6PF, and well being measures from the
Bradburn Affect Balance Scales, the Knutson Personal Security Inventory,

the Beck Hopelessness Scale, and an index of life satisfaction showed
clearly that Extraversion was associated with happiness, and especially
with the Positive Affect . cale, and that Neuroticism was negatively related
to happiness, and especially the Negative Affect scale (Costa & McCrae,
1980a). Using this variety of measures and sample sizes of several hundred
men, it was possible to conclude that the relationship was not an artifact of
the particular measures used. But the causal interpretation, that personality influenced or contributed to the determination of happiness, could not

be sustained on the basis of concurrent correlations alone. It could be
argued that the mood of the individual at the time of the administration
of the test might account for the observed correlationthat the responses
to a personality test of a happy man resembled those of an extravert,
whereas the responses of an unhappy man mimicked neuroticism.
However, 10-year longitudinal data speak directly to this question. If
personality characteristics measured 10 years previously show significant
relationships to well-being 10 years later, the causal attribution is much
more easily made. In fact, we found that I6PF Extraversion scores were
related to Bradburn's Affect Balance. (r = .14, p < .05) and Positive Affect

(r = .23, p < .001), but not to Negative Affect (r = .03, NS). The I6PF
Neuroticism scores, also as predicted, were related to Affect Balan:e
(r = .3G, p < .001) and to Negative Affect (r = .39, p < .001), but not to
Positive Affect (i = .08, NS). Analyses conducted on the same data set
.ubsequent to the publication of these results show that, over a 10-year
interval. !6PF Neuroticism also predicts Hopelessness (r = .40, n = 376,
p < .001) and Personal Security (r = .38, n = 258, p < .001). Corresponding c&i relations for 16PF

traversion scores were r = .19, p < .001,
and r = .33, p < .001, respectively.
These `endings were rei.licated using a different sample and aifferent
measures of both dependent and independent variables (Costa, McCrae,
& Norris, 1981). In this study, personal adjustment to aging as measured
by scales from the Chicago Attitude Inventory was predicted from Extraversion and Neuroticism factors of fly; GZTS. In addition to contemporaneous associations, GZTS factors were also shown to predict personal
adjustment 6 and 12 years later.

Predicting across Periods of the Life Span
It is also possible that there are unwanted sources of variance that

contaminate all measures taken in an entire period of time. A stressful life
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event, such as the loss of a spouse, may influence personality-inventory
responses, mood measures, coping styles, and even cognitive performance
for weeks or months. Even if researchers have gone to the trouble of
measuring variables on different days or in different testing conditions,
they cannot rule out the possibility of this kind of effect without employing
a sufficiently long time lag.
An instance of this is provided by two analyses of the male midlife crisis
(Cooper, 1977; Costa & McCrae, 1978b). In these two studies, a selfreport measure of characteristics and concerns hypothesized to contitute
the "midlife crisis" (the MLC scale) was found to have no relationship to
age, but a marked correlation was observed between the MLC scale and
the Eysenck Neuroticism scale administered at about the same time. One
interpretation was that only men high in neuroticism suffered a midlife
crisis, but an alternative was offered by developmental-stage theorists.
Levinson had written that "because a man in this crisis is often somewhat
irrational, others may regard him as 'upset' or 'sick.' In most cases, he is
not" (Levinson et al., 1978, p. 199). Such individuals arc supposed co be in
the midst of "tumultucus struggles," in which they call into question their
entire lives and are "horrified by much that is revealed. They are full of
recriminations against themselves and others" (p. 199). It is entirely
reasonable to suppose that a normal individual going through such a
transition would appear high on a scale of neuroticism. That these persons
did not cluster anywhere near the predicted age for a :nidlife crisis leads,
however, to some skepticism, and the availability of longitudinal personality data made possible a clear test of these rival hypotheses. If the crisis
were a continuation of long-standing maladjustment, we would expect a
correlation between earlier measures of neuroticism and M LC scale scores.

If the contemporaneous correlation were a distortion, caused by the
developmental crisis of the midlife transition, then there should be no

relationshipindeed, a Jungian theorist might even hypothesize that
those apparently best adjusted in early adulthood might have the most
difficult readjustment at midlife and that a negative correlation should be
expected.

Using I6PF data collected 10 years previously, we showed significant
positive correlations between the MLC scale and each of the five scales
loading on the General Anxiety or Neuroticism cluster. Individuals who
will one day experience something that is phenomenologically similar to a
midlife crisis are those with a long history of maladjustment. It is possible

that at certain times their emotional stability is particularly low, so
contemporaneous correlations may somewhat inflate the actual relationship, but these longitudinal data provide compelling evidence that the
midlife crisis is more a matter of neuroticism than of development.
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Cause and Effect in Psychosomatic Research
The analysis just suggested, in which a predictive relationship is compared

to a concurrent one, is chiefly of interest as a means of eliminating the
possible effects cf transient states and is usually based on the assumption
that the true variable is constant and that variations from one time to
another are the result of errors in measurement. It is also possible to
entertain the possibility that real changes may occur in the variable.
Consider the case of coronary heart disease (CHD). The psychic shock of
discovering that one has heart disease, and the alterations in activity and
life-style that the individual may be asked by his or her physician to make,
could plausibly alter enduring personality dispositions. For that reason,
research reporting associations of personality with any phase of CH D are
inherently ambiguous.
In some preliminary results, it was noted that Baltimore study subjects
who complained of angina were lower than average on two of the GZTS

scales: Emotional Stability and Masculinity. Was this an example of
personality change resulting from medical illness, or were personality
va...4bles diagnostic of and perhaps causally involved in the development
of the disease? To tease out these possibilities, it was necessary to separate
subjects into different groups and to take into consideration the temporal
course of their disease (Costa, Flegg, Lakata, & McCrae, 1980). Eightyeight subjects were measured on the GZTS during their first or second
visit to the Gerontology Research Center, and all were free from both
anginal complaints and certain ECG signs on these visits. Over the next
20 years, four groups emerged: those who developed CHD as evidenced
by both anginal complaints and ECG signs; those who showed ECG signs
of CHD, but who never reported angina in a follow-up period of from 5
to 15 years; those who reported angina, but who showed no ECG signs of
CHD in the same follow-up period; and an age-matched control group
(age-matched to the total of the three groups) that showed neither ECG
signs nor angina in a follow-up period of 10-20 years. (All subjects were

classified according to their status at last examination; the varying
follow-up intitrvals reflect the fact that subjects entered and left the study
at different times.)

The first group is easily diagnosed as having CHD. The second and
third groups are more ambiguous: Those with only angina seem to be
overly sensitive; those with only ECG signs appear undersensitive. Do any

of these distinctions show ur

lersonality measures taken before the

development of disease?
Our results showed ad;

.re no differences between the first and

fourth groups, thPi is, bets

olob. who definitely did and did not
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develop CHD. Thus none of the traits ineasured by the GZTS appears to
have etiological significance. But there were preexisting differences between the two intermediate groups. Individuals who complained of anginal
pains, but who gave no ECG evidence of disease, were lower on Masculinity

and less emotionally stable than those who reported no angina despite
ischemic ECG signs.
It is well known (Hurst, Logue, Schlant, & Wenger, 1978; Froelicher,
1977) that resting and stress ECG signs in themselves are far-from-perfect

indicators of CHD, and the number of subjects in this study (88) is too
small to be conclusive. Nevertheless, some interesting interpretations are
suggested by the data. Individuals (or at least men) high in Masculinity
and Emotional Stability may be more likely to minimize minor chest

pains, and the discovery of disease in them may depend on routine
medical procedures. Without routine examinations, these men are likely
to remain tndiagnosed and untreated (cf. Berglund, Ander, Lindstrom, &
Tibblin, 1975). On the other hand, men who are low in Masculinity and

Emotional Stability are very sensitive to chest pains and may report
anginal symptoms even in the absence of organic pathc1ogy. These people
may request unnecessary medical attention. Taken together, these analyses
suggest that the personality variables measured by the GZTS do not affect

the development of CHD, but they do seem to affect the presentation of
symptoms.

If these personality differences were found at the same time as the
symptoms, several alternate interpretations could be offered. We might
argue that the experience of angina was sufficiently traumatic to lower the

individual's emotional stability and that the restraints on behavior, imposed by the patient or his physician, had diminished his sense of masculinity. Or we might argue that self-selection played the crucial role: Those
individuals who were aware of chest pains and who were also predisposed
to worry about their health (i.e., the more neurotic) would be most likely
to join and remain in a longitudinal study that promised periodic monitoring of their health. Better adjusted men with angina, some of whom
could be expected to show no ECG signs and thus be classified in the third

group, would be less concerned with their health and less likely to
volunteer for the study. These kinds of arguments have been supported in
studies of the relationship between hypertension and personality (Costa,
McCrae, Andres, & Tobin, 1980).
But in this case, we can rule out those alternatives. The measurement of

personality preceded the development of angina and ECG signs, so it
could not have been influenced by them. Likewise, self-selection on this
basis is impossible, since the individuals were presumably unaware that
they would experience angina in the next few years. Retrospective accounts of personality difference could not be trusted in this context; only
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the archives of a longitudinal study permit the kinds of inferences offered
here.

These rather simple examples of the kinds of inferences that can be
ruled out with longitue" _al data are useful in part because they illustrate
the logic involved. ath-analytic techniques, however, offer far more
sophisticated statistical models, which estimate not only the direction of
causal influence, but the degree of influence, expressed as a regression
weight (see Kenny, 1979). Causal inferences based on these statistical
techniques are subject to a number of restrictions, many of them related
to the assumptions necessary to constructing the model. In general,
fewer assumptions and more reliable results can be obtained by having
more measurement points and by measuring more of the variaJles that
might plausibly have an influence on elements in the model. Clearly,
longitudinal studies are ideal for this type of analysis.
Conclusions

The Utility of a Trail Model

A chapter on longitudinal research on personality is not the place for a
defense of srlf-report measures, the trait approach, or a particular model
of perseraiity dimensions. But since we began with a disclaimer alerting
the reader to the wide variety of traditions in personality that are not
reviewed in this chapter, it may be useful, in closing, to review the benefits
of the approach we have adopted.

Within the scope of this chapter, we have shown that traits in the
domains of Neuroticism, Extraversion, and Openness to Experience are
indeed the "enduring dispositions" positui by trait theorists. This is a

major contribution to the field of personality that only longitudinal
studies could make. We have addressed the issue of the possible influence

of response sets on stability of personality and have found that it is
negligible. This helps to restore confidence in self-report methods, which

in practice have always dominated empirical personality research. By
aggregating traits into covarying clusters or domains, we have been able
to structure a review of the literature and to formulate generalizations
that may apply to many trait measures not hitherto used in longitudinal
research. Further research will judge the adequacy of these generalizations.
Finally, in the application to such problems as subjective well-being, the
midlife crisis, a Id certain kinds of symptom reports, we have demonstrated
the value of our trait model in predicting outcomes or criteria of interest

to students of adulthood and aging.
Considerations of convenience contributed to the choice of implementing
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objective personality inventories in longitudina: studies, but the choice
has turned out to be fortunate. Yet it must be remembered that the value
of one approach does not imply the uselessness of others. Large-scale
longitudinal studies of nontrait variables, such as ego functions or coping
processes used to deal with chronic and acute stress, should be conducted.
Perhaps the most fruitful longitudinal research will study such processes
across the life span in conjunction with enduring personality dispositions.

Research on Personality and the Life Course
The major drawback to the use of a stable individual-difference approach

to life-span development is that current conceptions and methods of
research on aging and personality are designed primarily for the study of
change. The elegant modals for attempting to separate true maturational
changes from cohort differences and cultural changes are not very useful
if there is no meaningful maturational change. The widespread attempt to
chart the developmental course of personality in adulthood no longer

seems profitable, and it may not be imme..tately clear what direction
future research should take.
We have argued elsewhere (McCrae & Costa, 1982) that personality
dimensions may be more usefully construed as causes than as effects. Age,

and its attendent social, cognitive, and biological changes, should be
considered in conjunction with personality as joint shapers of the life
course. Personality can help explain the choices (educational, career,
familial) that must be made at specific life transitions. The stability of
personality dispositions may contribute to the individual's sense of identity
and to the continuity and coherence of the life course. Finally, adaptation
to life at all ages is likely to be powerfully influenced by personality.
Prospective life histories collected by longitudinal studies can help to

answer such questions as the following: How do the lives of introverts
differ from the lives of extraverts? Does openness to experience lead to a
more fluid and unpredictable life course? How is neuroticism typically
manifested at each stage of life? Answers to these questions may help in
integrating the insights of life-span developmental psychology with those
of personality in the study of lives.
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Personal Adjustment to Aging:
Longitudinal Prediction from
Neuroticism and Extraversion
Paul T. Costa, Jr., PhD, Robert R. McCrae, PhD,
and Arthur H. Norris, MS'
Personal adjustment to aging as measured by scales from the Chicago Attitude Inventory (CAI) was
examined longitudinally in a community-dwelling sample of 557 men aged 17 to 97. Concurrent and
predictive relations between this age - appropriate measure of well-being and personality were examined by

correlating the CAI variables with three factors from the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey
identified as Neurotirism, Extraversion, and "Thinking Introversion." As hypothesized, Neuroticism
was related negatively and Extraversion was related positively to most concurrent measures of well-being

in both younger and older subsamples. "Thinking Introversion" was related only to positive attitudes
toward religion. Predictive correlations between personality and subjective well-being over two-to-ten
= 5.3) and ten-to-seventeen (M = 12.6) year intervals confirmed earlier research, and showed that
enduring personality dispositions entedate and predict measures of personal adjustment to aging.
Key Words: Well-being, Personality, Lor.gitudinal, Adjustment to aging, Extraversion, Neuroticism.

SUCCESSFUL aging, after Havighurst's
pioneering efforts, has been approached
from two separate paths. One focuses on the

justmenf ' for the aged cannot be defined by
successful socialization, or by productivity,
or the establishment of loving interpersonal

outer, social adjustment defined in terms of the

relationships, since the time for these tasks has
passed, according to Erikson. Subjective

individual's activities and social roles. The
other, exemplified in tile present study, concerns itself with the inner, subjective experience of personal adjustment. From this second

perspective, an individual is considered to
have aged successfully if he or she is satisfied
with his or her life's accomplishments, retains
high morale, or is simply happy. Unsuccessful
aging is seen in hypochondriasis, fear of death,
a sense of uselessness, loneliness, and depression (Butler & Lewis, 1977). These latter attri-

butes and affects could be considered signs
of poor adjustment at any age, but they are
particularly relevant to adjustment in elderly
adults. As Erikson (1950) pointed out in his
formulation of the last stage of psychosocial
development, ego integrity vs despair, the
major life task of the elderly person is subjective reconciliation and integration. "Ad-

well-being seems to be the most appropriate

criterion for personal adjustment to aging,
and much of the literature on gerontology has
been devoted to the conceptualization, measurement, and prediction of well-being.
Erikson felt that the likelihood of success at

any life task was increased by success a",.
earlier developmental tasks, and thus a mature
and well-integrated personality gave the best
assurance of successful aging. On purely em-

pirical grounds, a consensus has begun to
emerge that enduring personality traits play a
major role in successful adaptation to aging
(George, 1978; Neugarten, 1977), although the
specific aspects of personality responsible for
high levels of subjective well-being have not

been identified clearly. Similarly, although
many personality traits are known to be stable

throughout the adult life span (Costa et al.,
1Gero,olosy Research Center (Baltimore). NIA, Dept. of Health and
Human Services. Bethesda and the Baltimore City Hospitals. Baltimore,
MD 21224. Requests for repnnts should be sent to Paul T Costa. Jr.. PhD.
Chief. Stress & Coping Secuon, NIA/Gerontolosy Research Ctr Baltimore.
MD 21224. Thanks are due to Dr Clyde E Martin for his part in collecung
the data.

1980), there is little direct evidence that these
traits will predict subjective well-being over a

period of years. However, in a recent paper
(Costa & McCrae, 1980) using the Bradburn
Affect Balance Scale as the criterion, it was
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found that measures of neuroticism and extra-
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being or happiness (Andrews & Withey, 1976).

version derived from the 16PF earlier were

Rich or poor, young or old, black or white,

significant predictors of subjective well-being
10 years later.
Psychological well-being as measured by the

most people adjust to their life circumstances.
Adaptation-level theory has been invoked to

Affect Balance Scale may or may not be equivalent to the subjective well-being identified here
as a criterion of successful aging. Some writers

have argued that there are important con-

explain this phenomenon (Brickman et al.,
1978). But in itself, adaptation theory would
predict a "neutral" level of satisfaction or
happiness for all people; it could not explain
the fact that some people are chronically unhappy while others are characteristically
cheerful. Longitudinal studies of well-being
(e.g., Palmore & Kivett, 1917) demonstrate
that there is some temporal stability in wellbeing, reflected in stability coefficients of .4
to .5 over periods up to 2 years. Despite circumstap:ies, some individuals seem to be
happy people, some unhappy people. We

ceptual distinctions to be made between such
constructs as happiness, morale, and life satisfaction (Campbell et al., 1976; George, 1979;
Lawton, 1977). However, researchers (e.g.,
Andrews & Withey, 1976) have demonstrated
that a wide variety of measures of these constructs show substantial intercorrelation. The
present research is based on the empirically
guided premise that measures of all these concepts, while not necessarily equivalent, share
a common core, and "personal adjustment to
aging" is considered within this domain. The
success with which previous results relating
happiness to personality can be replicated here
will speak to the utility of this viewpoint.
The Chicago Attitude Inventory (CAI;
Cavan et al., 1949) is used here as a measure
of subjective well-being tailored for the study

personality traits may be largely responsible
for individual differences in happiness, and,
by extension, personal adjustment to aging.
Previous research has shown an association
between personality variables and happiness
(Wilson, 1967). A recent interpretation of this
literature (Costa & McCrae, 1980) argued that
two sets of traits, which can be identified as

of personal adjustment among the aged.

facets of the domains of neuroticism and extra-

(Analyses of the age relations and longitudinal
stability of the CAI scales will be reported in

a subsequent manuscript.) The CAI, which
was the parent instrument for the widely-used
LSI (Neugarten et al., 1%1) gives reasonable
coverage to most of the important aspects of
personal adjustment. Lawton (1977) comments
that the CAI "contains a 'Happiness' section
that fits clearly into the concepts most central
to morale," and Maddox (1963-64) used the

might say that individuals have predispositions
to be happy or unhappy, and this suggests that

version, are related to psychological wellbeing. Using measures of these dimensions of
personality taken from three standard personality inventories, concurrent correlations were

found with the Affect Balance Scale (Bradburn, 1969) and with measures of personal
security, hopelessness, and a specially constructed life satisfaction index covering satisfaction in nine areas of life. Ten-year predictive

relations between personality measures and

CAI as a measure of morale. When supple-

the Affect Balance scores were also significant.

mented by two items concerning assessment of
life and satisfaction with accomplishments the
CAI would seem to provide a useful approxi-

sure
the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS; Guilford et al., 1976) to

mation to an adequate operationalization of

operationalize personality, alli the CAI to
operationalize subjective well-being as per-

subjectively defined "successful aging" (Cavan et al., 1949). The CAI was employed in this
study because extensive longitudinal data on it
w, e available for analysis. More sophisticated
scales ha. 'e subsequently been developed and
should be used in future research (see Lawton,
1977).
DETERMINANTS OF SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING

It is known that socio-demographic variables
are rather weak predictors of subjective well-

444

The present study uses a different mea-

sonal adjustment to aging. The GZTS yields
three factors, which can be identified as neuroticism, extraversion and what Guilford calls
"Thinking Introversion," a factor which he

believes represents meditative !hinking or
introspective tendencies. It is hypothesized
that neuroticism will be related negatively
to personal adjustment whereas extraversion
will be related positively. It is not expected
that "Thinking Introversion" will be related
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to the CAI measures. Concurrent correlations
are presented for men aged 18 to 49 and 50

sonably satisfied; or dissatisfied" with what
they have accomplished in life. A summary

to 97. Five and 12-year predictive relations

variable was created by summing scores from
these items and the eight CAI scales.
A principal factor analysis of these 10 vari-

between neuroticism and extraversion factors
and CAI variables are examined to determine

whether stable personality dispositions are
predictive of future states of well-being.

METHODS

Subjects.
Participants in the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study are a commuaity-dwelling,

ables for all subjects at first administration
showed that three factors had eigenvalues
above 1.00, with a mean interscale correlatio.. of .22. Of particular interest here is the
first unrctated factor, which represents the
common variance among the 10 scales. All
variables except religion showed loadings
above .40; and the largest loading, .78, was
found for the happiness scale.

The measures of personality were ortho-

generally healthy group of malt, volurteers,
96% white, who have agreed to return for
testing at fixed intervals. The majority (80%)
work in or are retired from scientific, professional, or managerial positions. Almost all

gonal factor scores derived from the GuilfordZimmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS).
The GZTS is a standard factor based person-

(93%) are high school graduates, and 71% are
college graduates; 88% were married. At the

years. Internal consistency of the scales range

ality inventory which has been used widely
in clinical application and research for 25

time of their first administration of the CAI

from .75 to .87, and 1 year retest reliabilities

subjects ranged ;ri age from 17 to 97. As in all
longitudinal studies, there has been some attri-

range from .53 to .80 for college students.

tion. Subjects who remained in the study
tended to be psychologically better adjuated
than those who droppr I out.

Evidence on construct validity is given in the
GZTS handbook (Guilford et al., 1976) Over
20 factor analyses reported in the handbook
concurred in finding three factors. "Emotional
Health" is composed of emotional stability,

objectivity, friendliness, and personal relaThe eight sections of the tions, with a smaller contribution from mascuChicago Attitude Inventory each consist of linity. Since this factor is clearly recognizable
Measures.

seven items, to which the respondent marked

as a dimension of neuroticism, factor scores

"agree," "disagree," or "?." Items were

and thus correlations have been reflected, and
the factor relabeled Neuroticism by the present

coded 1 (poor attitude), 0 (?), or +1 (good
attitude) and summed to form eight scales.
This method of scoring follows the original
method selected by Chicago investigators
(Cavan et al., 1949). Scales, together with their
internal consistency (coefficient alpha), were:

Health (.61), Friends (.49), Work (.19), Economic Security (.43), Religion (.72), Usefulness (.41), Happiness (.61) and Family (.53).
The CAI was supplemented by two global

items taken from the Activities section of
"Your Activities and Attitudes" question-

authors. "Social Activity" or Extraversion is
defined by general activity, ascendance, and
sociability. "Thinking Introversion" is a
doublet defined by restraint and thoughtful-

ness. Factor scores were derived from an
analysis of the GZTS on the present sample
which replicated previous factor results (McCrae et al., in press).

Procedure.

Each subject was given the

naire. Item L6, assessment of life, asks the

CAI individually with standard instructions

respondent, "As you look back over your

and completed the questionnaire during the

life, in general would you call it: very happy;
moderately happy; average; or unhappy?"
Since less than 1% of the sample checked
"unhappy," this response category was com-

remainder of his 3-day visit to the Gerontology
Research Ctr. The CAI was given on the first

bined with "average" In all analyses. Item
L8, satisfaction with accomplishments, asks
subjects if they feel: "well-satisfied; rea-

or second visit, and readministered on the
fifth and ninth visits. Subjects were given the
GZTS individually with standard instructions

on their first or second visit to the GRC.
For each item, subjects chose "yes" or "no"
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or "?."
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Each scale consists of 30 items, but

because of missing data the specific Ns vary
and are given in the table.

only "yes" or "no" responses contribute to
the total score. A measure was invalidated
for any scale with more than three "?" re-

Analyses. - In the first analyses, Pearson
correlations were calculated between the CAI
scales and the contemporaneous GZTS fac
tars. Since these analyses were intended to
represent concurrent relations, subjects were

sponses. For subjects missing up to five scales
factor scores were estimated from the remain-

ing scales by assigning mean values for the
missing scales. Subjects with less than five
valid scales were excluded. In all analyses

selected who had taken the GZTS within 2
years of their first CAI. Analyses were con-

correlations were based on all available cases;

ducted for two subsamples: 418 men aged 18
to 49 (M = 36.6 years) and 391 men age 50 to
97 (M = 64.3 years).
In the second analysis predictive relations

Table 1. Retest Correlations for Two Intervals
for 10 Personal Adjustment Variables.
First to Second
Administration'

Variables

Assessment of Life
Satisfaction with
Accomplishments
Health
Friends
Work

Economic Security
Religion
Usefulness

Happiness
Family

.56

.49
.48
.51
.48
.52
.80
.52

N

between personality and adjustment were

First to Third
Administration

sought by correlating GZTS Neuroticism and
Extraversion factor scores with scales from
the second administration of the CAI for the

N

-419

.59

143

422

.46

144

366

.20

134

384

.50

134

388

.21

133

3n

.20

127

372
391

.50

376

Are

358

.78

total sample. The time interval separating these

two was from 2 to 10 years, with a mean of
,.3 years. In the third analysis GZTS factor
scores from the first administration were correlated with the CAI scales from the third
administration to provide long-term predictive
coefficients. The time interval separating the
two was from 10 to 17 years with a mean of
12.6 years. Under the hypothesis that neuroticism is negatively and extraversio:i is positively related to well-being, one-tailed significance tests were employed in the second and
third analyses.

128

.30
.32

139

.40...

132

130

alnterval 4 to 8 years, M 6.3 years.
blnterval = 10 to 19 years. M = 12.8 years.

< .05; r, <.01; p <.001.

Table 2. Concurrent Prediction of Personal Adjustment from GZTS Factors for
Young (18-49) and Old (50-97).
Young
GZTS Factors

Variables

N

12

11b

Assessment of Life
Satisfaction with Accomplishments
Health
Friends
Work
economic Security

378

-.21...

.27
.26
.25

Religion
Usefulness
Happiness
Family
Sum

367

-.16**

376

-.24***

370

-.31***

360
320

_.40...

380
372

11b

111'

.00
.06

342

-.26*"

.15

343

-.15"

.12

308

-.15

.23
.24

370

-.33***

.22

.02

313

-.17"

3n

-.19***

.11

.12

315

-.06

.11

.01

-.16**

.09

.07

.14

307
307

.04

.08

.05

321

-.13*

-.07

313

-.19***

.05

.05

306

.26

.05

237

-.10
-.18..

371

aNeuroticism; t.3xtraversion; C"Thinking Introversion".

p < .05;

01.1

GZTS Factors

< .11; p < .001.

14: 6

.15
.32

Inc
-.03
.04
.00

.04
.11

.26
.25
.14

.18
.08

.01

.04
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Table 1 presents the retest correlations for

cant at the .001 level. Due to small N. the correlation for the 10 to 17 year interval, also .46,

first to second and first to third administrations.
Correlations are moderate except in the case of

fell just short of conventional significance
levels, p = .054. However, under the prior

Religion, which is quite stable. The lower re-

hypotheses advanced, a one-tailed test would
be more appropriate, and would reach significance. Table 3 gives the predictive relations
between Neuroticism and Extraversion factors

RESULTS

test coefficients of the remaining variables may
indicate either unreliability of measurement or

sensitivity to change. As with the relatively
low internal consistency, the modest retest
reliability may attenuate correlations with
personality variables.
As an omnibus test for the relation between

GZTS factors and CAI variables, canonical
correlations were computed. These were .52,
p < .001, for the younger group, and .49,p < .001,

and the CAI variables. Over an interval of
from two to ten years, all measures of personal

adjustment except religion are predicted by
low Neuroticism factor- scores, and all but
economic security are predicted by Extraversion scores. Over an interval of from 10 to
17 years, Neuroticism significantly predicts

for the older group. Table 2 presents the concurrent correlation coefficients for the GZTS

feelings of usefulness, happiness, and positive

As Table 2 shows, both Neuroticism and Ex-

ments. Although statistically significant and
consistent with theory, these correlations are
quite small. This may be due to the increasing
selectivity of the thi:d administration sample
as well as to the long predictive interval. In

attitudes toward family; and ext-sversion
factors of Neuroticism, Extraversion, and significantly predicts these three attitudes, the
"Thinking Introversion" with the CAI vari- friends scale, and the single items of assessables lnd their sum for the t.i o age groups. meat of life and satisfaction with accomplishtraversion are correlated significantly with
reports of adjustment and positive attitudes
for almost all areas of life for both the younger
and older age groups. Only positive attitudes

toward religion shows a pattern of independence from the first two factors. and it is
also the only variable significantly related to
"Thinking Introversion" for both age groups.

Canonical correlations between the first
two GZTS factors and the ten CAI variables
were calculated for the twc predictive inter-

addition, it may be due to the unreliability
of the CAI scales. Using the more reliable
sum of these scales, both factors show somewhat larger correlations of -.25 and .27.

Both Neuroticism and Extraversion are
related to positive attitudes toward life in

vals as an omnibus test. For the two to ten

both age groups, and both show predictive relations for periods up to 17 years. In this sam-

year interval, the correlation of .46 was signifi-

ple, Extraversion appears to be a somewhat

Table 3. Prediction of Personal Adjustment Variables From GZTS Neuroticism and
Extraversion Over Two Intervals.
2 to 10 Year Prediction

10 to 17 Year Prediction

Variables

N

Neuloticism

Extraversion

N

Assessment of Life
Satisfaction with Accomplishments
Health
Friends
Work
Economic Security
Religion

422

-.HP**

.25

116

-.08

.12

117

-.11

.17

392

-.03

Usefulness

401

-.13**

Happiness

396

...17

Family

351

-.16***

Sum

324

-.27***

423
385
404

_As
-.17***
-.17***

404
394

...22

p (onetailed) < .05; "p (one.tailed) < .01; "*p (onailed) < .001.

Neuroticism

Extraversion

.35
.26
-.03

114

-.03

.13
.15

114

-.15

.22

113

-.14

.05

.00

113

-.06

.04

.09

III

-.09

.13

116

-.17*

114

-.17*

.23
.24

III

-.18*

moo.

.-.25

.27

.20
.28*

97
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better predictor than Neuroticism. This may
be because Neuroticism is particularly relevant to the prediction of the "unhappy" portion of the affect balance dimension, and so
small a proportion of the present sample is
unhappy. Here the predictive task may be to
distinguish the "moderately happy" from the
"very happy", ane 7xtraversion appears more
effective in making this distinction (Costa &
McCrae, 1980).

APPENDIX

One of the important ways in which they
behave similarly is in their relation to person-

ality variables. The present findings argue
that there is a common core to measures of
morale, well-being, or personal adjustment to

aging. Fur simplicity, we can call this core
element "subjective well-being." However
defined or measured, individuals higher in
subjective well-being appear to be lower in
neuroticism and higher in extraversion.

Only religion seems unrelated to Extraversion and Neuroticism, being related instead

to "Thinking Introversion." On a priori
grounds, it could be argued that the proreligious attitudes measured by the CAI religion
section should not be regarded as a component
of personal adjustment (although satisfaction

with one's religious faith or lack of it might
be). Havighurst and Albrecht (1953) report
that religion alone does not seem to intercorrelate with the other attitude sections, and a
similar pattern was observed in the present

Considerable reResearch implications.
search has been ucvoted to efforts to under-

stand the determinants of life satisfaction,
morale, or well-being in the elderly. Social
interaction has often been identified as a cor-

relate of life satisfaction, but Conner et al.
(1979) conclude that quantitative variables like

scope or frequency of interaction are poor
predictors of well-being and that "it is in the
quality of the interactional experience that a
broader understanding of adjustment to the

data. By contrast, the happiness section
showed the highest mean correlation with

process of aging will ultimately be found." One

other sections, consistent with the premise

version and neuroticism with well-being fits
this prescription for research on the quality of
interactional experience. Extraverts characteristically show warm, expressive interactions, while the personal relations of individuals high in neuroticism are often characterized by hostility or self-consciousness.
Indeed, a questionnaire designed to assess
the quality of interactional experiences might
well yield factors identifiable as neuroticism
and extraversion. More direct tests of this

that there is a general dimension of well-being
in all but the religion sections.
DISCUSSION

Theorists have drawn attention to the host
of distinct influences which are presumed to
operate in determining levels and varieties of
well-being. Thus, it may not be the absolute

level of attainment that is responsible for
subjective satisfaction or dissatisfaction, but
the discrepancy between expectations and
achievements. The distinction between cognitive judgements of satisfaction and affective
reactions is thought by some to be significant
(Campbell et al., 1976). Important differences
in content between measures of morale, well-

being, and life satisfaction have also been
noted (George, 1979; Lawton, 1977).
Although these distinctions may be impor-

tant in certain contexts, the burden of proof
remains on those who advocate them. Whereas

studies showing moderately high levels of
intercorrelation give evidence of convergent
validity for many measures in this area, there is

no convincing evidence of discriminant validity for any of them. In general, regardless
of their theoretical rationales, measures of
well-being, morale, or life satisfaction tend
tc oehave in the same ways.
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interpretation of the association of tAtra-

position might involve observer ratings of
interactions in conjunction with self-reports of
personality and well-being.
It is not particularly surprising that individuals who are dispositionally anxious, hostile,
or depressed should be more unhappy than
others; or that those who are warm, friendly, or
active should be happier. But the implications
of this fact have seldom been recognized. The
domains of neuroticism and extraversion have
a host of behavioral correlates, and one or the

other of these personality dimensions may
be the "third variable" which accounts substantially for correlations between morale
or life satisfaction and such variables as per-

ceived health, marital status, activity level,
or the use of a confidant.

Consider the relation between well-being
and self-reported health. Larson (1978) con-

APPENDIX

eludes that perceived health is the variable
most highly correlated with psychological
well-being. An extensive literature has demon-

strated that perceived health is a function of
both objective health status (Maddox & Douglas, 1973) and neuroticism (Blazer & Houpt,
1979). It is possible that the observed correlation between Ave 11-being and perceived health

reflects the influence of neuroticism more than

that of objective health. If so, interventions
which improve the health of elderly adults
would not b.': expected to produce a long-term
improvement in their psychological well-being.

Adjusted extraverts are likely to be cheerful
ever. when sink, and neurotic introverts will
find a new source of unhappiness when health

is no longer a problem. One implication of
this interpretation is that research in this area

should take steps to control for personality
dispositions. Independent, objective measures
of health status could be used in place of self

ratings of health. Pre- and post-intervention
designs could be used in which each subject

serves as his/her own control in regard to
personality dispositions. Most simply, standard measures of neuroticism and extraversion could be administered in correlational
studies and partial correlations controlling for
scores on these measures could be reported.
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New Longitudinal Data
on the Question of Whether Hypertension
Influences Intellectual Performance
Paul T. Costa, Jr., Ph.D.,
and

Nathan W. Shock, Ph.D.
An extensive literature [see 2] on aging and cognitive functioning has
documented that declines in performance are to be expected in a number of
areas, including speed of reaction and short-term memory. Because elevated
blood pressure is a frequent accompaniment of age, it has been suggested
that these cognitive declines may be caused at least in part by hypertension.
The evidence on which this hypothesis must be evaluated is very mixed.
Most studies [4; 5; 9; 11; 10; 12] have found poorer performance on a varie-

ty of tasks among hypertensives, but some studies [6; 7] have found improved performance associated with elevated blood pressure. Equally
puzzling is the relation between age, hypertension, and intellectual perfor-

mance. Using the WAIS, Schultz and his colleagues [10] fcund that
hypertension was detrimental for young but not middle-aged men and
women, whereas Wilkie and Eisdorfer [12] reported cross-sectional findings
that showed blood pressure was negatively correlated with intelligence for
70-year-olds, but not for 60-year-olds. These complex relationships are dif-

ficult to interpret.
In part, these anomalies are due to the complexity of the variables under
investigation. As recent researchers have emphasized, [e.g. 4], hypertension
is n.,1 a single clinical entity but is of various kinds, and these etiological differences may influence any relations with cognition. Most research has been

done on clinic populations undergoing treatment, and the effects of different kinds and levels of medication are not fully understood. On the
cognitive side, the particular tests employed may also be expected to show
different effects. Vocabulary, for example, generally does not decline with

age, and may even increase. Visual memory, by contrast, decreases
dramatically as Arenberg [1] has shown. Since different tests incorporate
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different proportions of these "crystalized" and "fluid" components of
intellect, comparison is difficult.
Small sample sizes may also contribute to the inconsistency of the effects
of blood pressure on intellectual performance and decline. The effects of
hypertension (if there are any) are small in comparison with the range of
individual differences in intelligence, and small effects are often obscured
when small samples are used. For example, Wilkie and Eisdorfer's failure to
find significant differences in the decline for 70-79 year old borderlines

from that of normotensives may be due to the small N (i.e., 8) in the
borderline group. Again, although some investigators have carefully
screened and matched subjects [e.g., 4; Chapter 3, this volume], sampling
procedures are sometimes less than optimal, since thc available subjects
may be the self-selected patients of hypertension clinics. Sample fluctuations may account for so.ne of the variability in reported findings.
Finally, investigators t5] have pointed out that longitudinal studies ere
required if the long term effects of hypertension on performance are to be
assessed. Longitudinal studies, which provide serial observations on the
same individuals over time, permit determination of antecedent-consequent
relations.

Table 1

Time Limits and Number of Items for Army Alpha Subtests
Time Limit
(Minutes)

Number of Items
(Possible Score)

Following Directions

2.25

12

Arithmetic Problems

5.00

20

Practical Judgment

1.50

16

Synonym-Antonym

1.50

40

Disarranged Sentences

2.00

24

Number Serles Completion

3.00

20

Analogies

3.00

40

General Inlormation

4.00

40

Subtest

4 52
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The present study uses the Army Alpha Test, a general intelligence test
with both "fluid" and "crystallized" components. Relatively large samples
(N = 350 and N = 51) are used, and basic information on health status and
medication is available. Finally, longitudinal follow-ups over a period of up
to eight years allow a test of the long-term effects of hypertension on these
cognitive tasks.
The Army Alpha has been given to BLSA participants over a twenty-year
period. The test is administered individually under standard timed conditions. After scores
determined, the test is returned to the subject and he
is given an opportunity to finish the test at leisure. Two sets of sco:es are
thus obtained: a timed set, where speed may be important, and an untimed
set, where speed should not be a factor. Unfortunately, about 5 percent of
the subject, mostly older men, declined to complete the untimed test; consequently, complete data are not available for them.

All subjects were given Form A of the Alpha [3J on their first visit.
Thereafter, subjects were treated differently according to age. On their fifth
visit to the GRC, after an interval of from 4-8 years, subjects under age 70
were given a parallel Form B of the Army Alpha, in order to avoid practice
eff..:ts. Subjects who are over 70 are given re-administrations of Form A at

each annual visit. Thus, two sets of longitudinal data are available for
analysis: (1) Re-test data after four-to-eight years on Form B for 350 men
initially aged 17-65, and (2) data from six administrations of Form A spanning five to eleven years for 51 men initially aged 66-84.
BLOOD PRESSURE AND INTELLIGENCE
AMONG MEN UNDER 65
An extensive series of analyses were carried out on the two-point data for
men under 65. In the first set of analyses, subjects were classified into three

age groups: 20-39, 40-49, and 50-65. They were cross-classified as low,
average, or high in blood pressure on the basis of three sources of data. The

first was the average basal blood pressure at the f'rst visit described
elsewhere (see Chapter 7). Average systolic and diastolic values were
trichotomized for the entire group to give roughly equal thirds. This will be

referred to as the Basal classification. The next data source used was an
average of right and left casual sitting pressures taken by a physician at the
subject's first visit. For this First Casual classification, subjects were classed
as "low" if their systolic pressure was below 120, or their diastolic pressure
was below 80. Subjects were classified as "high" if their systolic pressure
was above 140 or their diastolic pressure was above 90. The remaining sub-

jects were classified in a "middle" group. Finally, since there is concern
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over the possibility of a "shock effect" on the first visit, averaged right and
left casual blood pressures from the second visit were also employed, using
the same cut-off points as for the First Casual classification.
This procedure of using three different bases for classifying hypertension
groups (Basal, First Casual, and Second Casual) complicates the analyses,
and increases the probabi:ity of accepting a chance finding as a true effect.
On the other hand, it allows for a kind of replication of findings across

three independent operationalizations oi blood pressure categories. If
elevated blood pressure (within the range represented in this sample) exerts

a real influence on cognitive functioning, it ought to be seen using any
reasonable basis of analysis. Similarly, we wo Id expect that classifications

based on systolic and diastolic pressures would yield similar results,
although it is certainly possible that one or the other is more predictive of
cognitive decline.
In the first analyses, then, each of the eight timed subtests and the total
Alpha score were examined for six (systolic or diastolic by Basal, First
Casual or Second Casual) definitions of blood pressure classification. Age
group and time were also used as a classifying variable. Fifty-four F ratios
were computed in which blood pressure was a main effect, and 162 F ratios
in which it was a part of an interaction term. One main effect was statistically significant (p<.05). There was no significant interaction with age
group, although there was one significant (p<.05) interaction with time and
six significant (p<.05) age by time by blood pressure interactions. One of

these was found for the Second Casual pressure on both systolic and
diastolic pressures; another was found for both First and Second Casual but
not Basal pressures. The other interactions were not replicated. By chance,
we would expect 5% (o- 8) of the 162 interaction terms to be significant at
the .05 level. We found seven. Clearly, there is no evidence in these data for
any effect of hypertension (within the present BP ranges) on Army Alpha
performance among men under 65.
A similar set of analyses were conducted on the seven sub-tests of the
Alpha which were also given under untimed conditions, and the untimed
total. (The first subtest, "Following Directions", requires verb t! instruc-

tions from an examiner, so it is not included among the untimed tests.)
Here, three of 48 main effects, and five of 144 interaction terms were
significant. Again, chance seems to be a compelling explanation.
However, all of these analyses were undertaken on an unscreened population, in which the influence of chronic illness or drugs, particularly antiypertensive drugs, may obscure a true effect. Consequently, additional
analyses were performed in which subjects taking medication or diagnosed
as having a serious chronic illness (other than hypertension) at any point

t.!
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during their first five visits to the GRC were excluded. This left, of course, a

much smaller sample with 117 men, relatively few of them in the "high"
hypertension group. Since there was no evidence of age by hypertension
interactions, subjects were collapsed across age groups, and age was used as
a covariate in these analyses.

Using timed subtests and totals as dependent variables, 13 significant
main effects were observed, and five interactions. In addition, some of the
main effects were replicated. Thus the "high" group performed least well
on the "Following Direction" and "Number Series" subtests based on the
Basal diastolic, the First Casual diastolic, and the First Casual systolic
classifications. These effects are weak and by no means consistently
replicated, but they give at least mixed evidence that higher blood pressure
may be detrimental to some kinds of cognitive performances among otherwise healthy men.

Somewhat stronger evidence vcas found when the untimed condition of
the Alpha was analyzed. Replicated main effects were seen for "Arithmetic
Problems", "Synonym-Antonym", "Disarrange0 Sentences", and
"Number Series Completion", as well as for the Total untimed score. In all

of these, the "high" group showed the poorest performance. Again,
however, none of the effects was strong, and no finding was statistically
significant in all six possible replications.

In addition, it is possible that the apparent effects of elevated blood
pressure are due to the association of both variables with age. By using age
as a covariate, statistical adjustments have been made for the linear effects
of age. But some cognitive performances show a curvilinear, accelerated
decline with age which is not fully eliminated in these analyses.

Finally, it should be noted that there is no replicated blood pressure
group by time interaction. Over a period of from four to eight years,
moderately hypertensive individuals do not decline in performance any
more than normotensives. This is a particularly important negative finding.
If hypertension causes a decline in cognitive capacity, it might he expected

that chronic hypertension should result in progressive impairment of
cognitive performance. The fact that this is not seen argues for the
hypothesis that association between hypertension and cognition is not
directly causal. Interestingly, parallel results have been found in mice [4].
Occupational,, dietary, constitutional, or other factors related to both in-

telligence and blood pressure levels may account for the observed
association.
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BLOOD PRESSURE AND INTELLIGENCE AMONG ELDERLY MEN

Wilkie and Eisdorfer [12] reported different patterns of association
between WAIS scores and blood pressure for 60-69 year olds and 70-79 year

olds. In the 60 year olds, there was no initial correlation between blood
pressure and WAIS scores. Over a ten year interval, hypertensives declined
in performance while normotensives did not change and borderline subjects

significantly increased. Among the 70 year olds, initial levels of blood
pressure were negatively correlated with WAIS scores, and over a ten year
interval both normotensives and borderlines declined, though not differentially. It is important to note that none of the oldest hypertensives returned
for the ten year retest. The notable finding here is that borderline hypertensives (diastolic pressures of 96-105) showed increased performance among
60 year olds and decreased performance among 70 year olds.
In an attempt to more clearly parallel this study with BLSA data, 51 men
were identified who had taken the Artily Alpha, rorm A, on six occasions.
They ranged in age from 66 to 84 at first administration and from 74 to 93

at sixth administration. Similar to subjects :n the Wilkie and Eisdorfer
study, all were free of definite cerebrovascular disease. Physicians' Second
Casual blood pressures, which were used as the basis for analyses, ranged
from 98 to 186 for systolic and 55 to 115 for diastolic. Since a number of

subjects had not completed the Alpha under untimed conditions, only
results from **se timed administration are presented.
In a first analysis, all subjects were classified as (1) free of drugs and major chronic diseases (other than hypertension) or (2) other. No significant
differences were observed on any of the eight subtests or total scores. It was
therefore possible to collapse across these two categories in all subsequent
analyses. Repeated measures analyses of variance were performed on the
Alpha subtests and total score using six levels of the repeated factor, and
classifying subjects by age and blood pressure. Two levels of the classifying

factors were used: above and below 72.5 years at initial testing, mean
age =69.7 (N= 28) versus 75.2 (N= 23); and above or below systolic
pressure of 140, mean systolic = 118.7 (N= 27) versus 154.7 (N= 24); or
diastolic pressure of 90, mean diastolic = 75.6 (N = 37) 7ersus 96.4 (N=14).
The reader should note that the hypertensive subjects in our study (as in the

studies of Elias and colleagues) more closely r ssemble Wilkie and
Eisdorfer's [12] borderline hypertensives than their hypertensive group.

On only one of the subtests, "Practical Judgment", was there a significant main effect for blood pressure classification. Hypertensive men were
somewhat lower perfor.ners than normotensive men in this task, although
only :he classification based on systolic pressure showed this effect. Signifi-
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groups at six administrations, collapsed across age groups.
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cant (p<.05) two-way interactions were observed between time and both
systolic and diastolic pressure groups on "Number Series Completion". It
might be expected that normotensives would remain relatively constant over
the six administrations or show only a modest decline while hypertensives
would show a more progressive and precipitous decline. However, Figure 1,
which shows "Number Series" scores for systolic blood pressure groups,

provides little support for this hypothesis. The saw-tooth patterns in this
figure probably reflect errors of measurement or chance variation more
than the effects of blood pressure. Similar results are seen for diastolic
groups.
The Wilkie and Eisdorfer study [12] might suggest that different patterns
would be seen for younger and lower blood pressure groups. This would
imply a triple interaction between time, blood pressure groups, and age
groups. No such interactions were significant. As in the study of men under
65, men over 65 do not appear to change in cognitive performance as a
function of elevated blood pressures.
Indeed, it is rather remarkable how well all these men preserve their intel-

lectual capacities as measured by the Alpha. One subject, for example,
entered the study at age 71 with a Second Casual systolic reading of 135 and
diastolic reading of 85. During the next six years he obtained scores of 186,
18S, 194, 193, 190, and 184 on his total timed Army Alpha. These scores are
above ti 90th percentile based on norms for college freshmen! In many of
our older subjects, neither age nor hypertension seems to impair intelligence
seriously.

CAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The two studies reported her.--, both suggest that elevated lood pressure

levels have little if any effect on intellectual performance on the Army
Alpha for men in the age range from 17 to 88.
These conclusions, however, must be tempered by a number of qualifications and limitations in the present study. Most importantly, the level of
elevation of blood pressure seen in the present group is relatively modest:
unlike the 1"ilkie and Eisdorfer subjects there are no cases of untreated,
severe hypertension. Although Schultz and colleagues found an effect on
younger subjects (but not lower) for moderatt. elevations of blood pressure,
it could be argued that the deleterious effects of hypertension on cognition
generally manifest themselves only in extreme cases. The present results do
not address the effects of extreme hypertension, limt they do speak to the
much more common prob;ems of borderline and moderate hypertension.
Recent research has clearly indicated that even small chronic elevations of
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pressure result in an increased risk of mortality from coronary heart
disease, but a similar claim does not seem to be justified with regard to the
danger of intellectual impairment.
The present sample is also atypical in other respects. The level of educa-

tion is far higher than that of the general population. It has often been
speculated that continued use of intellectual functions may delay their agerelated decline. Similarly, exercise of cognitive skills may retard or prevent
the adverse effects of hypertension. If that were the case, the negative find-

ings of the present study would nut preclude the possibility that even
moderate levels of hypertension might be a cause of intellectual decline
among the les gifted.

This discussion has been predicated on the widely held assumption that
the effects of hypertension on mentai performance are necessarily adverse.
The mechanisms, if any, by which elevated blood pres_ures lead to poorer
performance have not been demonstrated, but it may be supposed that they
are similar to those involved in stroke. By this hypothesis, hypertensives are
"brain damaged", at least to some aegree. Certainly hypertension is one of

the recognized risk factors for stroke, and certainly stroke cart have
devastating consequences for mental functioning. But it has not yet been
demonstrated that uncomplicated essential hypertension has any effect at
all.

It has also been suggested [12] that elevated blood pressure may have
beneficial cognitive effects for the elderly. According to this view, generalized cerebral arteriosclerosis, an almost universal process among the elderly, reduces blood flow to the brain. Increased blood pressure, however,
might be able to increase the blood flow and in turn the supply of oxygen to

the brain, and thus help to sustain intellectual performance. However,
Marsden [8], citing more recent evidence, has stated that the "human
cerebral circulation has a remarkable capacity to adjust blood flow in the
face of wide fluctuations in perfusion pressure...As a result, even severe
reductions in the size of the lumen of major blood vessels supplying the
brain, and large drops in systemic blood pressure, do not compromise flow
(p. 103)."

At present, evidence from a number of sources points to the conclusion
that uncomplicated essential hypertension is more likely to be detrimental
than benefical ;f it has any direct effect on cognitive capacity at all. There

are sound medical grounds for attempting to reduce hypertension, and
nothing in the cognitive performance literature would contest that
approach.
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SUMMARY

Two multivariate, longitudinal investigations of the effects of elevated
blood pressure on intellectual performance were reported. Sub-scale and
total scores from the Army Alpha test, Forms A and B, were used as dependent measures. In the first study subjects were 350 men aged 17-65 retested
after 4 8 years. Repeated measures analyses of variance with three levels of
age and three kinds of blood pressure were conducted, using three different
sets of blood pressure recordings to operationalize blood pressure groups.
No reliable effects for either factor were noted. When analyses were
restricted to 117 men free from drug therapy and major illnesses other than
hypertension, only a few effects were replicated across d,. ferent operationalizations of Wood pressure groups, and showed poorer performance
for individuals with higher levels of blood pressure. Unlike the findings of
Schultz et al. [101, no age-by-blood pressure interactions were observed.
There was no evidence that hypertensive individuals declined more in intellectual performance than normotensives over the retest interval.
In the second analysis, 51 men aged 66-84 retested on five occasions
within an 11 year interval were classified into two levels of blood pressure
and two levels of age. Only one sub-test showed significantly poorer performance for hypertensive subjects. Over the six time points of this study,
there was no evidence of monotonic decline among hypertensives relative to
normotensives.
These results contradict the hypothesis that moderate elevations of blood
pressure are beneficial for continued intellectual performance among older
subjects. However, they also provide little or no support for the hypothesis
that hypertension is associated with a decline in intellectual capacity and
performance.
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Age Changes, Cohort Differences,
and Cultural Change on the GuilfordZimmerman Temperament Survey'
Karen Douglas, BA, and David Arenberg, PhD2
The relation between adult age and temperament was investigated using the Guilford-Zimmerman
Temperament Survey. Between the years 1958 and.1974, the GZTS was administered to 915 men from
17 to 98 years of age in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study. Repeated measures were obtained for 336 men
approximately 7 years after Initial testing. Each GZTS scale was analyzed cross - sectionally and longitudinally. Sequential analyses of independent samples were also carded out In an attar', t to separate the
effects of maturation from those of generational and cultural change. Results showed that Masculinity

declined at all ages, but Genercl Activity declined only after age SO. Thoughtfulness and Personal
Relations showed cultural declines during the time period studied, whereas Friendliness showed a
long-term cultural decline. r.,ater-born cohorts were lower in Restraint and higher in Ascendance than
early-born cohorts.

rr HE rurpose of this study was to investigate

foundation for future theory formulation

1 the relationship between age and the ten (see Neugarten, 1977).
scales of the Guilford-Zimmerman TemperaThe GZTS is a questionnaire which provides
ment Survey (GZTS). In 1958, when data an assessment of ten traits: General Activity,
collection for the GZTS began in the Balti- Restraint, Ascendance, Sociability, Emotional
more Longitudinal Stutly3, few cross-sectional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, Thoughtstudies of objective personality scales and fulness, Personal Relations, and Masculinity.
adult age had been reported; the only longitu-

Three cross-sectional studies investigated age

dinal study of adults (Kelly, 1955) was re- differences in men on the GZTS scales
stricted to the period from young adult to (Bendig, 1960; Titus & Goss, 1969; Wagner,
middle age. A number of longitudinal studies 1960), but the results were inconsistent. In
have been reported since 1958 (see Neugarten, all three studies Ascendance decreased with
1977 for a review), but few studies (Schaie & age. In two of the three studies, Sociability
Parham, 1976; Woodruff & Birren, 19'2) have
attempted to extricate maturational from

cultural effects. Such an attempt was made

in the current study by including cross-

sectional, conventional longitudinal, ana
seruential designs (see Baltes, 1968; Schaie,
196,, 1970). Due to the lack cf well-developed

decreased with age, and Restraint and Personal
Relations increased. General Activity, Mascu-

linity, Emotional Stability, and Objectivity
each decreased with age in one of the three
studies, and Friendliness and Thoughtfulness
were not age related in any study. For a more

detailed review of the GZTS, see Guilford
theories of personality and aging, the study et al., (1976).
was not designed to investigate specific
The four types of analyses reported in this
hypotheses; rather, the intent was to provide paper addressed the following questions: (a)
descriptiv' data which would serve as a Over a wide range of adult age, are there age
differences in the GZTS, and how do these
differences compare w;th those previously
The contributions of the folkiwing persons in administering and scoring

the GZTS are gratefully acknowledged

Sally Steam. Patricia Lamb,

Robert Walker. Anne Young, Jack Zaner, Richard Mathias. Don Reynolds,

Gat Schroeder. Barbara Donovan. Alice Musk. Patricia Allen. Marcia
Schwartz. Darrell Gray. Joan King. Steven Kann. Jean Onufry. and
Malian Hednck.
'Requests for reprints should be sent to David Arenberg. Gerontology
Research Center. NIA. Baltimore City Hospitals. Baltims:T. 21224,

,Thn study was initiated in 1958 by Dr Melvin ^:odoff who selected
the GZTS and supervised the data collection until 19eu.
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reported? Differences could be due to matura-

tional change or cohort differences. (b) Are
there age changes within individuals on GZTS

scale measures, and for which scales is the
magnitude of change related to age? Longitu-

dinal changes could be due to maturatk
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cultural change during the interval between A measure was invalidated for any scale with
measures, selective attrition, or even retest more than three "?" responses, a procedure
effects (repeating the measure). (c) Arc the suggested by Guilford and Zimmerman (1949).
The total sample was divided into two subage changes in repeated measures of the
same subjects confirmed in comparisons of samples according to the date when the first

independent samples of the same cohort GZTS was administered. The first group
measured at different times? Under ideal (Sample A) was comprised of 605 men who
sampling

conditions,

such

confirmation

completed their first GZTS between October,

eliminates retest effects and some effects 1958 and June, 1968. The age range for Sample
of selective attrition as factors contributing A was 17 to 98 years old. The replication
to the longitudinal findings.

(d) Are the

group - (Sample B) included 310 men whose

changes found longitudinally also found when
men of the same age are compared at different
times of measurement? This comparison provides information as to whether longitudinal

GZTS was administered from July,

changes are due to maturation or to changes
taking place in he culture over the period
of measurement.
These analyses represent attempts to
describe changes in adult personality which

number of measures that were invalidated due

1968

through June, 1974, and their age range was
18 to 90 years. In both Sample A and Sample B,

the N for each scale was reduced by the
to excessive use of "?" fesponses for that
scale. A product-moment correlation between
age and each scale sceie was obtained.

General Activity (G) predomiTraits.
are due to maturation, rather than cultural
influences. Although the results from each nantly inyolves the pace of activity. A high
type of analysis have implications for the inter- score characterizes an "energetic, rapidpretation of results from the other analyses, moving, rapid-working person who likes ace. n
results will be reported separately for each and may sometimes be impulsive." (Guilford
analysis.

& Zimmerman, 1956).

CROSSSECTIONA L ANALYSES

Restraint (R) predominantly involves a dimension of emotional maturity, with seriousminded at one pole and carefree at the other.
A high score characterizes a self-controlled,
persevering, responsible person who thinks

METHOD

Participants in the Baltimore
Subjects.
Longitudinal Study are a highly select group
of male volunteers, predominantly white, who

agree to return for testing at fixed intervals.

before taking action, is not happy J-lucky,
and does not crave excitement.
Ascendance (A) is, in part, a dimension of

social assertiveness. A high score charac-

an ovtspoken person who is prepared
The vast majority have earned at least a terizes
to take charge, stands up for his rights, and

college degreJ, work in (or are .etired from) does not avoid verbal confrontation.
scientific, professional, or managerial posiSociability (S) is predominantly gregarioustions, and are in good health (Stone & Norris, ness or a dimension of seeking versus avoiding
1966). Data in this paper are from responses of social interaction. A high sec -e characterizes
915 participants who entered the Study from an outgoing person who is comfortable with
late 1958 to mid -1974. For several analyses others, prefers not to be or work alone, and
the sample was dichotomized into those given is not shy.
a GZTS before and after mid -1968.
Emotional Stability (E) is predominantly a
dimension of uniform and positive outlook
Each subject was given the at one pole and changeable (mostly negative)
Procedure.
standard GZTS instructions individually and mood at the other. A high score characterizes
completed the questionnaire during the re- an optimistic person typically in good spirits
mainder of his 3-day visit to the Gerontology who is not moody and rarely worries.
Objectivity (0) is a dimension involving
Research Center. For each item, subjects
choose "Yes", "No", or "?". Each scale a realistic outlook. A high score characterizes

consists of 30 items, but only "Yes" and a person who believes he receives his due, who
"No" responses contribute to the scale score.

is not self-centered, and Who does not feel

.
..-..

(

I'
I.C..
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unjustifiably blamed, criticized, or talked

ests. A high score characterizes a person who

about.
Friendliness (F) is predominantly a dimen-

is comfortable with guns and hunting and
who has little compassion for aninals, does

sion with agreeableness at one pole and not cry or express emotion easily, and is not
hostility at the other. A high score char- given to ready feelings of fear or disgust.
-acterizes a compliant person who is not con-

Guilford et al., (1976) present a more detailed

temptuous of others, does not resent being
given orders, and is not easily aroused to

des:ription of each scale, along with clinical
interpretations.

belligerence or aggressive behavior.
Thoughtfulness (T) is a dimension of reflectiveness. Altigh score characterizes an intro-

RESULTS

Means and correlations with age for all

spective, meditative person who is given to
analytic and evaluative thinking about behavior and ponders over the past.
Personal Relations (P) is a dimension of
tolerance and cooperativeness. A high score
characterizes a trustful person who thinks
well of people and of institutions and who is

scales appear in Table I. Because Sample B
correlations so closely replicated those for
Sample A, the remits reported below describe
both samples. Five scales were related to age
(p < .01) in both samples: General Activity,
Ascendance, and Masculinity were negatively

not given to fr.alt-finding or self-pity.
Masculinity (M) is a composite dimension

ness were positively correlated with age. No
statistically significant correlation (p > .01)
was found for the other scales.

correlated with age, and Restraint and Friendli-

predominantly involving "masculine" inter-

Table I. Cross-sectional Data - Mean First Tests by Age Decade.
Age Decade

20

r

(N)

Total N
Sampk A

Pi-RN
88
66

22
50

Sample B

40

30

60

30

TNT
70

N

N

N

154

143

106

78

44

45

40

31

80

NT
10
12

Scale

-.17"
-.25"
.28
.26
-.19"
-.22"

(552)
(290)

20
45

18.05
19.13

77

18.78
18.62

141

65

(560)
(285)

20

17.40
18.11

78
63

18,01
17.41

142

44

(549)
(282)

20
46

18.35
18.11

81

17.44
18.26

138

65

-.09*
-.07

(538)
(280)

21

20.71
19.24

77
64

21.26
20.72

137

46

(E) Sample A
Sampk B

.05
.00

(576)
(287)

21.29
21.09

81

64

20.25
21.25

148

46

(0) Sample A

.01
-.01

(552)
(278)

(0) Sample A
Sampk B

(R) Sample A
Sample B

(A) Sample A
Sample B

(S) Sample A
Sample B

Sample B

(F) Sampk A
Sampk B

(7) Sample A
(P)

.17
.18
.09

Sample B

.11

Sample A
Sample B

.06

(M) Sample A
Sample B

.14
-.17"
-.25"

21

17.53
18.26

134

17.31

98

40

18,07

36

19.61
18.81

135

20.42

102

39

19.62

16.94
17.45

136

19.50
18.57

132

20.52
21.10

141

42

20.97
20.29

140
43

20.45
20.19

133

42
42

42

40

16.92
17.17

72
48

14.94
14.65

20.75
20.35

71

21.93

37

47

19.89

16.22
17.82

96

15.71

32

15.03

66
44

18.84
19.22

94
32

19.50
18.34

20.72
20.36

102

33

39

20.62
20.23

39

40
39

8
12

12.75
14.17

8

20.75
22.45

14.35

8

15.50

12

13.25
14.50

67
46

18.58

19.50

8
10

19.87
17.50

21.15
19.42

72

21.28
21.67

7

18.57

12

20.83

100

21.04

70

16.33

18.45

44

21.34
20.57

6

31

10

21.30

19.13
18.05

7

44

11

17.71
18.55

49

II

21

21.10

80

47

20.51

62

(556)
(278)

21

14.95
15.33

81

16.42
15.82

137
41

17.88
16.05

135

18.01

101

62

39

17.00

34

18.29
16.76

(561)
(286)

21

19.24
18.65

80
62

18.60
17.90

136
42

18.72
17.79

136
39

19.51
18.64

104

19.64
18.61

19.79
19.57

18 2

36

73
47

8

46

12

21.42

(539)
(257)

21

1U.131

46

IL))

22.32
20.00

6
6

20.83
21.17

(563)
(291)

20
48

20.65
20.83

19.15
18.33

8
12

18.62
17.33

45

71

77

21.25

136

39

134
37

22.74
19.59

95
29

68

18.91

22.35
19.85

21.42

57

19,62

41

81

20.80
20.45

145

20.36

138

43

19.93

39

20.11
20.26

98
36

19.17
18.89

49

62

71

Note. Two teenagers and two men in then. 90s do not appear la. decade means for Sample A. one teenager and one 90yeaold do
not appear in decade means for Sample B.
< .05.

iy <.01.
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Decade means for General Activity de- (b) middle (40 - 59 years), and (c) old (60 - 98
years). Data were analyzed using a 2 x 3

creased consistently after the 30s, and a sub-

stantial decrease was found after age 70 in
both samples. Means for Ascendance decreased monotonically in Sample A, but less
consistently in Sample B. The decrease in

unweighted-means analysis of variance (see

Masculinity was not apparent in either sample

whether scores for a scale changed, the mean
of the changes for all subjects was compared
with zero. Furthermore, to determine whether

until age 60. Decade means for Restraint
Friendliness increased monotonically
through the 70s in Sample A, but somewhat
less consistently in Sample B.
and

i97:).
Longitudinal change.

To determine

magnitude of change was related to age, a
part correlation between age and the residual
of the second measure adjusted for the first
measure was computed (sec DuBois, 1957).

CONVENTIONAL LONGITUDINAL ANALYSES
RESULTS

METHOD

Results of the analyses
Sample attrition.
Table 2 contains an
Sample attrition.
accounting of subject loss. The 336 men in- of variance to determine the effects of sample
cluded in longitudinal analyses ranged from attrition appear in Table 3. The difference
20 to 81 years or age when tested initially; between samples (repeats vs. nonrepeats) was
they returned for their second GZTS 5.6 to statistically significant for Objectivity and
9.9 years later. In order to assess the effects Friendliness (p < .01), and for Ascendance,
ofsubject loss, the Sample A men were divided Emotional Stability, and Personal Relations
into two groups: repeats and nonrepeats. (;) < .03). Furthermore, the interaction be-

tkepeats included the 336 men who appeared
. both Sample A and the longitudinal sample;

tween age group and sample was significant for

nonrepeats included 269 men who only appeared in Sample A. Because the number

Relations (p < .05). Repeats in all age groups

of Subjects in several age decades was small

(less than 10), the men were divided into

Emotional Stability, Objectivity, and Friendliness than nonrepeats. In General Activity, the

three age groups: (a) young (17 - 39 years),

repeats were lower than the nonrepeats for Le

than the nonrepeats for the old groups. Repeats

All

in the young group were higher in Personal
Relations than nonrepeats, but no difference
was found in the middle and old groups.

2

60S

It should be noted that the mean age of
young nonrepeats was lower than that of

4

2

47

19

S

0

130

5

0

0

71

3

0

0

21

47

9

2

269

Age Decade at First Test
30 60 70
30 4G

80 90 Ages

10

20

2

22

88

134

143

106 78

10

Died

0

0

I

4

7

9 20

Quit Program
Excludedb
Others

I

8

19

30

27

21

I

2

18

22

10

13

0

2

3

9

2

2

2

12

41

63

44

Reasons:

Total Lost

aThe N for each scale was further reduced by the number
of men whose first or second test was invalid due to excessive
use of question marks.
bSecond GZTS obtained after July 1. 1974. repeat interval
exceeded 9.9 years, or additional exposure to GZTS between
first and longitudinal measures.
cIncIddes men who were still active in program. but had not

visited the Center during time period in which they were
eligible for a second GZTS. and also men who refused to fill
out the GZTS.

were lower in Ascendance and higher in

young groups, the two middle groups were
about the same, and the repeats were higher

Table 2. Sources of Subject Loss for
All Scales Combined.a

Sample A N

General Activity (p < .01), and for Personal

young repeats (32.95 and 34.08 respectively),
the middle nonrepeats and repeats had about
the same mean age (49.26 and 49.74 respec-

tively), and the mean age of old nonrepeats
was higher than that of old repeats (71.28
and 67.56 respectively). The possibility that
the scale score differences between repeats
and nonrepeats were influenced by age differences between the two groups, was explored by comparing scale means for subgroups of repeats and nonrepeats which were
approximately the same mean age. Although
no statistical tests were performed, pat-

terns similar to those discussed were found
for all scales.
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Table 3. Mcr.' First Tests for Repeats vs. Nonrcpeats.
F Ratios

N

Young

(G) Nonrepeats

50
49

19.70
17.37

t03

Repeats

(R) Nonrepeats
ReNats
(A) Nonrepeats

50
50

18.10
17.74

56

Repeats

47

Age x
Sampkb

Middle

N

Oki

Samples

17.48
17.40

100

15.09

.08

4.66

78

17.01

107
170

20.03

101

21.31

.24

.08

20.01

82

21.12

18.41
16.57

108
166

17.07
16.27

93
79

15.48

5.37'

.44

52
48

21.17
20.79

107
162

19.50
18.96

95
74

18.91

.05

.40

(E) Nonrepeats

54

19.72

101

.21

19

21.20

82

20.49
21.81

5.40'

50

20.02
29.74

I,'

Repeats

(0) Nonrepeats

57

20.42

110

20.22

8.50

.33

46

163

20.02
20.88

95

Repeats

81

25.91

(F) Nonrepeats

57
47

14.86
17.70

106

16.93

97

2.04

18.60

83

18.44
18.87

11.32"

166

20.23
18.42

103

22.40
22.63

101

19.84
20.51

95
82

Scale

(S) Nonrepeats
Repeats

Rereats

(1) Nonrepeats
Repeats

(P) Nonrepeats
Repeats

(A) Nonrepeats
Repeats

172

53

18.83

104

50

18.78

168

52

19.56
22.15

106

20.69
20.78

115

48
52
51

164

168

83

68

14.61

19.47

19.81
19.53

2.76

1.66

21.66
21.91

5.36'

3.12

18.77

2.64

.46

1937

ad! s I

be. 2
p < .05.
<.01.

Longitudinal change. - The longitudinal

Friendline.

Thoughtfulness, Persor al Rela-

analyses of change showed an over-all decline

tions, and Masculinity, but the nrznitude of

on General Activity (t (298) = -3.50,p < .01).
Furthermore, the magnitude of change was
related to age. The part correlation between
age and change score for General Activity
was -.23 (F (1,296) = 16.81,p < .01). Inspection of Table 4 shows that 20-year-olds increased, whereas men over 50 declined, in
General Activity.
Four other scales showed overall declines

change varied linearly with age only on

from first to second test: Friendliness (t (295) =

General Activity. Differences between repeats
and nonrepeats were found in General Activity, Ascendance, Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, and Personal Relations.

SEQUENTIAL. ANALYSES OF INDEPENDENT
SAMPLES

- 2.35, p < .05), Thoughtfulness (t (300) =
- 2.33, p < .05), Personal Relations (t (279) =

METHOD

-3.82, p < .01), and Masculinity (t (300) =
Although data collection was not planned
- 2.54, p < .01). However, the magnitude of for sequential analyses, an attempt was made
change was not systematically related to age on
any of these scales. All age groups declined in

Thoughtfulness and Personal Relations, all
groups except the 30s declined in Friendliness,

and all age groups except the 30s and 60s
declined in Masculinity.
In summary, declines were found from first
test to second test

for General Activity,

4P6

to analyze subsets of the cross-sectional data
cross-sequentially and time-sequentially. The
first time-of-measurement sample (Group 1) in
both designs consisted of the 51R men from
Sample A born between the years 1892 and
1939. The age range for Group I was 24 to 76.
For the cross-sequential analyses, the second
time-of-measurement sample (Group 2-CS)
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Table 4. Longitudinal Data - Mean First and Second Tests by Age Decade.
Age at First Test

N

20

N

30

N

40

N

50

N

60

N

70

Na

9

16.44

40

17.58
17.48

83

17.60
17.59
-.01

89

17.20
16.12

52

17.21
15.17

25

16.36
15.08

299

17.29
16.54

41

17.95

82

19.49
18.92

88

20.49
20.53
.05

57

20.74
20.70
-.04

24

22.21
21.33

302

19.93
19.79

80

16.85
17.20
.35

86

15.73
15.49

55

15.09
14.89

23

13.13

292

15.87
I5.S7

19.83

82

284

19.41

AU Ages

Scale

(G) First Test
Second Test

18.11

Change-

(R) First Test
Second Test
Change

(A) First Test

First Test

7

9

Second Test
Change

(E) First Test
Second Test

First Test

First Test
Second Test

39

-.57

10

21.13
20.77

80

-.24

20.04

18.12
17.92

.21

-.21

-.36

.88
/3.17
.04

-.10
49

19.29
18.18

.14

24

19.54
19.50

.00
19.19
-.21

.04

-1.10

20.29
20.76
.46

85

21.42
21.39
-.04

91

20.99
21.59
.60

54

21.19
20.56
-.63

27

23.00
22.67
-.33

308

21.29
21.39
.10

8

22.38
21.50
-.88

38

21.40
21.13

81

21.15

82

20.62
21.01
.39

55

21.42
21.53

26

22.96
22.04

290

21.28
21.28
.00

18.00
17.75

39

18.49
18.06

57

8

9

9

17.67
15.33

-2.33

-.78

41

Second Test
Change

-.33

18.70
17.83

85

81

87

17.57

18.71
18.64

-.54

-.07

18.11

22.59
21.46
-1.13

79

22.77
22.39
-.38

85

22.51
21.73

42

20.93
21.07
.14

81

20 44

87

20.56

19.84
-.61

18.12
18.05

25

59

19.39

20.72
19.101

-.07
18.92

-.48

-.65

21.26
20.52

57

19.72
19.72
.00

''

23

18.53
18.05

-.48*

-.92
19.83
19.17

46

-.78
19.95
-.61

-.92

.11

-.44

-.88

39

-.33
20.11
19.78

SI

.00

19.89

9

17.64
17.64

19.02
18.24

20.22

21.20
.05

-.26

-.25

Change

(M) First Test

19.33
20.44

16.43
16.53

41

Second Test
Change
(P)

40

-.76"

-1.28

22.78
23.56
.78

Second Tes'.
Change

(T) First Test

17.43
17.57
.14

-2.04

-1.08

9

Second Test
Change

(F)

18.39
.44

1.11

Change

(0) First Test

16.78
16.78

.00

Second Test
Change
(S)

-.10

1.67

9

301

18.79
18.31

-.48

21

23.62
21.24
-2.38

280

22.38
21.55

24

19.38
18.42

301

20.30
19.89

-.74

-.%

-.82**

-.41"

aAll ages includes one man in his 80s who does net appzar in decade means.

< .05.

11 <.01.

consisted of 238 men from Sample B born were compared at different ages. Assuming no
during the same time period, but ranging in sample biases (e.g., selective survival in the
age from 30 to 81. Group 2-TS in the time- late sample), differences found between
sequential analyses included the 246 Sample B
men who were born between 1900 and 1947.

They were similar in age to Group 1 (from
24 to 72 year'. In each design the mean time
of measurement for the late sample was
approximately 7 years later than the early
sample. The N for each scale was reduced
by the number of men whose measures were
invalid for that scale.

Group 1 and Group 2-CS are estimates of age

changes, but also could be due to cultural
change from 1958-1968 to 1968-1974. The
time-sequential design provided a comparison

of men who were the same age but born at
different times. Under the assumption of no
sample biases, differences between Group 1
and Group 2-TS in this design could be
attributed to cohort differences, cultural

In both designs each group was divided change from the first period of measurement
into six consecutive birth cohorts, with each to the second. or both. A 2 x 6 unweightedcohort including men born during an 8-year means anaiysis of variance was conducted for
period. In the cross-sequential design, men each design on the mean first tests for each
born during the same time period (cohort) scale.

4R7
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Table 5. Means for Sequential Analyses of Independent Samples.
Date of Birth
1932-

1940.

19241931

N

19161923

18.44
18.43

99
36

35

18.33
18.17

18.37 75
18.82 35

16.87
17.40

N 1947 N 1939 N
Scale

(G) Group I

-

19

79 70

Group 2 47 18.0 49 19.39

(R) Group I
Group 2 45

-

19

19

Group 2 47 18.15 49

(S) Group 1

17.63 73

18.78 47 17.23

(A) Group 1

-

35

19 21.47 72 20.82

Group 2 48 19.33 49 21.45 34

(E) Group 1

Group 2 46

(7) Group 1

15.85

-

Group 2 43

(M) Group I

-

128

16.42 82
16.52 37

100

19.11

125

36

19.12

95
36

18.27
17.33

25

Unweighted Means
1892.
1899 Group 1 Group 2 '7.Sc Group 2TSd

17.71

17.41

18.03

79 21.17
39 19.36

19.46

19.17

19.J7

18.23 77
16.57 41

16.13

14.76

16.88
15.14

77
36

13.46
15.33

16.84

17.00

17.47

97 20.52 122
35 18.80
24

18.00 84
19.17 35

19.98 72
18.00 38

18.99
19.92

19.96

19.43

19.34

20.34 85

21.11

82

21.50

20.87

20.84

20.88

19.52

37

20 08 40

21.65

82

20.90 78 21.15
19.65 39 20.00

2!.I0

19.98'

20.14

20 22.75 74 20.65
35 20.43

97 20.42
36 20.39

127 20.70

20 16.45
48 15.83

23

19.13

31

73
33

15.88
16.30

97 17.55
36 16.39

!27 18 62 83

17.71

81

16.70

16.47'

17.50

37

18.43
17.24

17.44

16.96 36

18.85 73

18.86
16.67

94 18.57
36 18.67

129 18.77 84
23 18.35 39

20.27
19.10

82
39

19.92
19.56

19.21

18.43

18.23

33

20 22.40 73 2118

19.56 47 18 83
19

N

15.20 82
17.78 35

23

20

19001907

128
23

131

35

N

20.46 85 20.05
24 20.33 39 20.51

36 21.06

Group 2 47 18.38 48 18.23

(P) Group I

18.25
18.81

106 20.79

21.58 75

Group 2 47 20.96 48 20.27

(F) Croup 1

1915

19.91
21.71

19

Group 2 48 21.90 48 21.00

(0) Group 1

19.27

1908.

N

31

19.61

21.32 76 20.65
19.91

Group 2 49 21.35 48 20.15 33

23

93
34

22.33 127
19.68
21

22.61 81 22.11 74
19.10 30 19.73 35

21.32
19.86

21.99

19.47"

19.42

101

20.52 128

2(,.33 86
19.83 37

19.87
18.15

20.26

19.54*

20.07

38

20."

24

18.87 76
18.76 41

Mean Ages:

Group I
Group 2

29

29a

35

36
43

44

51

51

58b

59
67

67
74

48

55

47

aScale S mean age was 28.

bScale M mean age was 59.
cGroup 2CS (crosssequential analyses) excludes Group 2 men born from 1940-1947.
dGroup 2-TS (time sequential analyses) excludes Group 2 men born from 1892.1899.

< .05.

"p < .01.

RESULTS

p < .01 in time-sequential design). In the cross-

Means for both the cross-sequential and sequential analyses, Group 2-CS men were
time-sequential designs appear in Table 5. lower in every cohort on Objectivity and
The cross-sequential comparisons are within Personal Relations than Group I men. The
cohorts and can be seen by com;.,.iring column time-sequential analyses showed that except
means (e.g., Groups l and 2 at 1932-1939 for the group whose mean age was in the 40s,
cohort). Comparisons for the time-sequentia! all ages in Group 2-TS were lower in Objecanalyses are within ages and can be seen in tivity than in Group I, and on Personal Reladiagonal comparisons (e.g., Group l at 1932- tions every age group in Group 2-TS was
1939 cohort and Group 2 at 1940-1947 cohort).

lower than in Group 1.

A significant time effect was found (i.e.,
A time effect for Masculinity was seen only
Group 1 was different from both 2-CS and in the cross-sequential analysis (F (1,695) =
2-TS) for Objectivity in both the cross- 5.43,p < .05). Every cohort in Group 2-CS was
sequential rad time-sequential designs (F lower in Masculinity than in Group 1.
(1,678) = 6.62, p < .05 and F (1,686) = 5.20,
Friendliness and Thoughtfulness showed
p <.05 respectively), .nd also for Personal time effects only in the time-sequential analyRelations (F (1,654) = 32.99, p < .01 in cross- ses (F (1,69i) = 4.23, p < .05 and F (1,696) =
sequential analysis, and F (1,662) = 34.70, 5.66, p < .05 respectively). Both Friendliness
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and Thoughtfulness were lower for each age
group in Group 2-TS than in Group I .
In summary, Groups 2-CS and 2-TS were
lower, than Group I men on Objectivity and
Personal Relations. In the cross-sequential
design Group 2-CS men were lower on Masculinity than Group 1 men. In the time-sequential
design, Group 2-TS was lower on Friendliness
and Thoughtfulness than Group 1. No signifi-
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of this study. Because age is not an experimentally manipulated variable, age differences

and even age changes may be due to other
than maturational effects. As noted above.
cross-sectional age differences may be due to
maturational effects or to cohort differences.
Similarly, longitudinal age changes and withincohort age differences in cross-sequential
analyses may be due to maturational effects

cant interaction was found for any scale in or to sociocultural changes over the period
of measurement. In synthesizing the results
of all analyses into a meaningful interpretaDISCUSSION
tion, an attempt was made to attribute the
Let us begin with the basic findings and con- results for each age-related scale to one
clusions of this study. Longitudinal changes effect: maturation, generation, or sociocultural
were found for five scales, but only two scales change specific to the period of measurewere interpreted as showing maturational ment. Due to the confound between age and
effects. Beginning at age 50. preference for environmental effects, the findings are specific

-either design.

rapidly-paced activity declined; and at all ages

to those generations studied and the particular

men declined in masculine interests. The time-of-measurement period; but the fact that
tendency toward analytic and evaluative a wide span of birth cohorts was studied over
thinking declined due to cultural influences a 16-year period increases the likelihood that
during the time period spanned by the study. similar results would be found in other
as did tolerance. cooperativeness, and trust sam; les at other times.
in other people and institutions. A long -teem
A summary of the findings for the six scales
cultural drift resulted in an increased tendency wh'eh showed interpr,tairle effects appears
toward belligerence and hostility. The findings

in Table 6.

for two other scales were interpreted as
showing generational differences. Later-born
men were less serious-minded, persevering,
and responsiloe, and more socially. assertive
than early-bo, a men.

Maturation
Maturational change alone
could account for the findings for two scales:
General Activity and Masculinity. The decline
ir. Masculinity shown in repeated-measures

Several methodological points should be
kept in mind in considering the conclusions

analyses was confirmed in cross-sequential
analyses, and Masculinity also decreased with

Table 6. Summary of Results From All Analyses.

Crosssectional

Conventional
Longitudinal

Crosssequential

Decreased

Declined

Decreased (N.S.a)

Decreased

Declined

Decreased

Declined

Decreased (N.S.)

Decreased

Declined

Decreased

Decreased

Maturation
General Activity
Masculinity
Cultural Change
Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations

Timesequential

Generation

Restrain

Increased

Decreased (N.S.)

Ascendance

Decreased

Increased (N.S.)

Longterm Cultural Change
Friendliness
aN.S.

Increased

Declined

Decreased (N.S.)

not statistically significant.

1'

4

Decreased
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age cross-sectionally. No decline in Masculinity was found when men of the same age.
but tested at different times, were compared
(time-sequential analyses). Whereas Mascu-

linity declined consistently across the age
span. General Activity showed change which
was related to initial age. Convention 11 longitudinal results showed that men in their 20s
increased on General Activity, whereas men
ever 50 years ofage declined . Cross-sequential

decreases, although smaller, were consistent
vith these repeated-measures findings. Perhaps the magnitude of the longitudinal (withinsubject) decline was affected by the relatively
high scores of the old men who were included
in the repeated-measures sample. Both the
time-sequential results and the cross-sectional

findings were consistent with maturational
.,:aline in General Activity.
As men grew older, then, they conformed
Ic is to the classical pattern of male interests.
Furthermore, after the age of 50. they became
less disposed to perform at a rapid pace or to
be physically active.

Cultural change.

Thoughtfulness and
Personal Relations showed declines in both
the conventional' longitudinal and crosssequential analyses. Th_ finding o! declines
in time-sequential analyses and the absence of
cross-sectional differences suggested cultural

cannot be explained by a single effect. This
measure increased wit

age cross-sectionally

in both samples, but declined longitudinally
within subjects. Furthermore, the crosssequential comparisons within cohorts, although not statistically significant. were
ct .,sistent with the changes (declines) in the
conventional longitudinal

analysis.

These

results indicated that Friendliness declined
over the period of measurement in this study.
Ho vever, the time-sequential differences

between subjects of the same age suggest
that this change was not maturational but
rather a cultural change. possibly specific to
these periods of measurement. In addition,
the cross-sectional results require a cohort
interpretation; that is. later-born cohorts
were lower in Friendliness than early-born
cohorts. Therefore, a cohort effect from the
past and a cultural change during the period of
measurement would account for the complex

results for this scale. Another way these
results cot. ,d occur is that individuals decline
in Friendliness as they grow older (rather than

changing only during the period covered in
this study), and successive cohorts begin at
lower and lower levels. Although the decline
could be maturational, the more parsimonious
interpretation is that a long-term cultural drift
was responsible for generation differences as

change during the measurement period as

well as change within individuals. It is concluded, therefore, that successive cohorts

an explanation. Therefore, men became less
interested in reflective and introspective
thought, and also became less tolerant and

and individuals became more easily aroused
to hostility and tended to be less agreeable.

cooperative during the time frame of the

No effect.
Analyses did not show age
differences or age changes for Sociability

current study.

Generation.

Restraint and Ascendance
showed age differences in both cross-sectional
analyses, but neither measure changed with

age longitudinally. Later-born cohorts were
lower in Restraint and higner in Ascendance
than early-born cohorts. The time-of-measurement variable in the time-sequential analyses.
although not statistically significant. was

or Emotional Stability. Objectivity decreased
in both sequential designs; however, no
change was found in the repeated-measures
analyses. Therefore, gregariousness, consis-

tency of positive outlook. and tendency to
take a realistic outlook were not affected by
maturation, generation, or cultural change.
The conclusions of th,s study can be related

consistent with the cohort interpretation for
these two scales. These data indicate that

to several prominent thoughts in personality
and aging. The Disengagement Theory formu-

successive generations were somewhat less

lated by Cumming and Henry (1961) has
receiv _
much attention by gerontologists.
Although part of this theory has been chal-

responsible and self-controlled. and were
more self-assertive.

Generation and c ultual change.

lenged by subsequent evidence, the ::ypothesis
The

results for Friendliness were complex and

4

of decreased social interaction in later life
has received wide support. The GZTS scale
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which comes closest to measuring this dimen-

potentially inwortant behaviors which have

sion is Sociability. The finding of no maturational decline in Sociability runs counter to
this well-accepted hypothesis.
Another hypothesis which is closely related

received little attention in the personality

to disengagement is that people become more
intr- .rted in later life (Botwinick, 1973;

SUMMARY

Neugarten, 1977). If Thoughtfulness can be
considered a measure of introversion, then
current findings do not support this hypothesis.

Thoughtfulness was fot.-d to decline due to
cultural influences rather than maturation.
Gutmann (1977) has proposed that as men

age they move from active toward passive
mastery of the environment. Active mastery
is a broad concept which encompasses domi-

nance, instrumentality, and participation in
traditionally male activities. Gutmann's hypothesis was partially supported by findings
in

this study in that Masculinity showed

maturational declines. However, Ascendance

showed generational, but not maturational
effects. Although men declined in masculine

interests, they did not decline in social
assertiveness.
Both Botwinick (1973) and Neugarten (1977)
discuss the importance of health and economic

factors as contributors to personality change

with age. The findings of the current study
can be interpreted as further support. Participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study as
a group are highly educated, in good health,
and economically advantaged. Perhaps when
health and economic resources are maintained

the "turning inward" process (Botwinick,
1973) may be forestalled.
The analyses which have been reported in

this st'ly were concerned with quantitative
change on the GZTS scales. Although several

studies have reported cross-sectional data
concerning age and personality structure
(Bendig, 1960; Costa & McCrae, 1976), the
issue of age changes in personality structure
remains to be investigated.

An important consideration in analysis of
the GZTS is loss of data due to use of the
question-mark response. The samples in all

analyses were biased to the extent that
noncommital responding is related to scale
scores on the GZTS. Although beyond the
scope of t:-.e current analyses, failure to
complete a questionnaire or to provide a
scoreable

response

are

interesting

and

and aging literature.

Cross-sectional and conventional longitudinal comparisons for each of the ten scales
of the GZTS were made for the men in the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study. Early and late.
subsamples of the cross-sectional simple were
regrouped into both cross-sequential and
time-sequential designs to provide additional

information concerning age differences and
age changes in these measures. Participants
were volunteers who ranged in age from 17 to
98 years and were, for the most part, educated,

in relatively good health, and employed in
(or retired fron.) professional or managerial
positions. Care should be taken in generalizing

findings from such a select group to populations which differ in these characteristics.
Cross-sectional imreases with age were

found for Restraint and Friendliness, and
decreases were found fot Genera! Activity.
Ascendance, and Masculinity.
sr

Longitudinal changes were found in five
les. General Activity showed an over-all

decline, and the magnitude of change varied
according to age group. The men in their 20s
actually increased somewhat, and only the

means for the men over 50 declined. The
measures of Friendliness, Thoughtfulness,
Personal Relations, and Masculinity also
declined for those men who had two valid
measures approximately 7 years apart.

The five scales which showed changes in
the conventional longitudinal analyses seemed
to fall into three types. The declines in
General Activity and in Masculinity appeared

to be maturation .1 changes; the declines in
Thoughtfulness and Personal Relations appeared to be cultural changes specific to the
period spanned by the two times of measurement; and the declines in Friendliness appeared to be attributable to a long-term
cultural drift.
The age differences found cross-sectionally
for Restraint and Ascendance were consistent
with generation effect. rather than maturation
effects. Successive birth cohorts were lower in

Restraint and higher in Ascendance, but
-hanges were not found within individuals
and differences were not found within cohorts.

47j
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psychology of aging.
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A Longitudinal Study of Nutritional

Intake in ILal'2
Virginia K. Elahi, MPH,4 Dariush Elahi, PhD,4
Reubin Andres, MD,4 Jordan D. Tobin, MD,4
Marlene G. Butler, MS, RD,4 and Arthur H. Norris, MS3'4
Seven-day dietary diaries were provided by 180 male participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of
Aging during each of three time periods (1961 to 1965, 1966 to 1970, and 1971 to 197:). These men are a
highly educated, upper-middle class group. A, be time of their first diary, they were aged 35 to 74 years.
The data were analyzed foraging, cohort, and time effects on diet by utilizing three types of researzh designs
concurrently: cross-sectional, longitudinpl. and time series. The nutrients considered were calories, protein, carbohydrate, fat, saturated fatty adds, polyunsaturated fatty acids, and choleskrol. Aging had
negative effect on intake of calories, fat, saturated fatty adds, and cholesterol. Cohort effects were not
observed for any of these nutrients. Over time, intake of carbohydrates and cholesterol declined, while
intake of polyunsaturated fatty adds rose.

Key Words: Cohort effects, Aging, Time effects, Calories, Protein, Carbohydrate, Fat, Cholesterol,
Saturated fatty acids, Polyunsaturated fatty adds, Diet

THE importance of diet in the maintenance of

amination Survey (HANES) in 1971 to 1974 (U.S.

good health is widely acknowledged. Schlenker et al. (1973) have reviewed a number of studies
that relate dietary habit( to health and longevity and

DHEW, 1977). However, the Framingham and

have suggested that the, rate of aging may be

DHEW data are limited in ege range and/or nutrients that they cover. Cross-sectional data from the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA) in

affected by long-term food habits. There are very
iittle data, however, on the levels of nutrient intakes
in humans and on the changes in intakes with increasing age and over time.
Cross-sectional data on diet, which show how

the early 1960s have been presented by McGandy et

nutrient intakes vary with age among people

annual estimates of the various types of food available for consumption in the market (see Brewster &
Jacobson, 1978, for a summary of the USDA reports). However, these data represent average-per-

observed at a given point of time, are available from

several sources, including the Framingham Study
for the late 1950s (Kannel & Gordon, 1970), the
Ten-State Nutrition Survey in 1968 to 1970 (U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
DHEW, 1972), and the Health and Nutrition Ex'This piper was presented in pan at the 31u Annual Scientific Meeting of the
Gerontological Society in Dallas. Texas, November. 1978.
'The nutrient intake study was initiated by Dn. Nathan W Shock. Anhur E.
ltdds. Robert B. McGandy. and Chula H. Barrows. Jr Cohecticry of the dietary data

in the early ran of the study was supervised by Marjorie C Zukel. Aksandria

Swiss. an

".4 Meredith. We express our gratitude to them for their foresight in
%cult project and for the meticulous attentton paid to data collec.
lion and coding. We are indebted to the panutpants of the Baltimore
Study of Aging .x their splendid cooperation in prorvding detailed date The program
used to conven food intakes to nutnent intakes was adapt& by Dr Ruth Brennan of
the St Louis County. MO. Health Department and the coavenions were mace under
her supervision at dashington UniversIty We also than' Helen Bums and Dolores
Weimer for excellent secretarial assistance, and Paul Cies,' and Charlotte Adkr for
preparing the illustrations.
'Des.ased December 1980.
'Clinical Physiology Branch, Gerontology Research Center. National Institute
at Aging. Natneal Institutes of Health. Public Health Service. U.S Dem inent of
Health and Human Services, at Baltimore City Hospitals, Baltimore. MI) 21224
Address repnn1 requests to the first authcr
undertaking thts

al. (1966).
Data on changes in the diet of Ame-icans over the
past 70 years can be obtained from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture (USDA), which has made

person consumption for the entire United Stabs
population. Furthermore, they do not consider
changes in the characteristics of the population
(e.g., age distribution, ethnic composition) that
have undoubtedly affected patterns of consumption.
Longitudinal data on dietary intake are available
from ti le studies by Steinkamp et al. (1965) in

California and Garcia et al. (1975) in Iowa. Both
studies began in 1948 and ended in the 1960s. But
the sample in Steinkamp et al. was limited to individuals who were at least 50 years old when the
study began and Garcia et al. obtained longitudinal
data on only 28 women.
The aim of the present study is to provide descriptive data on nutrient intake among a group of

4 3.
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middle-class, predominantly white, adult males
over z 15-year period. The dab insist of 7-day
dietary diaries- that were provided by 180 male
participants in the BLSA between 1961 and 1975.
The men ranged in age from 35 to 74 when they

that the method cannot se'arate these three effects.
She points out difficulties in the decision rules and
ambiguities in the interpretation of results. Mason

completed their first diary. This paper will describe
how the diet of these men has changed as they have
aged since the early 1960s. The nutrients that will
be discussed are ca,___es, protein, carbohydrates,
fats, saturated fatty acids (SFA), polyunsaturated
fatty Acids (PFA), and cholesterol.
This study also attempts to identify aging, time,
and cohort effects on nutrient intakes. In the least
complicated term-- ..ing, time, and cohort effects
can be defined as follows: A n aging effect is present
if the dependent variable is a function of age regardless of the subject's birthyear or period of observation. A time effect is present if the variable changes

assuming mat at least two age groups, two cohort:,
or two time periods have identical effects, the au-

et al. (1973) proposed using multiple regression

techniques to measure these three effects. By
thors believe that the problem of the interrelationship of the three independent variables is over-

come. This method, however, has not been used
extensively.
The present study attempts to differentiate aging,
time, and cohort effects by utilizing three designs
concurrently, each of which controls for a different

effect: cross-sectional, longitudinal, and a third

over time and the change is observed in all age

type designated as time senes. We do not propose
that this methodology provides a definitive solution
to the problem of separating aging, time, and cohort
effects. The mechanics of the analysis are relatively

groups. A cohort effect is present if the value of the

simple, however, and the method is very useful

dependent variable differs between birth cohorts
regardless of age and period of observation.
Researchers interested in the effects of aging
have usually employed one of two types of study
designs. The first is a cross-sectional approach, in
which a sample from a p ,oulation is measured at
one point in time. Cross-sectional differences between age groups, however, may represent differ-

when there are pure aging, time, or cohort effects.
When thr are multiple effects it is impossible to

ences between birth cohorts rather than aging

level of intake of any specified nutrient is a function
of age, cohort, and/or time. Intake is designated the

effects. The second type of design is a longitudinal

study which consists of ,bserving one or more
cohorts at several points in time. Differences seen
between observation points are then attributed to
the fact that the cohorts have aged. Longitudinal

unconfound the effects by this or any other method
of which the authors are aware, and one can only
estimate the probable nature of the effects.
RESEARCH MEMODOLOGY

The hypothesis under consideration is that the
dependent variable, and age, cohort, and time the
independent or causal variables. The term independent should not be construed to mean that the causal
variables in this analysis are unrelated to each other;

differences, however, may be due to temporal

as already stated, the value of any one of these

changes rather than to aging. Thus, it is difficult to
establish the presence or absence of these effects

variables is defined by the values of the remaining
two.
The basis of the methodology in the present study
is the age-time matrix shown in Figure 1. Age is on

when either of these approaches is the only one
used.
The limitations of the conventional simple crosssectional and longitudinal methods have been rec-

ognized by many nsearchers. Schaie (1965) pro-

posed a sequential model based on analysis of
variance; it was designed to sepa.te effects due to
chronological age, time of measurement, and year
of birth. Baltes (1968) argued, however, that one
cannot assign a unique effect to each of these independent variables as they arm innerentiy confounded
with each other (i.e., if the value of any two of 'he
variables is given, the value of the third is fixed).
therefo' suggested using a bifactorial model in

which one of the three independent variables is
ignored. More recently, Adam (1978) evaluated
Schaie's work usineillustrative data and concluded

the vertical axis and is divided into intervals of
width i. Time of observation is on the horizontal
axis and is also divided into inter vals of width i. The
width of the age and time intervals must be equal in

this methodology, but the number of age intervals
does not have to equal the number of time intervals.
(The number of age and time intervals shown here
equal the numbers used in the nutriii- nal intake
study to be presented later.) Both the age and time

'ages, however, should be sufficiently long to
permit aging, time, and cohort effects to manifest
themselves. One starts iith a defined group of
individuals at timer who range in age from a to a +
7: and subsequcntly observes cach person whenever
i time units h
,,assed. Theoretically, i may be
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equal to any quantity the researcher desires but. in

constant a al,' individuals are being observed at the

practice, the magnitude of i is determined by the
time necessary for changes to tppear in the subjects. In studies of human aging, it is customary for
i to equal 5 or 10 years. Since the age and tim.
intervals are equal, all persons who are at a specified age a at time t will be at age a + i at time t +
and at age a + 2i at time t + 2i. Thus, initial age
groups or birth horts will move diagonally within
this matrix. The numbers in the cells, Ck, are the

same time. But age is increasing, and the participants are from many different birth cohorts. If one
moves diagonally to the right within this matrix, a
longitudinal approach is being used. On any given
diagonal the cohort is constant. But the age of the
members of the cohort is increasing, and they arc
exposed to different period effects as time passes.
In the third perspective, the time series approach,
one moves horizontally to the right within a given
age group. Age is constant on any given horizontal
line. But the participants are from different birth
contorts and time is increasing.

mean values obtained for the dependent variable for

cohort k at the specified age and time.
The three analytical perspectives employed in
this method are illustrated in Figur 2 with the same

age-time matrix. If one moves vertically in the
matrix within a given time period, a cross- sectional
approach is being used. On any given vertical line

the effects of secular influences, that is, effects
associated with the period of observation, are held

a + 9i
a + 8i

AGE

Cs

Cs

C7

a+
a + 6i

Cs

C7

C6

C7

C6

Cs

a + 5i
a + 4i
a + 3i
a + 2i

C6

Cs

C4

Cs

C4

C3

C4

C3

C2

C3

C2

C3

C2

C7

a+ i
a

operating, then we should find both the crosssectional and longitudinal slopes significant; the
time series analysis should show no significant
slope. This follows because, first, age is the only
independent variable that varies in both the crosssectional and longitudinal perspectives, and, sec-

ondly, age is held constant in the time series

C7

t+2i

t +i

Table 1 summarizes the differences in these three
analytical perspectives. It can be seen that each of
the independent variables
time, cohort, and age
is held constant by a different perspective. Because of this, if there is only a single or pure effect
one can distinguish whether it is an aging, time, or
cohort effect by considering the data from all three
perspectives. Table 2 lists the types of perspectives
that will show significant differences when a specified effect is present. If only a pure aging effect is

TIME

Figure I. Age-time matrix, where t is time at first observation.
a is youngest age observed at time r. i is width of age and time
,intervals. and cA is value for birth cohort k at specified age and
time.

approach. Similarly, if only a cohort effect is operating, then only the cross-sectional and time-series
approaches should show significant differences;
cohort is the one independent variable that varies in
both these approaches, while the longitudinal perspective holds cohort effects constant. Likewise, if
only a time effect is operating, then only the longitudinal and time series approaches should show

A

I

A
A

i
1

i

i
I

I

I

AGE

-.-I.
.
.

i

.

.

..
.
.

!

AGE

AGE

-

TIME --0-

TIME---

TIME

CROSS-SECTIONAL

LONGITUDINAL

TIME SERIES

3 Time Periods

8 Cohorts

6 Age Groups

Figure 2. Analytical perspectives.
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Table I. Direction of Change in Independent
Variables in Each Analytical Perspective

81.84

14

75.79

Independent variable

Analytical
Time

perspective

Age

Cohort

Cross-sectional

CONSTAN

Increasing

Increasing

Longitudinal

Increasing

CONSTANT

Increasing

Timseries

Increasing

Decreasing

CONSTANT

Table 2. Types of Perspective, in Which
Each Effect is Manifested
Effect
present

Perspectives showily,
significant differences

APPENDIX

I

14

18

70.74

14

10

20

65.69

18

20

23

60.64

20

23

40

55.59

23

40

24

50.54

40

24

23

45.49

24

23

18

40.44

23

18

AGE

35.39

18

Epoch 1

Epoch 2

Epoch 3

1%1 65

1966.79

1971.75

TIME

Aging only

Cross-sectional and Longitudinal

Cohort only

Cross sectional and Timseries

Time only

Longitudinal and Timseries

Combination of
these effects

All three

significant differences as time vanes in both these
perspectives but is constant in the cross-sectional
approach. Finally, it should be noted that if there is
a single effect in operation, then it is theoretically
impossible for only one perspective to show significant chtierences as any given effect will manifest
itself in two perspectives. Such a situation, however, may occur if, for example, there are large differences in error variances.
If the dependent variable is influenced by more
than one of the three independent variables, then all
three perspectives should show significant differ-

ences. Because their effects are inherently confounded, it will be impossible to assign specific
values to each effect. Careful examination of the
data may allow one to reach a conclusion about
what th, main effect(s) is, but such a conclusion
would be very tenuous.

Figure 3. Distribution of subjects by age and epoch.N m 180.
The numbers in the cells are the number of subjects in the

specified age-time group.

the time series analysis the slope for intake of a
specified nutrient by time period was calculated for
each age group. A I test was then done for the null

hypothesis that the slope was zero. A probability
level ofp < .05 was designated as significant in this
study.
The results of the analyses will be displayed in an
age-time matrix. Figure 3 shows the design that will
be employed for each dietary variable, as well as the

age and time groupings. Within each cell of the
matrix the mean plus or minus the standard error for
the specified nutrient is given. The slope obtained in

each of the three cross-sectional regressions is
shown on the vertical arrow, along with the p value

(two-tailed). On the vertical brace is the overall
cross-sectional slope and its p value. This slope
shows the average cross-sectional change in the
dependent variable with an increase of I year of
age, irrespective of time of observation. The slopes
obtained for each of the eight cohorts are shown on
the diagonal arrows, along with their p values. The

Furthermore, whenever one is dealing with
several variables, the possibility of combined

overall longitudinal slope, or the average change

effects cannot be ignored. The joint effects may
simply be additive, or they may be nonadditive, in

on the diagonal brace. The time series analysis
included only the six age groups with values in all

which case it is said that there is interaction among
the variables. This method assume- that there is no
interaction among aging, time, and cohort effects;

three epochs (age groups 45 to 49 through 70 to 74).
The slopes for each of these age groups as a function

this assumption may lead to some erroneous or
oversimplified conclusions.
In the present dietary intake study the data were

analyzed with linear regression. For the cross-

among our subjects per year of observation, is given

of time of observation are shown on the horizontal
arrows, along with their p values. The overall slope

for all six age groups is shown on the horizontal
brace. This slope shows the average change per

sectional and longitudinal analyses the slope for the
intake of a sp_cified nutrient by age was calculated

year of observation regardless of age. Significant p
values are marked with an asterisk.
The slopes for each epoch, each age group, and

for each time period and cohort, respectively. For

each cohort were symbolized as 6, the overall
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slopes were calle,2 b. The epoch and age group
,slopes were calculated by the standard formula for
slope, with obse'vations summed over age within
the specified epoch (cross-sectional approach) and
summed over epoch within the specified age group
(time-series approach). The slope for a specified
cohort (longitudinal approach) is the mean of the
longitudinal slopes calculated for each person within that cohort by the standard formula. The overall

cross-sectional and time series slopes were also
calculated by the standard formula, with the addi-

tion of a summation over epoch in the crosssectional approach and a summation over age group

in the time series. These overall slopes are designated as average slopes in Figure 3. The overall
longitudinal slope, hoWever, is designated as a
mean slope. This was done to emphasize.the fact
that it was calculated by a different method. The
overall mean longitudinal-lope is the sum of the
longitudinal slopes for each individual divided by
the total dumber of subjects.
To decide if a given perspective showed significant differences in the intake of a specified nutrient,
the 'following criteria were examined:
(1) Were the majority of slopes statistically significant? The number of slopes that had to be significant for this criterion to be met was at least: two

249

who are generally highly educated and who are
mainly in, or have retired from, professional or
managerial occupations. The social and demographic characteristics of these men have been described by Stone and Norris (1966). Women were
added to the study group in 1978, but no dietary
daa are available on them at present.
The participants visit the Gerontology Research
Center in Baltimore at 1- to 2-year intervals depend-

ing upon their age. They are housed at the Center
for 2.5 days an -' take part in an extensive series of
clinical, physiological, and psychological tests.
The BLSA is sole's)/ a research project and does not
provide treatment for any medical conditions that

might be uncovered during the course of testing.
However, the participants' physicians are notified if
anv new conditions are diagnosed.

-ollection of data on the composition of the
participants' diet began in 1961 and ended in 1975.
The method of data collection was a 7-day dietary
diary. Registered dieticians instructed the men in

the keeping of the diary and used food models to
show them how to assess portion size but did not
provide dietary counselling. As a learning experience, a trial diary was kept during their stay at the
Center and reviewed with a dietician. The men were

instructed to record everything eaten during their

in the cross-sectional approach (out of a total of

first "normal" week after returning home. The

three slopes); five in the longitudinal approach (out

completed 7-day dietary record was mailed back to
the dieticians, who carefully reviewed each record.
The men were contacted when questions about spe-

of a total of eight slopes); and, four in the timeseries approach (out of a total of six slopes).
(2) Were the slopes consistent in their direction?

The number of slopes that had to be in the same
direction for this criterion to be met was: three out
of three, or all of the slopes, in the cross-sectional
approach; at least seven out of eight in the longitudinal approach; and, at least five out of six in the
time-series approach.

(3) Was the overall slope, b, statistically significant? To be designated as showing significant
differences, a given perspective had to satisfy at
least two or these three criteria. After identifying

cific entries arose. Records were then coded into
food lists for computer analysis.
A computer program based on the food lists in
USDA Handbook 8 (Watt & Merrill, 1963) was
used to convert food intakes to nutrient intakes.
This program was developed in the Heart Disease

Control Program, Public Health Service, U.S.
DHEW, by the late Ms. Olive Hayes and is the
program used in the report of McGandy et al.
(1966).
A variety of nutrients and dietary variables were

the perspectives that showed significant differences, the existence of aging, cohort, and/or time
effects was then determined by the I male presented in Table 2. These criteria will be considered
further in the discussion section of this paper.

examined in the BLSA. Those analyzed in this

DIETARY INTAKE STUDY

cholesterol in the diet. (Other nutrients on which
data were collected include fiber, calcium, iron,
certain types of vitamins, and alcohol. Data were
also collected on the specific type of unsaturated
fatty acid that was ingeste i and on the intake of
simple versus complex carbohydrates.)

The Data
The BLSA is an ongoing investigation that began
in 195:s. The study group consists of community-

dwelling, predominantly white, male volunteers

paper are limited to total calories and calories per kg

of body weight; intake of protein, carbohydrate,
and fat, and the percentage of calories derived from
each of these nutrients; intake of SFA and PFA and
the ratio of PFA to SFA intakes; and the amount of
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The I5-year timc span in which dietary diaries
were completed (1961 to 1975) was divided into

declined with age parallel to the decrease in basal
oxygen consumption and the reduction in physical

three 5-year periods designated as epochs. Data on

activity (McGandy et al., 1966). Longitudinally,

180 men with _a record in all three epochs were

negative slopes were obtained in seven of the eight

analyzed. Only three of these men were nonwhites.
Figure 4 shows the age distribution of the men using

cohorts, and were significant in five. The overall

the age-time matrix described in the section on

sis, five of the six age groups had a decrease in

research methodology. The numbers in the cells are
the number of men in the specified age-time group.

caloric intake between epoch l and epoch 3, but the

The men ranged in age from 35 to 74 when they
completed their epoch I diary and from 45 to 84 at
the time of their epoch 3 diary. Note that all man of

group. Thus, following the rationale summarized in
Table 2, the uata are consistent with a pure aging
effect.

a particular initial age move into the next age group
in the subsequent epoch; that is, initial age-pentads
or cohorts trove diagonally in this age-time matrix.
The size of the eight cohorts ranged from 14 to 40.

RESULTS

slope was also significant. In the time series analy-

negative slope was significant in only one age

Calories per kg of body weigh:.
The results
obtained in the analysis of mean daily intake of
calories per kg of body weight generally are the
same as those obtained in the analysis of caloric
intake unadjusted for weight (Figure 5B). Significant p values, :lowever, were not obtained as frequently. The only overall slope that was statistically

Calories.

Figure 5A shows the mean daily

intake of calories by age are epoch. In each epoch a
negative slope was obtained; that is, caloric intake
decreased with increasing age. The slope was sig-

nificant in two of the three epochs, and 5 was also
significant. This is in accord with our earlier crosssectional study which showed that caloric intake

1

5I

I

11

significant was that obtained in the longitudinal
analysis, but it lividual cohort slopes were significant only for the three youngest cohorts. The four
oldest cohorts lost weight as they aged though (Figure 6), so it is not surprising that their decrease in

total caloric intake did not result in significant decreases in caloric intake per kg of weight.
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Figure 4. Design of matrix showing results. %here X is mean salue for cohort i at aged in specified epoch A U = L.... 8.
10: and. t. = 1.2.3) S.E. = standard error of the mean. skip,: = b = unit change in specified nutrition variable per year
(see .text for method of calc.lation).

j = I.
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declined
Mean daily intake ot
with increasing age in all three epochs. but none of
the individual epoch slopes was statistically significant nor was the mean cross-sectional slope (Figuit

50. Longitudinally, intake of protein declined in
all eight cohorts. and in four of them the slope was
significant at p
.05. The mean longitudinal slope

was also statistically significant. Over the time
period studied. protein intake declined in live of the
six age groups. but the slope was significant in only
one of the groups. Thus, there appears to be a small

decline in protein intake with increasing age and
over time, but the effects are not statistically significant.

251

four of the longitudinal slopes were negative, and
four were positive, three of the time series slopes
were positive, and three were negative. all were
nearly zero. Furthermore. none of the slopes were
statistically significant.
The relative caloric intake of carbohydrates in
creased with increasing age in all three epochs and
all the cros:.secoonal slopes, albeit small, were
statistically significant (Figure 5G). Longitudinal!). five of the eight cohorts had positive slopes, but
only one vv as significant. The longitudinal T was not
significant. In the time series anal)sis four of the six

age groups had negative sio,nes, but none were

statistically significant nor was h. Tne crosssectional data thus suggest that the relative intake of

Carbohydrate.
Positive cross-sectional slopes
were obtained for carbohydrate intake in ail three
epochs. but the slope was significant in epoch 3
only. and Ti was not significant (Figure 5D). Longitudinally. carbohydrate intake declined in live of
the eight cohorts, and all live of the negative slopes
were statistically significant, as was Ti. In the time
series analysis intake of ::arbohydrates declined in
five of the six age groups. but the decline was not
significant in any of these five groups. The overall
time series slope. however was statistically significant. These data suggest that there was a negative
time effect on carbohydrate intake among our subjects.

Cross sectionally. fat intake decreased
Fat.
with age in all epochs, and the slope was significant
in two of the three epochs (Figure 5E1- Longitudinally. fat intake decreased in all eight cohorts. The

slope was significant in three cohorts and approached stailstical significance in two others (with
p = .06). The mean cross-sectional and mean Iongitudinal stones were both significant. Over time.
intake of fat declined in live of the cix age groups:
however. the decline was not significant in any of
the five age groups nor in the total time series group.

Thus, in contrast to protein and carbohydrate intake. fat intake appears to be influenced by age.
intake of this nutrient declining with increasing age
This indicates that the decline in total caloric intake
with age is primarily due to a decline in fat intake

carbohydrates increases with acing. in agreement
with the previous observations that the absolute

intake of carbohydrates remains constant or increases slightly with age cross-sectionally, while
total caloric intake declines. The longitudinal data.
however, do not support the presence of such an
aging effect. This may be becau.,e the longitudinal
slopes are also influenced by the ffect of time.
Whereas the absolute intake of carbohydrates declined over time while total caloric intake remained

fairly constant, the longitudinal data on relative
intake may have been subject to two opposing
effects: an aging effect that acted to increase relative intake and a time effect that acted to decrease it.

In contrast. the relative caloric intake of Cu decreased with increasing age in all three epochs. and

all the epoch slopes were significant (Figure 5H).
Of the eight cohorts, seven had negative slopes, and

two of these, as well as h. we significant. Over
time, four of the six age groups had an increase in
relative caloric intake of fat, but none of the slopes
had significant p values. These data show that the
relative caloric intake of fat decreases with age.
This is consistent with the aging effect shown for
absolute fat intake and implies that the decrease It
absolute fat intake with age is proportionately larger
than the decrease in total calories with age.
Figure 7 shows the relative caloric intake of each
of these nutrients by age with the epochs combined.
The percentage of calories derived from protein was
constant, approximately 16% in all age groups. The
percentage derived from fat declined from approx-

imately 42% in the younger groups to 38% in the

that is. the percentage of total daily Lalones derived
from this nutrient. showed no aging, cohort. or tune
elects (Figure 5F). Tv% o of the three cross seLtional

older groups. This decrease was compensated by an
increase In the percentage of calories from carbohydrates. which rose from roughly. 42'7 in the younger
groups to 46e4 in the older ones. However. as stated
ahoy e. the latter change was not significant by the

slo! es were positive, and the other was negative.

criteria employed in this analysis.

Pert eat of (alone.% front protein. arbidldrUle
The relative Laloric intake of protein.
and M.
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Saturated fluty adds.
Intake of SEA declined
with agc in all three cross-sectional studies, and the
slope was significant in two of the three epochs, as

was b (Figure 51). Longitudinally, intake of SFA
declined in all eight cohorts. Three of the cohorts
had significant slopes, and in two more the slopes
approached significance (p < .06). The overall
longitudinal slope was also statistically significant.
Over time, intake of SFA declined in five of the six
age groups. but the decline was significant in only
one group. Thus, there appears to be a decrease in
SFA intake with increasing age and a small, but not

APPENDIX

small, but statistically insignificant, secular decrease in SFA intake.

Cholesterol.

Cross-wctionally

cholesterol

intake decreased with age in all epochs. and
although the slope was significant only in epoch 2.

the overall slope was significant. Longitudinally.

intake of this nutrient went down in all eight
cohorts. and the cohort slopes were all statistically
significant (Figure 51). In the time series analysis.
cholesterol intake decreased in all six age groups.
and although the slope was significant in only two

swtistically significant. decrease over time.
Polyunsaturated fatty adds.
Intake of PEA
declined with age in all three epochs. but none of
the cross-sectional slopes were statistically significant, nor was b (Figure Si). Longitudinally, in
contrast to SFA intake, intake of PFA increased in

WEIGHT

90

85

all eight cohorts, and although only two of the
longitudinal slopes were statistically significant.
the overall slope was significant. In the time series

Ho

analysis the slope of PFA intake over the three
epochs was positive in all six age groups but signifi-

75r

cant in only one. b was, however. statistically significant. These results indicate that intake of PFA
has increased over time among our subjects.

70t-

t,

,
35

P/S ratio.

45

The ratio of polyunsaturated to

saturated fatty acid intake (the P/S ratio) exhibited a

time effect, but no aging or cohort effects. This
ratio increased cross-sectionally with age in all
three epochs. but none of the epoch slopes were
statistically significant nor wash (Figure 5K). This
agrees with the previous observation that intake of
both PEA and SFA declined cross-sectionally with
age and implies that. although the cross-sectional
decline in PFA was not significant. it was sufficiently large to prevent a statistically significant increase
in the P/S ratio. In contrast, longitudinally the P/S
ratio increased in all eight cohorts, and the slope

55
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AGE (years]

Figure 6 Mean neigh( (kg) by age and cohort. Each of the
eight tines represents an indisidual cohort.
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RELATIVE CALORIC INTAKE
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30

was significant in six of the cohorts: h was also
significant. Over timc, the ratio increased in all six
age groups, and the slope was significant in three of
the six groups. as well as overall. Since both the
longitudinal and time sales perspectives showed

20

PROTEIN
10

significant differences while the cross-sectional
perspective did not, the data are consistent with a
pure time effect. The P/S ratio increased from a
mean of .35 in epoch 1 to .44 in epoch 3 among the
age groups in the timc series analysis. a 26% increase. This charge reflects the increase over time

in PFA intake among our participants, and the
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Figure 7 Mean percentage of total daily calories from specified nutrient, by age. epochs combined. Vert seal bars represent
standard errors of the means.
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of them, b was significant. All three perspectives
thus showed significant differences in cholesterol
intake according to the criteria used here, indicating
the presence of multiple effects, but the specific
types of effects present cannot be identified. The

series analysis (encompassing ages 45 to 74 years),
daily cholesterol intake decreased from a mean of
587 mg in epoch 1 to 478 mg in epoch 3, a 19%
decrease.

longitudinal perspective, however, satisfied all

DISCUSSION

three criteria, whereas the cross-sectional and time
series did not satisfy criterion 1. (All of the eight
cohort slopes were statistically significant, but only
one of the three epoch and two of the six age-group
slopes were significant.) The longitudinal slopes
were also much larger than the cross-sectional or
time series slopes. If a cohort effect were one of the
main effects present. one would not expect to find
that the longitudinal slopes exhibit the most signifi-

cance, as the cohort variable is constant in this
approach. The results may thus reflect the existence
of aging and time effects only, both of which would
be manifested in significant differences longitudi-

nally. Furthermore, since cholesterol intake

Table 3 summarizes our conclusions about which

perspectives showed significant differences and
lists the criteria met by each of the "significant"
per.pectives. To be designated as showing significant differences a perspective had to satisfy at least
two of the three criteria presented in the Research
Methodology Section.
Half of the 12 nutrients examined exhibited significant cross-sectional differences by the criteria

used, and five of these six cross-sectional differences satisfied all three criteria. The greatest number of significant differences was obtained in the
longitudinal analyses (10 out of 12), but only three
of these met all the criteria. The time series analyses
yielded the fewest significant differences (four out
of 12), and none of these satisfied all three criteria.

appears to decline both with age and over time
according to these data, the striking longitudiral
differences may reflect the combined impact of These results may reflect several factors. First,
aging and time effects. The decline over time may given that one slope was statistically significant,
be due in large part to the benefits attributed to a low

cholesterol diet by many health professionals in
recent years Among the six age groups in our time

criterion I (that the majority of slopes were signifi
cant) would be met in the cross-sectional perspective if there was only one more significant slope.

Table 3. Conclusions Regarding Which Perspectives Showed Significant
Differences, and the Type of Effect Present, by Nutrient
Perspectives designated significant

Effect present
and its direction

by Criteria Mee
Nutrient

Cross.sectional

Longitudinal

Inneseries

Cafories
Cats/kg

d.6

Protein

d.6

Carbohydrate
Pat

m.6

iii.d.6

d.6

F.ffectb

Direction'

Aging

Down

Timc

Down

d.b

Aging

Down

Protein

CII0
q Fat

m.d.b

ni.d.6

d.6

Aging

Down

SPA

d.6

Aging

Down

PPA

d.;

d.b

rime

Up

Lb

Ism

Up

Multi*

Down

PAS

Choksterold

d.6

m.d.6

'The cruena to be met and the symbols used Ln this table for these.c mew ere m Idle majority of Slopes were statistically significant. p s 05).d Ithc
slopes were consistent in their direction) and. b (the overall slope b. was statistically significant. p 4 051 To be designated as showing sigiut.ant
differences. any gnen perspecirve had to satisfy at least two of these three Lriteria. There is no entry I none or only one of these criteria was tog.
"Based on the rationale outlined in Table 2 There is no entry if the specified nutrient did not exhibit aging. time. of cohort effects.
`The direction indicates the direction of change in the dependent variable as age Increases for the aging effects ann as period of observation in rease

for the time effects.
'Cholesterol intake exhibited multiple cfreLls The results were Intapretcd to primarily reflect a decline in HUAI with inucasing age -nd over time.
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But in the longitudinal perspective there would
have to be four more significant slopes, and in the
time series three more significant slopes. Secondly.
attainment of statistical significance by the longitu-
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the intake of carbohydrate and cholesterol exhibited
changes that were consistent w ith a time effect. The
absolute intake of PFA and the P/S ratio increased

over time, and both changes were judged to be

dinal and time-series slopes was probably hampered by the small size of some of the cohort and
age groups. Thirdly. the cross-sectional and time-

significant. On the average. the P/S ratio increased
by 26% between epoch I and 3. and cholesterol

series designs did not involve repeated measures in

changes reflect the impact of public health efforts to

the same individuals and thus had larger error

alter the diet of Americans.
Where possible our results were compared with
those obtained in the dietary intake studies cited
earlier. That is. our cross-sectional results were
compared with those obtained in the Framingham

variances than the longitudinal design. (This may

be why statistically significant differences were
found only in the longitudinal perspective for both
caloric intake per kg of weight and protein intake.)
Finally, the time series analysis was based on 15
years of observation (three epochs). whereas the
age range of the men covered 40 years (eight age

groups). Botwinick and Arenberg (1976) have
shown that the length of the time span and the
number of levels of observation can affect statistical
significance.

Table 3 also summarize. our conclusions about
the types of effects that were present in these dietary

data. They were derived by using the rationale

intake decreased by 19%. It is likely that these

Study (Kannel & Gordon. 1970) and HANES I

Study (U.S. DHEW. 1977): our longitudinal
findings were compared with those of Steinkamp et
al. (1965) and Garcia et al. (1975), ot'r time series
results were compared with the time trends in the
USDA consumption figures. Whereas there are major differences between these studies and ours (such
as the instruments used and the nature of the study

group) the comparison involved similarities in the
direction of changes in nutrient intakes by age or

given in Table 2 and the data in Figures 5A to 5L.
Four of the nutrients exhibited pure aging effects.
four exhibited pure time effects, one exhibited mul-

over time rather than specific values of any

tiple effects, and none exhibited cohort effects,

sons. The only adult men who were eligible for that
study were those age 60 and over, and their data
were not presented by any finer age breakdown.
The Framingham Study used a dietary interview
to obtain information on the individual's usual food
habits, a method which assumes that people have
relatively fixed food patterns over many years (see
Mann et al., 1962. for details of the methodology).
Data were collected between 1957 and 1960 on a
sample of persons returning for their fourth or fifth
biennial examination. Persons with a diagnosis of
heart disease or hypertension were excluded from

based on our definitions of aging. time, and cohort
effects. Since the dependent variables in this study

are interrelated.the final set of conclusions was
evaluated for internal coherence. These conclusions. however. inevitably represent our interpretation of the results.
With the exception of carbohydrate. the absolute
intake of all the nutrients studied tended to decline
with increasing age. Carbohydrate 'ntake exhibited
a very small increase with increasing age. But aging

effects were concluded to be significant for only
four nutrients. These were calories, fat. SFA, aid
cholesterol. The percentage of calories del ivied
from fat also declined significantly with increas-

changes. The Ten-State Nutrition Survey (U.S.
DHEW. 1972) was not included in these compari-

ing age.
Cohort effects were not observed for any of the

the study. Of interest here are the results for 437
men who ranged in age from 37 to 69.
The HANES I Study collecu.d information or. a
representative probability sample of the total U.S.
population aged Ito 74 years. This survey began in

12 variables, However, the homogeneity of the
BLSA men in terms of their social and economic
characteristics may have blurred any differences

1971 and was completed in 1974. Diet was assessed
by means of a 24-hour recall interview, in which the
respondents were asked to report anything they ate

that could be attributed to the cohorts ha sing experi-

or drank during the day preceding the examination

enced different historical events or period effects
during their lives. In the general population cohort
effects might be seen.
Over the 15-year time period studied there was a

(U.S. DHEW, 1973). The BLSA data were com-

slight decline in the absolute intake of protein.
carbohydrate, and fat, as well as in the intake of
SFA, cholesterol, and total caloric intake, But only

4R8

pared with the results obtained for 2.562 white men
aged 35 to 74 who had incomes above the poverty
level.

Our cross-sectional findings generally agreed

with those obtained in the Framingham and
HANES studies. These two studies, however, did

s
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not include all of the 12 dietary variables in the
present study. Data are available from the HANES
calories,
survey on only three of these variables
calories per kg of body weight, and protein intake.
The Framingham Study contains data on calories:
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intake per year; the men in our study showed a
nearly identical rate of decline. Among the 73
women included in their analysis, there was essen-

tially no change in protein intake.

In the study by Garcia et al. (1975), 7-day

absolute and relative intake of protein, carbohydrate. and fat; and cholesterol intake.

weighed food intake records were obtained from 28
women during at least two of four study periods

As in the BLSA, intake of calories declined
cross-sectionally with age in both studies, and

1948, 1958 to 1960, 1963 to 1966, and 1968 to

calories per kg of body weight declined with age in

at the time of their first record. By longitudinal

the HANES study. We concluded, however, that
among our subjects only total catoric intake exhibited a significant aging effect. Protein intake also

creases in fat and SFA, nonsignificant decreases in

declined cross-sectionally with age in all three studies, but our cross-sectional results were not statistically significant. The Framingham Study found that

contrast, in our studies in men all of these variables

fat intake declined with increasing age, and we
concluded that aging did have a significant negative
effect on fat intake. In contrast, carbohydrate intake

exhibited a small, but statistically insignificant in-

crease with age in our study, while it declined
steadily among the Framingham subjects. This discrepancy in results may be due to the different time

frames of the BLSA and Framingham studies, to
differences in the study groups, or to some unidentified factor(s). The Framingham Study showed no
difference with age in the relative caloric intake of
protein, carbohydrate, and fat among its participants. The percentage of calories derived from protein was 20%, from carbohydrate 41%, and from fat
39%. These values are of roughly the same magnitude as the BLSA values, but we observed a statistically significant cross-sectional increase with age in
the percentage of calories from carbohydrates and a

1969. The women ranged in age from 29 to 82 years

analysis, they showed statistically significant decalories and carbohydrate, and nonsignificant increases in protein and linoleic acid with aging. In

except PFA showed statistically significant decreases longitudinally. The significant increase in
PFA in our group may reflect the generally later
time period of our study (1961 to 1975) as compared with that of Garcia (1948 to 1969).
The BLSA data on temporal trends were compared with Department of Agriculture figures on
changes in food consumption between 1965 (the
end of epoch 1) and 1976 (roughly the end of epoch

3). These food consumption figures were derived
by, first, determining the quantity of food produced
in a specific year; then, making adjustments for
stocks on hand at the beginning and end of the year,
for food imported and exported during the year, and
for food supplies not used for human consumption;

Only the relative caloric intake of fat, however, was

and, finally, by reducing these figures to allow for
waste between farm and store (Brewster & Jacobson, 1978). Per-person-consumption data were
then derived by dividing total consumption by the
total U.S. population, with military personnel and
their food use excluded. These data are national

judged to exhibit a significant aging effect. The

averages and are not classified by age, sex,

final variable included in both the present study ant,

socioeconomic status, or other demographic characteristics. USDA consumption figures were avail-

significant decrease in the percentage from fat.

the Framingham Study was cholesterol intake. In
the Framingham Study cholesterol intake did not
exhibit a consistent relationship with age, while we
observed a cross-sectional decline. We concluded
that aging did have a negative effect on cholesterol
intake, but as this nutrient appeared to be subject to

multiple effects, this conclusion is tenuous.
Steinkamp et al. (1965) obtained I -day dietary
records from 141 individuals in each of four study
1948, 1952, 1954, and 1962. The particiyears
pants ranged from age 50 to over age 80 at the start
of the study. The authors comment that there was a
decrease in total caloric intake with aging, in accord
with our findings. They, however, presented longi-

tudinal dietary data for protein intake only. The 68
men in their study showed a .8% decrease in protein

able for all but two of the 12 nutrition variables
under study here; these two were calories per kg of
body weight and cholesterol intake.

We observed a small, but statistically insignificant, decrease in caloric intake in our time series
analysis. The USDA data on the other hand showed
a slight increase in average calcific intake between

1965 and 1976. Their data, however, are not adjusted for age .,hanger; therefore, the increase in
caloric intake may reflect the fact that in this period
the "baby boom" generation, (i.e., those born dur-

ing the decade of high fertility rates following
World War II), reached their teenage and young
adulthood years, ages associated with high food
consumption. Intake of protein did not exhibit any

4S9
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significant changes over time in either the BLSA or
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USDA data. In contrast, intake of both carbohy-

types of physiological, medical, and biochemical
data have been collected systematically on these

drate and fat declined over time in the BLSA group,
while intake of both these nutrients increased in the

men. Thus, it is possible to evaluate the importance

total population according to the USDA figures.
Again, the unadjusted nature of the USDA data may

account for this discrepancy We concluded,
however, that among our subjects only carbohydrate intake showed a significant time effect. The
time trends in the relative caloric intake of protein,
carbohydrate, ad fat based on the USDA data are
in the same direction as the BLSA trends (i.e., no
change for protein, a decrease for carbohydrate,
and an increase for fat). The time changes among
our participants in percentage of calories from carbohydrate and fat, however, were not statistically

significant. Intake of SFA declined over time

of the aging and time effects that were proposed
here. Hershcopf et al. (1982) have already examined the relationship between changes in scrum
cholesterol levels over the period of 1963 to 1977
among BLSA participants, and changes in dietary
constituents. They concluded that diet could not
fully explain the observed drop in serum cholesterol

and that some as yet undetermined factors) was
responsible for this change. Additional research
areas could include the correlaton between changes
in carbohydrate intake as these men age and their

performance on glucose tolerance tests, and the
association between diet and the development of

among our subjects, but the time - series results were

such diseases as arteriosclerosis and osteoporosis.
The longitudinal nature of the BLSA study and the

not statistically significant. The USDA figures

variety of data that are collected will permit

show a small increase in SFA consumption between

epidemiologic analyses of diet and health that are
not possible in other types of studies.

1965 and 1972, followed by a small decline between 1972 and 1976. The time-series results for
PFA were statistically significant, and we concluded that PFA intake decreased over time among

our participants. This is in accord with the USDA
data which showed that average consumption of
PFA increased by roughly one-third between 1965
and 1976. As would be expected, both the BLSA
and USDA data show an increase over time in the
P/S ratio. In our study the P/S ratio increased from a
mean of .35 in epoch 1 to .44 in epoch 3. According

to USDA data, in the total U.S. population the
average P/S ratio increased from roughly .32 in
1965 to .45 in 1976, values remarkably close to the

BLSA figures.
This analysis of the dietary diaries completed by
180 men in the BLSA between 1961 and 1975 has
been descriptive in nature. We have also attempted

to identify pure aging, cohort, and time effects as
we defined such effects. If multiple effects are present they cannot be separated by the approach used
here, or any other approach. as they are inherently

confounded with each other.
The criteria used to determine if nutrient intake

varied significantly in a given perspective were
based on our judgment of what was needed to indi-

cate the existence of a significant deviation. We
also have not considered the importance of testing,
selective survival, and interaction effects. The conclusions reached are thus debatable. Nevertheless,
the data comprise a unique set of longitudinal di-

etary information on a middle- to upper-middleclass group of white men.
In addition to detailed dietary records, many
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Longitudinal Chest X-Ray Changes in
Normal Men'
Robe-t E. Ensor, MD,2.4 Jerome L. Fleg, MD,"

Young C. Kim, MD," Erlinda F. de Leon, MD,'
and Stanford M. Goldman, MD"
To -.:ctermine the changes on chest way atlrihutahle to the aging process. we esaluated cardlosascular
and pulmonary structures on two standard postero.anterior chest x.rays taken at least 1(1) ears apart 131 =
16.9 years) in 67 carefully screened healthy men initially aged 23 to 76 years. The aortic knob diameter

increased in 79% of suklects. Although mean cardioihoracie ratio increased °serail. only 3% of men
deseloped a cardlothoracic nub greater than 50. and none exceeded .51. Pulmonary abnormalities on
initial chest way consisted mainly of hyperinflation (27%) and increased markings (19%). both of o hick
doubled in presalence during folloo.up. Kerley B lines at.4 enlarged pulmonary arteries were rare initially
but increased three. to fise.fold. The presalence of these findings did not differ between smokers and
nonsmokers. Based on commonly accepted way criteria, chronic ohstructise lung disease was suggested

in 15% of the initial films and 21% of the final films despite the absence of clinical or spirometric
ahnormalities.

Key words: Aging, Aorta. Heart. Lung

DESPITE the ubiquity of the standard chest
roentgenogram in clinical medicine. there has
been little systematic es aluation of what constitutes
the normal changes with age on this examination.
Previous studie. (way Endings in normal persons
have consist...I of es agitating apparently healthy individuals being seen for noneardiopulmonary

orders (Cowan. 1959: Edge et al.. 1964. Fels a.
1973: Lauder
Milne. 1976), Extensive clinical
evaluations of their cardiopulmonary status were
not performed routinely. Because of this lack of
detailed screening in selecting these samples. the

nary structures on a stand:int chest x-ray, the plus.
ent study is unique in se% cral aspects. The study
population %%as dens ed front male % olunteers in a

longitudinal stud) on aging. In order to qualify as

"normal. a man initially had to be free of car.
dimaseular and pulmonary disease as established
by rigorous clinical and laboratory testing and had
to remain so on biennial visits throughout the fob
1o%%up period that averaged 16.9 years.

Minims AND MATI:RIALS
Between the years 1958 and 1979. 1.115 male

effects of age %ersus unrecognized Lardiopulmo,
nary disease were probably not separated adequately . These studies %sere usually cross sectional in

tolunteers %%ere enrolled in the Balton, -c Longa.
dmal Stud) on Aging (Stone & Not its, 1966).

their approach (i.e.. they anal) zed chest x-rays

evaluation biennially at the National Institute on
Aging's Gemmology Research Center. A 1.83m
standard posteroantenor chest x-ray %%as psi.
formed on each man during ever) %wt. Pram this
pool of participants. we selected those who were
followed for at least 10 years, In addition, each of
our subjects had to fulfill the (aiming selection
criteria both initially and during ever) subsequent
visit throughout the study:

performed on only a single occasion).

In seeking to determine the normal aging
induced changes m the Lardimascular and pulnio
.Ileac toalt. ...t. rat..o....1 A II.. 14.1
t.,...w,
itadwLy.I. Se ...h h. dual IS
( t atatu i.v hit IlikA Inlet,. Ai uhf
115.010.10. M. I Lau.

ta

AlIcit,M1. Ia..c gicIJI..trAoA

iatst....a.1 St.. Math, St St ,due aw..1 M.
%Judo tog thew %%Imam!
Krgara. tog ;mad. 4...a1.11v ....1.1/osed to la Staat.aJ xt 44.1nua

Abra. 114,
Iteparunent al It...halal, tlataika, (a. Ito.raal.
Poff. MI)
birAIMCII KAJialr), ItAllut.c I a. laya.a. Itatat.a. ;MD
to.taa.a.ulat th.ww. Goaatalair. Kocal.l. (cats 5.a.a..1111441A.
AMC, KAtuuve 511)

t

11.ahasac

4 q2

These men widen% cm 2.5 days of extensi% c cinical

(1) Absence of systemic disease based upon his.
tory and physical examination and routine labors
tory tests (complete blood count. creatuune. glut
cow tolerance test. urinalysis).

CHEST XRAY 'CHANGES
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(2) Normal resting electrocardiogram and treadmill exercise test (double Master tests were performed prior to 1969).
(3) No medication affecting cardiovascular or
pulmonary function.
(4) Forced vital capacity (FVC) within one standard error of the estimate ef the values predicted by

age and height (Cardiopulmonary Council of the
American Heart Association. 1982) and ratio of

I-sec forced expiratory volume (FEi) to FVC
within one standard deviation of age-adjusted normal values throughout the study.
(5) Blood pressure less than 140/90 throughout
the study,
Each man's initial and most recent chest roentgenograms were evaluated independently by two
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tamed. The criteria used for determining chronic
obstructing pulmonary disease (COPD) are shown
in Table 1.
A numerical value was given to each abnormality

on a scale of 0 to 3, 0 being normal and 3 being
severe. The five scales were then summed. Radiographic evidence of COPD was defined by a total
score of eight or more based on this scoring system.
Longitudinal changes were analyzed by paired t
tzst; cross-sectional comparisons were made with
the unpaired t test. Among groups with initial ages

20 to 39 (n = 19), 40 to 59 (n = 35), and 60 or
older (n = 13), cross-sectional comparisons were
made using one-way analysis of variarce. The independent effects of weight changes and age on longi-

markings were removed. Afterwards. any disagreement in tke interpretation was resolved by consensus. In the first 15 cases all 40 parameters described
by Felson (1973) were used. It was noted that only
12 of these actually changed during the period of
observation. Therefore, only these measurements

tudinal cardiovascular changes were assessed by
multiple regression analysis. Differences between
percentages of men within each of two groups were
assessed by chi-square analyses. A p value E .05
was considered significant. Data are expressed as
mean plus or minus standard deviation (M ± SD).
Pulm( nary findings were compared in smokers and
nonsmokers, smoking being defined by the con-

were repeated on the remaining 52 men. Additionally. the height of the dome of the right hemi-

sumption of at least 10 cigarettes daily for 5 or more
years.

diaphragm was measured as described by Nicklaus
et al. (1966) and by Krumpelman and Burki (1980).

RESULTS

board-certified radiologists after all identifying

The status of the peripheral lung vasculature as
reported by Reid and Millard (1964) was also ascer-

At the onset of the study most of the 67 men were
in their 30s to 50s. Their ages ranged from 23 to 76

Table I. Criteria for Radiographic Detemunation of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
Grtdc

11,sperintlation

III

II

Signs

Localued

More generalued: bullae

Generalized

Minimal flattening
of hemidiaphragnis

Mode ate flattening of
hernidiaphragnis (to loci
of antenor sixth rib or

Nlarked flattening of hemidiaphragms

helms)

to ^sd of seventh anterior nb'
or below and diaphragmatic
eursature less than 15 cm` or
conease

Ihntinkhcd Jttendi
s.heulant)4

Mild (often to

Moderate

Absent scssels

MLnirjI

Moderate

Marked

fslinimal 416-18 mitt(

Moderate (18-20 mm)

Nlarked (> 20 mm)

Mild

Moderate

Sesere

Increased inter.

AMA marking,'
Enlarged central

pulnionar)
Right sentricular

h)penroph)
Trawr et al., 1979
"Nicklaus ct al,. 1966
`Thurlbeek. 1980

'ilhurlbeek Jnd Simon. 1978
`1,11Sted Jnd Keats. 1967
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years (48.0 t. 13.1 years). By the conclusion of
the observation period, the majority of the men
were in their 50s to 70s, ranging from 37 to 90 years

(64.9 ± 12.4 years). Follow -up duration averaged
16.9 ± 3.0 years (range 10 to 22 years) and did not

differ significantly among the three age groups

APPENDIX

creased with age, although statistical significance
was achieved only for the initial isit. Longitudinal
increases in heart size and CTR occurred within all
three age groups but did not reach significance in
the elderly group. No differences among age groups
were found in the magnitude of these longitudinal

(M = 17.6, 17.1 and 15.1 years, respectively in the
young, middle aged. and elderly groups).Men ini-

changes adjusted for follow-up duration ('year).

tially 20 to 39 years of age gained 2.6 ± 6.4 kg

sectional analysis across the three groups; .1tyear

during the study period; men initially 40 to 59 years
gained .6 ± 6.2 kg. and men 60 or older lost 7.9 ±

for this variable did, howeve:, differ significantly
among them due to a tendency for chest size to
diminish with time in the elderly men rather than
enlarge as in the two younger groups.

6.3 kg. F(2.64) = 11.99. p < .0001. w= = .247.

Transverse diameter did not differ by cross-

Because age-related changes in the anteroposte-

CARDIOVASCULAR FINDINGS

rior (AP) diameter of the chest could theoretically

Heart. - No man had a cardiothoracic ratio

create diffe.chccs in magnification of thoracic

(CTR) exceeding .50 on initial examination, and
only 3% developed this abnormality on the final
chest film, the largest CTR measuring only .51.
Valvular or coronary calcifications wcrc not detected in any man on either film. Overall, the CTR

structures solely due to differences in their distance

increased in 55%. decreased in 19%, and remained
unchanged in 22% of the men. CTR increased from

.407 t. .04 to .426 ± .04 over the study period.
1(65) = 4.87. p <
to= = .145. In 13% of the
men, the CTR changed by more than .06. increasing in each case.

Only 10% of cardiac transverse diameters increased b more than 2.0 cm between examinations, the largest increase being 3.0 cm. The mean
longitudinal increase was .72 ± .99 cm. initial and
final heart sizes for the group wcrc 12.7
1.3 cm

and 13.4 ± 1.5 cm, respectively. 1(65)
5.92.
p < .001.
= .202. Overall. heart size increased
in 69% of men. decreased in 13%. and did not

change in 18%. closely paralleling the CTR
changes. There were no differences in mean age or
follow-up duration between the groups whose cardiac dimension or CTR increased by over 2.0 cm or
.06. respectively. and those whose did not. Transverse chest diameter increased in 57% decreased in
22%. and remained unchanged in 21%. The corre-

sponding mean values were 31.1 ± 1.7 cm and
31.4 ± 1.8 cm. 1(65) = 2.98.p < .01. (u= = .056
for initial and final films. the mean longitudinal
increment being .32 ± .87 cm. Intraobserver variations for CTR. heart size, and chest diameter respectively were 1.3%, .6%. and 1.0%; the corresponding values for interobserver variations were

2.8%. 2.1%. and .9%.
We further characterized the changes in heart

from the x-ray tube. we compared the AP chest
diameter. measured anthropomorphically on initial
and final visits. as shown in Table 4. Both crosssectionally and longitudinally, AP diameter increased with age except in the elderly men, in
whom this dimension actually diminished slightly
over time. For the group as a whole. AP dimension

increased from 22.14 ± 1.90 to 23.11 ± 2.41.
1(65) = 4.51. p < .001. w= = .126.
To investigate whether a sizeable change in body

weight over the study period might influence the
longitudinal change in cardiovascular measurements, we compared men who gained 5.0 kg or
more with those who lost a similar amount (Table
3). Longitudinal increments in heart size, chest
diameter, and CTR were all significantly greater in
the former group despite equal follow -up durations

(17.1 and 17.0 years. respectively). it was noted
that men gaining weight were 16.7 years younger
than their counterparts whose weight declined,
39.2 ± 7.4 years versus 55.9 ± 12.5 years, 1(29)
= 4.40. p < .001. w2 = .372. By multiple simultaneous regression analysis it was found that initial
age and longitudinal weight change (.1 ) contrib-

uted nearly equally to the change in heart Si7CF(2.28) = 4.89. p < .05. and b(2.28) = 5.42. p
.05, respectively. Only age affected the change in
chest diameter, F(2.28) = 8.71.p < .01, accounting for 96% of the variance. Only weight change
significantly influenced the change in CTR F(228)

= 4.94. p < .05, accounting for 75% of the
variance.

size. transverse chest diameter, and CTR according

Aorta.
Although the aortic knob diameter
enlarged during the study in 79% of men, the incre-

to a man's age at entry into the study (Table 2).
Cross-sectionally. both cardiac sue and CTR in-

diameter decreased slightly in one man. Dunng the

'4

ment was I .() cm or greater in only 7%, aortic
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Table 2. Mean CrossSectional and Longitudinal
Measurement,: (in cm) Grouped According to Age at Entry
ore.
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study the proportion of men with aortic knob site
exceeding 4.0 cm increased from 12% initially to
28% on final examination. Mean values for aortic
size were 3.4 ± .6 cm and 3.8 ± .6 cm. respective-

The prevalence of calcium deposition in the aor-

tic knob increased from 7% to 12% during the
study. Tho..e men demonstrating such calcium deposition on their final chest x-ray were older than

= .3' 7, on first

those without this finding. 74.3 ± 11.2 years

and final films: the average longitudinal change was

versus 63.6 ± 12.5 years. 1( 65) = 2.36, p < .01.

.37 ± .35 cm. lntraobserver and interobserver

ar = .064. Even on final x-ray. however, the

variation for this measurement was 4.6% and 5.1%,

degree of calcification was modest in all but one
man. Aortic tortuosity Increased in prevalence
rather dramatically between examinations, from
19% to 61%. Although the men initially showing
aortic tortuosity were older than their normal counterparts. 57.2 ± 13.3 years versus 45.8 ± 12.8
years, 1(65) = 2.70. p < .01, o.)2 = .086, no age
difference was seen between men who demonstrated such tortuosity on the final chest film and

ly. 1(65) = 8.69, p < .0001.

respectively. Aortic dilatation occurred in all three
age groups over time, the yearly rate of enlargement

(A/year) did not differ among them (Table 2).
Cross-sectionally. aortic diameter also enlarged
with increasing age. though reaching statistical
significance only on the initial visit. Weight change
during the observation period had no demonstrable

effect on the increment in aortic size. in contrast
with its effect on other cardiothoracic measurements (Table 3).

those whe did not. The mean aortic diameter did not

differ significantly between those men with tor-
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Table 3. Effect of Weight Change on Longitudinal Cardiovascular Measurements
weight
Measurement

a Hun'

1.25

1.951

Chest

.56

1.65)

Cardiothoracic ratio

.032

1.0271

Aorta
Anteroposterior chest diameter

Los.

Gain 1 a Sr

16

- 006
006

1.98)

3 0/ "

186)

2 05'

094

1.0321

236'

.128

94

004

41

1.35)

.29

1 33)

2.83

11.161

- 39

11 46)

215

6 69"

585

Note, Entries arc means with standard deviations in parentheses

tif = 8.8 3.1. n = 15.
".3! = -9.7 r.
n = 16.
= Longitudinal change in cm.

< .05

*p < .01

p < .001
tuous or calcium-containing aortas and those without these abnormalities.
PULMONARY FINDINGS

The prevalence of most of the pulmonary abnormalities tabulated at least doubled over the observation period (Table 5). Similarly. the percentage of

men demonstrating at least one of the first five
findings listed in Table 5 was 30% initially and
increased to 63% by the final visit. Individually,
none of these radiographic abnormalities was
associated with a cross-sectional age difference
from those not demonstrating the abnormality.

Table 4. Anteroposterior Chest Diameter Grouped
According to Age at Entry
Age

Initial

Final

group

visit

visit

20-39

20.9
12.311

40-59

60-

23.6

230

22.4

11.711

12.261

.122

.315

4.27

.198

12 24)

2.24

134

1.58
017

Note. Standard acuanon% arc in parentheses

None of the radiographic pulmonary findings was

p < .05

associated with a percentage of smokers significant-

p < 01
p < 001

ly different from the 21% prevalence in the total

22.5
11.78)

5.64"

F

22.7
12 67)

°a'

4.30

population.

Although these men were preselected for the
absence of clinical or spirometric evidence of obstructive lung disease. 15% of them demonstrated
multiple radiographic signs suggestive of COPD on
initial visit, increasing to 21% by the conclusion of
the study. On both initial and final examinations.
men with such x-ray findings were older than those

without them (58.6 t 11.0 years vs. 46.1 ± 13.0
years. /(65) = 3.08. p < .01. 012 = .112) on first
visit and 73.2 ± 11.5 years vs. 62.7 ± 12.2 years
= .100.
on final x-ray. t(65) = 2.91, p < .01.
Only 20% (2 of 10) and 14% (2 of 14) of the men
with radiographic suspicion of COPD on initial and
final films, respectively, were smokers. not different from the prevalence of smokers in the group

with normal films.
Although radiographic criteria for COPD are by
nature subjective, agreement between the two
radiologists who read each film was excellent with

4nG

Table 5. Pulmonary Abnormalities on Initial
and Final X-ray
Initial 7

Final '1

Hyperinflation

27

54

Increased markings

19

42

Abnomiality

Diminished arterial
6

10

Enlarged pulmonary arteries

3

9

Right ventricular hypertrophy

0

0

Kerley 13 Lire.

4

19

Bullac

0

0

saseularity,

regard to detection and classification of COPD.
Both radiologists concurred in the categorization of
COPD in 100% of the initial x-rays and in 89% of
the final films. disagreements were resolved by consensus.

APPENDIX

DISCUSSION

Our finding that heart size increased with advancing age supports prior data, including a 5-year lon-

gitudinal study of the heart size by Lauder and
Milne (1976) in a random sample of elderly adults.
The increase in heart size in the men in our sample
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veloped a CTR exceeding .50 (with none larger
than .51). This agrees very closely with Felson's
(1973) figure of 2.1% in a younger sample and
strongly supports the specificity of a CTR of .50,
even in elderly individuals. Stated in another way.
a ratio significantly larger than .50 should not

averaged only .7 cm. with 10% of men showing be accepteu as normal in any adult man regardless
increases of more than 2.0 cm. Whereas none of of age.
The most consistent longitudinal cardiovascular
these men demonstrated clinical cardiovascular disease over a follow-up period averaging more than finding was the enlargement of the aortic knob,
17 years, it is doubtful if such an increment in heart which occurred in 79% of men over the study
size is of any prognostic significance. This increase period. This verifies, for the first time longitudinalin cardiac diameter could reflect dilatation of the ly, the results of prior cross-sectional studies (Felleft ventricle, right ventricle, and/or the right son, 1973; Gerstenblith et al., 1977; Henry et al.,
atrium, the structures comprising the cardiac 1980) as well as our own cross-sectional results.
silhouette in the frontal view. The .55% magnifica- Our .39 cm mean increase in aortic knob diameter
tion factor resulting from a .97 cm longitudinal with time did not differ significantly among the
increase in AP chest diameter at a standard 6-foot

examination distance could account for at most
10% of this increase in heart size with time. Mmode echocardiographic studies (Gerstenblith et
al.. 1977; Henry et al., 1980) have not suggested

three age groups and is considerably larger than the
.09 cm enlargement of the aortic root demonstrated

on echocardiography in normal men between
approximately ages 55 and 75 (Gerstenblith, 1977).

Changes in aortic shape or rotation with age,

age-related ventricular dilatation but have shown a
modest concentric hypertrophy of the left ventricular wall that could account for perhaps 25% of this
increase in transverse cardiac diameter. The independent effect of a longitudinal weight gain of 5 kg
or more in accentuating the longitudinal increment
in heart size could be mediated through ventricular
dilatation and/or hypertrophy.
Consistent with previous cross-sectional studies

measurement of aortic root rather than aortic knob,
as well as the obvious biases inherent in any cross-

of elderly persons (Cowan, 1959; Edge ct al.,

were under age 55, and one-third were women.

1964). as well as the longitudinal study of Lauder
and Milne (1976), we found a small decrease in the

Otherwise, he found age-related increases in aortic
dimension quite consistent with our own. Increas-

transverse thoracic diameter in our elderly subgroup during the observation period. In our young
and middle-aged men, however, transverse thoracic diameter increased over time. Longitudinal
changes in AP chest diameter behaved similarly.

ing aortic stiffness and changes in the peripheral
vascular bed that result in increased total vascular
resistance are probably etiologic factors for this
age-related aortic dilatation. In contrast with heart

These contrasting age-related patterns of change in
chest dimensions appeared to be independent of the

influenced only minimally by alterations in body

differing longitudinal patterns of body weight

The 7% prevalence of aortic knob calcification
on initial x-ray is consistent with Felson's (1973)

change in men of different ages. The CTR paralleled the change in heart size over the 17 -year

follow-up period. increasing from .407 to .426.
The fact that CTR increased over five times as fast
in men gaining more than 5 kg than in those who

lost a similar amount suggests that longitudinal
changes in this variable, like heart size, are also
significantly influenced by changes in body weight.
As with heart size, the aging-induced deepening of

AP chest diameter could play a minor role in the
longitudinal increase of CTR.
Only 39c of this clinically healthy sample de-

sectional study may account for this difference.
Again, magnification of the aortic knob due to
deepening AP chest diameter over time would
account for only a small part (4.8%) of the .4 cm

longitudinal enlargement of this structure. Although Felson (1973) found no participant with an
aortic knob larger than 4 cm, all of his participants

and chest dimensions. aortic diameter appears to be

weight.

2.5% figure in persons under age 40. The fact that
the prevalence doubled over the 17 year follow-up
period, as well as the 10-year cross-sectional age
difference between men with such calcification and

those without it, are strong evidence that such
changes can result from the "normal" aging process. Aortic tortuosity tripled in frequency between
films and was present in more than half of the men
by final radiologic examination.
Fraser and colleagues (1979) consider hyperinflation, increased lung markings, and diminished
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peripheral pulmonary vascularity as the hallmarks

for the radiographic diagnosis of COPD. Using
these criteria. we considered 21% of our patients
to have some radiographic degree of COPD by the

end of the study. In addition. most of the specific
pulmonary abnormalities investigated increased in
prevalence one- to four-fold over the 17 -year follow-up period. suggesting that some structural
changes were taking place in the lungs of these
apparently healthy men over time despite the absence of clinical or spirometric abnormalities.
Hyperinflation was the most common abnormality. appearing in roughly one- quarter of the sample
on first visit but increasing to over 50% on final

APPENDIX

Nicklaus et al. (1966) claimed 94% accuracy in
diagnosing severe emphysema. In our series the
dome of the right hemidiaphragm was below the
seventh anterior rib in only two men initially and
three on the final film. supporting the high specificity of this measurement. In a chnopathologic study

involving 696 patients. Thurlbeck and Simon
(1978) also found the level of the hemidiaphragm to

strate at least minimal degrees of emphysema. Clin-

be a reliable radiographic criterion for diagnosing
COPD. They further observed thin the decrease in
arterial vascularity corresponded with the amount
of pulmonary hypertension present in the patients
with severe emphysema. Ten percent of the men in
our study showed minimal evidence of such diminished vascularity. The complete absence of right
ventricular hypertrophy and bullac in our sample
suggests that neither of these x-ray findings should
ever be dismissed as normal variants.
Based on the 21% of the men in our series who
were known smokcrs, we found no definite correlation between chest x-ray results during the study
and smoking status, a finding not unexpected considering that all men with clinical or spirometnc
evidence of COPD were excluded from the study.
The absence of any such correlation. however.
further supports the nonspecificity of the radiographic findings in our sample. smokers have been
found to show subtle abnormalities of pulmonary
function that may not appear on conventional spirometry.

ically. it would appear more relevant to compare
x-ray findings with pulmonary function testing than

In summary. the majority of normal men will
demonstrate minimal radiographic increase in

with autopsy data. Whereas none of the men in our
study had even the mildest laboratory evidence of
COPD by conventional spirometry. we believe that
it is probably inappropriate to rely upon the usual
x-ray criteria for diagnosing COPD when screening
basically healthy samples such as ours. Indeed. in
attempting to screen such a population for any dis-

heart size with advancing age. whether evaluated
by transverse cardiac diameter or cardiothoracic
ratio, such increases are largest in men gaining
appreciable weight over time. A ratio exceeding .50
should continue to be viewed with suspicion, regardless of age. Aortic tortuosity and increase in
aortic diameter occur in the majority of normal men

order. one must be mindful of Bayes' theorem.

if followed long enough, presumably due to the

which predicts that the dicgnostic usefulness of a
test for a given disease will be directly proportional

higher vascular resistance seen with advancing age.

to the pretest likelihood of that disease in the

20% of men. despite the absence of clinical or

population tested (Rifkin & Hood. 1977). Whether
the 21% with radiographic "evidence" of COPD.

spirometnc abnormalities. The imperfect specificity of these conventional x-ray criteria for COPD
dictates that they be applied cautiously to populations with low prevalence of clinical lung disease.

x-ray: The presence of increased lung markings was
nearly as frequent: Kerley B lines and enlargement

of the pulmonary arteries occurred only rarely initially and. despite three- to five -fold increases in
prevalence over time, were uncommon also on follow-up examination.
Some authors have suggested that the radiographic criteria for COPD are more sensitive than

are the clinical manifestations (Sutinen et al..
1965). It has been estimated that a 20- to 30-year

history of disease is required before ventilatory
impairment becomes severe enough to produce
dyspnca (Fraser et al.. 1979: Thurlbcck. 1980).
Thurlbeck (1980) observed that if one looks in
minute detail. 100% of autopsies would demon-

as well as the additional 42% whose final film
demonstrated at least one pulmonary "abnormality." will develop clinical, spirometric. or autopsy

evidence of COPD with greater frequency than
those men with normal films remains to be determined.
In recent years more specific criteria have been

suggested for the diagnosis of COPD. Using the

level of the dome of the right hemidiaphragin.
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Right Bundle Branch Block: Long-Term Prognosis in Apparently
Healthy Men
JEROME L. FLEG. MD. FACC. DHIRENDRA N. DAS. MD. EDWARD G. LAKATTA. MD
Baltimore, Margieul

The long-term cardiac prognosis of 24 clinically healthy
men with complete right bundle branch block, Identified
from the 1,142 men constituting the population of the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study on Aging, was assessed
over a follow-up period averaging 8.4 years. When corn-

paired in men with right bundle branch block relative
to control men (9.1 t 2.2 versus 7.3 t 3,0 minutes and

pared with a control group matched for age at which
right bundle branch block appeared (mean t standard
deviation 64.0 t 13.5 years), men with right bundle

block but in only 15% of control subjects at latest follow-

branch block showed no difference in the prevalence of
antecedent coronary risk factors or obstructive lung disease. The incidence of angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, valvular heart disease, cardlomegaly, congestive heart failure, advanced heart block or cardiac death
in these men did not differ from that o"he control group
over the observation period. Furthe.t,iore, at the latest
follow-up study, maximal aerobic exercise tolerance and
chronotropic response to maximal exercise were not im-

150.3 t 23.5 versus 147.7 t 20.7 beats/minute. respectively). However, axis deviation leftward of -30'
was present in 46% of men with right bundle branch
up (probability (p) < 0.01). Although the PR interval
lengthened by 40 ms or more developed in only 6% of
control subjects over the observation period, such pro-

longation occurred in 29% of men with right bundle
branch block (p < 0.05). These results support the concept that right bundle branch block in these asymptomatic men Is a manifestation of a primary abnormality
of the cardiac conduction system but has no demonstra-

ble adverse effect on long-term cardiac morbidity or
mortality.

Since its electrocardiographic descnption more than 70 years

tical concern is whether the presence of right bundle branch

ago (1). right bundle branch block has been the subject of
numerous epidemiologic investigations. In many of these
early studies (2-5). the subjects were derived from hospital-

block in apparently healthy subjects increases their likelihood for subsequent cardiac events Conflicting answers to

based populations with heart disease. consequently. the long-

term cardiovascular morbidity and mortally rates of these
patients with right bundle branch block were very high. It
was eventually recognized. however. that nght bundle branch
block by no means constituted a homogeneous clinical dis-

order and that its prognosis depended on the nature and
extent of underlying heart disease (6-8).
Given the increased use of the elwtrocardiograni as a
screening tool in the general population, a question of prac-

rrion the Cadiosasellia Section. Gerontology Resegeh Center. NJtion.il Institute en Aging. National Institutes of IleJlth. 13JItimore. Alan
land 21224 81.inusLript reeised August 5. 1982, resised nunusLripi re
ceised October 26. 1982..u.Lepted Dauber 29, 1982
Address for reprints Jerome L I leg. MI). Cardiosaula Section
Gerontology Rese.mh Center, National Institute on Aging. 4940 I..istern
Menus. 13.ilionore, Maryland 21224,

this question are provided by ..,-.pidemiologic studies in military (9.10) and community -based (11-13) groups. Inves-

tigations in military populations with right bundle branch
block generally yielded low rates of coronary disease (9.10).
probably reflecting the young age and highly selected nature
of their subjects. In community-based studies. right bundle
branch block was generally associated with a greater frequency of organic heart disease than in the military studies.

Among the community studies. only the Framingham investigators (13) employed an age - matched control population: they found a 2.5-fold increase in coronary disease and
nearly 4-fold increase in congestive heart failure in 53 men

and women with right bundle branch block and no initial
evidence of coronary disease over a 6-year follow-up period.

This study dcscrioes die long-term cardiac prognosis of

apparently healthy men with right bundle branch block.
either preexisting or newly developed, identified from the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study on Aging. a community-
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dwelling population of 1,142 men (14). In addition to comparing the incidence of subsequent cardiac events with that
in an age-matched control population. we have addressed
several questions to further define the natural history and
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Valvular heart disease valvular stcnosis or insufficiency as

evaluated by a staff cardiologist.
Cardiomegaly. a cardiotnorac.c ratio greater than 0.50 on a

standard posteroantenor chest X-ray film.

pathophysiology of this conduction disorder in subjects withaut

Congestive heart failure. a convincing history of dyspnca, or-

other evidence of cardiac disease. Is the incidence of latent

thopnca or systemic venous congestion resolving with diuretic agents or digitalis therapy, or both, or the prcscncc
of similar clinical findings associated with radiographic evidence of pulmonary venous engorgement.

coronary artery disease greater in these subjects than in
control men? Do these subjects demonstrate abnormal sinus
node or atrioventricular node function, or disease in another
fascicle suggesting a diffuse conduction system degeneration? Is their maximal aerobic capacity or chronotroptc re-

sponse to exercise lower than that of their age-matched
normal cohorts?

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease symptoms of chronic

bronchitis or emphysema or physical, sprometne or radiographic signs of airway obstruction.
Sinus bradycardia: a heart rate of less than 60 beats/min.
First degree heart block: a PR interval of 0.22 second or more

Methods
Study patients. Since 1958. the Baltimore Longitudinal Study
on Aging has enrolled some 1.142 men, who have been followed
up biennially (annually if 70 years or older) with extensive noninvasive testing that includes a complete history and physical examination, chest X-ray films, 12 lead rest electrocardiogram, exercise stress testing and pulmonary function tests (14) During this
23 year period, 39 men with right bundle branch block on the rest
electrocardiogram were identified. Of this group. 24 men, on initial
presentation with right bundle branch block. had no evidence of
assNiated cardiac disease, as defined by angina. myocardial infarction by history or electrocardiogram. cardiomegaly, valvular
heart disease or congestive heart failure, and returned for at least
one subsequent visit. These 24 men constitute the subject of this
report.
Definitions. Right bundle branch block was defined by the
Minnesota Code criteria (7:2) of a limb lead QRS duration of 0.12

second or more with an R' greater than R or an R peak duration
of 0.06 sccond or more in either lead V, or V2 (15). In mcn who
developed right bundle branch block while under observation. the
first visit was defined as thc visit in which right bundle branch
block was Initially manifested At cach visit the presence of the
following was ascertained:
Hypertension: blood prcssurc of 160/95 mm Hg or greater or

QRS complex of 30° or less (Minnesota Codc 2:1) (15).
Atrial fibrillation, irregular atrial activity faster than 350/min
with an irregular ventricular response.
Positive exercise thallium scintigraphy (performed in a subset

of study subjects and control subjects): a perfusion defect
appearing during maximal treadmill exercise and improving
with redistribution.
Positive electrocardiographic stress test: 1.0 mm or greater 1

point depression with flat or downsloping ST segment for
0.08 second after the 1 point (Minnesota Code 11:1) (15)
on double Master two-step or 'eadmill exercise testing.
present in inferior or anterolateral leads. The validity of the
exercise electrocardiogram in right bundle branch block has
been previously verified for these leads (16.17).
Cardiovascuk, death: any death in which the underlying cause
as determined by autopsy or from the death certificate was

disease of the heart or blood vessels.

In order to identify more subtle longitudinal cardiovascular
differences between men with right bundle branch block and control subjects than the end points just listed. we also examined the
following variables in both groups:

an interim history of such an elevated prcssurc currently
undcr treatment.

Blood pressure: determined from the mean of four readings for

Hypercholesterokmia. a scrum cholesterol level of more than

and averaged over the entire number of visits for each man
The slopes of systolic and diastolic blood pressure changes
over time were also calculated.

275 mg/100 ml.
Smoking history: a smokcr was defined as a person who smoked

10 or more cigarettes per day for at least 5 ycars and was
smoking at the onset of the study.
Diabetes. symptomatic fasting hyperglycemia requiring insulin
or an oral hypoglycemic agent. Mcn with asymptomatic
elevation of blood glucose outside standard deviations of
the incan ageadjimed standards %ere not included in this
definition,
Angina pectoris: lschcmic chest pain fulfilling standard clinical

criteria as evaluated by a staff cardiologist
Myocardial infarction, a convincing history of infarction. usually verified by hospital rccords. or the presence of diagnostic

Q waves (Minnesota Code I:I or 2:1).or bath (15).

/

(Minnesota Code 6:3) (15).
Left axis deviation: an axis of thc initial 0 08 sccond of the

systolic and &utak blood pressures taken on each visit

Heart sae. determined by the cardiothorarne ratio on the most

recent chest X-ray film.
Aerobic i vac its. determined on the most rcccnt visit by maximal treadmill exercise duration in minutes. utilizing a mod-

ified Balk protocol.
Mamal exercise heart rate. determined by the maximal heart

rate attained during treadmill exercise on the most recent
visit.
Rest heart rate. PR interval and QRS axis. determined on the

initial and most recent suits from the standard clectrocardiogram. Annualized rates of change were then calculated
for each of these electrocardiographic variables.
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curred more frequent?

Control group. To determine hether these abnormalities ocn asymptomatic subjects with right bundle
branch block than in normal subjects, we derived a con:,to ghwit

± 9.2%. Hypercholesterolenna and diabetes were present,
respectively, in 4 and 4% of men with nght bundle branch
bloc) and in 12 and 4% of control subjects.

y agcmatching each subject with right bundle branch block (using
the age at initial presentation with right bundle branch block) with
the two normal men whose history numbers wcrc closest to that
of the index case. Normality was defined by the absence of cardiac
disease, es outlined for right bundle branch block subjects. and
by the absence of any intraventricular conduction delay on electrocardiogram. All eont.ol subjects wcrc successfully matched to
within 2 years of their respective right bundle branch block index

of new cardiac events or abnormalities (angina, myocardial
infarction. valvular heart disease. cardioniegaly, congestive
heart failure, complete heart block or cardiac death) over
the 8 year observation period was not significantly different
between the right bundle branch block and control groups.

Cases.

New cardiac events or abrmmalities. The incidence

Only 5 me., 217x) with right bundle branch block and 10
control sobjects (21%) experienced any event or abnor-

Statistical methods. The group means for continuous variables were compared for right bundle branch block and control

mality. Clinical coronary disease, manifested by angina pec-

subjects using the unpaired or paired t test as appropriate, discrete
variables wcrc compared by Fisher's exact test The slope of longitudinal blood pressure change in a given subject was calculated
by least squares linear regression analysts. A probability (p) value

with right bundle branch block and 1-aM at control subjects.
Valvular heart disease. cardiomegaly and congestive heart

of 5 0.05 was considered significant for all analyses. Data are
presented as mean values s standard deviation.

Results
Age at onset of right bundle branch block, Thirtynine men (3.4%) of 1.142 were found to have complete
right bundle branch block. Eleven of the 39 had preexisting
cardiac disease and another 4 were lost to follow-up after
their initial visit. Icaying 24 men with complete right bundle
branch block without evidenceof heart discasc for whom
follow -up information was available. Seven of these men
developed right bundle branch block daring the course of

the Baltimore Longitudinal Study on Aging and the remaining 17 presented with this conduction disturbance. Their

mean age on presentation with, or development of, right
bundle branch block was 64.0 t 13.5 years (range 33.6 to
90.5) (Table 1). The mean age of the seven men who developed right bundle branch block while under observation
was 61.1 Lt. 8.0 years and did not differ from that of men
with preexisting right bundle branch block. The mean age
of the 48 control men at the onset of study was 64.2 Lt.
12.8 years (range 32.8 to 88.6). Follow-up duration averaged 8.4 It. 6.4 years (range 1.0 to 20.4).
Risk factors and pulmonary disease. The prevalence
of antecedent coronary risk factors and obstructive pulmonary discasc did not differ significantly between the two
groups. Smoking was the most common risk factor in both
right bundle branch block and control groups, occurring in
42 and 38% of subjects, respectively. The frequency of
hypertension was 21 and 19% in the respective groups.
Clinical chronic obstructive pulmonary disease was seen in
13% of men with right bundle branch block and 17% of
control subjects; the mean forced expiratory volume (1:EV1)

in I second of 76.2 th 6.8% in subjects with right bundle
branch block was also similar to the control value of 73.3

toris or myocardial infarction, dcw,l.-med in 17% of men

failure occurred. respectively. in 8. 8 and 4% of men with
right bundle brancn b: 'k and 4. 6 and 0% of control subjects. Within the right bundle branch block group. cardiac
morbidity.monality was not rc!atcd to QRS axis. QRS duration or PR interval on initial presentation with right bundle
branch block group were fru.n cardiac disease: one from an
acute myocardial infarc ton in a 73 year old man who had
developed angina during the observation period, the other
front congestive heart ntiiuic s'orplicating a sigmoid volvulus in a 78 year old man wit out prior heart discasc. Of
the 14 deaths in the control group, 4 resulted from cardiac
causes. all acute myocardial infarctions, 2 of which occurred

in men who did not manifest clinical heart discasc while
alive.
Latent coronary heart disease. The presence of latent
coronary heart discasc (as defined by an ischemic ST scgmcnt response to either a double Master two-step or graded
treadmill exercise test) was sought in 15 (62%) patients with
right bundle branch block and 43 (90%) control subjects
during the observation period. (The smaller percent of subjects with right bundle branch block performing exercise
reflects the belief during the early years of the study that
right bundle branch block precluded accurate interpret. ion
of the exercise cicctrocardicgram with the consequence that
stress testing was not routinely performed.) Three subjects
with right bundle branch block (20% of those exercised)
and 12 control subjects (28%) were positive for ischcmia
by Minnesota Code 11:1 Eight men with nght bundle branch
block, chosen consecutively from those still active in the

study. underwent thallium scanning in conjunction with
maximal treadmill exercise. One man with right bundle
branch block who developed coronary heart disease during

follow-up and three control subjects, all of whom were
asymptomatic, demonstrated perfusion defects with exercise
suggestive of coronary artery disease.

Electrocardiographic abnormalities. Electrocardiographic conduction abnormalities in right bundle branch
block and control subjects or. both initial and most recent
visits arc compared in Table I. The most striking finding
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Table I. Electrocardiographic Findings on Initial and Most Recent Vimts
Alen With Right Bundle
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was the increased frequency of left axis deviation of -30°
or less in the former group on the most rcccnt visit. In 6 of
the I I subjects with right bundlc branch block and 3 of the
7 control subjects who eventually demonstrated left axis
deviation, this abnormality became manifest during thc ob.
servation period. Whcrcas no control subject displaycd a
QRS axis leftward of - 50° on any electrocardiogram. thrcc
men with right bundlc branch block showed an axis bow=

-60° and -80° on initial presentation with right bundlc
branch block and two additional men developed this finding

over thc observation period. First dcgrcc atnovenlricular
block was uncommon in both groups.. no subject developed

a QRS axis rightward of +90°. had high dcgrec atriovcntricular block or required a pacemaker during thc followup period.

Cardiac conduction system. In an attempt to 'dainty
subtle differences in the cardiac conduction system between
right bundlc branch block and control subjects. we compared

hcan ratc at rest. PR intcrval and frontal plane QRS axis
between groups on both initial and final visits (Table I).
Hun rate rest was slower in the men with right bundle
branch block than in control subjects r thc final visit but
this diffcrcncc was small. PR intcrval was nearly identical
in the two groups on the first visit and increased with age
in both groups. The magnitude of this, longitudinal PR interval prolongation was thrcc times as grcat in right bundle
branch block subjects as in control ovcr the observation
period (26.3 versus 9.6 ms. p = 0.08). Because 40 ms is
probably the smallest increment in PR interval that can be
reliably detected on a standard clectrocanhogram by visual
analysis. we identified the mcn in each group in whom such
PR intcrval prolongation occurred ovcr thc observation period. Sewn (29%) mcn with right bundlc branch block and
three (6%) control subjects developed PR intcrval prolongation of 40 ms or greater between initial and most rcccnt
visits (;) < 0.05). Although the mean QRS axis of mcn with

right bundlc branch block was leftward of that of control
subjects on both visits and moved further leftward at ncarly
twice thc rate of control subjects. nonc of these differences
was statistically significant. In both groups of mcn. significant leftward shifts in QRS axis wcrc obscrvcd ovcr time.
Blood pressure. In order to detect subtle diffcrenccs in
long-win blood pressure trends between the right bundlc
branch block and control groups. we averaged thc systolic
and diastolic blood pressures (four readings per visit) ovcr
the entire number of visits for each subject. Average systolic
blood pressure was 131.5 I 15.9 mm fig in the group with
right bundlc branch block and 130.0 t 16.6 mm Hg in thc
control group. Corresponding diastolic readings were 78.7

7.0 and 78.6 a. 8.1 min Hg. Ncither reading was significantly different between the two groups. The slope of
the systolic and diastolic blood pressures versus time ovcr
the 8.4 year observation period also did not differ between
the right bundle branch block and control groups (0.83
1.61 versus 1.21 = 2.38 nun lig per year for systolic blood
pressure and 0.32 a; 0.89 versus -0.07 = 1.60 min Hg
per year for diastolic blood pressure. respectively).
Heart size. The hcan sue of the men with right bundle
branch block and control subjects on the most recent chest

Xray filni was compared. Films were available on 20 of
the 26 men with right bundle branch block and their 40
corresponding control subjects. Tut) men in each group (10
and 5%. respectively) manifested a cardiothoracic ratio of

more than 0.50; thc largest ratio was 0.55. Mean carder
thoracic ratio also did not differ significantly hetssecn thc
0.05 in men with right bundle branch
two groups (0.45
block versus 0.43 t. 0.04 in control subjects).
Exercise performance. Maximal treadmill exercise performance on most recent examination was assessed in clinically healthy men with right bundle branch block and con-

trol subjects witlra modified Balke protocol used in our
laboratory since 1975. Subjects walked Jt a constant speed

.3
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of 1.5 mph and the incline was increased by 3% every 2
minutes. starting from the horizontal. The mean age of the
12 exercising men with right bundle branch block (69.6 1.8.9 years) was nearly identical to that of the 20 control men

(70.6 ft 9.5 years). Neither exereisc duration (9.1 a 2.2
versus 7.3 = 3.0 minutes) nor maximal heart rate (150.3
23.5 versus 147.2 s 20.7 bcats/min) diffcrcd
candy between thc respective groups,

Discussion
Previous studies. Most early investigations of right bundle branch block (2-5.8) presaged a rather bleak prognosis
for patients with this electrocardiographic finding primarily
because the involved study groups derived from hospital
wards and clinics. Even in early series (4.5.7). however. it
became apparent that the outlook for a patient with right

APPENDIX

compared with that in agematched control subjects. A QRS
duration of greater than 130 ms and a QRS axis left of - 45°
identified subgroups with a high cardiovascular risk. Dowcver. the 20 subjects who were free from associated cardiovascular abnormality at the onset of right bundle branch
block had an overall favorable prognosis.

Does right bundlebranch block presage subsequent
cardiovascular disease and mortality? The present investigation addresses the issue whether right bundle branch
block of itself increases the likelihood of subsequent cardiac

events in asyniptomatic subjects. In our Baltimore Longi
tudtnal Study on Aging population. over two.thirds of all
men with right bundlc branch block presented without associated cardiac disease. As the number of elderly
cans continues to increase dramatically (18) and the electrocardiogram is routinely performed in large numbers of
these older persons it may bc anticipated that a substantial

bundlc branch block was by no means uniform but was
strongly influenced by the patient's overall cardiac status.
Reusch and Vivas (7). for example. observed a mortality
rate of 32% in individuals with right bundle branch block

number of clinically healthy pawns with nght bundle branch

accompanying heart disease compared with an 8% mortality
ratc in those with right bundle branch block and no cardiac
disorder.

represent a not uncommon clinical problem.
Our matt itertmeta fitahm: st that earthovaseular mar.
!tidily and mortality are not inermeil in asymptinuatir men
wait right handle branch Noll. This reinforecs the conclu-

More recently, several epidemiologic studies have de.
scribcd various clinical characteristics of subjects with right
bundle branch block (9-13). In across- sectional study of
a rctircmcnt community (12). right bundlc branch block with
kft axis deviation of Icss than - 30° was associated with a
high prevalence of cardiovascular discasc but -uncompli
cated" right bundle branch block was not. In a large militar
population (10). right bundle branch block occurred in 0.165%r

of apparently healthy men and was twice as common past
the agc of 40 years. No increase in coronary risk factors
existed in these subjects. Rotman and Triebwasser (9) 101lowcd up 394 Air Force personnel with right bundle branch
block for an average of 10.8 years and found that coronary
heart disease developed in only 6%. reflecting the young
agc (mean 36 years) and highly selected character of this
group.
Because neither persons in retirement communities nor
highly screened military personnel can he considered rep.
resentative of the general rxmulation right bundle Nandi

block occurring in these subjects also may not be truly
representative. The community-based studies of Tecumseh
and Framingham probably better approximate an unsclectcd

population. In the former investigation ( I IL right bundle
branch Mock was seen primarily in elderly subjects and was
associated with the appropriately high prevalence of con).
nary risk factors expected in this agc group. but no follow
up information was provided. Data from 70 mot and women

with newly acquired right bundlc branch block in the Framingham study (13) indicate an increased incidence of cor
unary disease. congestise kart failure and Cardlovam.uldr
disease mortality over a mean follow-up period of 6 years

block will bc identified, Thus. our 24 asymptomatic men
with right bundle branch block. most of whom presented
with this conduction abnormality on their first cxamination,

sions from previous studies (4-7) that it is not the right
bundle branch block but the underlying heart disease that
didermines prognosis. The similar prevalence of coronary
risk factors in men with right bundle branch block and
control subjects. as well as the similar frequency with which
an ischemic ST stgment or abnormal thallium seintigraphic
response to cxercise occurred. argues against an Increase in
asymptomatic coronary disease in these subjects with right
bundle branch block. Further evidence for the benign nature

of this condition is provided by the close agreement of
cardiothoracie ratios between men with right bundle branch
block and control subjects at latest follow-up cxamination.
The nearly identical blood pressures averaged over the du.
ration of the study would appear to eliminate even prechnical
hypertension as an etiologic factor for right bundle branch
block in these men.
Consistent with our demonstration that cardiovascular

morbidity and mortality arc not increased in men with
asymptomatic right bundle branch block is our finding that
no impairment of alrobie exercise performance was seen
over longterm follow-up. The normal heart rate response
to maximal exercise suggests that chronotropic reserve is
not diminished in these men despite a mild decrease in rest
heart rate compared with that of ay.:matched control subjects.

At first glom t.. our marthovatottlat nurrhuht and mottitht rexultt itoprar to hi at adds atilt thaw of the Fria.
nonyltant mad). Ilinseser. certain salient differcnces in study
design and patient characteristics may account for this dis.
panty Indniduals with preexisting nght bundle branch block.
excluded from the Framingham series but constituting 71%
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of ours, may well have a more favorable prognosis than
those who develop the conduction defect later in life. Second, our series contained no women: in the Framingham
study, women with right bundle branch block had twice the
prevalence of cardiomegaly and congestive: heart failure as

did men. Finally, the 20 subjects from Framingham who
were free of antecedent or coincident cardiovascular ab
normalities, as were the majority of our men, had much
lower cardiac morbidity and morality rates than the other
subjects, 75% remaining free from any abnomiality during
thc followup period.

RIGHT BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK

concept that right bundle branch block is a manifestation of
a morc general abnormality of the cardiac conduction system
in men without other evidence of heart disease.
We are indebted to Reuben Andres. MD. hoc his inoaluable Worts in
maintaining thc Baton& Longitudinal Study cardito ocular data tiles. to
Sandra DePetriL for technical assotance to Chic Beard for thc statistical
analyse vtal to Joan Griffin for seeretahal atosstanee,
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of these age.related changes in the conduction system. How.
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incidence of PR interval prolongation and slower rest heart

rate on latest followup electrocardiogram in comparison
with the control group, lends support to an acceleration of
these primary aging changes M the conduction system of
these apparently healthy mcn with right bundle branch block.

Limitations of study. M with any epiderniologic inves
ligation. cenain limitations exist in our study. The Baltimore
Longitudinal Study on Aging population evaluated here con.
sisted primarily of upper middle class white subjects and
included no women. The relatively small %Cries studied re.
fleets the low prevalence of right bundle branch block in
the general population. Although no statistical differences
existed between the right bundle branch Nock and control
groups with respect to the development of cardiac events.
it is possible that differences might appear if a large enough
population was studied over a longer 'semi of time.

Implications. We have found no longterm increase in
cardiovascular morbidity or morality in asymptomatic men
with right bundle branch block when compared with agematched control subjects. Similarly. we could detect no
increase in their prevalence of coronary risk factors or latent

coronary disease and no impairment of maximal aerobic
performance. The increased occurrence of left axis deviation

and PR interval prolongation in ikse men supports the
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AbstractScrum cholesterol levels were determined in 1011 male particip.mts of the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study of Aging. This study presents the longitudinal changes in scrum cholesterol
from 1 Joly 1963 to 30 June 1977. Scrum cholesterol values dropped 6". between 1970 and 1972.
The span of this study was divided into two eras. one preceding and one following the tiro. The
effects of obesity. selected dietary constituents and physical activity were examined in an attempt
to explain the secular change in scrum cholesterol. Serum cholesterol levels %etc not significantly
correlated to levels of weight or body mass index. Changes in weight were significantly, positively

correlated with changes in scrum cholesterol. Overall. however. the study population did not
experience a significant drop in weight and therefore. this relationship could not explain the
observed drop in scrum cholesterol. There were virtually no significant correlations between the
absolute value of any of the dietary variables examined and the absolute level of scrum choles
terol. There were significant but small changes in most dietary constituents: hovvever, only
changes in caloric intake were significantly positively correlated with changes in scrum choler.
tool. Because gle overall change in caloric intake was small, it could explain less thy:: 1 mat of
the I I rng/d1 drop. There was no overall change in physical activity. No significant correlations
were found between either the level or change in physical activity and the level or change in
scrum cholesterol. It is concluded that neither weight nor physical activity could account for the
observed changes in serum cholesterol, Changes in dietary constituents were significant and in a
direction which would predict a lower serum cholesterol. Hoe/ever. for the group. dietary changes
could not fully explain the drop in scrum cholesterol. For individuals. the changes in diet poorly
predicted changes in scrum cholesterol. It is suggested that the observed secular drop in scrum
cholesterol may be due to factor(s) other than those studied.

INTRODUCTION
IN TIlli past decade, there has been a &Aiac in cardiovascular mortality [1,4]. This has
occurred contemporaneously with public health efforts to control alterable coronary
heart disease risk factors. e.g. blood pressure. cigarette smoking. serum cholesterol and
physical activity levels. There is evidence from independent cross-sectional studies that a
drop in scrum cholesterol has occurred in recent years [2.5.6]. Additionally. preliminary
reports have suggested similar changcs in ropulations followed longitudinally [7-9]. This
study reports in detail the longitudinal changes in serum cholesterol level in participants
of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA).
The BLSA has been following a large group of men for over twenty years. Serum
cholesterol has been one of the parameters followed longitudinally. Height and weight
were available for each visit. In addition, dietary and exercise histories were available in
subgroups of this population. Therefore, not only changes in serum cholesterol but also
Present addresses: 'The Rockefeller University. New York. NY 10021. 'Scarsdale Medical Center, 259 Heathcote Road. Scarsdale. NY 16583. and Wniversity of South Florida College of Medicine. Tampa. FL 33612.
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changes in factors which were the focus of piblic health measures hal.e been monitored.
This study presents the longitudinal changes in serum cholesterol over the 14-yr span,
1963-1977, and investigates the effects of obesity. diet, and physical activity in a wellcharacterized population.

METHODS

Subjects
From its inception in 1958 until 30 June, 1977, there have been a total of 1088 male
participants in the BLSA. Of these, 1012 had visits between 1 July 1963 (when systematic
serum cholesterol analyses began) and 30 June 1977. Only one participant in the latter
period failed to have a serum cholesterol determination. Thus, 1011 participants had a
total of 5127 cholesterol determinations over a span of 14 yr. The participants were all
self-recruited, community-dwelling volunteers, ranging in age from 17 to 102 yr. These

men spent 21days in the Gerontology Research Center (GRC), returned at 12 to
24-month intervals, and underwent a bat cry of clinical, physiologic, and psychologic
tests. Participants were generally of middle and upper-middle socio-economic status and
involved in sedentary work. Social and demographic characteristics of this population
have been described in greater detail elsewhere [10].

Serum cholemerol methodology

On each participant visit, a serum cholesterol sample was drawn after an overnight
fast. The reference method was a modification of the method of Abell & Kendall [11].
From 1963 to April 1969, all samples were done by this method at the GRC. Beginning
in April 1969, all samples went to BioScience Laboratories, Van Nuys, r'alifornia (BS)

and 1/8 of the samples were split and run in tandem at the GRC, using the same
reference method that had been in use since 1963. From March 1969 to July 1970, the BS
analyses were made using the method of Kessler [12]. From July 1970 to July 1977, the

BS method was that of Wybenga [13]. Based on the samples run in tandem, three
separate ratios were used to convert the BS values to the GRC standard: (1) March 1969
to September 1972, the BS values were divided by 0.920; (2) from October 1972 to June
1975, 0.965; (3) from July 1975 to June 1977, 0.937. The standard errors of these ratios
were 0.005, 0.004 and 0,004, respectively, and the numbers of paired samples used to
compute these ratios were 194, 194 and 144, respectively.
Reproducibility of the cholesterol analyses was estimated by including a sample from a
common plasma pool with each analytical run. From 1962 to 1970, 22 separate commercial plasma pools ;Hyland Laboratories, Los Angeles, California) were used in 301 individual assays. The mean coefficient of variation (CV) of these runs averaged 2.6(,'. From
1970 to 1977, three large plasma pools prepared by us were used for analyses by our

laboratory and by BS. The mean CV in 96 samples in our laboratory was 4.3', and in
107 samples by BS was 3.8%.

Since the cholesterol analyses were conducted over a 14-yr period, we examined the

data by three techniques for the possibility of metho.ologic drift or for blocks of time
during which technical errors may have occurred. The techniques were: (1) A random
sample of frozen and of lyophilized plasma samples (N = 385) over the entire time period
. were reanalyzed at the end of the study and compared to the original analys,.... (2) The
mean age-specific cholesterol values over the time span were examined. (3) Advantage
was taken of the longitudinal nature of the data to examine for systematic deviation of

the data at any one period of time. The technique was to compute the regression of
cholesterol on age for each subject. The deviation of each datum from the value predicted

from the regression was computed. These deviations from all the subjects were then
grouped by time period. Thus, if in any block of time, cholesterol values were being
measured incorrectly (say, too low), then the mean deviation for that time period would
differ significantly from zero.
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Using those three methods, we examined the 28 six-month time intervals in the study.
Only one of the 28 time periods, the first six months of 1966, showed consistent deviations by all three methods.

1. The frozen and lyophilized samples on repeat analysis averaged 4.5",' less than the
original analyses, but this was, with the exception of the first half of 1966, quite consistent. The ratio of the repeat analysis to the original analysis for the 22 samples during the
first half of 1966 averaged 0.88; this was about 7% lower than the mean ratio of the other

time rr:ods.
2.

..t he mean age-specific cholesterol values for 154 subjects tested during the first six

months of 1966 was the lowest value of any of the six-month periods during the
1963-1970 time interval, the time interval during which cholesterol values were relatively
high (see Results section). The mean value for that six-mon-di period was 214 mg/d1, while

the other six-month intervals immediately preceding and following that time averaged
234 mg/dl.

3. The cholesterol values in that six-month period averaged 10.3 mg/dl below the
predicted value computed by individual longitudinal slope analysis. This was a larger
deviation than that of any of the other six-month periods.
To summarize, by all three methods, the first half of 1966 was the only time period
which had consistent and large deviations. The explanation for this problem is not
known but the error was so large that the decision was made to omit this period from the
data presented. With this six-month interval eliminated, the population sample drops
from 1011 to 1001 participants with 4973 serum cholesterol determinations.
Cortisone glucose tolerance test

During the 14-yr span, participants periodically were given this test as part of their
multiphasic examination. All plasma cholesterol determinations done when the participants were cortisone-primed have been eliminated, leaving 4334 determinations on 993
participants.
Clinical classification

In order to define changes in serum cholesterol which are not secondary to specific
diseases and medications, the following were used as the basis for excluding data from
the further analysis:
1. Coronary heart disease: definite evidence of coronary heart disease [14] on any visit
excluded all data on that participant.
2. Diabetes mellitus: overt diabetes as evidenced by a history of antidiabetic medication at any time or by two fasting plasma glucose values ?.. 140 mg/di excluded all
participant data.
3. Anti-lipid medication: history of anti-lipid medication excluded all participa.i. data.
4. Thyroid medications: history of thyroid medication at a visit excluded data for that
visit.

5. Hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism: clinically evident disease at a visit excluded
data for that visit.
6. Systemic corticosteroids: use of systemic corticosteroids at a visit excluded data for
that visit.
7. Systemic sex steroids: use of systemic sex steroids at a visit excluded data for that
visit.

8. Kidney disease: defined as a creatinine clearance less than the first percentile for age
(14) confirmed by a serum creatinine worse than the first percentile for age. Data were
excluded for only those visits which met the criteria.
9. Liver disease: biochemically confirmed liver disease at a visit excluded data for that
visit.
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10. Miscellaneous: data for a visit was excluded if a participant
(a) was not fasted,
(b) had history of recent surgery or illness. or
(c) had an established diagnosis of malignancy with evidence of systemic effect, i.e.
weight loss, anemia.
Visit and participant exclusions by cause are summarized in Table 1.
In this way, a normal group of 783 participants with 3088 serum cholesterol determi-

nation was defined. That this normal group differs somewhat from the total group
(Table 2) is not surprising; however, this difference is not very great.
Obesity

Height and weight were measured with subjects wearing a standard cotton hospital
gown. without shoes or slippers. As a measure of obesity, weight was corrected for height,

using the body mass index (BMI) defined as weight (kg) divided by the square of the
height (m).

Dietary intake
Dietary intake was assessed using a seven-day dietary diary. Nutritionists instructed
the subjects in the keeping of the diary, used food models to show them how to estimate

portion size, and accompanied them at lunch during their stay. The subjects were
instructed to record everything taken into their mouths and swallowed during their first
'normal' week after returning home. The completed record was mailed back, reviewed,
corrected if necessary and coded. Conversion of food intake to dietary constituents was
based on the food lists in the U.S. Department of Agriculture Handbook 8. The method
and dietary characteristics of this population have been presented in detail elsewhere
[ 15, 16].

Physical activity
Estimates of physical activity were derived from an interview or questionnaire covering
specific activities at home, at work, at recreation, and variations in activity patterns such
as trips, seasonal sports and the like. Total daily energy expenditures were calculated for

each subject by use of predetermined values for each activity as previously described
[ 15].

TABLE I. NUMBER OF VISITS AND PARTICIPANTS EXCLUDED
FROM ANALYSIS BY CAUSE

Number of
visits

Coronary heart disease
Diabetes mellitus

Antilipid medication
Thyroid medication
Hyper- and hypothyroidism
Systemic corticosteroids
Systemic sex steroids
Kidney disease
Liver disease
Miscellaneous

Total'

Number of
participants
154

934
277
76
210

42
13

11

53
10

60

28

51

23

41

17

16

5

26

22

1246

210

'Since some subjects had more than one reason for exclusion. the sum of the individual exclusions is greater
than the total number actually excluded.
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TABLE 2. EFFECT OF AGE. ON SERUM CHOLESTEROL LEVELS

IN THE TOTAL POPULATION AND IN THE NORMAL SUBGROUP (SEE TEXT)

Scrum Cholesterol'
(mg/dI)
Total group
Normal group
Age group
(yr)
20-39
40-59
60-79
80-102
17-102t

N
249
373
319

50
993

Mean SEM
206
236
229
220
225

Mean SEM

N
245
306
204

2.1
1.8

20
4.7

26
783

1.2

206
234
225
214
222

2.1

1.9

26
6.6
1.3

*A' Each participant is represented only once by his
mean cholesterol level and is grouped by his mean
age.

tlncludes 2 participants less than 20yr of age.

Statistical methods

A participant was represented only once within any time period presented. For certain
analyses. the one value for that participant was the mean value of all the determinations
within the period under observation. In those instances the variables are denoted by a' .
In the longitudinal analyses of changes in serum cholesterol (Fig. 4), the annual rate of
change for serum cholesterol was computed as the slope of the regression line for each
subject with three or more 'normal' data points. In the longitudinal analysis of secular
change each participant was represented by the mean of available determinations within
each time period. The differences were assessed by paired t-test. Simple linear correlations and regressions were used to assess the relationship between variables for those
same individuals.
RESULTS

Cross-sectional age differences, 1971-1977

The distribution of selected centiles of serum cholesterol by age over the time interval
1971-1977 (ERA 2, see below) is shown in Fig. 1. Higher serum cholesterol values are

20

33

a0

SO

50

10

20

AGE MI

FR,. 1. Selected cenule distribution of serum cholesterol for each age decade. These values
represent the time period 1971 77 (ERA 2), and the number of subjects for each age group is
given in Table 3.
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found with increasing age from 25 to 64 yr and then lower values from 65 to 84 yr.
Concentrations are symmetrically distributed within each age group and the variance
does not differ with age.

Temporal dilPrenees
When examined as successive cross-sectional studies, serum cholesterol values were
fairly constant from the periods 1964 to 1970. Between the 1970 and 1972 periods, there
was a 6? drop in serum cholesterol and since then there has been little change (Table 3).
This is evident in all three broad age categories (Fig. 2). Because of this drop in serum
cholesterol, the total span of the study has been separated into two eras: 1 July 1963 to
30 June 1971 (ERA 1) and 1 July 1971 to 30 June 1977 (ERA 2). Cross-sectional differences in serum cholesterol between ERA 1 and ERA 2 were found in all age decades
studied (Fig. 3).

Longitudinal changes
The longitudinal analysis of serum cholesterol within ERA 1 shows that changes in
cholesterol levels within individuals grouped by age follow the pattern suggested by the
cross-sectional analysts, that is, increasing cholesterol values in the younger adult years
and decreasing values in the later years (Fig. 4A).

TABLE 3. SUCCESSIVE. CROSSSECTIONAL AGE DIFFERENCES IN SERUM CHOLESTEROL

Age

(yr)

1964

1966

1968

1970

1972

1974

1976

17-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

SEM

188
11.2

N

12

X
SEM
N

216
4.9
20

214
8.9

X
SEM
N

229
5.5
65

224
5.4
59

232

228

4.7

4.1

83

66

X
SEM

234
4.9
76

236

243
3.7

243
4.2

114

108

238
6.4
54

242

SEM
N

236
4.2
84

238
4.4
80

X
SEM
N

229
6.3
37

230

234
5.9
54

226
4.8

X

220
14.5

204
7.3
20

222

SEM
N

227
5.6
29

N

55-64

65-74

75.-84

85-102

ERA 1
1963-1971

X

13

16

5.3
65

5.3

50

56
45

230
7.7
23

7.3
17

213
4.6
53

63

203

ERA 2
1971-1977
180
9.7
II

217
3.7
78

198
2.4

212
3.7
74

228

217

3.1

3.2

119

92

221

224

3.6
93

3.6

240
3.0

86

165

221
2.8
124

228
3.9
87

226

237

98

228
3.4
100

218
4.5
55

218
4.5
60

224
5.9
50

232
4.0
87

220

206

206
58

217
6.4
29

219

5.2
34

209
4.2

203
3.6

195
30

81

97

218
4.5
49

219
4.2
66

221

3.8
57

3.5
101

3.5

38

X
SEM
N

3.3
116

5.4
38

123

229
3.0
116

40
71

49

213

206

17.5
6

9.1
8

The two-year period labeled 1964' began 1 July 1963, and ended 30 June 1965; other
two-year periods are similarly labeled. ERA 1 began 1 July 1963, and ended 30 June
1971; ERA 2 began 1 July 1971, and ended 30 June 1977. Each subject appears only once
in each period.
For ERA I and ERA 2 the mean cholesterol value for each subject during the appropriate
interval of time was used.
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FIG. 2 Temporal differences in mean serum cholesterol levels in three age groups. Y = young
group (20-39 yr). M = middle-aged group (40-59 yr). 0 = older group (60-79 yr).

Longitudinal analysis which encompasses the period of the cross-sectional drop in
cholesterol, that is, 1969-1977, shows that the pattern of cross-sectional differences
(Fig. 3) are strikingly evident longitudinally as well (Fig. 4B).
Secular change

To reiterate, both a cross-sectional drop and a longitudinal change in the scrum
cholesterol values of the participants of the BLSA occurred between 1970 and 1972.
Longitudinal changes can be the result of three different factors: physiologic aging.
methodologic drift, or environmental change. By epidemiologic convention, change in a
variable secondary to environmental influences is termed secular.
In this instance, physiologic aging can be discounted because of the rapidity of the
drop, the decrease in all age groups, even the younger ones, and the lack of projected
contiguity. Projected contiguity can be conceptualized as the expectation that the final
value for a group of individuals as they age, say from 30 to 40 yr of age, should approximate the initial value for a group which has aged from 40 to 50 years of age. The lack of
projected contiguity for all age groups in the period encompassing the drop in serum
cholesterol values is readily apparent (Fig. 4B).

20

30

40

50

60

10

EU

so

AGE M

FIG. 3. Temporal drop in mean scrum cholesterol value% id subjects aged 17-102 yr.
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B
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\
\

193

R91

1671

1871

1511

1521

178,

X
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50
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20

93

AGE (YID

FIG. 4. Longitudinal changes in serum cholesterol concentration. Longitudinal results are rep-

resented by line segments which indicate the mean slope of changes in serum cholesterol for each
age decade. Each line is drawn with the midpoint at the mean cholesterol. with the length along
the abscissa representing the mean time span over which the longitudinal data were collected.

The upper panel (A) presents the longitudinal change during the period prior to the drop in
cholesterol (1963-1971). The lower panel (B) presents the longitudinal change which occurred
during the period in which cholesterol levels fell (1969-1977). Number of subjects used to compute each mean slope is given in parentheses.

Utilizing the technique of reanalysis of stored frozen and lyophilized samples (see
Methods). we could identify no methodologic shift to explain the drop in scr,im cholesterol. By elimination, it is likely that some change in the environment rim,
e been
responsible for the drop in serum cholesterol values.
In an attempt to explain this secular change, potential variables which could affect
serum cholesterol were examined; these included (a) obesity, (b) dietary constituents, and
(c) physical activity. Three analyses were applied to each variable:
1. The absolute level of the variable was correlated with the absolute level of serum
cholesterol (Table 4, variable vs cholesterol). Values for the same individuals are correlated for each ERA separately. It is expected that a truly significant correlation would be
consistent and therefore, be found in both ERA 1 and ERA 2.
2. The change in the variable between the ERA ' and ERA 2 was correlated with the
change in serum cholesterol (Table 4, A variable vs A cholesterol). This method tests the
hypothesis that, for individuals, the change in serum cholesterol is related to a change in
the variable of interest.
3. The change in the absolute value between ERA 1 and ERA 2 was computed for
each individual. Even if strong relationships were found in the first two analyses, if there
was no significant change in the variable of interest from ERA 1 to ERA 2, it could not
explain the drop in serum cholesterol.
The subjects were grouped by mean age in ERA 1 (age). Only those subjects who had
contemporaneous dietary histories and serum cholesterol determinations in both ERA 1
and ERA 2 were i..;ed in the obesity and dietary analyses. Serum cholesterol values for
this group are tabulated with these variables (Table 4). A similarly constructed subgroup
was formed to examine the effect of physical activity.
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(a) Obesity (Table 4). For both ERA 1 and ERA 2, there are essentially no signficant
correlations between the absolute levels of scrum cholesterol and the level of either
weight or BMI. In all age groups except the very old (VO), there was a significant
positive correlation between a change in scrum cholesterol and a change in weight or
BMI. On the average, a change of 1 kg in weight resulted in a 2 mg /dl change in serum
cholesterol. Although significant, the correlation explains less than 15°,0 of the variance in
changes in scrum cholesterol. Between ERA 1 and ERA 2, the groups of subjects below
age 60 did not have any significant overall change in obesity, but the groups over 60 had
a

small

but significant mean weight

loss.

Indeed, some patients gained weight

(max = 14 kg) while others lost weight (max = 16 kg). However, because there was little
or no change in obesity overall, the secular drop in scrum cholesterol in this population
cannot be explained by a change in obesity.
(b) Dietary constituents (Table 4). For both ERA 1 and ERA 2, there were virtually no
significant correlations between the absolute values of any of the dietary variables and
the absolute level of scrum cholesterol. Total calories was the only variable in which
there was a significant correlation between a change in the variable and a change in
scrum cholesterol. The correlation was significant in the group as a whole and in the
middle age group. However, this correlation explains less than 5% of the variance in the

change in cholesterol. Between ERA 1 and ERA 2, there were significant but small
decreases in the intake of total calories, saturated fatty acids (SFA), per cent of total
calories derived from SFA, dietary cholesterol, and dietary cholesterol /1000 calories.
Over the same period, there were significart but small increases in the intake of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), in the per cent of total calories derived from PUFA, and in
the ratio of polyunsaturated to saturated fatty acids (P/S). Although there were significant changes in these dietary constituents, only change in total calories was significantly
related to change in scrum cholesterol. The magnitude of the secular change in total
calories is so small that it can acccant for a drop of less than 1 mg/d1 in scrum cholesterol.
(c) Physical activity (Table 4). The subjects' absolute energy expenditure computed as
calories, day was not consistently correlated with the absolute level of scrum cholesterol.
Only in the older group were changes in caloric expenditure correlated with changes in
scrum cholesterol. As there was no significant change in overall physical activity calories
between ERA 1 and ERA 2, this variable cannot be responsible for the observed drop in
scrum cholesterol.
DISCUSSION

Scrum cholesterol has commanded a great deal of attention as an alterable coronary
risk factor. Most studies of scrum cholesterol and age have been cross-sectional. This
longitudinal study presents data demonstrating that changes in scrum cholesterol with
age coincide with the cross-sectional differences seen in different age groups. This suggests that the lower levels in the older age groups are not solely a function of selective or
differential mortality, i.e. that those individuals with the highest scrum cholesterol values
die leaving only those with lower values to be included in the older age groups.
In addition, the temporal differences in scrum cholesterol values noted in the independent cross-sectional studies during the last decade have been documented to occur longitudinally in this study population [2, 5, 6]. However, the reason for this change remains
largely unexplained.
The effect of obesity on scrum cholesterol is controversial [17]. The disparate results
stem from at least four separate factors. One is the use of different obesity measures. The
second is the confounding covariance of age with obesity and with cholesterol, The third
is the study of different populations. The fourth is the fact that the correlation between
obesity and scrum cholesterol levels is very weak if it exists at all. The present study fails
to find any consistent significant correlation between obesity and scrum cholesterol level.
Reports have been much more consistent in relating changes in weight (either gain or
loss) to changes in serum cholesterol :18 20]. However, our group as a whole showed
(..1)

35,2 c

5:14

TABLE 4. SECULAR CHANGES IN SERUM CHOLESTEROL. OBESITY. DIETARY CONSTITUI NTS AND PIII sit. AL A( TIVITY ANION(' DB El RENT AU. GROUPS

Correlation coefficients
ERA 1

ERA 2

ERA 2

Age

Variablet
Serum cholesterol
(ng,d1)

Weight
(kg)

group:
Y

56

M

158

89

231

6
309

210
230

Y

56
158
89

M

All
Y

M

0
VO
Calories
(per day)

Polyunsaturated
fatty acids
(giday)

Per cent of calories
from polyunsaturated
fatty acids

216
236

0

0

0,810121

Mean

VO
All

VO
Body mass index

N

6
309
56
158
89

80.4
79.3
75.8
72.5
78.3
25.1

25.4
24.8
24.7
25,2

All

6
309

Y

56

2524

M 158
0 89

2319

VO

6

2221
1864

All

309

2319

Y

56

M

158

VO
All

89
6
309

0
Y

VO

56
158
89
6

All

309

M

0

SEM
4.1

3,0
3.5
9.5
2.0

Mean
207
227
214

202
219

0.73

81.0
79.3

1.71

3,6
2.8
3.2
8.3
1.9

Mean

-9
-9

-17

-8

-11

SEM

1.5

1.6:$

0.6

0.74

-0.0

0.63
0.28

1.10
3.59

-1.1

0.32

-2.9
-0.3

088

-0.039
-0.138
-0.348

0.21

-0.011

-0.077
-0.010

0.282

0.083

0.315*

0.084

0055

-0.136
-0,265

0.198
0,367

-0.106

0.063

0.067

64

-0.001

0.224

30

-0.039

-0.034
-0.003

-0.081

-0052

0.206

0.361

0.015
0.236

-0.059

-0.010

-0.054
-0,040

-0.106
-0.067
-0.128

-0.022

0.345

69.6
78.1

0.60

0.40
0.19
0.29

25.3
25.5
24.5

0.38
0.20

0.20
0.05

1.15

24.0

0.31
1.05

-0.22
-0.76

0.10
0.25

0.15

25.1

0.15

-002

006

51

140
29

0.65
0.37
0.62

15,8

10.8
14.5

1.71

12.5
15.4

0.29
0.17
0.12
0.20
0.62

009

16.1
14.1

6.1

6,5

60
6.3
6.3

-146

63
37
52

-46
-84

191

18

28

-74

0.60
0.44
0.55
2 28
0.30
0.17
0.13
0.16
0.97

009

515

0.19
0.09

34
73

22

0.7

0.57

1.5

0.43"

-0.2

-0.013
-0.063

0.299
0.208
0.369
-0.010
0.278

74.7

2378
2273
2137
1883
2245

A Variable vs
A cholesterol

6.2

1.04

80
37

Variable vs
cholesterol
ERA 1
ERA 2

4.0
2.1
2.6

3.93
0.58

15,2
14,6
14.3

5.6
5.8
5.9
5,3
5.8

SEM

ERA 1

0.248

0.019

0.004

0.051

0.274
0.193*

0.160
0.145
0.071

1.7

0.47
1.90

0.9

0.28

-0.015

-0.052

0.670
0.116

0.54

0.17

0.13

-0.0"4

-0092

-00.6

-0.222

0.62
0.05
0.98
0.45

-0.068

0004

0.135
0.609
0.036

-0097

0.159
0.764
0.038

0.17
0.67

009*

0 023
0.736

0.318

-0041

Saturated fatty
acids (gfdayl

Per cent of calories
from saturated fatty
acids

Ratio of polyunsaturated fatty
acids to saturated
fatty acids (P/S)

Dietary cholesterol
(m8)

Dietary cholesterol/
1000 calories

Physical activity
(calories)

Y

56

M

158

VO
MI

89
6
309

0
Y

46.8
40.4
38.4
36.3
40.9

1.90

0.87
1.34

4.04
0.70

VO
MI

56
158
89
6
309

Y

56

0.34

0.013

M

158

0.38
0.39
0.30
0.37

0.010
0.015
0.042
0.007

M

0

0

VO
All

89

6
309

Y

56

M

153

VO
All

89
6
309

Y

56

Isl

158

16.5

15.6
15.4
17.6
15.7

0.34
0.20
0.30

41.5
38.4
34.8
30.4
37.8
15.6

1.32

15.3
14.5
14.4

0.15

15.1

0.39
0.43
0.42
0.42
0.42

523
528
497
458
517

25

10

473

8

199

5

VO
All

89
6
309

208
228
227
248
224

26
4

216
217
230
213

Y

84

1233

M 218

46

1080
923

0

0

0

VO
MI

89
3

394

971
1076

14

20
47

8

0.62

-5.3
-1.9
-3.5
-5.9
-3.1

0.25
0.21
0.30
0.68
0.15

-0.85
-0.32
-0.82
-3.18
-0.62

1.38
0.81
1.23

3.64

0.013
0.010
0.014
0.061
0.007

470
486
455

22

431

79
10

14
18

8
6
9

37
4

1.88"
0.70"
0.92"

-53
-42
-42
-26
-44
-9
-12
-10
-18

-II

0.188
0.046
0.076

0.381

0.538

-0.184

-0.060

-0042

0.093

0.39'

-0.068
-0.009

-0.032
-0.037
-0.077

-0.150

0.18

0.23"
1.21'

0.065
0.288

0.730

0.14"

-0.027

-0.034

0.0148"
0.0110"

-0.046
-0.016

-0.088
-0.054
-0.072

0.0142'
0.0558

0.0075"

19"
13"
13"
42

8"
6.5

4.9'

-0.046
-0.048

-0.020

-0.006

0.147
0.205
0.062

-0.078
-0.053

-0.052
-0.055

-0.109

0.034

3.2"
38

19

19

4

IS

22
192

944
727

31

21

62

-244

24
147

16

1082

16

6

13

ERA I = I July 1963 to 30 June 1971.
ERA 2 = I July 1971 to 30 June 1977.
Y (young) = 20-39 yr old. M (middle aged) = 40-59 yr old. 0 (older) = 60-79 yr old. VO (very old) = 80-87 yr old.
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little or no change in weight. Thus. even though change in obesity is a significant
modulator of scrum cholesterol levels. it cannot explain the observed drop between ERA
1 and ERA 2.
The diet-heart controversy has continued [21. 22]. Although this study to date has not
looked at the end point of coronary mortality, certain conclusions can be drawn about

diet in the free living population and its effect on serum cholesterol. In this study
population, there were clearly significant but small changes in the diet, such that one
might expect a decrease in scrum cholesterol. Three separate formulae were used to
estimate the expected dietary effect on scrum cholesterol in the BLSA participants (Table
5) [23-25]. Thus, although diet has been demonstrated to be an effective modulator of
scrum cholesterol, it does not seem to be the major operative factor in the presently
obscrved change in serum cholesterol. It is interesting to note that the present study and
other epidemiologic studies in Americans have not shown dietary factors to be correlated
to scrum cholesterol levels [26-28]. However, cross-cultural and elegant metabolic ward
studies by Kcys and co- workers have confirmed the effect of diet on scrum cholesterol
[23, 29]. This discrepancy may be due to the relatively small range in the pertinent
dietary variables in Amecicans or to a threshold effect above or below which different
levels are unimportant, or to the tccognized lack of precision in the quantification of
dietary intake. However, all the dietary constituents considered in the present analysis
covered an approximately ten -fold range (except for per cent calories from SFA and
PUFA). No threshold effect was obscrvcd in the present data. Careful efforts were taken
to assure the quality of dietary records. However, actual dietary changes may be greater
than the dietary histories indicate. The histories may not reflect the trend toward selecting less fatty grades of meats, to trimming more fat off meat both in the market and at
home, and to undetermined changes in the fatty acid composition of certain manufactured foodstuffs.
A recent publication has suggested the need to look at longitudinal changes in diet and

cholesterol in order to reduce interindividual variation [24]. The present study still fails
to find any significant relationship between changes in the dietary constituents measured
(except for calories) and changes in scrum cholesterol. It is further likely that the effect of
change in caloric intake is operative via the mechanism of change in weight. There was
no significant correlation between the actual changes in scrum cholesterol and the
changes in scrum cholesterol predicted by the Keys' formula (23j within ERA 1 and
ERA 2 (r = 0.091 and 0.016 respectively). In this study. then. the drop in scrum cholesterol is not adequately explained on the basis of dietary changes. Under metabolic ward
conditions. such dietary effects occur. However. in a population eating under free-living

TABLE 5. ACTUAL ANI) PRIUICTIU CHANG! s IN SI RUM C1101 I STI
(ERA 2 MINI'S ERA I)

ERA 2 minus ERA 1

Correlation Coefficient
Actual
Formula

change

Keys (23)

11.4
11.4

Jacohst (24)

Ilegsted: (25)
N = 309. all ages.
AChol =. 1.35 (26S

114

Predicted
change

Actual vs Predicted

2.9
2.7
5.5

0.023

0.022
0.034

AP) + 1.5 AZ.

t6Chol = 1.26 (2es AP) + 1.5 Z.
:AChol 2.16 AS 1.65 AP + 6.77

0.53.

Chol is serum cholesterol in mg/d1; S and P are percentages of total
calories per day consumed as saturated and polyunsaturated fat.
respectively: C is dietary cholesterol in deday: and Z is the square
root of dietary cholesterol in mg/1000 calories.
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conditions, the 'spontancous* mild or moderate dietary changes which occurred over the
years that we studied correlate poorly with changes in scrum cholesterol.

Physical activity has been proposed to be a risk factor negatively correlated with
coronary mortality. Our data suggest that physical activity does not exert its purported
beneficial effect via changes in scrum cholesterol. The lack of relationship of physical
activity to scrum cholesterol level has bccn seen previously [19.30]. The present study
suggests that this concept can be extended to include the fact that moderate changes in
physical activity are not likely to change scrum cholesterol significantly. However, it is
likely that an inc-lase in physical activity large enough to induce weight loss could lead
to a decrease in scrum cholesterol.
The present study has demonstrated both a cross-sectional and longitudinal drop in
scrum cholesterol over the last decade in a select population. The change in scrum
cholcstcrol was felt to be due to environmental factors. Since changes in obesity. dietary
intake and physical activity could not fully explain this change. it would seem that some
as yet undetermined factor(s) might be responsible. In addition, the study supports the
view that change in obesity can effect changes in scrum cholesterol. However, within the
limits of the cpidcmiologic tools at hand, the spontaneous chanrs in dietary intake and
physical activity found in this free - living population do not seem to have a significant
effect on scrum cholcstcrol levels.
ADDENDUM
Subsequent to submission of this paper. a pertinent article has becn published (Shek-

elle RB, Shyrock AM, Paul 0 et al.: Dict scrum cholcstcrol and death from coronary
heart disease. N Engl .1 Med 304: 65-'10, 1981). As part of this study of 1900 Amcrican
males aged 40-55 years, the authors examined the relationship of scrum cholcstcrol to
dietary and obesity factors at the initial visit (1957) and again one year later. The authors
describe small but significant relationships in the absolute levels of SFA. dietary cholesterol and BMI with the absolute level of scrum cholcstcrol. Tncy found similar significant
relationships between changes in these variables and the changes in scrum cholcstcrol
that occurred over the one year period of observation.
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As researchers in the field of personality and aging, we are usually asked only one
question: What happens to personality with age? When we answer that the best evidence to date suggests that personality is basically stable and unchanging across
the adult portion of the life span, we immediately lose the interest and sometimes
the goodwill of the questioner. In our view, such a reaction is prompted by a rather
limited conception of the many ways in which the relations between age and personality can be profitably studied. This chapter is an attempt to review briefly a
number of alternative modP1s of personality in relation to life-span development
and to indicate some of Os.- directions in which one of them, the dimensional continuity model, can be taken.

ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF PERSONALITY AND AGING
The Growth/Decline Model
The most common conception of aging research can be labeled the growth/decline
model. In this approach, researchers attempt to chart the increase or decrease of a
variable as a function of chronological age. Field independence (or spatial ability),
for example, is known to increase with age during childhood and adolesceme and
to decrease thereafter, especially in old age (Schwartz & Karp, 1967). Many physi-
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cal functions, such as height, weight, and pulmonary capacity, show the same pattern. The major concerns within this model are the identification of variables which
show some age-related pattern of growth or decline; the separation of "maturational" changes from generational differences or historical changes; and, ideally,
the discovery of the mechanisms which account for the life-span changes in the
variable.

A welter of cross-sectional studies of personality variables have implicitly followed this model (Neugarten, 1977), and a small but growing number of longitudinal studies have used repeated measures and cross-sequential techniques to confirm
or reject the cross-sectional findings. A recent review (Costa & McCrae, 1980a)
argued that the general conclusion to be drawn from these studies was that there are
few, if any, meaningful age-related changes in the level of personality traits in the
adult years. More precisely, there is no replicated longitudinal evidence of change
in such traits as emotional stability, hostility, ascendance, sociability, or imaginativeness. A few personality variables have shown a pattern which can be interpreted
as maturational change, but the amount of change is modest, and the range of individual differences at any single age is larger than the variation across ages.

Consider the trait of "masculinity." Studies from projective methods (TAT)
have suggested the hypothesis that men decline in some masculine characteristics
as they age, while women show an increase in masculine characteristics (Neugarten
& Gutmann, 1968). In a study using the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey
on a large sample of men ranging in age from 20 to 90, Douglas and Arenberg
(1978) found statistically significant decreases in masculinity which were present
in cross-sectional, longitudinal, and cross-sequential analyses. However, the conclusion that aging men become "feminized" (based upon the decreases in the masculinity scores) is premature. In a somewhat whimsical vein, we calculated from
the cross-sectional differences that the average man would score the same as the
average female college student only if he lived to the age of 269. Extrapolating from
longitudinal rates of change, the estimate is 211 years.
To be sure, research to date has not exhausted the personality variables which
might be substantially related to age. Within the growth/decline model, the search
for personality traits, processes, or structures which are ordered by age continues
to remain one direction for research, as does the effort to explain the mechanisms
which underlie the small age changes which have already been documented. But
the most pervasive domains of personalityneuroticism, extraversion, and openness to experienceshow little evidence of age-related change; and an approach
which disregards these domains because they do not show such change can hardly
claim to provide a comprehensive psychology of aging and personality.
The Life Stage Model

Researchers who employ the growth/decline model have generally been empiricists
who prefer to gather facts before propounding theories. But the most elegant models
of the interaction of personality and aging have been put forward by stage theorists
like Erikson (1950) and, more recently, Levinson et al. (1978). These writers reject the idea that a psychology of adult development can be based on tracing the
rise and fall of discrete variables. Instead, they hold that there are qualitative shifts
in the nature and relevance of personality variables and syndromes as a function
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of the stage of adult development. Typically these theorists posit an interaction of
social and intrapsychic factors in which personality must be considered both cause
and effect in the shaping of the life course.
Erikson describes the life cycle in terms of the succession of stages of psychosocial development. For Erikson, man and society have evolved to a mutual accommodation in which the well-adjust 'd, mature individual is one whose psychological organization meshes with the s ,tal age-grading requirements of his society.
Correspondingly, culture has evolve' .astitutions to complement the capacities of
the individual at each stage, educating the child concerned with developing industry
and revering the elder who has attained integrity.
Levinson et al. (1978) have proposed a complex stage model of adult development in which the life structure, rather than personality itself, is the variable to be
explained. Nevertheless, certain personality characteristics are inextricable elements
of the life structure and its changes. At the midlife transition, hypothesized to occur
universally around age 40, the individual may go through a period of inner turmoil
which may resemble neurosis. There is also a reemergence of the repressed wishes
and dreams of youth. These intrapsychic changes are instrumental in the reshaping
of the life structure for the midlife period.
Such theories are rich and appealing, but their commendable complexity often
makes them difficult to test empirically. So interlinked are the elements of individual, society, and history that almost any phenomenon can be explained, though few
can be predicted. There are a number of studies which offer support for some of
the propositions of Erikson's theory (e.g., Whitbourne & Waterman, 1979), particularly for the period of adolescence and young adulthood, but the theory as a
whole cannot be considered empirically established. Furthermore, there have been
empirical studies which directly contradict the premises of some stage theories of
adult development. An attempt to locate the universal "midlife crisis" (Cooper.
1977) found only a small group of men with signs of a crisis, and these were found
to vary in age from 30 to 60, the effective range of the study population. These
negative results were confirmed in a second study (Costa & McCrae, 1978). Another recent attempt to detect age-related life stages in respondent's life orientation
(futurity) and satisfaction has also found little support for uniform and universal
age-related stages (Lacy & Hendricks, 1980).
Critics could question the sensitivity of the measures used in investigating so
complex a phenomenon, but such a criticism is itself an admission that the life stage
model is at best a difficult basis for the empirical investigation of adult development. More elaborate attempts to address the question of qualitative change in
personality at different stages of life using standard personality instruments have
occasionally been made. Factor analyses of personality scales within age groups
and at different points in time have been used for this purpose but have yielded no
evidence of theoretically relevant change in the interrelation of traits. Quite the
contrary: Data from large samples of men showed striking invariance of personality
structure across age and time (Costa & McCrae, 1980a; McCrae, Costa, & Arenberg, 1980). Again, it must be noted that this is only on of several ways in which
qualitative changes might be sought; but there is little in the existing literature to
encourage research in this direciion.
The basic insight whica distinguishes the life stage model theorists from others
is their recognition that personality, cultural age norms, and expectations interact
in determining the life course of the individual. What is needed is a model which
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incorporates this conception into a psychology of aging built on sound empirical
findings about personality.
The Typological Model

A third model, which makes certain contr;butions along these lines, might be called
the typological model. In this approach, individuals of a given age group are classified into types which are based on the life-style, personality, and adjustment of the
individuals. The use of personality measures or ratings and the statistical classification of individuals adds a.- empirical element to these approaches which is laudable.

At the same time, the 14,els chosen to characterize the groups often summarize
holistically the life structure, as well as the personality, of the individual. For example, the "rocking chair men," one of five types identified by Reichard, Livson,
and Peterson, (1962) are described as a "passive-dependent group [that] tended
to lean on others for material and emotional support. Unambitious men who found
little satisfaction in work, they were glad to take it easy when retirement came"
(p. 129).
Neugarten, Crotty, and Tobin (1964) used a similar technique to identify six
personality types in an aged population. More recently, Maas and Kuypers (1974)
again used a typolOgical approach in order to investigate the 40-year predictors of
personality and life-style in 70-year-old men and women. They described four lifestyle clusters for men and six for women, as well as three personality types (based
upon the California Q-sort method) for men and four for women. However, Maas
and Kuypers found "a relatively random association between personality Q-groups
and life style clusters" (p. 156), and thus concluded that personality organization
and patterns of life-style are quite independent of each other.
It is the multiplicity of distinct types that is the major shortcoming of the typological approach. If the three studies cited above had concurred in the number and
nature of personality or life-style types, there would be a sounder basis for employing this model. As it is, the clustering seems to depend on the particular set of variables included and seems not to be particularly robust across studies. Another point
needs to be considered: in all three of these studies, subjects were restricted to older
individuals. A cluster analysis of personality and life-style variables which showed
that age ordeied the clustering of subjects better than gender, occupation, or some

other variable would materially strengthen the claim that the various typologies
capture the interrelation of age and personality. But within the age range involved,
Neugarten et al. (1964) report that "an important finding is that the personality
types described here are not, on the whole, related to age. . . . over the wide age
ranges from the early fifties to the late eighties" (p. 186).
That different types emerge in different studies should not obscure the fact that
all three reach a similar conclusion with regard to the continuity of personality in

adulthood. Although they are careful to point out that there is notable change in
life-styles, Maas and Kuypers (1974) also show longitudinal evidence of continuity.
The 70-year-old men they classify as "unwell-disengaged" were the most explosive,
tense, and nervously unstable of the groups 40 years earlier. Likewise, "the fearfulordering mothers remain, over their adult life course, depressed in mood and activity level, low in adaptive capacity, and low in self worth" (p. 203). Continuity is
also a conclusion from the other studies: "The histories of our aging workers suggest that their personality characteristics changed very little throughout their lives"
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(Reichard, Livson, & Peterson, 1962, p. 163). "The implication . . . is that personalities maintain their characteristic patterns of organization as individuals move
from middle into old age" (Neugarten, Crotty, & Tobin, 1964, p. 187).
The Dimensional Continuity Model

The dimensional continuity model of aging and personality, our preferred model,
argues that the cardinal feature of personality in adulthood is the stability of a number of its major dimensions. This premise is based on a growing body of data which
show that the retest correlations of personality measures administered over a period
of many years are extremely high; in some cases rivaling the short-term retest reliabilities of the measures (Costa & McCrae, 1977; Costa, McCrae, & Arenberg,
1980). Correlations ranging from .59 to .87 over a 12-year interval statistically
confirm the impressions of stability which retrospective accounts give and lay the
basis for an entirely new approach to the relation of personality to the life course.
It might be useful to compare the present stability model of personality with the
epigenetic model of Erikson. Erikson proposes eight stages, each wish a bPfter and
worse resolution. He argues that success in preceding stages is the best preparation
for success in the next but views each new conflict as a potential for change, either
positive or negative. Our longitudinal data lead to the simpler, if less optimistic,
conclusion that success in any single developmental task is likely to be a reflection
of stable personality traits. Rather than the branching life patterns that a series of
developmental successes and failures could provide in theory, we would hypothesize
a preponderance of straight lines: some individuals would show a constellation of
mistrust, doubt, guilt, inferiority, identity diffusion, isolation, stagnation, and despair throughout their lives; others would show a constellation of trust, autonomy,
initiative, industry, identity, intimacy, generativity, and integrity; and most people
would show a lifelong pattern of moderate adjustment.
The point is that whereas the Eriksonian view leads one to look for the possible
emergent changes in personality at each stage, our position emphasizes the continuity in outcomes across the stages. Radical changes in personality may perhaps
result from effective therapeutic interventions or catastrophic changes in health or

social status, but our data suggest that age, per se, does not bring about stage
changes in adult personality.
Unlike typologies, which have not proven easy to replicate, a large literature recently has concurred in the identification of a few basic dimensions of personality

traits. Neuroticism and extraversion are found in the theories and measures of
Cattell (1973), Guilford (1976), and Eysenck (1960). Another domain, openness to experience (McCrae & Costa, 1980) is beginning to be recognized as a
third pervasive dimension of persOnality (e.g., Tellegen & Atkinson, 1974). Within
each of these domains, a number of distinct but covarying traits can be enumerated.
Neuroticism includes anxiety, hostility, depression, self-consciousness, impulsiveness, and vulnerability to stress. Extraversion includes warmth, gregariousness,

assertiveness, activity, excitement seeking, and positive emotions. Openness is
manifested in the areas of fantasy, aesthetics, feelings, actions, ideas, and values.
Grouping these traits into three domains provides a model which is reasonably
comprehensive (though certainly not exhaustive of personality dimensions) while
being conceptually manageable. The demonstrated empirical relations between alternate measures of traits in these domains (Costa & McCrae, 1980a) makes it
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possible to compare studies using different instruments. The internal consistency,
retest reliability, and discriminant validity of these well-constructed objective personality tests also contribute to the conclusion that the dimensional continuity approach offers a sound empirical basis for the study of aging and personality.
What the dimensional continuity approach lacks, in the eyes of most researchers,
is any application. Having said that personality is stable, what more can be said?
Is there any future to research on personality and adult development, other than to
refute or confirm, to qualify or delimit l'-e central claim of stability?
In fact, there are a number of i, irtant directions for future research. Elsewhere (Costa & McCrae, 1980a) we have argued that one such direction is the
search for an explanation of personality stability. Little is known about the mechanisms which maintain characteristic levels of various dispositions, although a number of theoretically relevant possibilities can be cited, from genetics to self-image.
The institutionalization of the self in the into - locking obligations and expectalons
of the life structure is doubtless another source of personality stability.
This chapter, however, is directed' at another way in which personality and aging
can fruitfully be studied. Here we will argue that the enduring dimensions of personality can be viewed as a framework for understanding the life course of the aging
person. Rather than taking personality as the dependent variable to be understood
in terms of age, or stage in some career, we view personality dimensions as independent variables which function jointly with age and stage to influence some of
the outcomes of life. In looking for these interrelations of personality and the life
course, we will te following in the tradition of major personality theorists like Murray (1938) who held that the phenomenon to be explained is not a single process
or specific behavior, but the complete life of the individual (White, 1963).

THE LIFE COURSE AS A FUNCTION
OF AGE AND PERSONALITY
Life-span developmentalists share a concern for the course of life as a major element in their theories and research. They differ, however, in their goals. Some researchers are primarily interested in psychological or biological processes and view
aging as a quasi manipulation, the effects of which may help elucidate the mechanisms underlying the process. Sociologists (e.g., Elder & Rockwell, 1974) take social, historical, and devJopmental "ages" into account in attempting to understand
career development or such social phenomena as the unwed mother. Personality
researchers have historically considered their primary concern to be an understanding of the whole person, both at a given time and across the life span; and some,
like Erikson (1962), have written biographies. The relevance of enduring personality dispositions to the work of life-span developmentalists will necessarily vary
with their goals. Our purpose here is to describe one of the several approaches to
the study of the life span, the approach we find valuable for the study of aging and
personality.

Determipants of the Life Course

It is possible to view a person's life in cross section and to describe what Levinson
et al. have called a "life structure." At any given time the life structure can be de-
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scribed in terms of occupational, social, and family roles; intimate, personal, and
professional relationships; and the goals, values, motives, and memories which constitute the inner aspect of the life structure. One of the tasks of the individual is to
manage all these elements at one time, to avoid role conflict, and to accommodate
all the intrapsychic needs, values, and preferred styles. Murray and Kluckhohn
(1953) refer to this process as "scheduling."
Viewed longitudinally, the sequence of any one of these elements is often called
a career, and it is possible to speak of social, leisure time, or family as well as occupational careers. From the psychological side, Murray calls these temporal sequences "serials." Taken as a whole, the more-or-less coherent progress of all these
aspects of life can be called a "life course," which is the proper subject of a complete biography.

The life-span developmentalist is likely to view the life course as a series of
which are shaped by the succession of age-related roles prescribed by the
culture, by the biological and cognitive. development of the individual, and by the
particular historical events, shared and idiosyncratic, that define the context in
which the individual ages. The choice of retirement, for example, can be seen to be
influenced by social policies of mandatory retirement, by the physical health of the
changes

individual, and by prevailing economic conditions. As an element in the life course,
retirement then influences a host of other events and provides the individual with
new choices for the use of leisure time, new residence, and so on.
By and large, developmentalists have concentrated on the explanation for changes
in the life course and have given less thought to factors which provide continuity.
For the individual, however, continuity is as important as change, for it provides
the basis for a sense of identity. A number of sources of continuity in the life course
can be easily recognized. The social structures of the family and social class provide
an enduring set of opportunities and expectations while biological and cognitive
abilities of the individual set certain stable limits to achievement. This chapter will
argue that the stability of dimensions of personality is yet anther powerful source
of continuity in the life course of the individual, although it has been perhaps less
widely recognized as such by life-span theorists.
Both continuity and ordered change are necessary for the smooth functioning of
society, and mechanisms for preserving continuity (such as marriage contracts and
seniority systems) have been institutionalized. But the student of personality must

also point out that much of life's continuity is the result of the individual's own
action. Most people have considerable say in the shaping of their own lives, and
the successful management of the life structure at any one time depends on a history of preparation and planning. In making these decisions, one of the major considerations of the individual is his or her own personality dispositions. Indeed, if
personality were not stable, our abiiity to make wise choices about our future lives
would be severely limited.

Personality and Critical Life Choices

The statement that personality and the life course are "interrelated" means that
there are a number of phenomena that are best explained in terms of both conceptions jointly. In Runyan's (1980) terms, we could say that personality influences the
state of the individual at any given stage. Some of the examples whic!' we will provide are obvious on reflection, and some are empirical discoveries. It is also rela-
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tively easy to generate speculations about possible relations to be confirmed or
disconfirmed by research. For this reason, we believe this to be a fruitful model for
developmental research.
Perhaps the most obvious example of the interaction of aging and personality is
to be found in the transitions of the life course. On the basis of biological capacity
and social requirements, cultures have dictated that certain roles must be adopted
or given up at certain times. Young adults are expected to marry, begin a family,

and take up an occupation. Middle-aged persons are supposed to sustain their
families and advance their careers. Older individuals, at least until recently, were
expected to step down from positions of responsibility and adapt gracefully to a
period of relative inactivity. But at each transition there is also choice, and in a
culture like ours, where the individual is given wide latitude in the choice of roles,
the role of choice becomes more central in the shaping of the life course.
Most individuals start a career in their 20s. But what determines the selection
of a particular occupation? Intelligence, education, social class, role models, and a
large element of chance go into the choice, but so do personality dispositions. Holland (1966) has developed a theory of occupational development based on per-

sonality types, and scales of oca tonal interest' are known to correlate with
dimensions of personality, particularly extraversion (Costa, Fozard, & McCrae,
1977). Young people may not know the professions most suited to their temperaments, but if they 'have made a mistake, they soon discover it. The period of occupatiunal adjustment in the 20s is in part a period of self-discovery in which the
tastes, interests, and capacities of the individual become more apparent to him or
her, The introvert does not last long as a door-to-door salesperson and is not likely
to try that line of work again.
Recently, attention has been drawn to the phenomenon of midlife career shifts
(Clopton, 1973). To the extent that these changes are voluntary, they highlight the
proactive choice of the individual in shaping the life course. From the viewpoint of
personality stability, we might form two hypotheses about the kinds of people who
would choose a new career. First, we would expect that individuals whose initial

career choice was incompatible with their temperament would be most likely to
change, in an attempt to find a more satisfying occupation. There is some evidence
from the study of vocational interests that this process does occur (Strong, 1955).
Second, we might hypothesize that the need for change or variety is greater in some
individuals and that after a number of years in a particular field, they might want
to move on. Our own research provides some data consistent w'th this hypothesis
(Costa & McCrae, 1978). Men who had changed their lane of work in the previous
10 years were significantly higher in openness to experience than those who had
not. It is possible, of course, that the change in vocation led to higher openness instead of the other way around, and longitudinal research is currently in progress
which would allow an assessment of that alternative.
Both vocational counseling and industrial selection have capitalized on the association between personality and occupation in the use of interest and attitude scales.

Less attention has been paid to the role of personality in determining the use of
time after retirement, although there is every reason to believe that personality
should figure prominently. Freed from the necessity of working,, the older person
can spend time as he or she wishes, and an even clearer expression of individual
temperament should result.
The continuity of abilities, interests, and values into old age can result in a con-
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tinuity of activities. Havighurst et al. (1979) report a study on the postretirement
publications of a group of scientists. They find clear evidence that retirement per se
has little effect and that there is a pattern of continuity between productivity before
and after the event. Despite major changes in social-role requirements, the majority
of their subjects continued to publish at about the same rate.
Scientists, however, belong to a rather small group who can, if they desire, continue to work after formal retirement. For most people, retirement is a source of
discontinuity, but is also an opportunity to do other things which may have been
impossible before. Sociologists have dealt extensively with the variables which affect the age of retirement, including health, income, and job satisfaction. But relatively little research has gone into a specification of the determinants of how retired
people employ their own leisure. What kinds of people travel? What kinds retire to
a farm? Who joins senior citizen clubs? Who becomes a burden on the local health
clinic? Who goes back to college? Any complete theory of aging :nd the life course
must surely address these questions, and it is probable that stable personality traits
will be one of the explanatory factors.
Personality and Adaptation

In addition to the choice of roles and relationships, personality influences adjustment to the circumstanceschosen or notin which the individual finds himself.
Any clinical psychologist or psychiatrist who has taken life histories knows that the
maladjusted adult typically shows a lifelong pattern of poor adaptation. Prospective
studies from deviant children confirm this impression (Robins, 1966), as do recidivism rates for treated patients of all kinds (Moss & Susman, 1980).

Research on the "midlife crisis," also, is instructive here (Costa & McCrae,
1978). A series of questions was asked which addressed the characteristics and
concerns of men in the middle portion of their lives: questions about marital satisfaction, declining power and potency, career fulfillment, and problems with children and with aging parents. Although there was no evidence that individuals
scoring high on this checklist of problems clustered at any particular age within
the range from 30 to 60, there was a strong association (r = .51) with concurrent
measures of neuroticism. Further, personality scales measuring neuroticism 10
years earlier showed a highly significant predictive correlation. Those individuals
with a history of neurotic traits were most likely to suffer during midlife the complaints identified as constituting a midlife crisis. In a similar vein, Lowenthal and
Chiriboga (1972) have reported that most women do not experience unhappiness
in the "empty nest" period and that those who do have a preexisting history of maladjustment.

The 40-year longitudinal findings of Maas and Kuypers (1974) give a similar
impression with regard to old age. They argue that "old age does not usher in or introduce decremental psychological processes. Rather, old age may demonstrate, in
perhaps exacerbated forms, problems that have long-term antecedents" (p. 203).
Research on health complaints (Costa & McCrae, 1980b) similarly finds no longitudinal increase in symptoms for most body systems, but more neurotic individuals
of all ages report more physical problems. The same pattern of invariant relations

between personality and outcome variables across the adult life span is seen in
stuates on psychological well-being or personal adjustment to aging (Costa, Mc-
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Crae, & Norris, 1980). Even death anxiety, which might be imagined to be most
relevant to older persons, shows little relation to age, but at all ages, it is the characteristically anxious person who shows fear of death (Kastenbaum & Costa, 1977).
Questions and Methods for Future Research

One of the chief obstacles to the study of lives is the sheer quantity of information
which must be synthesized in order to make sense of the subject. Biographers adopt
some implicit framework, and their task is simplified by the fact that they treat one
individual and are allowed post hoc and idiographic interpretations. The life-span
developmentalist who desires a scl,ntific theory of the course of human life likewise
must account for the similarities and differences of all people. Clearly some organizing principle is necessary, and the continuity of personality dimensions might well
provide this principle and form a better basis for an understanding of the life course.
Some empirical observations can be profitably understood in this framework, but
the extent and limits of the approach nre unknown. For the researcher interested in
exploring the life course from the viewpoint of the individual, we suggest such
questions as these: How do the lives of introverts differ from the lives of extraverts?
Wh:ch aspects of the life structure are influenced by openness to experience? Does
neuroticism or the poor coping styles associated with it interfere in the individual's
ability to make effective schedules and serials to order and plan a life? What role
do personality dispositions play in adapting to stressful life events?
Another difficulty in the study of lives is the time required to observe the phenomenon. Historical biography is one solution to this problem, as is the analysis
of personal documents covering an extended time (Allport, 1965). Prospective
longitudinal studies are invaluable for the objectivity and pertinence of the data
they provide. But researchers should also utilize the retrospective account of the
individual as a source of data. Older persons in particular have a unique perspective on the life course, and through the process of reminiscence, many of them are
engaged in making sense of their own lives and of transmitting their insights to
others (Butler; 1963). Thus far, retrospective accounts and prospective longitudinal studies have shown substantial agreements in pointing to stability in personality and continuity in life course. The accumulated experience of older men and
women should be regarded as a scientific, as well as a social, resource.

CONCLUSIONS

Personality has usually been regarded as an outcome of living, thought to develop
or decline with age, or to metamorphose through different life stages. But objective personality data and clinical impressions find more stability than change in the
period of adulthood and old age.
This fact encourages a recasting of the fundamental question instead of asking
how personality is changed by aging, we now can ask how the life course is shaped
by enduring personality dispositions. The widely recognized and replicated dimensions of neuroticism, extraversion, and openness to experience provide a useful
framework in which to organize data on continuity and changes in the life structure.
Stable personality dimensions can help explain the choices which are required at
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certain age-related transition points, the maintenance of life-style across different
developmental periods, and the level of adaptation at all ages.
Universal developmental stages cannot account for the continuity of the life
course, just as enduring individual differences cannot account for all important life
changes. But a model that considers biological, cultural, and historical influences
on aging in conjunction with stable dimensions of personality offers promise as a
sound basis for an understanding of the life course.
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Constancy of Adult Personality
Structure in Males: Longitudinal,
Cross-sectional and
Times-of-Measurement Analyses'
Robert R. McCrae, PhD, Paul T. Costa, Jr., PhD,
and David Arenberg, PhD2
Constancy or change in adult personality organization can be assessed by comparing the factor
structure of personality Instruments at different ages. and some studies hate reported crosssectional
differences in structure. The present study compares the factor structure of the Guilford: Zimmerman
Temperament Survey scales longitudinally in three administrations 6 years apart and crosssectionally
in three age cohorts. Additional analyses compare first administration data collected in two successive
decades to test for sariation in structure resulting from cultural change oser that period. Subjects
were 769 male volunteers in tin Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging, aged 17 to 97 at the time of the
first -1-sOsistration. Three % arimaxrotated principal components were extracted In each of eight analyses.

Results show no systematk vidence of sarlation in structure In any of these groups. with coefficknts of
factor congruence ranging from .83 to .99. This longitudinally demonstrated invariance of personality
structure is discussed in terms of the implkat ions for the stability of personality organization throughout
the adult years and for the use of personality tests In elderly groups.
Key Words: Personality structure. Longitudinal. Factor analysis. Adult males, StahUity.

N recent years the issue of constancy or
I change
in personality through the adult portio- of the lifespan has become a major focus
of attention (Neugarten. 1977). Indeed, a central question which faces adult developmentalists is whether a stability, ordered change or
what Gergen (1977) calls an "aleatory change"
(chance) model best describes personality in

the adult years. Gergen notes a "general
antagonism toward the stability orientation.and some theorists (McCall, 1977) argue that
the study of development is necessarily the
study of change. Within a lifespan perspective, however, change in childhood and sta-

bility in adulthood may both be part of the
developmental course of a variable.
The stability position nas recently received

support from longitudinal studies (Costa &
McCrae, 1977: Costa et al., 1980) that show

that the relative standing of individuals on
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personality dimensions is fairly constant over
time. Howeser, test-retest correlational methods, by which the stability model can be tested,
incapable of demonstrating ordered

are

change. In contrast, longitudinal analyses of
the mean levels of personality varic"les may
give evidence of either constancy or ordered
change (e.g., maturational decline). Recent
longitudinal analyses using standard measures.

large samples, and extensive time intervals
concur in finding either small changes or no
changes at all in mean level3 of personality

traits (Costa & McCrae. 1978; Douglas &
Arenberg, 1978; Siegler et al., 1979). Neither
monotonic change with age nor the curvilinear
trends predictable from stage conceptions of
adult life ivere typically found in these studies.
A third way in which naaningful change in
personality can occur across the life-span involves reorganization in the relations among
traits, a change that could be assessed through

factor analysis. Qualitative changes in the
,-ganlzati.n of personality might be manifest
hanges in the number or composition of
s or dimensions of personality traits.
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Personality differentiation. a hallmark of
dcveiopment, may be seen in a larger number
of distinguishable factors. Different organiza-

tions of personality variables, different "syndromcs," may appear with agc, as traits takc
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altcrnatc mcasurcs of the component traits
wcrc cmploycd (Costa & McCrae, 1980).

Like the I6PF, the Guilford- Zimmerman
Temperament Survcy (GZTS) is a factor-

cance. A number of theoretical positions Ind

bascd personality questionnaire that has been
uscd extensivcly in research and counscling.
It is intended to mcasurc a varicty of normal

to thc expectation of such qualitative changes.

personality traits including cognitive, emo-

Jung's process of individuation postulates a
balancing of opposed tendencies that may
imply the attenuation of bipolar traits. Maddi's

tional, and interpersonal styles. A three-factor
structure of the 10 scales has been confirmed
in over 20 analyses (Guilford et al., 1976). In
one of these, using a sample of men age 20 to
60, Bending (1960) reported thc usual three

on new meanings or new functions and signifi-

(1976) activation theory proposes a continuing

process of differentiation and integration
throughout the life-span, and Neugarten's (1964)

concept of interiority involves "increased consistency and decreased complexity."
Changing factor structure would have meth-

factors, but he found that two scales, Emotional Stability and Masculinity, showed different factor loadings when factor structures
in 10-year cohorts were compared. Among

odological, as well as theoretical, implications for gerontologists. If major differences

20 and 30 year olds, both these scales formed

were found in the facto structure of standard

Health" factor. However, among 40 and 50
year olds, Emotional Stability loaded on a
"Social Activity" factor, whereas Masculinity
showed no high loadings on any of the three
factors. Bcndig speculated that these differences in structure were related to differences

personality tests in oldex samples, the use and
interpretation of the tests in these groups could
be challenged. Some tcsts, including the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF:
Cattell et al., 1970) and the Guilford- Zimmer-

man Temperament Survey (Guilford et al.,
1976), relied explicitly on factor analytic techniques in their development and require
age-invariance to maintain their "factorial validity." All tests must demonstrate their validity by consistent patterns of convergent and
divergent relations. If these relations show a
marked change with age the meaning of the

scales and perhaps the construct itself has
altered somehow. Essentially, all previous
work on test development (except that conducted on elderly samples) would be called
into qucstion for elderly populations, as would
all research that has employed these tests in
the study of aging.
Age-related differences in the factor structure of personality tests have been reported.
A cross-sectional examination (Costa & McCrae, 1976) of the cluster structure of the I6PF
showed age invariance in the first two clusters,
identified as Anxiety - adjustment (or Neuroti-

part of the "Friendliness"3 or "Emotional

in the mcan levels of the varia`:!es. particularly
Masculinity. He acknowledged, however, that

his cross-sectional study could not demonstrate that these differences resulted from
maturation.
Recent evidence on the relative constancy
of mcan level in the GZTS (Douglas & Arenberg, 1978) casts doubt on this interpretation
and makes a replication of the Bcndig findings

timcly. The present paper reexamines the
qucstion of age - related differences in the struc-

ture of personality cross - sectionally by comparing the factor structure of GZTS scales in

diffcrent cohorts and longitudinally by comparing thc first with the second and third administrations, 6 and 12 years
Schaie (1965) has argued that with the passage of historical time, cultural changes may

alter the stimulus value of test items; tests
may become "dated." This reasoning, applied

to critiques of conventional longitudinal recism) and Extraversion. The composition of peated measures analyses, applies with equal
the third cluster, which was interpreted as force to structural considerations. In an atOpenness to Experience, appeared to show tempt to determine whether cultural changes
agc - related differences. Howe%er, this age related variation was not found in a longitudi-

affect the organization of personality variables,

nal replication (Costa & McCrae, 1977), nor
was there any evidence of age difference in

'Note that the label -Fnendlinet. appbcd either to the acak or (actor it
potentially nutica4ms. Indoidual% low on An scale ,how /tonic and un.
cooperatic interpersonal sqlet High worets arc not ho.ulc. hut nettha arc
they nctestanly warm 01 V.KlabIc In het, the COrttlation between the
769) to our tamptc
eV
Friendliness and Soetabibty scales st

the structure of Openness to Experience when

5: 3

0
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the present study also compares the factor
structurc of thc GZTS for mcn who first complctcd thc survey in thc 10 ycar periods bcforc
and aftcr July. 1%8.
METHOD

Subjects.
Participants in the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study arc a highly selcct, gcncrally healthy group of malt voluntccrs. 96%

white. 88% marricd. who havc agrccd to rcturn

for testing at fixcd intcrvals. The majority
(80%) work in. or are retired from. scientific.
professional. or managerial positions. Most
(93%) arc high school graduates, and 71% are
college graduates. Data in this paper arc from

responses of participants who entered the
study from late 1958 through 1978. At the time
of first administration of the GZTS. age ranged
from 17 to 97 (N = 769. mean = 49.8 years).

Second administration data were obtained
from 346 mcn aged 25 to 91 (mean = 57.6
years): third administration data wcrc from
171 men aged 33 to 86 (mean = 61.9 years).
Smaller sample sizes result from varying number of years in the study as well as death and

withdrawal from thc study. Subjects who re-

turned for second or third administration
tended to be higher than non-repeats in Emotional Stability. Objectivity. Friendliness and
Personal Relations, and lower in Ascendance
(Douglas & Arcnbcrg t t.78).

Each subject was given the
standard GZTS instructions individually and
Procedure.

completed the questionnaire during the rcmaindcr of his 3-lay visit to the Gerontology
Research Center. For each item. subjects

chose "Yes" or "No" or "?". Each scale
consists of 30 hems, but only "Yes" and "No"

responses contribute to the total score. A
measure was invalidated for any scale with
more than three "?" responses, a procedure
suggested by Guilford and Zimmerman (1949).

Subjects were readministcrcd the GZTS approximately every 6 years. Because of complications in scheduling, a few subjects took
the test two years in succession, or failed to
take the first retest but did take the second.
To maintain consistency of the time interval
and number of administrations, longitudinal
analyses are limited to subjects who took their
second GZTS 5.0 to 7.9 years after their first
(mean = 6.6 years). and to those who took

APPENDIX

their third GZTS 11.0 to 15.4 years after their
first (mean = 12.9 years).
Analyses.
Factor analysts wer performed on correlation matrices computed for
eight groups. Mixed longitudinal comparisons
are based on analyses of first administration
data from 769 mcn, second administration

data from a subset of the first group consisting of 346 mcn. and third administration
data from a furthcr subset of 171 mcn. Crosssectional comparisons arc based on first administration data fromthrcc age groups: young
(17 to 44. mean age = 34.4, N = 314): middlc
(45 to 59, mean age = 51.6, N Q 242): and old

(60-97, .ncan age = 70.4, N = 213). To assess possible structural differences molting
from time -of- measurement effects, the sample

was divided into two groups: 455 men who
first took the GZTS before July, 1968. (age
range = 17 to 83, mean = 52.1), and 314 mcn
who first took the GZTS after that date (age
range = 18 to 96, mean = 45.6). To avoid possible confounding with practice effects, these

analyses were limited to first administration
data. All factor analyses were restricted to
subjccts with valid scores on all I( GZTS
scales.
RESULTS

Both principal componcnts and principal
axes factor analyses wcrc examined. Three
factors had cigcnvalues greater than unity and
accounted for similar amounts of variance in

all tight analyses: 28.3% to 30.3% for the
first factor'. 20.8% to 22.6% for the second:
and 11.8% to 13.7% f the third. After varimax rotation comparison of the two methods of

factoring showed highly similar results. Only
the principal components solutions are presented. because these results are somewhat
clearer.
Table I shows factor loadings across analy-

ses of data from three administrations. threc
age groups. and two times-of-measurement.
The first factor. which might best be seen as a
general Ncuroticism factor. has been labeled

"Emotional Health" (Guilford et al.. 1976)
and the structure shown corresponds well
with other reported analysts. Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, Personal Relations. and Masculinity are consistent definers
f this factor: low Thoughtfulness is marginal.

The post-1968 analysis shows small contri-
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Table I. Factor Loadings for GZTS Scales Across Administrations.
Age Groups. and Times-of-Measurement
Longitudinal:
Administrations

CrossSectional:
Age Groups

Times-of
Measurement
Pre1968
Post1968

1st

2nd

3rd

17-45

46.59

60.97

(N . 769)

IN .. 346)

IN . 171)

IN t. 314)

IN . 242)

(N . 213)

IN . 455)

IN .314)

Factor I: Emotional Health vs Neuroticism
General Activity
Restraint
Ascendance

Sociability
Emotional Stability
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations
Masculinity

12

14

03

IS

06

16

10

16

28

18

16

22

27

23

23

33

07

09

13

07

09

01

06

13

22

17

12

22

16

21

12

32

73

73

72

67

76

73

76

69

86

84

8S

85

87

87

87

84

77

76

72

78

76

76

74

79

25

31

36

33

24

34

30

19

73

71

67

72

71

72

74

71

46

50

57

56

48

49

46

44

68

68

76

70

66

63

66

72

33

36

34

19

32

37

31

34

86

88

86

85

87

84

86

87

80

78

77

81

82

77

80

79

30

30

38

40

27

31

31

28

Factor II: Social Activity or Extraversion
General Actisity
Restraint
Ascendence
Sociability

Emotional Stability
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations
Masculinity

17

25

24

23

19

14

17

17

30

31

36

24

28

23

31

28

16

07

21

19

23

16

11

04

01

03

13

08

05

00

-II

06

14

01
12

01

14

09

06

Factor III: "Thinking Introersion"
General Activity
Restraint
Ascendence
Sociability

Emotional Stability
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Personal Relations
Masculinity

-.09

02

II

03

15

03

17

71

76

79

79

69

73

76

67

07

05

07

18

04

07

05

10

04
13
12

06
10

31

02

05

10

12
07

04

01

03

04

02
24
22

15

12

09
10
07

09
17
09
13

23

11

14

12

81

80

74

79

78

82

78

84

08

03

15

03

II

33

17

13

32

07
12

00

10

17

21

-44

10

07

Note: Varimaxrotated principal components. Decimal points omitted.

butions from Restraint and Sociability. No
differences appear between cohorts on the
loadings of the two scales Bendig found to
vary: Emotional Stability and Masculinity.
Both maintain similar loadings in all age
groups. The inclusion of low Masculinity
among the definers of Neuroticism is somewhat unusual; it may result either from the use
of an exclusively male sample or from the fact

that 10 of the 30 items in this scale concern

susceptibility to 'he emotions of fear and
disgust.

The pattern of General Activity, Ascendance, and Sociability, seen in the second factor
in all eight analyses, has been labeled "Social
Activity" by Guilford, but could also be identi-

fied as social Extraversion. Emotional Stability, low Restraint, and occasionally low
Friendliness show small contributions to this
factor.
The third factor has been designated "Thinking Introversion" by Guilford, but is not to be

confused with the Introversion-Extraversion
factors of Eysenck (1960) or Cattell (Cattell
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et al., 1970). Clearly composed of Restraint
and Thoughtfulness across all eight analyses,
it shows a small contribution from low Masculinity in some cases. On psychological grounds
the meaningfulness of the third factor is ques-

tionable. Typically, other personality tests
do not yield such a factor, nor do Guilford
et al. (1976) discuss any clinical significance
or counseling application of the factor. As a
measure of sensation-seeking or impulsivity,

Restraint may more properly belong in the
domain of Extraversion, and small but consistent negative loadings of Restraint on
the second factor are consistent with this
hypothesis.
Maturational changes in personality struc-

ture should appear in both longitudinal and
cross-sectional comparisons. As is clear from
Table 1, the major definers are the same at each

time and in each age group. Small variations
in loadings do occur, but they do not show a

clear direction or pattern replicated across
longitudinal and cross-sectional analyses.
To quantify these impressions of invariance,

coefficients of factor congruence (Gorsuch,
1974) were calculated between corresponding

Additional ant.:yses were conducted on

data from the second administration for subjects aged 25 to 45 (N = 60), 46 to 59 (N = 154),
and 60 to 91 (N = 132); and on data from the

third administration for subjects aged 33 to
62, (N = 84) and 63 to 86 (N = 87). In all five
analyses, three factors had eigenvalues above
1.0, and, despite small sample sizes, generally

similar structures were observed. These are
reflected in congruence coefficients (when
compared with the full first administration
solution) ranging from .96 to .99 for the
Neuroticism factor, .91 to .99 for the Extraversion factor, and .58 to .99 for the "Thinking
Introversion" factor.
Finally, in order to parallel traditional longi-

tudinal designs in which the same subjects
are tested on successive occasions, comparisons were made between different administra-

tions restricting subjects to those with elmplete data at all administrations. Although
the number of subjects meeting this qualification at all three administrations was relatively
small (N = 123), the same general pattern of
definers was replicated at each administration.
Only Masculinity varied somewhat, having a
larger loading on the "Thinking Introversion"

factors for administrations, age groups, and
times-of-measurement. Used with principal factor (.41) than on the Neuroticism factor
components, as they are here, these coeffi- (.25) in the first administration. On the second
cien"s are equivalent to the product moment and tilled administrations Masculinity was
correlations between factor scores. Table 2 clearly a definer of the first factor. When analygives the coefficients of congruence for corre- ses were conducted for the 324 subjects who
sponding factors. All coefficients are above .98 had complete data on both first and second
for the first two factors; for the third and small-

est factor, they range from .83 'o .98.

the corresponding factors across the two administrations were .99, .99, and .97.

Table 2. Coefficients of Congruence for
Corresponding Factors in Different
Administrations, Age Groups, and
Times-of-Measurement.

DISCUSSION

The invariance of factor structures in the
GZTS in the present sample is clearly evident.

Definers of factors stand out in each case

Factors

II

III

59

98

Admini,ations
First vs Second

98

First vs Third
Second vs Third

.99

99

83

.99

.99

.91

99

.99
98

.95

.99
99

99

.95

.99

.99

.93

Age Groups
Young vs Middle
Young vs Old

Middle vs Old
Times-o6Measurement
Pre vs Post-I968

5 ,1

administrations, coefficients of congruence for

.95

from the marginal elements that show slight
variations from one analysis to another. Despite aging, attrition, and possible practice
effects, the same pattern is seen at each administration. The only divergence from high factor

congruence is found in the case of the third
factor at the third administration, when a coefficient of .83 is obser.cri. Although this
slight structural variation could result somehow from repeated exposure to the test, it is
interpretated more simply as the result of
error in the smallest factor and smallest sample. The specific suggestion of Bendig that
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Emotional Stability and Masculinity should
vanish from the Emotional Health factor in
older cohorts is not supported either crosssectionally or longitudinally, and no other

cesses may or may not occur with age, but the
present results suggest that the structure or organization of personality dispositions is unaf-

difference or change emerges as a likely hypothesis for further verification.
Sociologically oriented developmentalists
(Riley, 1971) note the importance of social

Results confirming this conclusion with a

and historical change in the life of the individual, and time-of-measurement effects are
found in measures of attitudes and opinions
and occasionally in measures of personality
(Baltes & Nesselroade, 1972). But the basic
structure of personality traits appears to be
less subject to these influences. In the present
data, no meaningful difference can be seen
when comparing measurements before and
after 1968, yet the decades of the 1960s and
1970s are surely different enough to make a

fected by any such hypothesized changes.
somewhat different method have been reported

by Monge (1975), who found no difference in
the structure of semantic differential ratings of
the self-concept across the life span.
The accumulated body of evidence on stability of personality should not mean the end of
developmental interest in adult personality.
The present data came from a highly educated,
male sample, and generalizability of the results

to less select populations or to women has
yet to be demonstrated. If stability in personality were shown to be characteristic of all
adults, developmentalists could profitably
turn to the problem of identifying the mechan-

difference if the structure of the GZTS and
similar personality tests were particularly

isms by which dispositions are maintained
despite the biological, cognitive, and social

sensitive to historical and cultural shifts.

changes that aging indisputably brings. A succession of phenotypically different behaviors
may be needed at different ages to express the

The substantive results of these factor analyses are also noteworthy. As in analyses of the
I6PF (Cattell, 1973), the California Psychological Inventory (Mitchell & Pierce-Jones, 1960),

and the Eysenck Personality Inventory (Eysenck, 1960), the two largest factors can be
9entified as Neuroticism and Extraversion.
The invariance of structure in Neuroticism
and Extraversion is of particular importance,
because many of the personality variables of
adjustment, deinterest to gerontologists
fall
pression, anger, activity, vigor, zest
within these domains.
These results agree with other recent find-

same enduring disposition. The longitudinal
study of these behavioral changes seems to fit

various suggestions for developmental research (McCall, 1977).

From a practical point of view, gerontologists who employ personality measures should

be encouraged by evidence that standard
personality tests maintain the important psych-

ings of invariance in personality structure

ometric property of factorial validity when
used in older populations. As Lawton et al.
(1980) point out, elderly subjects present
special problems in the administration of
psychological tests because of cognitive.

across age groups (Costa & McCrae, 1980)
and favor the stability model for objectively
measured personality traits throughout adult-

sensory, and sometimes motivational deficits.
When such problems (if present) can be overcome by careful instructions and special pro-

hood, at least for males. Of course, a number of

cedures, the present data suggest that objective

other ways of defining personality and its or- tests can yield meaningful data even for subganization do not rely on the concepts and jects of advanced age.
measures of the trait approach adopted in this
study. Some of these emphasize not the dispositions' contents but the synthesizing and
integrating properties of personality, construed in terms such as ego functions, develop-

mental levels, or coping and adaptational
mecnanisms (Haan, 1977). In contrast to trait

models, these approaches focus more on
moment-to-moment processes Dy which ex-

periences are interpreted and actions are
guided. Changes in these functions or pro-
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Changes in Ventilation with Age
By ARTHUR NORRIS, I3.A., CHARLES MITTMAN, M.D. AND
NATHAN W. SHOCK, PH.D.

THE LARGE VARIATION in estimates of pulmonary ventilation may be
accounted for by voluntary alteration in breathing pattern, involuntary.
alteration secondary to emotional changes, age, sex, state of health and en-

vironmental factors such as altitude, humidity and smog. In addition, it is
conceivable that factors of selection of the lessened physical activity of institutional residents accounts for lower functional competence.
The well-known age differences in lung yolumes12 show that when body
size is taken into account, the total Inng capacity is not affected by age itself.

In old age, vital capacity (VC) is reduced and there is a complementary
increase in the residual volume (RV) of the lung. Maximum breathing capacity (MBC) is lower in older people. When the lung volumes of a sample
of active people residing at home were compared with a group of residents
of the Baltimore City Hospitals Old People's Home (after the elimination of
individuals with clinical signs of impairment of ventilatory function from

both groups), significant differences in VC, MBC and RV remained between the groups.3

Little attention is paid to ventilatory function unless it limits daily activity
or fails to maintain homeostasis. Even in the aged, the ventilation is adequate
to meet the metabolic demands of all ordinary activities.
Shock and Yiengst4 have shown that measurements of ventilation made
under basal conditions C,o not differ between young and old subjects. We

have noted that the ventilatory response to a standard exercise test was
greater during and following the exercise and persisted for a longer period
of time in the post-exercise period in older people.5,° This \\Piss true for wide

ranges of submaximal exercise levels and ages. Thus, the ventilation associated with a given amount of work was always greater in the older group
than in the young.°,7 These findings also pertained if ventilation was related to
oxygen uptake instead of work done.

Both Robinson in the U. S.° and Valentin and his associates in Germany°
have measured the maximum ventilatory response and maximum oxygen up-

take produced by exercise in young and old persons. The levels of work
performed by the older subjects were lower than those performed by the
young. The maximum oxygen uptake in the old (1.6 L./min.) %vere 50 per cent

of those found in the young (3.2 L. /min.) while the maximum ventilation
fou.sd in the old (75 L./min.) were 60 per cent of those found in the young
From the Gerontology Branch, National Wart Institute, National Institutes of Health,
PIIS, U. S. Department of Health. Education and Wilfare, Bethesda and Baltimore City
Hospitals, Baltimore, Md.
..
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(120 L./min.). Thus, even' under these conditions older persons had higher
ratios of ventilation to oxygen consumed than did the young.

One possible explanation for this decreased ventilatory efficiency is that
the distribution of inspired air is more uneven in older people. Bouhuyslo has
concluded that aging alone does not account for the observed impairment
of pulmonary gas distribution in elderly people. He suggested that the im-

pairment could be related to long-term effects of inhaled noxious agents.
It is our purpose here to re-examine this finding in a group of healthy people
who live in their own homes and to compare be ventilatory responses of this
group to those found in a group of residents of similar age in the Baltimore
City Hospitals Old People's Home. In addition, we will present the resulis of
serial measurements of ventilatory function made in the people residing at
home to assess age changes.
METHODS

Technics
Spirograms were measured with a 13.5 L. Collins spirometer and maximum

breathing capacities (MBC) with a 120 L. Collins spirometer.
Ventilation volumes were measured either with a 120 L. Collins spirometer and a stopwatch, or with a pair of 10 L. Krogh spirometers which filled
emptied alternately and sequentially?

Breathing rates were recorded from a pressure switch in the expired air
circuit or counted with a stopwatch during visual monitoring.
Nitrogen concentration curves were recorded during oxygen breathing with
a Med-Science nitrogen analyzer which sampled expired gas at the mouthpiece.

Subjects

Subjects were drawn from a group of 500 participants in the longitudinal
studies of aging in progress in our laboratories. All participants live in their
own homes and are members of an active, successful segment of the population cf the Washington-Baltimore area. The average level of education in the
group is remarkably high ( college plus 1 year of graduate training). This selfrecruiting group ranges in age from 20 through 102 years. Subjects are asted
in our laboratories for a 3-day period every 18 months. Expired minute volume
(VE), breathing rate (f), vital capacity (VC) and maximum breathing capacity
(MBC1 measurements made during the first 3-day series of tests are reported for 408 members of this group. Repeated measurements of MBC are
reported for 109 members of the group and initial analyses of nitrogen was'aout curves for 47 members of the group.
Subject selection was practiced only for the evaluation of the nitrogen
washout curves. Three participants were eliminated from the group of 50
who were tested. Two individuals had obstructive pulmonary disease and
another claimed a cigarette smoking rate of 5-6 packs per day.
Calculations

Analyses of the nitrogen washout curves were essentially those described
by Fowler, Cornish and Kety." However, as suggested by Lundin,'2 breath-
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Table 1.-Mean Values and Standard Deviations of the Distribution of Individual
Values for Minute Ventilation, Breathing Rate, Vital Capacity and Maximum

Breathing Capacity° by Age Decade Groups. Values for Minute

Ventilation Are Reduced to STPD; Vital Capacity and
Maximum Breathing Capacity Are Expressed in BTPS
Minute Volume
Age Group

(L/min.)

Breathing Rate

(breadths/min.)

Vital Capacity

(L.)

Breathing Capacity

(L./min.)
165.7
:..t.- 32.6

5.92

13.1

5.65

n = 13

± .83

± .8

± .84

30-39 yr.

6.21
-1: 1.00

14.7

4.96

146.7

± 2.5

= 1.18

-.k. 29.4

20-29 yr.

n =-: 70

40-49 yr.

6.31

14.6

4.82

139.1

n= 100

:4-1 1.09

±2.8

= .77

= 30.0

50-59 yr.

n = 93
60-69 yr.

n = 71
70-79 yr.

n = 55
80-89 yr.

n=8

6.21

14.6

4.49

127.8

-I.- .88

zt_- 2.5

= .70

-I.- 26.2

6.27

14.2

4.18

117.3

±1.25

±1.2

:1.-. .79

= 27.3

6.22

14.4

3.87

106.2

= .89

.1-_. 2.3

:t._- .67

-I.- 30.9

5.91

13.2

±2.63

=.6

3.38
=- .68

..:4-_. 32.1

75.5

°This table includes data from first visit tests only.

by-breath end tidal nitrogen concentration rather than mean expired nitrogen concentration was measured. The logarithm of nitrogen concentration for
each breath was plotted against number of breaths for each washout curve.
Curves were analyzed in terms of single or double exponential slopes. Standard

methods were used to compute various indices from the curves obtained.
These indices included the size and N2 washout rates of the compartments,
the apparent alveolar ventilation from slope analysis and the degree of uneven
ventilation as expressed by the pulmonary clearance delay percentage."

The lung clearance index (LCI) was calculated as the ratio of the total
amount of oxygen ventilated to reach a 2 per cent nitrogen concentration in
the expired air to the FRC.
Alveolar ventilation was calculated for age decade groups as follows:
=
VI: - D. S. (wt.) x f, where VA = alveolar ventilation, and D. S. (wt.) = an
approximation of dead space from body weight in pounds. The dead space approximation was suggested by Radford.13
Calculations of mean values, standard deviations and linear regression coefficients were performed according to methods described by Snedecor.14
RESULTS

Table I shows the mean values and standard deviations for N71.:, f, VC and
MBC for first-visit tests in 408 subjects. Differences between young and old

persons were found for VC and MBC but not for VI; and f. Regressions of
VC and MBC on age were 0.035 L. per year and 1.244 L./min. per year re-
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Table 2.--Calculated Alveolar Ventilations and Observed Minute Volumes° Are
Compared by Age Decades for the Community Residing Participants in the
Longitudinal Studies (A) and a Group of Residents of the Baltimore
City Hospitals Old People's Home (B). Volumes Are Reduced

to L./min. STPD
No. of Subjects

Minute Volume

Age t.,roup

A

A

20-29 yr.
30-39 yr.
40-49 yr.
50-59 yr.
60-69 yr.
70-79 yr.
80-89 yr.

13

72
99
93
69
54
8

B

27
27
39
38
21

5.92
6.21
6.31
6.21
6.27
6.22
5.91

B

Alveolar Ventilation
A

3.64
3.C7

6.90
6.95

3.870

8.71

3.80
3.89
3.87

6.87
6.57

4.54
4.64
4.34
4.37
4.19

°This table includes data for first visit tests only

Table 3.-Mean Values by Age Decade Groups of Maximum Breathing Capacity
for Subjects Who Had Two or Three Measurements Made on Separate
Visits 18 Months Apart. MBC Measurements Are Expressed
as L./min. BTPS
Visit No.
Ago Group

20-29 yr.
30-39 yr.
40-49 yr.
50-59 yr.
60-69 yr.
70-79 yr.
80-89 yr.

2

3

124
119
106

196
161
150
135
127
113

160
147
140
132

6
10
20
24
23

105

21

70

85

90

5

1

177
139
130

-

No. of Subjects

spectively. The levels of regression curves at age 55 years were 4.53 L. for
VC and 129.1 L./min. for MBC.

Table 2 shows that when the present group of subjects (Group A) was
compared to the residents of the Old People's Home (Group B), there were
no age differences for VE or calculated VA within either group and that observed VE and calculated VA were significantly (p = <.001) higher for Group
B than for Group A.
When changes with time were sought by comparing measurements of VE,
f, VC and MBC, which were made on three different occasions (18 months
apart) in the same group of individuals, significant (p = <.001) differences
were found only between the first and second visits for MBC (shown in table
3). Group averages for the other measures were found to be quite similar from
visit to visit.

Nitrogen washout curves were analyzed for 47 individuals in Group A.
Single exponential curves c.mresponding to uniform lung ventilation were
found for four of these individuals. Significant (p = <.001) age differences
were found only for LCI. Table 4 gives the mean values, range of values and
standard deviation of the distribution for five age groups. The slope of re-
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Table 4.Mean Values, Range of Values and Standard Deviations of the
Distributions of Lung Clearance Index (LCI) by Age Croups
Age Croup

Mean Value

29-39 yr.
40-49 yr.
50-59 yr.
60-69 yr.
70-90 yr.

Standard

Range of Values

Deviation

7.91-11.04

9.17
13.66
12.06
12.87
14.86

1.02
3.20
2.02
2.20

1G.82-19.80

9.62-14.80
9.96-18.00
11.28-17.36

2.0z)

Number of
Subjects

7
7
11

12
10

Table 5.Comparison of Mean Values and Standard Errors of the Mean Values
of Functional Residual Capacity (FRC) between Data of Bouhuys
(1963) and the Present Study
llouhuYs

Age Group

24-34 yr.
35-44 y..
45-54 yr.
55-65 yr.

No. of
Subjects

Present Study
Mean and

Standard Error

19

2.67 z-

24

2.63 .---4: 0.13

22

2.93 :L.- 0.12
2.95 -1: 0.17

15

14

No. of
Subjects

Age Group

29-39 yr.
40-49 yr.
50-59 yr.
60-69 yr.
70-90 yr.

7
7
11

12
10

Mean and

Standard Error
3.12 Lk.- 0.14

2.62 ± 0.30
2.44 ± 0.17
2.69 :I: 0.21
129 r.1-_. 0.16

gression of LCI on age for the entire group was 0.107 units per year. The
level of the regression curve was E.42 LCI units at age 55 years.
Discussion

It is important to distinguish between age differences and age changes. Differences between two or more systems and changes within a system should

not be confused. We may not infer from the existence of a significant difference between a sample of young survivors and a sample of aged survivors
that the young group will exhibit changes of a direction and degree which
will make them like the aged group when they have survived a similar length
of time. Changes may be followed by making repeated measurements in an

individual or group. TWO relationships between age differences aid age
changes are demonstrated by the results reported here. In the case of VI, and
f, neither age differences nor age changes were observed. In the case of VC
and MBC, significant age differences were found while age changes were
not demonstrated over a 36-month interval.
As these measurements are continued over a longer period of time, changes
may appear. Possibly, after a period of stability of the function measured, an
abrupt change may occur. If such change can be detecte ' in an individual in
spite of a variability of the measurement, it may be re, lted to an accident,

disease incident, or another change in function. On the other hand, shwer
systematic changes ma) not be seen in a 36-month interval but may emerge
after many years of testing. Slower changes are consistent with the net loss
of a few cells each day or month or year from the organs concerned. In addition, a combination of abrupt and slower changes may be found.
The difference in basal ventilation between the group reported here and the
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group of residents of the Baltimore City Hospitals Old People's Home emphasizes the need to make repeated observations in individuals and groups
rather than to characterize age differences by comparing young persons with
old persons whose history cannot be determined with precision.
The MBC is a performance test which requires the intelligent cooperation
of the subject. The appropriate_ rate and volume for optimal performance by
an individual can be learned. We have assumed that this learning could be
accomplished during the explanation and three trials which were performed
on the first visit to the laboratory. However, the marked increase in average
performance between first and second visits casts doubt on this assumption.
We have no reason to believe that the participants practice the MBC test
between visits or just prior to a visit 18 months later and we prefer to suggest
that greater familiarity with the procedure and a more relaxed performance
result in higher scores on visits following the first.
The significant age differences in lung clearance index -.eported here agrees
with the results reported by Bouhuys.1° His average values, however, ranged
from 9.0 ± 0.2 in his youngest subjects (24-34 years old) to 10.0 ± 0.6 in his

oldest subjects (55-65 years old), and were lower than the values reported
here. This was a result of the higher values for functional residual capacity
(FRC) found by Bouhuys in his older subjects tha.i were found in the older
subjects of the present study (table 5). Bouhuys' values for FRC were as
high or higher than those we have reported for residents of the Baltimore City
Hospitals Old People's Home.2
It has been suggested that reduced compliance of the lung is an under-

lying factor in pulmonary changes found in advanced age.''" The larger
ventilatory response to submaximal exercisem which occurs in older people,
and the higher ratios of ventilation to oxygen consumed found in older persons
when maximum oxygen uptake is induced by exercise ° may be related to
age differences in ventilation reported here as well as to limitations of diffusing capacity for oxygen17 and limitation of blood flow" which have been
found in older people.
SUMMARY

Minute volume and breathing rate were found to be similar for young and
old persons in a group of 408 participants in a longitudinal study of aging.
Vital capacity and maximum breathing capacity decreased in the older participants. When 108 of the participants were tested a second and a third time,
18 months and 36 months after the first visit, no changes were found for any
age group excepting an increase in maximum breathing capacity between the
first and second visits in all age groups. Thus, age differences between young
and old individuals or groups of individuals do not necessarily predict changes

in the population sampled and certainly should not be used to anticipate
chr.nges in ether populations. There is a significant delay of nitrogen washout in older subjects as compared with younger subjects in a sub-group of 47
individuals from the population reported here.
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OSTEOARTHRITIS OF THE HAND: LONGITUDINAL STUDIES
CHRIS C. PLATO ANn ARTHUR H. NORRIS

Plato, C. C., and A. H. Norris (Gerontology Reze3rch Center, National Institute on Aging, Baltimore City Hospitals, Baltimore, MD 21224). Osteoarthritis
of the hand: Longitudinal studies. Am J Epldemlol 110:740-746, 1979.
Evaluation of the osteoarthritic grades of the hands of 478 participants of
the ongoing Baltimore Longitudinal Study suggests that: 1) Joint degeneration due to osteoarthritis is a relatively slow process. The maximum rate of
degeneration is seen in the distal interphalangeal joints where the average
increase is about 1 grade per individual in an interval of 12 to 16 years be-

tween visits in each age group. The rate of degeneration in the proximal
interphalangeal joints is much lower than that of the distal interphalangeal
joints. 2) The progress of the degeneration in the distal interphalangeal joints

of an individual (longitudinally evaluated) follows closely that which is observed at the population level (cross-sectional joint-digit study). That is, it is
directly related to the age and the interval between visits. This is not always
seen in the proximal interphalangeal joint data. 3) The rate of change in the
osteoarthritic grade of individual hands agrees closely with that of their distal
interphalangeal joints. This further supports the conclusions reached in a first
report that what has been referred to as osteoarthritic grade of the hand of an
individual may actually be the higher grade among the distal interphalangeal
joints.

aged; hand; joint diseases; joints; longitudinal studies; osteoarthritis; osteoarthropathy

The objective of this ongoing epi- ticipants in the Baltimore Longitudinal
demiologic investigation of osteoar- Study of the Gerontology Research Center
thritis of the hand is to determine the rate
of chat.ge in joint degeneration within different age groups.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The radiographs utilized in the longi-

(GRC) of the National Institute on Aging.

All participants were male Caucasians
between 21 and 97 years of age. They
were generally in good health, with above
average education and socioeconomic po-

sition. Over 85 per cent were college

tudinal study were of the left hand of par-

graduates in professional, technical and

Received for publication January 22. 1979. and in

more setere form.
non-affected or negative. os
teoart hrit lc grades 0 or I.
' From the Human Performance Section. Geron-

final form April 2. 1979.
Abbreviations: A. B. C. and D age groups 40.
40-54. 55 69. and 7.,70 years. respectively. DIL
and PHhighest osteoarthritic grade encountered
in. respectively. any of the 5 distal interphalangeal
joints of a given hand, any of the digital joints of a

given hand, and any of the 5 proximal interphalangeal joints of a given hand. PSI. prevalence

severity index. V.. initial visit. V,. V,. V,. V,
return visit 0 3. 4 7. 8 11. 12 16 years. respectively. after V,.. +. affected or positive. osteoarthritic
grades 2. 3. or 4: ++, deterioration from positive to

tology Research Center. National Institute on
Aging. National Institutes of Health. Baltimore City
Hospitals. Baltimore. MD 21224 reprint requests to
Dr. Platm.
The authors are indebted to Drs. Stanley M. Cam.

Ian Higgins. William M. Mikkelsun and Andrew
Poznanski. all from The tiniversny of Michigan. for
their invaluable suggestions during the course of
this investigation.

APPENDIX

OSTEOARTHRMS OF THE HAND

managerial positions. Details of the GRC

Grade

sample and the method of its ascertainment were described in the first article of
the series (1) as well as in a report by

0
1

2

319

Degree of involvement
None
Doubtful
Minimal
Moderate
Severe

Stone and Norris (2).
3
The longitudinal study of osteoarthritis
4
of the hand involved 478 participants who
had been radiographed at two or more vis- Grades 0 and 1 are considered normal ()
its. Since not all participants had the while joints scored 2, 3 or 4 are considered
same number of x-rays and the interval affected (+).
between successive x-rays was not always
The data on osteoarthritis in the distal

the same, certain adjustments had to be interphalangeal and proximal intermade. The visit at which the first x-ray phalangeal joints were recorded and
was taken, Vo, formed the basis of these evaluated separately using the DH,
adjustments. All subsequent radiographs and IH scores. The DH scores represent
of the same individual were grouped de- the highest osteoarthritic grade among
pending on the number of years that the five distal interphalangeal joints and
elapsed since the first visit. Group VI in- the
the highest grade among the four
cluded all x-rays taken within three (0-3) proximal interphalangeal joints plus the
years after Vo, with a mean interval of metacarpophalangeal joint of the thumb
2.28 years. Group V2 included the x-rays (1). The IH is the highest osteoarthritic
of each participant taken within 4-7 grade observed in any of the interphalanyears after his first x-ray, with a mean of geal or metacarpophalangeal joints of
5.85 years. Group V2 included x-rays re- the hand. The IH corresponds to the ospeated within 8-11 years after Vu, with a teoarthritic grade of the hand reported in
mean of 9.47 years. Radiographs in group the literature (3). The inclusion of joints
V4 were taken 12 to 16 years after the whose score was two or more grades

higher than the rest of the joints may

initial visit, with a mean interval of 13.45
years.
The participants were grouped into four
age groups according to their age at Vo.
Group A included 107 individuals below

pophalangeal joints is much less preva-

the age of 40, with a mean age of 33.2

lent and not as severe as in the inter-

years; group B was composed of 175 participants age 40 to 54, with a mean age of
46.9 years; group C included 129 participants age 55 to 69, with a mean age of 61.8
years; and group D consisted of 67 indi-

phalangeal joints, it was not included in
the present analysis.
All radiographs were evaluated by the

have resulted in an increase in the reporting of traumatic osteoarthritis cases.

Since osteoarthritis in the metacar-

same investigator, which eliminates

inter-investigator variability. Kellgren
viduals who were x-rayed for the first and Lawrence (4) reported 0.73 and 0.81
time at the age 3170 years or older, with a inter- and intra-observer correlation, remean age of 74.1 years.
spectively, for the distal interphalangeal

The x-rays were graded following the

joints. In this study, the intra-in-

standards suggested by Kellgren (3) vestigator variability was not calcuwhich are also described in our previous
report (1). Under this classification there
are five osteoarthritic grades or scores.
These grades, listed in ascending order of
severity, are:

lated. There were, however, 25 retrogres-

sive gradings (1.3 per cent of the 1989
longitudinal evaluations). Seventeen of
these involved discrepancies between
grades 1 and 0, seven between grades 2
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and 1 and two between grades 4 and 3. < V, values of tables 1 and 2 are also
The final grade in these cases was deter- presented in a series of graphs as shown
mined by re-examining the x-rays of both
visits.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

in figure 1.

In figure 1 the abscissa indicates the
four age groups, <40 (A), 40-54 (B),
55-69 (C) and 70+ years of age (D). The

The longitudinal increases in the readings along the solid (vertical) lines
grades of DH, PH, and IH are presented in indicate the per cent of individuals,
tables 1 and 2. These tables show the age
of the participants at the initial visit (V0)

within each age group, whose osteoarthritis grade was found to be higher (dete-

and indicate the osteoarthritic status of riorated) in visits VI, V, Va or V4 than
the same set of joints at V1, and at any of what it was at the initial visit, Vo. The
the subsequent visits (VI). When the data
under the heading "At Vu
At VI" are
taken toHether, code
+ indicates an
individual whose hand was found normal
(grades 0 or 1) at V11, but had becon,^ affected at any of the subsequent visits t V1).
Likewise, the code +
++ indicates a
participant whose x-ray was graded 2 or 3
(affected) at V1, and deteriorated further
(was given a higher grade) at VI. The V <
V, coda (the grade at V0 was lower than
that at VI) includes all participants whose
hand x-rays at any of the subsequent vis-

its were given higher osteoarthritie

readings along the broken lines indicate,
within each visit, the age distribution of
participants whose osteoarthritic grade
deteriorated frcm that of V11.

Between visits-within age groups. The
between visit-within age group changes
are distributed along the solid vertical
lints of figure 1. They show that, in all
joints, the longer the interval from tho
first examination (V the higher will be
the per cent of individuals whose osteoarthritic condition became worse. In the distal interphalangeal joints, DH, the rate of
change in different visit intervals is more

grades than those of their respective first
visits; this includes changes from grade 0
to grade 1 even though both are considered to be normal. The discussion of the

or less constant within each age group.
The main exception is seen in the wider
gap between the V2 and V:, among the
participants of the 70+ age group. In the
longitudinal study will be concerned proximal interphalangeal joints PH, the
mainly with the V1, < V, changes.
per cent of individuals showing a higher
The values in tables 1 and 2 shown grade than at Vo varies from visit to visit
under "No. at V0," give the number of in- within each age group. The Hi (highest
dividuals at V,, whose grade changed later osteoarthritic grade observed in the inas indicated under "Osteoarthritic terphalaugeal or motacarpophalangeal
status." Values under the headings "(7t, joints) within age distributions resembles
changed at V," and at "V;," "V3," "V1," those of the distal interphalangeal joints.
indicate the proportion of individuals
Between age groups- within visits. The
whose osteoarthritis status changed dur- between age group-within visit changes
ing the interval from V0 to V,, from V1, to are indicated along the broken lines in
V2, from V0 to Va, and from V1, to V,. In

figur' 1. In the distal interphalangeal

other words, the grades at V V:,
and
V, are compared to the grades of V,, and
not to the grades of each other. It should

joints, the rate of worsening of osteoarthritis wi..hin each visit interval (along
the broken lines) in eases steadily with

be noted here that participants whose age. The only exceptions to this trend are
x-rays were given a grade 4 at V,, were

the slight decreases in the percentages of

excluded from the k lgitudinal study V, and V2 in the 70+ age group. These exsince their grade could not change. The V.

548

ceptions are probably the result of a rarity

TABLE 1

Percent changes in higheat ustenarthrat4 htnans, an distal D11) interphalangeal Jo..tts front initial t tad to re-exabitnation at an subsequent tAsit t V,I.
0-3 years (17:Vd. 4-7 years (17 :V,), 8-11 years (V,,:V3), and 12-16 years later (17,,:174)
a.

Code and

years of
age at V.

V,;V,

V:V,

V:V,

V:V,

At V. -. At V,

No at V. - g changed at V,

No at V.- '4 changed at V:

No at Vo - % changed at V,

No. at V - % changed at V,

- -. +
A: . 40

4-` -- 4 4
Alit- V. < V,t

- -4 4
B:

40-54

C: 55-69

DH

Osteoarthritic
statust

+' -4 4. 4
All V., --. V:.

16
1

17
12
4

16

All` V -.. V,t

--+

D: 70+

-- 1-4All- V , V,t
..+

- -. +
E: All

+,- --. + +

All V < V,t

23.1

3

33.3
44.8

24.7
29.3

27

41

138

39.1

45

46
57

39.1

20

38.6
42.7

31

50.0
61.3

14

51

6..7

23

66.7
26.5
37.0

4

3

12

100.0
75.0
83.3

4

100.0
100.0
100.0

25.0
31.6
37.6

77
60
137

33.8
58.3
57.7

65
29
94

47.7
72.4
71.3

8.3
25.0
25.0

97

6

4

26

65

0
25.0
33.3

2

+' - -+

36.8
0
60.0

7.7
0
27.5

0
0
5.9

4

69

103

3

66.7

12

13

15.4

34

16

25.0

46

33
22
55

9.1
18.2

223

20 0

356

136

" Does not include grade 4 at V.

t Includes changes from 0 to 1.
# +, positive: + - + +, deterioration from positive to more severe form.
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29

18

8

22.2
50.0
53.3

19
1

20
36
11

47
9

1

44.4
63.6
70.2
77.8
78.6
78.3

TABLE 2

Per cent changes in highest osteoarthritic status in proximal (PH) interphalangealjoints from initial visit to re-examination at any subsequent visit t V,1:
0 -3 years (V,,:V d, 4 -7 years (V,,Vd, 8-11 years (V:Vd, and 12 -16 years later ( V:17 d
Code and

years of
age at V.

Osteoarthritic

statust
At V.-. At V,

--.+
A: - 40

+*

Ally V < V,t

--+

B: 40-54

+' - ++
All" V < Vi`

- -. +
C: 55-69

+"--++
AIF 1.7 < V,:

--+

D: 70+

E: All

PH
VotAr,

No at V.-. q changed at V,
17

0
17

No at V.
69

4.4

0

0

69

13
3
16

15.4
0

126

25.0

139

3
4
7

0

81

25.0
28.6

25

7

4-* - ++

8

All* V < Vet

15

- 4-

q cHnged at V,

0
0
11.8

0
12.5
13.3

40

5.0

+,...2. .1- .1.

15

All' V< V,t

55

13.3
18.2

13

106

No at V.
28

changed at V,

No at V

q changed at V,

10.7
0

19

1

21.7

29

44.8

20

65.0

14.3
7.7
28.1

41

43

32.6

4

0

46

22.0
20.0
47.8

47

53.2

40

42.5

15

14

14.3

54

50.0

8
23

46.7
37.5
56.5

4

5

23.5
20.0
37.7

1

28

32.1

7

19

6

47

31.6
38.3

13

42.9
50.0
46.2

304
57

16.1

116

27.6

21.1

26

23.1

81
14

361

31.0

142

47.9

95

* Does not include grade 4 at V.
t Includes changes from 0 to 1.
+, positive: +
+ +, deterioration from positive to more severe form.

"P

1

5

21.1
0

75.0
0
60.0
34.6
21.4
56.8
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FIGURE 1. Frequency per cent) of participants whose osteoarthritic grace in distal I DH), proximal (PH),
and all hand Joints IIH) was higher in subsequent visits I V1, V:, V,, or V.,) than that of their first visit i Vo) for
age group c40 years IA), 40 54 (B). 55-69 (C), and 70+ (D). Connections with broken lines show differences
between age groups within visits. Connections with solid lines show differences between visits within the
same age group.

of normal individuals who will eventually
become affected (0 ---* + type, since in the
older age group one sees mostly + -# ++
changes).
The above exceptions not withstanding,

the proximal interphalangeal joints 1, deteriorates less predictably with increasing visit interval from V,, and 2) shows a
rate of worsening of the condition which is

not related to the age of the individual.
the overall distribution of the DH fre- The reason for these differences is not
quencies suggests that in the distal inter- clear. It is possible that osteoarthritis in
phalangeal joints the progression of os- the distal interphalangeal joints is a proteoarthritic disease is positively related to gressively deteriorating condition due to
increasing age as well as to increasing biological factors associated with aging
visit interval from the initial examina- and is, therefore, unavoidable, while the
tion.

proximal joint osteoarthritis may be

The "within" visit distributions of the caused by extraneous factors whose effect
proximal interphalangeal joints, PH, are is increasing in terms of years of exposure
not associated with the changing age rather than biological age. The IH data
groups. In these joints the within visit per are im.1.uded in this figure as added
cent of individuals showing osteoarthritic proof of the conclusion of the joint-digit
worsening fluctuates indiscriminately or study (1) that what is universally referred
remains unchanged from one age group to to as the osteoarthritic grade of a hana is
the other. The IH distributions are again essentially the DH value.
A series of chi-square tests supported
similar to those of DH.
In summary, the data of figure 1 the above observations at the p < 0.01
suggest that 1) osteoarthritis of the distal level of significance. First, in all age
interphalangeal joints deteriorates pro- groups of DH, the longer the interval from
gressively with increasing intervals from V0 the higher (II < 0.01) was the number
the initial examination and 2) the rate of of individuals whose osteoarthritic condideterioration, is enhanced with increasing tion deteriorated. Second, in the PH comage. On the other hand, osteoarthritis of parisons, only in the younger age groups
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TABU: 3

Average joint and age specific increase in prevalenceseverdy index per iiidundual
from the first visit (V..0 to each of the other visits
Visitst

DH'

PIP

compared

Age groups§

Age groups§

from: to

V.,:V,

V:V,
V: V:,

VIV,

0.06
0.32
0.52
0.90

40-54

55-59

70

0.25
0.49
0.64
0.98

0.33
0.45
0.69
0.96

0.25
0.37
0.92
1.25

40
0.12
0.23
0.48
0.80

40-54

55-69

0.25
0.33
0.59
0.64

0.42
0.56
0.65

70,0.13
0.38
0.54

0.60

Highest usteoarthritic status in distal interphalangeal joints.
Highest osteoarthritic status in proximal interphalangeal joints.
t V V, V. V,: return visit 0-3, 4-7, 8-11, 12-16 years, respectively, after first visit Vd.
k Age at first visit.

(A and B) was there a significant deterio-

comparisons of Vo:V, at ages of 70 years

ration of osteoarthritis with the longer and older (see last row of table 3). In this

visit intervals.
The longitudinal aspect of osteoarthritic changes was also evaluated through
the prevalence-severity index, PSI, which
was introduced in the earlier study (1).
This was done by subtracting the actual
osteoarthritic score of V from that of the
V, visit. The results are summarized by
age groups in table 3. The row readings in
this table, from left to right, relate to specific visit intervals and show the average

case the disease progressed at an average

rate of 1.25 PSI (grade per individual)
within an interval of 12-16 years. This
value of PSI decreases with decreasing
age group and visit interval. Furthermore, the average rate of degeneration in
the distal joints (DH) is almost twice as
high as that of the proximal joints (PH).
This holds true for all visit intervals. The

PH rates of joint degeneration do not
seem to be affected by age. This is in con-

osteoarthritic grade .ncrease per indi- trast to what was seen in the distal joint
vidual in each age group. The column changes.
readings, from top to bottom, relate to individual age groups and give the average

osteoarthritic grade change per individual in each visit interval. The results
of table 3 agree closely with those of the
previous paragraphs, which dealt with
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Effect of Aging on the Cardiothoracic Ratio
of Men
JANE F. POTTER, MD. DARIUSH ELAHL PhD. JORDAN D. TOBIN. MD, and REUBIN ANDRES. MD

The potential usefulness of chest radiographs in the assessment of physical dimensions was
examined in 243 men (age range 20-95 years) who had been followed up for an average of 12.3
years. From 1.124 of these films, measurements of cardiac diameter (CD) and thoracic diameter (TD) were made, and the cardiothoracic ratio (CTR) was calculated. Cross-sectional age
differences were associated with a tendency toward increases in the CD and CTR throughout
the lifespans of the 243 men, regardless of the presence or absence of heart disease. The
thoracic diameter (TD) was greater in middle-aged than in young subjects. but less in the
oldest than in the middle-aged subjects. Cumulative percentage curves for the CTR showed
a shift to higher fiftieth to ninetieth percentile values with age. However, among the subjects

free of heart disease, only one (age 95) had a CTR exceeding 50 per cent. Longitudinal
analysis data agreed with the cross-sectional data. Forty-nine deceased subjects were
matched with living subjects of the same heart disease classifications. Increases in the CD
and CTR were predictive of death in the group with heart disease but not in the group
without identifiable heart disease. An increase in CD was not correlated with an increase in
systolic blood pressure. The decline in TD appeared to reflect a decline in rib-cage mobility
with aging.

Two kinds of errors can be made in interpretation
of laboratory results obtained for elderly patients. 1)

cent for 10 per cent of older men and 20 per cent of
older women. This suggests that the usual standard

for tests that do not show changes with normal

of normality does not apply after 65 ye.rs of age.
Although these studies excluded persons who bad

aging, a truly abnormal result may be misclassified
as normal on the incorrect assumptiG.i that normal
aging has induced the change; 2) for tests that do
show changes with normal aging, a normal result
may be misclassified as abnormal because of the
failure to appreciate that age-adjustment of normative criteria should have been applied. The studies

rep rted in this paper indicate that the cardiothoracic ratio (CTR) of men belongs in the former category, and that age-adjustment of the usual
standard of normality is not justified.
The cardiothoracic ratio (CTR) calculated from
radiographic data is an important clinical. measure
for assessing the normality of the heart. The usual
standard of normality is a CTR less than 50 per cent,
as first suggested by Danzert in a report of a study
that does not state the ages of the subjects. Crosssectional studies of persons more than 65 years of
age,'" however, show CTR values exceeding
,er

overt heart disease, rigorous screening for heart disease was not done.
With aging, physiologic changes that might influ-

ence CTR occur in both cardiovascular and
thoracopulmonary systems. These changes are

1)

increased cardiac left ventricular mass resulting
from increased vascular resistance,' and 2) decreased chest wall compliance due to decreased
rib-cage mobility.6-8
The present study has examined the usual standard of normality for CTR in a group of old mi.n who
had undergone careful screening for the presence of
heart disease. They had been followed with serial

radiographic chest examinations that allowed determinations of both cross-sectional differences and
longitudinal changes in cardiac diameter (CD), and
thoracic diameter (TD), and the CTR.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Rece.ved from the Clinical Physiology Branch, Gerontology Research Conte. Natinnai Institute on Aging. National

Institutes of Health, PIS J S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Bethesda. and Baltimore City Hospitals,
Baltabore, Maryland Presented at the Xi! International Con-

gress of (...ronology, Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany. July 1981,

Subjects

All subjects were participants in the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA). Thk characteristics of this population have been reported previously.' Subjects spend two and a half days in the
Gerontology Research Center at 12-month to 24month intervals, uadergoing a variety of clinical,

i
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physiologic and psychologic tests. Standard 6-foot
posteroanterior chest radiographs were part of the
routine testing between 1958 and 1975. They provided the material for this study. Criteria for inclusion in this report were: 1) three or more technically
adequate radiographs; 2) eight years or more between first and last radiographic examinations; 3)

farction = 2 points, probable myocardial mf3rction
= 1 point
I) Post-exercise electrocardiogram (Master's twostep

the patient's age at the time of last radiographic

Subjects were also considered to be HD+ if: 1)
they were receiving digoxin with or without a di-

examination was either less than 50 or more than 60
years. All subjects more than 60 years old who met
the criteria were studied, and the youngest 60 sub-

or treadmill), a change from no S-T-J abnormality at
rest to S-T-J depression of 1.0 nun or more, and S-T

segment horizontal or downward sloping in any
leads I, II, aVf, VIV6 = 1 point

uretic for congestive heart failure or arrhythmias; 2)

jects less than 50 years old were used as a control

they had a history of hypertension, physical (S-4
gallop) and ECG signs of hypertensive cardiovas-

BLSA, 243 were selected in this manner. At the

cular disease; 3) mitral regurgitation was present; 4)
cardiomyopathy was present. Of the subjects more
than 60 years old, 89 were classified as HD+ and 94
as HD , and all subjects less than 50 years old were

group.
Of the total of 741 subjects enrolled by 1967 in the

time of their last visit, 183 subjects were 60 years of
age or older and 60 were less than 50 years old.

HD. The types and distribution of heart disease
were: 74 cases of coronary heart disease; seven
eases of digoxin treatment for arrhythmias or con-

Methods

gestive failure; four cases of hypertensive car-

A total of 1,124 radiographs were examined, an
average of 4.t; per subject (range, 3-8). The average
time span between first and last x-ray exam iration s
was 12.3 years (range, 8-21 years). Measurements
of CD and TD were made "blind" with respect to
the subject's age and the date of the examination.) "o

measure the CD, a line was drawn horizontal",
between the clavicles, and a second line (perpen-

dicular to the first) bisected the heart. Mea-

surements were made from the midline (perpen-

diovascular disease; two cases of mitra'regurgitation; and one case of cardiomyopathy.
Subjects also underwent anthropometric mea-

surements at most visits, which included measurements of chest circumference (greatest circumference at mid-inspiration). Blood pressure
measurements also were made under basal (early
morning, with the subject at rest) and casual (during the physician's examination) conditions at each
visit.

dicular line) to the points of greatest deviation of the
heart to the right dnd left, and the sum was taken as

Statistical Methods

the CD. The TD was measured from the internal

Each subject was represented only once in each
analysis. In cross-sectional analysis, this one value
was obtained at the time of the last visit, i.e., at the
subject's oldest age. In the longitudinal analyses of
changes in chest radiographic measurements (Fig.
1), the rate of change was computed as the slope of
the regression line for each subject on the basis of
three or more data points. The change in a variable
(delta variable) for a subject was obtained by subtraction of the last-visit datum from the first-visit

surfaces of ribs on the right and left sides superior to
the costal attachments of the diaphragm at the point
where the widtl oft t chest was greatest. Care was

taken to measure from the same rib on all radiographs from the same subject and to exclude radiographs that did not show the same depth of inspiration. Measurements were made to the nearest 0.01
cm and a series of randomly selected radiographs
were re-examined and observed to be reproducibly
measured to 0.1 cm. The cardiothoracic ratio (CTR)
was calculated as the ratio of CD to TD.
The medical history, physical examination, and a

standard 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) were
obtained for every subject at each visit. In addition,
an exercise test (Master's two-step or treadmill) was
performed by each patient when not clinically contraindicated. This evaluation served as the basis for

classifying most subjects as to whether they had
heart disease (HD+) or did not have heart disease
(HD). Most HD+ subjects had coronary heart disease, a diagnosis that was made when the score was
a total of 2 points or more according to the following
criteria:
A. Angina pectoris: definite history = 2 points, probable history = 1 point
B. Myocar,lial infarction: definite clinical evidence
2 points, probable clinical evidence -= 1 point
C. Resting electrocardiogram: definite myocardial in-

54

datum. Cumulative percentage frequencies were
calculated from the frequency distribution of CTRs
and drawn as cumulative percentage curves (Fig. 2).
In the mortality analysis, deceased sr " jects were
compared with matched survivors by performing a
t-test on the difference in mean slopes between the
two groups. Mean slopes were calculated from indi-

vidual slopes in eacn group after weighting the

slopes for variance 10 Cross-sectional differences
were assessed by the Student's t-test. Simple linear
correlations and regressions were used to assess the
relationships between variables.
RESULTS

The first part of the analysis concerned data at the
time of each subject's last visit and yielded, therefore, a cross-sectional view of the study population
at its oldest age. The CDs tended to be greater in
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Slime 1. Longitudinal analysis of changes in radiographic variables in subjects
with no evidence of heart disease. See
text for explanation of construction of the
line segments. Significances of slopes
were compared with deviation from zero.
< 0 005: "P < 0 025).
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the older age groups than in the younger control
group (Table 1). The TDs showed very little difference between the young group and the 60-69 year -old group but tended to decline in the two oldest groups compared with the young controls. The
result of higher CDs and lower TDs with aging was
a higher CTR in each successive age decade in both

HD (Fig. 3) and HD+ (Table 1) subjects. The distribution of CTR values by cumulative percentage
curves was shifted further to the right with each
successive age decade (Fig. 2) Of HD subjects,

none of those under 50 years of age had a CTR excm.ding 47 per cent, but only one of the older subjects (aged 95) had a CTR exceeding 50 per cent.
The effect of normal aging, i.e., in the absence of

detectable heart disease, on these variables is
shown in the longitudinal analysis of chest radiographic measurements. Changes in CD, TD, and

CTR (Fig. 1) generally followed the pattern
suggested by the cross-sectional results, i.e., increases in CD and CTR after 50 years of age and
decreases in TD in the oldest groups. Thf, line seg-

Figure 2. Distribution of carchothoracic
ratios in four age groups in subjects with
and subjects without heart disease.
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TABLE 1
Cross-sectional Age Differences in Cardiac Diameter, Thoracic Diameter, and Cardiothoracic Ratio
Age Range
(Years)

Men without heart
disease (n = 154)

Men

:th heart
disease (n = 89)

Mean Age at
Last Visit
(Years)

Cardiac Diameter (cm)
Mean :t se

Thoracic
Diameter (cm)
Mean x st.

Cardiothoracic
Ratio (7o)
Mean 2: SE

32-50 (n = 60)
60-69 (n = 32)
70-79 (n = 33)
80-95 (n = 29)

43
65
75
85

12.5 x 0.2

31.6 ± 0.2

13.3 -1- 0.21

13.4 x 0.21

31.8 0.3
31.4 .t 0.3

13.1 ± 0.3

30.2 -1- 0.31

43.4 -1- 0.91

60-69 (n = 29)
70-70 (n = 35)
80-91 (n = 25)

65
75

13.5 ± 0.21
13.9 x 0.21
13.9 x 0.31

31.4
31.3

43.1 =0.71

85

0.3
0.2
30.9 x 0.4

39.5
41.9

0.4
0.51

42.7x0.61

44.4 -1- 0.71

45.1 t 0.81

Statistical comparisons were made between the youngest group with no heart disease and the older groups with
and without heart disease: P < 0.05; IP < 0.005; 1P < 0.001.

ments in Figure 1 represent the rates of change in
individual age groups. The slopes of CD were positive (P < 0.025) for the three older age groups. The
slopes of TD were positive for controls and for the
first older group (P < 0.025), but were not significant in the next age group and negative in the oldest
group (P < 0.025). As a result, the slopes of CTR
were significantly positive in all three of the older
age groups. There seemed to be a discrepancy between cross-sectional and longitudinal results, in
that the CD was !owes in the 80-95-year-old HD-

older age groups. However, correlatic. by age decade to eliminate the confounding va.iable of age
failed to show a significant relationship betweensystolic blood pressure and either CD or CTR. The
anthropometrically measured chest circumference
(Table 2) showed trends with age similar to those
for the TD, i.e., a statistically significant decline in
the oldest subjects. The change in TD between the
first and last visits (delta TD) was correlated (P <
0.001) with the change (delta) in chest circumference between corresponding visits.

sectionally (not statistically significant) although
there was an increase longitudinally.
Cross-sectional mean values for systolic blood

Mortality Analysis

group than in the 70-79-year-old group cross-

Of the original 243 subjects, 49 had died by the
time this analysis was performed. Each of the 49

pressure (data not shown) tended to be higher in the

CARDIAC DIAMETER

co
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Figure 3. Cross-sectional differences in
cardiac diameter. thoracic diameter, and

carchothoracic ratio in four age group
without identifiable he:rt disease. The
cardiothoracic ratio increased with age as
a result of increasing cardiac diameter
and decreasing thoracic diameter.
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TABLE 2
Relationship beueen Anthropometricallymeasured Chest Circumference
and Radiographically Measured Thoracic Diameter

Chest
Mean Age at
Last Visit
(Years)

Circumference
at Last Visit
(cm)

43 (n = 53)
65 (n = 49)

101.0 m 1.0

Thoracic
Diameter
at Last Visit
(cm)

52)

99.0 :t 1.3
97.0 = 1.31

31.6 x 0.2
31.6 s 0.2
31.3 = 0.2

85 (n = 40)

93.0 = 1.1

30.3 = 0.2

74 (n

.1Chest

AThoracie

Circumference

Diameter

2.2
0.3

0.7

1.1

0.6
0.4

0.2
0.4

Cross-sectional comparisons were made between the young controls and the older subjects. P c 0.001, IP e. 0.05.
The correlation between changes (.I between first and last visit) in chest circumference and thoracic dtamete- ,,as significant; r = 0.43,P < 0.001.

deceased subjects was matched with a survivor in
the following categories: age, time of last visit, and
cardiovascular status: an additional item was the

time between the last visit and death or known

survival. A comparison of the mean slopes of CD
and CTR for the deceased subjects and the survivors
(Table 3' ..howed that the slopes for subjects dying
with known heart disease were significantly higher
than those for the survivors. However, for subjects

who died without evidence of heart disease, the
slopes were no different from those for matched
survivors.

DISCUSSION

The possible effect of normal aging changes on
the setting of normative standards for laboratory
procedures has at times been neglected. Standards
are sometimes set by an analysis of data from young
and middle-aged adults. The determination of normality is complicated in older subjects by the high

prevalence of disease states that could influence

test results.
Because age-related changes are known to occur
in both cardiovascular and thoracopulmonary systems, we examined the usual not native standard for
-the CTR and the changes in both CD and TD with
aging. Previous err csectional studies= -' showed
values for the CTR exceeding 50 per cent in normal
old age. In those studies, higher CTRs in old age
were explained by larger CDs in men and smaller

TDs in women of advanced age compared with
young controls.

The present study demonstrated that the usual
standard of normality for the CTR is indeed appropriate for older men, when those with heart disease
are carefully excluded. Our longitudinal study of

women was initiated too recently to allow us to
carry out a similar analysis. However, the usual
normative standard for the CTR may not apply to
older women, since Cowan has shown" in crosssectional studies that the CTR increases more
rapidly and reaches higher values for women than
for men, because of a greater reduction in TD.

A dis_repancy between cross-sectional and longitudinal results occurred in the oldest HD group,
in whom there was a cross-sectional decline in CD
and a positive Slope for CD longitudinally (Figs. 1
and 3). If the CD were decreasing with age, a negative slope would be expected in the longitudinal
line segments. Possible explanations for this discrepancy include: 1) selective mortality in subjects
with the largest hearts or, less likely, 2) a cohort
difference in which the oldest cohort had always
had smaller hearts than the younger cohort.
The stiffening of arterial walls with aging leads to
greater vascular resistance, higher systolic blood
pressure, and an increase in left ventricular work."
Autopsy' and echocardiographic studies" demonstrate an increase in left ventricular mass in normal
old age, which is attributed to increased vascular
resistance.' Since CD is a rough measure of left
ventricular mass, and systolic blood pressure reflects part of the change in vascular resistance, we
explored the relationship between these variables,
but found that they were not correlated. The failure
to find a relationship may result from the fact that
CD and systolic blood pressure are only rough approximations of left ventricular mass and vascular
resistance. A similar lack of correlation has been
observed between left ventricular wall thickness on
the echocardio,;ram and systolic blood pressure."

The reduction of TD with age is apparently

caused by a change in the mechanical properties of
the chest wall. In a previous study" it was shown
that expansion of the rib cage, measured as change

in chest circumference during inspiration, accounted for 39 per cent of the vital capacity in young

subjects but only 30 per cent in older subjects,
while abdominal wall and diaphragmatic movement

accounted for the remainder. Our study showed
significantly smaller chest circumferences in subjects of the 70-79-year and 80-95year age groups
than in the you.ig controls, and thus confirmed the

changes in TD measured on chest radiographs
(Table 2). As expected, th. changes .n chest ^ir-

cumference and TD between the first and last visits

were highly correlated (r = 0.43, P < 0.001). It

5,';
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TABLE 3
Analush

Change iu Cardiac 1)ittmeter

Charg ur Cardiothoraie Ratio*

(nun /l0 Years)
NO. or Deceased
Pairs
Croup

Men without

(%/10 Years)

MTh.

SH Mho(

Croup

si

5.

4.2

1.2 r. 0.8

6.7

0.3

6. r. 1.2

Survhor
Croup

Significance

Croup

*SS

2.0

2.2

0.001

1.8

0.1

t tit

Significance

0.2s 1.1

NS

heart disease

Nlen with

27

P

1.9

t).8

P

0.01

heart disease
1.0141.

49

COMIMOSOOS %%CM made loch% evil 22 deceased ,thee

%% Aunt apparent heart

and 22 matched %lir% ix ors.

Snitilarlj, 27 deceased snivels with heart disease were «mipared with 27 matched Nun
The changes are the means of the slopes computed for each of the four subject groups.

would appear that the reduction of TO obsersed on
chest radiographs is simply another measure of the
decline in rib-cage mobility with age.
A major advantage of a longitudinal study is the
ability to relate a measured variable prospectively

to outcome (death or disease). Cross-sectional
studies suggest that left ventricular mass increases

in normal old age.'2 However, in sue!' studies, a
detrimental effect of the increasing ventricular mass
cannot be excluded.
Although the CTR 'id not exceed the 50 per cent
cut-off point in the subjects without heart disease, it
is possible that subjects at the upper end of the distribution might still have a less favorable mortality
rate than those with smaller CTRs. In exploring the

relationship between increasing CD, CTR, and
death, we found that increasing CI) and CTR were
predictive of death in persons with heart disease
but not in persons free of heart disease (Table 3).
These results suggest that an increase in left ventricular mass occurs normally with aging, is not in-

dicative of underlying disease, and is not detri-Tntal to survival.
This prospective study has shown that the usual
normative standard for CTR (50 per cent) appears to
apply to older men. The CTR increases throughout
the Hestia!' as the result of an increase in CD after
50 years of age and a reduction of TD in advanced

old age. In persons without identifiable heart disease, an increase of the CD does not affect survival
adversely. The increase of CD with aging was not
explained by an increase in systolic blood pressure.

5

The decrease WE'D appears to be caused by .t decrease in rib-cage mobility with aging.
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Longitudinal Age Changes in Vigilance
Over an Eighteen Year Interval
Reginald E. Quilter, BSEE, Leonard M. Giambra, PhD,
and Pamela E. Benson, BS'
An I8-year longitudinal repeat of the Mackworth Clock vigilance experiment was conducteo. Skin
potential response late des (SPRL) and reaction times were taken from 33 men during the vigilance 1. sk.
The longitudinal change In this study reproduced the earlier cross-sectional relationship. The 51 to 69 year
olds showed faster reaction times, the 70 to 88 year olds showed slower reaction times and, the 70 .4 88 year
olds detected significantly fewer targets than when Id years younger. It was found that the greater the
reduction in the percentage of targets detected, the greater the increase in reaction time. The longitudinal
change noted in this study reflected previously determined c:oss-sectional SPRL effect. However, the SPRL
outcome was equivocated by a time-of-measurement effect. It was concluded that at about age 70 years a
noticeable reduction in vigilance performance occurs, and this is accompanied by a reduction in autonomic
and central nervous system reactivity.
Key Words: Macuworth Clock, Reactivity, Skin potential, Reap )nse latency, Reaction time

ANCE refers to a central process or state
VIGILVIGILANCE
the individual's readiness to respond

to specific, infrequent, and unpredictable events.
Readiness to respond may be indicated by latency in
voluntarily responding to the infrequent and unpredictable event (i.e., the signal or target), latency or

involuntary physiological responses such as the
skin potential response (SPRL), and by the proportion of signals or targets detected.
Surwillo and Quilter (1964, 1965) demonstrated
a slower SPRL in older ;ndividuals together with a
reduced proportion of signals or targets detected.
They also found that middle-aged individuals had
the fastest voluntary reaction trine to signals whereas younger and older individuals had slower reaction times. The slower SPRL has been taken as an

indication of the underarousal of the autonomic
nervous system. The reduced proportion of targets
detected may be viewed as underarousal or reduced
reactivity of the central nervous system. Indeed,
Mack worth (1968) has theorized that the decrement
in performance in the vigilance task used by Surwil-

lo and Quilter is the result of a decrease or disappearance of an arousal response (i.e., alpha
block), in the central nervous system. The reduced
vigilance performance of older individuals reported

by Surwillo and Quilter (1964, 1965) may be

viewed as an indication of both autonomic and
central nervous system underarousal. Surwillo and
Quilter used a cross-sectional design to demonstrate
a difference between individuals of different ages

This study investigated 18 year age changes
vigilance performance in the participants of tin.
Surwillo and Quilter study.
METHOD

Participants. The sample consisted of 33 men
from the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging.
At the second testing the age distribution was: 40 to
49 (n =
50 to 59 (n =
60 to 69 (t:
10), 70
to 79 (n = 9), 80 to 89 (n = 5), 90 to 91
=
All 33 men were included in correlational analyses.
Only 31 men were used in variance analyses; Table
I gives the age groupings used in these analyses.
Men with visual disturbances or impairment or disease associated with muscles used in the reaction
task were not tested.
Design.

Participants were first tested from

1962 to 1964; second testing occurred from 1980 to
1981. The longitudin.' interval ranged from 16.9 to
18.8 years (M = 17.8).
One question to be answered was whether each

group experiemed a longitudinal change from the
1962 to 1964 session to 1980 to 1981 session. The
IGerontoloty Research Center. National Institute on Aging. Baltimore City
Hospitals. Baltimore. MI) 21212.

answer was obtained, for Group I and Group 2
separately, t.

'ormining if the 1962 ti 1964 mean

5q9.=(''-;
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was significantly different from the 1980 to 1981
mean. A second question was whether the longitudinal changes for Groups I and 2 were different.
The rationale for this comparison was that the two
age groups were expected to show different or inverse longitudinal effects. The analysis was done

Procedure.
Each participant was given (a)
instruction and demonstration, (b) practice, and (c)

with a one way ANOVA between Groups 1 and 2 on

type seat with his legs in a horizontal position,

longitudinal change scores. A third question was

surrounded by a white curtain, accompanied only
by a faint, droning sound. The setting and procedure duplicated closely the original experimental

whether the cross-sectional age changes of this sub-

set of 1962 to 1964 participants were like those
observed by Surwillo and Quilter (1964, 1965); for
both the 1962 to 1964 data and the 1980 to 1981
data, The analysis was done by comparing Group 1
with Group 2 holding the date of testing constant. A

fourth question was whether there was anything
different about the 1962 to 1964 and 1980 to 1981
testing sessions. The 1980 to 1981 testing session

differed from the 1962 to 1964 testing session in
three ways: (a) it was 18 years later, (b) the task was

performed a second time, and (c) all participants
were 1G years older. Whereas age was an undesir-

able confound, it was decided to hold age to a
constant interval, 51 to 69 years. The analysis consisted of comparing, for 51 to 69 year olds only, the
mean score in 1962 to 1964 with the mean score in
1980 to 1981. A significant difference indicated a
data of testing effect. The resultant implication was
that the two testing sessions were not comparable
directly and any longitudinal effects might be spurious.

Apparatus.
Mackworth's Clock-Test was used.
The clock was a metal box with a plain white face

and a single black pointer that moved in 100 discrete steps around the face. Each step occurred after

a I-sec interval. During the Ihour test period the
pointer made 23 aberrant movements (i.e., double
jumps) at long and irregular intervals. The double
jumps were the targets. See Surwillo and Quilter
(1964, 1965) for a complete description.

testing. It was the task of each participant to tr spond as ouickly as possible when a target occurred. During the entire period of mor: than I hour
the participant was seated comfortably in a bucket-

situation (i.e., no changes were permitted that
might affect performance). For example, participants performed the task at the same time of the day

as in 1962 to 1964. For a detjled procedural description see Surwillo and Quilter (1964, 1965).

Electrophysiological recording.
Beckman
Ag-AgCI electrodes were used. The design of the
original electrode cups was modified to accept the
Beckman electrodes so that the same skin surface
area was measured. Electrode placement, SPIZI.
recording procedures, and latency measurements

followed that described in Surwillo and Quilter
(1964, 1965).

RESULTS

The participants were divided into two cohort
groups determined by age at second testing. The
age interval was set at 18 years, so that the longitu-

dinal interval and dr. cross-sectional interval were
nearly identical, to make for ready comparison of
longitudinal and cross-sectional effects. The age
intervals, sample size, means and standard deviations for the dependent measures for cohort Groups
I and 2 at both dates of testing are given in Table I.
Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were carried out,
using transformed scores, for cross-sectional, longitudinal, and time-of-testing effects for all three
dependent measures. The transformations used
were those suggested by Winer (1971); for propor-

Table I. Means of Each Dependent Measure for Each Cohort at Each Date of Testing

Cohort

Group I

Group 2

17

14

Reaction time of

Skin potential

detected targets

(millisec)

response latency
(sec)

520 (157)
493 (163)

1.76 (.26)
1.98 (.18)

Detected targets

Age

Dates of
testing

(%)

33.51

1962.64

51.69

1980.81

70.59 (19,35)
71.10 (18.95)

51.69
70.88

1962.64
1980 ;1

77.02 (10.98)
57.76 (20.21)

466 (113)
574 (195)

1.85 (.29)
2.17 (,45)

Vote; Standard deviations in parentheses.
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tions or percentages the arcsin transformation was
used and for time measures the :og transformation
was used.

Vigilance.
The number of targets detected by
each man was determined and converted to a percentage. A significant difference the longitudinal
change occurred between the two cohort groups
with Group 2 detecting 19% fewer targets in 1980 to
1981 than in 1962 to 1964; Group 1 detected the

same percentage of targets in 1980 to 1981 and

1962 to 1964, F (1,29) = 4.30, p < .05, w2 =
.0964. For Group 2 the 19% fewer targets detected

was significantly different from a zero change
hypothesis indicating an 18 -year longitudinal reduction for 70 to 88 year olds, F (1,13) = 6.86,p <
.05, 0,2 = .1730.
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zero. The differece in the longitudinal change betwccn Groups I and 2 was not statistically significant. Also, for SI to 69 ycar olds the time of testing
effect was sign:hear,: F(1,30) = 5.15, p < .05, w
= .1152; the latencies for Group 1 in 1980 to 1981
were longer than for Group 2 in 1962 to 1964. An
additional group of 17 men 51 to 69 years of age
performed the Mackworth Clock task. These men
had not previously performed this task. The mean
latency for this nonrepeat 1980 to 1981 cohort was
1.83, and its standard deviation was .19. When the
mcan of this nonrcpest cohort was compared with
mean of the repeat 1980 to 1981 cohort, the nonrepeat mean was significantly smaller; for transformed latencies, F (1.32) = 4.35, p < .05, w2 =
.0896. When the mean of the 51 to 69 year olds

tested in 1962 to 1964 was compared with this
nonrepeat group it was not significantly different, F

(1,29) = .51, p < .05. This indicates that the
Reaction time.
Surwillo and Quilter (1965)
found that the middle-aged group was faster than

cithc. the young or the old groups which were

time-of-measurement effect was confined to the
longitudinally retested men.
DISCUSSION

equally slow; the difference was statistically signifi-

As measured by the percentage of targets de-

cant. I 'tie current study the 70 to 88 year olds
showed significantly slower reaction time than
when 18 years younger, F (1,13) = 8.40, p < .05,

tected, this study found an age-linked decrement in
vigilance performance both within and between in-

(4)2 = .2090. The longitudinal change was not significantly different for the two cohort groups, .05 <
p < JO. The cross - sectional differences were not

significant but 3howed the relationship found by
Surwillo anti Quiltcr (1965). The correlation between number of detected targets and reaction time
was not significant at either time of testing and also
when considered for ens: cohort group separately.

A significant correlation, r =

.40, p < .05,

occurred between the longitudina! change in the
number of targets detected and the longitudinal
change in the mean reaction time for those targcts
the greater the reduction in targets detected, the
greater the increase in reaction time. This inverse
relationship continued when each cohort group was
considered separately.

SPRL.
There were nonsignificant crosssectional age effects at each time of measurement.

Surwillo and Quilter (1965) found a significant
cross-sectional age effect where the old group had a

longer latency than the young and middle-aged
groups which had identical latencies. The longitu-

dividuals. Furthermore, this performance decrement seems to manifest itself beginnin- at age 70
years. The finding of Surwillo and Quilter (1964,
1965) that the middle-aged group had a significantly faster voluntary reaction time to the targets
was replicated longitudinally in this study.
For SPRL the middle-age to old-age increment
was .14 sec longer than the young to middle-age
increment but, the difference was not significant.
However, both age groups had longer latencies 13
years later. It was demonstrated that the longer SPR
latencies of the 1980 to 1981 testing for Groups I

and 2 wcre confined to participants previously
tested in 1962 to 1964 and was not simply the result
of testing in 1980 to 1981. This pattern of outcomes
might be accounted for because (a) Groups I and 2
actually experienced 18 -year decrements in arousal
or (b) previous experience on the Mackworth Clock

task, even if it occurred 18 years ago, produces a
relaxation of vigilance on subsequent exposures to
the task. The consequences of relaxation in terms of
detected targets seem to have been absent for Group
I but not Group 2. A study is presently being carried

.3948, and Group 2, F (1,13) = 11.12, (4)2 =

out that is examining the effect of Mackworth Clock
experience on vigilance (SPRL) level.
In summary, as measured by success in detecting
targets and by increased reaction time in responding

.2654, were significantly, p < .01, different from

to detected targets, this study demonstrated that

dinal changes for Group 1, F(1,16) = 23.18, (4)2 =
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previously obtained decrements in vigilanct in
those 70 years and older can be replicated within
individuals who mature to that decade.
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Temperamental Predictors of Longitudinal Change in
performance on the Benton Revised Visual Retention
Test Among Seventy-Year-Old Men:
An Exploratory Study
Elizabeth A. Robertson-Tchabo,1
David Arenberg, 2 and Paul T. Costa, Jr.2

"Cognition" refers to the processes by which sensory input is
transformed, reduced, elaborated, stored, and retrieved. Essential to
any theory of cognition is a consideration of the ways in which an
individual makes use of pact experiences and past reactions to increase
his mastery in achieving and utilizing knowledge (Bartlett, 1932).
Like many concepts in everyday use, cognitive functioning causes no
problems in common usage but ceases to be straightforward when , jected
to critical inspection. The study of aging and cognitive funct .4.ing has
followed, not surprisingly, a number of independent traditions in the
psychology of cognition. One way to study cognitive functioning is to
consider general intellectual functioning as measured by standardized
psychometric tests of intelligence. Another approach, following the
Ebbinghaus tradition, has been concerned almost exclusively with the
acquisition (learning) and retention (memory) of verbal information as
demonstrated in paired-associate or serial-learning tasks or in free
recall.
The tradition has been to separate the study of verbal memory
from the study of nonverbal activities. Others (e.g., Solyom and Barik,
1965) have studied simple conditioning or the learning of psychomotor
skills, usually without reference to verbal learning (Welford, 1958). A
further complicating factor in the study of learning and memory is that
the processes involved are extremely complex. New information must be
registered, stored, and retrieved when necessary. Any observed decline
in performance with increasing age could be due to a failure in any of
these processes, and many experimental psychologists would prefer to
subdivide each process even further.
Studies of aging and cognitive functioning consist almost entirely
of cross-sectional research designs. In such investigations, rwo or more
adult age groups of different individuals born at different times are
compared on some performance measure. A longitudinal design measures
changes i., performance in the same individual with increasing age. The
cross-sectional approach provides measures of age differences, whereas
the longitudinal approach provides measures of changes with age. At best,
cross-sectional results approximate changes with age; at worst, they can
be extremely misleading. (Comparisons of independent samples from the
same birth cohort measured at different times, a variant of the
longitudinal approach, provide estimates of mean changes but not of
individual changes.)
,

1Department of Human Development, University of Maryland, College Park.
2Gerontology Research Center, National Institute on Aging, National
Institutes of Health, Baltimore, Maryland.
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To gain further insight into the nature of normal age-related
changes in cognitive functioning, large-scale parametric investigations
are essential. Such studies would provide normative data across the
life span, particularly at advanced ages, for a variety of tasks.
Despite the theoretical and clinical significance of such data, there
are very few longitudinal studies, not all of which investigate age
changes in cognitive processes.
Craik (1977), in a recent review of
aging and human memory, has cited the collection of these parametric
data as the foremost objective for future research.
The basic question "Are there ega changes in cognitive functioning?"
remains controversial with respect to both findings and interpretation.
One source of the discrepancy among findings is variation in the nature
of tasks. Longitudinal studies of intellectual functioning as measured
by intelligence tests have emphasized little or no decline in abilities
with increasing age until shortly before death (e.g., Baltes and Schaie,
1974). Longitudinal studies of cognitive processes such as learning and
memory have shown consistently that there are age changes late in life
(Arenberg, 1983; Arenberg and Robertson-Tchabo, 1977; Gilbert, 1973).
Obviously, a "no-decline" position is more appealing.
Nevertheless, Botwinick (1977), after reviewing the available
literature on psychometric intelligence tests, concluded that a decline
in intellectual ability is clearly an integral part of the aging process.
Evidence for a decrement in performance late in life can be found even in
data that have been interpreted as
lowing no decline. Age gradients for
five subtests of the Primary Mental Abilities were reported in two
studies (Schaie and Strother, 1968a, 1968b).
Over the seven-year
interval in both studies, the mean performance declined in all five
subtests for the cohorts that had been 60 years old and over when
initially measured.
Similarly, Schaie and Labouvie-Vief (1974) described
analyses of repeated measures of three-point data covering a 14-year
period; and Schaie, Labouvie, and Buech (1973) compared three independent
samples of the same birth cohort measured at different times. Again, for
the cohorts aged 60 years and over when initially measured, the mean
performance declined for each of the five subtests of the Primary Mental
Abilities in both types of comparisons.
The average declines over seven
years and even over 14 years were not large; but the consistency of the
declines indicated that there are age changes in intellectual performance
as measured by psychometric intelligence tests.
Cross-sectional studies (Davies, 1967; Kendall, 1962; Heron and
Chown, 1967) of immediate memory for geometric designs--another measure
of cognitive functioning--showed age differences in performance on the
Graham-Kendall test. Arenberg (1978) found longitudinal age changes in
addition to cross-sectional declines in performance on a test of
immediate memory for geometric designs, the Benton Revised Visual
Retention Test. The tasks in these tests are predominantly non-verbal,
although some subjects may choose to recode the stimuli with verbal
labels.
Arenberg found substantial mean declines over a six-year interval
only for the oldest g- ip, the men over 70 when initially tested. A
similar result was found in a smaller longitudinal replication sample.
Furthermore, when age changes were estimated from comparisons of
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independent samples from the same birth cohort measured at different
times, the largest decline was found for the earliest-born cohort (the
oldest vonp). The most recent evidence of decline was found for the
men initially in their 60s, who showed a small mean change when measured
after a six-year interval but a substantial mean decline after a 12-year
In summary, these results indicate that visual memory does
interval.
decline late in life even for educated, relatively healthy men.
However, it should be pointed out that this conclusion is based on
group mean performance. In every age group, including the oldest, there
were some individuals whose performance did not decline. The focus of
t' e current study is on 52 men who were in their 70s when first tested on
In this group, there was a wide range of changes in the
the Benton.
number of errors from a maximum increase of 11 to a decrease of five.
These individual differences raise the important question of whether we
can identify predictors of an individual's decline in memory performance.
Costa and Fozard (1978) have pointed out that the ways in which stable
individual differences in adult personality produce differences in
characteristic ways of thinking, learning, and remembering have received
little scientific study. Further, they have suggested that a
consideration of such psychological processes underlying cognitive
performance may help to provide a better understanding of the
possibilities for intervention in cognitive problems of the elderly.
The purpose of this exploratory study is to examine personality
predictors and correlates of change in visual-memory performance.
Although many other variables studied in the Baltimore Lolzitudinal
Study of Aging including health status, sensory acuity, and social
factors, might be related to age changes in memory performance, this
presentation will be restricted to temperamental traits as possible
predictors.

METHOD
Subjects

The men, parti.ipants in the ELSA (see Stone and Norris, 1966), are
all volunteers who agree to come periodically to Baltimore City Hospitals
for a stay of 2 1/2 days, during which numerous physiological,
These subjects are
biochemical, and behavioral measures are obtained.
predominantly while, well-educated, and of high socio-economic status;
The 52 subjects In the
most live in the Baltimore-Washington area.
current analyses included every participant aged 70-79 years at the time
of the initial administration of the Benton Revised Visual Retention
Test for whom there were bort a second performance measure and an initial
and a second administration o, the Guilford-Zimmerman Ten.perament Survey.
Procedure
Initially, subjects were
Benton Revised Visual Retention Test.
given Form C of the Benton Revised Visual Retention Test, Administration A
(Benton, 1963). Form E was administered on a subsequent visit six or
more years (.1 = 6.5 yr) after the initial test. Each forte includes ten
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designs. In both forms, the first two designs consist of one -ajor
geometric figure, the other eight of two major figures and a ;2eripheral
minor figure. In accordance with the standard procedure for
Administration A, each design was displayed for ten seconds and then
withdrawn. A subject's task was to reproduce each design from memory,
with no time limit. Errors were scored according to the test manual.
Each design was scored independent'y by two rlychologists, and the
infrequent disagreements were resolved by discussion or by a third
psychologist. The dependent variable was the total number of errors in
the u:n designs of a form.
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS). This questionnaire
provichs'on assessment of ten traits:
General Activity, Restraint,
Ascendance, Sociability, Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness,
Thoughtfulness, Personal Relations, and Masculiuity. Each subject was
given the standard GZTS instructions individually, and he completed the
questionnaire during his visit to the Gerontology Research Center in
Baltimore. The average test-retest interval was 6.5 years. Each of the
ten soates consists of 30 items, but only "yes" and "no" responses
contributed to the scale score. Douglas and Arenberg (1978) had
elim,w7ed from their analyses any scale to which a subject responded
with 2q,e than three question-marks. In order to maximize the sample
size in the current study, however, their exclusion rules were modified.
A scare on any of the 10 GZTS variables that was invalidated by the
presence of more than three question-marks was prorated if it had a
minimum of 15 non-question-mark responses; the corresponding scale score
for the other time of measurement was also prorated.

Analyses

Multiple regression analyses were carried out with the ten scales of
the GZTS as independent variables and residualized hange in Benton total
errori as the dependent measure.
It is important to note that the
criterion or dependent measure, change in Benton total errors, has been
residualized; that is, it represents that part of the second measure that
is uncorrelated with or independent of the initJal level of total errors
(see Cronbach and Furby, 1970).

RESULTS

The simple correlations between the first and second measures of the
GZTS and the criterion are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Only
Masculinity, General Activity, and Restraint show statistically
significant simple correlations at Time 1 (see Table 1). Table 2
indicates that General Activity and Restraint do not reach statistical
significance at Time 2. IL can be noted that Friendliness and Emotional
Stability were each correlated s4gnificantly with the criterion at Time 2
but not at Time 1. Friendliness and Emotional Stability are two of the
scales that contributz to a second-order factor, Emotional Health
(Guilford et al., 1976, p. 30).
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Table 1. Prediction of Residual Change
a Benton
Total Errors from Initial Scores on the GZTS

Multiple R
Masculinity
General Activity
Restraint
Ascendance
Objectivity
Personal Relations
Emotional Stability
Thoughtfulness
Sociability
Friendliness

R2

.39
.48
.59

.15
.23
.35

.62
.64
.66
.66
.66

.39
.41
.43

.43
.43

Beta

-.39*
-.30*
-.29*

-.28
-.54
-.31

.16

.25

-.26
-.17
-.27
-.01

-.29
.21

.04

-.03

.18

-.25

*p < .05

Table 2.

Correlates of Residual Change in Benton Total Errors
with Six-Year Retest Score, on the GZTS

Multiple R
Emotional Stability
Ascendance
General Activity
Restraint
Masculinity
Personal Relations
Objectivity
Friendliness
Thoughtfulness
Sociability

.31
.39

.45
.50
.56
.57

R2
.10
.15
.20
.25
.31

Beta

-.31*
.20

.58
.59

.32
.34
.35

-.25
-.21
-.28*
-.27
-.22
-.28*

.60

.35

.11

.13

*p < .05

5c7

-.19
.28

-.34
-.24
-.23
-.20
.34

-.19
.05
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Before we turn to the results f the multiple regression analyses,
there are several criteria to be considered in determining the
significance of the results. First, the overall F value for the multiple
regression equation must be statistically significant. Moreover, if a
variable is to be considered an important predictor of change in visual
memory, then its individual F value must be statistically significant.
Third, the magnitude of the associated standardized Beta coefficients
also represents the relative importance of a predictor variable.
Table 1 presents the predictors of residual change in Benton total
errors from initial scores on the GZTS scales. The eight-variable
multiple regression equation yielded a multiple correlation coefficient
of .66 and accounted for 43% of the variance in the dependent variable
(F = 4.08; df = 8,43; p < .01). When the F value for each of the
individual scales is used as the criterion, only three of the variables
were statistically significant predictors: Masculinity (F = 4.64; df =
1,50; p < .05), General Activity (F = 13.63; df = 1,50; p < .01), and
Restraint (F = 5.09; df = 1,50; p < .05). As can be seen in Table 1,
when the magnitudes of the associated Beta values are taken into account,
the important predictor variables are General Activit,
Restraint,
Objectivity, Masculinity, and Ascendance.
Table 2 presents the correlates of residual change in Benton total
errors from scores at the second time of measurement on the GZTS. The
nine-variable multiple regression equation yielded a multiple correlation
coefficient of .60 and accounted for 35% of the variance in the dependent
variable (F = 2.65; df = 9,42; p < ,05). However, when the F value for
each individual correlate was used as the criterion, the only significant
variable was General Activity (F = 3.60; df = 1,50; p < .05). When one
considers the standardized Beta coefficients, which are tabulated in
Table 2, the important predictor variables are Objectivity, General
Activity, Ascendance, Restraint, and Masculinity.
The results of the multiple regression analysis of the correlates of
residualized change in Benton total errors and residual changes in the
GZTS scale scores indicated that none of the residualized GZTS measures
was correlated wits residualized change in Benton total errors.
By all the statistical criteria, the simple correlation coeffici2nt,
the F value for the overall regression equation, the F value for each
variable independently, and the magnitude of the standardized Beta
coefficients, the variables that emerged as the important predictors and
correlates uere General Activity, Restraint, Masculinity, and Ascendance.
Moreover, General Activity, Restraint, and Masculinity were important
independent variables in the regression equations for both the initial
and retest GZTS.

DISCUSSION

The answer to the question whethel there are non-trivial predictors
of residualized change in Benton perform.ace is yes. The consi eney
with which some of the scales emerge as important predictors in this
exploratory study is especially encouraging. At the same time, the small
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sample size and the need to control for the effects of other variables
(e.g., health factors) clearly require that these findings be replicated.
Furthermore, the reader should be reminded that, from the evidence at
hand, no causal inferences can be drawn from the observed relationship
between personality traits and visual memory performance. Moreover, it
is possible that levels of these personality traits would not predict
maintenance of performance on other cognitive tasks. It is also likely
that the personality -trams. predictors of maintenance of performance would
be different for women.
General Activity, Restraint, and Masculinity, the scales that
predicted change in Benton performance, are stable temperamental
dispositions. It was the level on the initial measurement of the GZTS
scales that predicted change in Benton performance and the level at the
second time of measurement that was correlated with the change in Benton
performance.
Change in residualizrA GZTS scale scores did not predict
change in cognitive performance, possibly because of the high
intercorrelations between the GZTS .1cores at the two times of measurement
(the average intercorrelation for the ten scales was .73).
To gain a better understanding o_ the nature of the relationship
betvreen the personality-trait predictors and performance, it is important
to consider the personal characteristics reflected by high scores on th.:
General Activity, Restraint, and Masculinity scales. Men who maintained
their performance were, on the average, more active, energetic, and
productive (high General Activity); more responsible, serious, and selfrestrained, and less impulsive (high Re'straint); and more analytic and
task-oriented (high Masculinity).
The GZTS is a factorially valid instrument that samples long-term
normal (rather than clinical) dimensions of personality. In addition, it
has been recognized for some time that the ten scales are not ten
independent traits (Cuilford et al., 1976). Higher-order factors have
been identified: Soc'al activity (General Activity, Ascendance, and
Sociability); Introversion-extraversion (Restraint and Thoughtfulness);
and Emotional health (Objectivity, Personal Relations, Emotional
Stability, and Friendliness).
Masculinity stands alone and is a
heterogeneous scale rather than a single dimension. In addition to
items reflecting an interest in masculine activities and vocations and
items tapping tough versus tender-minded attitudes, 13 of the 30 items
on the Masculinity scale appear to tap a dimension of emotional
instability. A more univocal measure of masculinity-femininity would
help to clarify this situation and possibly aliow a variable from the
Emotional Health cluster to emerge as a predict-r. Variables from the
Emotional Health domain (Emotional Stability and Friendliness) had
statistically significant simple correlations with the dependent
variable, change in Benton performance.

IMPLICATIONS

The manner in which stable differences in adult personality might be
related to differences in chc.racteristic ways of processing information
has received little attention. However, research in cognitive styles has
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historically been concerned with these issues. Kogan (1973, p. 160)
defined cognitive style as
dividual variations in modes of perceiving,
remembering, and thinking or...distinctive ways of apprehending, storing,
transforming, and utilizing information." Kogan also pointed out a
difference in emphasis between abilities and cognitive style; abilities
involve the level of a skill, whereas cognitive style involves the manner
and form of cognitive processing. Previous crosssectional studies in
the aging literature have found significant relationships between
personality dimensions and task performance (Heron and Chown, 1967;
Botwinick and Storandt, 1974; Costa and Fozard, 1978; Fozard and Costa,
1983), although none of these studies provides evidence as to how
personality traits might influence performance.
Although perzo- iity traits that predicted maintenance of visual
memory performanc., were identified, there is no immediate implication of
the underlying process or mechanisms.
There is no direct evidence that
individuals with these personality characteristics approach the task or
process the information in a particular manner. In fact, an interesting
empirical question is whethel men with high scores on General Activity,
Restraint, and Masculinity, and with a low Ascendance? score, encode
visual information In a way characteristically different from men with
the opposite pattern. It is even possible that o ".er personality
dimensions, although not significant predictors, might show important
links to cognitive styles of information processing cr to encoding
strategies.
This, too, is an important question for further research.
A number of studies of age differences in organization and memory
(e.g., Hulicka and Grossman, 1967) have found that older persons do not
spontaneously use mediational devices, despite the fact that when given
specific instructions to do so they improve their performance. When
confronted with new cogr..tive tasks in the laboratory, many older
individuals do not have a predisposition to structure, to organize, or
actively to encode the information; this may be true of nonlaboratory
activities as well. However, it may be that older individuals with a
specific personality pattern do have such a disposition, which benefits
their cognitive performance. The typical older person, who tends not to
organize and encode spontaneously, may with training improve on a
specific task performance; but he is unlikely to generalize a specific
skill to other cognitive tasks. There are two important challenges to
intervention researchers. One challenge is to devise for the elderly
practical procedures (e.g., mnemonics) that have broad applicability in
nonlaboratory situations. The results of the present study suggest a
second challenge: to develop individually tailored interventions for
individuals with cognitive prJblems. In conclusion, we suggest that a
systematic approach to the diagnosis and treatment of memory and
cognitive dysfunction in the elderly will be enhanced by consideration
of the individual's personal characteristics.
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The Effect of Age on Creatinine
Clearance in Men: A Cross-Sectional
and Longitudinal Study'
John W. Rowe, MD, Reubin Andres, MD, Jordan D. Tobin, MD,
Arthur H. Norris, MS, and Nathan W. Shock, PhD2

Standard true 24-hour creatinine clearance determinations were performed on 884 subjects of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study. On the basis of clinical data, subjects were placed In categories indicating the
presence of specific diseases or medications which might alter glomerular filtration rate. Subjects not Included !n these categories were considered normal (N 548), In the normal, crou-sectional analysis by
10-year age groups showed a progressive linear decline in clearance from 140 ml /min/ 1.73ms at age 30 to
97 at age 80. Three or more serial clearances were obtained at 12- to 18-mo. Intervals on 293 normal subjects. These longitudinal data showed an acceleration of the ate of decline in creatinine clearance with
advancing age. The decrease in creatinine clearance with age seen In this study represents true renal aging
and is not secondary to diseases which become increasingly prevalent In the elderly. A nomogram constructed from these data provides normative age-corrected standards for creatinine clearance.

GLOMERULAR filtration rate (GFR), estimated by the clearance of inulin, urea, or

creatinine, has been shown in a number of
cross-sectional studies to decline with age after

maturity (Beck & Vignon, 1966; Davies &
Shock, 1950; Galnares, 1970; Hansen, Kampmann, & Laursen, 1970; Hollenberg, Adams,
Solomon, Rashid, Abrams, & Merrill, 1974;
Lewis & Alving, 1938; Muether, Schuessler, &
Sommer, 1967; Pelz, Gottfried, & Paz, 1965;
Shock, 1945, 1946: Siersbaek-Nielsen, Hansen,
Kampmann, & Kristensen, 1971; Stewart, 1959;

mortality

and

cohort differences

may

significantly influence the data. No ageadjusted normal standards for creatinine clearance, which is in frequent clinical use as an estimate of GFR, are currently available.

The present study, employing both crosssectional and serial prospective (longitudinal)

analysis, on a large group of active, community-ewelling men, was performed in order
to determine cross-sectional age differences and
longitudinal age changes in creatinir:e clearance, independent of the effects of disease or

van Pilsum & Seljeskog, 1958; Watkins &

medication and thereby to establish age-

Shock, 1955; Wesson, 1969). Although mop'
these studies excluded subjects with overt renal
disease, there may have existed other pathology
which adversely affected renal function. This is

adjusted normative standards.

especially pertinent in the elderly subjects
studied, since they were often selected from
nursing homes and the wards of general hospitals or chronic disease facilities. In addition,
these studies stiffer from the limitations, common to all cross-sectional studies, that selective
'Clinical Physiology Branch. Gerontology Research Canter. National In.
stitute on Aging, Baltimore City Hospitals. Baltimore 21224, Reprint requests
to Dr. Rqwe.
This work was presented at the 9th Ann ia1 Meeting of Gerontological
SocietY, Miami Beach. Nov. 8, 1973. The authors wish to acknowledge the

statistical guidance of Dr. James Schlesselman of the Biometry Branch

NICHD. Elsie Beard and Marvin bents' provided itch nical assistance.

METHODS

All participants in the Baltimore
Subjects.
Longitudinal Study of Aging studied between
July 1, 1961, and June 30, 1971, were included
in the study. Over 3,300 creatinine clearances

were obtained on 884 community-dwelling
volunteers ranging in age from 17 through 96
years. These men spent 21/2 days in the Gerontology Research Center at 12- to 18-mo. intervals, undergoing a battery of clinical, pl ysio-

logic, and psychologic tests. Subjects were

generally of the middle and upper socioeconomic status, and involved in sedentary

5t7
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work. All participants in the longitudinal study

were self-recruited. Social and demographic
characteristics of the stmly population have

been described in greater detail elsewhere
(Stone & Norris, 1966).
Creatinine clearance methodology.

A non-

fasting serum sample for creatinine was obtained on first arrival at the Gerontology Research Center (9:00-11:00 a.m.) and a 24-hour

urine collection was then begun. A fasting
blood sample for serum creatinine was obtained
at 8;00 a,m. the next morning, and the mean of

these two determinations was used in the calculation of creatinine clearance. Creatinine in
semi.' and urine was measured as true creatinine, using a modification of the technique of
Hare (Hare, 1950). Acid tungstate filtrates of
serum were treated with Lloyd's reagent and

APPENDIX

C. Resting electrocardiogram
definite myocardial infarction (1.1. x )' = 2 points
probable myocardial infarction (1.2. x or 1.3. x) = I
point
ischcmia at rcst (4.1) = 1 point

D. Post exercise electrocardiogram (Master's or treadmill): change from no ST-J abnormality at rcst to ST-1 depression of 1.0 mm or more and S-T segment horizontal or

downward sloping in any of leads I, II, aVL, aVF, VI-V6
(11.1) = 1 point
(7) Cerebrovascular disease (CVD): At cach visit, a
questionnaire was com plc...I by thc examining physician re.
garding the presenv: of any signs or symptoms of CVD. In
those cases in which there was evidence on history or physical examination for CVD, a second cxamination was performed by anothcr physician in ordcr to provide a definite
classification for cach paticnt. The C "D catcgory was corn

poscd of subjects with defin, e evidence for any of thc
following:
A. Cerebral infarction, regardless of pathogenetic
mechanism,

acid picrate buffer to re, love noncreatinine
chromogens. Creatinine was then eluted from
the Lloyd's reagent with alkaline picrate and

13. Tran.tient cerebral isc' Imia without infarction,
C Chronic brain syndrome,
D. Carotid arteriosclerosis, defined as the prcscncc of a
carotid bruit on any visit or absence of carotid pulse
on two or morc visits.

measured colorimetrically. Recovery of creatinine added to serum was 100 ± 1.7% (SD). There

(8) Diabetes mellitus: Participants in the Longitudinal
Study undergo a mks of four tolerance tcsts of carbo-

were no changes in creatinine methodology
during the period of study reported here. All
clearance values were expressed per 1.73 square
meters of surface area (standard clearance).
Clinical classification.
In order to define a
normal group for the study of the effects of age
on creatinine clearance, a clinical classification

scheme was applied to all participants in the
longitudinal study on each visit. Subjects were
placed in specific clinical categories on the basis
of the following criteria:
(I) Nephrolithlasis: history or x-ray evidence of renal
stone.

(2) Urinary tract infection: history of pyelonephritis,
cystitis, or urinary tract infection c f undetermined location
(3) Gout: clinical evidence of gout. Subjccts with asymptomatic hyperuricemia alone were not placed in this catc
gory.
(4) Prostatectomy: history of prostatcctomy of any type,
regardless of indications for surgery.

(5) Congestive Lean failure: clinical evidence of congestive heart failure at the time of study.
(6) Coronary heart disease: medical history and a standard 12-lend electrocardiogram were obtained on all subjects at each visit. In addition, an exercise test (treadmill or

double Master's two -step) was performed when not
clinically contraindicate('
Subjects with a total of two or morc points on the follow

ing criteria were placed in the coronary heart disease
category:

A. Angina pcctoris
definite history = 2 points
probable history = 1 point
B. M yocardial infarction
definite evidence = 2 points
probable evidence = 1 point

5'

hydrate metabolism (oral glucose, cortisone glucose, intra
venous glucose, and intravenous tolbutamidc) on successive
visits. Pcrformancc on each test is converted to a percentile
rank using nomograms developed from our study
population (Andres, 1971; Pozefsky, Colker, Langs, & An.
dres, 1965; Swerdloff, Pozefsky, Tobin, & Andres, 1967),
and categorized as previously described. The diagnosis of
diabetes mellitus was made from a review of each subject's
test results.

(9) Abnormal urinalysis: Presence of any red blood cell
casts or granular casts on any visit resulted in the inclusion

of a subjcct in this catcgory for all of his visits. Subjects
wcrc also included if mean values on urinalysis equalled or
exceeded:

protein + I
white blood cells 5 per high power field
red blood cells 5 per high power field
(10) Miscellaneous renal disease. Included in this category

were subjects with a definite history of previous renal
disease not included in another category, i.c., history of
nephrotic syndrome, glomerulonephritis, renal tumor,
polycystic renal disease, renal trauma, renal 01 urekral sur-

gery, documented structural abnormalities of the genitourinary tract or diseases which commonly alter renal tune-

lion including multiple mycloma, systemic lupus
erythematosus, retroperitoneal fibrosis, retroperitoneal
lymphoma, perircnal abscess and Fabry's disease.

(11) Medications. A history of medication administration
was obtained on each visit. Subjects were placed in this
category if they were taking any of the following
medications. (a) diuretics, (b) a ntihypertenswes, (c) digitalis
preparations, (d) steroids (scx or adrenal), excluding topical
use, (e) vasodilators, (f) amphetamines.

(12) Normal group: - :cts were placed in the normal
group for those visits t...ing which they were not included
'Number m pacmheses refer to ECG reading according to world Health Or.

*minivan torsion of the Minnesota Code for classification of the clear°.
cardiogram for population studies (Rose& Blackburn. ISO).

APPENDIX

in an; of the disease or drug categories. Thus, an individual
may have been considered normal for all, some or none of
his visits. No subjects were excluded from the normal group

purely on the basis of blood pressure measurements or

clinical evidence of prostatism. The effects of these
variables are discussed later.

Subjects with diagnoses of diabetes mellitus, coronary

heat eisease, abnormal urinalysis or eerebrovascular
disease at any time during their participation in the study,
were considered, for the purpose of data analysis, to be in
those respective categories from their entrance into the
study. None of the results on these patients was included in
the analysis of the normal group. Subjects in utlier disease
or medication groups were excluded from the normal t,:fsup
only for those visits after the disease was diagnosed or while

the medication was administered. A breakdown, by age

Creatinine clearance and serum creatinine

There was a highly
significant reduction in creatinine clearance
with advancing age in the normal subjects (N
= 548). The data, when expressed as age decade means (Table 2, Fig. 2), suggested that
creatinine clearance r:mained stable until age
cross - sectional results.

34 and thereafter :ieclineel with the rate of decline increasing niter age 65. These clearance results are associated with a significant but less
striking age-related increase in serum creatinine
in the normal group, over the entire age-range
studied (p < 0.02) (Table 2). The age-mimed de-

group and disease category, of the subjects excluded from
the normal group is presented in Table I.

Table I. Number of Subjects Excluded
from Normal Group by Disease
Category and Age Group.

Simultaneous inulin and creatinine clearances.
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Simultaneous inulin and creatinine

clearances were performed on 55 healthy male

volunteers who were not participants in the
Longitudinal Study. These subjects were selected after thorough clinical evaluation which
excluded those men with evidence of recent or

remote hypertension, renal, cardiac, or cerebrovascular disease. Creatinine and inulin determinations were per formed on identical
serum and urine specimens. Inulin clearances
were performed using a constant infusion technique as previously described (Davies & Shock,
1950). Inulin was measured according to the
technique of Harrison (1942).
Standard statistical
Statistical methods.

17.24

Ate Intehal (Years)
25.44
4544

Nepluolithiasis

Urinaty1141 infection
Gout
Prostatettomy

6596

47

21

17

)2

t5

4

10

4

11

no

Contestise heart failure

2

Coronaiy haft disease

7

Certbros4scular dims<
Diabetes mellitus

Abnormal urinal)si.
Nliscellantous renal disease

I

47

44

16

18

10

)6

10

II

16

IS

17

18

'Since some subteen had more than one disease. 1ht total number of indisidol
eulusions15)111M this table h neeessarilylager than the number of subseets
eluded ())61.

u.

methods such as analysis of variance, regression analysis, and Student's t test werl
used. In cross-sectional analysis of the normal
group each subject was represented by his mean
age and the mean serum creatinine or creatinine
clearance of his "normal" visits. In
longitudinal analysis the annual rate of change

16

:

.

of creatinine clearance was computed as the
slope of the regression line for each subject with

12

three of more "normal" data points.
RESULTS

Simultaneous inulin and creatinine clearan-

08

The mean ratio of creatinine to inulin
clearance for the 55 simultaneous studies was
ces.

1.29. As is shown in Fig.

1,

age had no

01

significant effect on this ratio. Regression of
the individual ratios
equation:

on age

yielded

the

02
10

creatinine clearance
inulin clear; nee

(r = 0.122).

2e)

30

40

60

60

70

80

90

AGE Irirat1)

1.22 + 0.0012 age (yr)

Fig. I. Relationship between the ratio of creatinine clearance (Ccr) to inulin clearance (Cin) and age in 55 normal
male subjects.
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cline in creatinine excretion, which is probably percentile rank in creatinine clearance for insecondary to declining muscle mass, accounts dividuals whose age and true creatinine clearfor the failure of serum creatinine to rise more ance levels are known (see Appendix for details
dramatically in the face of such major changes of nomogram construction).
in creatinine clearance (Table 2).
In the longitudinal study, data were arThe relationship of creatinine clearance to bitrarily analyzed in 2-year study periods. The
age in 548 normal subjects (Fig. 3) was analyzed cross-sectional results by study periods are pre-

by least squares fit of linear, quadratic, and
cubic polynomials. The quadratic and cubic
solutions did not significantly improve the fit
obtained by the linear solution, which was:

Creatinine clearance (ml/min/1.73m2) =

sented in Table 3. The consistency of these
data, collected over a 10-year span, minimizes

the possibility that methodologic changes or
seculat differences significantly influenced the
data.

165.57 - 0.80 age (years).

As indicated in the clinical classification

The linear equation was used to construct the

nomogram shown in Fig. 4. The nomogram
permits the determination of the age-adjusted
Table 2. CrossSectional Age Differences
in Creatinine Clearance, Serum Creatinine,
tend 24Hour Creatinine Excretion.
Ale

No.

Creatinine

Subjects

Clearance

Castinint

Crtannint
Exaction

ml/min/1.73m.

Concentration
ma/100 ml

m6 /24 hr
1790.

aczn!

Strum

17.24

10

I40.2

0.1101

13.7

:0.026

232.

23 )4

7)

140.1

0.101

1162.

:2.3

:0010

z31.

0.113

1716.

13.44

132.6

122

:24.

:0.009

43.34

132

126.1

55

94

1.4
119.9

:1.7

:0.012

:22.

63 74

61

109.3

0.123
AO 032

1409.

:20
96.9

0.143

1239.

:2.9

:0 019

145.

73 SI

29

Valuts indicate man

0 129

1619.

:Ord
0.14

scheme, no blood pressure criteria were applied

in selection of the normal group. The ageadjusted partial correlation of supirl, basal
blood press: -e and creatinine clearance was:
rpartial = 0.010 for systolic pressure vs.
creatinine clearance and 0.016 for aiastolic
pressure vs. creatinine clearance. A partial r of
0.085 wac required for significarce at the 0.05
level. Therefore, there is no significant relation-

ship between blood pressure and creatinine
clearance in this carefully selected population.
Symptoms of prostatism, reflecting some de-

gree of bladder outlet obstruction, increase in
prevalence with age, and were reported in more
than 80010 nt our subjects over 60 years old. The

normal group was examined to determine if
clinical findings of prostatism were related to

1310.

423.

:200
2
r- 180
E 160

1 SEM.
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"t 140 -I
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.1 120

ri 140

'
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.
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:
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1B0

E
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z 80
1201
o-
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11111)1111111
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11010i

NO. OF OBSERV

90

N:,
80

60
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80

90

AGE (years)

to

20

/3

30

III
40

INTCPT

az

$4

fa

50

60

TO

548
165,6

SLOPE
R

-0.80
-0.540

r1

190 90

AGE.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional differences in standard eatinine
clearance with age. The number of subjects in cch age
group is indicated above the abscissa. Values ploi.ed
dicate means S.E.M.

Fig. 3. Crosssecticnal analysis of individual creatinine
clearance vs. age. Each datum plotted represents the mean
age and mean Jearance salues for an individual. Results of
regression ana,ysis of standard creatinine clearance on age

are presented below the abscssa. Note that the Intercept
value of 165.6 refers to the creatinine clearance at age zero.
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-z-190

creatinine clearance. Each subject was characterized with respect to prostate size on rectal
examination (zero to 4 + enlargement) and the
presence of nocturia, hesitancy, frequency, dy-

i 180

suria, dribbling, and reduction in force of

CREATININE CLEARANCE
AGE
(9r)

(ml /mm /1 73 M2)

0

130

urinary stream. Analysis of variance showed no

170

70

significant effect of any of these variables,

RANK

singly or in concert, on creatinine clearance.
Creatinine.^learance - longitudinal results.

Ipercentite)

99 98

72-

1

- In longitudinal studies it is well known that
the initial data point may differ significantly
from subsequent results because of learning ef-

95 t.

60

so ÷

=140

80
70
60
50

50=

fects or because of the stressful effect of an unfamiliar testing environment. An analysis of the

data in the present study failed to detect any

=120

40
30
20 -r

40-

349

10+

- -110

7
2+

--

5

trend for such a "first visit artefact."
Results of the longitudinal study of creatin-

ine clearance, by age decades, are shown in

Table 4. The mean clearance values ap-

100

proximate the cross - sectional data, suggesting

1

-.if- 90

that the subjects included in the longitudinal
analysis were representative of the entire nor-

-E.- 80

mal group. The slope of the regression for

30
a.

creatinine clearance on age was calculated for
each individual with three or more "normal"

-1-- 70

data points. The similarity of the slopes, by decades, to the cross-sectional trends, is shown in
Fig. 5.
Regression analysis of these individual slopes
Fig. 4. Nomogram for determination of age-adjusted on age indicated a minimally statistically
percentile rank in true creatinine clearance. Clearances significant acceleration of the rate of decline of
based on total chromogen creatinine determinations using renal function with increasing age (Fig. 6). This
AutoAnalyzer technique may be multiplied by 1.25 to ob- trend for a greater rate of decline with age was
tain equivalent true creatinine clearance for use on the
also present but did not reach statistical
nomogram (Healy, 1968).

20-i-

60

Table 4. Longitudinal Analysis of
Age-Related Changes
in Creatinine Clearances.

Table 3. Regression of Creatinine Clearance on
Age (Data Derived from Cross-Sectional
Studies Carried Out During
Cycles in a 10-Year Period).*

Age

No.

Creatinine

Subjects

Clearance

Clearance

mVmin/1.73m'

ml/min/1.73m'/yr

1

125.3

-1.75

20

140.4

-1.09
20 70

Creatinine
Slope

(Years)

Stud) Dates
No. subjects
Mean creatinine

1961.1963 1963.1965 1965.1967 1967-1969 1969.1971
139

239

293

322

379

24 6

clearance

ml/min/1.73m.
Mean age
(years)

17.24
25.34

123.5

126 2

524

502

126.7

51.6

123.5

52.4

125.5
51.5

35.44

45.54

64

95

164.3

165 4

169.7

167.6

164.3

55 - 64

60

Slope

ml/min/1.73m'/yr

.0.11

22 0

20.36

128.1

21 6

Intercept

ml/min/1.73m.

132.7

-0.78

-078

0 83

0 84

0.76

*Subjects with Lao visits during one cycle are represented by the age and

65.74
75.84

36

17

creatinine clearance on the first visit.

'Study cycles ran from July 1 of the initial )ear to lune 30 of the fmal )ear

17 - 84

293

121.8

1.64

21.9

20 41

110 0

-1.30

22 6

20.57

97.0

107

23.4

20.77

124.7-

.0.90
20.18

21.1

The increase in number of subjects in succeeding study odes reflects addition
of subjects to the study.

Note: Values indicate mean 2 I SEN1

57 ??

-0.73

20.30

.350
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significance in the cross-sectional data (Table
2, Fig. 2).
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-Prences
various ages, and attributing the
seen to the effect of age. However, ts..ults of

these studies do not necessarily reflect true age

DiscurioN
Age is now recognized as exerting a
significant influence on many physiologic

characteristics. The usual design employed in
gerontological studies has been cross-sectional,
comparing measurements made on subjects of
15

changes, since the elderly subjects represent
highly selected survivors who may only have
reached old age by virtue of a particular charac-

teristic in the variable under study (selective
mortality), or as the results of some environmental effect peculiar to their cohort.

These limitations of cross-sectional studies
are avoided by a longitudinal design, in which
serial measurements are made in the same in-

dividuals over time. In this way, true age
changes for individuals may be estimated and

the rates of change for subjects of different

13

ages compared.
In addition to study design, population selection is of prime importance in any gerontologic

120

study. Elderly subjects are very often selected
from the wards of general hospitals, chronic
disease facilities, and nursing homes. Although
these patients are usually screened for the presence of overt abnormalities in the organ being
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investigated, they too often represent a
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Fig. 5. Comparison of cross-sectional age differences
and longitudinal age changes in creatinine clearance. The

dots represent the mean values for each age decade obtained from cross-sectional data (Table 2). Longitudinal results (Table 4) are represented by line segments which indicate the mean slope of changes in creatinine clearance for
each age decade. Lines are drawn with the midpoints at the
mean clearance for each age decade, and with their lengths,
along the abscissa, representing the mean time span over

which the longitudinal data were collected for each age
group.
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standard for measurement of GFR in man.
Since the determination of inulin clearance is
technically demanding, time consuming, and

requires the infusion of an exogenous substance, its use has been limited to that of a research tool. Creatinine clearance, which is inbeen found to be clinically useful as a measure
of GFR. The clearance of creatinine is independent of urine flow rate within the normal range

T.

<C cc

sive clinical evaluation, as described above.
Inulin clearance is generally recognized as the

expensive, simple, and does not require administration of an exogenous substance, has

a.

0

debilitated, chronically ill population. In order
to avoid such a suboptimal group for testing,
we have studied only active communitydwelling men and screened them with an exten-

(Chesley, 1938; Linss, Egger, & Mailman, 1970;
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Fig. 6. Regression of individual creatinine clearance
slopes on age. Computation of slopes was based on at least

three data points for each subject. The slope of -0.03
ml/min 1.73 m'/yr/yr indicates that the rate of loss of
creatinine ecarance increases with age.

Shaffer, 1908), and the plasma level, although
influenced by diet, is relatively stable (Addis,
Barrett, Poo, Ureen, & Lippman, 1951).
The factor which has most confused interpretation of creatinine clearance data has been

the variety of creatinine methodologies employed. Creatinine can be measured as "true"
creatinine by absorbing creatinine onto Lloyd's
reagent, as in this study, or as total creatinine
chromogen. The latter method measures, in addition to creatinine, noncreatinine chromogens
about which little is known and which appear in
the urine in very small amounts (Hare, 1950;
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Haugen & 0:egen, 1953; Miller & Dubos, 1937;
Owen, Iggo, Scandrett, Stewart, 1954). Because

of variance among individuals in the plasma
levels and the low clearance of noncreatinine
chromogens, total chromogen clearances will
not reflect changes in GFR as clearly as, and
will yield lower values than, true creatinine
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(Doolan, 1962; Miller & Winkler, . )38; van
Pilsum & Seljeskog, 1958).

No adverse effect of elevated blood pressure
on GFR was detectable in this study. Our subjects have ready access to medical care and reports of their test results are sent to their private
physicians after each visit. Thus, men who are
clearances (Healy, 1968; Reiman & Levinsky, consistently hypertensive are likely to be started
1971).
on therapy and thereby to be excluded from the
The clearance of true creatinine has been normal group for subsequent visits. The data
shown in the present study, and in several presented in this study therefore do not reflect
others, to exceed the clearance of inulin in nor- the effect of sustained hypertension on GFR. A
mal subjects, thus indicating tubular secretion similar mechanism may be operative in our inof creatinine (Breckenridge & Metcalfe-Gibson, ability to detect a significant effect of
1965; Doolan, Alpen, & Theil, 1962; Healy, prostatism on GFR. The highly educated sub1968; Jeremy & McIver, 1966; Mandel, Jones, jects in this study are likely to seek medical atWillis, & Cargill, 1953; Miller & Winkler, tention prior to developing symptoms reflecting
1938). The results of cur simultaneous inulin bladder obstruction of sufficient magnitude to
and creatinine clearances show that the renal result in impaired renal function.
The mean decline in creatinine clearance
handling of creatinine, relative to inulin, does
not change with age. Therefore the age-related among the different 10-year age groups has
decline in creatinina clearance represents a re- been well defined by these studies. The decline
duction in GFR and cannot be att.ibuted to a in clearance for individual subjects however can
decrease in renal tubular secretion of creatin- not be defined with confidence over the time
period (mean of 6 years) covered by these
ine.
Duration of urine collection for creatinine studies. The problem of experimental design
clearance varies in published reports from 1 to for longitudinal studies (duration of study, fre24 hours. Twenty-four hour collections seem quency of testing) has been recently discussed
most useful since they avoid the effect of diur- by Schlesselman (1973). We can compute from
nal variation in GFR (Wesson, 1969), distribute that report that, in order to define an inthe influence of activity and diet over a com- dividual's slope with minimally acceptable acplete day, and minimize the impact of the in- curacy, we would require annual testing for 18
years for normal subjects. Other experimental
evitable collection errors.
Our results demonstrate a highly significant strategies (even more frequent testing for shorage-related decline in creatinine clearance in ter periods of time) are possible; we wish to emnormal men and establish age-adjusted normal phasize that studies of age changes in creatinine
standards. To facilitate the use of these stan- clearance should not be undertaken lightly.
The decline in GFR with age may re related
dards, a nomogram has been developed (Fig. 4)
which enables the determination of an in- to several physiologic and pathologic changes
dividual's age- adjusted percentile rank in seen in the senescent kidney. A progressive recreatinine clearance. Clearances based on the duction in renal plasma flow (RPF) with adcommonly used AutoAnalyzer creatinine deter- vanding age seems well established (Wesson,
minations for total chromogens may be con- 1969). Factors contributing to this decreased
verted to equivalent true creatinine clearances RPF include an agr -elated decline in cardiac
by multiplying AutoAnalyzer clearance by 1.25 output (Brandfonbrener, Landowne, & Shock,
1955; Krovetz & Goldbloom, 1972; Lammer(Healy, 1968).
In spite of the voluminous literature on ant, Veal!, & DeVisscher, 1961) and reduLions
creatinine clearance, very few studies of normal in the renal vascular bed (Ljungqvist & Lagersubjects have been reported which are directly gren, 1962; Moore, 1931; Oliver, 1952; Sworn
comparable to the present report, that is, which & Fox, 1972; Takazakura, Sawabu, Handa,
collected urine over 24 hours, which measured Takada, Shinoda, & Takeuchi, 1972).
Ljungqvist and Lagergren (1962), in a posttrue creatinine, and which recorded age, sex,
and surface area. Those studies that are avail- mortem study employing both micro-angioable, although on small numbers of subjects, graphic and histologic techniqu,,, detected an
are in general agreement with this study age-related increase in the number of blind
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aglomerular arterioles, particularly in the cortex, and concluded that a significant portion of
blood flow to the senile kidney is shunted from
cortical to medullary areas. Takazakura et al.,
1972, using similar techniques, have confirmed

these findings. Recently, Hollenberg et al.,
1974, employing the xenon washout technique,

demonstrated that the age- related decline in
renal blood flow primarily reflects decreased
perfusion of the renal cortex.

To our knowledge, the present study represents the first longitudinal study of GFR in
man. Since the longitudinal changes approximate the cross-sectional differences, there
does not appear to be any significant effect of

selective mortality or of differences among
cohorts in the cross-sectional results.
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PLANNING A LONGITUDINAL STUDY:
I. SAMPLE SIZE DETERMINATION
JAMES J. SCHLESSELMAN

Biometry Branch,
National Inititute of Child Health and Human Development,
Bethesda, Md. 20014, U.S.A.

I. INTRODUCTION
I wisH to explain how the use of some elementary statistical techniques can aid in the
planning and continuing evaluation of a longitudinal study. Though the methods are
well known as matters of principle, an exposition of their specific application to
longitudinal studies may aid investigators by providing explicit examples of their use.
In the course of evaluating the longitudinal study of aging conducted by the
Gerontology Research Center of the National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development, the investigators reviewed their choices for the size of the study population, the frequency of repeated measurements on the sutjects, and the length of time
over which the study would continue. Originally these decisions were made in part on
the basis of subject matter knowledge and expertise. The usual constraints of limitations of staff and funds, and the problems of managing such a study over an extended
period of time were additional considerations which tempered the final choices. The
techniques which are now being applied to the evaluation of these decisions can be
used by investigators who are only in the planning stages of a longitudinal study.

An important aspect of the statistical techniques to be illustrated is that their
application requires a precise statement of the goals of the study. Verbal adeptness and
limpid prose will not suffice in this matter. One must be specific about one's goals in

quantitathe terms.
To focus discussion, I will assume that the major goals of a longitudinal investigation include:

(a) determining means and average rates of change on a number of variables for
designated age groups, and detecting differences among these age groups;
(b) determining individual levels and rates of change in the study participants, and
characterizing the magnitude of individual differences.
Of course one may be interested in groups other than those based upon age. For
example, one may have a multiple crossed-classification based upon various clinical,
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sociological, and treatment factors. The use of age groups throughout this discussion
is intended to permit an unencumbered exposition of principles.
2. SAMPLE SIZES FOR ESTIMATING GROUP MEANS
Two simple techniques for planning sample size to estimate group means with a
pre-specified precision involve using the standard error of the mean or the coefficient of
variation of the mean.
Consider a group of N subjects with measurements x x2, . . . , xA, on some variable
X. The sample mean 2 and the sample standard deviation S are calculated as:

g={Xid-X2+

S=

+XN}IN

N

- 2)2

- 1)}1

ial

In the sample, the standard error of the mean 2 is given by S/VN. If one requires that
the standard error of the mean be equal to a specified quantity, then S/VN= c implies
that
N= S21 e2

(1)

To use this formula for planning purposes, one must specify c and an anticipated
value for S. Since the 95 per cent confidence interval based on the mean 2 is approximately 2-1-2S/VV, one can regard the quantity 4c as being approximately the width
of the 95 per cent confidence interval.
The coefficient of variation of the mean 2 is given by CV=S/(iVN). Therefore
S21(2CV)2

(2)

gives an alternative formula for sample size. To use this formula for planning purposes,
one must specify the desired coefficient of variation CV and anticipated values for the

mean 2 and the standard deviation S. The coefficient of variation of the mean has a
simple interpretation, namely, the sample mean 2 is likely (/),-.0.68) to be within CV
units of the true mean Lt. That is, for approximately normally distributed data
Prob I (g-- Witt I <
Ordinarily one speaks of CVx 100 per cent, percentage deviations from the true mean.
The use of formulas (1) and (2) requires speLaying anticipated values for 2 and S.

The conventional course of action in this situation is to use values based upon
previously published data, a pilot study, or to use subject matter knowledge and
expertise in guessing values. In the evaluation of a study in progress, the completed
portion of the study serves the purpose of providing these values.
To illustrate the application of these techniques, Table 1 shows data on heat production (cal/sq m/hr) and oxygen uptake (cc/sq m/min) reported by Shock and Yiengst
[1]. Corresponding to each age grouping are the reported values of g and S. Using
these numbers as anticipated values in formula (2), I calculated estimates of sample
size needed to attain coefficients of variation of the mean equal to 2 and 5 per cent. All
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calculated sample sizes have been rounded upwards. For example, for heat production
in the 40-49 yr age group
N=(3.95)2/(35.73 x 0.02)2,-01

for a CV of 2 per cent, and
N=(3.95)2/(35.73 x 0.05)2r-,-,5

for a CV of 5 per cent. Thus if one were planning a study and wished to determine the
average heat production in males 40-49 yr of age with a CV of 2 per cent, one would
choose a sample of 31 subjects. Similar interpretations apply to the other entries in
Table 1. Though the estimated sample sizes agree well age by age on both variables,

one should not expect this to happen as a rule. Most likely wide discrepancies in
estimated sample size will occur if a number of variables are to be measured. One
must choose some compromise value in this situation. Ranking in importance the
variables under study along with their corresponding sample sizes may aid in the
selection. One would wish to choose a value for N which would suffice at least for
variables of high importance. Furthermore, one may wish to make adjustment for
anticipated loss of participants over the course of the study.
TABLE 1.

ESTIMATED SAMPLE SIZES TO ATTAIN COEFFICIENTS
OF VARIATION OF THE MEAN OF 2 AND 5 PER CENT BY SELECTED
AGE GROUPS, BASED UPON TH E DATA OF SHOCK AND YIENGST [1]

Heat production (cal/sq m/hr)
Sample sizes

2

Age

40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-90

35.73

34.50
33.00
32.60
30.05

S
3.95
4.47
3.60
3.72
4.65

CV=2% CV=5%
31

42
30
33

60

5
7
5
6
10

Oxygen uptake (cc/sq mimin)
Sample sizes

Age

40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-90

2

S

123.45
121.88
112.88
113.08
104.68

14.56
18.20
13.02
13.02
16.10

CV=2% CV=5%
35
56
34
34
60

6

9
6
6
10

An important point to be remembered in any sample size calculation is that the
anticipated values used in formulas (1) and (2), and in subsequent formulas, should
refer to the target population. For example, means and standard deviations derived
from data on restricted groups, such as patients b a hospital ward or, the inhabitants of

a single city, might be vastly different from the general population. If one were
planning a study of the general population, such data could be quite misleading. This
is one of a number of reasons why sample size calculations can be regarded as only
approximate.
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Another point is that the precision actually attained in a study may differ from that
which was planned. This may occur because the values for 2 and S used in formulas (1)
and (2) are only 'guesses' as to what will be obtained. This in no way invalidates the
inferences to be drawn from the study, the sample estimates, or their measures of
error.
The choice of whether to use formula (1) or (2) for estimating sample size is somewhat a matter of preference for c or CV. An absolute measure of variation is given by
c, whereas C V is a relative measure. The preference within the field of survey sampling
is for CV. Kish [2] gives a good discussion of the coefficient of variation and the
problems of planning survey samples. He cautions that in some situations CV is best
avoided. (i) If the mean of the variable is close to zero, the estimated sample sizes in
formula (2) can be very erratic. (ii) For binomial variables, .ce corresponds to P or Q.
Thus the sample size calculated from formula (2) will differ, depending on the arbitrary
decision of which side of the binomial cut is regarded as P and which as Q.
From formulas (1) and (2) one sees that the relationship between c and CV is given
by c=2 CV. Thus one can easily relate values of c to those of CV.

3. SAMPLE SIZE FOR DETECTING DIFFERENCES IN GROUP MEANS
Having discussed two techniques for determining sample size when the goals of a
study included estimating group means with pre-specified precision, I will now illustrate techniques for calculating sample size when the goals include detecting differences
among the group means. To simplify the discussion I will assume that we wish to
allocate equal numbers of observations to the groups, that the groups are independent,

that the standard deviations within groups are approximately equal, and that the
observations are approximately normally distributed. A change in any one of these
assumptions will lead to a different formula for calculating sample size.
The statistical tradition of testing for differences assumes that one wishes to guard

against two types of errors: Type Iclaiming that a difference among groups exists,
when in fact it does not; Type Hclaiming that no difference exists among the groups,
when in fact it does. The probability of a Type I error is denoted by a and the probability of a Type II error is designated 0. The quantity a is referred to as the level of
significance of the test. The quantity (1 0) is called the power of the test. Since either
type of error is undesirable, we want both a and 0 to be small.
To calculate a sample size to detect a difference among means, one must specify four
quantities: (i) how large a diffe-ence one wishes to detect,A ; (ii) the level of significance,

a; (iii) the 'chance of not detecting a difference of A units, 0; (iv) and the standard
deviation, a. In the case where one is testing for a difference between two means, a
commonly used approximate formula for calculating a sample size N for each group is
given by
N= 2a2(Z. -1-Zp): /A 2.

(3)

The quantities 4, and Zp are unit normal deviates corresponding to the !eve; of significance, a and the Type H error, 0. Table 2 gives values for 4, and Zp for a range of
values of a and 0. The deviates Za and Zp correspond to the probability in the upper
tail of the unit normal distribution.
As an example, suppose we want a 95 per cent chance of detecting a difference of
2 cal/sq m/hr in heat production between 40-yr and 50-yr old men and that we want
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TABLE 2. UNIT NORMAL DEVIATES Za AND Zp CORRESPONDING
TO UPPER TAIL PROBABILITIES a AND f3 FOR ONE -SIDED AND
TWO-SIDED TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE: VALUES FOR Zp ARE THE
SAME FOR ONE -SIDED AND TWO-SIDED TESTS

d/ o)
0.001

0.005
0.01

0.025
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.30

One-sided test
Za /Zo)

Two-sided test

3.09
2.58
2.33
1.96
1.64
1.28
0.84

3.29

0.52

1.04

Za
2.81

2.58
2.24
1.96
1.64
1.28

differences to be significant at the 1 per cent level. Then 13=0.05, A=2 and a=0.01. As

an anticipated value for a, we can use the pooled standard deviation {[26(3.95)2+
26(4.47)1/(26+26)}i=4.22. (Shock and Yiengst [I] used N=27 in the 40- and 50-yr
age groups.) Using these values along with Table 2 and formula (3), we have for a
two-sided test of significance
N=2(4.22)2 (2.58 +1.64)2/(2)2k-e159.

If one wished to detect a true increase (decrease) of 2 units, then the values of Z. and
Zp from Table 2 corresponding to a one-sided test of significance give
N=2(4.22)2 (2.33 +1.64)2/(2)2.141.
One should appreciate the contributions of A and a in formula (3). Values specified
for A should correspond to differences of clinical or biological importance. This is
ultimately a subject matter judgement for which statistical theory can usually provide
little guidance. By specifying small values of A, one can easily produce the requirement of exceedingly large samples. Conducting a study based on inflated sample sizes
can result in statistically significant differences which are clinically inconsequential.
One may regard the standard deviation within groups, a, as consisting of two components: (i) inherent biological variation among the organisms, an, and (ii) measurement error, aE, where a2=a13-1-al. Ordinarily one hopes that al is small relative to
Poor measurements can easily inflate a2, and consequently lead to requirements of
larger sample sizes. One can decrease a2 by directly reducing al through improved
measurement, or by replicating determinations on each subject. If one uses the mean
of K replicates as the datum for each subject, a2 becomes a2=a13+(al/K). The relative
advantages of directly reducing al, increasing the number of replicates K, or increasing
the sample size N are important issues, but will not be treated here. Refer to Cox [3]
for a complete discussion.
Formula (3) shows that for a given A and a, the three quantities N, a, and 13 are
interrelated. For fixed N, one can decrease a only by increasing [3, and vice versa. For
example, suppose we wish to detect a difference of A=2 between 40- and 50 -yr old

men, but that we can afford samples no larger than N=50 for each group. Using
formula (3) with a=4.22, we have
Z. i-Zo= {50(2)20(4.22)2] }1 =2.37.
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If we wish to make a two-tailed test at the a=0.01 level of sign.:icance, then Z.=
2.58, which makes Zp= 0.21. From tables of the normal distribution function (e.g.
Pearson and Hartley (4)) one finds that P=0.58. If one wishes a=0.05, then Z.
=1.96, giving Zp=0.41 and P=0.34. If one wishes a=0.20, then Za=1.28, giving
Zp=1.09 and P=0.14. Thus for a fixed sample size N and fixed values of A and a, one
can decrease P only by increasing a. This example illustrates the trade-off that one can
make between Types I and II errors.
If the size of the sample is completely at our disposal, we can reduce a and P to any
preassigned level by using a large enough N. If the sample size is fixed or limited by
practical and economic constraints, and if committing a Type I error is more serious
than committing a Type II error, there is a case for reducing a at tita expense of increasing p. In many kinds of studies one wishes primarily to characterize phenomena
and describe the physical and biological world. In such instances I would be inclined
to treat both types of errors on an equal footing, choosing a= p.
There are other important interrelationships among the quantities N, A, a, a and t3,
the most important being the operating characteristic or power-curve. This is simply a

graph of p or (1 t3) against A for fixed N, a and a. One may consult Dixon and
Massey [5] as one of many elementary discussions. The usual statistical discussion
speaks of testing hypotheses, a null hypothesis, and an alternative hypothesis. Within
this context I have assumed the null hypothesis to be 'no difference in group means',
and the alternative hypothesis to be 'a difference of A units in the group means'.
If one wishes to detect a difference in proportions between two groups, the commonly used approximate formula for determini.g the sample size N for each group is

N= (Z.V2p i(1p i) i-Zp Vp 1(1 pi), l-p 41 pi) )'/A2

(4)

where pi is the anticipated proportion in group 1 (assumed to be the 'reference' or

`control' group) and p2=pii-A is the anticipated proportion in group 2.
Formulas (3) and (4) apply to situations in which one wishes to compare two groups.
If one contemplates comparisons among several groups, these formulas could be
applied for each comparison. The issue of making repeated tests of significance leads
to the so-called multiple comparisons problem. A simple case of this is given by the
investigator who makes 100 tests of significance at the a=0.05 level. If the tests are
independent and if there are in fact no differences between the groups compared, one
would expect 5 'statistically significant' results to occur due to chance alone. There is,
in fact, approximately a 95 per cent chance that between 1 and 9 tests would result in
being called statistically significant at the 0.05 level. One may refer to O'Neill and
Wetherill [6) for a recent survey of issues and practice with regard to multiple comparisons.
When one has several or more groups, an alternative to making repeated pair-wise
tests of significance is to use the analysis of variance F-test, which is designed to detect
any difference, wherever it may occur, among the groups. One disadvantage is that if a
significant F-value obtains, all that one knows is that a difference exists, but the test
does not say where. If one wants to know which groups are contributing to the significant F, he must retreat to pair-wise tests, partitioning degrees or freedom via
orthogonal contrasts, or multiple comparisons procedures. In spite of this, the reader
may find the tables provided by Kastenbaum et al (7-9) to be extremely useful for
planning sample size.
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To this point discussion has focused on estimating group means and detecting
differences among them. Thus aspects of cross-sectional as opposed to lorgitudinal
analysis have been considered. If one were contemplating a cohort analysis, say comparing a group of persons at two different points in time, formulas (3) and (4) would
not be appropriate for determining sample size. The basic assumption of independent
groups would be violated. The corresponding approximate formula for (3) is
N= (4)(ZQ -1-Z0) 2/A 2

(5)

where az) is the standard deviation of the paired-differences. That is, each subject now

has two measurements 40 and 42) on variable X at the two points in time. The
quantity op is the standard deviation of the paired differences di--=42)x?). The
term a in formula (3) refers to between subject variation, whereas the term ap in
formula (5) refers to within subject variation. In general these quantities will be quite
different. Sample size based on formula (5) corresponds to using a paired t-test for
statistical analysis. Sample size based on formula (3) corresponds to using a twosample t-test.
The sample size formula corresponding to (4) is somewhat more complicated for
the cohort case. Its presentatioa and discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. If
one had a cohort(s) observed at severa' points in time, one could consider sample size
determinations based upon repeated measures designs. The book by Winer [10) provides a handy reference for this material.
The matter of calculating sample size to estimate group rates of change, or to detect

differences in rates of change, becomes entwined with problems of frequency of
measurement and study duration. Thcse problems will be systems, ically treated in a
subsequent paper.
4. COMMENT

There are a number of inherent limitations to these techniques, a few of which I
-;nphasize. That one must have some preliminary ideas about the magnitudes
of tne quantities to be estimated, or the differences to be dctected, and their standard
deviations, is no handicap. Fe' studies arc undertaken in total ignorance, so that
accumulated exper;Ince can he a guide in these matters. More serious is that no
account has been taken of interrelationships among variables. More often than not,
interrelationships among a constellation of variables will be unknown or poorly
wish

understood. A major goal of the study might be the discovery of interrelationships and

the elucidation of their origin and mode of action. Although one could attempt to
apply multiple regression and correlation techniques to handle these problems,
the diffi:ulties multiply rapidly. Presently my own position regarding the multivariate case is that unless one can be extraordinarily explicit about the forms of the
relationships and the variables involved, one will have to be satisfied with simply doing
a good job of planning for each variable, one at a time. This in itself can be a Herculean
task, but if well done it should be a step in the right direction for the multivariate case.

Another matter is that the outlined techniques assume the dita to have approximate normal distributions. A nonlinear transformation may improve the approximation to normality if the original form is markedly non-normal. See Kruskal's general
review [11). Over the years a number of papers have discussed approaches to sample
size determination in the categorical case. One may consult the paper by Pasternack
and Gilbert (12)as a recent example, along with its r .erences. Cochran [13, 14) provides
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a more general discussion of problems in planning observational studies, and strategies
in overcoming them. Baltes [15] and Schaie [16] consider various research designs.

One aspect of statistical theory and practice upon which I have not touched is
sequential design, experimentation, and practice. Implicit in my discussion has been
the assumption that a longitudinal study is primarily concerned with accumulating
knowledge so as to characterize and elucidate biological phenomena, and that there
are no ethical problems of potentially adverse effects of the study. If ethical considerations are important to the conduct and continuation of a stud}, sequential methods
may be appropriate. Armitage [17] gives an authoritative survey of this field.
AcknowledgementsI wish to thank Dr. Max Halperin of the National Heart and Lung Institute for
many enlightening conversations on this topic. Also appreciated are the stimulating discussions with
Drs. Reubin Andres, Nathan Shock, and Mr. Arthur Norris of the Gerontology Research Center,
Baltimore, Md.
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PLANNING A LONGITUDINAL STUDY:
II. FREQUENCY OF MEASUREMENT AND STUDY
DURATION
JAMES J. SCHLESSELMAN

Biometry Branch,
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development,
Bethesda, Md. 20014, U.S.A.

1. INTRODUCTION
Two IMPORTANT issues in planning and executing a longitudinal study are the frequency of repeated measurements on the subjects and the study duration. The scientific
goals of a study, physical resources, available stalT and funds will contribute to an
investigator's intuition regarding the proper balance of these two factors. Statistical
techniques can aid in planning and in evaluating choices of frequency of measure-

ment and study duration. They assume that characterizing individual change in
function with age (time) is an important component of a longitudinal study.

2. LINEAR CHANGE IN FUNCTION WITH AGE
One of the simplest descriptions of change in function with age is that provided by a
straight line.
i= a -1-13/.

The term f denotes the function value (e.g. creatinine clearance, basal metabolism,
weight) at age I, and the parameters a and 0 denote respectively the intercept and slope
of the line. The interpretation of 0 is that it represents the 'rate of aging' with regard

to the function; a represents the function value at age zero. That any measured
physiological function would perfectly relate to age in this simple fashion, even over a
restricted range, is unlikely. However, one might be willing to admit that apart from

fluctuations or 'errors' the relationship between function and age is linear. In this
case one could write

f= a + (3t +error.

(I)
The notion is that corresponding to each value of t there is a set of potential values off
which depend upon the errors. One conceptualizes errors as having a distribution with
mean zero and variance a2 at each value of t. The quantity a2 is a measure of variation
around the line. If the errors are small (i.e. al is small), a straight line will be a good
approximation or 'fit' in equation (1).
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In a longitudinal study 'errors' depend upon a number of factors, among them:
inherent biological variation over time in the measured organism, error of measurement in laboratory determinations over time, and departures of the 'true' relationship
from linearity.
When given a sample of data on an individual at P points in time (fi, t1), (f2,
. .,
(fp, tn), one can form estimates of the intercept, slope, and error. One would not
expect every individual to have the same rate of aging, so the as and 13s would be
expected to vary among individuals. One therefore fits a line to the data on each
individml. The sample estimates of a and 13 are denoted a and b respectively. Letting
f=E fil P and i=EtilP, the least squares estimates are given [1] by

b=E(fif) (ti 01E(tii) 2

(2)

An estimate of a2 !s given by

S2= {E(fij)2 bE(fif)(tii))1(P-2).

(3)

The sample estimate S2 is based upon the deviations from the fitted line. The quantities
a, b and S2 are calculated separately for each subject. For convenience I am omitting
the subscript 'lc' which would appear on these terms for the kth subject.
The statistical techniques of this section are based upon providing 'good' estimates
of individual slopes. If the relationship between a given function and age is linear, one
can regard these slopes as being the rate of aging of an individual with regard to that
function.

To gain an appreciation of how the number of measurements and study duration
affect the. estimate of an individual's slope, consider the following set-up. Suppose one
has measurements at P equally spaced points in time, ti, t2,
, t,,, where each point is
spaced Y years apart. The study duration D is given by

D= Y(P 1)

(4)

and the frequency of measurement f is simply

f.(P 1)1 D.

(5)

The standard error of b is given [1] by S.E. (b)=a/VE(ti-02. Using well-known
induction formulas (e.g. [2] p.31, exercises 5 and 6) onecaneasilyshow that E(ti-02=

Y2P(P-1) (P+1)/12=D2P(P+1)/[12(P 1)]. The standard error of b can therefore
be written as

S.E. (b)=aV12(P-1)/[D

(6)

Equation (6) shows explicitly how the standard error of b depends on the study
duration D and the number of repeated measurements P on a subject. Since we have
approximately that S.E. (h)cc 1/[Thiii], a 'unit' increase in D reduces the standard
error more than a unit increase in P.
Tables 1-3 are presented to facilitate the process of evaluating choices of study
duration and number of measurements. These tables show values of
co= V12(P

1)/[D

(7)

for P=2-30 points and for studies of duratioi, D=1-30 yr. Since
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S.E.(6)=cocr

(8)

one can regard the co values as indices of precision of & The smaller the value of co, the

smaller will be S.E. (b) and, consequently, the more precise will be our estimate b.
(The first two lines of Table 1 are identical because of rounding in the third decimal
place.)
TABLE 1.

TABLED BY DURATION OF STUDY IN YEARS D AND NUMBER OF REPEATED OBSERVATIONS

P

ARE VALUES OF CO= V12(P-1)/[DVP(P+1)]

D
P
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

1

1.414
1.414
1.342
1.265
1.195
1.134
1.080
1.033
0.991
0.953

20

0.920
0.889
0.862
0.837
0.813
0.792
0.772
0.754
0.737

21

0.721

22
23
24
25
26
27

0.706
0.692
0.678
0.666
0.654
0.642
0.632

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

28
29
30

0.621
0.612

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.707
0.707

0.471
0.471
0.447

0.354
0.354
0.335
0.316
0.299
0.283
0.270
0.258
0.248
0.238
0.230
0.222
0.215
0.209
0.203
0.198
0.193
0.188
0.184
0.180
0.176
0.173
0.170
0.166
0.163

0.283
0.283
0.268
0.253
0.239
0.227
0.216
0.207
0.198
0.191
0.184
0.178
0.172
0.167
0.163
0.158
0.154
0.151
0.147
0.144
0.141
0.138
0.136
0.133
0.131
0.128
0.126
0.124
0.122

0.236
0.236
0.224
0.211
0.199
0.189
0.180
0.172
0.165
0.159
0.153
0.148
0.144
0.139
0.136
0.132
0.129
0.126
0.123
0.120
0.118
0.115
0.113
0.111
0.109
0.107
0.105
0.104
0.102

0.202
0.202
0.192

0.177
0.177
0.168
0.158
0.149
0.142
0.135
0.129
0.124
0.119
0.115
0.111
0.108
0.105
0.102
0.099
0.097
0.094
0.092
0.090
0.088
0.086
0.085
0.083
0.082
0.080
0.079
0.078
0.076

0.157
0.157
0.149

0.141
0.141

0.671

0.632
0.598
0.567
0.540
0.516
0.495
0.477
0.460
0.445
0.431

0.418
0.407
0.396
0.386
0.377
0.368
0.360
0.353
0.346
0.339
0.333
0.327
0.321
0.316
0.311

0.306

0.422
0.398
0.378
0.360
0.344
0.330
0.318
0.307
0.296
0.287
0.279
0.271

0.264
0.257
0.251
0.246
0.240
0.235
0.231
0.226
0.222
0.218

0.214
0.211

0.207
0.204

0.161
0.158
0.155
0.153

0.181
0.171

0.162
0.154
0.148
0.142
0.136
0.131
0.127
0.123

0.120
0.116
0.113
0.110
0.108
0.105
0.103
0.101
0.099
0.097
0.095
0.093
0.092

0.090
0.089
0.087

0.141
0.133

0.126
0.120
0.115
0.110
0.106
0.102
0.099
0.096
0.093
0.090
0.088
0.086
0.084
0.082
0.080
0.078
0.077
0.075
0.074
0.073
0.071
0.070
0.069
0.068

0.134
0.126
0.120
0.113
0.108
0.103
0.099
0.095
0.092
0.089
0.086
0 084
0.081
0.079
0.077
0.075
0.074
0.072
0.071

0.069
0.068
0.067
0.065
0.064
0.063
0.062
0.061

As an example, suppose one wants to consider a 10 yr study. By reading down
column 10 in Table 1, we find that for 2 points, co=0.141; for 5 points, co=0.126; for
10 points, co=0.099; for 30 points, co=0.061. Thus for a study of fixed length, one can
easily find how increasing the number of observations during the study time increases

the precision of the estimate of a slope. Using formula (4) one finds the spacing

between observations. For example, for P=2 points in D=10 yr, Y=10. Thus
observations are made at times 0 and 10. For P=5 points in D=10 yr, Y=2.5. Thus
observations are made at times 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10. From formula (5), the frequency
of measurement for these two examples is f=1/10, once every 10 yr and f=4/10, once
every 2.5 yr.

As another example, suppose one wishes to measure each subject only twice. By
looking across the row for P=2 in Tables 1-3, one can easily find how increasing the

c
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TABLED BY DURATION OF STUDY IN YEARS D AND NUMBER OF RFPEATED OBSERVATIONS P
ARE VALUES OF

(0=V12(P-1)/[D]

D
P
2
3

4
5

6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

0.129
0.129
0.122
0.115
0.109
0.103
0.098
0.094
0.090
0.087
0.084
0.081
0.078
0.076
0.074
0.072
0.070
0.069
0.067
0.066
0.064
0.063
0.062
0.061
0.059
0.058
0.057
0.056
0.056

0.118
0.118
0.112
0.105
0.100
0.094
0.090
0.086
0.083
0.079
0.077
0.074
0.072
0.070
0.068
0.066
0.064
0.063
0.061
0.060
0.059
0.058
0.057
0.055
0.054
0.054
0.053
0.052
0.051

0.109
0.109
0.103
0.097
0.092
0.087
0.083
0.079
0.076
0.073
0.071
0.068
0.066
0.064
0.063
0.061
0.059
0.053
0.057
0.0.'5
0.054
0.053
0.052
0.051
0.050
0.049
0.049
0.048
0.047

0.101
0.101

0.094
0.094
0.089
0.084
0.080
0.076
0.072
0.069
0.066
0.064

0.088
0.088
0.084
0.079
0.075
0.071
0.068
0.065
0.062
0.060
0.057
0.056
0.054
0.052
0.051
0.050
0.048
0.047
0.046
0.045
0.044
0.043
0.042
0.042

0.083
0.083
0.079
0.074
0.070
0.067
0.064
0.061
0.058
0.056
0.054
0.052
0.051
0.049
0.048
0.047
0.045
0.044
0.043
0.042
0.042
0.041
0.040
0.039
0.038
0.038
0.037
0.037
0.036

0.079
0.079
0.075
0.070
0.066
0.063
0.060
0.057
0.055
0.053
0.051
0.049
0.048
0.046
0.045
0.044
0.043
0.042
0.041
0.040
0.039
0.038
0.038
0.037
0.036
0.036
0.035
0.035
0.034

0.074
0.074

0.071
0.071
0.067
0.063

0.096
0.090
0.085
0.081

0.077
0.074
0.071
0.068
0.066
0.064
0.062
0.060
0.058
0.057
0.055
0.054
0.053
0.051

0.050
0.049
0.048
0.048
0.047
0.046
0.045
0.044
0.044

0.061

0.059
0.057
0.056
0.054
0.053
0.051
0.050
0.049
0.048
0.047
0.046
0.045
0.044
0.044
0.043
0.042
0.041
0.041

0.041

0.040
0.039
0.039
0.038

0.071
0.067

0.063
0.060
0.057
0.054
0.052
0.050
0.048
0.047
0.045
0.044
0.043
0.042
0.041
0.040
0.039
0.038
0.037
0.036
0.036
0.035
0.034
0.034
0.033
0.033
0.032

0.060
0.057
0.054
0.052
0.050
0.048
0.046
0.044
0.043

0.042
0.041

0.040
0.039
0.038
0.037
0.036
0.035
0.035
0.034
0.033
0.033
0.032
0.032
0.031
0.031

time span over which these 2 measurements are made decreases S.E. (6). Thus for
D=1, w=1.414; for D=5, :13=0.283; for D=15, w=0.094; for D=30, w= 0.047.
A more useful application of Tables 1-3 comes from considering the isoclines of
w. That is, consider all combinations of P and D for which w is constant. These
provide alternative 'strategies' which yield equal precision for S.E. (b). For example,
the pairs (P, D) corresponding to w=0.20 are (3, 7), (6, 6), (9, 5), (17, 4) and (30, 3).
One can interpolate in Tables 1-3 for studies with fractional lengths of years, or use
formula (7) directly. This example shows that using 3 points over 7 yr gives just as
precise an estimate as using 30 points over 3 yr.
I wish to emphasize that an inherent limitation in the application of this technique is
the assumption of linearity upon which it rests. For this reason one should be wary of
strategies that recommend many measurements over a short period of time, or few
measurements over a long period of time. In the preceding example, the strategies (17,
4) and (30, 3) might not be wise in practice. Though this technique assumes linearity as
a simplification for planning, one should be prepared to encounter nonlinearities in one's
data, and to arrange statistical 3nalyses to detect them. That we assume linearity for

planning convenience, but find that our data is nonlinear, does not invalidate the
statistical analysis of the data or the conclusions based upon it. The simplest of nonlinearities is quadratic curvature, a brief discussion of which appears in Section 5.
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TABLED BY DURATION OF STUDY IN YEARS D AND NUMBER OF REPEATED OBSERVATIONS P

ARE VALUES OF (0=02(P-1)/[D NW]
D

P
2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

0.067
0.067
0.064
0.060
0.057
0.054
0.051
0.049
0.047
0.045
0.044
0.042

0.064
0.064
0.061
0.057
0.054
0.052
0.049
0.047
0.045
0.043
0.042
0.040
0.039
0.038
0.037
0.036
0.035
0.034
0.033
0.033
0.032

0.061
0.061
0.058
0.055
0.052
0.049
0.047
0.045
0.043
0.041
0.040
0.039
0.037
0.036
0.035

0.059
0.059
0.056
0.053
0.050
0.047
0.045
0.043
0.041
0.040
0.038
0.037
0.036
0.035
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.031
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.029
0.028
0.028
0.027
0.027
0.026
0.026
0.025

0.057
0.057
0.054
0.051
0.048
0.045
0.043
0.041
0.040
0.038
0.037
0.036
0.034
0.033
0.033
0.032
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.029
0.028
0.028
0.027
0.027
0.026
0.026
0.025
0.025
0.024

0.054
0.054
0.052
0.049
0.046
0.044
0.042
0.040
0.038
0.037
0.035
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.031
0.030
0.030
0.029
0.028
0.028
0.027
0.027
0.026
0.026
0.025
0.025
0.024
0.024
0.024

0.052
0.052
0.050
0.047
0.044
0.042
0.040
0.038
0.037
0.035
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.029
0.028
0.027
0.027
0.026
0.026
0.025
0.025
0.024
0.024
0.023
0.023
0.023

0.051
0.051
0.048
0.045
0.043
0.040
0.039
0.037
0.035
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.028
0.028
0.027
0.026

0.049
0.049
0.046
0.044
0.041
0.039
0.037
0.036
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.028
0.027
0.027
0.026
0.025
0.025
0.024
0.024
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.022
0.022
0.021
0.021

0.047
0.047
0.045
0.042
0.040
0.038
0.036
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.028
0.027
0.026
0.026
0.025
0.025
0.024
0.024
0.023
0.023
0.022
0.022
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.020

0.041

0.040
0.039
0.038
0.037
0.036
0.035
0.034
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.032
0.031
0.031

.0.030
0.030
0.029

0.031
0.031

0.030
0.030
0.029
0.029
0.028
0.028

0.034
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.031
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.029
0.028
0.028
0.027
0.027
0.027

0.026
0.025
0.025
0.024
0.024
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.022
0.022

3. EVALUATING STUDY DURATION AND NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS
Two alternative methods of evaluating study duration and the number of repeated
measurements involve using the standard error of b and the coefficient of variation of
b. If one requires that the standard error of b be equal to a specified quantity c, then
S.E. (b)= 8 implies that
co= 8/a
(9)
using equation (8). If one wishes instead to determine b with a specified coefficient of
variation CV, then CV(b) =S.E. (b) /b implies that

co=b CV/a.

(10)

To use formulas (9) and (10) for planning purposes, one must specify anticipated values

for b and a and specify desired values for c or CV. Substituting these values into
equation (9) or (10) gives a value for co. By then referring to Tables 1-3, one can find
which strategies of (P, D) yield the calculated (o. (In using formula (10) one should
ignore the sign of b).
In Section 2 I stated that each individual would have his own S2 and b. One way of
using formulas (9) and (10), but by no means the only way, is to use some average

5 n-I 4
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value for 1, and some average value for a. Thus in a sense we would be planning on the
basis of some 'average person'. If one had longitudinal data at hand, he could use this

data for planning purposes. Most likely only cross-sectional data will be available.
Therefore the application of these techniques using available cross-sectional data will
be discussed.

As an example, I will use data reported by Shock and Yiengst [3]. In Table 4 on
p. 36, they give values of slopes based on cross-sectional age regressions for a number

of variables. As two instances, they report that b= 0.137 for heat production and
b= 0.476 for oxygen uptake. The value b= 0.137 means that on the average there
is a cross-sectional decline in heat production of 0.137 cal/sq m/hr per yr. The value
b= 0.476 means that on the average there is a cross-sectional decline in oxygen
uptake of 0.476 cc/sq m/min per yr. Referring again to their Table 4, please note that
the numbers in the column headed al, are not estimates of a. The values of csb reported
are the standard errors of b based on cross-sectional data. The quantity cr in this paper
is the standard deviation about the regression line within a single person. Values of csb

confound variation among persons with variation within persons. Furthermore csb
has incorporated into it the factor I(ai 11)2, where ai, a2, . aN are the ages of the N
subjects at which the cross-sectional measurements were made. I am emphasizing these

points to caution readers against using reported numbers based upon similarity of
notation used. One must understand the derivation of the reported values and their
meaning.
For estimates of 62, refer to Shock and Yiengst's Table 3 on p.34 and look down the

last column headed 'Error-608 df.' These values represent the average variation
within subjects, and incorporate laboratory error of measurement and period-toperiod variation. If the periods were widely separated in time, these values would
better estimate 62. Because of the relatively close spacing of the periods in time, the
reported error mean squares probably underestimate 62. Nevertheless they are useful,

and with caution can be used as anticipated values in formulas (9) and (10). For
oxygen uptake the reported error mean square of 41.17 gives an anticipated value of
V41.I 7=6.42. For heat production the reported error mean square of 2.87 gives an
anticipated value of 6= 1/2.87 = 1.69.
If one assumes that longitudinal change within an individual will follow the observed

cross-sectional change, then the reported values of b based upon cross-sectional
analysis can be used as anticipated values for b in formula (10). There are many good
reasons to be cautious about this assumption. See for example the work of Baltes [4]
and Schaie and Strother [5].
Assume for the moment that longitudinal change in heat production will follow the
cross-sectional gradient, that b= 0.137 and that 6 =1.69. Furthermore suppose that
one wants to determine individual slopes in heat production with an average CV of 50
per cent. Using formula (10) and ignoring the sign ofb, we have a)=(0.137) (0.50)/1.69
=0.041. Referring to Tables 1-3, one can find those strategies for which a)=0.041.
Writing the number of measurements P and the study duration D as the ordered pair
(P, D), some strategies for which o)=0.041 are: (14, 21), (11, 23), (10, 24), (9, 25) and
(6,29). Thus studies langing from 14 points in 21 yr to 6 points in 29 yr will yield slopes
on heat production with an average coefficient of variation of 50 per cent.
One can pursue this exercise using formulas (9) or (10) for any variable to be studied.
One will be confronted no doubt with a bewildering array of alternative strategies.
,st
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Some compromise must be reached, most likely based upon considerations mentioned
in Section 1. Having decided upon a strategy, one can then use formulas (6)-(10) with
the chosen values of P and D to estimate the precision anticipated from the study. The
actual precision may differ from the planned precision because we are using 'guesses'
for b and a. One advantage of using formula (9) instead of (10) is that one need only
provide an anticipated value for a. An underestimate of a on any variable is given by
the standard deviation of replicate laboratory determinations. This underestimates a
because it does not incorporate the additional factors of inherent biological variation
in the organism over time and departures of the 'true' relationship from linearity. For

nost variables the inherent biological variation may be manyfold greater than
laboratory measurement error. Circadian rhythms in hormone secretion, or change in
body function under the influence of temperature, light, season, diet or infection [6]
are but some examples of what I mean by inherent biological variation. Elimination of
these potential sources of variability through careful experimental design can yield
great increases in precision.

For additional information, including advice on using CV, refer to [7]. Please
observe that the symbols a and P have different meanings in these two papers.
4. ADDITIONAL COMPLICATIONS

The matter of study duration and number of repeated measurements has been
treated without referring to the sample size. This occurred because the focus was on

obtaining good estimates of slope for an (`average') individual. The problem of
sample size arises when one wants to estimate the average rate of change for various
groups, or when one wants to detect differences among groups in their average rates of
change. The groups might be determined, for example, by birth-cohorts or by classification on clinical or social variables.
Consider a group of N persons, each having a 'true' rate of change IL, 132,
, 13N.
If one measures each person at P points in time, he can calculate for each person an
estimate of slope b1, b2, . . . , bN using formula (2). The true average rate of change for
the group is 0={131+
bN } /N. The
+13N}/N. An estimate of 13 is b= {bidstandard error of b is given by

S.E. (b).

E(ti-02}1/ArAT.

(11)

The quantity ap represents the variation in true slopes among people, where ari
E(fli 0)2/N. The quantity a2 has the same meaning as in Sections 2 and 3, namely,
the variation about the regression line within a person. For simplicity I am assuming
that a2 does not vary from person to person. To avoid additional complications in
exposition, I also assume the approximate equality
E(43i-0)2/N.
Using the results in Section 2, one can rewrite equation (11) as

S.E. (b).

+ 12(P

1)a2/[D2P(P+ 1)) P/A/N.

(32)

Equation (12) shows that one can reduce S.E. (b) in three different ways: (i) increase
the sample size, N; (ii) increase the number of points, P; (iii) increase the study duration, D. Which of these alternatives is most profitable, or in what measure one should
combine them, is a very difficult problem in practice. The answer will depend upon the
relative sizes of the variance components cy,i and a2, and on the relative costs of unit
1.5.-Si 6
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increases in N, P and D. Note in equation (12) that all three factors N, P and D contribute to decreasing the term in a', whereas only N acts to decrease the term in al.
One needs a theoretical 'model or longitudinal data to get estimates or anticipated
values for al. If one had anticipated values for al and a', these could be substituted
into equation (12). One could then use equations (1), (2) or (3) in Ref. [7] to obtain
simultaneously values for N, P and D. This would be somewhat complicated because of
the multiplicity of solution sets (N, P, D). For example, suppose one wants to estimate
the average rate of change within a group so that the standard error is equal to a
specified quantity c. Using equation (12) we have

(al +12(P

1)0[D2P(P-F OWN= el.

(13)

Using anticipated values for al and a', we now search for all values of (N, P, D) which
solve equation (13). I would approach this task by, say, fixing P at several values, and
then solving for N and D numerically. One may find it instructive to compare equation (13) with equation (1) in Ref. [7].
As another example, suppose one wanted to detect a difference of tl units between
the average rates of change in two groups. Using equation (3) in Ref. [7] we have

(crl +12(P

[ D2P(P

}/N=t12/ [2(Z. -FZ0)

.

(14)

The quantities Z. and; are unit normal deviates corresponding to the desired Type I
error rate a and the Type II error rate p and are given in Table 2 in [7]. One has to
solve equation (14) numerically, just as one does (13). Considerations of Type I and
Type II errors arise only in the context of testing for differences, that is, in testing
hypotheses. These considerations do not apply to the development in Sections 2 and
3 which is based upon estimation.
The purpose of this section is to show that problems of sample size determination
can become entwined with problems of study duration and frequency of measurement. Their separation is somewhat artificial, but may nevertheless be preferable for
simplicity of analysis. Apart from speculating about the size of cr,i, one really needs
longitudinal data at hand to use the techniques of this section. This needed data
should begin to appear for many physiological variables in forthcoming publications

of the Gerontology Research Center, Baltimore, Md. In this longitudinal study
average values of N, P and D presently are: N,.11000,
because of continuing recruitment and dropouts.

D:.-J10. These are averages

5. QUADRATIC CHANGE IN FUNCTION WITH AGE
One does not expect all functional relationships with age to be linear. Planning that

accounts only for linear trends should be adequate, however. Basing statistical
analyses solely on linear trends may be satisfactory as a first approximation, but it
will be insufficient for a more refined analysis. One of the simplest functions allowing
for curvature is a 2nd degree polynomial
f=130-1-1311+13212.

(15)

Figure 1 displays some shapes of the function (15) for various values of the parameters.
The parameter po represents the function value at t=0. The parameter P, denotes the
`accelerative' component of aging. This is because the 2nd derivative off with regard
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FIG. 1. The function f= Po+ (31t+ (12t2 is graphed for various values of the parameters

Po, p, and N.

to t is d2f/dt2=2132. The parameter fli represents the rate of aging at t=0. This is
because
df/dt= fli -1-202t.

(16)

If p..o, as in a straight line, the rate of aging at t=0 is the same at every age. When
o 2 0 0, the rate of aging itself depends upon age according to equation (16). To allow
for fluctuations or errors in an exact fit by (15), it is preferable to write
I= i30-1- Pit+ 02N-error.

As in Section 2, one would fit separate curves to each individual's data. Consult
Snedecor and Cochran [8] for details of the fitting procedure.
The main distinction I wish to draw in this section is between techniques used for
planning and those used for analysis. Whereas one may wish to restrict himself to
simple functions like straight lines for purposes of planning, he should not limit himself in the analysis. The planning techniques of Section 2 could be easily extended to

2nd degree polynomials or other more complicated curves. My feeling is that the
additional complications introduced into the planning process will not be worth the
effort. The major burden, moreover, is in sensibly specifying desired values for e, CV,
or A, and in providing good anticipated values for b, a' and 4 The most sophisticated
technique based upon faulty data serves no one well.
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ENERGY METABOLISM, CALORIC INTAKE AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF THE AGING
by N. W. Shock'

fare, 1971). As indicated in Fig. 1, mortality

measurements for a given variable on chronological age are calculated.
Unless specified, the observations presented here represent cross sectional analyses of data obtained from normal subjects
between the ages of 20 and 90 years. All
subjects were carefully examined by physicians on the staff of the Gerontology Research Center and any subjects with iden:

rates increase rapidly as age advances and

tifiable disease of the organ systems involved

in fact double every 81/2 years. On the
basis of these observations, and others, it
can be assumed that with the passage of
time changes occur in individuals which

in the measurements were excluded from
the data analysis. Since we regard aging as
a process which goes on over the entire
adult life span, observations were made on
subjects (males) between the ages of 20

The central biological fact about aging is
that mortality rates or the probability of
death in adults increases with age. In the
United States, mortality rate or probability
of death from all causes for males increases
from about 11 per 1 000 population at age

25-30 to 460 per 1 000 at age 85-90 (U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Wel-

increase their vulnerability to a broad spectrum of conditions that result in death.
One of the goals of the Gerontology Research Center has been to describe in quantitative terms the physiological changes that

and 90 years.

Before turning to the specific topics of
energy metabolism, caloric intake, and physical activity, I shall present a brief summary

occur in human subjects with advancing

of our results with respect to the general

age. Ideally, measurements should be made
in the same individual as he ages, if we are

physiological characteristics of aging in
humans.

to identify age changes. This longitudinal
method is laborious and time consuming
so that although we have been conducting
such a study on about 650 normal males for
the past 10 years, most of our current information is based on cross sectional anal-

In the first place, we have found that a
number of characteristics of the blood,

yses of age differences. In these studies
mean values by decades are calculated for
different subjects, or the regression of
' Gerontology Research Center, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development,

National Institutes of Health, Baltimore City
Hospitals, Baltimore, Maryland 21224, USA.

measured under resting or basal conditions

are well maintained even in subjects of
advanced age. Fasting blood sugar levels
(Smith and Shock, 1949), pH of the plasma
(Shock and Yiengst, 1950), plasma volume
(Cohn and Shock, 1949) and osmotic pressure are examples of characteristics which,
under resting or basal conditions show little

or no change with age. As will be shown
later, the rate of recovery to resting values
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following physiological displacements, may
be slower in old subjects than in young.
A good many physiological functions
show a gradual dccrcmcnt with increasing
age. Resting cardiac output, measured by

U.S. MALES -1968

400

the dye dilution technique, falls progressively with increasing age (Brandfonbrcncr,
Landowne and Shock, 1955). Average values

300

for cardiac index at age 80 arc only about
30 % of the average values for 30 -year -olds.

200

Renal plasma flow, mcasurcd by the clear-

ance of diodrast or para-amino hippuric
acid declines by about 50% between the
ages of 30 and 80 years (Davies and Shock,
100

1950; Shock, 1961) (Fig. 2). Other functions,

such as maximum breathing capacity and
maximum oxygen uptake during physical
exercise decline as much as 60-70 % over

0
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50 60 70
AGE (Years)

e

t

80

90

the age span of 30 to 80 years (Norris.
Shock and Yicngst, 1955; Norris and Shock,

1971). Fig. 3 illusirates the dccrcmcnt in
muscle strength, measured with a hand
dynamometer in males and females over
the age span 30 to 90 years. Maximum
strength for the dominant hand in males
fell from about 43 kg at age 30 to 25 kg

Fig. 1. Deaths per 1 000 for 5 year periods. United
States males, 1968. (U.S. Dept. Health, Education and Welfare. 1971.)

at age 90 (Miles, 1950).
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Fig. 2. Renal plasma flow (CIpAH) in ml /min for normal adult males (Shock, 1962).
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Although aging is associated with a defor many physiological functions, it is . 'portant to recognize
the wide range of values seen among different subjects at each decade of age. Fig. 2
shows that in one 80-year-old subject renal
blood flow was still as good as that of the
average 50-year-old. The effects of age arc
cline in average vab,

40

A
A
30

highly individual, and chronological age

z

alone is a poor index of physiological func-

000

tion. Similar individual diffcrcnccs in the

tik

effect of age appear in every physiological

ct 20

system that we have measured.

c.)

00

0
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0

0 0

u)

When extra demands are imposed on an

0

orgLa system, age diffcrcnccs arc more
pronounced than when observations are

0
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to

made under resting or basal conditions. The
old individual shows a greater displaccmcnt

0 -Subordinate fond- females

and slower rate of recovery than does the
young. For example, the oral administration of 10 grams of ammonium chloride to
a young subject will produce a reduction
in the plasma pH of approximately 0.05
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Fig. 3. Age decrement in muscle stre,vtli.
Dominant hand, malts; A, Subordinate hand,
malts;
Dominant hand, females; 0, Subordinatc hand, femecs. (Miles, 1950.)

units in 1 3 /2 hours with complete recovery
to the resting level by the end of 8-10 hours.
Howevcr, in the 80 -year -old the same dose
will produce a displaccmcnt of about three

AGE DECREMENTS IN PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE
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times this amount and recovery will require froth 24 to 72 hours (Shock, 1961).
The aged individual is able to make the
adjustment but he requires more time. Similar impairments in the rate of recovery of
the elderly following displacing stimuli have

also been shown for the rate of removal
of excess glucose from the blood (Silver-
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extent to which cells or functioning elements are lost from different organ systems
(Buetow, 1971), the loss in reserve capacities
in the elderly must be in part due to tissue
losses and cell death.
There is, however, an expanding body

of data which indicates that with aging,

stone, Brandfonbrener, Shock and Yiengst,
1957), the recovery of respiratory and

changes also occur in the biochemical and
physiological characteristics of tissues and
cells which impair their function. Time will

cardiovascular

not permit a detailed review of this im-

displacements induced by

standardized light exercise (Norris, Shock
and Yiengst, 1953) and many other functions. This reduced speed of response is a
general characteristic of aging which extends from physiological to psychological
characteristics (Hiigin, Norris and Shock,
1960; Suci, Davidoff and Surwillo, 1960).

portant aspect of aging.

It has long been known that the total
energy production, per 24 hours or per sq.m.
of surface area falls progressively with age
(Boothby, Berkson and Dunn, 1936). Other
studies have repeatedly confirmed an aver-

The effects of age differ widely among
organ systems. Fig. 4 illustrates the range
of these differences. In this figure the
average decrement between the ages of 30
and 80 years is plotted as the percentage

age decrement of about 12 cals/M2/hr between the ages of 20 and 90 (Shock, 1955).
Although the absolute levels vary by about
2 cal/M2/hr, the slopes of the regression
on age (1.66 cal/M-1 decade) are remarkably uniform except for one study (Lewis,

of the mean value observed in 30-year-olds.

1938) in which the regression slope was less

Average decrements range from 15-20%

(0.8 cal/M2/decade). This study was conducted on normal subjects from New York
City who came to the hospital for tests on

for nerve conduction velocity (Norris, Shock

and Wagman, 1953) to 70% for maximum
oxygen uptake during maximum exercise.
It can be seen that the greatest age decre-

an oat patient basis, whereas the other
studies were made on subjects living in an

ments are found in tests which impose a

institution.

stress on the organism and require the

These results led to the assumption that
aging was associated with a "slowing of
metabolism", presumably at the cellular

coordinated activity of a number of organ
systemsas for example, physical exercise.
Part of the loss in reserve capacity observed in the elderly can be ascribed to the
loss of functional elements in some organs.
For example, the decline in kidney function
is associated with a gradual loss of functioning nephrons (Arataki, 1926). In the
senescent rat, degeneration of muscle fibers
occurs

(Andrew, Shock, Barrows and
Yiengst, 1959) and the number of fibers in
nerve trunks diminishes (Rexed, 1944). Although there are species differences in the

level. Since thyroid hormone is the primary
regulator of the rate of cellular metabolism,

studies were directed toward determining
age changes in the ability of the gland to
produce or release thyroxine.

Estimated as the plasr

protein bound

iodine (PBI) the circulating thyroid hormone

is unaltered throughout the adult age span
(Gaffney, Gregerman and Shock, 1960).
This finding means only that the gland is

capable of maintaining a steady state of
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mg (10 USP units) of TSH were administered daily to two middle aged (46 and

90

0a

51 years old) and three elderly (ages 81, 88
and 92) males for a period of 5 days.
The increments in pulse rate, basal oxygen
consumption, protein bound iodine or 1131
uptake by the thyroid gland were essentially

70

60

O

the same for the middle aged and elderly

cc

g 90

subjects.
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Fig. 5. pg thyroxine degraded per day in males
aged 20-85 years (Gregerman, Gaffney and Shock,
1962).

PBI in the plasma. It does not give any
indication of the rate of formation of the
hormone.

In summary, it may be said that there is
no evidence that the thyroid gland shows
any reduction in its capability to produce or

release thyroxine as age advances. On the
other hand, the daily degradation of thyroxine falls with age. However, animal experiments have failed to provide any evidence for an agewise reduction in oxygen
uptake of tissue slices, homogenates or
isolated mitochondria from rat heart, liver

Evidence on this question is offered by
determining the rate of disappearance from
the blood of radioactive thyroxine labeled

or kidney (Barrows, 1966).

with 1131 (Gregerman, Gaffney and Shock,
1962). In this technique a measured amount

cellular metabolism is deficient in the aged.

of the labeled hormone was administered
intravenously and its disappearance from
the circulation was followed over a 2 week

period. The daily turnover of thyroxine
(thyroxine disposal or degradation rate) can

be calculated from these observation.. As
shown in Fig. 5, the amount of thyroxine
degraded per day falls from about 88 ,ug
thyroxine iodine to about 42 ,ug between
the ages of 20 and 90 years. Since the disposal rate is, at least in the steady state,
equal to thyroxine synthesis these data

There is no evidence that the amount of
thyroxine required to regulate tissue and
It should be noted that thyroxine degradation occurs largely in the liver and is not
related to its effect in regulating cellular
metabolism (Oppenheimer and Surks, 1971).

Since neither tissue metabolism nor the
ability of the thyroid to produce thyroxine
diminishes with age, what then is the basis
for the progressive fall in total metabolism
or energy production per M2 surface area
with age? In my opinion the fall is simply
a reflection of the loss of metabolizing tissue
with age.

As shown in Fig. 6 both height and

provide evidence that secretion of thyroxine
falls with advancing age (Gregerman, 1967).

weight diminish with age. The observations
shown were made on 824 community resid-

There is, however, no evidence that the
thyroid gland of aged subjects is unable to

ing males who are participants in a longitudinal study of aging (Stone and Norris,
1966). Participants in the study, who range
in age from 20-96 years, spend 2 1/2 days

produce or release additional thyroxine
when an adequate physiological stimulus
is provided (Baker, Gaffney, Shock and
Landowne, 1959). In these experiments 25

in the hospital every 18 months for an
extensive series of clinical, physiological,
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year-olds, 0.487 for 65-74-year-olds and
0.385 for 75-84-year-olds.

HEIGHT
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Surface area is the traditional factor used
to correct physiological measurements for
differences in body size. In using this factor to reduce the effects of body size on
measurements of basal energy production
it is assumed that it is an effective index
of the amount of metabolizing tissue in the
individual. Since it is calculated from height

and weight, it can be influenced by the

kg

amount of bone, fat and other tissues with
70
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Fig. 6. Regression of height and weight on age in
normal males.

biochemical and psychological tests. Since
470 of these subjects were measured three
times or more between 1959 and June 30,
1969, it is possible to examine age trends
within individual subjects of different ages.
This was done by calculating the linear re-

gression of height and weight on age for
each subject. Mean values for the slope of
the regression were then calculated for
subjects within each decade. In Fig. 7, the
average slope is plotted through the mean
value for each age decade. It may be seen
that, on the average, individual subjects
also showed a decrement with age. In the
case of body weight, subjects 50 years of
age or younger showed, on the average, a
gain in weight, but subjects 55 years and
older showed an average loss in body
weight. This longitudinal approach offers
clear evidence of a gradual loss of body
weight in subjects over the age of 55 years.
The mean slope of the individual regressions
of body weight on age is +0.236 kg per
year in 45-54-year-olds, 0.146 for 55-64-

low oxygen uptage which contribute to body
weight, but not to oxygen uptake or energy
production. Since the water content of cells

is very stable and does not change, signifi-

cantly with age, it seemed reasonable to
suppose that the water content of the body
would serve as a more appropriate index
of the amount of metabolizing tissue in the
individual than surface area. Consequently,

measurements of total body water were
made in subjects by the antipyrine dilution
HEIGHT

+ --I-
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,
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70

38
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Fig. 7. Mean regression slopes of height and
weight on age determined from serial measurements on the same subjects (normal males) over a
period of 8 years. The vertical line represents +1
standard deviation of the mean value.
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Fig. 8. Effect of age on basal metabolism in normal males. , Total body water deter:nined as antipyline
space (1); , Basal 02 consumption, ml/min; o, Basal 02 consumption, ml/min/1 body water. (Gregerman, 1967.)

technique (Shock, Watkin, Yiengst, Norris,

Gaffney, Gregerman and Falzone, 1963).
Fig. 8 shows that basal oxygen consumption

per liter of body water is not influenced
by age. It may, therefore, be concluded that
the fall in basal metabolism (calculated as
cal /Me /hr) with age is simply a reflection

of the loss of metabolizing tissue and all
observations are compatible with the assumption that oxygen uptake of functional
cells is not significantly diminished with

3000
2800

26001-

2200

r

2000 L

Total daily intake calories

1800

16001-

advancing age.

Since the total energy production per 24
hours is the sum of the basal energy production and that required for daily activities,
an attempt was made to determine age dif-

ferences in daily activities and to relate
total energy production to dietary intake.
A total of 252 men, aged 20-29, participants
in the longitudinal study, served as subjects
for this study (Mc Gandy, Barrows, Spanias,
Meredith, Stone and Norris, 1966).

After detailed instructions from trained
nutritionists each subject maintained a 7day record of all foods eaten and mailed it
to the Gerontology Research Center. After
verification with the nutritionist, the Lo.ta

1400r

Basal calories/day

1200 -

1000I800
Activity cllories/day
600128

40

_I_ .... J._
50 60 70

80

AGE (Years)

Fig. 9. Daily caloric intake and expenditure in

normal males. , Total daily caloric intake;
oo (upper curve), Basal caloric expenditure
per day; oo (lower curve), Daily caloric expenditure for activity. Vertical lines represent

±1 standard curve of the mean. (Data from

McGandy, Barrows, Spanias, Meredith, Stone
and Norris, 1966).
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Fig. 10. Average daily energy balance in normal males aged 30-80 years. n, Total dietary intake
cals/24 hrs; IIIII, Basal metabolism cals/24 hrs; MI, Caloric expenditure per 24 hrs calculated
from activity history. (Mc Gandy, Barrows, Spanias, Meredith, Stone and Norris, 1966.)

from each record were coded and entered on
punch cards for computer analyses of mean
daily nutrient intakes.

calculated for each subject by using values
for each activity as reported in the litera-

Physical activity was estimated from a

As shown in Fig. 9 (top line), the total
cale is intake in these subjects fell from
2 688 cal/day in 20-34-year-olds to 2 093

detailed interview covering specific activities

at home, at work, at recreation (including
active or passive participation in sports)
and variations in activity patterns such as
trips and seasonal sports. The amount of
time spent in each activity was expressed
as a daily average for each subject. Time
spent in seasonal activities and activities
which were pursued infrequently were expressed as an annual total and then divided
by 365. Total daily energy expenditures were

ture.

cal/day in 75-99-year-olds. The middle line

of Fig. 9 shows the average basal metabolism expressed as cal per day for these
subjects. The bottom line shows the tow!
call /day assignable to daily activities.
Of the 252 subjects who provided dietary
records, 167 also submitted detailed records
of their physical activity. It was found that
this subsample did not differ significantly
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from the other subjects with respect to
caloric intake or basal metabolism.

Fig. 10 shows the relationship between
total caloric intake and energy expenditure
(basal plus energy expenditure calculated
from activity records) for males aged 30-80

years. A reduction in both caloric intake
and total caloric expenditure with advancing
age is shown. There is also fairly close agree-

ment between caloric intake and expenditure at all ages. However, the calories required for activities fall more than basal
calories, especially among the 80-year-old
subjects. It is, therefore, clear that the reduction in energy metabolism in older subjects is a reflection of tissue loss and re-
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SUMMARY

Gregerman, R. 1. (1967). Chapter 8. In Endocrines and aging (ed. L. Gitman), pp. 161-

Aging is a phenomenon which proceeds
over the entire adult life span. Its ultimate
expression is in terms of a rise in mortality
rate with age. Physiologically, aging is associated with a gradual decline in many

Gregerman, R. I., Gaffney, G. W. and Shock,

physiological functions, such as cardiac per-

Lewis, W. H., Jr (1938). Amer. I. Physiol.,

formance, renal function, pulmonary function, etc: However, marked individual dif-

ferences occur in the effects of age. The
greatest age differences are found in performances which require the coordinated
activit, of a number of organ systems, as
for example, physical exercise. Reserve
capacities are reduced in the elderly and
they require more time to adjust to displacing stimuli than do the young. The loss

of reserve capacity is due in part to the
loss of functioning elements in organs and
tissues.

The reduction in energy metabolism in
the elderly is due to loss of tissue and reduced activity.
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DISCUSSION

Carlson: Thank you, Dr. Shock, for a most im-

portant contribution to this important field. I
would like to open the discussion after Dr.
Shock's paper and there is one discussion in
advance. Dr. Skinner, would you please make
your comment.

Skinner: I would like to make a few comments regarding physical activity and aging, as

seen from another point of view than that of
Dr Shock. In a study on a total population in

Tecumseh; Michigan (about 9 000 persons),
the leisure activity of a subsample of 1 965
persons was estimated from a very detailed
physical activity questionnaire by Cunningham

et al. In Figure 1 one can see the number of
hours per week which the subjects participate
in leisure activities relative to age. It can be
clearly seen that there is a reduction in the
hours of activity per week among the older
subjects. Of more importance, however, is the
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(
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Fig. 1 and 2. Modified from data of Cunningham, et al., 1909. Cunningham, D. A., H. J. Montoya,
H. L. Metzer and J. B. Keller. Physical activity at work and leisure as related to occupation. Med.
Sci. Sports 1:165-170, 1969.
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intensity of the activities in which they partici-

pate (Fig. 2). Looking at the intensity of the
"most active" 1.5 hours per week, there is a
marked shift in the pattera or participation so
that in the older age range about 50% of the
subjects are doing activities requiring only 13.9 times the basal metabolic rate (sleeping to
walking). Thus, the older persons are not only
participating less often but
their activities is also lower.

the intensity of

The intensity of an activitiy can also be
viewed in another way. Rather than classifying
intensity in an absolute sense (kcal or multiples

Munro: I want to ask two questions, one of
Dr. Shock and one of Dr. Skinner on the basis
of what he said. The question to Dr. Shock is
on cell loss. Does cell loss in old age mainly
occur in tissues no longer showing active cell
division, or in dividing tissues?
For Dr. Skinner I would like to ask: In old
age, does efficiency of work output per calorie
change?

Shock: The cell loss to which I referred
occurs only in non-dividing cells. In epithelial
cells. division continues in elderly subjects, but

the rate of cell division may be sligthly re-

of the BMR), it is also possible to do it in a
relative sense, i.e. the intensity of a given ac-

duced in old age.

tivity is relative to the maximal intensity which
a person is able to perfo:m. Since the maximal
working capacity (endurance, strength, etc.) de-

age differences in efficiency at moderate work
levels. At very slow rates of work, efficiency is
somewhat lower in old than in young subjects.

creases with increasing age, while the energy
cost and heart rate response to standardized
submaximal work loads remains essentially the

At maximum work rates, efficiency

same, for the same caloric expenditure the older

work as do the young.
Skinner: If I remeber correctly, Dr. Munro,
Taylor and his associates in Minneapolis found
a slight (approximately 5%) reduction in efficiency of walking on a treadmill among older
workers of the railroad industry. Other evidence
seems to suggest that there is little or no change
in efficiency with age.
Gopalan: Dr. Shock has concluded that the
reduction in basal oxygen consumption in old

person is working at a higher percentage of
his maximal capacity.
Another point I would like to mention comes
from the psychological studies of older persons
by Kreitler and Kreitler (1). Older persons
tend to have a poor self-image relative to their
ability to move. They then reduce the amount
of activity they do, thus reinforcing their poor
self-image. These investigators found that after
this cycle was reversed by putting these older

persons into an exercise program, the selfimage was improved and the subjects tended

In our normal subjects we have found no

is also

lower in the old than in the youngbut the
old subjects cannot obtain as high a rate of

age is totally attributable to reduction in the
metabolising tissue, and that no reduction in
oxygen consumption per unit of metabolising

to be more active.
Carlson: Dr. Shock, you have described two

tissue is involved. This conclusion is based on

features of aging

loss of cell mass and

water and the reduction in basal oxygen con-

decline in physical activity. Do you know which

sumption run almost parallel. If the relationship

of these that comes first? Or to re-phrase it, is
decline in cell mass causing elderly people to
be physically less active or is it because people
with increasing age are becoming more lazy
that the cell mass declines with age?

between total body water and metabolising

i.e.

Shock: We have no direct evidence as to
which comes first. However, the age changes

in chemical composition that appear in rat
muscle are similar to those that appear in young
animals in which the muscle is immobilized or
denervated. It is therefore possible that the age

changes in muscle may be due in part to an
atrophy of disuse. However, it is impossible
that the loss of nephrons from the old kidney
can be attributed to atrophy of disuse.

610

his finding that the reduction in total body

tissue undergoes no change during ageing, this
conclusion may be testified. On the other hand,

if the total body water in relation to metabolising tissue tends to decrease with age, then
computations based on total body water may
tend to underestimate metabolising tissue and
thus mask the reduction in oxygen consumption per unit of metabolising tissue. In chronic
starvation there is reduction in basal oxygen
consumption. Our studies oh cases of starvation in India as well as the studies of Keys and
colleagues on induced starvation in human vol-

unteers go to show that this reduction is to a
great extent attributable to reduction in meta-
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bolising tissue and to a small extent to reduc-
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tion in oxygen consumption per unit of metabolising tissue.

corded from young and old individuals. If it is
broader in old people it means to me, that the
different fibres, which compose the action po-

Shock: The original studies of Lawrey and
Hasting as well as our own failed to find any
evidence of "tissue dehydration" in muscle tis-

tential spike of the nerve are in a more variable state of metabolism in old people than

sue from old rats. There is, however, a reduction in the amount of intracellular water
and an increase in extra-cellular water in skeletal muscle tissue in old rats, However, the in-

tracellular water, per kg of cells, remains remarkably constant with age. Hence we origi-

in young people.
Shock: The method we used for determining
nerve conduction velocity in human volunteers

did not give action potential spikes of single
nerve fibres which would be necessary for this
type of analysis and interpretation.

Vahlquis" Dr. Shock, one of your slides

nally used intracellular water as the index, that
is the difference between anti-pyrene and etero
cyanate space. However, because of the variance introduced by calculating the difference

showed that . ith decreasing age there is a decrease not only in weight but also in height.
Do you feel that the latter observation to any

between two measurements, we have found

trend"?

that using total body water reduces the variance
of the index. Since isolated malochondria from
cardiac muscle or liver from rats show no age
differences in oxygen uptake, it seems reason-

Shock: At present we do not have a good
explanation for the decrease in height. From
serial observations made on the same subject
over a 10 year time interval we can say that
the decrement is a real one and is not due to
sampling differences. It is no doubt true that

able to assume that no age differences in total metabolism of cells exist. Since comparable

data are not available on human tissues, we
can only assume that similar results would be
found.

Nordquist: You mentioned that nerve conduction velocity decreases with age. This must
be solely attributed to changes in the nerve
potential of the cell membrane at the Rauvier's
nodes of the A-fibres, if you use the common
method measuring conduction velocity of n.
ulnaris. My question is: does the action potential spike have a different shape when re-

extent could be influenced by the "secular

our 70-year-old subjects were shorter at age 18

than are 18 year olds at the present time, but
I doubt whether this will explain the reduction
in height which we have observed.
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Patterns of longitudinal changes in renal
function
N.W. SHOCK, R. ANDRES, A.H. NORRIS AND J.D. TOBIN

Gerontology Research Center, National Institute on Aging, Baltimore City Hospitals,
Baltimore, MD, U.S.A.

The goal of this symposium was to demonstrate that the analysis of observations
collected longitudinally brings to light information about aging, that could not be
derived from cross-sectional data alone.
The Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging, initiated in 1958, is based on a
population of approximately 650 community residing males who spend 2.5 days at
the Gerontology Research Center every 1.5-2 years for an extensive series of
biomedical and psychological tests. Cross-sectional analysis of measurements of
standard creatinine clearance in 548 normal males, aged 25-100 years, showed a
progressive linear decline from 140 ml/min/1.73 m2 at age 30 to 97.0 ml/min/m2 at
age 80 (Rowe et al., 1976). The present report deals with the results of 24 hour
creatinine clearance tests on 398 subjects aged 25-100 years who were tested five
or more times over a period of 10.0 ± 0.15 (SE) years.
Linear regressions of creatinine clearance on age were calculated for each subject. The regression slopes ranged from +8.0 to 9.2 ml/1.73 m2/min per year,
mean .63 ± .109. The correlation of the individual regression slopes with age was
highly significant (r = .171, P< 0.001). Average slopes for 20-year age groups
decreased progressively from .26 ± .331 for the 20-39 age group to
1.51 ± .504 for subjects aged 80-100 years (Table 1). This analysis of longitudinal data shows that the rate of fall in creatinine clearance increases with age and is
not linear over the age range 25-100 as would be inferred from cross-sectional
data.
Although the standard error of individual regression coefficients based on as few
as five measurements may be large, eight subjects were identified with statistically
significant positive coefficients (b ranged from 2.0 to 6.3). Longitudinal observaTable 1

Mean values of individual regression slopes by age

Age
(yr)

N

20-39
40-59
60-79
80-100
20-100

33
201
149

Mean slope (13 ± SE)
(ml /min /1.73 m2/yr)

15

.26 ± .331
.40 ± .145
.92 ± .193
1.51 ± .504

398

.627 ± .109
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Age distribution of subjects with slopes > +1.0
Age

N

Percent

(yr)
Total

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85-100

b > +1.0

11

2

64
110
88
80
42

13

5

18.2
20.2
23.6

26

12.5
8.8
7.1
0

11

7
3

0

tions can identify individual subjects who deviate markedly from the average pattern of age changes derived from cross-sectional data.
Table 2 shows the distribution by age decades of individuals with regression
slopes greater than +1.0. After age 45 the percentage of subjects showing positive
regression slopes greater than g 1.0 fell from 23.6% to 0 at ages 85-100 years.
Five or more observations at 1 to 2 year intervals were available on 59 subjects
who died after the age of 55. Death certificates showed that 2/3 of the subjects died
from cardiovascular diseases and 1/3 from cancer and other causes. Renal disease

was not recorded as the cause of death in any of the subjects. Mean values for
creatinine clearances and individual regression slopes for this group of 59 subjects
were compared with values based on a group of 106 subjects over the age of 55
years who are still living. Table 3 shows that the mean age of the two groups did not
differ significantly. However, the mean clearance level and the average of individual regression slopes of creatinine clearance were significantly different. The
subjects who died had a lower creatinine clearance than the living subjects of the
same age and the rate of fall in clearance was significantly greater in those who died
than in those who remained alive.
In summary, these studies show that longitudinal data permit (1) identification of
the true characteristics of age changes in individuals (cross-sectional studies can
only provide information on age differences), and (2) identification of individual

patterns of age changes. Even though there is, on the average, a decrement in
clearance decade by decade even in early adult life, the longitudinal technique
Table 3

Comparison of living and dead subjects (subjects aged 55-100 years)
N

Age

(yr)
Dead

Alive
Difference
t

P<

59
106

Slope (b ± SE)
Mean level
(ml/min/1.73 m2) (ml/min/1.73 m2/yr)

72.0 ± 1.04
70.1 ± 0.67
1.9 ± 1.24

100.3 ± 3.26

7.9 ± 3.65

1.58 ± 0.327
0.70 ± 0.206
0.88 ± 0.386

1.53
NS

2.165
0.05

2.277
0.025

108.2 ± i.64

6 1..31* 'ii
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shows that there are some individuals who show a remarkable maintenance of their
renal function. Some individuals show improvement in renal function with age.

Subjects who died after the age of 55 had lower clearance values and showed a
greater rate of decline in renal function over the ten years preceding death than
did those who are still living.
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Physiological Indices of Aging
Jordan D. Tobin
The concept of a physiological index of age is intuitively appealing since we
have often said that someone 'looks younger than his age' or 'performs better
than people his age'. Inherent in these statements is the implicit notion that we
know how someone of a given age should look or pc.form, that we know what

is normative or standard. Within the discipline of human physiology, this
determination is frequently difficult. In addition to the problems of subject
selection, applicability of a given sample to another population, standardization
of test conditions, and the choice of which physiological system to study, there
is the almost philosophical question of the interrelationships of age, physiology,
and disease.
Previous studies, as recently reviewed by Shock (1978) and Costa (1977) have
attempted to develop a physiological or functional age for individuals using a

multiple regression model. The variables used have included physiological,
anthropometric, physical, and biochemical indices. Performances on these tests
were used to predict a 'functional' age.
A different approach has been taken for this study. Four physiological

variables which are considered clinically important in that they measure
functions which arc related to the health of an individual were examined. These
included the respiratory system (forced expiratory volume in 1.0 second), the
renal system (standard creatinine clearance), the cardiovascular system (systolic
blood-pressure), and metabolism (oral glucose tolerance). Each of these variables
not only is influenced by age but in addition is associated with a disease (chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease, renal failure, hyperteezion, and diabetes).
Normative data were derived from individuals who were free of diseases c
medications known to influence the system being studied. Age-adjusted standard
T-scores were then calculated for all individuals. In order to judge the importance of each variable, the age-adjusted T-scores for these individuals who have
died were compared to those who lived.
Population

The data on this study were derived from tests on the volunteers of the
Baltirnore Longitudinal Study of Aging conducted within the National Institute

on Aging under the direction of Dr. Nathan Shock and Dr. Reuben Andres.
The study had its inception in 1958 when a retired Public Health Service
physician came to Dr. Shock and suggested that researchers on aging of humans
should not be studying only the residents of nursing homes and chronic disease
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hospitals, who represent a minority of the aged population, but should also be
looking at the 'healthy' aged. Towards this aim, he offered himself for study and
agreed to recruit his friends as well. Thus was formed the nucleus of the study
population which has continued to be a self-recruited group of males ranging
in age from 18 to 103, with over 1100 men having been seen once, and a currently
active group of 650 community-dwelling volunteers.

The characteristics of the group have been previously described (Stone and
Norris 1966): briefly, they are predominantly highly educated, uppet middle
class, white, Protestant, and in academic, managerial, or government positions.
No subject is excluded from the study for health reasons. They are admitted for
2i days to the Baltimore City Hospitals and undergo a series of more than 40
medical, physiological, and psychological tests. They have agreed to return to
be retested at 2-year intervals until they are 60 years old, at 18-month intervals
until they are 70 years old, and then to return yearly for the remainder of their
lives. These dedicated volunteers form the data base for the results to be presented and, obviously, we owe them a great deal of thanks.
We have mentioned that no subject is excluded from the study on the basis
of health, However, when we are analysing the effect of age on a physiological
variable, for instance, the glucose tolerance test, we would not want to include
in the group of normal individuals those with the disease diabetes mellitus. These
diabetics would have poor performance on this test of metabolism, which would

not be a function of their age but of their disease. Similarly, we would not
include anyone taking ,rugs known to influence carbohydrate metabolism or
having other diseases which influence it. Thus, for each variable studied a
clinical 'clean-up' is necessary in order to ascertain the effect of age per se,
rather than disease.
Glveose metabolism

The oral glucose tolerance test is a physiological test of metabolism. A blood
sample for analysis of glucose is taken after an overnight fast under basal conditions. The subject then drinks a solution of glucose (1.75 grams per kg of
body weight) which represents a challenge to the metabolic system and, in part,
simulates what ach of us does during the day as we eat. Performance on this
test is judged by how efficiently the subject metabolizes the load of glucose and
returns his blood glucose concentration towards the fasting level. Towards this
aim, the blood glucose concentration at two hours is clinically used to categorize
people as 'normal', 'borderline', or 'diabetic'.
Results in a 'clinically clean' group of subjects indicate that there is no effect
of age on the fasting (unstressed) glucose level. After the stress of the glucose
load, initially there is no age effect discernible as the glucose is, absorbed from
the gut and the blood glucose rises equally in all age groups for the first 40
minutes. By one hour, the 20-year-old subjects have already started to lower
their glucose level, and by two hours, there is a clear age-ordering of concen-
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tration. The 20- year -olds have the lowest glucose, the 30-year-olds next, the
40-year-olds have not performed as well as the 30-year-olds, but they are better
than the 50-year olds, etc with the 8C year-olds having the highest glucose level
and, therefore, the poorest performance. The two-hour plasma glucose concentrations for each decade are shown in Fig. 1. These results are mean values;
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FIG. 1. Effect.of age on plasma glucose concentration 2 hours after oralglucose. Clean group.
The Ns for each decade from 30-80 were 14, 50, 82, 67, 53, and 33.

there is a large variance at any age, and there are clearly some superior 70-yearold subjects who behave as well or better than the average 20-year-olds. Since
these are cross - sectional results, we do not know if these super-performers were
even better performers when they were younger and have, in fact, deteriorated
as they aged or if they have maintained the same level of performance throughout
their life span.
Were the usually accepted criteria of performance on this test (derived from
young people) applied to this health group of subjects, more than 50 per cent of
the men over the age of 60 would be classified as 'diabetic'. It is worth emphasiz-

ing once again that these subjects represent a 'clean' .group. They have no
family history of diabetes, no diseases known to influence carbohydrate metabo-

lism, and are taking no medications that would influence their performance.
They are active, healthy, and, by dietary diary, taking adequate amounts of
carbohydrate in their diet. The finding of such a high prevalence of 'abnormal'
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results on glucose tolerance testing is not in keeping with the known prevalence
of the disease, diabetes.

We have chosen (Andres 1971) to judge performance on this test using an
age-adjusted nomogram constructed from these data. With this technique, a

subject can be judged against his age peers, and a percentile rank can be
assigned to his performance. Ar .xactly average performance at any age will
have a 50 per cent rank; a 5 7 . cent rank indicates that only 5 per cent of
subjects of that age perform that poorly. The actual glucose level that determines a rank of, for example 5 per cent, is of course higher in the 70-year-olds
than in the 20-year-olds. The nomogram does not indicate what is normal and
what is abnormal but does allow more flexible and appropriate (but equally
arbitrary) judgements than one arbitrary diagnostic cut-off level for all ages.
In order to determine which percentile ranking at different ages is significant
in terms of predicting future health problems, prospective longitudinal studies
are required. A variety of 'end-points' need to be examined, end-points known
to be associated with diabetes mellitus. Thus, since mortality rates are markedly
increased in diabetics, various levels of glucose tolerance performance should
be examined for correlation with mortality. Similarly, the development of the
known complication of diabetes, such as coronary heart disease and the microangiopathies (eye, peripheral nerve, and kidney problems) should be analysed.

Finally, the development of florid diabetes is an essential end-point to be
analysed.
Pulmonary function

The functions of the lung in terms of gas exchange, ridding the body of carbon
dioxide, and supplying oxygen, show no age effects in the basal state. Thcre are
no differences in the content of oxygen, carbon dioxide, or electrolytes in the
blood. There are marked age effects, however, on tests of the ability of the lung
to perform when stressed. The amount of air that can be forcibly expelled in
one second (Forced Expiratory Volume, FEV 1.0) has been found useful as a
clinical test of respiratory performance. Results of these tests are profoundly

influenced by diseases of the lung (bronchitis) and by smoking. In order to
assess the effect of age on this test, therefore, another 'clinical clean-up' was
necessary. Individuals who were free of overt pulmonary disease, were nonsmokers, and who had no other diseases or who were taking no drugs which
might affect performance, formed the group of healthy subjects in this analysis.
They showed a progressive decrease in performance across the age span, with

each successive age decade performing less well than the younger decades
(Fig. 2). Again, it is not clear whether the poorer average performance of the
older subjects on this test of pulmonary performance is a physiological age effect
on all subjects or if it is indicative of the development in some of the subjects
of subclinical disease.
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Blood-pressure

The control of the blood-pressure level is a complex interrelationship of
anatomical, hormonal, neural, renal, and cardiovascular factors. We are examining the summation of these factors when we measure this variable, and this must
be kept in mind. The systolic blood-pressures ;warted here were obtained on
our volunteers during their physical examinations. All subjects were screened
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FIG. 2. Effect of age on forced expiratory volume at one second. Clean group. The Ns for each
decade from 30-80 were 97, 107, 151, 114, 115, and 45.

and any with cardiovascular, renal, or metabolic diseases were excluded from
this analysis, as were those on any medications (diuretics, antihypertensives,
etc.) known to influence blood-pressure.
There was a significant increase of systolic blood-pressure with age, with each
succeeding decade having a higher average pressure than the preceding one
(Fig. 3).
Renal function

One measure of the ability of the kidney to function is the creatinine clearance,
which is an estimate of the glomerular filtration rate. It measures how many
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FIG. 3. Effect of age on systolic blood-pressure. Clean group. The Ns for each decade from
30-80 were 82, 151, 184, 119, 103, and 35.

millilitres of plasm, are 'cleared' of nitrogenous wastes each minute, with
higher numbers (adjusted for body size) indicating better function and lower
numbers poorer ftinction. The results of a cross-sectional and longitudinal
analysis of creatinine clearance have been presented (Rowe, Andres, Tobin,
Norris, and Shock 1976). There is a highly significant decrease in clearance
across the age span, with each succeeding decade being lower than the preceding one (Fig. 4). These results are on a clinically clean group who have no
diseases known to influence renal function, are on no medications which would
influence performance, have not had prostatectomies, and who have a norma!
urine analysis and no history of renal disease.
Analysis

In these four examples of physiological variables which are considered to be
clinically important in medicine, there was a decrement in function with age.
This was in a group of individuals who were thought to be free of significant
disease within the limits of medical judgement; and the decline cannot simply
be ascribed to 'sick old men'. The importance of this decline, however, remains
a question. Should two individuals who have the same level of performance be
considered to be equivalent in a functional sense, even though one of them (a
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young man) reached this low level because of a disease, while the other (an old
man) appears free of disease and has reached this level because of a physiological
decrement with age? One approach to this question is to use an age-adjusted
score for the subject, and to test whether performance is related to the future
health or survival of the individual. An age-adjusted T-score was calculated
for each individual. The mean value for each decade was assigned a value of
50 with a standard deviation of 10. Thus, an individual who was one SD above
the mean for his age group wou' lave a T-score of 60 (50 + 10), while someone
one and one-half SDs below the mean would have a T-score of 35 (50
15).
For convenience, good performance was always expressed as a T-score above

50 (for BP and glucose tolerance, the better performers, in fact, have been
lower absolute values and these were reversed). The T-score thus serves two
functions: (1) it removes dimensions fr :n consideration and expresses different
variables in the same units, and (2) it age-adjusts performance since each
individual is judged against the mean and standard deviation of the performance
of those clinically 'clean' individuals in his own age decade.
Since the initiation of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study, 162 of the volunteers
are known to have died. T-scores were calculated for each individual's performance on each variable and the scores for those individuals who subse-
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FIG. 4. Effect of age on creatinine clearance. Clean group. The Ns for each decade from 30-80
were 73, 122, 152, 94, 68, and 29.
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quently died were compared to those who lived. Fig. 5 graphically shows this
comparison for each variable.
For the first three variables, blood-pressure, FEV 1.0, and creatinine clearance,
the T-score of those volunteers who lived was not significantly different from a
score of 50.0 (the mean score of the clean group). The T-scores of those who
died, however, were all significantly lower, and represent a poorer age-adjusted
performance on the average for those variables (Table 1). There was no significant difference between the group that lived and the group that died on the
fourth variable, the glucose concentration at two hours of a glucose tolerance
test. Both groups, however, had mean T-scores lower than 50. This difference
(which was not observed in the other three variables) probably represents the

greater sensitivity of the glucose tolerance test to those factors, especially
medications, used to exclude subjects from the clean group.
Conclusion

Normative data were derived on men who were free of diseases which
influence the results. The decrements of physiological functioning of the four
variables studied (representing four different systems) are not a result of diseases
or medications, and must be considered a function of age. Thus, kidney function
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FIG. 5. Relation of performance level on four physiological tests to survival. Cross-hatched
bars (D) are results on those subjects who have died; open bars (L) are results on the survivors.
BP = systolic blood-pressure on physical examination. FEV 1.0 = forced expiratorycapacity
in one second. Cc,. = creatinine clearance. [GM, = glucose concentration 120 minutes after
oral glucose. T-score (see text).
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Table 1 T-scores for live and dead groups
BP

FEV1.0

Cyr

Glucose

49.6
0.35
772

47.8
0.46
676

46.8

46.9

Live

Mean
SEM

N

50.2
0.33
860

49.4
0.37
813

Dead
Mean
SEM

N
P

45.9
0.77

44.9

162

1.08
135

155

1.20
100

<0.001

<0.001

<0.01

NS

1.01

decreases with age, not because there is more clinical renal disease in the elderly
but because of age and the passage of time. The actual mechanism of the decline
of a system, be it loss of nephrons in the kidney or a decreased sensitivity of the

pancreas to respond to glucose and secrete insulin in the decline of glucose
tolerance with age, is under investigation. There may be a central, uniting aging
factor with different express...hi in each organ system but, at the present time,
this must be considered speculative.

Just as the mechanisms responsible for the demonstrated age changes are
unclear and require future iesearch, the resultant effects of the decline in a
practical sense also need further study. In three of the four variables reported,
those volunteers who have died had significantly poorer age-adjusted performance than those who lived. Total mortality is, however, a crude (though
definitive) end-point. In this population, the bulk of the deaths were, as expected,

due to cardiovascular and malignant disease. As the study progresses, more
specific mortality data will be available and allow comparison of age changes in

function with disease entities. The relationship of poor performance to the
development of disease is not a simple one. Does the decreased function and
the decreased reserve capacity to respond to stress serve as a fertile soil for
disease to seed and grow? Do the organ systems progressively lose more and
more function until some critical point is passed and they are, in effect, worn
out? The list of questions goes on and, hopefully, the list of answers will grow.
The answers will serve not only to increase the body of knowledge about the
physiology of aging but, also, an understanding of the processes of health and
function in the elderly.
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Longitudinal changes in basal metabolism in man
STEPhIN P. TZANKOFF AND ARTHUR H. NORRIS
Gerontology Research Center, National Institute on Aging, National Institutes of Health,
Baltimore City Hospitals, Baltimore, Maryland 21224

TZANKOFF, STEPHEN P., AND ARTHUR H. NORRIS. Longitu-

aging (12) we showed that, in adult men, the age.

dinal changes in basal metabchsm in man. J Appl. Physiol..
Respirat. Environ. Exercise Physiol. 45(4). 536-539, 1978. - In
a recent cross-sectional study of aging in adult men all of the
age.related differences in wholebody basal Vo: (WBV02) were
attributable to differences in skeletal muscle mass (creatinine
excretion). This study sought to extend those findings on 355
adult men on whom five or more paired determ.nations of
WI3V02 and muscle mass were obtained over a mean of 10.7
yr. Individual rates of change were calculated by the lewdsquares method. The overall mean was -0.82 ml 02. mm"yr"

related decrements in the rate of WBVo2 were wholly
attributable to concurrent decrements in the mass of
metabolically active, creatinine-producing skeletal
muscle. Mean V% of the noncreatinine-producing tissues, which for pratical purposes represent the aggre
gate of all metabolically active organs except skeletal

and was similar to crosssectional data. Mean slopes of

ing in adult men is accompanied by gradual loss of

WBV0 summarized by age-decade groups, were all negative,
not different from one another, and consistent with the crosssectional trend. However, slopes for nonmuscle Vo, (NMVo2)
were positive for the six older groups but not consistes,, with
the unchanging crosssectional trend. Reassessment of the
subject population revealed that 48 men had died some time

skeletal muscle. Other metabolically active tissues and
organs, as represented by the aggregate of the noncreatinine producing tissues, undergo little or no change in
their basal 02 requirements. However, a valid criticism
of cross-sectional study designs, particularly for those

(mean 1.9 yr) after their last measurements. Cancer and
cardiovascular disease accounted for 46 deaths. As a group all

decedents had significantly higher moan slopes for HMV°,.
M..scle mass decrement and the resulting decrease in aerobic
reirement accounted for aging decrements in WBV02 in the
absence of these terminal diseases. When these conditions
were present the overall decline was slowed or even reversed
by gradual increases in HMV:32. In longitudinal studies this
may be mistakenly interpreted as a stabilization of the aging
trend.

human aging; basal V02; basal metabolic rate; creatinine
excretion; muscle mass; body composition; gerontology

muscle, did not differ in any statistically significant
manner among all age groups studied.
Our cross-sectional analysis -esults suggest that ag-

extending into old age, is that they reflect selective
mortality (5). Longitudinal s',udies, although expensive
in time and cost, more accurately describe changes with

age and avoid some of the problems inherent in the
cross-sectional designs.

Except for scattered observations on individuals as
they aged, the only systematic longitudinal analysis of
aging an the basal 02 requirements of men is a report
by Keys et al. (5). They interpreted their data on body
density (as in index of body fatness) and WBVo2 as

evidence that the measured decrement in basal 02
requirement over the a,_ is 20-75 yr was related to
changl.s in body composition and very little to aging
itself. This interpretation is consistent with our more

specific cross-sectional findings (12) but lacks reliability
in that the oldest group of men in which body density
was measured averaged only 49.8 yr of age
The present study examines the longitudinal changes
in Vo2 over the whole adult age range for each of the
adipose, bone, and connective tissues, which have very two oxygen.consuming compartments, muscle and nonlow aerobic demands, and all other organs, which, muscle, which were described in the earlier cross-secalthough very different from one another in aerobic tional report. This approach is advantageous in that it
demands relative to their mass, account for the bulk of need not account for either the deposition or loss of fat,
the wholebody basal 02 consumption (WBVo2).
nor the questionably valid reference to body size.
At the turn of the century Rubner (9) suggested that
the "active tissue mass" was a more suitable reference

BODY SIZE, in units of surface area computed by the

standard equation of DuBois and DuBois (2), is the
traditional reference for the basal metabolic rate
(BMR). Body size, however, ascribes equal weight to

for the BMR. However, practical considerations se
verely limit the measurement of such mass. There has
been general agreement that fat-free or lean body mass
more closely quantifies the mass of active tissues (1, 4,

61; however, indirect measurements of this quantity
are, at best, difficult, fraught with assumptions, anu
impractical for general use.

METHODS

Subjects for this study were participants in the Balti-

more Longitudinal Study and have previously been
described in greater detail (8, 10). These healthy, well.
educated, community- dwelling men come to the Gerontology Research Center at regular inter% als (1-2 yr,
depending on age) where they spend 2.5 days. In addi

In a recent report on a cross-sectional analysis of tion to undergoing complete physical examinations,
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they. are subjects in a variety of physiological, psycho.
logical, and clinical studies of aging. Data included in
this study were obtained over the period between 1959
and 1975. Subjects with known or suspected thyroid or
glucocorticoid dysfunction, as evidenced by history,
physical examination, or therapy were excluded from
the analyses.
Of this population of subjects, 355 had five or more
visits during which both WBVo2 and 24-h creatinine
excretion had been determined. Methodologies for these
measurements were previously described in detail (8,
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Nonmuscle Vo2 (NMVo2) and muscle Vo2 (MVo2) in

the basal state were calculated from paired values of
WBVo2 and 24-h creatinine excretions as previously
described (12). Each subject's dat^ are represented by a
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slope obtained by the least-squares linear regression
model of each variable on age. They were then grouped
by age into decade categories spanning 10 yr, e.g., 1524, 25-34, 35-44 yr, and so on. In the illustrations each

age-decade group is shown by a line centered on the
AGE*11
mean value for the variable identified on the ordinate
rm. 1. Mean changes with age in wholebody and nonmuscle Oa
and the group's mean age on the abcissa. The slope of consumption in basal state.
each line represents the mean rate of change of that
variable with age; its length along the abcissa represents the group's mean time over which measurements from 24 -h creatinine excretion, accounts for all of the
were obtained. Age-related differences in slopes were decrease in WBVo2 with age.
Longitudinal changes in NMVo2 are, however, sometested for statistical significance using one-way analywhat more perplexing. Except for the youngest group,
ses of variance (BMDP1V).
All calculations were performed by Fortran IV soft- all other groups exhibit a slight positive slupe, suggest.
ware on a Raytheon digital computer. Data were copied ing that NMVos requirements increase with age. Howonto digital magnetic tape from IBM tabulation cards ever, if this were in fact so, one should expect an overall
that were coded and verified from the laboratory work increase in mean values for this variable; i.e., one
group's longitudinal increase should at least tend to
sheets.
"predict" the next group's mean value. This interesting

finding led to sareful appraisal of factors that are
normally not associated with a hypermetabolic state
Figure 1 illustrates the mean values and rates of but might account for gradual increases in Vo2 within

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

change with age for both the WBVo2 (upper panel) and the nonmuscle compartment.
the calculated NMVo2 (lower panel) for each of the age.
The increased prevalence of cardiovascular disorders
decade groups. There were no statistically significant associated with middle and older ages was of particular
differences with age in the negative slopes for the interest. Arterial hypertension requires increased work
WBVo2 among the age-decade groups. Each group's and associated 02 consumption by the ventricular myo-

mean value is lower than the one preceding it in age cardium. Furthermore, this additional requirement
and the direction of change fairly well "predicts" the may be disproportionately increased in the presence of
next group's mean value for WBVo2. The average slupe

concomitant ventricular hypertrophy and the associated
for all 355 men was -0.82 ml 02/min per yr (about 5.7 decrease in metabolic efficiency of the myocardium (3).
kcal/day or 2,070 kcal/yr), which, for these subjects, Cancer has been associated with a general hypermetarepresented a mean of 3.7% decline in WBVo2 per bolic state despite decreases in caloric intake (11).
decade of life. This rate of change is in good agreement Significantly, experimental tranplantation of certain
with that of 3.22% per decade reported by Keys et al. (5) malignant tumors has been associated with definite
for their younger group of men studied between ages increases in energy expenditure long before any tumor
21.9 and 41.3 yr. It is higher, however, than the overall could be palpated (7).
1.2% per decade those authors reported for their older
On this basis a more thorough examination of the
men studied repeatedly between ages 49.8 and 66.8 yr. subject population for the present study was underThis difference will be discussed later.
taken. It revealed that of the 355 men included in the
Mean values for NMVo2 (Fig. 1, lower panel) showed analyses, none of which exhibited pathology or condino statistically significant differences among age tions generally felt to alter metabolic function, 48 had
groups. Averaged over the 355 subjects, the mean value died since their last measurement. Mean elapsed time
of 98.2 1 0.91 (SD) ml/min is, as expected, in excellent since last measure,. ent was 1.9 -1. 1.6 (SD) yr. Very few
agreement with our earlier cross.sect tonal mean of 99.1 of the 48 decedents had causes of death confirmed by
ml/min 1:21 and indicates that WBVo as estimated autopsy. It was possible, however, to determine from
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death certificates, notifications from attending physicians, and review of medical records that 35 of the men's

EVIHOL BOOY

deaths could be attributed primarily to cardiovascular
disease and 11 to a variety of malignant processes. Of
the remaining two, one died of trauma sustained in a
fall and information on the other was unclear. Both
were about 80 yr of age and according to our medical
records suffered from significant cardiovascular disease.

They were, therefore, included in the Overall analyses
of decedents.

Of the 11 reported to have died of cancer, review of
their medical- histories revealed 7 who had also been
diagnosed as suffering from significant cardiovascular
disease such as hypertension, angina, myocardial ischemia (S-T segment depression on ECG at rest), etc.
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Likewise, 4 of the men whose cause of death was
attributed to cardiovascular problems had at one time
or another been treated for some malignant disorder (3

107

skin, 1 multiple myeloma). Thus, 46 of the 48 decedents

could each be classified into four groups according to
primary and contributing causes of death: cancer alone,
cardiovascular alone, cardiovascular with cancer, and
cancer with cardiovascular. Mean rates of change with
age in NMVo: were compared for these four groups and
are shown in Fig. 2. The higher mean values exhibited

by those who died as a result of malignant processes
with concurrent cardiovascular disorders (CA + CV in
Fig. 2), when compared with those for the other groups,

33
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AGE lyars1

no 3, Mean changes with age in wholmbody and nonmuscle
consumption for those who died and those still alive 1sec text 1.
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suggest that cancer and cardiovascular disease contrib.

ute independently to the hypermetabolic state. The
small numbers in three of the four groups precluded

HO

statistically significant differences with regard to cause
of death. Melia differences between the highest and the
lowest slopes app.-oached P
0.05, I = 2.11, df 9.)
Therefore, the decedents were grouped by age without

regard to cause of death and compared, with those
presently alive. This is shown in Fits. 3 anct 4.
The most striking differences, by age, between the
deceased and those alive is the consistent positive slope

of l'IMVo: for those deceased (Fig. 3, lower panel).
Examination of the individual points from which slopes
were calculated did not suggest a last visit artifact, but

1.11120f

-UNNG
Din

--DEMO

30

0

4)

9)
AGE Rascal

no 4 Mean changes with age in 'nestle 0, consumption for
those living compared with those who died.

a generally consistent and gradual increase in NMVo:
throughout the 10-yr period of observation. Except fcr
the two youngest decedents who showed a mean nega-

tive slope, there were no statistically significant differences with age among the 48 subjeats who had died from
all causes. Likewise, no differences with age were found
ninety; the slopes of those alive. Averaging the slopes of
NMVo., for the 48 dead and the remaining 307 alive men

yielded means t SE of 1.88 1: 0.46 and 0.28 t 0.23,
respectively, for the dead and alive. The difference
between the two groups is statistically significant (1
2.96, P < 0.01).
In our earner cross-sectional study of aging (12) we
showed that loss cf muscle mass was responsible fig n11
CA

CV

CV+ CA CA* CV

rio. 2. Menus + SE of slopes of nonmusele 0, consumption for
deceased men grouped by primary cause of death. CA, cancer, CV.
cardiovascular. Na for each group are given in parantheses.

of the deJline in WBVo, with age. This conclusion mist
nut/ be qual;fied for those nearing terminal age These

re.i were similar to the survivors in that they lost
skeletal muscle at comparable rates Pig. 4), but differed from the survivors in that they increased their
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nonmuscle 0, requirements. Their decline in MVo2 was present findings, be interpreted as ominous rather than
offset by gradual increases in NMVo, such that WBVo, advantageous.
rates of decline were lower, and in our 14 oldest men
The present data show that for nearly all of the
who were about to die, even reversed (Fig. 3).
decade preceding death NMVo, requirements gradually
Longitudinal surveys of older, men, which include increased. We have, therefore, no reliable estimate as
only two determinations of WBVo2 over mnny years, to the time f onset of this change in metabolic requirewithout the benefit of intermediate measurements in ment. It is an unfortunate but reasonable expectation
the analyses, might suggest a stabilization of the basal that, as the Baltimore Longitudinal Study continues,
metabolic requirement with age, when in fact there is a more of its participants will die. They will, however,
reversal in the earlier declining trend. This is evident have been observed over longer periods of time so that
in the longitudinal data of Keys et al. (5). In their group correlative studies involving increased NMVo, and

of 115 men studied five times over a 17-yr period,

other pertinent physiological and clinical data will be

WBVo2 decreased from means of 222.8 at age 49.8 to a

possible.

nadir of 217.7 ml/min (third measurement) at age 54.8
yr. Thereafter, it increased to 220.6 and 218.2 ml/min at
ages 60.8 and 66.8 yr, respectively. Thus their conclusion, based on first and last points only, that these older
men were "remarkably stable," might, considering the

The authors arc indebted to all participants of the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study who have, over the years. given of their time

and patience to t1' study of gerontology. The efforts of those
smolvecl in the data collection and recording are also apprpcsated
!teemed 25 January 1978: accepted in final form 23 May 1978.
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hand, foot, eye preference 70
taste-test 70
hypothalamic-pituitary function 87
hypothalamic-posterior-pituitary

function 87
ethanol-infusion test 87
hypertonic-saline-infusion test 87
reproductive-hormone system 87
immune system 88
marital and sexual experience 94
nerve-conduction velocity 74-75
neuromotor function and exercise 73-78
reaction-time 73-74
auditory 74
reflex 74
to touch 73-74
tapping test 73
nutrition 72-73
dietary habits 72-73

nutrition history 73
pyrieoxine (vitamin-B6) status 73
personality and developmental
characteristics 91-93
developmental antecedents 92-93
activities and attitudes questionnaire
92-93
parent-child-relations questionnaire
92
personality 91-92
Eysenck Personality inventory 92
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament
Survey 91-92
Imaginal Processes

InventoryDaydreaming 92
NEO Inventory 92
NEO-Rating Inventory 92
perceptual tests 92
social - desirability scale 92

physical activity 75-78
muscular strength, work 75
coordinated exercisecranking 75
physical-activity history 75
strength tests 75
oxygen uptake 75-78
maximal oxygen uptake 77-78
submaximal work loads 75-77
pulmonary function 78-80
chest x-ray 80
gas distribution 79
lung and chest-wall compliance 79-80
maximum breathing ca. -ity 79
smoking history 80
spirometry 78-79
renal function 78
creatinine clearance 78
i:idney, concentrating ability 78
special senses 89
audiometry 89
eye tonography 89
fundus photography 89
visual screening :.,9
stress and coping 93
adaptational outcomes 93
mood-states profile 93
well-being assessment 93
coping and defense mechanisms 93
coping questionnaire 93
coping self-interview 93
defense-mechanism inventory 93
stress 93
daily-events checklist 93
Schedule of Life-Events 93
stress-and-coping interview 93
Body-composition 70-72, 97-105, 171-74

and fat 71-72, 97-99, 101-103, 135
arri sexual activity 135

G 5,5

INDEX

BONE-ALTERATIONS--DUKE STUDIES

Bone-alterations 25, 103-104; App.318
Bone-density 70-71, 99
Bone-mineral measurement 70-71, 97-99
Bonn Study 33
Breathing-capacity, maximum 56
Buerger's disease 58
Busse, Dr. E.W. 22

C
Caffeine 86, 112-13
Calcium 73, 109
Caloric intake-diet 105-10
Cameron bone-mineral analysis 70-71
Cancer 27, 38, 58, 175
Carbohydrate, in diet 109-10
metabolism 84-86
Carbon- dioxide production 40-41
Cardiac enlargem,nt 34
Cardiopulmonary x-ray changes 178; App.264
Cardiothoracic ratio 179; App.325
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) 3, 19, 20-21,
26-27, 30, 34, 42, 80-82, 100, 117-27,
175, 177-79, 203-205
and intellectual performance 30
history and physical examination 20,
26-27, 30, 34, 80-81

Project at U. of Minn. 19, 20-21, 42
risk factors 19, 20-21, 34, 175, 176-79
screening 3, 20, 26-27, 80-82, 100
Cardiovascular function 20-21, 26-27, 45,
80-84, 117-27, 177-79, 203.205; App.272,

Comparison of findings across longitudinal
studies 42
Compensatory change 33, 120-21, 123-24,
135, 166-67, 175, 208-209
Complaints and neuroticism 198.202; App.71,
79, 147
Concanavalin A 146
Concentrating ability 128
Concept-identification 91, 161-62
Coping with stress 93, 166-67
Cornell Medical Index 69-70, 164, 191,
198-200

Coronary artery disease (CAD) 3, 9, 34-36,
58, 117-27, 200-205
and personality 200-202; App.71
stress-testing for occult disease 117-18,
121-27, 204-205
Coronary events in asymptomatic subjects,
prediction 204.205
Cortisone-glucose-tolerance test 85
Cranking test 75
Creatinine clearance 11, 56-58, 78, 98-99,
127-28, 170-71, 174-75, 203-204, 208;
App.345
nomograms 127

Criteria of selection of tests 55-57
Cross-sectional method 2, 5-9, 169-71
Cross-sectional studies: see BLSA: crosssectional studies"
Cross-sequential analysis 4-5, 16, 171,
182-84, 189, 194.96

325

and sexual activity 135
Carotid pulse 82
Catecholamine secretion 83, 124-25
Cell-culture senescence and invitro life-span
95-97

Cell replication 88
Cellular aging, "free-radical" theory 112

"error" theory 112

Cellular mass, "active" 97-99
Cerebral blood-flow 30
infarction 58
Cerebrovascular disease 34

Chicago Activity and Attitude Inventories:
see "Activities and attitudes"
Cholesterol 20-21, 38, 40-41, 56, 69, 110,
165, 176-77, 208; App.245, 278
as predictor of CVD 21, 34
Cies la, Paul R. vii
Clinical "clean-up" 59-60
Clinical evaluation 63
Cognitive functions 11, 89.91, 158.62,
179-87; App.5, 14, 21, 25, 40, 223
Coitus 93
Cold-pressor test 20-21
Community populations, studies of 34-39

D
Daily-events checklist 93

Damon, Dr. Albert 24
Dark-adaptation 25
Data-management 60-62
Data, storage and retrieval 17
Davis, Francis vii
Daydreaming 92, 162-63
and temperament 162-63
sex differences 163
Defense-mechanism inventory 93

Denver study 20
Dermatoglyphics of hand 70
Developmental antecedents of personality
92-93

Diabetes 3, 9, 34, 58, 128-33, 203-204
Dichotic listening 91
Diet 25, 73, 105.10, 171, 176-77; App.245,
372

Differential mortality 6-8
Digitalis 57, 84
Disease 1-2, 9, 19, 35, 57-60, )86, 208-209
occult 3, 117-18, 121-22, 175
Drug metabolism 86-87, 112-14
Duke studies 22-24, 42

6.56

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY-HYPERTHYROIDISM

E
Echocardiography 82-83
one-dimensional 118-19
two-dimensional 119
Ejection-fraction 124

Electrocardiogram (ECG) 20, 25, 27, 31,

34-35, 40, 5, 80-84, 117, 122, 126-27,
177-78, 204-205
and blood-pressure, ambulatory monitor
84, 126-27
Ecologic study of a community 35
Electrodermal activity 154-56
Electroencephalogram (EEG) 19-20, ?2, 74,
149, 151-54
Electr;lytes 148
Electrophysiology 126-27
Embedded Figure Test 92
Endocrine system 46, 128-37
Epidermal hydration, effect on skin-potential
and vigilance 155-56
Epinephrine, scrum 83, 125
Equivalence of information in conceptidentification 161-62
Ergometer 75
"Error" -11cory of cellular aging 111-12
Estrogens 135

Ethanol 27, 86-87, 95, 112-14, 135, 143
effect on antipyrine metabolism 112-13
effect on "natural-killer" cell activity 143
effect on reaction-time and memory 86-87
effect on sexual activity 135

INDEX

Genetic characteristics 70
Gerontology Research Center (GRC) vii, 3,

46, 63
Gibed- children study 39
Gingival disease 69
Glomerular filtration rate: sec "BLSA: crosssectional studies, renal system;" "BLSA:
longitudinal studies, renal function;"
"Renal function"
Glucose-clamp test 86, 132-33
Glucox-insulin homeostatic system 3;
App.387; see "BLSA: tests administered"
Glucose-tolerance, relation to irprifro cellreplication 97
Glucose-tolerance test 35, 56, 84-86, 128-33,
203-204
nomograms 130, 133
Glutamic-onaloacetic transaminase (GOT)
110-11

Glycolysis, anaerobic 99-101
Gonadotropin 87, 134-35
Granulocyte function 140A I

Graybicl, Dr. Ashton 26
Grip-strength 38, 41, 104
Gsell, Dr. O.R. 30
Growth and development 1, 5, 11-12, 19
studies .20
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey

91-92, 163, 171, 189-96, 198-202;
App.234

Gustatory function 69, 148

Euglycemic clamp 86

H

Exercise 11, 27. 35, 40-41, 81-82, 99-101,
121-26

Exercise-stress test (double Master) 81-82
Expiratory volume 31
Eyc tonography 89
Eyscnck Personality Inventory 92, 191-92

F
Fabry's disease 58
Family history 70
Fat 20-21, 71-72, 97-99, 101-103, 171-73;
App.51

Fats in diet 109-10
Faurot method 70
Financing longitudinal studies 17-18
First-visit effects 59, 170
Flicker-fusion frequency 20
Framingham Study 11, 34, 42
"Free-radical" theory of cellular aging 112

"Functional" age 26, 38, 169, 207-208
Fundus photography 89

G
Galvanic skin-response 149, 154-55
Gas distribution 79

Haldane apparatus 72
Handedness 70, 104
Harvard Growth Study 20
Hearing impairment 22

Heart-rate 3, 41, 72, 77, 83
response to j3-adrenergic stimulation 83

response to exercise 35, 41, 121-23
Heat-production 11-13

Height 98, 170, 172-73
Hematocrit 69, 83
Hemoglobin 9, 20, 38, 41, 59, 69
Hcmogram 69
Hiroshima 36-39
His-bundle ECG 83-84, 126
Holtzman Inkblot Test 92
Homosexual activity 94
Hormone receptors 135-137

Hormones 56, 87, 134-37
Hyperglycemic clamp 86
Hypertension 38-39, 59, 199-202
and personality 200; App.223
hypochondriasis and neuroticism 199-200
predictors 39
somatic complaints and CAD 199-202
Hyperthyroidism 58
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INDEX

HYPERTONIC-NATURAI,KILLERCELL

Hypertonic-saline-infusion test 87
Hypochondriasis 22, 198; App.147
Hypothalamic-neurohypophyseal-renal axis
135-37

Hypothalamic-pituitary function 3, 87
Hypothalamic-pituitary-testicular axis 134-35
Hypothalamic - posterior pituitary function 87
Hypothenar eminence 74
Hypothyroidism 58

I
Imaginal Processes Inventory 92, 162-64

Immune response, relation to iitro cep
replication 97

Immune system 88, 97, 137-47
Immunocompetence, cellular 97
Immunoglobulins 147
Immunoproteins 147
Insu:in-binding 132-33
Insulin - tolerance test, intravenous 48, 84-86,
132-33

Intelligence and bloodpressure 185.87;
App.223

Intelligence, tests 22, 39-40, 89-90, 1854;7;
sec "Cognitive functions;" "Army Alpha
test"

Interdisciplinary studies 11, 13, 17, 22-30,
95

Interpretation of data 57-60
Iodine, protein-bound, in blood 21, 25
Iowa State Univ. 39
Isoproterenol 83, 125

J
Japanese National Institute of Health 37
Japanese Radiation Effects Research
Foundation 38

Johns Hopkins University Hospital 82, 83,
89

K
Kaiser Permanence Study 42
Keys, Dr. Ancel 20

Kidney 58, 78; see "Renal function"
King, Dr. John T. vii

L
Latency of involuntary and voluntary
responses 154-55
L-dopa 58
Lean-body mass: see "Muscle. ass"
Learning 90-91, 158-62, 182.83; App.40
Lifc-events 23, 196-97, 202
Lipoprotein 25, 34
Liver-function 25

Longitudinal method 2, 5, 9-44, 169-71;
App.92, 354, 362
Longitudinal studies: see "BLSA: longitudinal
studies;" "Longitudinal method;" "Studies
other than BLSA"
Lung and chest-wall compliance 79.80
Lung-volume 79, 114-16

M
Mackworth's Clock-Test 150-51, 154,
179-80; App.331

Marital and sexual history 94, 164-65
Martin, Dr. Clyde 134
Maryland State Health Dept. 80
Massachusetts General Hospital Ut Eity MultiProgramming System 61
Masticatory function 148
Masturbation 94
Maximal breathing capacity 79
Maximal oxygen uptake 77-78
Maximum heart-rate after exercise 122-23
McMillin, P.J. vii
Medical history 56, 63

Memory 25, 87, 90-91, 158.62, 183-85;
App.21, 25, 40, 335
Menstruation 11.13, 19
Metabolism: sec "Basal metaholism;" "Drug
metabolism"

Methods, un'Formity 1( 17
Methylphenk
57
Metropolitan uezirable Weight Table 129
Minnesota Code 80-81
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
(MMPI) 21
Mood-states profile 93
Mortality, differential: sec "Differential
mortality"
Mortality studies 26-27
Multiple-gated cardiac blood-pool (MUGA)
scan 83, 119-20
Muscle-mass 71, 97-98, 114, 135, 172,
174-75

Muscular function 45, 75, 157-58
Myocardial infarction 11, 80-82

N
Nagasaki 36-39
National Academy of Sciences 37
National Diabetes Data Group 85-86

National Heart Institute (NIP) vii, 34, 46
National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development (NICHD) 46
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
Study 28-30
National Institute on Aging (NIA) 46
National Institutes of Health (NIH) vii, 29,
45, 61, 63
Natural-killer-cell activity 142-43

6

INDEX

NEO INVENTORY - RETROACTION

NEO Inventory 92, 191-92
NEO model of personality 187-94
NEO-Rating Inventory 92, 191-92
Nephrectomy 58-59
Nerve-conduction velocity 74-75
Neurology 25
Neuromotor function and exercise 73-74
Neuroticism 198-202; App.71, 79, 215
and adjustment App.215
and somatic complaints 198-202; App.71,
79

Nitro-Blue-Tetrazolium dye reduction 140
Nitrogen-washout 79, 116
Norepinephrine, serum 83, 125
Normative Aging Study 24-26, 42

Norris, Arthur H. vii
Nutrition 72-73, 105-12, 171, 176-77

0
Oakland Growth Study 20
Obesity 21, 34, 132-33, 176-77
and longevity 21, 202-203
and sexual activity 135
Oral-dental 25, 69, 148
Osmoreceptor sensitivity 135
Osteoarthritis of hand 104-105, 173-74;
App.318

Osteoporosis 25, 103-104
Ouabain 84
Outcome studies: see "BLSA: outcome
studies"
Oxidation, aerobic 99

Oxygen 3, 35, 40-41, 72, 75-78, 98-99,
105-10, 165, 174-75

Peter, Dr. W.W. v, 3, 45-46
Phenylephrine 83
Philadelphia Geriatric Center 30
Phonocardiogram 82
Phosphorus 25
Photic "driving" 153
Photon-scan 70-71
Physical activity 34-35, 75, 99-101, 105-10,
117-18, 121-26, 177-78, 204-205; App.372
Physical-activity history 75
Physical examination 56, 63

"Physiologic" age: see " Tunctionar age"
Phytohemogglutinin 97, 146
Pituitary function 48
Plasma-protein electrophoresis 25
Plethysmography 84
Pokeweed Mitogen 141-42
Polymorphoneutrophile 140-41

Practice-effect 16, 116, 170, 185
Precursors-of disease or clf-th: see "BLSA:
outcome studies;" "Stuche, . her than
BLSA"

Problem-solving 91, 180-82; App.5, 25
and mortality 181
Propanolol 83
Proteinuria 35
Psychophysiology 148-58

Pulmonary function 11, 25, 31, 35, 40-41,
45, 78-80, 114-17, 170, 203-204;
App.311, 387
Pulse-wave velocity 31-32
Pyridoxal phosphate, plasma (PLP) 73,
110-11

Pyridoxin 73, 110-11

Q

P
Pacemaker therapy 126
Panhypopituitarism 58
Parent-child-relations questionnaire 92
Participants: see "BLSA: design and
operation"
Pepsinogen in serum 25
Perceptual tests 92
Period 'A-teas 3-4, 15-16, 47, 169-71,
192-94, 208-209; App.92, 234
Periodontal disease 69
Peripheral-blood cells, mitogen responses of

Quality-control 16-17, 57

R
Radiation, effect on aging 36-39
Reaction-time 38, 41, 73-74, 148-51
and ethanol 87
Recall 90-91
Recruitment 48-51
Reflex tests 74

Peripheral-blood lymphocyte, antibodyforming ability of 141-42

Regression on mean 40
Regulatory mechanisms 208
Renal function 3, 45, 57-59, 78, 127-28,
170-71, 175-76, 203-204; App.345, 384,

Peripheral blood, white cells in 137-40
Personality 21-22, 91-93, 166-67, 187-202;
App.71, 79, 105, 129, 147, 163, 215,
234, 292, 304, 335
and adjustment 197-98; App.129
and cognitive performance 11
and development 92-93
and life-course 202; ripp.ios, 129, 292

387
Reproductive-hormone system 87
Response-bias 194-96
Response-latency 75, 154-55
Respo. se-sets 194-96
Response to stress, cardiovascular 121-26
Retinal shrinkage 25
Retroaction 161

146

INDEX

RIGHT-BUNDLE BRANCHBLOCK-TOUCH

Right-bundle branch-block 177-78; App.272
Risk factors 202-205; see "BLSA: outcome
studies;" "Studies other than BLSA"

Rose, Dr. C.L. 24

S

Salivary-gland function (59, ;48
Schedule of life event!, 93
Schedule of tests 55-56
Schiotz-test 89
Scientists' Cliffs, Md. vii

Sebrell, Dr. Henry vii
Sedatives 58
Sex differences in daydreaming 163
Sexual daydreams 162-63
Sexual potency 165
Shock, Di-. N.W. 47
Skin-elasticity 38
Skinfold-thickness 38, 70
Skin-potential level 154-56
Skin-potential response and vigilance 154
Smedley hand dynamometer 75, 104

Smoking 21, 27, 34, 41, 80, 85-86, 112-13,
116-17, 135, 176, 203
and body-weight 21
and CVD 34
and sexual activity 135
cigar-smoking 117

history 26, 34, 80
obesity, mortality 203
pipe-smoking 117
reversibility of pulmonary impairment 117
Social-desirability scale 92
Somatic complaints and neuroticism 198-202;
APP-79

Southem-California tests of mental ability 90
Special senses 25, 89
Speed and accuracy of movcment 157
Spirometry 78-79
SRA Primary Mental Abilities tests 39
Stability 187,26, 208, 210; App.105, '63,
304
definitions 187-89

of hypochondriasis 22
of factor-structure 192-94

of function 208, 210
of group-mean level 189
of individual rank-order 189-92
of level of sexual activity 165
of personality 21-22, 166-67, 187-96, 208,
210; App.105, 163, 304
Stability-model, practical imrlications 196
Stability of sample, dropout 3, 52-55
Staffing 17
Staphylococcal Protein A 146
Steering Committee 47
Stereopsis 25
Steroids 57

Strawn, Elizabeth vii
Strength tests 75
Stress and coping 93, 166-67
Stress-thallium scans .82, 204-205
Studies other than BLSA 19-42
Basel Study 30-32
Bonn Study 33

CVD Project at U. of Minn. 20-21
Duke Studies 22-24
growth-and-development studies 5, 19-20
incomparability of data among studies 42
National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH) Study 28-30
Normative Aging Study 24-26
participants, criteria of selection 42
Terman-Stanford study of gifted children
20

Thousand-Aviator Study 26-28
strengths and weaknesses 42
studies of community populations 34-39
ABCC Study 36-39
Framingham Study 34-35
Tecumseh Study 35-36
studies of intellectual functions 39-40
studies of physiological variables 40-41

blood pressure 40
exercise 40-41

women 42
Sulfhydryl 111-12
Syphilis, serological test 69
Systolic time-intervals 82, 118

T
Tapping test 73
Taste test 70
Technetium 99m 83
Tecumseh Study 35-36, 42
Temperament 162-63, 184, 187-96; App.134
and visual retention 184; App.335
stability 187-96
Terman-Stanford study of gifted children 20
Testosterone 134-35
and sexual activity 134
Tests administered: see "BLSA: tests
administered"
Thematic Apperception Test 92
Thiocyanate space 71, 97-98, 172

Thomae, Dr. H. 33

Thousand-Aviator Study 26-28, 42
Thyroid function 98
Tidal volume 79
Time-perception and psychomotor function
156-57

Time-sequential analysis 4, 5, 16, 171,
182-84, 189, 194-96
Tolbutamide-response test 85-86, 130-33
nomogram 133
Touch, reaction-time in response 73

,660

INDEX

TRAIT-THEORY--YOUR ACTIVITIES"

Visual screening 22, 25, 32, 38, 89
Vital capacity 32, 34, 38, 41, 56, 78-79

Trait-theory 187
Tranquilizers 57-58
Transition-probability, cellular 97

Vitamin-A 109
Vitamin-B6 73, 110-11
Vitamin-C 109
Vitamin allowances recommended by
National Research Council 109
Vocabulary (WAIS) 90, 160, 183-84, 191

Traveler? Ins. Co. 40
Treadmill-stress ECG 82
Treadmill-test 99-101

Triglycerides 25, 38, 56, 69

Ulnar nerve 74
United States Public Health Service
(USPHS) v, vii, 34, 45, 72
Urea-blood nitrogen 25
Uremia 58
Uric acid 21, 25, 38
Urinalysis 20, 25, 38, 40, 58, 69

Watt, Dr. James vii
Waxter, Dr. TJ.S. vii
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)
33, 90, 160, 183-84, 191
Weight 169-70 173; App.51, 372
Well-being 93; App.129
Wernick, Paula vii
White cells in peripheral blood 137-40
Wilmer Eye Institute 89
Women participants: see "BLSA: design and
operation;" 'Studies other than BLSA"
Wyman, Mr. and Mrs. William E. 48

Vasodilators 57
Venous-occlusion plethysmography 84
Ventilation App.311
Ventilatory response to exercise 35
Ventricular hypertrophy 120-21

Verbal ability 39; see "Vocabular; (WAIS)"
Verbal learning 90, 158-61
Verzar, Dr. F. 30
Veteran? Administration Study: see
"Normative Aging Study" undfr "Studies
other than BLSA"
Vibratory perception 38
Vigil. nce 148-51, 154, 179-80; App.331
Visual memory 183-84; App.14, 21, 40
Visual retention and temperament 184-85;
App.335

x
X-ray, chest 20, 25, 38, 40, 80, 178-79;
App.264

dental 69
hand 25, 70, 103-105

Y
"Your Activities and Attitudes:" see
"Activities and attitudes"
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